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PREFACE 

This book is designed to provide an introductory and useful descrip¬ 

tion of luminescent solids, particularly artificial (man-made) phosphors, 

in language comprehensible to science graduates. Much of the material 

is drawn from personal experience in synthesizing, studying, and applying 

luminescent solids since 1931, that is, during the recent era of intensive 

phosphor research which made possible such modern developments as 

electronic television, ‘‘fluorescent” lighting, radar, electron microscopy, 

and devices for seeing many otherwise invisible forms of energy. Al¬ 

though the book is intended for nonspecialists in luminescence, it is 

expected that it will be useful as a text in training future specialists 

and in aiding scientists who wish (a) to refresh and increase their knowl¬ 

edge of solid matter and its interactions with radiations and charged 

material particles, and (b) to use phosphors for detecting radiation and 

material particles. 

Those who are unfamiliar with phosphors may welcome immediate informa¬ 
tion about the origin of the word and the distinction between phosphor (a 
luminescent solid) and phosphorus (the chemical element). The word phosphor 
or phosphoros (Greek, “light bearer”) was used to describe a complex preter¬ 
natural solid, made by Casciarolo of Bologna, Italy, about 1603: a solid that had 
the awe-inspiriiig property of glowing in the dark after exposure to (excitation 
by) daylight. When the chemical element “phosphorus” was discovered, over 
60 years later, it was called a phosphoros or phosphor because it too glowed in 
the dark while exposed to moist air^ and the name persists in its present form, 
even though phosphorus is not a phosphor. The luminescence emission from a 
phosphor, which is usually a specially prepared complex crystalline material, is 
the result of an internal physical {electronic) actiony which proceeds best in the 
absence of chemical change, and so a phosphor may continue to luminesce 
indefinitely under suitable conditions. The luminescence emission from phos¬ 
phorus is the result of a surface gas-phase chemical action (oxidation), which 
ceases when the source of oxygen is removed or the phosphorus is consumed.* 

With respect to the duration of afterglow after cessation of excitation, the 
word fluorescence was first used to denote the imperceptible short afterglow of 
the mineral fluorspar, and phosphorescence was used to denote the long after¬ 
glow (hours) of the early Bolognese phosphor and later phosphors (also, by mis¬ 
interpretation from the persistent glow of moist phosphorus). The generic term 
luminescence (Latin, lumeny “light” + -esceruse) denotes a process of generating 

* D. M. Yost and H. Russell, Jr., Systematic Inorganic Chemistry of the Fifth and 
Sixthilroup NonmetaUie ElementSy I^entice-Hall, New York, 1944. 
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radiation during and after excitation; that is, luminescence includes fluorescence 
and phosphorescence. The term “luminescence” is here used as an adjective 
and also as a noun. For example, a luminescent material, when luminescing, 

emits luminescence radiation. The material but not the radiation is luminescent, 
that is, capable of generating (luminescence) radiation. 

Most luminescence phenomena occur when the luminescing material is Twt 
in equilibrium within itself or with its surroundings. Matter with excess (free) 

energy, other than heaty seeks to attain equilibrium by disposing of the excess 
energy as luminescence radiation, heat (with concomitant thermal radiation), or 
electron emission; or by producing structural or chemical changes. Efficient 
phosphors transform a large proportion of absorbed excitation energy into lumi¬ 
nescence radiation rather than into heat, electron emission, or chemical or 

structural change. 
Phosphors are hypersensitive to traces of certain impurities and to changes 

in local and long-range structure. In most cases, efficient phosphors comprise 
highly purified and well-crystallized bulk materials, which are called host crystals, 
containing a per cent or less of beneficial impurities, which are called activators. 
The extraordinary impurity and structure sensitivity of phosphors distinguishes 
them as members of the general class of electronically active nonmetallic solids, 
including semiconductors, photoconductors, photoemitters, secondary emitters, 

thermionic emitters, ferroelectrics, and ferromagnetic ferrites. Successful re¬ 
search on the constitutions and properties of any of these unusual solids is 
certain to promote progress in the others, progress which is measured by an 

improved understanding of the electronic behaviors of solids as a guide to the 
devisal of superior electronically active materials for use in the sciences and 
technology at large. 

The luminescence of solids is a hybrid subject whose necessary com¬ 
ponents include materials (chemistry), structures (crystallography; geom¬ 
etry), and energies (physics). In this respect, luminescence is as chal¬ 

lenging as other growing hybrids, such as nucleonics, biophysics, and 

photochemistry, which are nourished by several major sciences. In the 

following pages, the subject of luminescence is developed in outline form 

from a summary of elementary concepts, without detailed derivations 

and discussions. History is generally omitted, because a discussion of 

the chroiiologicaJ development of our knowledge of luminescence would 

be tedious and confusing to the uninitiated. Attempts are made to inter¬ 

weave correlations and interpretations where they exist and are pertinent. 

It should be kept in mind, however, that this is a compfsx and growing 

subject whose hypotheses and theories are subject to change. Attempts 

are made, also, to direct attention to some major experimental and 
theoretical problems whose solutions would be particularly useful in 

advancing the present qualitative art of phosphors toward the goal of 
a quantitative science of phosphors. 
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During the alchemical infancy and haphazard growth of the phosphor 
art, the resultant desultory and greatly dispersed literature on lumi¬ 
nescence of solids has become cluttered with confused terminologies, 
incorrect data, and baneful misconceptions.' As an antidote, this book 
attempts to be objective, to provide a rational terminology, and to 
furnish a critical guide to the general literature. Exemplary information, 
as complete as possible, is given on the preparations and properties of 
some of the more interesting and useful types of phosphors, with brief 
descriptions of their general applications and limitations. Readers who 
want a capsulized description of phosphors, with particular emphasis on 
utility, may find Chapters 6 and 7 most useful. Those who intend to 
become active in the field of luminescent solids should refer frequently 
and critically to the literature. Sufficient recent references, many con¬ 
taining extensive bibliographies, are given to locate most of the litera¬ 
ture on luminescence of artificial phosphors. Considerable original mate¬ 
rial from these laboratories is given without references. The majority 
of materials and properties described herein are familiar to the writer, 
although the telltale phrase, ^fit is reported,^' signifies that the writer 
has not confirmed the reported results. 

The detailed complexity of solids and their luminescence character¬ 
istics often obscure some of the salient generalities that should be kept 
in mind while one is pursuing the subject. For this reason, certain 
simplifying demarcations are made, and some outstanding general fea¬ 
tures are repeated frequently throughout the teiit. This is done to 
assist the reader in forming broad concepts, which may be applied to 
correlate different specific phosphors or luminescence characteristics. 

Throughout the text, rather complete indexing is provided, especially 
of terms that readers may find unfamiliar. The page numbers of defi¬ 
nitions are denoted by bold-face lype in the index. Also, the centimeter- 
gram-second system (or convenient derived units) is used throughout, 
with uniform symbols, of which the most common are collected in a 
glossary at the end of the book. 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the friendly advice of many scientists 
in the RCA Laboratories and Victor Divisions of the Radio Corporation 
of America. Their helpful suggestions, corrections, and criticisms have 
been a considerable aid in the preparation of this book. Apart from 
acknowledgments of source material in the text, the writer wishes to 
record his appreciation of the contributions of other members of the 
RCA Laboratories' chemicophysics group, particularly Dr. R. E. 
Shrader, Mr. S. Lasof, and the late Mr. E. J. Wood; also Dr. S. M. 
Thomsen, and Messrs. P. R. Celmer, Jr., I. J. Hegyi, S. Larach, and 
R. H. Bube. For helpful discussions on the theoretical aspects of solids, 
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the writer is particularly indebted to Drs. D, 0. North, E. G. Ramberg, 
and A. Rose, and to Professors L. P. Smith of Cornell University and 
F. Seitz of the Carnegie Institute of Technology. Further appreciation 
is expressed to Mr. E. W. Engstrom and Dr. V. K. Zworykin, vice- 
presidents and directors of research of the Radio Corporation of America, 
who have long sponsored research on phosphors and other electronically 
active solids. Finally, the writer gratefully records the patient aid 
given by his wife, Edith Langmuir Leverenz, especially during the 
preparation of the indexes. 

Some of the data in this book were obtained during work done under 
• contracts NDCrc-150, OEMsr-440, and OEMsr-1031 between the OflSce 
of Scientific Research and Development and the Radio Corporation of 
America and contract N6onr-236 between the Office of Naval Research 
and the Radio Corporation of America. 

Humboldt W. Leverenz 

Princeton, N. J. 
November 14, 1949 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE ELEMENTS OF MATTER 

AND LUMINESCENCE * 

Elementary Concepts 

Of all gifts to earth, the first and greatest was darkness. Darkness preceded 
light, you will remember., in Genesis. Perhaps that is why darkness seems to 
man natural and universal. It requires no explanation and no cause. We 
postulate it. Whereas light, being to our minds merely the cleansing vibration 
that dispels the black, requires some origin, some lamp whence to shine. From 
the appalling torch of the sun down to the pale belly of the glowworm we deem 
light a derivative miracle, proceeding from some conceivable source. We can 
conceive darkness without thought of light; but we cannot conceive light without 
darkness. [Christopher Morley] ^ 

There are tw’o outstanding processes by which a material can become 
a generator or origin of liglit (radiation) after absorbing suitable ex¬ 
traneous primary energy. In one process the absorbed energy is con¬ 
verted (degraded) into low-quantum-energy heat that diffuses through 
the material which then emits radiation called thermal radiation. In 
the other process an appreciable part of the absorbed energy is tempo¬ 
rarily localized as relatively high-quantum-energy excitation of atoms or 
small groups of atoms which then emit radiation called luminescence 
radiation. Strictly speaking, luminescence is a process whereby matter 
generates nonthermal radiation which is characteristic of the particular 
luminescent material. Very often, however, the radiation so generated 
is also called luminescence. To avoid the misinterpretations that can 
arise when luminescence and radiation are used synonymously, we shall 

♦Those who find unfamiliar some of the condensed material in the first two 
chapters may use the following general sources for introductory purposes: F. O. Rice 
and E. Teller, The Structure of Matter^ John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1949; W. 
Hume-Rotheiy, Etectrona^ Atoms, Metals, Alloys, L. Gassier Co., London, 1948; 
F. Daniels, Outlines of Physical Chemistry, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1948; 
K. Lonsdale, Crystals and X Rays, G. Bell and Sons, London, 1948; W. Shockley, 
*The Quantum Physics of Solids,^^ Bell System Tech, J., Vol. 18, 645-723, Oct., 1939; 
and F. Seitz and R. P. Johnson, ‘^Modern Theory of Solids,*^ J, Applied Phys., 

Vol. 8, 84-97, 186-199, 246-260, Feb.-Apr., 1937. 
1 
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use luminescence to denote either the luminescence process as a whole 
(including excitation, temporary storage of energy, and emission), or 
sometimes just the final emission part of the luminescence process. Also, 
we shall use the simple terms lightj ultraviolet, and infrared to denote, 
respectively, visible, ultraviolet, and infrared radiation. 

Luminescence, then, is characterized by emission of radiation, for 
example, light and ultraviolet, in excess of the thermal radiation pro¬ 
duced by heat in a given material. A more quantitative definition is 
given at the beginning of Chapter 5. Familiar examples of luminescence 
emission are the narrow spectral lines and bands of radiation emitted by 
(1) electronically excited gases, such as in lightning and neon lamps, 
(2) certain oxidizabic organic matter in liquids exposed to air, for ex¬ 
ample in glowworms and fireflies, and (3) coatings of tiny phosphor 
crystals excited by invisible alpha particles, electrons, and ultraviolet, 
as in luminescent watch dials, television “picture tubes,” and “fluores¬ 
cent” lamps. In all these cases of luminescence, the temperature of the 
luminescing material is best maintained near or below room tempera¬ 
ture. Also, the quality and quantity of luminescence radiation are strongly 

dependent on the nature of the emitting material. Thermal radiation from 
solids is generally a broad continuous spectrum of radiation, especially 
infrared, which is emitted in increasing amount as the temperature of 
the solid is increased. A familiar example of thermal radiation is the 
emission of infrared and light from electrically heated incandescent 
filaments in common lamp bulbs. The quality and quantity of thermal 

radiation depend chiefly on the temperature rather than on the nature of 

the emitting solid material. Because luminescence is strongly dependent 
on the nature of the emitting material, the study of luminescence may 
properly begin with the study of matter. 

To evolve the nature of matter we might start with a vacuum, intro¬ 
duce and make familiar the presently known elementary entities of 
matter, for example, electrons^ protons, and neutrons, and then proceed 
to develop more complex matter, such as atomic nuclei, atoms, ions, 
molecules, gases, liquids, and solids (crystals). Similarly, in evolving 
the nature of radiation (energy) we might start with darkness, introduce 
and make familiar the elementary photons (quanta) of radiation, and 
discuss their interactions with matter. Such a building of the eventual 
science of luminescence from elementary units is outlined in this book. 
Since the outline must be brief, some of the difficulties and many sub¬ 
sidiary points of interest are not mentioned or adequately discussed. 
The elementary approach, however, provides a simple introduction to 
the pertinent sciences of chemistry, crystallography, and physics and 
serves to demonstrate their fundamental unity. 
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The chief difficulty encountered in starting with elementary entities 
is that they are the most remote from our perceptual experience. We 
have become accustomed to palpable bulk matter, such as a drop of 
water or a crystal of salt, which is a complex assemblage of innumerable 
elementary material particles. We imagine we understand liquids or 
solids when they are explained by analogy with tangibly ''compre¬ 
hensible'' water or salt. Our imaginations are aided, in these cases, by 
being able to visualize mechanical models of distinct groups (atoms, 
molecules) of elementary material particles randomly and transitorily 
cohering in formless liquids, or permanently aligned in crystalline solids. 
With the aid of the electron microscope, it is possible to extend our 
feeling of personal familiarity with discrete particles of matter down to 
very large molecules. On going to even smaller structures, however, 
visual perception fails, and we become unsure about the validity of 
mental images, such as planetary models, which are sometimes used as 
aids in studies of subatomic phenomena. Part of our uncertainty comes 
from the need to ascribe a wave-like behavior to elementary material 
particles, such as electrons, in order to explain their diffraction by solids. 
Also, the elementary particles are elusive in that, being submicroscopic, 
they are strongly influenced by the rather gross experiments we perform 
in attempts to determine their locations, sizes, and energies so that the 
experimental information can be appreciated by our relatively coarse 
hiunan sensibilities. This is a consequence of the epistemological 
indeterminacy of experimental investigations in the atomic domain where 
there is always some difference between that which is and that which 
is determined {observed, measured). Because of indeterminacy we describe 
the elementary particles and their behaviors in terms of 'probabilities, 
because perfect certainty is unattainable. 

At the outset, then, we confess to an inexact understanding of the funda¬ 
mental elementary particles, and so it is to be expected that our understanding 
of the performances of complex aggregates of myriads of these particles in solids 
is far from satisfying. It is satisfying, however, that we are continuing to gain a 
better understanding of solids as we obtain and correlate more data about (a) the 
elementary particles and their elementary interactions and {h) the phenomena 
exhibited by bulk crystals (which generally contain over 10^^ elementary mate¬ 
rial particles per cubic centimeter). It is satisfying, also, that we are continuing 
to devise and use electronically active solids despite our imperfect understanding 
of their natures. 

Difficulty and indeterminacy occur also in our understanding of the 
elements of energy. We think we can appreciate the gross kinetic energy 
that may be imparted by a moving bulky particle of, say, water or salt, 
and we believe we can appreciate the gross potential energy of a massive 
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particle that is being held in an elevated position against gravitational 
attraction. Both these examples, however, illustrate energy as an ad¬ 
junct of matter, without describing energy alone. Examples of energy 
per scj are found in the classical fields of radiation, electricity, magnetism, 
and gravitation, as well as in the more modem field of quantized radia- 
tion.2 According to quantum mechanics, radiation is absorbed and emit¬ 
ted as particle-like photons having discrete values (quanta) of energy, 

E = hv = hc/\ erg (dyne-cm) (1) 

where h = 6.62 X 10“^^ erg sec (Planck’s elementary action constant) 
V = the oscillation frequency of the radiation, in cycles per 

second (= sec”^) 
c = 2.998 X 10^® cm sec”^ (velocity of light in a vacuum) 
X = the diffraction wavelength of the radiation, in centimeters 

Energy itself is intangible, being apprehended only on interaction with 
matter which acts as an origin and as a detector of energy. The inter¬ 
actions of light and x rays with solids, to produce both diffraction and 
photoelectricity, lead to the concept that radiant energy (photons), like 
matter, is composed of infinitesimal particles whose probable behaviors are 
describable by mathematical equations similar to those used for describing 
waves. 

One mathematical method for describing the probable behaviors of 
elementary particles is known as wave mechanics, which was founded 
when de Broglie associated a diffraction wavelength with every particle. 
This wavelength Xd is equal to h divided by the momentum Pm of the 
particle, 

Xd = h/pm cm (2) 

For photons, pm = hv/c, whereas, for material particles of mass m and 
velocity v, pm = mv. According to the indetermmacy principle and the 
complernentarity (interdependence) of certain properties, accurate deter¬ 
mination of the momentum of a particle is possible only at the expense 
of accuracy in determination of its position. More specifically, as formu¬ 
lated by Heisenberg, the product of the indefiniteness of location Ax and 
the indefiniteness of momentum Lp^ is equal to or greater than h/2Tr s h; 
that is, AxApm > h. (The corresponding indeterminacy of comple¬ 
mentary energy and time is AEAt > h). In wave mechanics, the motions 
of particles are described in terms of wave functions, denoted by yp, 
where | ^ or 4^* is the probability distribution function for the location 
of a particle. The one-dimensional space dependence ^(x) of a wave 
function representing a free electron with known momentum (and 
indeterminate position) has the extended form ^(x) = = 
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ill (cos 27raj/Xd + i sin 2Tx/\d)y where Ai is a constant and x is the dis¬ 
tance coordinate. Similarly, the one-dimensional space dependence of 
the wave function, at a given time, for a free electron known to be 
localized within a wave packet of width may be represented by the 
Gaussian error function \l/(x) = , where a (oc is a decreas¬ 
ing function of time. For narrow wave packets, Xa must be made 
correspondingly small, and the wave packet diffuses away more rapidly 
from the initial locale as its width and the wavelength of the electron are 
decreased. An important consequence of the indeterminacy principle 
and the foregoing formulations is that a particle cannot be completely 
localized for long times within an infinitesimal volume. If an electron, 
for example, were to be initially located within a spherical domain of 
diameter Xy then the wavelength Xd of the electron would have to be 
made sufficiently small to make the probability distribution function 

negligible outside the domain. Therefore, Xd decreases as x de¬ 
creases and, by eq. 2, the momentum prn of the electron increases as x de¬ 
creases. This results in the electron remaining localized for shorter 
times as the diameter of the domain is decreased, unless the electron is 
bound to a stationary positively charged particle whose charge is in¬ 
creased as the domain is decreased. 

There are five fundamental concepts, regarding the constancy of 
certain properties of matter and energy, which are pertinent in the study 
of luminescence. These are: (1) The number of elementary material 
particles (particles with rest masses) remains constant; that is, elemen¬ 
tary material particles are conserved; (2) electric charge is conserved; 
(3) momentum is conserved; (4) the maximum rate of propagation of 
energy (or mass) is c; and (5) energy is conserved, it being borne in 
mind that energy E and mass m are related to each other according to 
the Einstein relation, 

E = mc^ (3) 

that is, mass is a measure of energy (and energy is a measure of mass). 

The number of elementary material particles presumably remains constant 
even when a gamma-ray photon produces an electron-positron pair in the near 
vicinity of a material particle, or when an electron-positron pair apparently 
disappears with concomitant emission of one or two photons.* According to 
Dirac, ^‘empty^^ space is permeated with normally unobservable negative-energy 
electrons having aUowed negative energies ranging from to — oo, where 
mo"” is the rest mass of the electron (Fig.l) [The superscript (—) denotes the 
negatively charged electron]. A photon having energy greater than 2mo”c® 
can transform an unobservable negative-energy electron into an observable 
positive-energy electron (conventional electron) by raising the energy of the 
former into the range of aUowed positive energies from -f to -foo. The 
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positron is then a residual vacancy (positive hole) in the negative-energy band. 
Recombination of an electron and a positron in the vicinity of another particle 
results in the emission of a photon, whereas the recombination in the absence 
of a third particle results in tlie emission of two smaller photons (to conserve 
momentum). This process, while similar to luminescence, produces radiations 
which are not characteristic of the matter involved. 

Figure 1 depicts several basic concepts, such as allowed and forbidden energy 
levels or bands, filled and unfilled bands, and holes in normally filled bands, which 
are used frequently in discussions of luminescence. The energy-level diagrams 

energy hole) 
electrons ^ 

Absorption Excitation Emission 

• ss absorbed photon, hVa-Ea 
• s= emitted photon(s), E^ = hv^ (or 

Fig. 1. Pair formation and annihilation. Ordinates = energy, abscissas « distance 
in generalized space coordinates. Either of the two simplified diagrams at the right 

may be used in place of the sequence of three detailed diagrams at the left. 

to be used hereafter, however, lie entirely in the familiar positive-energy region 
above +mo~c^ in Fig. 1. The magnitude of mo“c® is 8.19 X 10“^ erg, or 512,000 
electron volts (ev). (An electron volt is a unit of energy which is equal to the 
energy acquired by an electron falling through a potential difference of one volt. 
1 ev = 1.60 X 10~^^ erg = 3.82 X 10“^® cal). Also, the self energies E^ = moc® 
of particles are neglected, because conventional luminescence (Appendix 4) is 
excited by excess kinetic and potential energy (free energy). 

Elementary Particles 

Although photons and electrons are the quintessential performers 
in conventional luminescence, at least protons and neutrons must be 
considered also to carry out our projected outline development of the 
nature of matter. Table 1 shows some -of the similarities and differences 
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among these four particles. Since neutrons presumably dissociate 
radioactively into electrons and protons (and neutrinos?), they are not 
included in the following comparative summary of the properties of 
phoimSf electrons^ and protons. 

There is no property common to all three particles at rest, since 
photons do not exist with zero velocity. Outstanding common properties 
of all three particles in motion are: (1) Diffraction wavelength, (2) fre¬ 
quency, (3) polarization (anisotropy), (4) momentum, (5) kinetic energy, 
and (6) upper limit of velocity c. Outstanding differences between 
photons and the listed material particles are: (1) Photons may be 
created and annihilated, whereas the material particles are conserved; 
(2) photons do not interact with each other, and they obey Bose~Einstein 
statistics, whereas the listed material particles do interact with each 
other (even apart from electrostatic forces) and obey Fermi-Dirac 
statistics; (3) photons do not have the constant electrostatic charges, 
spin moments, and rest masses possessed by electrons and protons; 
(4) all photons have a constant common velocity c, whereas the velocities 
of electrons and protons are variable, with c as an upper limit; (6) 
photons have diffraction wavelengths \d equal to their radiation (con¬ 
version) wavelengths X^?, whereas electrons and protons have X^ oc 
but \e ^ (F is the accelerating voltage); and (6) photons have 
momentum and kinetic energy Ek dependent on variable frequency, 
whereas electrons and protons have momentum and kinetic energy 
dependent on variable velocity. The chief differences between electrons 
and protons are the opposite signs of their electrostatic charges and the 
different magnitudes of their rest masses and magnetic spin moments. 

It is not possible to assign definite sizes to the infinitesimal elementaiy 
particles, because indeterminacy makes each as much nebulous wave 
packet as discrete particle.^ An approximate notion of the “radius,’^ 
ro~, of an accelerated slow isolated elecjtron is obtained by correlating 
the apparent increase in electron mass with the increased electro¬ 
magnetic momentum in the field of the electron, or by relating the total 
coulomb energy of an electronic charge distributed on the surface of a 
sphere, e^/ro~, to the energy equivalent of its mass Either 
relation gives ro~ = QMle^/miTc^ = 1.9 X 10“^® cm.^*®*® 

A summary of the sizes, masses, binding energies, shapes and struc¬ 
tures (where known), and other characteristics of the elementary par¬ 
ticles and of matter built with these particles is given in Appendix 5. 
It is recommended that Table 23 in Appendix 5 be scrutinized frequently 
during the reading of the first three chapters. The table serves as a 
reminder of important structural details which are often omitted in dis¬ 
cussions of solids. 
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10 THE ELEMENTS OF MATTER AND LUMINESCENCE 

Atomic Nuclei 

With the notable exception of gamma-ray emission, most lumines¬ 
cence is extranuclear in origin (see Appendix 4). To complete the out¬ 
line of building matter from elementary particles, however, a brief 
description of atomic nuclei is included. 

Atomic nuclei are believed to be composed of protons and neutrons, 
both of which are called nucleons. Table 2 shows that the nucleus of 
each element has a fixed number of protons Z, but a variable number of 
neutrons. The number Z is called the atomic number of the element. 
Atoms with the same Z but different numbers of neutrons are called 
isotopes. Isotopes have different masses but practically identical chem¬ 
ical properties, since chemical properties are determined by Z. The 
largest number of known isotopes per element is over 20 for tin; whereas 
about 20 elements have no known isotopes.^®® The ratio of neutrons to 
protons in the nucleus increases from 1 to about 1.5 on going from 
hydrogen (Z = 1) to curium (Z = 96), with the exception of 
and 2He^ (Table 2). Correspondingly, the mass numbers, Nnj that is, 
the number of nucleons per nucleus, increase from 1 (iH^) to 
242 (geCm^^^). The simplest nucleus has a mass of 1.627 X 10"^^ 
g (mo"**), whereas the mass of the uranium nucleus 92X1^^® is approxi¬ 
mately 238mo“*" g. 

TABLE 2 

Examples op Nuclear Constitutions, Symbols, and Chief Isotopes of 

Several op the Elements of Low Atomic Number 

Number of 

Element Symbol 
Protons 
(Atomic 
Number) 

Z 

Neutrons 
Nn~Z 

Nucleons 
(Mass 

Number) 

Nn 

Nuclear 
Ssmibol 

zll"- 

Number 
of Known 
Isotopes 

Hydrogen, common H 1 0 1 iH> 
Hydrogen, heavy * (D) H 1 1 2 iH* 3 
Hydrogen, superheavy t (T) H 1 2 3 

Helium, light He 2 1 3 2He» 
Helium, common He 2 2 4 2He‘ 3 
Helium, heavy He 2 4 6 

Lithium, light Li 3 3 6 »l4* 
Lithium, common Li 3 4 7 .Li’ 3 
Lithium, heavy Li 3 5 8 .Li*t 

Beryllium, light Be 4 3 7 .Be’t 
Beiyllium, common Be 4 5 9 .Be* 3 
Beryllium, heavy Be 4 6 10 JSe“t 

* Deuterium. t Tritium. % Radioactive.^^* 
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The mass of a complex nucleus is not exactly equal to the sums of the masses 
of its nucleons, but is about 1 per cent less. The loss in mass is known as the 
mass defect and implies a binding energy (of the nucleons in the nucleus) accord¬ 
ing to eq. 3. In the case of 2He^, the binding energy is 28 X 10® ev per nucleus, 
whereas for 92X1^®® it amounts to about 1780 X 10® ev per nucleus. There are 4 
nucleons in 2He^ and 238 nucleons in 92!!^®®; hence, the mass defect represents 
about 7 X 10® ev average binding energy per nucleon. 

The volumes of atomic nuclei have been determined to be directly proportional 
to the number of nucleons, being about 10“®® cm® for 02U*®®. The corresponding 
radii of atomic nuclei are, therefore, less than about 10“^® cm. 

The total long-range coulomb repulsion energy between all the protons in a 
nucleus is proportional to approximately The short-range aitraction 
energies among the swarming nucleons in a nucleus, considered as a droplet, are 
believed to be strongest between adjacent neutrons and protons, and com¬ 
prise: ’-‘o 

1. Exchange energies, that is, attraction energies arising from interchanging 
and mutual sharing of “bits’^ of charge, mass, and energy. These bits are 
at present associated with mesons and may be visualized as items of shared 
community property which shuttle rapidly back and forth between adjacent 
nucleons to give them a common bond. This bonding by exchange energy, 
which involves sharing of particles, is a quantum phenomenon. 

2. Van der Waals energies, for example, attraction energies arising between 
electric dipoles, or between dipoles and monopoles or multipoles. Although 
these energies have not been proved to exist in the nucleus, they may arise from 
polarization (electric deformation) of a neutron in the field of a proton, or by 
interaction with another neutron. 

Other manifestations of these fundamental attraction energies include: 
3. Saturation energies, that is, attempts to minimize the potential energy of 

the nucleus by the formation of particularly stable small groups or configurations 
of nucleons. Stable groups are usually characterized by arrangements of even 
small numbers of nucleons, as in the helium nucleus, 2He^ (alpha particle). 

4. Surface-tension energies which arise because nucleons at the surface of 
a stable nuclear droplet experience a net inward attraction which operates to 
minimize the surface of the drop. Gamow “ has calculated the density of the 
nuclear “fluid” to be about 2.3 X 10^^ g cm“®, and the surface tension to be 
about 9.3 X 10^® dynes cm“^ These figures may be contrasted with those for 
water which has a density of 1 g cm“®, and a surface tension of 76 dynes 
cm"“^. 

The short-range exchange, van der Waals, and saturation energies increase 
in proportion to whereas the surface-tension energy increases as iVn^. These 
attraction energies outweigh the long-range coulomb-repulsion energy for the 
naturally occurring elements from hydrogen (ATn = 1) to uranium {Nn * 238), 
but the more rapid increase of the repulsion energy (ocNn^) eventually domi¬ 
nates the situation and makes the very heavy atomic nuclei radioactively un¬ 
stable. 
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Atoms and Ions 

A neutral atom is an atomic nucleus with Z net positive charges elec¬ 
trically neutralized by Z attached (bound) electrons. The Z electrons 
occupy a ‘^cloud” around the nucleus, where the electron-cloud density 
expresses the probability of finding an electron. The left side of Table 3 

TABLE 3 

Examples of the Building of Atoms from Atomic Nuclei and Electrons 

The Most Abundant Naturally Occurring Isotopes Are Indicated by Bold-faced Type 

Atomic Element 

Extranuclear Electrons 

KL M 
12 3 ••• « n 
0, 0 1, 0 1 2, • • • - 1 

Number 
(Nuclear 
Charge) 

Z 

Mass 
Numbers 
(Common 
Isotopes) 

Nn 

Weight 
(0 - 16) 

W 
Name Symbol 

Formal 
Valence 

1 1,2 1.008 Hydrogen H +1 8 
2 3,4, 4.003 Heliium He 0 S* 
3 6, T 6.94 Lithium Li +1 
4 9, 10 9.02 Beryllipm Be +2 
5 10, 11 10.82 Boron B +3 «*p 
6 U, 13 12.01 Carbon C ±4 (+2) sV 
7 14, 15 14.008 Nitrogen N -3 (+1, 2, 

3,4,5) 
8 18,17, 18 16.000* Oxygen 0 -2 (-H6) 
9 18 19.00 Fluorine F -1 (+7) 

10 80, 21, 22 20.183 Neon Ne 0 s*.s*p* 
11 88 22.997 Sodium Na +1 sV. S 

* Reference standard. 

diows a continuation of the process of building atomic nuclei as outlined 
in connecticm with Table 2. Each element has a fixed nuclear charge Z 
but a variable number and proportion of isotopes. The isotopic propor¬ 
tions were determined by the violent circmnstances during the ^thesis 
of this earth and by the subsequent time during which the more radio¬ 
active isotopes disintegrated. Long before isotopes were discovered, 
chemists assigned the art)itrary atcnnic weight W of 16.0000 to naturally 
oeeurring oxygen as a reference standard for all the other elements. It 
is known now that tire oxygen isotope of mass number 16 comprises 
(mly 90.76 per cent of naturally occurring oxygen, the remainder being 
0.04 per cent and 0.2 per cent 0‘®. (In i^dition to these naturally 
occurring isotopes, the diort-lived radioactive isotc^ies 0^*, 0^*^, and 
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have been produced artificially.) The electron mass is only 1/1836 
the mass of a nucleon, hence, W is an approximate average of weighted 
proportions of the different iVn’s for each element. In practice, an 
atomic weight W in grams corresponds to the weight of 6.02 X 10^® 
atoms (Avogadro’s number Na)- 

A charged ion is simply an atom, or molecular aggregate of atoms, 
with more or less electrons than Z, or the sum of the Z’s in the case of a 
molecular ion (or a so-called radical). Ions are denoted by atomic 
symbols with superscripts giving their net charges, for example, the 
free 'positive cation has lost one electron (Z — 1), whereas the free 
negative anion O** (or 0^~) has gained two electrons (Z + 2). (The 
charges of ions in solids are usually not exact integers because neighbor¬ 
ing ions tend to share electrons.) 

The radii of atoms (in solids), considered as idealized spheres, range 
from about 0.5 A (H) to about 2.7 A (Cs), and the radii of ions range 
from nuclear dimensions for ions devoid of all their electrons (H"*", F^*^) 
to about 2.45 A (Sb^““), where 1 A ~ 10"^ cm.^^*^* These radii may be 
used to describe idealized spheres which contain most, but not all, of 
the electron ^^clouds’^ of isolated ions, the radii being based on 
ro*- = 1.32 A i*nd rp- = 1.33 A. (Pauling advocates = 1.40 A; see 
later Table 6.) When atoms and ions are brought in intimate contact, 
as in molecules and solids, these radii are somewhat indefinite because 
the atoms and ions frequently share electrons and become distorted by 
electrostatic interaction. It is to be noted that the effective volumes of 
atoms increase oi a rate which is less than proportional to the increase 
in the number of electrons added on going from Z = 1 to Z « 96; for 
example, the volume of He (Z = 2) is aboiit 4 X 10““^^ cm^, whereas 
the volume of Xe (Z = 54) is about 20 X 10""^^ cm®. In other words, 
the electron densities of the elements increase rapidly with increasing 
atomic number. As is discussed later, the electron density of matter 
is important in determining the absorption of primary particles, and 
elements with high Z are useful components of materials intended as 
absorbers of high-energy primaiy photons or charged material particles. 

The outlined progressive building of matter has been, thus far, fairly 
simple arithmetic with elementary particles. If we were to continue 
with numbers, this book might be simpler for writer and reader alike. 
Prom this point on, however, there is increawpg use of the traditional 
cabalistic symbols of chemistry, spectroscopy, and (later) crystallog¬ 
raphy. It shovld be kept in mmd tiuU each symbol is a shorthand notaMon 
for a number, or group of numbers, of elementary significance. Each chem¬ 
ical symbol, for example, denotes an atom having a particular value of 
Z, for example, S (sulphur) has Z » 16, Zn (zinc) has Z » 30, and 
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Ag {argentum = silver) has Z = 47, as may be seen from the periodic 
chart in the back of this volume. Were it not for long-established usage, 
the chemical formula for zinc sulphide (ZnS) might be written 30*16, 
silver sulphide (Ag2S) might be written 472*16, and zinc orthosilicate 
(Zn2Si04) might be written 302*14*84. It is a matter of speculation 
whether such numerical designations would be more or less convenient 
than the present symbolic designations, particularly because the chem¬ 
ical and optical properties of the elements are nonlinear functions of 
atomic number. This is shown by the periodic variations of several 
properties plotted as a function of atomic number in the periodic chart 
in the back of this book. After the following explanation, it is expected 
that the reader should be able to use the periodic chart to determine the 
numerical import of chemical and spectroscopic symbols to be en¬ 
countered later. 

The Energy States of Atoms, and Spectroscopic Symbols. One 
of the most useful contributions of wave mechanics has been a rationali¬ 
zation of the allowed stationary states of electrons in atoms. By a 
stationaxy state is meant a set of circumstances in which a bound electron 
may remain at least temporarily without radiating, that is, without 
instantly disposing of some of its energy as a photon. This set of circum¬ 
stances is described by a wave {unction, symbolized by which is 
everywhere finite and single-valued, and with which is associated an 
energy value for the system. According to an earlier pictorial view, 
occasionally still useful, a nonradiating electron bound in a circular 
orbit in the field of a nucleus must move such that the circumference 
of the orbit is an integral multiple of the wavelength Xd of the electron. 
If this inphase or standing-wave condition is not fulfilled, the waves 
interfere and the system is unstable. For circular orbits of radius r, 
the stationary-state condition is given by 2irr = wXd, where the principal 
quantum number n may be 1,2,3, • • • oo. Schrodinger's wave-mechanical 
formulation of the possible stationary states of the single electron in a 
hydrogen atom is, for example,** 

^ ^ ^ 
(4) 

where ihe complex wave function 4/ “describes” the prcbdble (not 
necessarily circularly orbital) path of the nonradiating bound electron, 
and I 4> P dxdydz represents the probability of the electron being in a 
pmliicular volume elemmt dxdydz. Proper solution of eq. 4, that is, 
using only solutions which correspond to experimental observations, 
g^ves a series of discrete idlowed (dbserved) stationary-state en^igy 
lev^ aecording to 
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E « —27rVmo Z^/h^v? « --2.15n ^ X 10 ^®erg = — 13.5n ^ev (5) 

In the hydrogen atom, the total energy of the lone electron (neglecting self 
energy) is the sum of its potential energy of electrostatic attraction to the nucleus 
(Z = 1) and its kinetic energy of motion about the nucleus, 

E = Ep + Ek = 
Ze® 

r 2 
Ze^ ^ pj 
r 2mo“' 

Accordingly, the energy of the system is lowest when r and pm are as small as 
possible. The limit for simultaneous reduction of r and pm is set by the indeter¬ 
minacy principle, whereby the smallest possible average values of r and pm are 
related by fpm « h/2iry or p^.» h/2Trf, By substituting the latter relation in 
the equation for the total energy, one obtains for E as & function of f alone 

E- 
f 

The rate of change of E with change of f is then given by 

For minimum E, dE/df ~ 0, and so the average radius of the electron in an 
unexcited hydrogen atom is (see Table 23) 

fo = = 0.63 X lO'* cm = 0.53 A 

By substituting fo in the original equation for E^ one obtains, for the total 
binding energy of the electron in an unexcited hydrogen atom, 

Eo = -27r2mo“-ZV/i-2 = -2.15 X 10--“ erg = -13.6 ev 

This value agrees well with the experimental value for the ionization potential, 
that is, the minimum energy required to separate completely the electron and 
proton of an isolated hydrogen atom. 

According to the last equation, the Zth ionization potential, that is, the 
minimum energy to remove the last {K) electron nearest the nucleus, increases 
as Z*. For example, the minimum energy to remove the most strongly bound K 

electron, even when all the other electrons are present to reduce the effective Z, 
is 1070 ev for Na (Z « 11), 8860 ev for Cu (Z = 29), 69,300 ev for W (Z » 74), 
and 115,000 ev for U (Z « 92). 

Additional quantum piumbers, evolved in the solution of eq. 4 and 
used to specify completely the allowed (observed) energy levels, are 
(1) the angular-momentum quantum number, Z ^ 0, 1, 2, • * • n — 1, 
(2) the correlated magnetic^moment quantum number, — —Z, 
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—Z + 1, • • • 0 • • • Z — 1, Z, and (3) the independent* mechanical spin- 
moment quantum number, These momenta are expressed 
in units of h/2T s h; for example, the angular momentum corresponding 
to Z = 3 is h[Z(Z + 1)]^ = 3.46h = 0.55/i. The principal quantum 
number n denotes the energy of a bound electron in a stationary state; 
Z denotes the possible angular momenta of the electron in motion about 
the nucleus in state n; denotes the projection of these angular mo¬ 
menta, given by Z, on an axis corresponding to an external magnetic 
field, and denotes the independent spin of the electron along this axis. 
In brief, then, a stationary state is defined by four quantum numbers 
which may be only integers or half-integers according to 

== aiid I I < Z < n = 1, 2, 3, • • -00 (6) 

In spectroscopy, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • is denoted by K, L, M, Ny • • •, and 
Z = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 is denoted by s, p, d, /, g, h for individual electrons. 
The resultant total angular momentum of all the electrons in an atom 
is assigned a quantum number L = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 which is denoted by 
Sy Py Dy Fy Gy H. 

The Periodic Chart op the Elements. If, now, one postulates 
the F^uli exclusion principle which states that no two electrons in a 
system, for example in an atom, can have identical n, Z, and s^, it 
is possible to use eq. 6 to derive the lowest stationary states of isolated 
atoms of the chemical elements. From eq. 6 and the exclusion principle, 
the maximum number of bound electrons with a given Z is 2(2Z -f 1), 
that is, 2, 6, 10, 14, • • •, according to the value of n. The quantity 
2(2Z + 1) is called the total degeneracy of an allowed state, being the 
maximum number of electrons which can have identical n and Z in a 
given system. 

The lowest stationary states (ground states) of the atoms are derived 
as follows (see Table 3 and the periodic chart): 

1. The lowest possible state for the single electron of H is w == 1 (if), 
Z = 0 (s), = 0, == ±3^, that is, an s state in the first or K “shell.^^ 
This s electron may be ejected irom a hydrogen atom by a minimum 
enexgy of 13.5 ev to leave a posi^ve hydrogen ion, 

2. The lowest possible states for the two electrons of He are n » 1, 
Z « 0, » 0, with one electron having Sn =? + and the other electron 

* The independent empirically introduced spin-moment quantum number is 
not obtainable from the nonrelativistic eq. 4, although has been derived from 
Dirac’s relativistic wave equation which is unsymmetrical in its space and time 
derivatives. According to Dirac, the presence of electron spin may be thought of 
as (1) giving the S-variable (n,Z,m|i) reinesentarion of a stationary State two cotn- 
ponente, d;(n,Z,fn|i), or (2) adding a fourth variable, >• as in eq. 6.** ^ * 
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having (paired spins). The number of electrons having a 
given I is denoted by a superscript, and so the two electrons in He are 
represented by According to the exclusion principle and eq. 6, this 
exhausts the possibilities of state n == 1 and, incidentally, provides a 
very stable atom, as evidenced by the high first ionization potential 
(24.5 ev) of helium. The second ionization potential, to produce He^“^, 
is 54.2 ev. 

3. On proceeding to Li, the third electron must be placed in the next 
lowest state n = 2, Z = 0, = 0, = ±3^. The 2s electron of 
lithium can be removed with only 5.4 ev to leave Li"*" which has the 
stable He configuration. 

4. The fourth electron, added at Be, also has n = 2, Z = 0, = 0, 
but its spin is of opposite sign to that of the previously added 2s electron. 
This completes the 2s^ shell, and the first ionization potential of Be is 
9.3 ev. 

5. On proceeding to build B, C, N, 0, F, and Ne, the first three 
added electrons go into the 2p (Z = 1) shell with parallel spins because 
of an exchange effect whereby the p electrons remain as far from each 
other as possible to minimize electrostatic repulsion.*^ The resultant 
ground-state spins of this series of elements, therefore, increase to a 
maximum of % at N, whereafter further added electrons must pair 
with previously added electrons to satisfy eq. 6, so the resultant spin 
decreases to zero at Ne when the 2p^ shell is completely filled. In the 
nitrogen atom, the 3 electrons in the 2p shell differ in that one electron 
has == 0, another has = +1, and the third has = —1. This 
atom-building process may be continued through the entire periodic 
chart of the elements, with some irregularities incidental to the d, and / 
electrons, it being kept in mind that the sum of the s, p, d, /, • • • super¬ 
scripts is equal to Z. 

As an example of the use of the periodic chart in the back of this book, the 
electronic configuration of zinc (Zn), Z = 30, is determined as follows: 
The vertical line for Zn intersects the antepenultimate-group list (at the top of 
the lower chart) in the space containing s^p^ which is preceded (at the left) by the 
completed group «*, giving an inner configuration of The next higher- 
energy state is the penultimate group (only the group intersected!) 
Finally, the outermost (ultimate) group for Zn is found at the left of the top 
chart to be making the total configuration a* where the 
superscripts total 30, which is the atomic number of zinc. Each comma marks 
the completion of a particularly stable principal quantum state, and so the last 
a* electrons of Zn have n = 4 (sometimes written 4a®). The preceding completed 
and the following to-be-completed quantum states of an atom largely determine 
its kaaic valeiice (fonnal vatence)} that is, the number of electrons it may lose 
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or gain to become an ion with a particularly stable electron configuration. In 
Table 3 it may be seen, for example, that Be tends to lose two electrons to 
become Be^^ B loses three electrons to become B*'^ (a^, a^p —► a^), 
and C may lose four electrons to become (s^, or it may gain four 

Fio. 2a. Some allowed energy levels and electronic transitions of a free lithium 
atom. 1 A « 10*"* cm. 

electrons to become (a^, a®, a^p®). Some elements, such as N, exhibit 
several valencies with varying probabilities of existence according to the condi¬ 
tions under which the element gains, loses, or shares electrons upon reaction 
and combination with other elements. 

In addition to the Z normally occupied ground-etate levds of the 
atcan, l^ere are numerous nom^y unoccupied hi^mr-energy levels 
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(exdted-state energy levels) in which an atom has optical lifetimes of 
the order of 10”"® sec. That is, the excited atom generally remains in an 
excited-state energy level for about 10“"® sec before dropping to a state 
of lower energy and radiating the energy difference between the two 
levels as a photon. This process is called a radiative transition. Figure 
2a shows some of the excited-state levels and possible energy transitions 
of the outermost 2s electron of a neutral lithium atom.^^*®^ The ground- 
state level of the 2s electron is assigned the energy value zero, because 
transitions from the smaller and lower-lying Is “shelF^ require much 

-Photon energy, cv 
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Fig. 26. Some prominent lines in the arc-emission spectrum of lithium. Exemplary 
transitions (Fig. 2a) are: 2425.7 (T^P l^^S^), 2741.3 (^^D 3232.6 
(3^P l2>Sf), 3794.7 i7^D 2^P), 4602.9 (4^D 2^P), 4972 (3^^ 2^P), 
6103.6 (3^D —► 2^P), 6707.9 (2^P —► l^^S), where the superscript ^ indicates that the 
level is split into two closely spaced levels (doublets) attributed to different spin 

values. 

more excitation energy and have correspondingly less probability of 
occurring.* In addition to the excited-state energy levels shown in 
Fig. 2a, there are many more higher discrete levels lying between n = 7 
and the ionization continuum, n = oo. An electron which has been 
raised, in energy, into the ionization continuum is free to move away 
from the residual positive ion. Any excess energy above n = x appears 
as kinetic energy of the electron and ion moving away from each other. 
Figure 26 shows some of the observed emission lines of Li, plotted on a 
linear wavelength scale, and gives several correlations with the allowed 
transitions shown in Fig. 2a. 

It may be seen from Fig. 2a that the pattern of allowed excited-state 
energy levels constitutes a qualitative forecast of the stable electron 
configurations of atoms with more electrons than lithium. A quanti¬ 
tative forecast would have to take into account the complex interactions 

♦ The word *^shell^^ is used loosely to denote an electron "oloud'^ corresponding 
to a given value of n and I The term is descriptive of the relative impenetrability 
(exclusiveness when filled) of the completed electron-cloud strata rather than their 
obscure structures distributions) which are not sharply limited (see Table 23). 
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of the electrons. Because of these interactions, the electrons added 
during the process of ‘^building^^ atoms of successively higher atomic 
number do not always go into the next higher unoccupied allowed level 
but sometimes skip a level (‘‘sheirO with I > 1 which is filled later. 
The actual order of filling is Is, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 4s, 3d, 4p, 6s, 4d, 6p, 6s, 
4/, 6d, 6p, 7s, 5/, 6d. Examples of unfilled inner shells are found in the 
first transition-group elements starting at potassium (K) and ending at 
zinc (Zn). The electron added at K goes into the 4s shell instead of the 
3d shell, and the 4s shell fills at calcium (Ca) before the 3d shell acquires 
any electrons. Also, the inner 3d electrons, which are added on going 
from scandium (Sc) to copper (Cu), tend to have unpaired spins (parallel 
rather than antiparallel magnetic-moment vectors). Thus the 3d 
electrons first exhaust the five possible values, according to the 
exchange effect, to stay on the average as far from each other as possible 
and minimize electrostatic repulsion. The spins eventually are all 
paired when the 3d shell is completely filled, but the number of unpaired 
spins per atom reaches high values in the strongly paramagnetic elements 

chromium (Cr), manganese (Mn), iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), and nickel (Ni) 

(note the high resultant ground-state spins of these elements in the 

periodic chart). Another example of belated filling of an inner shell is 

found in the incompleted 4/ shell of the rare-earth elements (atomic 

munbers 57 to 71), 

It may be recalled that atomic diamagnetism is attributed to precession of 
presumed electron orbits about the direction of the applied magnetic* field, 
without a change being required in energy or shape of any orbit. The direction 
of the precession is such as to oppose the applied field, and, hence, the atom 
experiences a force which moves it in the direction of the lowest density (in¬ 
tensity) of the field. Diamagnetism is particularly strong in elements with just 
completed d shells. Atomic paramagnetism is attributed to a predominant 
orientation of the permanent or induced resultant magnetic vector, arising in 
part from electrons with I > 0 but chiefly due to unpaired electron spins, in 
the direction of an applied magnetic field. This lowers the potential energy of 
the atom in the field and moves the atom in the direction of the highest density 
of the applied magnetic field. All atoms exhibit diamagnetism, but in some cases 
there is sufficient paramagnetism produced by one or more electrons with un¬ 
paired spins (especially unpaired electrons in incompleted shells) to overwhelm 
the resultant diamagnetism occasioned by the majority of electrons with paired 
spins. The property of ferromagnetism, which is exhibited by certain crystalline 
materials, is attributed to group action of permanently unpaired spins of elec- 
i^ons in inner incompleted shells. Within to >2-cm volume elements, 
c^ed domains, the unpaired spins align in parallel along major crystallograpMc 
axes in the absence of an external magnetic field. (This alignment is pei^ufbed 
by thermal agitation of the atoms) .i^**** An applied magnetie field acts to orient 
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the magnetic moments of the domains in the direction of the field. Then, do¬ 
mains initially oriented in the field direction may grow at the expense of others, 
and the stepwise irregular movement of the thin spin-reversal region (Bloch 
wall) between domains gives rise to the Barkhausen effect. When the material 
retains a preponderant volume of domains oriented in a given direction after 
the external field is removed, it becomes a permanent magnet. 

The absorption and emission of (photon) energy by a bound electron 
occurs between the allowed energy levels according to certain selection 
rules which describe the allowed (observed) changes in the various 
quantum numbers. An important first-order selection rule is that, when 
I changes, the change must not exceed =bl during a transition. In the 
absence of interaction between spin and orbital motions, the selection 
rule for the quantum number denoting the resultant angular momen¬ 
tum of electron spin due to all the electrons in an atom is ASa = 0, and 
the selection rule for the quantum number L denoting the resultant 
angular momentum of orbital motion of all the electrons in an atom is 
AL = 0 or ±1, but not L = 0 —»L = 0. The values of Sa are. called 
multiplicities; for example, /S« == 0 (singlet), Sa = (doublet), /S, = 1 
(triplet). The total angular momentum J is the resultant of Sa and L, 
such that I L — Sa I < / < 1/ + S*. The selection rule for the quantum 
number J is that J may change by 1,0, or — 1, except for / = 0 ~ 0 
which is forbidden. In spectroscopic notation, the symbol representing 
L is given a preceding superscript denoting the multiplicity (2S« + 1) 
and a following subscript denoting /, for example, ^Di signifies S* = 1 
(triplet state), L »= 2, and / = 1. 

The spectra of ions having only one electron are similar to those of 
atoms having the same number of electrons, except that the discrete 
energy differences (characteristic frequencies according to eq. 1) for 
corresponding transitions between allowed energy levels are increased 
according to For corresponding transitions. 

2" 
(7) 

Under certain conditions, an atom or ion can produce resonance 
radiation; that is, the energy of the emitted photon equals the energy 
of the absorbed photon whi<ih produces the electronic excitation. When 
each absorbed primary photon produces a secondary emitted photon, 
the process has 100 per cent quantum efficiency. If, in addition, there is 

only resonance radiation (/w'^bsorbed ^^emitted)> then there is zero energy 
deficit; that is, no surplus energy ramains in the systan after the lumi¬ 
nescence-radiation process has ceased. 
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Molecules 

A molecule is generally a stable electrically neutral combination of 
two or more atoms or ions. The formation of polar molecules (ionic 
molecules) from ions is easily grasped; it may be accomplished by the 
mutual neutralization of unlike charges during the combination of ions 
to form isolated simple molecules, as in + Cl”" —► KCl, and 
Ca^"*" + 2C1“" CaCl2. In these chemical compounds, two or more 
simple ions with stable electron configurations combine to retain most 
of their individual stable configurations; the resultant molecule being 
polar without having a net electrostatic charge. For example, a free 
neutral K‘^C1"” molecule has a dipole moment of about 10"”^^ esu-cm 
{ex in statcoulomb-cm) which corresponds to two unit electronic charges 
e of opposite sign separated by about 2 X 10“”*^ cm (2 A). Here, then, 
the two ions are held together largely by a polar bond (ionic bond). 
Polar molecules may be formed also when two neutral atoms with strong 
proclivities to ionize, such as K and Cl, are brought together under 
suitable circumstances,so that electron transfer may take place with 
the formation of an ionic molecule; for example, K + ClK"^C1"” 
(usually written simply KCl). This process is particularly probable 
when one atom readily gives up ^plectrons (has a low ionization energy) 
and the other atom readily acquires electrons (has a high electron 
aflSnity; see Table 3).^^’^® As an example, the strongly electropositive 
K atom has an ionization energy of 4.3 ev, whereas the strongly electro¬ 
negative Cl atom has an electron aflSnity of 3.8 ev, so that only about 
0.5 ev of additional energy has to be furnished to effect the transfer of 
an electron from K to Cl during the formation of ionic KCl from the 
elements. The most electropositive metal atom Cs has an ionization 
potential of 3.9 ev, and the most electronegative nonmetal atom F has 
an electron affinity of 4.1 ev. The formation of the ionic molecule CsF 
from its atomic constituents, therefore, proceeds exothermically (gives 
up energy as heat). 

When a molecule has a lower potential energy than its separate 
constituent atoms, the reaction may proceed exothermically and some¬ 
times produce luminescence radiation (chemilummescence) in order to 
dispose of part of the excess energy. In general, the energy balance of a 
spontaneous chemical reaction may be written 

Epi + Eki = + Sib (8) 
(reaotftnts) « (products) + (luminesoenoe nMii*tion) 

vdiere Ep and Et, are the total potential and kinetic energies, respectiydy, 
the atoms, ions, or mdecules on each mde of the equation, and SAv is 
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the total energy emitted as luminescence radiation. The reaction may 
proceed spontaneously only when > Ep^, that is, when the free 
energy of the reactants is greater than that of the products. If a chem¬ 
ical reaction requires additional energy (endothermic reaction), which 
may be furnished by heat, photons, or bombardment by material 
particles, then eq. 8 may be written 

Epi + Efc^ + Ea = Ep^ + Ekz + ^hv (9) 

where Ea is the additional energy absorbed from external sources of heat, 
light, or material particles. 

On a quantum basis, the minimum extraneous energy required to 

initiate an exothermic reaction or to effect an endothermic reaction is 

called the activation energy.^® The activation energy may be thought 

of as the energy required to lift the system over a potential hill between 

the reactants and products, or as the energy required to form from the 

reactants an unavoidable intermediate activated molecular complex 

(or excited transition state of the system), which dissociates exothermi¬ 

cally to form the products of the reaction. An activation energy, just 

as any energy, is measured as a difference between two (usually unknown) 

energy levels, and so an activation energy may be symbolized by either 

E* or AE*, The symbol AE* is convenient when E* is used to represent 

an excited-state or activated-state energy level, for example, letting 

= JF* — Eo, but E* is often used to represent an activation energy 

when there is no such danger of confusion. 

When the kinetic energies of the reactants or products are very high, there 
may be an appreciable intensity of thermal radiation in addition to the lumines¬ 
cence radiation during the reaction. Thermal radiation is produced by inelastic 
collisions of the atoms, ions, or molecules, whereby part of the kinetic energy 
before collision is expended in effecting electronic excitation of one or more of 
the colliding particles; the radiative transition from the excited-state level then 
proceeds with the emission of a photon as in the case of luminescence. Excess 
thermal radiation may continue long after the reaction and the chemilumines¬ 
cence have ceased, that is, as long as the reactants or products have Ek in excess 
of the Ek corresponding to the temperature of the surroundings. Chemi¬ 
luminescence emission and thermal radiation have quite different spectral- 
distribution characteristics [rate of emission of radiaiSed energy (radiance) as a 
function of wavelength or frequency], and, when their spectral-distribution 
characteristics overlap, the luminescence contribution may be recognized as 
emission in excess of thermal radiation. The thermal radiation from an object 
at a given temperature cannot exceed the radiation from an ideal black body 
at the given temperature, at anyfreqymcy (see the begnming of Chapter 5). 
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The fonnation of nonpolar molecules (homopolar, or nonionic, 
molecules) from neutral atoms is a more subtle process than that based 
on coulomb attraction energies as outlined for polar molecules. In 
chiefly nonpolar molecules, the predominant binding energies apparently 
comprise exchange energies (resonance energies), including electron- 
spin-coupling, and dipole-type attractions between the atoms. In gen¬ 
eral, the association of atoms to form molecules occurs when such 
combinations produce over-all electron configurations of greater stability 
(lower Ep), The stablest configurations are the completed n states 
('^shells^O? Gtc., possessed by the inert gases He, Ne, A, Kr, Xe, 
and Rn. On this basis, it is possible to visualize the coherence of two H 
atoms, each having a single 8 electron, to form the molecule H2 which 
has the stable configuration of He. In the H2 molecule, the two 
electrons move about both H"^ nuclei, and with this electron sharing 
there is associated an exchange energy, the spin-moment vectors 
of the two electrons being oriented in opposite directions (antiparallel 
spins, or paired spins) to allow close approach of the electrons and 
promote coupling between the atoms. If two colliding H atoms happen 
to have electrons with parallel spins, the electrons (and their atoms) will 
repel rather than attract each other, as a consequence of the exclusion 
principle, and no molecule will fonn. After the next stable configura¬ 
tion is This stable completed shell has 8 electrons, and many 
nonpolar molecules appear to have their atoms arranged so that the 
valence electrons participate in communal groups of 8, as in 

CI2 = :C1:C1: and CCI4 = :C1: C:C1: (10) 

• :C1:‘* 
• • 

where the dots represent the outermost valence electrons. In these 
cases, also, the valence electrons move about all the atoms in the simple 
molecules, to provide exchange-type attractions, and the bonding process 
is facilitated by the formation of paired spins, that is, electron-pair bonds 
(or covalent bonds) where bound electrons with antiparallel spins 
couple to each other.®^ 

In its elementary form the general concept of valence pertained simply to 
the proportions in which atoms combined with each other. The reference 
stan^r^ are usually univalent (unipositive) and Cl~ (uninegative). Many 
chemical substances are distinguished by simple integral combining proportions 
of their constituent atoms, for example, N hydrogen atoms or ions will combine 
mth exactly N chlorine atoms or ions, no more or less, to form hydrogen chloride 
(HCi) in a gaseous mixture containing an excess of chlorine. Siznilarly, N simple 
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molecules of KOH in solution will combine with up to but not more than N 
simple molecules of HCl to form N molecules of KCl and N molecules of H2O. 
In these examples, potassium (K) is univalent, and oxygen (0) is bivalent with 
reference to the standards of hydrogen and chlorine. These examples of the 
simplicity of the valence concept, which is unequivocally useful for many re¬ 
actions in gases and liquids, stand in contrast to the complexities encountered 
in reactions in many solids. In the formation of solids, as described later, 
there are many occasions where the combining proportions of the constituent 
atoms are not simple integers. This is particularly true when there is a 
variable covalent contribution to the bonding energy. For example, solid 
titanium oxides may be formed with the ratio Ti/0 ranging from about to 
over 2, with any intermediate value obtainable by varying the conditions of 
oxidation or reduction during high-temperature crystallization. A similar 
variability exists in the case of the palladium hydrides, Pd»H. The concept of 
valence, especially in solids, is complicated by the joint action of variable pro¬ 
portions of both ionic (electrostatic) and covalent bonds in effecting the combi¬ 
nation of the atoms, and these proportions are sensitive to the crystal structure 
of the solid. The general simple integral valencies (combining proportions) of 
isolated atoms, therefore, may become variable nonintegers in solids where the 
atomic proportions and configurations are influenced by other factors such as 
the relative sizes, shapes (electron-cloud distributions), deformabilities, and 
number of species of the combining atoms. In silica (8i02), for example, Pauling 
estimates the Si~0 bonds to be approximately 50 per cent ionic and 50 per cent 
covalent, whereas the Be-0 bond in beryllia (BeO) is estimated to be 63 per 
cent ionic.** An improvement in our quantitative understanding of the valence 
concept as applied in solids would be a material aid in increasing our understand¬ 
ing of the mechanism of luminescence in phosphor crystals. 

In a simple molecule, a particular electron cannot be said to belong 
solely to one nucleus, but mufet be considered as being in the resultant 
field of all the nuclei and “belonging” to each nucleus part of the time. 
The wave function ^ of each electron extends over the entire molecule, 
but the degree of an electron's belonging to a particular nucleus increases 

on going to the inner electrons (denser shells nearer the nucleus) which 

have lower potential energy. Statistically speaking, there are instants 

of time when one or another nucleus in a molecule has more than its 

share of electrons, whereas at other instants of time the electrons are 

distributed quite uniformly among the nuclei. The molecular assem¬ 

blage then fluctuates between instantaneous states of being polar and 

nonpolar. 

Molecules which have “permanmit” dipole moments spend a pre¬ 

dominant amoimt of time in a particular state of nonuniform charge 

distribution within the volume occupied by the molecule, whereas non¬ 

polar molecules spend, on the average, equal times in oppositely disposed 
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nonunifonn charge distributions and, hence, do not have a resultant 
polarity. The following schematic examples show how electronic fluctua¬ 
tions may occur in simple molecules with and without resultant dipole 

moments: 

H:H No resultant dipole moment (11) 
• • 

K+Cl- *=±- KCl K-C1+ “Permanent” dipole moment (12) 
• • • 

In any assemblage of combined atoms or ions, the individual mono¬ 
nuclear units constantly fluctuate to some extent between the extremes 
of being neutral atoms and ionized atoms (ions). 

As a convenience, the word atom is used to include both atoms and ionSy 
except in cases where it is desirable to emphasize a preponderance of 
the extreme ionic condition. Also, the symbols for atoms and atomic 
groups are given wherever possible without indicating their ionic charge 
(formal valence), because the magnitude of this charge is often unknown 
and variable in solids. 

There are several experimental methods for determining whether the bond 
between two atoms is predominantly polar or nonpolar."-®*******^ In crystals, 
the information may be obtained from plots of average electron density as a 
function of intemuclear spacing. These plots can be made from structure-factor 
data determined from measurements of the diffraction of x rays, electrons, or 
neutrons by the crystal.®^'®*® When the electron density is practically zero for 
much of the region between the atoms (ions), and integration of the curves 
reveals that electron transfer has occurred, the bonding is chiefly polar. When 
the electron-density curve has a large hump between the atoms, signifying shared 
electrons, the bonding is chiefly nonpolar. 

Electronic fluctuations of the types discussed in connection with 
eqs. 10, 11, and 12 are sometimes called resonance^ a term descriptive 
of the oscillatory exchanging of molecular systems between their various 
possible electronic configurations.^^^s According to the wave-mechanical 

theory of resonance, any system (for example, a molecule) which res¬ 
onates between two or more electronic configurations (states), with 
practically identical atomic positions and energies, exists as a hybrid 
of the possible configurations and is more stable (has lower potential 
erorgy) than the same system ‘Trozen’^ in any one of the particular 
states. A resonance or exchange effect occurs during the filling of atomic 
^diells with I > 1. For example, the three 2p electrons in the nitrogen 
atom make full use of the three possible values of to stay as far apart 
on the average as the configurational possibilities allow, thereby reducing 
eleotkM^tio repulsion and attaining a low potential ^ergy for the 
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system. The energy lowering follows also from the indeterminacy 
principle whereby the momentum (and kinetic energy) of an electron 
may decrease as its wave function is extended in space. This extension 
permits an increase in the wavelength of the electron and, because 
momentum and wavelength are inversely related, lowers the energy of 
the electron. Atoms in a multiconfigurational resonating system are 
bound together more strongly, that is, have shorter interatomic spacings, 
than in the same system with fewer degrees of configurational equiva¬ 
lence. 

A macroscopic example of resonance is found in the coupling of two simple 
harmonic oscillators operating in the uncoupled state with the same characteristic 
frequency Peo- A common general relationship between Vco and the charac¬ 
teristic frequencies Pe arising in the resultant system when the oscillators are 
nondissipatively coupled, with a coupling coefficient 7, is 

(1 ~ = 7® (13) 
whence 

Vc = ^^^0(1 db 7)-^ (14) 

The lower frequency represents a new minimum energy in terms of the charac¬ 
teristic osciUations of the system. 

Another example of resonance is found in the wave-mechanical explanation of 
the occurrence of ortho- and parahelium spectra, where orthohelium has unpaired 
electron spins (/S# = 1) and parahelium has paired spins (S, = 0). The ortho 
form corresponds to an antisymmetric linear combination (^^), and the para form 
to a symmetric linear combination (^5), of the possible ^'s of the two electrons in 
normal and excited helium.*® The two new wave functions, and ^5, occur 
as the result of wave-mechanical resonance and are analogous to the two Pe& 
produced according to eq. 14. The energies Ea and Est corresponding to 
and ^l^s, differ according to 

Ea En — Er and Es — En + Er (16) 

where En is the energy of the nonresonating (uncoupled) system, and is 
called the resonance energy, or exchange energy* 

In chemical parlance, it is common to speak of bonding electrons, or simply 
bonds, as resonating among neighboring bonded atoms (ligands). This concept 
has been developed, particularly by Pauling, as a means for correlating many 
properties of molecules and bulk matter.'***® 

Directed Bonds. The spatial distributions ^f the wave functions 
(^^s) or electron-cloud densities of simple s states (‘‘orbitals^^ or “shells^O 
are spherical about an atomic nucleus and have n — 1 spherical nodes 
(regions of vanishingly small | ^ 1^). The \^'s of the p states, however, 
make use of a previously mentioned exchange effect to form three 
mutually perpen^cular double ellipsoids (^‘dumbbells'O which intersect 
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with their central nodes at the nucleus, and the ^^s of the d and / states 
form even more complex angular distributions. Thus, atoms and ions 
whose outermost bonding (valence) electrons are not in simple s states 
have knobby outer electron “clouds.’’ When atoms and ions have such 
nonspherical electron “clouds,” they may exhibit directional bonding 
(directed valence) which often has a profound influence on the spatial 

arrangements of atoms in molecules and solids. An isolated simple 

molecule of water, for example, has the approximate arrangement 
H 

:0:H, although mutual repulsion of the two H atoms (in part, 

ions) expands their relative bond angle to about 104° instead of the 90° 

that would obtain without the H-H interaction (the dipole moment of 

an H2O molecule is 1.8 X 10"“^® esu-cm). Also, the angles between the 

C—Cl bonds in nonpolar CCI4 (eq. 10) are almost exactly 109° 28'; 

that is, the central carbon atom is surrounded by chlorine atoms situated 

at the corners of a regular tetrahedron. Here, the four equal C:C1 

shared-electron bonds are apparently produced by hybridization of 

three p states (orbitals) and one s state (orbital); or the bond between a 

central C atom and any Cl atom may be thought of as rapidly exchanging 

(resonating) between s and (mostly) p states.^^’^ 

Silicon (Si), which is chemically similar to carbon, readily forms similar hy¬ 
bridized and tetrahedrally oriented a—p bonds, such as those in the Si04 groups 
in silicate crystals where each Si atom is surrounded by four 0 atoms arranged 
at the comers of a tetrahedron. In a crystal of beryllium orthosilicate (Fig. 
115), for example, there are corner-joined Be04 and Si04 tetrahedra wherein 
each Be atom and each Si atom is bonded to four 0 atoms and each 0 atom is 
bonded to two Be atoms and one Si atom. The Si—0 bonds are formed by 
exchanging of the four 3s® + 3p® electrons of Si and the four 2p^ electrons of 0 
between the hybridized s and p states, whereas the Be—0 bonds are formed by 
exchanging of the two 2s® —► 2s^ + 2p^ electrons of Be and the four 2p^ elec¬ 
trons of 0 between the hybridized s and p states. 

As is described later, the normal directed covalent bonds of some isolated 
simple atoms (ions, molecules) can be warped and deformed when the atoms are 
incorporated as impurities in solids where the configurations (geometric arrange¬ 
ments and spacings) of the surrounding host-crystal atoms do not coincide with 
the directional characteristics of the impurity atom. This distortion eflect can 
profoundly influence the energy levels and degrees of ionic and covalent bonding 
of impurity atoms. 

Qbnebal Ensrot-lsvel Diaorams or Isolated Molecttles. 

When two like atoms combine to form an isolated simple molecule, as 
in H + H H2 and Cl + Cl —^ CI2, the energy of the system changes 
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as sketched in Fig. 3. As the atoms come together, their various energy 
levels are altered independently, the highest levels being the first and 
the lowest levels the last to alter with decreasing nuclear separation. 
Each level may have a minimum potential energy at a different inter- 
nuclear distance. The difference in potential energy between the ground 
states of the component isolated atoms and the equilibrium state of the 
resultant molecule (at constant ambient temperature T) is transformed 
into kinetic energy of the combined atoms, that is, thermal agitation, and 
appears as the heat of reaction. On very close approach of the atoms, 
the nuclei repel each other, and there is a strong repulsion energy due 
to the mutual deformation of inner completed electron shells (s^, 
etc.) as a consequence of the exclusion principle. According to the in¬ 
determinacy principle, a molecule has a finite energy (zero-point energy) 
even in its lowest (ground) state at T = 0. In other words, even at the 
absolute zero of temperature, there are fluctuating attractions and 
repulsions of the atoms whose nuclei, therefore, vibrate relative to each 
other. For moderate amplitudes of vibration there is simple harmonic 
motion with vibrational frequencies (va) of the order of 3 X 10^® sec“^. 
The amplitudes of vibration of the nuclei are generally of the order of 
0.03 A and increase with increasing temperature. In Fig. 3 the vibra¬ 
tional states are indicated by horizontal lines (energy levels) in the 

potential wells. The lowest vibrational level, for zero-point energy, is 

hva/2 above the bottom of the potential well. Vibrational motion from 

a2 to C2 corresponds to a fluctuation of potential energy in the ground 

state of the atom from a2 to 6 to C2, where the kinetic energy is a maxi¬ 

mum at 6. The energy differences between adjacent vibrational levels 

are generally 1 to 10 per cent of those between neighboring electronic- 

transition states {E*2 “■ El), Still finer sublevels (not shown in Fig. 3), 

having energy differences about 1 per cent of those between vibrational 
levels, may be produced by rotational motions of the nuclei.^ The 

additional sublevels of vibration and rotation change the spectral lines 

of the atoms in the molecule into groups of many closely spaced lines 

which are known as bands.*^® 
According to the Ftanck-Condon principle, electronic transitions in 

molecules occur in times which are very short compared with the period 

of vibration of the nuclei, that is, much lesi? than 3 X 10““^^ sec.“ 

Hence, the most probable electronic transitions proceed vertically in the 

energy-level diagram, and the transitions are most probable when the 

kinetic energies of the nuclei are a minimum, that is, at the end points of 

their vibrations (for example, 02 and ca). The lowest vibrational levels 

are possible exceptions to this principle. Some possible transitions are 
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shown in Fig, 3. If the molecule is in its ground state Ei with vibra¬ 
tional energy corresponding to sublevel a^, the system may be raised 
(excited) to state E*2, vibrational level 0*2, by absorption of a photon 
with energy hva — Ea. The excited molecule commences vibrating 
between 0*2 — d — c*2 and may emit a low-energy photon to reduce 
the energy of the system to the lower vibrational level 0*1, whence it 

Fio. 3. Potential-energy levels of a hypothetical free diatomic molecule composed 
of atoms of the same species. 

may proceed back to state Ei, sublevel 04, by emitting a photon of 
energy hve <= Et. Further energy losses by emission of low-energy 
photons, or by inelastic collisions with other molecules, are necessary 
before tibe molecule can return to its original energy level. As men¬ 
tioned b^ore, photcHi emissions which are occasioned by thermal 
agitation are known as thermal radiation. The excitation process of 
thermal radiation involves the transformation of thermally induced 
kipetic energy of an atom or a molecule into increased internal energy 
of anotiier molecule upon inelastic collisions (collisions of the tirrt 
Uad). Subatcnnic photon emisEnons occanoned other means ci 
easdtation are clasafied broadly as histipesceocet eqmdally whmi the 
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primary excitant particle gives up quanta of energy larger than about 
1 ev to the system (see Appendix 4). 

An isolated excited atom, ion, or simple molecule may return to the 
ground state only by radiation of energy as one or more photons (Fig. 2). 
A molecule, with its additional closely spaced vibrational and rotational 
energy levels, however, may emit a much larger number of different 
photons (that is, photons of different energy) than the isolated atoms of 
which the molecule is composed. In addition, if a molecule acquires 
sufficient vibrational energy to raise it to a level above the corresponding 
energy level of the isolated atoms, for example, to ad or a*d in Fig. 3, the 
molecule has a high probability of dissociating. The nuclei can fly apart 
in about 10““^® sec, whereas the lifetime of an excited state before optical 
photon emission is about 10"“® sec. High-energy photons or material 
particles can also dissociate the molecule by raising it into a state, for 
example, E*^ in Fig. 3, where the molecule is unstable (no potential 
well). The number of possible means for an atom to lose excitation 
energy generally increases as the atom is combined with other atoms to 
form simple isolated molecules and increases further when large numbers 
of isolated atoms or molecules are condensed to form liquids and solids. 

Gases, Liquids, and Solids 

The sizes of molecules were not mentioned in the preceding section, 
because there is no upper limit to the number of atoms which may form 
stable associations. In general, however, the sizes of molecules are 
roughly proportional to the numbers and sizes of their constituent 
atoms (ions). 

Gases. The next step in our outline development of matter, is a brief 
discussion of the aggregation of molecules (atoms) to form more complex 
matter. Consider separate simple molecules of vaporized water (H2O) 
or potassium chloride (KCl) moving about as in a rarefied gas. Our best 
man-made vacua contain about 10® molecules cm“"®, and so the average 
distance between molecules in this case would be less than 10“® cm. 
This spacing is over 10^ times larger than the sizes of the simple mole¬ 
cules. Under these conditions, it can be assmned that intermolecular 
forces are practically negligible except when the molecules coUide. If 
this is assumed to be an ideal gas, the total kinetic energy of Na mole¬ 
cules of the gas at temperature T is given by 

Ek = iNAkT - (16) 

wh«?e k is Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38 X 10~^® ei^ deg"^ (8,62 X 10“® 
ev deg~^), nin is the mass of tiiie mdiecule, and is the mean square 
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velocity of the molecules. As the temperature is decreased, the gas will 
liquefy at its condensation (boiling) point and solidify at its freezing 
(melting) point to form voluntarily a coherent mass with about 10^^ 
simple molecules cm”’®. The words practically and voluntarily are em¬ 
phasized to indicate that there are intermolecular attraction forces 
which become dominant when the kinetic energies of the molecules are 
decreased to the point where the molecules can associate for long times 
without being sundered by collisions. The chief attraction forces 
between uncombined simple molecules apparently comprise dipole inter¬ 
actions, that is, electrostatic attractions of bodies whose opposite ends 
have different electric charges.^®*Molecules without ‘‘permanent’^ 
dipole moments may have moments induced by adjacent ^^permanently” 
dipolar molecules. Even in gases without any ‘^permanently” dipolar 
molecules, the fluctuations of the molecules between polar and non¬ 
polar states (eq. 11) give rise to the London dispersion effect whereby 
molecules synchronize to some extent their polar fluctuations and spatial 
orientations for a net attraction. The potential energy Ep of attraction 
caused by the dispersion effect between molecules of polarizability x 
spaced a distance x apart, is given by 

Ep « -Ihvix^x-^ (17) 

where vi is the oscillation frequency corresponding to ionization in the 
case of simple molecules. The dispersion effect is so named because the 
fluctuations which enable the intermolecular attraction are responsible 
for the dispersion of light by the molecules. An important feature of 
the dispersion effect, as distinguished from attractions involving “per¬ 
manent” dipoles, is that the dispersion-effect attraction is additive for 
all the molecules in a gas; that is, any number of molecules may interact 
without saturating the effect. 

Condensation (Liquids). Imagine space in a closed vessel to be 
partitioned into elemental volumes (which we shall call “holes”) of 
molecular size, with a few of the “holes” transitorily occupied by simple 
molecules. As the temperature (T ^ Ek of the molecules) of the gas is 
decreased, the attractions between molecules (and gravitational attrac¬ 
tion) draw the molecules closer together at the bottom of the vessel. At 
the critical temperature (above which the liquid cannot exist), about 
half the “holes” at the bottcwn of the vessel are occupied by molecules. 
When the temperature is lowered further, condensation to the liquid 
state occurs, that is, the molecules have high enou^ potential energy 
of attraction to near neighbors and low enough kinetic energy to remain 
attracted together. In the liquid, the attraction energies comprise dipole 
interactions, exchange (resonance) interactions, and ionic interactions 
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(if electron transfer takes place on close approach of different species of 
molecules). Very close approach of the molecules is necessary to make 
effective use of the van der Waals intermolecular attraction forces^ 
which vary as dEp/dx oc —for dipole interactions, as —x""® for 
dipole-quadripole interactions, and as —for quadripole-quadripole 
interactions. A manifestation of the cohesion of the liquid phase is 
surface tension, which helps to increase the density as the temperature 
is lowered and the molecules huddle closer together to effectively 
‘^squeeze out the ^holes'.'’ The cohesion of molecules in liquids produces 
internal pressures amounting to thousands of times normal atmospheric 
pressure (10® dynes cm~”^). Eventually, in the condensation process, 
the repulsion potentials between the nuclei and between the completed 
electron shells of the different atoms become important in limiting the 
density of the molecular aggregate. According to wave-mechanical 
calculations, the repulsion energy has the form where <l>(x) is a 
polynomial function of the intermolecular distance x^ and o is a constant 
for the particular molecule. A more tractable approximation is obtained 
by assuming the repulsion energy to vary as x""® to and so x~^^ is a 
fair approximation for a number of molecules. A general simplified 
expression for the total energy of interaction between molecules is then 

Ep « -Ax-® + Bx-^ (18) 

where A and B are characteristic constants of the molecules. In a 
liquid at equilibrium, the average spacing x between the simple molecules 
corresponds to the intermolecular distance where Ep is a minimum, 
except that x increases as T increases (thermal expansion, corresponding 
to the asymmetry of potential wells of the type shown in Fig. 3). 

An important distinction between gases and liquids is their different depend¬ 
ence of viscosity (internal friction) on temperature. The coefficient of viscosity 
7/ is the force in dynes per square centimeter required to sustain a velocity 
gradient of one centimeter per second per centimeter. That is, ti is the force 
which must be applied to propel a layer of fluid at the constant rate of one centi¬ 
meter per second relative to a parallel layer one centimeter distant. For ideal 
gases, ri varies as because the only interaction between the layers is due to 
interchange of molecules through practically free space (vm oc according 
to eq. 16). For liquids, however, ry is found to vary as where the activa¬ 
tion energy E* is the work which must be done to create a '‘hole” in the liquid 
in order to allow the molecules to move to new sites relative to their neighbors. 
The number of molecules having sufficient energy E* to jostle a "hole” large 
enough for interchange of molecules is proportional to the Boltzmann factor, 

fluidity of the liquid, then, is proportional to and the vis¬ 
cosity is proportional to the reciprocal of fluidity, or There is a 
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further relation between E* and the latent heat of vaporization which is 

the energy required to eject a molecule from the liquid without leaving a “hole.’^ 
Eicperimentally, the ratio Hl/E* varies from about 3 for liquids composed of 

symmetrical molecules (A, N2, CCU) to as much as 25 for liquid metals. Conse¬ 

quently, the size of the '^hole’’ required to allow molecular interchange need 
be only 3^^ to the size of the molecule, atom (monatomic molecule), or ion 
(as in metals). 

Crystallization (Solids). Returning to consideration of the tran¬ 
sitions among gases, liquids, and solids, we may suspect that gases 
should exhibit some degree of crystallinity as a result of molecular 
alignments induced by the dispersion effect. There are, undoubtedly, 
some temporary local alignments, just as there are temporary associa¬ 
tions of molecules, but these are of fleeting duration owing to the random 
molecular motions and the disruptive effects of collisions. Crystallinity 
ideally requires perfect rectilinear alignment of all the atoms in a solid 
body. That there is a large degree of crystallinity in liquids, however, 
is evidenced by their x-ray diffraction patterns and high specific 
heats.^®’^*^ The molecules in liquids may be pictured as being in or 
fluctuating between the following states: (1) the quasicrystalline state, 
wherein the distribution of molecules at any instant is apparently random 
owing to thermal agitation, but the average arrangement is crystalline 
to some degree, and (2) the micrdcrystalline state, wherein molecules 
in local groups are found to be arranged in crystalline order at any 
instant, but there are randomly distributed molecules between the micro¬ 
crystalline groups, and the groups are randomly growing and dissolving. 

The attraction forces between molecules often promote rectilinear 
alignment, but rectilinear crystalline order is determined chiefly by 
geometric factors to be discussed in the next chapter (magnetic inter¬ 
actions, that is, alignment of resultant spin and orbital magnetic- 
moment vectors, may play a part in some crystallizations, especially 
when the atoms have impaired electron spins ®2). As the temperature 
of a liquid is decreased, molecular motion decreases, and the number of 
**holes^^ likewise decreases. At the freezing point, molecular motion 
has been reduced to the point where rectilinear alignment of atoms may 
be maintained throughout the entire solid body (crystal); that is, long- 
range order is attained and preserved." As the temperature is decreased 
below the freezing point, the atoms in the crystal oscillate with decreas¬ 
ing amplitudes and in fewer modes about their aligned equilibrium 
positions. Correspondingly, there is a decreasing probability of an atom 
chancing to acquire suflicient thermal activation energy jE?* to leave its 
equilibrium position. Meanwhile, surface tension remains as a dissent¬ 
ing dOfect w^ch strives to make the solid spherical (curvilinear) rather 
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than multihedral (rectilinear). In the interior of large crystals, however, 
the effect of surface tension is small relative to the forces promoting 
rectilinear alignment. 

Glasses (vitreous materials) are exceptionally viscous liquids whose 
large degrees of liquid-like amorphousness, as evidenced by their curvi¬ 
linear boimdaries, optical isotropy (when unstrained), diffuse x-ray 
diffraction patterns, and lack of definite melting points, belie their 
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x-ray levels 

etc. 
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Fig. 4. The upper part of the energy-level diagram of solid NaCl, showing the 
splitting of energy levels of the ions into bands which extend throughout the ideal 
crystal (not to scale). The exciton level E*e in cub.-NaCl is actually a band of levels. 

apparent solidity. Crystals (solids) usually have rectilinear boundaries 
as well as optical anisotropy (except for cubic crystals), sharp x-ray 
diffraction patterns, and definite melting points, which bespeak the long- 
range rectilinear symmetrical arrangements of their atoms. It should 
be noted that the words solid and crystal are used synonymously. 

Energy Levels in Solids, Figure 4 is a simplified sketch of some of 
the energy-level changes which occur when a number 2N of each of 
two species of atoms (ions) combine and solidify to form a simple ionic 
electxical-insulator cr3rstal, such as that of»cubic sodium chloride 
(NaCl).^ Beading from right to leftf each of the practically identical 
(degenerate) energy levels of the separate atoms is proliferated into N 
closely spaced levels to form energy bands in the solid. Each filled 
level in a band is occupied by two electrons with paired spins; hence, 
there are 2N electrons in a completely filled band with N levels. The N 
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levels extend over the entire (ideal) crystal which may be considered as 
a single vast molecule. The proliferation of the discrete atomic-energy 
levels into bands in the solid is in accord with the exclusion principle, it 
being taken into account that the wave function ^ of an outer electron, 
in particular, extends throughout the entire (ideal) crystal.®^®^ In non¬ 
overlapping bands, the density of levels is a maximum at the center of 
each band, falling off to zero at the upper and lower edges of the band. 
Likewise, the velocity of electrons has a flat maximum in the central 
part of the band and falls to zero at the upper and lower edges. 

According to the electron configurations and combinations of the 
atoms in a solid, the occupied energy bands may be completely or only 
partially filled. In an electrical-conductor crystal, the topmost occupied 
band is only partially occupied. Then the electrons fill as many of the 
low-lying levels in the band as they are able, and an applied electric field 
easily raises a high-lying electron into an immediately adjacent higher 
unoccupied level where it may travel freely through the assumedly 
perfect crystal. In semiconductor crystals, the topmost band is com¬ 
pletely filled, but either there is a very small separation between the 
topmost filled band and the lowest unoccupied band, or else there are 
special impurity levels lying between and quite close to one or the other 
of the two bands.^®'^^'*®"^^ Solids composed entirely of metallic elements 
(for example, K, Zn, Al) are usually good conductors, whereas solids 
composed of compounds of metallic and nonmetallic elements (for 
example, KCl, ZnO, ZnS, AI2O3) are usually good insulators. Insulating 
crystals of ZnO which have been heated to sufficiently high temperatures 
to effect partial decomposition (leaving some free Zn in the crystals) 
become semiconductors; likewise, crystals of ZnO or Ti02 heated in 
reducing atmospheres, or heated mixtures of conductors and non¬ 
conductors (for example, Ni + Ti02, or Cu + Zr02 + Fe203), may be 
made to produce semiconductors.®®"®® 

Very narrow energy levels are designated as discrete levels, whereas 
levels and bands, in general, are denoted by the generic term level, 
except when the band property is to be emphasized. An energy state 
of an atom comprises many levels; for example, the ground state of Li in 
Fig. 2 comprises the energy level 8 {28 Li) and the lower-lying ^ 
(Is Li) level (not shown in the figure), whereas the general excited state 
of Li comprises all the ground-state levels plus any or all the excitation 
levels above s^, s. A particular excited state would be specified by denot¬ 
ing the particular occupied excitation levels and unoccupied ground- 
state levels. The ground state of Na*^ in NaCl (Fig. 4) comprises the 
occupied energy levels 2pNa’^, 2s Na*^, and lower occupied levels 
whidi are not shown, whereas the general excited state obtained by 
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raising an electron from any occupied level to any unoccupied level, 
comprises the ground-state levels plus the 3$ Na (removing an electron 
from 01““ to Na"^ makes the latter Na) and any or all of the higher 
excitation levels (the latter are not shown in the figure). An energy 
state of a bound electron (that is, of the system containing the electron), 
at any instant, is a particular energy level, although it is common to 
refer to an electron as being in a ground state or excited state without 
specifying which ground-state level or excited-state level is meant. This 
is particularly true in speaking of electrons in solids where there is often 
insufficient quantitative information about the various energy levels. 

The left side of Fig. 4 shows an energy-level diagram for an electron 
moved along the center (through the atoms) of part of a rectilinear row 
of • • •Na“’"-Cl"“-“Na‘^-Cl““-• • ions in a crystal of cubic NaCl. The 
outer electrons of the Na"^ and 01““ ions, though ‘Tenced-in^^ by inter¬ 
vening potential barriers (regions of high repulsion potential for elec¬ 
trons) belong to the whole ideal crystal rather than to their parent ions 
alone. The degree of belonging to the entire crystal is proportional to 
the widths of the allowed energy bands. The inner x-ray electrons may 
be considered as practically belonging to the individual atoms or ions, 
but the outer electrons have a high probability of penetrating the poten¬ 
tial barriers by a wave-mechanical diffraction process which is commonly 
known as the tunnel effect. The tunnel effect is a consequence of the 
wavelike behavior of the electron and its indeterminacy of location and 
momentum. The probability of tunneling is inversely proportional to 
the area of the potential barrier above the energy level of the electron. 
Hence, the higher the energy of the electron and the lower and narrower 
the potential barrier, the greater the probability of the electron tunneling 
(“leaking”) through the barrier. As shown in Fig. 4, the widths of the 
allowed energy bands increase and the separations between the allowed 
bands decrease on going upward to higher energies in the diagram. This 
trend results in considerable overlapping of the higher energy bands of 
many crystals. Each of the energy levels in the solid is split further into 
fine sublevels (not shown in Fig. 4) corresponding to the nuclear vibra* 
tions shown in Fig. 3. 

An electron moved along between the rectilinear rows of alternating Na+ 
and Cl~ ions in cubic NaCl experiences an undulating potential of much lower 
amplitude and does not encounter the discrete energ}^ levels shown below 3s Na® 
in Fig. 4. The amplitude of potential variation is particularly small when an 
electron is moved through large-diameter “tubes” of low electron density be¬ 
tween widely separated rows of atoms in loose-packed crystals [for example, 
the hexagonal “tubes” running through crystals of rhombohedral zinc silicate 
(Fig. 116)], For our purposes, howeva:, conventional energy-level diagrams 
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are drawn with reference to an electron or unit negative charge moved along a 
line passing through the centers of aligned atoms. In many solids, especially 
those that do not have simple cubic structures, this line of motion along a row 
of atoms is a straight line. 

An important difference between the vibrational energy levels of 
isolated molecules, as represented in Fig. 3, and those of closely coupled 
atoms and simple or complex ions in solids, is that transfer of vibrational 
energy takes place readily from atom to atom in the solid, whereas an 
isolated molecule cannot gain or lose energy by this process of heat 
conduction (except on collision with another molecule). In solids, there¬ 
fore, there is considerable opportunity to dissipate localized excitation 
energy as heat rather than radiation, and it is shown later that the 
degradation of excitation energy into heat in crystals increases with 
(1) increasing number of different species of atoms or ions in the crystals, 
and (2) increasing degree of imperfection of the crystals, that is, increas¬ 
ing irregularity in the energy-level diagrams of the solids. Another 
point is that the amplitudes of vibration of different species of atoms (or 
ions), or of the same species of atom with different neighbors, in a given 
crystal are different; for example, at room temperature, the relatively 
light sodium ion in a sodium chloride crystal has a larger root-mean 
square amplitude of vibration (0.^45 A) than the chlorine ion (0.235 A); 
furthermore, these vibrations may be quite anisotropic in some crystals, 
depending on the symmetry or lack of symmetry of the immediate 
region within which a particular atom or ion is located.^’^*®^ (In general, 
the amplitude of vibration decreases and the frequency of vibration in¬ 
creases as the bonding energy of an atom increases.) The energy levels 
in solids are complicated also by statistical fluctuations in thermal 
agitation from point to point in the crystal (even at equilibrium) as 
well as by various crystal imperfections which are discussed in the next 
chapter. 

It should be emphasized that, although the band theory of energy 
levels in solids has broad applicability, it becomes increasingly dfficult 
to apply as the solids depart from being simple cubic crystals composed 
of binary combinations of univalent ions. In more complex crystals, 
where the type of interatomic bonding differs with the different species 
and crystallographic locations of the atoms, it is sometimes more con¬ 
venient to speak in terms of bond theory, especially when the bonding 
is largely non-ionic. The bond picture (eqs. 10-12) emphasizes the local 
conditions in the immediate vicinity of an atom or small distinctive 
group of atoms in a solid, whereas the band picture emphasizes the fact 
that the individual atoms and distinctive atomic groups are cooperative 
members of the entire crystal. As an example, considerable attention 
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will be given in following sections to crystals of rhombohedral zinc 

orthosilicate (rblidl.-Zn2Si04, Fig. 116) which are made of comer- 

joined tetrahedral groups of Zn04 and Si04. In these crystals, the Zn04 

tetrahedra are all interconnected and have weak semi-ionic Zn—0 
bonds, whereas the Si04 tetrahedra are isolated from each other and 

have stronger and apparently more covalent Si—0 bonds. Here, then, 

the band picture may be used to describe the energy levels pertaining 

to the continuous Zn04 part of the stmcture, while the bond picture 

may be used to focus on local conditions in the discontinuous Si04 part 

of the structure. In the band picture, the width of a band is a measure 

of the degree to which electrons in that band excliange among all the 

identical atoms in a crystal. This exchanging increases the interatomic 

bonding energy of the crystal by adding exchange energy to the system. 



CHAPTER 2 

SOLIDS (CRYSTALS) 

Ideal Crystals 

When rigid spheres of one size are packed together as tightly as pos¬ 
sible, they automatically assume one of two rectilinear arrays. 
Figure 5 shows that these crystalline arrays are (1) the face-centered 
cubic structure and (2) the hexagonal close-packed structure. In both 
structures, each sphere is in contact with 12 like neighbors; that is, both 

Face-centered cubic. 

Third layer may be placed on c or A Hexagonal close pack. Unit cell 

Fio. 5. Close packing of identical rigid spheres affords two possible ciystalline arrays. 

structures have a coordination number of 12, and each sphere is said to 
be 12-coordinated. As examples of coordination numbers, (1) a 3- 
coordinated sphere would be located in the center of a group of three 
other spheres placed at the comers of an equilateral triangle, (2) a 4- 
coordinated sphere would occupy the center of a group of four other 
spheres located at the corners of a tetrahedron, (3) a 6-coordinated sphere 
would be at the center of a group of six spheres occupying the comers 
of an octahedron, and (4) an 8-coordinated sphere would be at the center 
of a group of eight spheres occupying the comers of a hexahedron (cube). 
If certain simple integral proportions of two sizes of rigid spheres with 

40 
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radii ri and r2 are distributed homogeneously and packed together, the 
maximum coordination number (in this case, the number of like spheres 
immediately surrounding a sphere of different size) is generally 8 for the 
radius ratio, 1 > ri/r2 > 0.73, 6 for 0.73 > ri/r2 > 0.41, 4 for 
0.41 > ri/r2 > 0.22, and 3 for 0.22 > ri/r2 > 0.15. In all these cases, 
the close-packed spheres still naturally assume crystalline arrays, except 
at the surface where they may be influenced by the shape of the con¬ 
tainer. 

In principle, at least, it is easy to substitute the word atom, or ton, 
for the word sphere and visualize idealized spherical atoms aggregating 
voluntarily into crystalline arrays at temperatures below the freezing 
point. The fact that atoms and ions are neither perfectly rigid nor 
always spheres, and do not have sharp boundaries, often leads to con¬ 
siderable departures from the crystalline arrays which might be expected 
on the basis of close-packing of rigid spheres. Some compounds crystal¬ 
lize as relatively open structures; that is, the system has a lower poten¬ 
tial energy in the loose-packed state than it has in the close-packed state. 
Such stnictures sometimes have permanent voids (regions of very low 
electron-cloud density) which are larger than the apparent volumes 
occupied by their component atoms or ions. The major factors influenc¬ 
ing the type of crystal structure assumed by actual combinations of 
atoms (ions) are (1) their radius ratios, (2) their effective ionic charges, 
(3) their polarizabilities (deformabilities), (4) the number and propor¬ 
tions of different species of atoms in the structure, (5) the type of bond¬ 
ing, for example, the proportions and directivities of ionic and covalent 
bonding, and (6) the ambient temperature and pressure.^^'^^’®^ 

Despite the irregularities in real crystals, it is generally possible to 
describe the arrangements of their atoms, as a first approximation, in 
terms of ideal crystal lattices of infinite extent. Crystal lattices are 
geometric fictions which are assumed to describe idealized atomic ar¬ 
rangements having no imperfections and no thermal agitation. A basic 
concept of the crystal lattice is the minimum identity translation a^ro, 
which is the shortest distance a lattice point (intersection of imaginary 
rectilinear lattice lines) can be moved to arrive in surroundings identical 
with those in the place where it started. In a simple cubic lattice, Xr^ is 
the edge of the unit cell; whereas, in a face-centered cubic lattice (Fig. 
6), a^ro is half the distance along a face diagonal of the unit cell. The 
unit cell is generally the smallest portion of the lattice which may be 
used to reproduce the entire crystal lattice by simple duplication and 
ordered aggregation. 

Ideal crystal lattices are derived by the operation of symmetry 
elements of (1) rotation of a point about (a) a center of symmetiy, 
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and/or (b) an axis of symmetry; (2) reflection of a point through a plane 
of symmetry; and (3) translation (displacement) of a point along a 
straight line until an equivalent point is encountered. The maximum 
number of different operations of rotational and reflectional symmetry 
which can be performed without violating the concept of the minimum 
identity translation, affords 32 point groups which are classifiable in 
terms of 11 syxmnetry groups. The maximum number of different ways 
of repetitively translating like points in rectilinear three-dimensional 
order affords 14 space lattices, which are catalogued under 7 crystallo¬ 
graphic systems.3^®° Table 4 lists the elemental crystallographic sys¬ 
tems, unit cells, space lattices, and point groups, with some informa¬ 
tion concerning symmetry, electro-optical (piezoelectric) activity, and 
notation.^^ The different combinations of the 14 space lattices with 
their corresponding 32 point groups afford a maximum of 230 space 
groups; that is, there are at most 230 different ways of arranging like 
points in ideal crystal lattices. Members of the 11 different Laue sym¬ 
metry (point) groups are convertible into a common point group by the 
operation of a center of symmetry; for example, when point group m 
or 2 in the monoclinic system is operated on by a center of symmetry 
it is transformed into the centrosymmetrical point group 2/m. Note 
that point groups having centers* of symmetry are electrooptically and 
piezoelectrically inactive, whereas the other point groups are active (ex¬ 
cept subgroup 432 of cubic point group 43). This recital of the elements 
of formal crystallography is intended as only a bare outline of some of 
the chief features of the geometry of ideal crystal lattices. Serious 
students of luminescence of solids who are not already acquainted with 
crystallographic notations and their significance should study carefully 
the references cited in this chapter. 

Although there are only 230 possible space groups, there are innu¬ 
merable different real ciystals which can be made by variations in the 
number, proportions, and conditions of chemical combination and 
crystallization of the 96 known elements. Crystals, like molecules, are 
in general electrically neutral, so that even in strongly ionic crystals the 
total anionic charge equals the total cationic charge. It is possible, 
however, to have local regions or surfaces with excess positive or negative 
charge as long as the electrical neutrality of the crystal as a whole is 
maintained. In some cases, it is possible to interchange ions of different 
valence in a crystal without altering the structure, as long as the over¬ 
all neutrality is maintained. As examples, the minerals diopside, 
CaMg(8i03)2; jadeite, NaAJ(8103)2; and spodumene, LiAl(8i03)2; all 
have the same monoclinic structure (C2/c). In these crystals, the two 
bivalent Ca^”^ and Mg*“^ ions are replaced by one univalent Na“^ 
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(or Li"^) ion and one tervalent Al^"^ ion to provide the same total cationic 
charge.®® It may be noted that the radius ratios of Ca^’^/Mg^"*’ 
(1.06 A/0.78 a = 1.36) and Li+/Al^'*' (0.78 A/0.57 A = 1.37) are prac¬ 
tically identical, and the radius ratio of Na"*”/Al®'^ (0.98 A/0.57 A 
= 1.72) is only 25 per cent larger than that of the other two pairs of ions. 

Some crystals have insufficient atoms to occupy all the geometric 
sites allowed by their space groups, giving rise to defect structures or 
deficiency structures. In some crystals which have two or more species 
of cations or anions (1) the different species may occupy only struc¬ 
turally different sites (ordered structure), or (2) each may occupy 
several different sites in various proportions (disordered structure). 
Examples of these structures are foimd in Pm3m-Naa;W03 (perovskite- 
type sodium-timgsten bronze, with x < 1)^ and various normal and 
inverse spinels (Fd3m) which are described in detail in the litera¬ 
ture.®®-4®* 

In certain crystals, also, some of the atoms may be arranged, dis¬ 
placed, or deformed (polarized) in such a manner that relatively simple 
molecular units may be partially distinct. For example, the reversal of 
intensities of some electron and x-ray diffraction lines of hex.-ZnO has 
been interpreted as indicating that there is an asymmetric charge 
distribution around the Zn and 0 atoms, such that these atoms are 
linked together along the c axis of the crystal as pseudodiatomic mole¬ 
cules.®®® There is, apparently, a different bonding between Zn and 0 
atoms along the c axis from that in other directions in uniaxial real 
crystals of hex.-ZnO, even though the ideal lattice structure of C6mc-ZnO 
would have both Zn and O atoms symmetrically 4-coordinated by their 
opposites in tetrahedral arrangement. The sublimation of zinc oxide at 
temperatures well below its melting point may be pictured as a thermal 
breaking of the weaker bonds which do not lie along the c axis, and 
volatilization of simple ZnO molecules which retain the stronger Zn-O 
bondings along the c axis. For complete melting, the bonds along the 
c axis would also have to be broken by thermal agitation. It is possible 
that the asymmetry of charge distribution and bonding reported for 
zinc oxide exists also in hexagonal zinc sulphide and cadmium sulphide. 

There are two major systems of crystallographic notation, the older Schoen- 
flies system, and the newer Herraann-Mauguin S3rstem.^" Although consider¬ 
able memory work is necessary for rapid use of eith^ system, the Hermaim- 
Mauguin-system symbols are more easily translated into their symmetry 
elements. In the Hermann-Mauguin system, the elements of rotational and 
reflectional symmetry are designated as follows: 1 denotes no symmetry; T is a 
center of symmetry; 2, 3, 4, and 6 are diad, triad, tetrad, and hexad axes of 
rotational symmetry; 2, 3, 4, and 6 are the indicated multiple axes of rotary 
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inversion (rotation followed by reflection through a plane perpendicular to the 
axis of rotation); and m (mirror) is a plane of reflection S3anmetry. Translations 
are represented by the capital letters P, A, By C, Hy F, Ry and I whose connota¬ 
tions should be apparent from Table 4. Combinations of rotation (reflection) 
and translation are: (1) screw axes, which are denoted by (for example, 
2i, 3i, 82, etc,) indicating a f-fold axis with its 27r/f rotation plus a displacement 
by a fraction f/f of the identity translation XtQy parallel to the axis, and (2) 

glide planes, which are denoted by a, 6, c, d, and n, according to the amount 
and direction of glide.*® The degree of point-group symmetry commences with 
the triclinic space group PI (no symmetry), at the top of Table 4, and generally 

increases on going down through the table to the highly symmetrical cubic, 
hexagonal, and rhombohedral structures. As an example of the significance of 
crystallographic notation, the atoms in zinc selenide (ZnSe) crystals are arranged 
as an approximation of the point group 43m in the space group P43m (compare 
Figs, life and 12), which is a face-centered (F) cubic lattice wherein the lattice 
points are generated by the combined operation of a tetrad axis of rotary inver¬ 
sion (4), a triad axis of rotation (3), and a plane of S3nnmetry(m). This space 
group corresponds to Td^ in the Schoenflies system.*^'*®”*® 

It should be emphasized that (1) crystallographic symbols are pri¬ 
marily concerned with the symmetry aspects of crystal latticeSy and (2) 
lattice points are centers of reference for the purpose of describing 
point-group (local) symmetries., In an actual crystal, therefore, lattice 
points may or may not be occupiedy and a space group alone does not 
necessarily describe the positions of all the atoms. In a few simple ideal 
crystals, such as face-centered-cubic FmSm-KCl, in which the K atoms 
and the Cl atoms are each arranged in a face-centered-cubic array 
interpenetrating the other array, all the lattice points and only the 
lattice points described by the space group are occupied. In other ideal 
crystals, however, such as those containing complex molecular or radical 
groups without central atoms in such groups (for example, the chlorate, 
ClOs^^, group whose point group is 3m), groups of atoms may be located 
aroimd a lattice point without an atom actually occupying the lattice 
point. Hence, the combination of crystallographic and chemical sym¬ 
bols is necessary (but not always suflScient) to define a particular struc¬ 
ture. For example, cub.-KCl and cub.-CaF2 both crystallize in space 
group Fm3m, but the fluorite (cub.-CaFa) structure has a face-centered 
unit cell of Ca atoms enclosing an inner simple cube of F atoms, as 
distinguished from the two interpenetrating face-centered-cubic arrays 
of K and Cl atoms (ions) in cub.-KCl. 

Incidentally, the F43?n^ZnS type of structure may be derived (1) from the 
Fm3m-CaF2 type of structure by omitting every other F atom, or (2) from the 
Fm3m-KCl type of structure by displacing the normally centered origin of one 
of the interpenetrating face-centered-cubic structures so this origin is located 
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one quarter of the distance along the body diagonal of a unit cube of the other 
face-centered-cubic structure (see Fig. 116). When all the atoms in the 
F43m-ZnS tjrpe of structure are made alike, one obtains crystals of the diamond 

type (that is, FdSm-C), A further point is that the unit cell of the low-tempera¬ 
ture form of cesium chloride is a body-centered cube (Pm3m-CsCl), that is, each 
of the eight corners of the unit cube is occupied by a member of one species of 

atom (for example, Cs), and the center of the cube is occupied by one member 

of the other species of atom (for example. Cl), but the crystal is called simple 

cubic because it is necessary to translate along a simple cubic structure to arrive 
at identical surroundings on proceeding from any of the atoms (for example, 

a translation from a Cs atom at a comer of the unit cell to a Cl atom at the center 
would amount to changing from a position 8-coordinated by Cl to a position 
8-coordinated by Cs). Similarly, the basic lattice of Pm3m-KCl is simple cubic, 

but the occupation of lattice points by alternating K and Cl atoms in an actual 

crystal necessitates calling cub.-KCl a face-centered-cubic structure to describe 
the translation pattern which must be followed to arrive at positions with equiva¬ 

lent surroundings in such a cr3^tal. 

Growth of Real Crystals 

From the brief discussion in Chapter 1 it should be apparent that a 
cooled liquid may approach the ideal crystalline state as the temperature 
is lowered. No real crystal^ however, ever attains the static perfection of an 
ideal crystal lattice! Apart from atomic motions caused by thermal 
agitation, some of the unavoidable imperfections which are occasioned 
in any real growth process are (1) residual holes (omission defects), 
(2) misaligned microcrystals (mosaic structure), (3) impurities, and 
(4) local variations in the compositions of polyatomic crystals, that is, 
crystals containing more than one species of atom. The growth of a 
crystal by accretion of molecules from a surrounding fluid (for example, 
a vapor, or melt) is a discontinuous process, proceeding tangentially, 
plane by plane, the rate of growth perpendicular to a plane being in¬ 
versely proportional to the population density of atoms in the plane.®®* 
The exposed faces of real crystals, therefore, are usually those which 
grow most slowly. Among the various methods of growing crystals, 

including (1) cooling a melt, (2) direct condensation from a gas, (3) 

growth from solution, (4) decomposition from more complex chemical 

compoimds, and (6) reaction of simpler chemical compounds, none has 

been found to produce crystals without imperfections. Even diamonds, 

which are sometimes considered to be ‘‘perfect,are known to have 
many detectable imperfections.*®"*^ The nearest approach to a perfect 

crystal would probably be obtained by mononucleating and cooling an 

impwriiy^free melt of a substance so slowly that the process could be 
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considered reversible at all times. This process would require cooling 
times of the order of geologic eras, however, and is generally out of the 
question for the synthesis of artificial (man-made) crystals. Practically 
none of the natural minerals is satisfactory as a luminescent solid, even 
though many are well crystallized, because (1) the few moderately 
efficient luminescent minerals, such as manganese-containing willemite 
(rbhdl.-(Zn:Mn)2Si04) and scheelite (tetr.-CaW04), are generally con¬ 
taminated with detrimental impurities, and (2) nature has not produced 
most of the superior (and exactingly complex) luminescent solids, such 
as rbhdl.-(Zn:Be:Mn)2Si04, hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Ag, and cub.-Sr(S:Se): 
Sm:Eu, which are described in later sections. 

There is an inherent conflict in the role of temperature in growing 
crystals, especially large crystals. High temperature is necessary to 
provide enough mobility to allow disoriented mosaic (or micro-) crystals 
to align, but high temperature increases (1) the number of holes, (2) the 
dissolving of impurities from the container, (3) the selective decomposi¬ 
tion of polyatomic crystals, and (4) the probability of dislocating parts 
of the crystal by statistical fluctuations in thermal agitation. Almost all 
the artificial luminescent solids (phosphors) are synthesized by reactions 
and/or decompositions below the melting points of the substances 
involved. This is done because most of the useful phosphors melt at 
temperatures higher than can be attained in furnaces with suitable 
atmospheres, and many phosphors react unduly with their containers, 
or sublime or dissociate unduly, at temperatures near or above their 
melting points.®®*®^® Most phosphors are crystallized in the course of 
solid-state reactions which afford tiny crystals, averaging less than about 
20 microns (1 m = cm) in diameter.®^* The development of high- 
pressure furnaces and nonreacting containers which can be used with 
certain useful atmospheres, such as oxygen, hydrogen sulphide, and 
carbon monoxide, would be quite beneficial in facilitating the growth 
of larger crystals of many refractory materials, such as phosphors, which 
are sensitive to changes in structure and impurity content.®®® Also, the 
use of applied electric and magnetic fields during crystallization and 
cooling of phosphors deserves investigation.®^**®’®® 

Figure 6 illustrate the growth of an idealized crystal of rhombohedral 
zinc orthosilicate (B3- or rbhdl.-Zn2Si04) by the solid-state reaction of 
zinc oxide (ZnO) and silica (Si02). The initially amorphous ZnO 
assumes the hexagonal (C6mc) structure on being heated, whereas 
amorphous Si02 undergoes a number of crystalline transitions which 
promote reactivity.®®* There is practically no reaction between 
intimately mixed micron-size particles of ZnO and Si02 at temperatures 
up to about 660®C and heating times of several hours. At about 850®0, 
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there is apparently a crystalline transition of silica, and the rate of 
reaction with zinc oxide increases rapidly because the rearrangement of 
atoms in the silica crystals allows zinc oxide molecules to diffuse into 
the changing structure. The rate of reaction increases very rapidly 
with increasing temperature above 850°C (see Figs. 90-91). Near 
1000°C, the reaction between ZnO and Si02 becomes exothermic,®^ 
indicating that the simple molecules have acquired sufficient activation 
energy E* to break their bonds with like neighbors and react rapidly 
with unlike molecules to form the new crystal of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04. The 
initial reaction occurs through the vicinal faces of the ZnO and SiO^ 

Fig. 6. Schema of the solidnstate reaction 2ZnO -f- Si02 Zn2Si04, showing 
the growth of large crystals at the expense of smaller crystals. Real rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 

crystals grown in this manner have very irregular shapes.®’® 

crystals which are distorted by surface tension.®® Thereafter, the ZnO 
molecules diffuse into the crystals of Si02 by passing through the inter¬ 
vening layer of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04. Ordinary pure silica, with particles 
averaging about 1 micron, reacts with ZnO (from precipitated Zn(OH)2) 
to form rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 crystals averaging about 2 microns in size; where¬ 
as, with the same ZnO and the same conditions of crystallization, very fine 
particles (0.03 micron) of bulky silica from dried silicic-acid gels react 
to form rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 crystals averaging less than 0.1 micron in 
size.®®’®* Because the energies of crystallization are additive, atoms on 
the surface of a large crystal are bound more securely (have lower poten¬ 
tial energy) than those on a small crystal. This explains the growth of 
lar^e crystals at the expense of smaller crystals (Fig. 6). Figure 7 shows 
the influence of temperature and time of crystallization on the growth 
of crystals of zinc sulphide (ZnS) from a mixturp of amorphous ZnS 
and 2 per cent of sodium chloride (NaCl). It may be seen that increasing 
temperature exerts the most pronounced influence, in that the crystals 
grow in approximate proportion to The rate of growth de¬ 
creases with increasing time, because the crystals approach a size dis¬ 
tribution which is determined largely by the temperature and by the 
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natures and sizes of the initial particles. A typical crystal-size distribu¬ 
tion curve for a completed phosphor batch is shown at the right of Fig. 7. 
With low crystallization temperatures (< 800°C) and low flux propor¬ 
tions, the average crystal size Xc of the product may be made smaller 
than 1 micron; whereas, with high temperatures (> 1200°C) and high 
flux proportions, Xc may be made larger than 100 microns. 

Fig. 7. Approximate growth curves and a crystal-size distribution curve of ZnS 
crystallized with 2 per cent of NaCl flux. The average “crystar* size of the initial 

precipitated-and-dried ZnS was about 0.02 micron.®^* 

Real Crystals 

Real crystals attempt to attain the perfection of ideal lattices but 
are hindered by imperfections introduced during crystallization and by 
inherent imperfections arising from surface discontinuities and thermal 
agitation. Concerning the influence of thermal agitation, if Ns be the 
total number of occupied lattice sites in an initially ideal crystal in 
equilibrium at temperature T, and be the number of atoms displaced 
by thermal agitation, then the entropy (randomness) Se of the crystal 
jg 29,85>87,68 

SE^k loge Ns \/Nd KNs - Ai>)! « - AAd log* (Nd/Ns) (19) 

In order for the crystal to be stable, the free energy) 

Ef^E -TSe^ NdE* + kTND log. {Nd/Ns) + constant (20) 

must be a minimum; where E is the total kinetic and potential energy 
in the crystal, and i?* is the activation energy necessary to displace 
thermally an atom from its lattice site in the ciystal and place it in a 
lattice site at the surface of the crystal. At T « 0, Ep is a minimum 
when Nj) is zero {E is a minimum) ; that is, the crystal most nearly 
approximates a perfect crystal. At high temperatures, when E TSe) 
Ef is & minimum when Se is a maximum; that is, the crystal is more 
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stable with a number of different distributions of Nj) vacant sites among 
the Ns lattice sites. At intermediate temperatures, there is a com¬ 
promise between the tendency for the energy of the crystal to decrease 
(perfection increase) and the entropy of the crystal to increase (random¬ 
ness increase). For a crystal in equilibrium, it may be seen from eq. 20 
that Ep is a minimum when 

Nd/Ns = (21) 

For many high-melting phosphor crystals, the thermal activation energy 
E* appears to be about 2 ev, so the equilibrium value of N^/Ns « 
^2.3xioV7’ jg about 3 X 10“”^ at a ciystallization temperature of 1200°C 
{T = 1473°K). In a crystal with 3 X 10^^ regular lattice sites cm""^, 
about 10^® sites cm“"^ would be vacant at 1200°C, and many of these 
omission defects may be frozen in by rapid cooling. Some of the dis¬ 
placed atoms may reach and remain on the surface, to expand the crystal 
and decrease its density, but a number may lodge in interstitial positions 
between the regular lattice sites, especially in loose-packed structures. 
When a displaced (or misplaced) host-crystal atom lodges interstitially, 
it functions as an impurity in luminescent solids. 

Predominantly ionic crystals which are composed of univalent or bivalent 
ions, as in NaCl, KCl, or SrS, generally crystallize in the cubic system and are 
closely packed. The potential barriers (Fig. 4) between univalent ions are 
usually relatively broad compared with the more peaked potential barriers 
between polyvalent ions.^® Certain predominantly ionic crystals with polyvalent 
ions may assume relatively loose-packed structures, such as the perovskite 
(cubic, PmSm == OaO structure of certain alkaline-earth titanates (for example, 
(Sr :Ba)Ti03) which have extraordinarily high dielectric constants (high polariza¬ 
bilities).®* Crystals which are not predominantly ionic, such as hex.-ZnO, 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04, cub.-ZnSe, and hex.-CdS (these usually comprise polyvalent 
elements), also may have loose-packed structures with large interstitial spaces 
in which displaced atoms or impurities may lodge (see Figs. 11 and 12). 

It is noteworthy that the energy required to remove an electron from an 
anion in an ionic alkali-halide crystal is usually considerably larger than that 
required to remove an electron from an anion in a relatively nonionic crystal. 
For example, this excitation energy is over 6 ev for almost all the alkali halides 
(strong absorption usually less than 2000 A), whereas it is less than 3.5 ev for 
hex.-ZnO, cub.-ZnSe, cub.-ZnS, hex.-ZnS, and hex.-CdS (long-wave limit of 
strong absorption ranges from 3500 A to 5200 A). On'the other hand, the en¬ 
ergy required to volatilize or decompose the relatively nonionic crystals is usu¬ 
ally much higher than that required in the case of the predominantly ionic crys¬ 
tals. Hence, the predominantly nonionic cr3r8tals usually make the most useful 
and durable phosphors because (1) there is relatively little ehergy deficit between 
the quantum energies of excitation and emission (visible light hv^ 2 ev), and 
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(2) the larger exchange-type bonding energies of predominantly nonionic crjnstals 
render them more stable than the ionic crystals whose predominantly electro¬ 
static bonds are broken, except for polarization energies, by the removal of ex¬ 
cess electrons from an anion. 

Any real crystal may have various concentrations and distributions 
of the following types of imperfections: 

L Distorted surfaces and cracks due to discontinuities and surface 
tension. 

2. Distorted internal structure between mosaic crystals, or between 
crystals which have partially interpenetrated during growth. 

3. Displaced atoms (ions) in (a) interstitial sites, and (b) surface 
sites. 

4. Omission defects, which may be simple or compound according to 
whether single atoms or groups of atoms or simple molecules are omitted 
from regular lattice sites. 

5. Inhomogeneities of composition between different parts of the 
crystal. 

6. Impurities in (a) surface sites, (h) regular lattice sites (substitu¬ 
tional sites), and (c) interstitial sites. 

7. Charge displacements due to separated anion-cation pairs, or 
abnormal ionized atoms and trapped electrons. 

An exaggerated schema of some crystal imperfections is shown in 
Fig. 8.®^® There is a local departure from crystallinity at the boundary 
of a crystal (a), or in the vicinity of an impurity (6, c, d) or omission 
defect (not shown), which may be visualized as a quasiamorphous or 
quasicrystalline region of limited extent. The degree of departure from 
the regular crystal structure decreases exponentially with distance away 
from the boundary, or other imperfection, in the direction of the more 
perfect regions of the crystal. Impurity atoms may sometimes change 
greatly the configurations as well as the spacings of nearby host-crystal 
atoms. When, in the case of a substitutional impurity, the foreign and 
the normal atoms have identical effective valencies and have radii 
which do not differ by more than about ±15 per cent, the small uni¬ 
formly distributed crystal perturbation (b, c) may decrease to a negli¬ 
gibly low value in perhaps 3 to 10 atomic spacings. In this case, there 
is a close coupling (bonding) of the substituted atom to the other atoms 
in the crystal. In the case of interstitial impurities, the foreign atoms 
may differ considerably in effective valency and size from the normal 
crystal atoms and may produce large nonuniformly distributed distor¬ 
tions (d) when not neutralized by an adjoining interstitial ion of opposite 
sign and equal charge. The crystal perturbation produced by a highly 
charged unheutralized interstitial ion may not extend much farther thim 
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that produced by a substitutional ion, but the degree of local distortion, 
caused by the unbalancing effect of the interstitial ionic charge may 
be much greater than in the case of the substitutional impurity. The 
coupling between the regular crystal atoms (ions) and an interstitial 
atom (ion) is generally relatively low, and the neighboring region of 
strong local distortion serves to attenuate energy being transmitted to 

Substitutional impurities Interstitial impurities 
X smaller cation, 

or cation with 
greater charge 

(same effect with 
smaller anion) 

(b) 

(8> = larger anion, 
or anion with 
lesser charge 

(same effect with 

(C) 

Showing the effects of 
separated interstitial 

cations (k) 
and anions ((gl) 

(d) 

Fig. 8. Schematic examples of planes through mosaic crystals distorted by (a) surface 
tension (in some cases the atoms may be spaced farther apart vertically in the sur¬ 
face layers), (b) a smaller or more highly charged cation (or anion), (c) a larger or 
more highly charged anion (or cation), and (d) an interstitial anion or cation.*"® 
Omission defects may cause an expansion or contraction of the crystal in the region 
of the defect, according to the type of binding and the structure of the crystal. The 
interstitial impurities are located one-half lattice spacing above or below the plane 
of the paper (assuming a cubic array). In real crystals, the separate mosaic crystals 
vary in size and are slightly disoriented relative to each other. In real crystals, also, 
the atoms (ions) are generally not spherical and may have both intrinsic knobby 

structure and mutually induced deformations. 

the impurity from the atoms of the regular crystal. In some cases, 
however, the distortion and attenuation may be quite small, as in the 

ZnS-type crystals where the interstitial and regular sites are geometri¬ 

cally identical (see Fig. 12). In such cases, it is essential that the inter¬ 

stitial atom have an effective size which is not greatly different from the 
corresponding regular-crystal atom, and the interstitial impurity should 

be preferably as nonionic as possible, or of the same degree of ionization 

as the corresponding regular-crystal atom. 

At any temperature, a real crystal is in a state of dynamic unrest, 

even at equilibrium, and so the various atoms and electrons in the 
crystal have a certain probability of changing their positions and 

energies without being additionally stimulated by an external source 
of energy. Changes in position of atoms and omission defects give rise 
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to a self-diffusion coefficient Z), which increases exponentially with 
temperature according to 

D = OC (22) 

where A and B depend on the size and nature of the atom or omission 
defect, and on the structure and composition of the crystal. Also, Va is 
the frequency of atomic vibration, which is about 10^^ sec"”^, and B* is a 
composite activation energy for atomic displacement by thermal energy. 
If one could start with a perfect crystal, the thermal activation energy 
for interchange of two normal atoms would be very high (« 10 ev), so 
B* would generally represent the sum of the activation energies to 
produce (a) omission defects or interstitial atoms and {h) displacement 
of the vacancies and interstitial atoms from site to site through the 
crystal. In real crystals, vacancies and interstitial atoms are always 
present to some degree which is dependent on the temperature, the 
impurity content, the sizes, charges, and bonding energies of the atoms, 
the crystal structure and lattice spacings, and the amount of departure 
from exact integral combining proportions of the constituent atoms. A 
large D represents a large departure from the ideal crystalline state 
toward the liquid state. The most useful and durable phosphors have 
high melting points and sufficiently high values of B* to have very low 
values of D at their operating temperatures. In other words, any long- 
range mobile displacements in crystals of the better phosphors are pre¬ 
dominantly electronic, rather than ionic or atomic. 

Energy Levels in Real Crystals 

The conventional energy-level diagrams of Fig. 9 indicate the general 
effects which two types of imperfections may have on the energy levels 
of an insulator solid of the kind which is found most suitable for obtaining 
efficient luminescence. According to the band picture, conduction is 
not possible upon application of a weak electric field to an insulator 
crystal in the ground state. This is so, because there is a fixed width 
and density of the filled band throughout the crystal; hence, an electron 
moving in one direction in a completely filled band must be balanced by 
an electron moving in the opposite direction, or the exclusion principle 
would be violated. It is only when an electron is raised into a normally 
unoccupied level, as in the conduction band, for example, by absorption 
of excitation energy — Eh (d), that the system may become con¬ 
ducting. An electron in a partially occupied band could move freely 
through an ideal crystal and be attracted to an anode used to apply an 
electric field to the crystal. In real insulator crystals, however, the 
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insulator quality may be increased greatly by electrons trapped near 
some of the unavoidable imperfections. These trapped electrons produce 
an electrostatic space charge in the volume of the crystal such that 
electrons being brought in from an external electrode are repelled.®^® 
[Conductor crystals, having partially filled bands, are unsuitable for 
the production of efficient visible or near-visible luminescence emission, 
because excitation energy is consumed chiefly in raising electrons within 
and from the partially filled bands, where the excited electrons make 
very small stepwise nonradiative return transitions (between the closely 
spaced vibrational energy levels) to the ground state, giving up their 
excitation energy to the solid as heat, instead of being emitted as light.] 
The raising of an electron from a normally filled band, for example, Ehj 
corresponds to removing an electron from an atom (ion) which becomes 
more positively charged. This act, in the band picture, leaves a positive 
hole (electron deficiency) in the normally filled band, and positive holes 
are attracted to a cathode used to apply an electric field to the crystal. 
The motion of a positive hole proceeds as a stepwise process, such that 
the positive hole becomes filled by taking an electron from a neighboring 
atom, whereupon the positive hole moves to the neighboring atom, and 
so on. If a potential be applied across a crystal having an excited elec¬ 
tron in the conduction band and a residual positive hole in the uppermost 
normally filled band, the electron will travel toward the anode, and the 
positive hole will travel toward the cathode, thereby separating the two 
and preventing their recombination. 

Just below the conduction band in Fig. 9, is shown an exciton level. 
An exciton is visualized as a positive hole with an excited electron 

moving around it, much as the hydrogen electron moves about its 
nucleus, and the exciton may move through the crystal. The wave 
function of the exciton^s electron may extend over several atomic 
spacings around the hole, and the exciton as a whole has a \1/e extending 
throughout the entire (ideal) crystal. An exciton differs from an 
ordinary excited atom in that the exciton is mobile, whereas the excited 
atom is fixed in its position in a crystal. Since the exciton as a whole is 
electrically neutral, it does not contribute to the conductivity of the 
crystal, unless the exciton is polarized and dissociated by the electric 
field.*®'** 

In Fig. 9, it is seen that an omission defect and a substitutional 
impurity may introduce additional discrete normally unoccupied energy 
levels (or narrow bands) in the immediate vicinity of the imperfection. 
Because the imperfections are foreign to the general pattern of the 
crystal, there is often relatively weak coupling between the imperfec¬ 
tions and the ciystal, and so the ^’s of electrons in the imperfection levels 
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generally decrease rapidly with distance away from the imperfection. 
This minimizes interaction between remote imperfections and helps to 

Pig. 9. Simplified diagrams illustrating discrete normally empty energy levels local¬ 
ized near crystal imperfections and additional filled energy levels introduced by im¬ 
purities. Solid lines indicate large (strong) wave functions; dotted lines indicate small 
(weak) wave functions (compare with Fig. 4). The energy levels and interatomic 
spacings change somewhat after eveiy electronic transition during luminescence. 

maintain the discreteness of the local atomic energy levels. The local 
levels can broaden with height above Eh or Ejy however, and so the upper 
levels may overlap each other and E^c^ There may be appreciable inter¬ 
action (\H>verlap) between the upper excited-state levels of closely spaced 
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impurity atoms, and this interaction limits in part the concentration of 
impurities which can act as virtually independent radiative oscillators 
in phosphor crystals. Magnetic interaction between impurity atoms may 
also be a factor, particularly when the atoms have unfilled inner shells. 
As shown in Fig. 9, there is a considerable difference between the excitar 
tion energies associated with the exciton levels and the excitation energies 
associated with the discrete imperfection energy levels. Excited but 
not ionized atoms in the immediate neighborhood of an imperfection 
often have a high probability of retaining the excitation energy in the 
vicinity of the imperfection, whereas excitons produced by excitation of 
the regular crystal atoms may wander throughout the nearly perfect 
portions of the crystal. 

Both the imperfections shown in Fig. 9 lower the potential barriers 
in their vicinities. This perturbation creates a small localized domain, 
which we shall call a center, containing most of the ^^s of excited elec¬ 
trons in the imperfection. A center which can capture an excited 
electron, produced in the center or elsewhere in the crystal, without 
allowing the electron to fall directly into a normally filled levely is called an 
electron trap, or just a trap. A trap may be visualized as an excited- 
state potential well (Fig. 3), which is generally remote from the original 
ionized atom, and which requires additional energy input so that a 
trapped excited electron may be raised out of the well in order to return 
to its point of origin. In addition to discrete excitation levels, impurity 
atoms (ions) introduce one or more local energy levels or narrow bands 
which may be completely or only partially filled. It has been found 
that multivalent impurities which have a normally occupied ground 
state, for example, Cu^“^, Sm^"*", and Sn^*^, and which can assume 
another occupied state, for example, Cu"^, Sm^"^, and Sn^"^, are par¬ 
ticularly advantageous for forming trapping centers in phosphor crys¬ 
tals. In this respect, it may be noted that different atoms of a multi¬ 
valent element may exhibit several valencies in the same crystal; for 
example, Fe304 = Fe^“^0^“"-Fe2®“^03^”’, and Mn, Cr, and Sn each exhibit 
at least two valencies even in the metallic state.^^*^'^®’ 

When an impurity (or, perhaps, an isolated missing positive ion) 
introduces localized filled levels above the topmost normally filled 
band Eja of the host crystal, these local levels may act as positive-hole 
traps. The trapping of positive holes proceeds by having the positive 
holes jump up from Eh to the normally filled local levels, which means 
that electrons drop down from the local filled levels to fill positive holes 
which approach through Eh» 

In an ideally perfect insulator crystal, the minimum energy for an 
electronic excitation would be — Em without electric conduction, 
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and E*c Eh with conduction; where Eh is the topmost filled band of 
the unexcited solid. These minimum excitation energies do not seem 
to be affected by the presence of omission defects/® although anion 
omission defects may trap electrons which have been raised from Eh 
into the conduction band to provide low stimulation energies. (Electrons 
trapped in anion vacancies in alkali-halide crystals are known as 
F In some cases it is possible to lower the minimum 
excitation energy by introducing certain impurities into the crystal, 
particularly multivalent impurities such as Cu”^, Cu^*^; Eu^"^; 
Mn^"*", Some of the useful impurity elements, such as Cr 
and the rare-earth elements, have occupied but unfilled inner shells, 
for example the 3d shell of Cr, and the 4/ shells of the rare earths.®®”^® 
These incomplete inner shells may introduce new discrete occupied and 
excitation levels lying below or astride the topmost normally filled band 
of the host crystal. In such cases, electronic transitions between the 
shielded discrete inner levels, corresponding to different resultant elec¬ 
tron-spin configurations of the impurities, may give rise to sharp lines 
of excitation and emission, similar to those obtained from isolated 
atoms.®®'®® 



CHAPTER 3 

SYNTHESES OF LUMINESCENT SOLIDS 

(PHOSPHORS) 

Elementary Considerations 

The preceding outline of the genesis of solids began with the physics 
of three elementaiy material particles and their combinations as 96 
presently known species of atoms (chemical elements), proceeded briefly 
through the chemistry of combining atoms to form an unstated number 
of molecules, and con(;luded with the crystallography of atoms (mona¬ 
tomic molecules) and molecules arranged in solids according to the 230 
ideal space groups. The magnitude of the “unstated number’’ of known 
simple molecules is about 10®, of which a minority of about 10® are 
inorganic substances and the rest are organic substances, that is, most 
of the compounds comprising carbon. A formal distinction is made here 
between substances and materials. A pure nonelemental substance, 
that is, a chemical compound, consistently contains the same simple 
integral proportions (stoichiometric proportions) of its ingredient atoms.^^® 
For example, N atoms of zinc (Zn) consistently combine with almost 
exactly N atoms of oxygen (0) to form N simple molecules of the sub¬ 
stance zinc oxide (ZnO) when zinc is vaporized and burned in oxygen 
(which exists as O2 molecules). The substance zinc peroxide Zn02 may 
be formed under special circumstances, but it is not common. Simi¬ 
larly, N ions of Zn^"^ consistently combine with almost exactly N ions 
of S^““, or 2N ions of F“", in aqueous solution to form N simple molecules 
of ZnS, or ZnF2, as in the reactions, 

ZnS04 + H2S ZnS i + H2SO4 (23) 
and 

ZnO + 2HF ZnFg i + H2O (24) 

where the I sign indicates that the particular reaction product is so 
insoluble that it precipitates out of the solution. Deviations from 
equality in the number of Zn and O atoms in common ZnO, or in the 
number of Zn and S atoms in common ZnS, are probably less than about 
0.0001 per cent. 

S9 
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In chemical equations, the chemical symbol of each element repre¬ 
sents a weight proportional to the atomic weight of the element. Thus, 
the equation 

Zn + O = ZnO (25) 
or, more correctly, 

Zn + ^02 ^ ZnO (26) 

means N atoms of Zn plus N atoms of O (or N/2 molecules of O2) equals 
N simple molecules of ZnO, where AT = 1, 2, 3, • •«>. When N = Na^ 
as is conventional in the chemistry of fluids, the equation means 1 
gram-atomic weight of Zn (65.38 g) plus 1 gram-atomic weight of 
O (16.00 g) [or gram-molecular weight of O2 (32.00/2 = 16.00 g)] 
equals 1 gram-molecular weight of ZnO (81.38 g), or 

1 mole + ^ mole ©2 = 1 mole ZnO (27) 

where a mole is equivalent to a gram-molecular weight. The = sign 
means that the reaction may go either way, although most chemical 
reactions are so irreversible that oftentimes a single arrow is used to 
designate the predominant direction of the reaction. In eq. 26, the 
reverse process is practically negligible, except at temperatures above 
about 800°C when appreciable dissociation of the ZnO occurs. In 
general, the relative proportions of the substances on the two sides of a 
reaction are determined by the temperature, pressure, time of reaction, 
the natures of the reactants, and the presence of extraneous substances 
(catalysts or inhibitors) which may accelerate or retard the rate of 
reaction in a given direction. (At this point, it may be noted that the 
energy equivalent in calories per mole for one electron volt per simple 
molecule is 1 ev/molecule = Na 3.824 X 10”^® = 23,050 cal mole”^ 
= 23.06 kcal mole~^). 

A material does not consistently contain the same integral propor¬ 
tions of its ingredient atoms. For example, pure common salt (NaCl) 
is a substance, but when it is crystallized with an arbitrary amount of 
an alkali iodide (for example, KI) it becomes a material. Also, when a 
crystal of pure ZnO is heated at about 1200°C, some of the substance 
dissociates, and, because the liberated oxygen and zinc diffuse and 
volatilize at different rates, the crystal becomes a material with an excess 
of one or the other of the constituents. As a further example, if exactly 
2N simple molecules of ZnO react and combine completely with exactly 
N simple molecules of Si02, the substance Zn2Si04 is formed. In this 
case, however, a large or small excess of either the ZnO or the Si02 will 
not be rejected, but will be included in the resultant solid material.^^^*^ 
As a generic term, the word material includes both substances and 
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materials, but it should be kept in mind that materials permit non- 
stoichiometric proportions and are usually heterogeneous. The number 
of possible materials is infinitely greater than the number of possible 
substances. Strictly speaking, any substance in bulk (very large N) is 
just a ^‘practically pure” material, because complete purity is as un¬ 
obtainable as a perfect crystal. The constant general increase of entropy 
(randomness) with time militates against complete segregation and 
perfect order of large numbers of any thing.’^® Phosphors, as will shortly 
be shown, are generally materials. 

Some organic substances and materials, such as acetone, benssene, 
trypaflavin, phenanthrene, stilbene, naphthalene, and anthracene (espe¬ 
cially when containing naphthacene), exhibit appreciable luminescence 
in the solid state.^^~®^’^^ Most luminescent organic dyes and other 
organic materials, however, require traces of moisture to promote 
appreciable luminescence, for example, dyes in moisture-containing tex¬ 
tiles,®® plastics, and boric-acid glasses (similarly, hydrated uranium 
trioxide luminesces, but not the anhydrous oxide The uses of these 
luminescent organic materials are limited by instability at elevated 
temperatures, by low absorbing power for high-energy charged material 
particles, and by their usually short afterglow (generally less than 10““^ 
sec). We are concerned chiefly with the more versatile and stable 
luminescent solids (phosphors) which are chiefly inorganic materials. 
The word phosphor is used synonymously with luminescent solid, in this 
book, and emphasis is placed on artificial (man-made) inorganic phos¬ 
phors. Artificial phosphors are not only much more eflBcient and versa¬ 
tile than the naturally occurring luminescent minerals, but they are also 
better defined and, hence, more suitable for study. 

Syntheses and Symbolism of Phosphors 

Efficient general research on phosphors requires (1) an exceptionally clean 
chemical laboratory equipped to synthesize very pure inorganic substances, 
(2) one or more furnaces capable of attaining at least 1600®C with either oxidiz¬ 
ing or reducing atmospheres, and (3) a ph3rsic8 laboratory having suitable sources 
of photons and charged material particles and means for controlling and deter¬ 
mining the energies and numbers of these particles."'’****^® 

The chemical facilities are necessary to prepare luminescence-pure (lp) 
substances, whose approximate degree of purity is indicated in the following 
series: 

«1% «90% 99.9% 99.99% 
* * * ore, teohnleally pure. obemtoalty pure (cp), reftgent*ffrade pureCsp) 

99.999% 99.9999% 100% 
Bpeotro0ooplo«Uy pureCsp), lumlneMenoe puro(i«p). • •« oompletely pure 
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It has been proved that as little as 10”^ per cent of certain impurities can affect 
the luminescences of some phosphors; hence, the substances used in synthesizing 

phosphors should be at least lp if all the results are to be above suspicion.® 
The furnace is necessary for the reaction and crystallization of phosphor 

ingredients, most of which melt well above 1600*^0. The temperature of the 
furnace chamber should be as uniform as possible and should be controllable 

within at least =F10®C, because many phosphors are very sensitive to small 
changes in temperature during reaction and crystallization.®^ A means for 
gradually varying the power input to the furnace, such as by (1) thermocouple- 

controlled electronically operated saturable resistors, or (2) motor-driven 
variable-voltage transformers, is vastly superior to the usual “on-off” switch 

type of control. Atmosphere control is essential to assist in controlling the 
anion-cation ratio and effective valence states in phosphors. Complete control 

of this ratio, however, requires controllable high pressure during heating and 
cooling. 

The physical facilities should include (1) the following sources for exciting 
or stimulating phosphors to luminescence: (a) an infrared (IR) source, for 

example, a 250-watt heat lamp with a Corning 2540 filter (passes photons with 
wavelengths longer than 7000 A), (5) ultraviolet (UV) sources, for example, a 
360 BL “fluorescent” lamp (emits a band near 3600 A), or an H4 mercury- 
discharge lamp (emits strongly 3650 A) with Corning 5840 and 5970 filters, and 

a “Germicidal lamp” or “Sterilamp” (emits mostly 2537 A) with Corning 9863 

filter,* (c) an x-ray source, (^ a cathode-ray (CR) source, which in its 

* The intensities of sources of UV are generally expressed in microwatts per 
square centimeter Ouw cm""^) measured one mcUjr from the lamp. On this basis, 
the approximate outputs of some representative UV lamps are (from bulletins of 
General Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Sylvania Electric 
Company, Hanovia Chemical and Manufacturing Company, and George W. Gates 
and Company): 

1. Germicidal lamps or sterilamps, approximately 10 microns pressure of mercury, 

4 watte, in. diameter X in. long, 6 mw cm”*^ of 2537-A UV at 1 meter 
8 watte, % in. diameter X 12 in. long, 25 pw cm~^ of 2537-A UV at 1 meter 

30 watte, 1 in. diameter X 36 in. long, 75 mw cm“® of 2537-A UV at 1 meter 

2. Uviarc lamp, approximately 2 atmospheres pressure of mercury, 

360 watts, in. diameter X 6 in. long, 39 mw cm“® of 2537-A UV at 1 meter 
26 MW cm"^ of 2652-A UV at 1 meter 
12 MW cm~^ of 2804rA UV at 1 meter 
7 MW cm”"* of 2894-A UV at 1 meter 

17 MW cm""* of 2967-A UV at 1 meter 
32 MW cm*“* of 3022-A UV at 1 meter 
71 MW cm“® of 3129-A UV at 1 meter 

100 MW cm""* of 3650-A UV at 1 meter 
300 MW cm""* of 4000-7000-A UV at 1 meter 

(25 lumens/watt) 

3* A 15-watt 360 BL lamp emits 6.5 mw cm”"* at 1 meter, measured at the peak 
of the phosphor emission band plus some 3650-A UV. 
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simplest form may be a glass vessel evacuated to about 10 microns pressure in 

which an electronic discharge may be produced by applying a high voltage 
spark coil;®*"^®! and (c) proton, alpha-particle, and gaxmna-ray sources, for 
example, radioactive materials; and (2) the following apparatus for measur¬ 

ing luminescence photons: (a) visual and photoelectric photometers, 

(&) spectroscopic and densitometric equipment for wavelength and intensity 
measurements from at least 1800 to over 15,000 A,and (c) 

phosphoroscopes capable of measuring rates of photon emission from times less 

than lO"*^ to more than 10® sec after cessation of excitation of a phosphor.®*- 
Still other equipment is necessary to measure other phosphor properties such as 
crystal structure and particle size,“‘®**®2,ioi photoconduction,!*!-^** and secondary 

electron emission.^®*“^** 
Health Precautions. Before proceeding to a brief description of the 

syntheses of several representative phosphors, a few words of caution may be 

interjected with respect to health premidionfi in handling some of the chemicals 
used in making phosphors. Most of the dry chemicals used in making phosphors 

are harmless, and, among the wet (ihemicals, the strong acids and alkalis should 

be handled with the same respect as in elementary chemistry. If good hoods are 

provided (and used!) and dangerous chemicals are handled with rubber gloves 

or tongs, the chemical hazards of phosphor research should be no greater than 

those encountered in a normal laboratory course in quantitative analysis. The 

chief dangers lie in respiratory infections or dermatitis which may be caused by 

excessive inhalation of, or bodily contact with, toxic vapors and gasesy such as 

H2S, H2Se, HF, and SO2, or U)xic dry dustSy such as BeO, BeS04, 8i02, and 

oxyfluorides.i**"i^2 Explosion hazards are practically absent as long as reasonable 

care is exercised in handling the few explosives encountered, for example, during 

heating of thermodynamically unstable NH4NO3 (large free energy! *<»), and 

during the combining of elements, such as mixtures of powdered Zn + S, or 

2A1 + 3Se, by the familiar magnesium-ribbon technique. A strong-walled 

hood, with external controls and thick safety-glass door, should generally be 

used in handling any explosives, although it is possible to decompose and 

volatilize 100-g batches of NH4NO8 safely by heating the substance in tall 

fused-silica beakers from the top down with blast burners. 

That phosphors are materials, not pure substances, is illustrated by 

the following examples of their preparation, assuming the purest possible 

fine-particle ingredients which have not been heated at temperatures 

above about 200®C (see Appendix 1). The examples are chosen to 

4. The 400-watt DHl lamp, operating at about 2.6 atmospheres, emits about 
26 watts as 366(I-A UV from a concentrated arc.*® 

6. A 100-watt S-4 mercury lamp operates at 8 atmospheres pressure and emits 
(at 1 meter) 12 mw cm~* from 2638 to 3050 A (practically no 2637 A), 80 mw cm~® 
from 3050 to 4110 A, 106 mw cm'*^ from 4110 to 6830 A, and 94 mw cm'^^ from 6830 
to 17,390 A. 
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typify the considerable variety of possible preparative procedures and 

resultant phosphors. 
la. Scatter some crystals of KCl near one edge of a glass plate, and 

place a crystal of SbCls near the edge of another glass plate. Bring the 
two edges within about 1 cm of each other under 3650-A UV (in the 
dark), and the nonluminescent crystals of KCl nearest the nonlumines- 
cent SbCla may be observed to commence luminescing yellow with an 
imperceptibly short afterglow. Molecules evidently volatilize from the 
SbCla crystal at room temperature and, on striking the KCl crystals, 
implant the property of visible luminescence. This preparation may 
be expedited by simply grinding together the ingredients.®® The result¬ 
ant (deliquescent) phosphor may be symbolized by Fm3m-KCl:Sb, 
30°C, or simply by cub.-KCl :Sb, where the KCl is called the host crystal 
(or base material, or matrix) and the relatively small proportion of 
luminescence-promoting Sb is called the activator, or phosphorogen 
(Greek: phosphor-producing), or luminogen. The colon (:) indicates 
variable generally nonstoichiometric proportions. 

16. Vigorously shake or grind together 0.1 mole (7.455 g) of non¬ 
luminescent KCl and 0.003 mole (0.720 g) of nonluminescent TlCl.^®® 
This affords a product with a cream-yellow luminescence emission under 
2637-1 UV, with no perceptible afterglow, and with no perceptible 
emission under 3650-A UV. Under x-ray and CR excitation there is 
the same cream-yellow luminescence emission during excitation and a 
long afterglow of the same yellow color after cessation of excitation. 
The resultant phosphor may be symbolized by Fm3m-KC1:T1, 30°C, 
or simply by cub.-KCl :T1. If the material be melted, it is found that 
TlCl volatilizes rapidly because the boiling point of TlCl is about the 
same as the melting point of KCl (776°C). Hence, much higher initial 
proportions of TlCl must be used to obtain bright luminescence emission, 
and it will be found that the product made by melting together and 
cooling 0.1 mole of KCl and 0.01 mole of TlCl is considerably more 
efficient than the product made by grinding together the optimum 
proportions of 0.1 mole of KCl and 0.003 mole of TlCl. A short exposure 
of KCl at room temperature to TlCl vapor does not afford perceptible 
luminescence emission, probably because the proportion of condensed 
TlCl is too low. When the TlCl content is about one tenth of that 
given above, the product emits chiefly in the ultraviolet.^^^-iee 

These halide phosphors are hygroscopic and should be stored in des¬ 
iccators or other moisture-free containers.) 

2. To 1 mole (40.32 g) of MgO add an alcohol solution containing 
about 0.00033 mole (0.0758 g) of dissolved SbCls. Stir well while 
evaporating to dryness, grind and mix, transfer to a silica boat, and 
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place the uncovered boat and contents in a silica-tube combustion 
furnace. Heat to 1000°C for about an hour while passing dry nitrogen 
(N2) saturated with carbon disulphide (CS2) through the tube. Cool 
in the N2 + CS2 stream, and transfer to a good desiccator. The MgO 
is converted to MgS according to the reaction, 

2MgO + CS2 2MgS + CO2 (28) 

and a large portion of the Sb activator is lost by sublimation of SbCla 
(the optimum proportion of Sb in the completed phosphor is of the order 
of 0.02 weight per cent). The resultant phosphor luminesces green- 
yellow, with a weak afterglow, under UV, x rays, and CR and may be 
symbolized by Fm3m-MgS:Sb, lOOO^C, or simply by cub.-MgS:Sb.^^ 

3. Intimately mix 1 mole (81.38 g) of ZnO and 0.006 mole (0.426 g) 
of MnO in a clean platiniun crucible, and add slowly about 2.5 moles 
(50 g) of HF (about 110 cm*"^ of 47 per cent hydrofluoric acid). There is 
about 25 per cent excess of HF over the amount necessary to convert 
the oxides to ZnF2 and MnF2. Evaporate to dryness in a good hood 
(the excess HF volatilizes), cover the crucible, and heat at about 800®C 
for 1 hr in a silicon carbide resistance-element electric furnace.®® Remove 
and cool in air. The resultant phosphor luminesces orange with a short 
orange afterglow, under x rays and CR and may be symbolized on a 
mole basis by P4/mnm-ZnF2*0.006MnF2, 800®C, or simply by tetr.- 
ZnF2:Mn.®® 

4a. Intimately mix 100 g (1.026 mole) of pure ZnS ®® with 2 g (0.0342 
mole) of NaCl and 0.0211 g (0.000157 mole) of CUCI2, and place in a 
clean iron-free fused-silica, alumina, or Vycor crucible. Cover the 
crucible, place it in a larger refractory crucible where it is surrounded 
with finely divided ZnS, and place it in the electric furnace at room 
temperature. (The ZnS-surround material is preferably made by 
heating a mixture of ZnS and about 4 per cent NaCl to 1250®C.) Raise 
the temperature to 850°C in about one hour, remove the crucible to 
cool in the air, and wash the contents of the inner crucible several times 
with distilled water saturated with H2S.'*^^ The resultant phosphor 
luminesces green, with a moderate green afterglow, under 3650-.3^UV 
and under CR and may be symbolized on a weight basis by F43m^ 
ZnS :Cu[Cl2](0.01), [NaCl(2)], 850®C, or simply by cub. (or a*)-ZnS:Cu.®^ 
(This is the zinc-blende, blende, or sphalerite form of zinc sulphide.) 
The numbers in parentheses indicate the initial weight per cent, and 
the square brackets [ ] indicate doubt as to the existence or proportion 
of bracketed ingredient in the final phosphor. In this case, the chlorides 
may react with the ZnS to form ZnCl2, that is, ZnS + 2NaCl = ZnCl2 

+ Na2S, which melts at 262®C and boils at 732®C. Since the NaCl, in 
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particular, provides a low-melting liquid phase of itself (melting point 
= 801 °C) and by reaction during crystallization, it is called a flux. 
Any Na2S formed by reaction is left behind but is largely removed (along 
with residual NaCl) by the final washing. The Cu, on the other hand, 
is permanently incorporated in the ZnS crystals, and its relative weight 
per cent is indicated in parentheses (the weight of the activator anion 
being ignored), the weight of the host crystal being set equal to 100. 
(On this basis the total of phosphor plus activator is slightly more than 
100 per cent.) 

4b. If the same ingredients be used as in 4a but the temperature of 
crystallization be raised above about 1020°C (for example, 1250°C), 
the phosphor crystals are found to have hexagonal, instead of cubic, 
structures, and the phosphors have long green afterglows after cessation 
of excitation. This phosphor may be symbolized by C6wr-ZnS:Cu[Cl2] 
(0.01), [NaCl(2)], 1250°C, or simply by hex.(or )9*)-ZnS:Cu (the 
wurtzite form of ZnS). 

5. Pass a stream of H2S into about 2 liters of an aqueous solution 
containing 1 mole (161.44 g) of ZnS04 and 0.02 mole (3.02 g) of MnS04 

until no more precipitate is formed. The reaction is 

ZnS04 + 0.02MnS04 + I.O2H2S 

ZnS i + 0.02MnS i + I.O2H2SO4 (29) 

Wash the precipitate several times with water, and dry the precipitate 
at 110°C. Examination of the dried product shows that it has a feeble 
orange luminescence under UV; that is, the two sulphides have already 
formed some solid solution (pure ZnS, so prepared, shows no lumines¬ 
cence). If 2 per cent of NaCl be added and the resultant mixture be 
heated, as described in 4a, to about 1000®C, the resultant cooled phos¬ 
phor has an efficient orange luminescence under UV, but an inefficient 
orange luminescence under CR. If, instead of the NaCl, about 2 per 
cent of an oxygen-containing compound (for example, ZnS04) be added 
before the heating at 1000®C, the resultant phosphor has a relatively 
inefficient orange luminescence under UV, but now has an efficient 
orange luminescence under CR. In all cases, the perceptible afterglow 
is quite short. These phosphors may be symbolized on a mole basis by 
F43m-ZnS-0.02MnS, [NaCl(2), or ZnS04(2)], lOOO^C, or simply by 
cub.-ZnS:Mn.^®*"^®^ Heating at temperatures higher than 1020°C pro¬ 
duces the hexagonal structure, as in 46, without noteworthy changes in 
properties. 

6. Intimately mix 60 g SrCOs, 0.019 g Eu2(804)3, 0.017 g SmCls, 
10 g S, and 40 g Se in a clean silica crucible. Heat at about llOO^C, 
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for about 10 min, in an atmosphere of nitrogen (N2) which has been 
bubbled through CSeS. Remove and cool in a stream of cold 
(N2 + CSeS). Break up and mix the cooled material with 2 g CaF2 

(or LiF), 10 g S, and 40 g Se, and reheat at about 950®C for 10 min in 
(N2 + CSeS), cooling as before. The resultant phosphor luminesces 
yellow, under 3650-A UV and is quite complex, since (1) the SrCOa is 
transformed into variable proportions of SrS, SrSe, and SrS04, and (2) 
the fluoride flux (and/or its reaction products) remain in the final 
product. This phosphor may be tentatively symbolized by F7n3m-(SrS: 

SrSe): Pnma-SrS04 : Eu [?/^S04] (0.02): Sm [CI3] (0.02): Pm3m- 
[CaF2(«4)], 1100°C and 950°C, [N2 + (^SeS], or simply by cub.- 
(SrS: SrSe): [flux]: Sm: Eu, or by cub.-Sr(S: Se): SrS04: CaFs: Sm: Eu.*®-»» 

Another procedure and formulation for the preparation of an excel¬ 
lent phosphor of this type has been devised by 11. Ward.^^^® This pro¬ 
cedure comprises wetting 10 g of SrCl2 with an aqueous solution contain¬ 
ing 0.0085 g of EuCla and 0.021 g of SmCla, evaporating the water, and 
drying at 200°C, then grinding the dried product with 100 g of SrSe 
(from well-purified SrSeOa heated in a stream of pure dry ammonia at 
835®C) and 4 g of pure CaS in a moisture-free container, and finally 
heating the ground dry mixture in pure dry oxygen-free nitrogen at 
1050°C for 30 min. The yellow-luminescing product may be symbolized 
simply by cub.-(Sr: Ca) (S: Se): SrCl2: Sm: Eu. {Note: Phosphors of this 
type should be kept in desiccators or other moisture-free containers to 
avoid decomposition and deterioration of the material.) 

7. Intimately mix 1 mole (56.08 g) of CaO with 1 mole (232.0 g) of 
WO3 in a clean silica crucible, heat in an electric furnace at about 1100®C 
for about an hour, and cool in The resultant phosphor 
luminesces a pale violet under x rays, 2537-A UV, and CR. The material 
may have a slight excess of tungsten [or Ca] (by selective loss of oxygen 
during heating) which performs the role of an activator. On this basis, 
the phosphor may be symbolized tentatively by /4i/a-CaW04:(W], 
1100°C, or simply by tetr.-CaW04:[W] (sometimes called scheelitOi 
after the natural mineral). 

8. Fill a clean silica container with ZnO, cover with a silica lid, and 
place inside a larger crucible where it is surroimded with lampblack. 
Place in an electric furnace at about 1000°C for 1 hr, and then shut off 
the power, leaving the crucible to cool in the furnace. The lampblack 
(C) reacts with atmospheric oxygen to produce CO which reacts to 
reduce some of the ZnO according to ZnO + CO = Zn + CO2. The 
resultant phosphor luminesces a pale blue-green, under 3650-A UV, 
X rays, and CR and may be s3rmbolized by C6mc-ZnO:[Zn], 1000®C, 
[CO], or simply by hex.-ZnO:[Zn].*® 
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9a. Intimately mix 2 moles (162.76 g) of ZnO with 1 mole (60.06 g) 
of 8i02 in a clean platinum or palladium crucible, and heat for about an 
hour at 1260®C in an electric furnace, cooling in air. The resultant 
phosphor luminesces a pale violet, under x rays and CR and may be 
symbolized by /?3-Zn2Si04: [Si], 1250°C, or simply by rbhdL(or a)- 
Zn2Si04:[Si].®^'72,430c (Artificial willemite). 

9b. Intimately mix 2 moles (162.76 g) of ZnO with 1.012 moles 
(60.781 g) of Si02 and 0.012 mole (0.851 g) of MnO in a cle.an platinum 
crucible. Cover the crucible, place it in an electric furnace at about 
1250®C for about one hour, remove, and cool in air. The resultant 
phosphor luminesces green, under 2537-A UV and CR and may be 
symbolized on a mole basis by /i3-Zn2Si04 0.012MnSi03, 1260°C, or 
simply by rbhdl.(or a)-Zn2Si04:Mn (sometimes called willemite). 

9c. If the foregoing material be melted at about 1600°C and rapidly 
cooled by plunging small thin portions into cold water, the resultant 
phosphor luminesces yellow, under 2537-A UV and CR and has a diffenmt 
crystal structure whose space group has not been determined. This 
phosphor may be symbolized simply by /^-Zn2Si()4:Mn.®^ 

10. To 500 ml of water in which are dissolved 0.1 mole (52.28 g) of 
Ba(N03)2 and 0.0086 mole (2.85 g) of Pb(N03)2 add, with stirring, 
60 ml (10 per cent excess) of 2 molal {2M) Na2S04 (that is, an aqueous 
solution containing 2 moles of Na2S04 per liter of total volume). The 
reactions are 

Me(N03)2 + Na2S04 MeS04 i + 2NaN03 (30) 

where Me stands for Ba and Pb. Wash the precipitate several times 
with hot water, and dry at 110°C. Examination of the dried product 
shows that it has no luminescence xmder UV, but moderate pale-violet 
luminescence under x rays and CR. After heating the material to about 
1160®C for 1 to 6 hr and cooling slowly, there is still no luminescence 
under UV, but there is a much stronger pale-violet luminescence, with 
very short afterglow, under x rays and CR. This phosphor may be 
S3rmbolized on a mole basis by Pn7na-BaS04*0.086PbS04, 1150°C, or 
simply by rhomb.-BaS04:Pb.2^®’246 

11. Intimately mix 1 mole (101.94 g) of AI2O3 with 0.005 mole 
(0.76 g) of Cr203, melt the mixture at about 2100°C in the oxidizing 
portion of a hydrogen-oxygen flame, and cool in an oxidizing atmosphere. 
The resultant phosphor is artificial ruby which luminesces red, under 
UV or CR, and may be symbolized by P3c-Al203-0,005Cr203, 2100®C, 
IO2], or simply by rbhdl.-Al203:Cr.i^i48,i62,i9W96 

Variations of the foregoing illustrative procedures and ingredi¬ 
ents afford innumerable other pho^hors with distinctive lumines- 
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For example, variations of the method described in 
9b for preparing rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn include (1) the hydrofluoric-acid 
process, and (2) the so-called carbonate process. The hydrofluoric-acid 
process is based on the hypothetical aqueous reaction, 

2ZnO + 2Si02 + 4HF Zn2Si04 + SiF4 T + 2H2O (31) 
or 

2ZnF2 + 2Si02 Zn2Si04 + SiF4 T (32) 

The strong activity of the reaction forming the volatile (t) SiF4 de¬ 
creases the average particle sizes of the ingredients (MnO or MnF2 may 
be included) and promotes intimate mixing. The Zn2Si04 is not 
formed in solution but forms when the dried reaction products are heated 
at about 1000°C. This procedure, although in favor some time in the 
past, is not used at present because it is dangerous (toxic HF!), expen¬ 
sive, and does not yield uniform high-efflciency phosphors. The 
carbonate process is based on decomposition reactions of the type,®®* 204 

2Zn(N03)2 + SiOa + (NH4)2C03 

2ZnC03i +Si02i + 2NH4NO3 (33) 
followed by 

2ZnC03 + SiOa Zn2Si04 + CO2 T (34) 

In this case, the finely divided silica is suspended in the nitrate solution 
[Mn(N03)2 may be included], and the carbonate is precipitated around 
the silica particles which are “swept down” out of suspension. As an 
alternative, the Zn and Mn may be precipitated as hydroxides or oxa¬ 
lates. The method allows uniform and intimate mixing of the ingredi¬ 
ents, particularly when colloidal silica is used. In its final stages, the 
reaction reduces essentially to the solid-state oxide reaction (Fig. 6): 

2ZnO -|“ Si02 Zn2Si04 (35) 

Many novel procedures have been proposed for the synthesis of phos¬ 
phors, including explosive reactions of powdered elements (for example, 
ignition of powdered Zn + powdered S, or Se, oi; Te ^®®) and electrolytic 
introduction of activators into previously crystallized material,^®^ but 
these have not proved so successful as the indicated high-temperature 
solid-state-reaction methods for preparing phosphors from compounds. 

There are some major differences between the “conventional” chem¬ 
istry in fluids (including gases and liquids) and chemistry involving 
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solid-state reactions. In the familiar chemistry of dilute solutions, ionic 
molecules readily dissociate into ions, for example, 

KCl ^ K+ + Cr (36) 
and 

ZnS04 Zn2+ + 804^-“ (37) 

where the complex S04^~ ion is known as a radical. The degree of 
ionization and separation of the ions is proportional to the dielectric 
constant ejy of the solvent medium and to the degree of dilution. In 
water (cd « 80) the degree of ionization is generally higher than in 
phosphor solids whose dielectric constants are of the order of 6. Also, 
the ions in water are well separated by the intervening nonionized water 
molecules, as contrasted with the closely packed adjacent anions and 
cations in, for example, a crystal of KCl. The influence of water in 
affecting the energy levels of the valence electrons in compounds is 
indicated by the fact that solid anhydrous CUSO4 is colorless, whereas 
solid CUSO4-51120 and aqueous solutions containing Cu^"*" ions have a 
blue color under white light. In anhydrous CUSO4, the copper atoms are 
surrounded by the oxygen atoms of the sulphate radicals, and the solid 
does not have allowed electronic transitions with energy differences in 
the range from 1.7 to 3.1 ev (visible radiation). In anisotropically 
paramagnetic CUSO4-51120, the copper atoms are surrounded by 4 
water molecules and 2 oxygen atoms of the sulphate radical,2^*®® and the 
solid has allowed electronic transitions of absorption in the red-to-green 
region (1.7 to 2.5 ev) of the visible spectrum. 

In the formation of a solid precipitate by reaction of fluids, the 
highly mobile reactant atoms, ions, and molecules can, in effect, seek 
each other out to combine in exact stoichiometric proportions and reject 
excesses of one or more of the reactants. In the formation of a solid by 
solid-state reaction, however, (1) the reactant atoms, ions, and molecules 
usually diffuse very slowly through the relatively unyielding solids; (2) 
excesses of the reactants are often occluded or otherwise incorporated 
in the solid product as material in solid solution, or as separate solid 
phases (interspersed crystallites or vitreous inclusions); and (3) the high 
temperatures used in most solid-state reactions often promote attack on 
the container and promote decomposition and selective volatilization. 
The solids formed by solid-state reactions are, therefore, usually much 
less uniform in composition than those produced by low-temperature 
reactions in the fluid state. In general, some of the solid ingredients 
remain partially unreacted, and so conventional chemical equations are 
rarely carried to completion during reactions in the solid state. 
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It is essential to have a uniform initial mixture of fine particles for 
most solid-state reactions, because the reactants sometimes diffuse only 
one or two particle diameters (or less) away from their points of origin. 
For example, when a small lump of CuCl2 is placed in the center of a 
batch of ZnS (with or without 2 weight per cent of ZnCl2) and the batch 
is heated at 900for about an hour, the green luminescence occasioned 
by the Cu extends less than 2 mm into the surrounding blue-luminescing 
cub.-ZnS:[Zn]. The green-blue boundary is very sharply defined. 
Some reactants, such as solid Si02, have such low mobilities that their 
reactant partners, for example, ZnO and MnO, must diffuse to them 
(Fig. 6). The formation of a liquid (flux) phase, even a thin liquid layer 
on each particle, may assist greatly in producing a homogeneous dis¬ 
tribution of certain reactants. For example, the presence of water 
vapor or certain halides promote rapid formation of several silicate- and 
sulphide-type phosphors.®®-223,226,253 jg known that the in¬ 

clusion of some fluxes is beneficial in certain phosphors intended for 
excitation by low-energy photons (for example, ZnS:Mn prepared with 
NaCl flux and excited by UV). On the other hand, when high efficiency 
is required under excitation by high-energy particles, it is often necessary 
to avoid all fluxes, especially when the fluxes tend to become occluded 
as luminescence-inert material, or when they react with the other phos¬ 
phor ingredients to form inert or vitreous phases. 

It is noteworthy that successful phosphor research requires pains¬ 
taking purification of all ingredients, and extraordinary carefulness and 
cleanliness during preparations, in order that the beneficial effects of 
tiny proportions of possible useful activators {impurities) may not be 
obscured by the presence of unknown contaminants.®® In many cases, 
the final phosphor is the most sensitive indicator of contamination, often 
exceeding chemical and spectroscopic techniques in analytical sensitivity. 
The essential features of phosphor syntheses are (1) clean working 
conditions; (2) pure ingredients, generally prepared at low temperatures 
to preserve reactivity; (3) accurate proportioning and coprecipitation, 
cocomminution, or other thorough mixing of the ingredients, usually in 
as fine a state of subdivision as possible; and (4) reaction and crystalliza¬ 
tion of the ingredients at an optimum temperature and pressure, for an 
optimum time (and time cycle of temperature and pressure), and in 
an optimum atmosphere. These optima, which ^ depend on the natures 
of the ingredients and on the desired properties of the resultant phos¬ 
phor, must be determined empirically for each phosphor. 

Changes in one of the parameters of phosphor preparation usually 
necessitate changes in the other parameters in order to obtain optimum 
characteristics of the resultant phosphors. For example, an increase in 
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the temperature of reaction and crystallization usually allows or requires 
a decrease in the time of heating and permits the use of a smaller pro¬ 
portion of flux (if any). At crystallization temperatures which are near 
the boiling points of any of the phosphor ingredients, or their reaction 
products, the proportion of initial ingredient in the final phosphor 
generally decreases with increasing temperature and heating time. 
Chemical analyses have shown that all the Mn activator remains in 
zinc-silicate :Mn phosphors, at temperatures up to 1400°C and heating 
times of several hours, because none of the oxygen-containing ingredients 
or their reaction products volatilize appreciably at or below 1400°C. 
Also, Cu activator, is well retained in chloride-fluxed ZnS: Cu phosphors 
up to at least 1400°C, even though CuCl boils at 1366°C. On the 
other hand, Sb volatilizes rapidly as SbCls (boiling point = 223°C) 
during the formation of cub.-MgS:Sb at 750° to 1000°C. Also, for the 
successful preparation of the hex.-ZnS:Pb:Cu phosphor, as reported by 
Fonda,^®® it is necessary to add a large excess of PbS04 to the initial 
halide-fluxed mixture because a variable amount (up to 90 weight per 
cent) is generally lost during heating at 1040°C (PbCl2 boils at 950°C). 
A similar uncertainty of the proportions of the ingredients in the final 
phosphor is introduced when the ingredients are coprecipitated from 
solution. Here, the uncertainty is traceable to differences in the solu¬ 
bility products of the precipitates and to a selective decrease in the 
solute concentrations at the beginning and end of precipitation. It is 
customary to denote the activator and host-crystal proportion in the 
final phosphor as being the same as in the initial ingredient mix, but the 
foregoing examples serve as a warning that this is not always accurate. 

The rate at which the hot phosphor is cooled is sometimes important, 
for example, hex.-ZnO:[Zn] should be cooled very slowly when prepared 
by method 8, and i9-Zn2Si04:Mn should be cooled very rapidly. For 
most phosphors, the rate of cooling is not critical, except that slow cooling 
favors the attainment of an equilibrium distribution of crystal imperfec¬ 
tions. In the case of a cub.-Mg2Ti04:Mn phosphor, E. Tiede and F. A. 
Kr6ger report that cooling rates as slow as 4°C hr”"^ are required to 
obtain maximum luminescence efficiency after heating the phosphor 
batch in oxygen at 1300°C, although equivalent results are obtained 
when the batch is cooled rapidly and then annealed in oxygen at 550°C 
for 48 hrs.^®^ It appears that the Mn activator atoms in this phosphor 
should be highly oxidized, being perhaps largely Mn^"^ in the most 
efficient samples, and the reaction rates and thermodynamic equilibria 
in this system are such that the proportion of Mn^"^ is made largest by 
prolong heating in an oxidizing atmosphere at a temperature near 
660^C. Kapid cooling tends to (1) preserve the valence states prevalent 
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at high temperatures, (2) ‘^freeze in” omission defects and other im¬ 
perfections which are relatively abundant at high temperatures (eq. 21) 
and (3) afford in some cases an abnormally large density of traps (Fig. 
9). Crystals with such abnormally high concentrations of imperfections 
are often unstable and tend to return to the state which would have 
obtained on slow cooling. High-melting phosphor crystals which have 
been cooled slowly enough to attain most nearly the equilibrium state 
corresponding to the temperature at which they are to be used, for 
example, room temperature, are generally most stable during operation. 
The greatest stability during operation is usually obtained with phosphor 
crystals which have been cooled slowly and which have simple composi¬ 
tions as close to stoichiometric proportions as possible. Complex com¬ 
positions often do not undergo complete reaction and form heterogene¬ 
ous products which are unstably intermediate to the vitreous and 
crystalline states. The i3-Zn2Si04:Mn phosphor has high stability, 
despite its rapid cooling, because the metastable crystals must be heated 
to about 1000°C before their atoms become suflSciently mobile to allow 
the crystalline transition to the stable rbhdl.(Q!)-form.®*’^^ 

Well over 10® samples of phosphors have been synthesized and tested 
during the past t^o decades of phosphor research in laboratories here and 
abroad. In this book, it is possible to cite only a few examples of the 
more interesting phosphors, some of which are listed in Table 5 with 
specific references to more complete descriptions of their syntheses 
and properties. Almost all the ZnS-type phosphors described herein 
were prepared from ingredients purified by the “acid process” (Appendix 
1) to minimize the introduction of oxides which may be dissolved off 
laboratory glassware by alkaline solutions, and the silicate-type phos¬ 
phors (including germanates, aluminates, borates, and stannates, inter 
alia) were prepared by the “carbonate process” to assure thorough and 
intimate mixing of the ingredients.®®* 

The data given in Table 5 are adequate for preparing good phosphors, but 
not necessarily the best phosphors of each type. There is no effective substitute 
for 'personal experience in synthesizing phosphors^ and the results of different 
investigators often differ greatly according to their idiosyncratic techniques in pre¬ 
paring ostensibly identical phosphors. This is often true even when the different 
investigators have the same ingredients and facilities. The differences are 
generally traceable to inadvertent contamination. Incomplete mixing of in¬ 
gredients or subsequent separation of ingredients as the result of differences in 
particle size and density, as well as to errors in computation or measurement. 
Variations in time, temperature, and atmosphere during crystallization also may 
produce discordant results. A furnace with a rotating circular hearth plate is 
useful in obtaining uniform heat treatment of several samples heated at one 
time,** but it is difficult to obtain identical time-temperature cycles during 
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successive furnacings, especially when different sizes of crucibles and batches 

are used. 
Most of the efficient phosphors, such as rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, rhomb.- 

BaS04:Pb, and cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:Cu(or Ag, or Mn) are best crystallized in a 

neutral or slightly oxidizing atmosphere, but a few phosphors, such as 
7-Ca8(P04)2:Ce and SrSiOsrEu (Table 5), are more efficient after being sub¬ 

jected to a reducing atmosphere during at least part of their crystallization time 

at high temperatures. In the latter cases, the activators Ce and Eu function 
best when incorporated in the host crystal as the (approximate) ions Ce®”*" and 

Eu®”*" instead of the more prevalent Ce^"*" and Eu®”*" ions which obtain under 

neutral or oxidizing conditions. During the high-temperature crystallization 
of efficient hex.-ZnS-type phosphors, there is a readily detectable evolution of 

SO2 forme(i by interaction of the ZnS and the oxygen in the normal air atmos¬ 
phere. Phosphors of this type crystallized in reducing atmosi)heres (H2, H2S) 

have very low efficiencies relative to those prepared in neutral (N2) or slightly 
oxidizing atmospheres (SO2, Also, it has been found that partial 

oxidation of pure ZnS (+ NaCl flux) at high temperature affords a green-emit¬ 
ting long-persistent phosphor with properties remarkably similar to those of 

hex.-ZnS:Cu,“ and the deliberate inclusion of about 2 per cent of ZnO in the 

initial mix of a hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor enhances the room-temperature persist¬ 

ence of the final product."* Similarly, oxygen-containing fluxes are often 

essential in the preparation of efficient long-persistent alkaline-earth sulphide 
(selenide) phosphors. Under conditions such as these, fluxes may be such 

potent and essential promoters of luminescence that they deserve to be called 
activators as well as (or instead of) fluxes. 

As an example of the various effects which may be obtained by alteration 

of the atmosphere used during crystallization, a hex.-ZnO phosphor prepared 
by burning zinc vapor in excess oxygen has its luminescence emission pre¬ 
dominantly in a narrow ultraviolet band peaked near 3850 A, whereas the 
hex.-ZnO:[Zn] phosphor prepared by heating ZnO in a reducing atmosphere has 

its luminescence emission predominantly in a broad visible band peaked near 

5100 A.“ Contrarily, hex.-CdS emits in the infrared after being heated in a 

neutral or mildly oxidizing atmosphere but in the green after being heated in a 
reducing atmosphere.^^'^u 

With respect to pressure during crystallization, the more useful phosphors, 

such as hex.-ZnS:Ag and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, are best prepared at atmospheric 

or higher pressures, being less efficient when prepared by crystallization in 

vacuo. The infrared-emitting cub.-Cu20:[Cu] phosphor, however, is more 

efficient when crystallized in vacuo than at atmospheric pressure.*^® 

References 58, 208-212, and 221 give many detailed examples of 

the purification, compounding, reaction, crystallization, and subsequent 

treatment of a number of practical phosphors. In commercial produc¬ 
tion a furnace may often be used for only one phosphor, but in research 

great care must be exercised to avoid cross contamination of different 
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phosphors heated at the same time, or at different times, in the same 
furnace. Multiple containers and dense inert packing around the 
phosphor crucibles help to minimize extraneous contamination. 

Some of the phosphors in Table 6 represent families of phosphors 
which are generated by gradual substitution of new phosphor-active 
ingredients, or by variation of the treatment or proportions of the 
indicated ingredients. For example, by increasing the ratio of CdS/ZnS 
in Nos. 14 and 15, the emission spectrum may be displaced gradually 
into the infrared, whereas a decrease in the CdS/ZnS ratio displaces the 
spectrum in the opposite direction (see Figs. 32-37). Outstanding 
examples of phosphor families are 

(1) (Zn:Cd)(S:Se) with the range of activators and temperatures indicated 

in examples 5 to 19, (2) (Zn:Be)2(Si:Ge)04:Mn, and (3) (Zn:Cd)0:B205:Mn, 
where the colons indicate variable proportions of the ingredients as long as the 

total vyithin any pair of parentheses is equal to one mole or stoichiometric proportion. 
In Table 5, the figures given under CR are (1) the relative rate of emission 

of luminescence photon energy (under CR excitation) at the indicated main 
peak of the emission spectrum, and (2) the foregoing peak value times the area 

PdX = jPdv). The 

CR data were taken at 6 kv and about 1 cm”^, and the reference standard, 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn(0.3) has an efficiency of about 5 candles per watt in con¬ 

ventional unmetallized screens detected on one side (efficiencies greater than 
10 candles per watt are obtainable at higher voltages and lower current densities 
with metallized screens). The classification of phosphors into exponential- 

decay (€“®0 and power-law-decay {t~^) types is discussed in Chapter 5 along 
with the description of stimulation and quenching of long-persisting phosphores¬ 
cences by infrared. 

The complete symbolization of a phosphor should include designation 
of (1) crystal structure; (2) host ciystal; (3) proportion, location, and 
effective valence of activator(8); (4) fluxes and other initial ingredients 
which influence the properties of the final phosphor (though they may 
or may not be present in the final product); and (5) conditions of crystal¬ 
lization and cooling. It has been customary, unfortunately, to use 

simplified designations which omit everything except the chemical 

identities of the host crystal and the activator (s). These simplified 
designations are often quite inadequate, because the properties of many 

phosphors, particularly the alkaline-earth(Ca,Sr,Ba)-sulphide phosphors, 

depend strongly on all the initial ingredients and on the detailed tech¬ 

niques of synthesis. Furthermore, there is a lack of standardization of 
symbolism in the literature. The phosphor symbolized by C6?7ic-ZnS: Cu 

or hex.-ZnS:Cu in this book, may be found symbolized by a-ZnS:Cu, 

under the entire luminescence emission spectrum (= j 
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/5*-ZnS:Cu, ZnSCu, ZnS/Cu, ZnS-Cu, ZnS(Cu), ZnS.Cu, and even 
ZnS • Cu in the literature. 

Even if the same simplified symbolism were to be used throughout 
the literature, two phosphors designated merely by hex.-ZnS:Cu could 
have quite different properties, depending on the unstated purity of 
their ingredients, the kind and amount of flux, the proportion of acti¬ 
vator, the size of batch, the size and kind of crucible, the atmosphere 
and temperature during crystallization, and the treatment (washing, 
grinding) after crystallization. In general, however, experienced phos¬ 
phor researchers can approximate each other^s products, if the products 
are available for direct comparison. Also, experienced phosphor re¬ 
searchers are able to supply missing necessary information in the cases 
of well-kno^vn phosphors, for example, hex.-ZnS:Ag is usually inter¬ 
preted as C6mc-ZnS: Ag[NO3](0.01), [NaCK2)], 1100-1350°C, and rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn is usually interpreted as 7?3-Zn2SiO4-0.01—O.OSMnSiOa, 
1000~1300°C, with preparative procedures as described in examples 46 
and 96. Simplified formulas for phosphors will undoubtedly continue 
to be used, although they tax the memorizing powers of those who must 
interpret them. Fortunately, it is generally true that, when only the 
simplified formulas are used, it may be assumed that optimum propor¬ 
tions and conditions of synthesis were used to obtain maximum lumines¬ 
cence efficiency under a given excitant (for example, UV, x rays, or CR). 

It is well to maintain a healthy skepticism toward results reported by a 
single investigator on phosphors, especially new or unusual phosphors, which 
are identified solely by simplified S3anbols, manufacturers^ code numbers, or 
ambiguous terms such as **zinc sulphide phosphor,or ‘^silicate phosphor.^^ 
Experienced phosphor researchers know that even elaborate descriptions of 
the preparations of some phosphors do not always ensure successful reproduction 
of results by those ^‘skilled in the art.” An adequate description of the art of 
synthesizing uniformly superior phosphors must await a much larger book than 
the present small volume. For the present, reports on properties of phosphors 
should be weighed carefully according to the amount of specific information 
given about their preparation and measurement; with complete confidence 
reserved for results which have been confirmed by several impartial investigators. 

Devising New Phosphors 

It is not difficult for even a novice to devise and prepare merely new 

phosphors, but it is very difficult for even an expert to devise and pre¬ 

pare a “successful” new phosphor. By a “successful” new phosphor is 

memit a phosphor whose unambiguous preparation or properties ^ed 

new light on the fimdamental ccmstitutions and mechanisms of lumines- 
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cent solids, or a phosphor which is superior to existing phosphors for 
practical uses. It is not possible, at present, to predict the properties 
of proposed new phosphors (which are not just slight modifications of 
known phosphors), and so the following summary of phosphor composi¬ 
tions is presented as an aid to those who wish to interpolate or extra¬ 
polate from the existing combinations. 

From the chemical standpoint, the better phosphors comprise: (1) a 
well-crystallized colorless (or only lightly colored), high-melting host 
crystal containing mostly singly valent elements, such as those from 
periodic-system groups 1 (for example, Na, K, Rb), 2 (Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, 
Ba, Zn, Cd), 3B (B, Al, Ga), 4A (Zr, Hf, Th), 4B (Si, Ge), 5 (P, V), 
and/or 6A (Mo, W), combined with elements from groups 6B (O, S, Se, 
Te) and/or 7B (F, Cl, Br, I); and (2) a cocrystallized activator which may 
be formed by (a) a presumed selective decomposition of the host crystal, 
for example, ZnO:[Zn], ZnS:[Zn], (Zn0:V205):[V], and CaW04:[W], 
or (b) deliberate inclusion of small amounts of one or more multivalent 
impurity elements, for example, Cu, Ag,2^^»2i8 Ex2^ Gd, Tb, 

Dy, Tl, Ti, Sn, Pb, Cb, Bi, Cr, Sc, Mn, Tc(Ma), P, and U, which are 
generally combined with nonmetallic elements (omitted in the simple 
notations). It is noteworthy that the sulphide(selenide)-type phosphors 
usually require fluxes to obtain best results, whereas the other phosphors 
are usually harmed rather than improved by fluxes. Although not all 
the indicated combinations afford phosphors which operate efficiently 
at or above room temperature, their possibilities are far from exhausted, 
and other elements will certainly be found useful in making phosphors. 

The determination of optimum proportions and conditions of prepa¬ 
ration of a proposed new phosphor is usually a lengthy task, because 
there are many independent parameters, such as (1) the proportions of 
the host-crystal ingredients (for example, the ratio of Zn0/Si02), (2) the 
proportion of activator(s) (for example, the ratio of (ZnO + Si02)/Mn0), 
(3) the proportion and kind of flux(es), if required, (4) the atmosphere 
and temperature-time cycle during reaction, crystallization, and cool¬ 
ing. Thorough phosphor research requires that large munbers of 
samples be prepared and tested under various excitants and conditions 
of excitation to assay the utility of a proposed host crystal with or with¬ 
out activators. In general, if a stoichiometric host crystal gives negli¬ 
gible luminescence under all circiunstances, the^host crystal is of low 
utility even in nonstoichiometric proportions. 

Optimum activator proportions usually range from about 0.0001 
mole (for example, Ag, Cu, Sm, Eu, Bi) to about 0.01 mole (for example, 
Mn, Tl, Ti, Ce) per mole of host crystal, or about 0,01 to 1 weight per 
cent of activator. The occurrence of exceptions, such as SrAI2O4: [AlFa]: 
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Mn(0.05) and Ca3(P04)2’Bi(5),^®^ make it advisable to investigate 

proposed new activator + host-crystal combinations in steps of 0,0.0003, 

0.001, 0.003, • • *1, 3, 10, and 30 mole per cent, or weight per cent, to 

be assured that an optimum activator proportion is not missed. As is 

shown later, high activator proportions, for example, 3 weight per cent 

of Mn activator in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04, are advantageous at very high excita¬ 

tion densities; hence, the optimum proportion depends on the conditions 

of excitation. At proportions above the maximum useful activator 

proportion, additional activator atoms decrease the eflSciency of the 

phosphor by interacting detrimentally with other activator atoms which 

are already present and functioning, and increase the absorption of the 

phosphor for its own emission (activator compounds are usually highly 

colored).®^ If the additional activator atoms could be guided to specific 

spots in the crystal where the activator concentration is below the 

average, then the maximum activator proportion might be made con¬ 

siderably greater than that obtained by the purely statistical distribu¬ 

tion which should be favored by very high crystallization temperature 

and rapid cooling. With the advent of relatively intense sources of 

neutrons and other particles which can produce transmutations of 

atoms, it may be possible to transmute part of the host-crystal atoms in 

some pure crystals into activatoi; atoms. Here, the activator atoms 

induced in cold crystals may have quite different distributions among 

possible sites than are obtained by present methods of high-temperature 

reaction. A specific example, suggested by Professor J. Turkevich, is 

the transmutation of some of the stable soZn®^ in cub.- or hex.-ZnS into 

stable 29CU®® activator atoms by the reactions: 

3oZn^^ + neutron —> 3oZn®® 29CU®® -f- positive beta particle 

With respect to fluxes, the proportions are rarely critical, although 

the kind, number, and proportion of fluxes are important in obtaining 
optimum performance from commercially useful phosphors.^^^^^^-^^^’^os, 

207»2i6 YoT example, detrimental crushing and grinding of ZnS-type 

phosphors is avoided when the ingredients are crystallized with about 

6 per cent of NaCl at about 1250®C. The resultant batch contains 

crystals bonded together by water-soluble NaCl and Na2S which can 

be readily dissolved away to leave imaggregated free-flowing phosphor 

crystals. The function of the fluxes appears to be chiefly to provide 

(1) a fluid phase for solvation and transport of ingredients, and (2) in¬ 

creased surface reactivity (lowered activation energy) and atomic 

mobility to facilitate crystal growth. In general, the flux materials 

should not dissolve and retain a large portion of the activator compounds, 

although some solvation may occur during crystallization at high tern- 
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perature followed by a precipitating out of the activator compounds 
(and incorporation in the host crystal) as the temperature is lowered 
during cooling. The most popular fluxes are the water-soluble, low- 
melting-point alkali and alkaline-earth halides, borates, and sulphates, 
which are usually added in proportions of the order of 1 weight per cent 
of the batch prior to crystallization. Where possible, the residual fluxes 
are removed by water-washing the phosphor, except when the host crys¬ 
tal itself is water-soluble (in such cases, it is sometimes possible to use 
certain organic solvents; for example, methyl alcohol dissolves MgS04, 
and alcohol and glycerine dissolve some of the alkali halides). 

When the optimum proportions and methcxi of S3Uithesis of a useful 
phosphor have been ascertained, it is often possible to relax somewhat 
the extreme precautions which are necessary for success in the labora¬ 
tory. The intrinsic impurity tolerance of a phosphor is roughly propor¬ 
tional to its activator content; hence, some phosphors, such as rbhdl.- 
Zn2SiO4-0.01Mn, can tolerate up to about 0.01 mole per cent of total 
metallic impurities, whereas other phosphors, such as cub.-ZnS • 0.0001Ag, 
can tolerate only about 0.0001 mole per cent of total metallic impurities. 
The silicate phosphors used in “fluorescent'^ lamps are made successfully 
from commercially available USP (less pure than cp) ingredients under 
rather ordinary factory conditions, whereas the best sulphide phosphors 
used in cathode-ray tubes are made from specially purified lp ingredients 
in veiy clean surroundings and special apparatus.®* One reason why 
large-scale production of phosphors is less rigorous than laboratory-scale 
research is that the surface exposed to contamination during processing 
increases as only the sqicare of the radius of an assumedly spherical 
batch, while the volume increases as the cube of the radius of the batch 
(freshly crystallized batches of phosphors are usually examined under 
suitable sources of ultraviolet to detect and discard inhomogeneities, 
such as relatively nonluminescent “rinds" formed by reaction with the 
crucible or furnace atmosphere). Theoretically, it should be possible to 
prepare better phosphors on a large commercial scale than on a small 
experimental scale. 

From both the physical and chemical standpoints, considerable im¬ 
provement in the variety and utility of phosphors should result from the 
development and use of high-pressure furnaces for crystallizing phos¬ 
phors.®®* 212 3y using applied pressures which sCre appreciable relative 

to the internal pressures of solids, it should be possible to (1) control 
selective decomposition and allow the use of higher temperatures for 
crystallizmg more stable phosphors with control!^ crystal sizes, (2) 
incorporate some of the more volatile elements as useful constituents in 
phosphors, (3) alter favorably the compositions of phosphors by con- 
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trolling the partial pressures of constituent gases in the ambient atmos¬ 
phere during crystallization, and (4) produce new crystal forms of 
phosphors.®®-®®® 

Most of the past phosphor research has been aimed at satisfying 
physical requirements set by a few detectors, such as the human eye 
and other photosensitive devices, and by apparatuses catering to these 
detectors, for example, lamps, x-ray fluoroscopes, and cathode-ray tubes 
(CRT) used in television and radar. The research procedure has been 
largely empirical, aided by scientific intuition based on chemical expe¬ 
rience and tempered by physical tests of the phosphors. It is likely that 
intuition will continue as a major factor for some time in determining the 
progress of phosphor research, because the present physical theories 
of the luminescence of solids are too qualitative to be practical guides to 
really new useful compositions.®^- 



CHAPTER 4 

CONSTITUTIONS, STRUCTURES, AND ENERGY 

LEVELS OF PHOSPHORS 

Sizes and Shapes of Phosphor Crystals and Particles 

If all the phosphors described in the previous chapter were to be 
examined under a microscope, the sizes of their individual crystals 
would be found to range from less than 10“*^ cm, for some silicate and 
aluminate phosphors, to over 1 cm, for carefully grown cub.-KCl:Tl, 
cub.-NaI:Tl, tetr.-CaW04:[W], monocl.-CdW04:[W], and rbhdL- 
Al203:Cr. The latter five phosphors are rarities, in that they may be 
prepared as large transparent single crystals by skillfully cooling a 
melt.^®2.293.677 Large batches of some of the other phosphors, such as 
tetr.-ZnF2: Mn and rbhdL-Zn2Si04:Mn, may be melted and cooled to 
form moderately efficient phosphors, but the cooled melts are usually 
opaque aggregates of disoriented tiny crystals. In certain cases it is 
possible to grow thin acicular crystals from the vapor phase, for example, 
centimeter-long needles of hex.-CdS may be grown from CdS vapor at 
atmospheric pressure,^®^ and needles of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn have been 
grown up to 3 cm long by hydrothermal S3aithesis at about 1000°C and 
1000-atmospheres steam pressure.®^®*®®® Most of the efficient phosphors 
are made by solid-state reactions at temperatures below the melting 
points of their finely divided ingredients, however, and the sizes of their 
separate crystals generally range from less than 0.01 to about 100 
microns.*®’®®'®^* 

In addition to the wide range in the sizes of phosphor crystals, there 
are various degrees of aggregation of the individual crystals to form 
particles. Phosphor particles range from one crystal to an indefinitely 
large number of crystals which have become jojned together during 
crystallization or which cohere even after previous dispersal. Separated 
crystals, which are placed in contact again, may cohere as a result of 
(1) differences in static charge, (2) attraction forces of the van der Waals 
type, and (3) inter^owth of their surfaces (especially at elevated tem¬ 
peratures, and in liquid media). In general, the degree of aggregationi 
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that is, the number of crystals per particle, decreases as the average size 
of the crystals increases. Large crystals have lower surface-volume 
ratios than small crystals, and so there is less contact surface for cohesion 

Fig. 10. Electron micrographs of o-l, tetr.-CaW04:[W], 1000°C; o-2, rbhdL- 

8ZnO-BeO*6SiOs:Mn(1.4), 1260°C; 5-2, hex.-ZnS(48)CdS(62):Ag(0.01), TOO'C; and 

5-1, a particle of hex.-Zn8(48)CdS(62):Ag(0.01), 700°C after being subjected to 

intense cathode rays at 50 kv and about 1 amp cm'~*. 

in a given weight of large-crystal material than in the same weight of 
small-crystal material. Furthermore, the natural small-scale vicinal 
irr^ularities of crystal surfaces make it more difficult for the larger 
crystals to achieve imiform intimate contact with each other. 

Phosphor crystals vary in shape as well as in dze. The individual 
crystals of a particular phosphor may exhibit shapes ranging from almost 
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spherical or irregularly amorphous to rather definite polyhedra, such as 
straightsided fragments of cubes, octahedra, flat plates, and acicular 
prisms. Figure 10 gives several exemplary electron micrographs, show¬ 
ing the range of shapes and sizes of crystals and particles of various 
phosphors.®®’®^® Crystals of hex.-ZnS(48)CdS(52):Ag which have been 
skeletonized by bombardment with high-intensity cathode rays (CR), 
are shown in Fig. 106-1. The skeletal striae are probably mostly ZnS 
left behind by selective volatilization of the CdS. The striae show that 
the internal structure of these crystals is rectilinear, even though the 
external shapes of the crystals may be partly curvilinear (Fig. 106-2). 

Internal Structures and Constitutions of Phosphor Crystals 

This is the keystone subject in understanding the luminescence of 
solids. It is the focal point of common ipterest for both chemists and 
physicists who wish to know the ^Vhy^’ of phosphors. Our knowledge 
of the atomic interiors of phosphor crystals is derived indirectly from (1) 
^‘foresighted^^ information about chemical ingredients and conditions of 
synthesis, and (2) “hindsighted^' information obtained by microchem¬ 
ical, spectroscopic, microscopic, and diffraction analysis, and by studies 
of the physical properties of the completed phosphor.®^ At present, 
our knowledge of the internal structures and constitutions of phosphors 
is far from satisfactory, as evidenced by the conflicting interpretations 
and hypotheses advanced by different investigators, or by the same 
investigator at different Some of the 
present views on the subject are introduced here, on a tentative basis, to 
aid in correlating several of the properties of phosphors described in the 
next chapter. 

Degree of Crystallinity of Phosphors. Many of the ingredients 
employed in making phosphors are purified by chemical methods, using 
solutions, and are eventually precipitated at a temperature near room 
temperature. Substances which are highly ionic in * character, for 
example, KCl, tend to precipitate in externally apparent crystalline 
shapes and may be made luminescent without heating to high tem¬ 
peratures (Chapter 3 under Syntheses and Symbolism of Phosphors, 
example 1). Substances which are relatively nonionic, for example, 
ZnS and BaS04, tend to precipitate in rounded‘shapes with no well- 
defined angles and edges, and these substances (or materials incorporat¬ 
ing large proportions of these substances) must be heated to tempera¬ 
tures of the order of 1000°C to make them efficiently luminescent. 

If x-ray, electron, or neutron diffraction photographs were to be 
made of all the phosphors listed in Table 5, all the photographs would 
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show rather sharp lines, indicating definite crystallinity (Fig. 11a). 
Some of the simpler phosphors, such as Nos. 5~*11 and 30-33, have par¬ 
ticularly high degrees of crystallinity and high luminescence efficiencies 
under excitation by either UV or CR. The more complex phosphors, 
such as Nos. 20-23 and 34, usually have greater degrees of amorphism 
and strain, as evidenced by more diffuse x-ray diffraction patterns and 
the appearance of diffraction lines of the fluxes as well as the host 
crystal. The relatively less perfect complex phosphors may have high 
luminescence efficiencies under UV excitation, but their efficiencies 
under CR excitation are usually quite low. In general, a phosphor 
exhibits efficient luminescence under excitation by charged material particles^ 
or high-energy photons {hv » 10 ev), only when it has a high degree of 
crystallinity. 

Figure llo shows the principal lines in the x-ray diffraction patterns of some 
t3rpical phosphors. These patterns merit study, especially with respect to the 
following features: 

1. An increase in the spacing of the diffraction lines from the left-hand edge 
(that is, the center of the undiffracted primary x-ray beam) represents a decrease 
in the lattice spacing. This is shown in patterns 1 and 2 by the larger spacing 
and corresponding smaller length of the edge of the unit cell a of cub.-ZnS com¬ 
pared with cub.-NaCl (Note the line emissions and line-intensity reversals which 
characterize the change between the two cubic structures with different space 
groups and different ratios of atomic numbers of anions and cations). 

2. The NaCl-flux patterns do not appear in diffraction photographs of the 
crystallized and washed ZnS phosphors. This is true even if as much as 20 weight 
per cent of NaCl flux is used. 

3. The polymorphic and apparently enantiotropic transition from cub.- to 
hex.-ZnS is shown to be quite distinct in patterns 2 and 3. Individual crystals 
are always observed to be entirely one structure or the other, although in batches 
of crystals grown near the transition temperature of about 1020®C some indi¬ 
vidual cr3^tals in a batch may be cubic while others are hexagonal. The dis¬ 
tribution of structures near the transition temperature is influenced by the 
atmosphere, the^size of the crystals, the flux, and the time of heating. It is 
reported that 0.01 per cent C0SO4 promotes the cub. hex. transition above 
600®C.«* 

4. CdS may be precipitated in either the cubic or hexagonal form at 100®C,*’°^ 
but exhibits only the hexagonal structure (pattern 4) at crystallization tempera¬ 
tures from about 600 to over 1400®C. There is an increasing tendency for 
(Zn:Cd)(S:Se) crystals to have the hexagonal structure, even at low crystalliza¬ 
tion temperatures (patterns 6 and 8), as the CdS and CdSe content is in¬ 
creased,”® 

6. ZnSe exhibits only the cubic structure, at least up to 1350®C (pattern 6). 
There is an increasing tendency for Zn(S:Se) crystals to have the cubic struc¬ 
ture, even at high temperature, as the ZnSe content is increased. 
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6. Patterns 9 and 10 show the diffraction lines of two phosphors whose fluxes 
remain in the crystallized material The extra lines in pattern 10 show par¬ 
ticularly well the presence of residual fluxes. According to the Strukturberkht, 
Vol. 2, 1928-1932, pure crystallized SrS has a - 5.999 A and CaS has 
a == 5.667 A, and so pattern 9 represents a slightly expanded SrS structure, and 
pattern 10 represents a slightly contracted SrS structure (owing to some substi¬ 
tution of Ca for Sr). Many of the lines in patterns 8, 9, and 10 are abnormally 
weak and diffuse, denoting departures from crystalline regularity. Phosphors 
which exhibit such diffuse lines are generally inefficient under excitation by high- 
energy primary particles.®^* 

7. Patterns 11-14 show the diffraction lines of some representative phosphor 
host crystals which are dominated by oxygen, as contrasted with the sulphur- 
dominated host crystals represented in patterns 2-10. According to Struktur- 
berkhty Vol. 4, 1936, the dimensions of the known unit cells of the fundamental 
members of tliis group of host crystals are: 

Dimensions of Unit Cells in A (±0.01 A) 
(6 simple molecules of A3XO4 per unit cell) 

Rhombohedral Hexagonal 
Basis Basis Density 

®rhomb a ^hex ^^hex g cm~* 

iS-Zn2Si04 8.62 107^ 44' 13.92 9.33 4.241 
jK3-Zn2GeO 4 8.78 107^ 50' 14.19 9.46 4.823 
-R3-Be2Si04 7.68 107^ 59' 12.42 8.24 2.985 
i23-Be2Ge04 7.89 108** 6' 12.77 8.41 3.868 

Zn2Si04 and Zn2Ge04 form solid solutions in all proportions,**® whereas, according 
to Fonda, Be2Si04 forms solid solutions with Zn2Si04 up to 30 mole per cent 
Be2Si04 in the presence of 1 weight per cent of manganese silicate (activator), 
and up to 15 mole per cent Be2Si04 in the presence of 4 weight per cent of 
manganese silicate.**^’**« (In /23-Zn2Si04 each Zn and each Si atom is tetra- 
hedrally coordinated by four 0 atoms, and each 0 atom is bonded to two Zn 
atoms and one Si atom. The Zn atoms are linked together through intervening 
0 atoms, but the Si atoms are linked through 0 and Zn atoms.) The /23 —► jS 
transition is apparently monotropic, although the form is stable for over 
15 years at room temperature. 

8. The most S)rmmetrical (cubic) structures give the least complicated diffrac¬ 
tion patterns, and the pattern complexity increases as the symmetry decreases 
and as the number of constituents in the crystal increases. 

It should be noted that (1) all the seven crystal systems (Table 4) 
are represented among the phosphors in Table 5, and (2) those phosphors 
which crystallize in the systems with the highest degrees of symmetry 
(cub., hex., rbhdl., tetr.) generally have the highest luminescence effi¬ 
ciencies under excitation by CR. Sketches of some ideal high-symmetry 
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crystal lattices, which are approximated by several outstanding phosphor 
host crystals, are shown in Fig. life. 

Constitutions of Phosphors. Apart from the natural uncertainty 
about purities of ingredients, all the phosphors listed in Table 5 may be 
separated into two main groups with respect to activators. 

Fm3m J51 O? 

i iiii [iii \mmek 
mjtkm 

■ nil i 
OK OCI 

Sylvite 

KCl 

oZn •S 
Sphalerite 

a*-ZiiS 

• Zn oS 
Wurtzite 

i8*-ZiiS 

•Si ’Zn 00 
Willemite 

a-Zn2Si04 

Fig. 116. Sketches of some ideal crystal lattices which are approximated by cub.- 

KCl, cub.-ZnS, hex.-ZnS, tetr.-ZnF2, and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04. 

1. Phosphors made by heating a pure host crystal and a small pro¬ 
portion of a consciously added impurity comprising compounds of 
cationic elements, for example, hex.-ZnS:Cu and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, 
where the activator impurity is added as a compound of the para¬ 
magnetic cationic element (for example, CuCl2 and MnSiOa). 

2, Phosphors made by simply heating pure (as possible) substances, 
such as CaWOi, ZnO, and Zn2Si04. These phosphors are sometimes 
postvlated to be **sel£-activated^^ by selective volatilization of decom¬ 
position products during high-temperature ciystallization. This is 
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assumed to produce a stoichiometric excess or structural displacement of 
one or more of the ingredient elements, although there is as yet no 
experimental confirmation of *‘self-activation.” 

When an impurity compound is consciously added, the nonmetallic 
(anion) constituent is often (but not always!) of minor importance. For 
example, practically identical hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) phosphors may be 
made by using CuCl, CUCI2, CuBr2, CuS, Cu(N03)2, or CuCOa as an 
initial ingredient for the introduction of the Cu activator. Also, prac¬ 
tically identical rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(l) phosphors may be made by 

using MnO, Mn02, Mn(OH)2, MnCOa, Mn(N03)2, MnFa, MnBr2, 
MnSiOa, or MnS04 as an initial ingredient for the introduction of the 
Mn activator (assuming about 1 per cent excess silica to combine with 
the manganese in all cases). Because the anionic constituent of the 
activator compound is often- \vithout particular effect, it has become 
customary to denote the metallic (cation) constituent of the added 
activator compound as the sole activator (phosphorogen), without 
indicating its state of chemical combination in the phosphor. That this 
is sometimes misleading, is exemplified by the cub.-KCl:Sb phosphor, 
where the Sb must be added as the trichloride to obtain an efficient 
phosphor; also, the cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:Mn(l) phosphors have quite 
different relative efficiencies, under UV and CR excitation, depending 
on whether the Mn is added as MnCl2 or MnS, or as an oxygen-contain¬ 
ing compound, such as MnCOa, Mn(N03)2, or MnS04 (improved CR 
response and diminished UV response are obtained with the latter 
compounds). These data re-emphasize the point that the simplified 
notations of phosphors not only are incomplete, but also tend to be 
misleading, because activators undoubtedly exist to some extent in the 
combined state, rather than in the indicated pure elemental state, in 
all phosphors. It is inconceivable that an atom (or ion) can be incor¬ 
porated in a solid in such a manner that the atom or ion does not form 
bonds to some degree with its neighbors in the solid. To speak of free 
or elemental atoms in solids, even when such atoms are in stoichiometric 
excess, is definitely misleading. In this respect, it may be recalled that 
chemical bonds are never completely ionic {heieropolar)^ or completely 
covalent {homopola^y, but tend to fluctuate or exist as hybrids between the 
two extremes as indicated in eqs, 11 and 12. The customary simplified 
notations of phosphors continue in use, largely for lack of more specific 
information about the natures and locations of the activators. 

There are three general possibilities for the location of activator 
atoms (ions). These are: (1) on the host crystals in surface sites 
(including internal crevices); (2) inside the host crystal in substitutional 
idtes» that is, the activator atom replacing a regular atom of the host 
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crystal; and (3) irmde the host crystal in interstitial sites, that is, the 
activator atom lodging between regular atoms of the host crystal. It 
is possible that activator atoms located within crystals but near their 
surfaces may have different effective valence states or bond-type dis¬ 
tributions from those located well within the interiors of crystals. This 
difference may be caused by reactions between the surface layers and 
the atmosphere during heating, coupled with slow rates of diffusion of 
the reaction products into the interiors of the crystals. In general, 
however, the interiors of phosphor crystals are our chief concern. 

The luminescence during excitation of most, if not all, of the phos¬ 
phors discussed in this book is predominantly a volume effect which occurs 
throughout the excited portions of the solids. This is evidenced by (1) 
the observation that luminescence efficiency increases with increasing 
penetration of charged-material-particle excitants (for example, CR^^), 
(2) the observation that the luminescence efficiencies of many phosphors 
remain high (sometimes increasing!) as their crystal sizes are diminished 
by chemical attack in solution,^®^ and (3) the observation that individual 
crystals of phosphors lose efficiency uniformly on being ground.^^ In 
the latter case, the efficiency loss should be localized on the particular 
crystal faces or points which v/ere mechanically affected, if the lumines¬ 
cence is predominantly a surface effect. In the case of a relatively sur¬ 
face-active phosphor, hex.-ZnO:[Zn],®® no such spotty luminescence was 
observed on microscopic examination of ground crystals (which, inci¬ 
dentally, change their reflection color, under white light, from white to 
tan on grinding). Another specific example, showing that luminescence 
occurs chiefly in the volumes of phosphor crystals, is found in the rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04: Mn phosphor which can be synthesized with an average particle 
size ranging from less than 0.01 to over 3 microns without large change 
in luminescence efficiency under 4- to 10-kv cathode rays or 2537-A 
ultraviolet.®^ That some phosphors are more surface-active than 
others, however, is indicated by their higher efficiencies under excitation 
by very low-velocity charged material particles which penetrate only a 
few atomic layers. Also, an excited ZnS: Ag phosphor has been reported 
to adsorb 60 per cent more of a commercial dye (Lanasol green, Ciba) 
than the same phosphor when unexcited, whereas irradiation reportedly 
reduces by about 90 per cent the amount of phenolphthalein adsorbed 
on CdS, and no difference was foimd in the amount of dye adsorbed on 
nonluminescent ZnS and BaS04 in the irradiated and unirradiated 
states.®®'^ It is possible that excited surface atoms, or electrons trapped 
on surface sites, may play a prominent role in some afterglow phenomena, 
but the luminescence of most solids during and after excitation appears 
to be chiefly a volume effect. 
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Phosphors formed from host-crystal and activator ingredients which 
are isostructurali that is, which crystallize in the same space group and 
have common proportions and kinds of anions, for example, ZnF2 
+ MnF2 (both P4/mnm), ZnAl204 + MnAl204 (both FdZm), and 
AI2O3 + Cr203 (both fi3c), undoubtedly have their activator cations 
located chiefly in substitutional sites, that is, Mn atoms substituted for 
Zn atoms in regular host-crystal sites, and Cr atoms substituted for A1 
atoms in regular host-crystal sites. It is convenient to use the words 
cation and anion to distinguish between relatively electropositive and 
electronegative atoms (ions) and radicals, remembering that this does 
not mean that these atoms or radicals are completely ionic. Isostructures 
usually obtain only when the radius ratios of the intersubstituted atoms 
(and radicals) are approximately equal, and the radii of atoms depend 
strongly on their degree of ionization and coordination numberj and on the 
nature {especially polarizing power) and spatial arrangement of their 
ligands {nearest bonded neighbors). This is demonstrated, in part, in 
Table 6 which compares the radii of a number of elements combined 
in (1) the ionic state, assuming 6 coordination, as in the FmUm structure, 
and (2) the covalent state, assuming that the atoms are 4-coordinated, 
as in the F43m or CQmc stmctures of the ZnS type.^^ 

In the tetr.-ZnF2:Mn, cub.-ZnAl204:Mn, and rbhdl.-Al208:Cr 
phosphors, the sizes of the host-crystal atoms (Zn and Al) and the sub- 
stitutionally located activator atoms (Mn and Cr) are within about 
20 per cent of each other on an ionic basis and are probably nearer in 
size in the actual crystals, because the bonds are only partly ionic. The 
relative proportions of ionic and covalent bonding of a substitutional 
atom in a crystal, however, may be considerably different from those of 
the displaced regular host-crystal atom. There is a tendency to fill as 
nearly as possible the space normally occupied by the regular host-crystal 
atom, and this usually requires an increase or decrease in the normal 
size of the impurity atom (the normal sizes, shown in Table 6, are for 
atoms incorporated as host-crystal constituents, not as impurities). As 
shown in Table 6, cationic constituents, for example, Zn, Al, Mn, and Cr, 
decrease in size on becoming more ionic, whereas anionic constituents, 
for example, O and F, increase in size on becoming more ionic. In cases 
of substitutional location of activator atoms, the number and kind of 
coordinated anions is the same for the host-crystal and the activator 
atoms, but the bond angles (spatial orientations of the interatomic axes 
between ligands) are probably different because of local distortion due 
to the differences in normal sizes and electron configurations of the 
intersubstituted atoms. The ligand anions surroimding a substitution- 
ally located activator atom experience a perturbation proportional to 
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TABLE 6 

Comparison of Hexahbdral-Ionic and Tetrahedral-Covalent Crystal Radii 

(in A) OP Some Elements Arranged According to the Periodic System 

L. Pauling and M. L. Huggins 

IB IIB IIIB IVB VB VIB VIIB 

Be 1.06 B 0.88 B 0.77 N 0.70 0 0.66 F 0.64 
Be**+ 0.31 B>+ 0.20 C*+ 0.15 NS- 1.71 0®- 1.40 F” 1.36 

Mg 1.40 A1 1.26 Si 1.17 P 1.10 S 1.04 Cl 0.99 
Mg*+0.65 Al«+ 0.50 Si*+ 0.41 p8- 2.12 S*- 1.84 cr 1.81 

Cu 1.36 Zn 1.31 Ga 1.26 Ge 1.22 As 1.18 Se 1.14 Br 1.11 
Cu'*' 0.96 Zn*+ 0.74 Ga»+0.62 Ge‘+ 0.53 As®“ 2.22 Se*- 1.98 Br~ 1.95 

Ag 1.53 Cd 1.48 In 1.44 Sn 1.40 Sb 1.36 Te 1.32 I 1.28 
Ag+ 1.26 Cd®+ 0.97 In*+ 0.81 Sn<+ 0.71 Sb*- 2.45 Te*- 2.21 1“ 2.16 

Hg 1.48 T1 1.47 Pb 1.46 Bi 1.46 
Au+ 1.37 Hg*+ 1.10 Tl’+ 0.95 Pb<+ 0.84 

Further Crystal Radii of Ions (Based on ro^"“ =* 1.40 A) 

lA HA IIIA IVA VA VIA VIIA 

Li+ 0.60 ■|| 
Na+ 0.95 

K+ 1.33 So>+ 0.81 Ti*+ 0.68 Cr»+ 0.64 

Rb+ 1.48 Y»+ 0.93 Zr«+ 0.80 Cb‘+0.70 Mo*^-0.62 

C8+ 1.69 Ba*+ 1.35 La*+ 1.16 

Also, T1+ 1.44, Mn»+ 0.62, 0.46, Fe^^ 0.76, Fe»+ 0.60, Co^^ 0.72, Ni^^ 0.70, 
Cr«+ 0.52, 0.09, 0.29, Se«+ 0.42, Te«+ 0.56, N«+ 0.11, P«+ 0.34, As®+ 0.47, 
Sb®"*” 0.62, Bi®*^ 0.74, Ti*"^ 0.69, V*^ 0.66, and trivalent rare-earth ions 0.90 dr 0.05 A. 

the normal size and charge difference between the activator atom and 
the regular host-crystal atom. Because the nuclear charge Z of an anioh 
is effectively diluted in being distributed among Z + electrons, anions 
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are more polarizable (deformable) than cations with the same inert-gas 
configurations (and Z — N electrons). Also, the polarizabilities a of 
ions increase with size according to the Bom-Heisenberg relationship, 

a = A/{Z - <t>? (38) 

where A is a constant for a series of ions with the same inert-gas struc¬ 
ture, and </) has the values 0, 6,13, 28, 46, corresponding to the structures 
of He, Ne, A, Kr, and Xe, respectively. (Incidentally, the contribution 
of an atom to the refraction of light by a substance is proportional to 
the polarizability of the atom.) “ 

Some activators, such as Mn and Cr, seem to occupy chiefly substi¬ 
tutional sites in their phosphor host crystals, although little is known 
about the kind and degree of local and long-range perturbations intro¬ 
duced by such foreign substitutional elements. Experimental substan¬ 
tiation of substitutional location is possible in cases where the host- 
crystal and activator substances (assuming common anions) form solid 
solutions which obey Vegard’s law; that is, the structure remains un¬ 
changed, except that the average interatomic spacings vary linearly 
with the proportion of the solute (activator) substance.®®'Examples 
of the operation of Vegard’s law are found in patterns 5 and 7 of Fig. 11a 
which shows representative materials chosen from the general systems 
hex.-ZnS:CdS and cub.-ZnS: ZnSe. These systems form solid solutions 
in all proportions, and their x-ray diffraction lines merely shift, without 
the appearance of new lines, as the proportions of the ingredients are 
changed. The lattice spacing increases with increasing CdS content in 
the first system, and the spacing increases with increasing ZnSe content 
in the second system. This is to be expected, because Cd is larger than 
Zn, and Se is larger than S (Table 6), as long as these elements inter¬ 
substitute in all proportions. In the system rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn2(Si04), 
the lattice expands with increasing Mn content, whereas in the system 
rhomb.-CdSi03:Mn(Si03) the lattice contracts with increasing Mn 
content, because Mn is intermediate in size between Zn and 
The simple alterations in lattice spacings and the absence of additional 
lines in the x-ray diffraction patterns of these silicate phosphors, com¬ 
pared with the patterns of their pure host crystals, indicates that the 
Mn atoms substitute for the atoms of Zn or Cd in the host crystal. 
Therefore, when the formula for rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) is written in 
the equivalent form rbhdl.-Zn2Si04-0.012MnSi03, it does Twt mean 
that the MnSiOa exists as such in the phosphor crystals, but rather as 
rbhdl.-Mn2Si04 in solid solution (see the later discussion on deficiency 
structure). This re-emphasizes the fact that phosphor formulas have 
very limited significance with respect to the constitutions of phosphors. 
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For present purposes, a substitutional activator atom and its neighbor¬ 
ing atoms will be called an s center. Figures 86 and 8c show two oppo¬ 
site types of local distortion which may exist in s centers. These dis¬ 
tortions comprise a local departure from crystallinity and may (a) pro¬ 
mote pol3rmorphic transitions or (5) inhibit crystallization, even when 
the ingredients crystallize in the same space group.^® 

Phosphors formed from host-crystal and activator ingredients which 
crystallize mjdifferent space groups, for example, FmSmrKCl + Pn&mr 
TlCl, and F43m-ZnS (or C6mc-ZnS) + Fm3w-Cu2S (or C6/mmc-CuS) 
or P7i3m-Ag2S (or Fm3m-MnS, P43m-MnS, or C6mc-MnS), may have 
their activator atoms in either substitutional or interstitial sites, depend¬ 
ing on the radius ratios of the activator and host-crystal atoms and the 
degree of compactness of the host crystal. The close-packed predomi¬ 
nantly ionic cub.-KCl:Tl phosphor apparently has its T1 activator 
atoms in substitutional sites, because (1) and Tl"^ are both mono¬ 
valent (although there is a TP"^); (2) the ionic radii of K’^ and Tl"*" are 
within about 10 per cent of each other; (3) KCl and TlCl crystallize in 
the same point group; and (4) there is a simple correlation between the 
number of optical-dispersion electrons, calculated from the amplitude 
and half-width of the emission spectrum, and the chemically analyzable 
concentration of Tl.^^® The loose-packed (Fig. 10) semi-ionic cub.- 
ZnS:Mn and hex.-ZnS:Mn phosphors apparently have their Mn acti¬ 
vator atoms chiefly in substitutional sites, because the radii of bivalent 
Zn^"^ and Mn^"^ are nearly equal, and tristructural MnS crystallizes in 
the same structures as distructural ZnS.®®’^*^^ In this case, however, the 
fact that the host crystal has a very open structure, containing inter¬ 
stitial sites which are apparently equivalent in number and geometry 
to the regular crystal sites (Fig. 12^ makes the demarcation between 
substitutional and interstitial sites less distinct. When the normal 
effective valencies and sizes of the activator and host-cryatal atoms are 
quite different, and their solid compounds with common anions crystal¬ 
lize in different point groups, it is reasonable to expect that at least 
some of the activator atoms may lodge preferentially in interstitial 
rather than substitutional sites. The very different behaviors of ZnS- 
type phosphors with Cu and Ag activators, compared with phosphors 
with known substitutionally located activators, has led to the postulate 
that the Cu and Ag activators occupy chiefly interstitial sites in these 
phosphors.*^ Experimental verification of this postulate is made difficult 
by the very small optimum proportion of Cu or Ag (about 0.01 per cent, 
or about 1 per cent of the optimum proportion of substitutionally located 
Mn). Despite the lack of direct proof of activators in interstitial sites, 
except for some x-ray-diffraction evidence in the case of Cu-deficient 
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semiconducting Cu2Se,^’^® there are plausible reasons for assuming their 
existence, and an interstitial activator atom and its neighboring atoms 
may be designated as an i center. 

As shown in Fig. 12, the lattice structure of cub.-ZnS may be visualized as 
two interpenetrating three-dimensional networks of edge-joined tetrahedra of 
atoms of (1) Zn, and (2) S, such that ideally every other Zn tetrahedron contains 

a*.ZnS cubic T/ fF43m) 

s substitutional impurity 

= interstitial impurity 

Fig. 12. Sketch of two unit cells of the lattice of cub.-ZnS. The sizes and shapes 
of the Zn and S atoms (ioias) depend on the unknown degree of homopolar and ionic 

binding (also, on the state of excitation of the atoms—see Table 23). 

one S atom, and every other S tetrahedron contains one Zn atom. A similar 
alternating arrangement exists in hex.-ZnS, whose structure may be derived 
from the cubic form by a simple gliding (Fig. 5) or screw-rotation operation.*^*^ 
These loose-packed low-coordinated structures are characteristic of many semi-* 
covalent + semi-ionic phosphor host crystals (see Fig. 116, where the close- 
packed predominantly ionic cub.-KCl is an exception). The interstices may 
ha-rbor atoms dislodged from the host crystal or introduced as impurities. In 
Fig. 12, the small cross-hatched sphere represents an idealized impurity atom in a 
substitutional site, whereas the larger cross-hatched sphere represents an ideal¬ 
ized impurity atom in an interstitial site (without indicating the inevitable dis¬ 
tortion in either case). The structural similarity of the indicated interstitial 
and substitutional sites makes them geometrically equivalent, hd not crysUdh>- 
graphically equivalentf in crystalline ZnS. Statistical fluctuations in structure, 
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especially during crystallization and cooling, result in some of the regularly 
located Zn atoms being lodged in interstitial sites in the cooled crystal (eqs. 
19-21), leaving omission defects in the regular structure. These local disloca¬ 
tions upset the degree of perfection (increase the entropy) of the crystal without 
greatly changing its total energy, in the case of crystalline ZnS. When foreign 
atoms are introduced, however, an additional mixing entropy is involved, and 
the total energy of the crystal is increased by the ''unnaturaF' perturbations in 
either substitutional or interstitial sites. It may be noted that the degree of 
local asymmetric distortion (Fig. 8d) which may be produced by an interstitial 
cation (for example, Cu^"^) in the ZnS structure should decrease to a minimum 
as the anion (for example, S®") necessary to balance the cationic charge is 
brought nearer until it occupies an adjoining interstitial site. Also, it is con¬ 
ceivable that in some cases an impurity atom may dislodge a regular host-crystal 
atom which may remain in an interstitial site adjacent the impurity atom. The 
varieties of structural irregularity which may be produced by interstitial im¬ 
perfections appear to be considerably greater than those obtainable by simple 
substitution (without interstitial displacement of the host-crystal atom). 

Considering next a predominantly ionic phosphor, for example, cub.- 
KCl:Sb(Cl8), the SbCls molecules apparently wander at least part way into the 
KCl crystals by thermochemical diffusion, which is accelerated by the presence 
of oxygen or a film of adsorbed moisture, and is aided by the tendency for alkali 
halides to recrystallize even at room temperature (especially under pressure) .*^*“*” 
The alkali halides and antimony chlorides react to form compounds of the type 
K2SbCl6, which contain the antimony as Sb*+ and rather than the indi¬ 
cated Sb^"^.*^8 According to Schleede, when Pm3m-CsCl is ground with SbCls 

at room temperature no luminescence is obtained, but if the mixture be heated 
above about 400®C the CsCl host crystal assumes the FmSm structure (the same 
as for KCl) and luminesces with a yellow-green color just after rapid cooling, 
even though the structure of the cooled hosi-crystal material reverts to the (rriginol 
PmZm. On standing, or on heating to about 250®C, the luminescent material 
reverts to the nonluminescent state without detectable change in structure as 
determined by x-ray diffraction.®® From this it appears that the metastable 
FmSm structure is temporarily maintained in the neighborhood of some of the 
Sb-activator centers on cooling the material, and that these structurally meta¬ 
stable centers are gradually transformed into the general PmZm structure of 
the host crystal, whereupon the centers become nonluminescent under UV 
excitation. Although the locations of the Sb-activator atoms in the CsCl 
crystals have not been determined, these data clearly show that the crystalline 
stale and ermronment of an activator center are of major importance in determining 
its luminescence characteristics, 

Furth^ examples of the influence of the structure and cation valency of the 
host crystal on the effective valence state of foreign elements have been reported 
by Selwood who finds that (1) when low concentrations of manganous nitrate 
pVfn(NOs)2] are decomposed on gamma alumina (cub.-Al203), the resultant 
manganese oxide contains mainly cub.-Mn^Os, with whereas at higher 
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concentrations of Mn(N03)2 more of the normal tetr.-Mn02, with Mn^+, is 
produced; (2) when the decomposition is carried out on rutile (tetr.-Ti02), 
only tetr.-Mn02 is obtained, regardless of concentration; and (3) when nickel 

oxide is formed on cub.-MgO only cub.-NiO, with Ni^'^, is formed, whereas the 

nickel oxide formed on cub.-Al203 contains some Ni®"*".** With such a strong 
influence of the substrate on the deposited substance, it is reasonable to assume 
that in phosphors the effective valence states and degree of ionic and covalent 

bonding of the activator atoms are strongly influenced by the composition and 
crystal structure of the host crystal, and by the location of the activator atoms 
if structurally different sites may be occupied in the host crystal. 

In the relatively ionic alkaline-earth-sulphide-type phosphors (for example, 

Nos. 20-23 in Table 5), the host crystals are predominantly cubic (Fm3m), but 
the structures are complicated by considerable proportions of residual non- 
isostructural sulphate and fluoride fluxes (Fig. 11a). The residual fluxes may 

allow the formation of centers having structures which are quite different from 
the bulk of the host crystal. Present sparse information on the properties of 

these phosphors points to chiefly i centers as the active agents in luminescence, 
blit the great complexity of these phosphors discourages further comment at 

this time. It is ironic that the alkaline-earth-sulphide phosphors were the first 
to be reported as having been made artificially (circa 1603 because they seem 

to be among the most difficult phosphors to prepare, use, and interpret. Exten¬ 
sive studies of these complex phosphors led Lenard to postulate that activator 
centers were localized colloid-like complexes, varying in size and composition 
within a given crystal, with different centers having different intrinsic durations 
of afterglow (Zentren verschiedener 267,269 This general concept is close 

to the truth insofar as the sizes of centers are concerned. With respect to their 
siructurey however, ^‘quasicrystalline^^ should be substituted for “colloid-like^’ 
because it is improbable that there is a very small completely amorphous region 
bound in a highly regular crystal matrix. Also, the efficiency of energy transfer 

from the regular host crystal into the centers should decrease with increasing 
size and amorphicity of the center, and so phosphors with large completely 
amorphous centers should be practically nonluminescent under excitation by 
charged material particles which give up their energy chiefly to the greater 
proportion of host-crystal atoms. The fact that many phosphors do have fairly 

high luminescence efficiency (= 10 per cent) under excitation by charged mate¬ 

rial particles, indicates that in at least those cases there is appreciable structural 

continuity between the regular host crystal and the activator center. 

For our purposes, an impurity center may be pictured as a small 

region wherein there is a contest for structural dominance between the 

many united host-crystal atoms and the single* impurity atom (or 

distinct group of atoms). An impurity atom strives to rearrange the 

host-crystal atoms about it to produce an appropriate configuration for 
its size, charge, bonding (directional) characteristics, and deformability. 

The ambient host-crystal atoms, on the other hand, strive to maintain 
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their unperturbed configurations [groupings, orientations (synunetries), 
and spacings]. Thermal agitation, thermal expansion, and state of 
excitation may greatly affect this structural contest, especially when the 
impurity and host-crystal atoms are very dissimilar. For example, it 
has been shown that an Sb impurity atom in cub.-CsCl:Sb can coerce 
its immediate host-crystal-atom neighbors to remain in a configuration 
associated with a face-centered-cubic array, even when the vast majority 
of the host-crystal atoms revert to a body-centered-cubic array as the 
crystal is cooled from 700° to 300°K. Evidence obtained in these 
laboratories indicates that a Ti impurity atom in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: [Si] 
may act chiefly to perturb the Si04 tetrahedra at 300°K, whereas at 
80 °K the Ti atom may succeed in drawing about it 6 0 atoms (as in 
titanate crystals) only to have these 6 O atoms wrested from it when 
the host-crystal structure prevails again on warming to 300°K. Among 
the wide variety of different combinations and proportions of host 
crystals and impurities, it is probable that some centers may change 
their configurations several times as the temperature (or intensity of 
excitation) is increased or decreased. Depending on the material and 
the conditions of operation, a transition from one configuration to an¬ 
other may be gradual or abrupt; also, a transition may be either reversi¬ 
ble or irreversible within a given temperature range. 

In a few cases, it is possible to associate luminescence with an in¬ 
trinsic transition of an ion or radical.®^For example, many of 
the rare-earth ions, Sm^*^, Eu^“^, Gd^"^, Tb^"*", and Dy®*^, exhibit similar 
line spectra of luminescence when incorporated in gases, liquids, and 
solids. Also, the uranyl radical (UO^"*") exhibits a distinctive molecular 
band spectrum of luminescence in liquid solution and in solids. In 
these cases, and in the cases of certain presumably pure organic crystals, 
such as naphthalene, it might be argued that the activator concept is 
unnecessary, because the active center (ion, distinct simple molecule, or 
radical) luminesces almost independently of its surroundings. The 
luminescence is not completely independent of the surroundings, how¬ 
ever, because the efficiencies of the luminescent centers vary considerably 
in different environments, and spectral displacements are caused by 
environment even in the rare-earth emission spectra (see Fig. 13). Also, 
there are cases, such as the platinocyanide radical, Pt(CN)^‘~, where 
the luminescence efficiency is greatly improved when the luminescent 
radical is in a solid rather than a liquid; and there are other cases, such 
as the Cu"^ and Mn*“*“ activator ions, which are nonluminescent in 
liquid solution or in their own pure compounds in solid form (at room 
temperature ^*^), where appreciable luminescence efficiency is obtained 
only when the luminescence centers are suspended in a ciystaUine matrix 
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of another material (that is, a host crystal). The well separated centers 
in the host crystal become more capable of transforming excitation 
energy into luminescence photons instead of heat [note, again, that 
compounds of most activator elements absorb strongly in the visible 
and near-visible region of the spectrum, for example, CuS and CU2S 
(black), Ag2S (black), MnS (black), MnO (green), Mn02 (black), 
PbO (yellow), BiS (gray), 00263 (gray-green), and Cr203 (green)]. It 
is at least convenient to refer broadly to luminescence-active atoms, 
ions, radicals, or distinct molecules as centers, or as activator centers 
(or just activators), especially in real solids where the activator concept 
serves as a constant reminder of the special imperfections which seem 
to be essential for efficient luminescence, at least at operating tempera¬ 
ture near or above room temperature. There is a tendency to cling to 
the activator concept, whether based on an impurity or on an imper¬ 
fection in general, because it has utility in circumventing the selection 
rules which drastically restrict the possible radiative transitions in ideal 
crystals. 

In contrast with the foregoing paragraph, the very existence of an 
activator has not been proved in any of the so-called ^^self-activated^^ 
phosphors, such as cub.-ZnS:[Zn], hex.-ZnS:[Zn], cub.-ZnSe:[Zn], 
hex.-CdS:[Cd], hex.-ZnO:[Zn], rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:[Si], rbhdl.-AlgOsrlAl], 
and monocl.-Mg2W06:[W], where the brackets indicate doubt as to 
the presence of the 'presumed activator. Most of these pure-substance 
phosphors are about as efficient as the best phosphors made from the 
same host crystals with consciously added activators. In the ZnS-type 
phosphors, it is sometimes assumed that an infinitesimal trace of [Zn] 
or [Cd] activator is left behind when the more volatile sulphur leaves 
at a faster rate during partial decomposition at the high temperatures of 
crystallization. 

It is reported that the thermal dissociation constant K for the reaction 
2ZnS 2Zn + 82 at temperatures from 800 to 1200°C is given by logio K = logio 
Pzx?Pb2 = 21.012 — 40,585!r~\ where Pzn and Pb, are the equilibrium pres¬ 
sures of Zn and S2 measured in atmospheres and T is expressed in ®K (the 
corresponding expression for 2CdS ^ 2Cd -f- S2 is logio = logio = 
20.486 - 33,970!r~i).«« 

The residual [Zn], or [Cd], is then accredited with producing the 
intense visible, or red + infrared, emission band of these phosphors 
when excited at room temperature, but the same phosphors have emis¬ 

sion bands in the ultraviolet, or green, r^on (a narrow group of bands 

adjacent the long-wave edge of the host-crystal absorption band) which 

appear during excitation at very low temperatures or during intense 
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excitation at room temperature. Unless two types of [Zn] centers, for 
example, be postulated, or each [Zn] center has two greatly different 
characteristic frequencies of emission, one of these emissions (pre¬ 
sumably the UV band) is left to be accounted for as a radiative transition 
by the unactivated host crystal. A possible explanation, without 
postulating two kinds of [Zn] centers (or even a stoichiometric excess of 
Zn), is that some of the regular Zn atoms may be dislocated into inter¬ 
stitial sites, where they may be designated as [Zn] impurities) then, (1) 
the [Zn] atoms may form the centers producing one emission band, and 
(2) a neighboring S atom (either in a normal or interstitial site) per¬ 
turbed by the interstitial [Zn] may be the emitter producing another 
emission band. The possibilities of anions as emitters are manifest in 
certain tungstate-type phosphors where the shape and position of the 
emission spectrum are practically invariant whether Mg, Cd, or Zn be 
used as the cation. This makes plausible the assumption that the WO4 
radicals, or WO4 radicals perturbed by excess or interstitial cations or 
[W], play the role of an activator.“’*^*^“ Furthermore, the practically 
identical emission spectra of many oxygen-dominated crystals, without 
added activator, for example, hex.-ZnO:[Zn] (visible band) and monocl.- 
Mg2W06:[W], indicate that their common 0 atoms or 0-tetrahedra 
may be the chief sources of the phpton emissions during luminescence. 

One of the disturbing features of the concept of ‘^self-activation^' is 
that many of the postulated excess or interstitial cations, such as [Zn] 
(but not [W]), have only one known ionic valence (for example, 
Zn —► Zn"^"^ only, although there is some polarographic evidence 
for the existence of the univalent ion Zn"^®®®). This is in contrast to 
the fact that consciously added useful activators are definitely and 
invariably multivalent (for example,. Cu Cu"^ or Cu^"^, Ag Ag"^ 
or Ag^"^, and Mn —> Mn^"^ or Mn^"^ etc.; compare Chapter 3 under 
Devising New Phosphors). The conventional ionic concept of valence 
should be modified in cases, such as [Zn], where there is a strong tendency 
to form partially covalent rather than completely ionic bonds, and the 
number of possible covalent bonds should be given weight in assessing 
the valence possibilities of an element.^2,24 the absence of specific 

information about the presence or absence of activators in ‘^self-acti- 
vated" phosphors, it is a matter of individual preference whether to 
denote such phosphors with or without presumed [activators]. The 
procedure followed here is to retain the activator concept, using the 
brackets as a reminder of the uncertainty of their existence. 

There are considerably more data and indirect reasoning which 
could be presented regarding the microconstitutions of phosphors, but 
most of it is controversial. For example, when ZnS is crystallized at 
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about 1100®C to form a blue-emitting phosphor and is then reheated 
with chlorides of Cu, Ag, and Mn, the characteristic luminescences of 
these activators are reported to appear in the following order under UV 
excitation: Cu > 330°C, Ag > 400°C, and Mn > 700°C. That the 
activators penetrate into the volumes of the ZnS crystals, even at these 
low temperatures, is shown by dissolving the final products in dilute 
hydrochloric acid and noting that the characteristic luminescence emis¬ 
sion color produced by the activator (for example, green in the case of 
Cu) persists even when the crystals have been so reduced in size that 
they make only a slight turbidity in the acid solution.^®^ Tiede and 
Riehl argue that the Ag and Cu atoms diffuse through and occupy the 
vacant interstitial sites at temperatures below that required for place 
exchange (Plaizwechsel) with the regular host-crystal atoms, whereas 
the Mn atoms diffuse through the crystal only above the place-exchange 
temperature and occupy substitutional sites. Schleede, on the other 
hand, argues for more consideration of the role of crevices and faults in 
diffusion processes, and points out that the melting points of the acti¬ 
vator chlorides (CuCl = 430°C, AgCl = 450®C, and MnCl2 = 650°C) 
are close enough to the above phosphor-formation temperatures to 
vitiate possibly the postulated place-exchange idea.®^ 

A place-exchange temperature Tx is a matter of degree, because the 
probability P per unit time of displacing a regularly located atom 
increases exponentially with increasing temperature, that is 

p = (39) 

where Va is the vibration frequency of the atom in its normal (equi¬ 
librium) state {va « 10^^ sec“"^), and E* is the activation energy, that 
is, the height of the potential barrier between the original and the 
subsequent (displaced) equilibrium positions of the atom in the crys- 
tal.29.86,36 According to eq. 39, the probability per unit time of place 

exchange between atoms is small but finite up to Tx « E*/30k and then 
increases rapidly at increasingly higher temperatures. Also, the prob¬ 
ability of place exchange in a given period of time is proportional to 
the time, and so appreciable place exchange may be effected at tempera¬ 
tures below Tx » E*/30k by using long times. (Figure 90 shows that 
Mn does not replace Zn appreciably in precrystaMized rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 
unless the host-crystal + activator-compound mixture is heated to 
above 700®C for several hours). 

In addition to the influence of temperature on the diffusion of acti¬ 
vators into crystals, there is the influence of crystal anisotropy which 
promotes different rates of diffusion in different crystallographic direc- 
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tions in nonisotropic crystals, and different degrees of adsorption and 
binding on different crystal faces. Particularly striking examples of 
the latter effect have been found in some luminescent single crystals of 
natural gypsum [monocl.(C2/m)-CaS04-2H20 + unidentified acti¬ 

vator] which appear as QC , where the light areas luminescp and the 

dark areas do not luminesce under excitation by Similar 
selective-inclusion effects have been produced by incorporating certain 
dyes in artificial water-containing crystals, for example, monoclinic 
lead acetate crystals grown from fluorescein-containing solutions appear 

as 1» ^ , and triclinic barium acetate crystals grown from fluorescein- 

containing solutions appear as during excitation.^^ These results 

provoke the question as to whether the distribution of activator atoms 
in phosphor crystals is purely statistical, or whether it is a more regular 
arrangement, perhaps in the pattern of a tenuous superlattice permeating 
the host crystal. It is known from microscopic examinations of phos¬ 
phors that inhomogeneities of the ingredient mix, prior to solid-state 
reaction, often produce variations in composition of different crystals 
of the same batch, although the indivtdiud crystals may appear to have 
uniform luminescence eflSciency. Also, it is known that the rate of 
inclusion of activator compounds, Such as MnCl2 during the growth of 
cub.-NaCl:Mn from aqueous solution,^®-^® is proportional to the con¬ 
centration of the activator compound in the solution, and so there is a 
diminishing concentration of activator in the outer reaches of the host 
crystal unless the activator compound is maintained at a constant con¬ 
centration in the solution. These gross observations are suggestive, but 
the atomic-scale distributions of activators, as well as their specific 
locations, coordinations, bond types, and magnetic moments, remain to 
be determined. 

The obtention and interpretation of pertinent experimental informa¬ 
tion regarding the microconstitutions of phosphors are fundamental 
problems in research on the luminescence of solids. These problems are 
admittedly complex and as such may be more suited to the training and 
average temperament of chemists (who are required to develop pro¬ 
digious memories), but their solutions require the cooperation of chem¬ 
ists, crystallographers, physicists, and spectroscopists. Anomalies, such 
as *‘self-activation^’ and the apparent equivalence of Cu and 0 in pro¬ 
ducing the long-persistent green luminescence of hex.-ZnS:Cu (or 
hex.-ZnS:[0]),“’®* must be resolved by thorough and careful chemical 
preparations coupled with accurate determiimtions of composition, 
crystal structure, spectra, dia- or paramagnetism, and other physical 
properties* 
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It has been reported that as little as 1 g of cupric ion (Cu^”*") in 10® liters of 
solution accelerates the oxidation of Na2S03 to Na2S04;^^ hence, it is possible that 
there is a catalytic effect of copper activator in promoting oxidation of sulphide- 
type phosphors. This would account for the apparent equivalence of copper and 
oxygen for activation purposes and perhaps make the oxygen the real activator. 

Energy States and Energy Levels of Phosphors 

The possible energy states and energy levels of solids are of funda¬ 
mental interest in the study of phosphors because they designate (1) the 
energies which the system can absorb from primary excitants, (2) 
the energy transformations and transmissions which can take place in 
and on the phosphor crystals, and (3) the energies of photons and other 
particles which the system can emit. The compositions and structures 
(that is, the constitutions) of solids, of course, determine their energy 
levels. 

Hypothetically, one might start with isolated atoms having discrete 
energy levels (Fig. 2), calculate the bandlike energy levels they would 
have when combined as isolated simple molecules (Fig. 3), and then 
calculate the more complex energy levels and bands which they would 
have in (1) ideal solids (Fig. 4), and (2) real solids (Fig. 9). This has 
been done for a few idealized chemically simple solids, such as diamond 
and some of the alkali halides,and some attempts have been made 
to calculate the energy levels introduced into ideal solids by impurities. 
It has just been shown, however, that much is lacking in our knowledge 
of the microconstitutions of real soUds, and it is these unknown micro¬ 
constitutions which determine to a large degree the energy levels (and, 
hence, the luminescences) of solids. Practically, therefore, one deter¬ 
mines rather empirically which atoms will combine, then arranges for 
the reaction and crystallization of large numbers of these combinable 
atoms, and attempts to diagnose the energy levels of the resultant solids. 
The diagnoses are hindered by experimental difficulties, such as the 
general unavailability of large phosphor crystals and strong continuous- 
spectrum sources of UV and x-ray radiation, and by the overlapping of 
complex host-crystal energy bands with each other, as well as the over¬ 
lapping of the energy levels of host crystals and their imperfections. 
Under these circumstances, it has become customary to use bits of 
experimental information to devise fragmentary" od hoc energy-level 
diagrams with the hope that they may be expanded and revised to 
become of general utility. At present, it appears necessary to use at 
least three types of diagrams to represent the energy and momentum 
transformations and transductions in solids, for example, (1) potential- 
energy versus configurational-coordinate diagrams, such as Fig. 3, which 
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indicate the potential energy of the system as a function of generalized 
interatomic distance; (2) total-energy versus distance diagrams, such as 
Fig. 9, which indicate the variation of the total energy of the system on 
moving an electron along a one-dimensional row of atoms in the solid; 
and (3) momentum diagrams, which should indicate the local changes 
in momenta of electrons and crystal atoms, but convenient forms of 
these latter diagrams are yet to be invented. Even these various 
diagrams are hardly adequate to depict the energy transformations, 
transductions, and transmissions in a finite real crystal with its local 
variations in composition, structure, bond types and directivities, atomic 
polarizations, electrostatic charges, magnetic moments, and surface 
discontinuities. In any event, it is difficult to indicate the dynamic 
energy transitions in solids by means of static diagrams. A good deal 
of active imagination is and probably always will be necessaiy to take 
into account temporary changes in atomic configurations, atomic mo¬ 
tions, interatomic spacings, spatial distributions and densities of electron 
“clouds’’ (including polarizations), spin- and spin-orbit interactions, 
and binding energies. Nonetheless, even two-dimensional energy-state 
diagrams have been useful in partly simplifying the task of visualizing 
the electronic transitions which give rise to observed spectral lines and 
bands of absorption and luminescence emission, and in helping to picture 
some of the possible processes of transmission and temporary storage 
of energy in three-dimensional solids. 

The energy levels of solids may be considered as divided into five 
general categories for the discussion of luminescence. As shown in 
Table 7 (and Appendix 4), transitions between these levels range from 
transitions in atomic nuclei, which produce gamma-ray photons with 
energies from 10^ to over 10® ev, to transitions between various states 
of atomic motions in solids, which produce mainly low-energy photons 
with energies mostly below 1 ev when the solid is maintained near room 
temperature (as is the case during the luminescences of most solids). 
Gamma-ray photons are emitted when atomic nuclei make radiative 
transitions from excited states to states of lower energy,^^^ and x-ray 
photons are emitted when an extranuclear electron from an outlying 
shell makes a radiative transition to an inner shell from which an electron 
has been ejected (for example, by absorption of energy from a high- 
velocity charged material particle) Both these emissions are 
determined primarily by the nuclear mass and charge of the emitting 
atom, and neither emission is particularly sensitive to the environment 
of the emitting nucleus or atom in the solid. This is so because at least 
the terminal (lower, ground-state) energy levels of these high-energy- 
dijBference radiative transitions are well shielded by outer “shells” from 
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external fields. The visible and near-visible line spectra and narrow- 
band spectra produced by electronic transitions between the discrete 
energy levels corresponding to different electron configurations in in- 
completed shells are somewhat affected by the environment of the 

TABLE 7 

General Classifications of the Emissions from Luminescent Solids 

Excluding Deceleration Radiation 

Type of 

Emission 
Radiation Sources 

Common Type of 

Spectra 
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o
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> 

Gamma-ray 

fluorescence 

1. Transitions of nucleons in atomic 

nuclei 

Gamma-ray line spectra 

X-ray fluores¬ 

cence 

2. Electronic transitions in inner 

completed shells of atoms 

X-ray line spectra 

Conventional 

luminescence 

3. Electronic transitions in inner 

incompleted shells of atoms 

4. Electronic transitions in outer 

(valence) shells of atoms and 

molecules 

Visible and near-visible 

line spectra 

Visible and near-visible 

band spectra 

Thermal 
radiation 

5. Transitions of atoms and groups 

of atoms vibrating and rotating; 

also electrons as in 3 and 4 

Infrared band spectra 

atom,®®’®®’^^'^®®“^®® and the band spectra produced by electronic transi¬ 
tions of valence electrons in outer shells are strongly influenced by the 
environment of the emitting atom (compare the different emissions 
obtained from the same activator, for example, Mn, in different host 
crystals in Table 5). These latter two emissions {from 3 and 4 in Table 7) 
comprise the conventional luminescence which is our chief topic. The 
low-energy infrared photons are produced chiefly by atomic motions 
(thermal agitation) in phosphor crystals. These atomic motions produce 
heat, and provide conduction losses and thermaKradiation which are 
the chief competitors of luminescence radiation as a means of disposing 
of excitation energy. 

In practice, most of the heat incidental to luminescence in solids is 
dissipated by conduction from excited portions of phosphor crystals to 
unexcited portions of the crystals and to neighboring ciystals and sub- 
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strates which are at lower temperatures. For a hypothetical completely 
isolated luminescing crystal the absorbed energy would be disposed of as 
luminescence and thermal radiation. If a phosphor crystal, in equi¬ 
librium initially at 0°K, were to be excited to luminescence for a given 
time while suspended immovably in an evacuated chamber whose walls 
were maintained at 0®K, then the relative proportions of (1) the total 
excitation energy Ea absorbed by the crystal, and (2) the total energy 
radiated as luminescence radiation El and thermal radiation Eh would 
be a direct measure of the luminescence efficiency 8 of the phosphor, 
according to 

8 = \(XSEl/Ea = \QQEl/(El + Eh) in per cent (40) 

This relationship assumes that no energy is expended in producing 
electron emission, or chemical or structural changes and that the crystal 
has returned to O^K at the end of the measurement interval, that is, 
Ea — El + Eh- If another initial temperature T were to be chosen 
for the foregoing experiment, then the thermal radiation EH(T)f normally 
emitted by the solid in equilibrium at the temperature T, would have to 
be subtracted from the measured total thermal radiation Wh} and so 
eq. 40 would become > 

8 = \QI^El/Ea = 1(XIEl/[El + E'h ^ E1h{T)] (41) 

where Ea does not include the equilibrium thermal radiation, EniT^ 
absorbed by the crystal during the measurement interval. The distinc¬ 
tions between luminescence and thermal radiation are described in the 
next chapter. 

Discrete Energy Levels. In commencing a discussion of the 
energy levels involved in (conventional) luminescence, we may first 
enquire briefly into the electronic configurations of some of the elements 
which produce line- or narrow-band emission spectra when they are 
incorporated as activators in phosphor host crystals. A number of such 
elements and their neighbors are tabulated in Table 8, using data from 
recent sources.®* Typical activator elements which produce sharp¬ 
line emission spectra in certain crystals are Cr (No. 44 in Table 6) and 
Sm (Fig. 13).^^^ Both these atoms have unfilled inner shells, that is, 
the 3d shell in Cr, and the 4/ and 5d shells in Sm. In Sm, the transitions 
which give rise to such sharp emission lines are believed to be semi- 
^Torbidden^^ transitions between states having the same 4/^ configura¬ 
tions and the same n values of the individual electrons, but different 
resultant L and S quantum numbers as a result of changes in electron 
spins and redistribution of electrons among the different ^ levels. The 
transitions are forbidden by the selection rules for dipole emission of the 
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free atoms, but the first-order selection rules are apparently circum¬ 
vented sufficiently to allow the observed radiative transitions when the 
atoms are placed in the fields inside a crystal. (Only rare earths with 
4/^ to 4/^ configurations show sharp lines; the elements Ce (4/) and 

(4/^^) emit diffuse bands in the ultraviolet.®®* The crystal 

Wave Number in cm"* Edge of 
Unit Me-X 

Spacing, 
A 

Space 

cm"* 16,000 
1 

17,000 
1 

18,000 
1 

Cell, 
A 

Group 

cub.-MgO 1 1. 1 1 4.21 2.10 FmZm 
cub.-CaO 1 1 i 

.1 .1 
4.80 2.38 Fm2m 

cub.-SrO I..I 5.15 2.59 FmZm 
cub.-BaO 1 1 il , il 1. 5.50 2.77 Fm3m 
cub.-MgS 1 1 11 5.19 2.52 FmZm 
cub.-Ca8 11 1 5.69 2.80 FmZm 
cub.-SrS 11 1 1 6.01 3.00 FmZm 

.cub.-BaS II 1 1 6.37 3.18 FmZm 

I I 

ill 
ii II 5.42 

3.82-6.28 235 Fl3m 
C6mc 

hex.-BeO 1 III 1 It 2.69-4.37 1.64 C6mc 

cub.-CaFj 1 1 1 5.45 2.36 FmZm 
cub.-SrFg 1 1 1 5.78 2.50 FmZm 
cub.-BaFg 1 1 1 6.19 2.68 FmZm 
cub.-Zr02 .11 1 . 11 .1 5.10 231 FmZm 

cub.-Ce02 ..11 „ 1 5.40 2.34 FmZm 
cub.-Th02 1 1, 1 5.57 2.42 FmZm 

tetr.-MgF2 1 il ii 1 3.08-4.62 1.99 PAlmnm 
tetr.-Ti02 III 1 1 1 2.95-4.58 1.97 PAlmnm 

rbhdl.-Al20a III 1 . 1 T“ 5.15* 1.84 Rle 
rbhcll.-Ga203 11 1 • 1 1 5.28* 1.99 Rlc 

6250 5880 5500A 

Fig. 13. Main lines in the emission spectra of various host crystals with samarium 
activator. The wave number v is the number of waves per centimeter, that is, 

V « 1/X « v/c, (R. Tomaschek 

field also produces a Stark-effect splitting (degeneracy removal) of some 
of the energy levels, to an extent which depends on the J values of the 
levels and on the symmetry of the crystal. For example, the absorption 
transition of Eu®"^ between an excited state with J « 0 and a lower 
state with J = 2 (Fig. 14) produces only 2 lines when the Eu^"** is in 
a high-symmetry field (m3m symmetry in cubic EuFsiBiFa mixed 
crystals) and 5 lines when the Eu^"*" is in a low-eymmetiy field (mm 
symmetry in rhombic EuFa). According to a group-theoretical analysis 
by Bethe, the intermediate-symmetry hexagonal or rhombohedral point 
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groups would produce 3 absorption lines, in this case, and this is con¬ 
firmed experimentally.^^^ It is interesting to note that the number of 
lines predicted by the theory of degeneracy removal by crystal fields is 
too few in the cases of Sm®“*" and Eu^"^ (Eu^"^ gives diffuse bands 

10,000 15,000 20.000 25,000,cm-’i 
10,000 6,667 5,000 4,000 A 

Fia. 14. Energy-level diagram of an isolated Eu®“^ ion, with transitions correlated 
with some major absorption and emission lines. Transitions marked X are strongly 
temperature-dependent in absorption. Transitions marked • occur also as emissions 
when the Eu®"*" is incorporated in phosphors such as cub.-CaO:Eu. Diagonal lines 
indicate transitions which occur during excitation of luminescence. (R. Tomaschek, 

O. Deutschbein *®'i**) 

which are outstanding activators for infrared-stimulable phosphors (Nos. 
20 and 21 in Table 5; note hand emission spectra!), Contrarily, the 
theory predicts too many lines for Pr®"^, Nd®“*", Er^"^, and Dy®"^ (see 

No. 46 in Table 5).®® 
With respect to the effect of crystal symmetry and composition on 

the emission spectra of solids with rare-earth-ion activators, it should be 
noted in Fig. 13 that the emission spectra of cub.-MgO:Sm and cub.- 
CaF2 tSm are different (this is true also when Eu activator is used instead 
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of Sm®^) even though both host crystals crystallize in space group 
FrnZm. Also, it is reported by Deutschbein that the emission spectrum 
of Eu^“^ in large uniaxial crystals of hex.-Eu(Br03)3-91120 or hex.-Eu- 
ethyl-sulphate • 9H2O is different when the crystals are viewed in different 
crystallographic directions, in that certain lines which are observed 
along one axis are not observed along another crystallographic axis.®® 
The ordinary ray (electric vector perpendicular to the optic axis) viewed 
along the c axis contains only lines corresponding to AJ = 2, whereas 
the extraordinary ray (electric vector parallel to the optic axis) contains 
lines corresponding to AJ = 1. Taking the directions of polarization 
into consideration, the A,/ = 1 transitions are tentatively ascribed to 
magnetic dipole radiation, and the AJ = 2 transitions are ascribed to 
electric dipole radiations. Although measurements are not available, 
it is to be expected that the luminescence efficiencies of anisotropic 
phosphor crystals should also differ to some degree along the different 
crystallographic axes, the anisotropy influencing both the absorption of 
primary excitation energy and the emission of luminescence radiation. 

Examination of Fig. 13 shows that there are regular displacements of 
the emission lines of Sm in host-crystal sequences such as MgS-CaS-SrS- 
BaS. The displacements occur toward higher wave ntunbers (that is, 
shorter wavelengths) as the bonding energy decreases, and as the inter¬ 
atomic spacing (Me-X) and atomic number of the anion or cation 
increase. Closer examination of photographs of the actual spectra 
usually discloses many weaker satellite lines around the strong sharp 
lines, and these satellite lines have been correlated with atomic vibra¬ 
tions in the crystals. A heavier host-crystal element substituted in the 
same structure displaces the satellite lines toward longer wavelengths 
relative to the strong (parent) lines. This occurs as a result of the lower¬ 
ing of the crystal vibration frequency by the heavier element. The 
satellite lines often appear as relatively diffuse bands which become less 
diffuse as the temperature of the solid is lowered or the degree of crystal¬ 
linity of the solid is increased, or as the perturbation produced on the 
host crystal by the activator is decreased. As might be expected, the 
sharp emission lines produced by a rare-earth activator, such as Eu in a 
host crystal of SrO-BaOs, become more diffuse and bandlike as the host 
crystal becomes more vitreous.®®’In the emission spectrum of rbhdl.- 
AI2O3: Cr, there are three moderately strong diffuse bands, and one weak 
diffuse band, on the shortrwave side of the two most intense lines near 
6927 and 6947 A (these diffuse bands are in addition to similar but 
weaker diffuse bands on the long-wave side of the sharp emission lines).^®® 
The short-wave diffuse emission bands are absent at 83 ®K but are 
prominent at 300 and 470®K. These satellite bands are believed to be 
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due to superposition of atomic vibrations (between Cr and O atoms) and 
the electronic transitions causing the sharp-line radiations. The elec¬ 
tronic transitions occur by effecting different groupings of electrons in 
the unfilled M levels of Cr. 

Without going into details, it may be mentioned that the linelike 
emission spectrum of rbhdl.-Al203:Cr, and of Cr activator in a number 
of other oxygen-dominated host crystals, has been ascribed also to 
forbidden transitions, in this case in the Cr^"^ ion which becomes lumi¬ 
nescence-active only when surrounded by four oxygen atoms, as in 
/23c-Ga203: Cr and /^c?3w-Mg2Ti04: The chief emission band 
of cub.-Mg2Ti04:Cr extends from 7050 to 7600 A with three main 
fine-structure peaks near 7080, 7140, and 7380 A. Kroger reports a 
similarly shaped emission band extending from 6440 to 6830 A for 
cub.-Mg2Ti04:Mn prepared in an oxidizing atmosphere and measured 
at 93°K.^*^'^“ Similar red emission bands with fine structure are ob¬ 
tained from Mn incorporated in cub.-ZnAl204, cub.-SrAl204, cub.- 
MgAl204, and rbhdl.-Al203 (see also Mg4Ge06:Mn, No. 37 in Table 6), 
but the emission bands of these phosphors occur in the green region of 
the spectrum when the crystallizations are done in a reducing atmos¬ 
phere. Kroger reasons from these data that Mn^"^ (3d^, ®S^) is respon¬ 
sible for the green emission bands (without fine structure), and that 
Mn^"*“ (3d^, ^F^), which is isoelectronic with Cr^"^ (3d^, —Table 8), 
is responsible for the red emission bands (with fine structure). If this 
be true, then the radiative transition in Mn^”^ must occur between 
different energy levels from those in Mn^"^. This is so because eq. 7 
shows that on going from Mn^“*" to Mn^”’’ the increased effective nuclear 
charge per electron causes an increase in a given characteristic frequency, 
instead of the apparent decrease that is observed here. It is possible 
that the Mn ions may go into structurally different sites with different 
coordination numbers which could help produce the observed changes 
in effective valence.*" 

As additional information about phosphors emitting line spectra, it is 
reported that all diamonds excited at 180^0 emit a sharp line at 4156 A and 
that this line decreases in sharpness and intensity as the temperature is raised 
until at 350®C it is no longer detectable." The activator in this case has not 
been identified. Some diamonds at room temperature have blue luminescence 
emission with good intensity under excitation by 3660-A XJV, whereas others 
which have equal or superior gem quality do not give perceptible luminescence 
at room temperature. 

From this brief account of some of the phosphors which give sharp- 
line spectra or bands with fine structure, it appears that the sharp lines 
arise from transitions between energy states with the same principal 
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quantum numbers, but different total angular momentum quantum 
numbers resulting from changes in the distributions of unpaired electrons 
in inner incompleted shells. When a highly charged incompleted-inner- 
shell ion, such as Eu^"^, Mn^"^, or is combined in a solid, the 
electrons from adjacent atoms tend to neutralize (pair with) the unpaired 
spins but may not succeed in pairing all the spins; hence, line spectra 
or bands with fine structure are obtained. When less highly charged 
ions, such as Eu^"^ or Mn^“^, are combined in a solid, the ligands appar¬ 
ently succeed in neutralizing practically all of the unpaired spins to the 
extent that the energy level of the unfilled shell drops well below that 
of the outermost valence shell. The spectra of the resultant phosphors 
are then relatively structureless bands arising from electronic transi¬ 
tions of valence electrons between states with different n^s or Ts. Meas¬ 
urements of the magnetic moments of phosphors (Table 8) should pro¬ 
vide valuable information regarding the effective valences of their 
activators in the excited and unexcited states.^^^'^^® 

Energy Bands. We shall next enquire into the energy levels in¬ 
volved in and on phosphors which exhibit band spectra without fine 

The origin of energy bands in ideal 
crystals was sketched in connection with the energy-level diagram of 
Fig. 4, and some possible perturbations of these energy levels in real 
crystals were presented in Fig. 9. At this point, consideration of 
conservation of momentum is to be introduced into the discussion of 
energy transformations in solids. 

The momentum pm of a completely free material particle, for ex¬ 
ample, an electron, is equal to mv, and with this momentum is associated 
a diffraction wavelength X^, according to eq. 2. Rearranging eq. 2 gives 

p^ = mv — h/\d = hK (42) 

where K is the wave number of the free particle. From eq. 42, the 
equation for the kinetic energy of a completely free particle moving in a 
given direction may be written 

Ek = mv^/2 = h^K^/2m (43) 

As long as the particle is truly free, Ek increases continuously as (or 
v^)y and the curve of Ek vs. K is a continuous parabola as indicated by 
the dotted outer curve in Fig. 15a. 

When a primary particle enters the periodic field of an ideal solid, 
the solid may take up momentum pm from the particle in discrete 
amounts which are related to the lattice-identity translations Xr and the 
wave-number vector k of the crystal by 

Pm « h/Xr = AK/2ir (44) 
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Both j>rn and K are proportional to that is, to the reciprocal lattice 
which is derived in the case of orthogonal lattices by taking the recipro¬ 
cals of the vectors describing the positions of the atoms in the idealized 
crystal lattice.^®* By choosing a particular lattice point as an origin, 
location vectors may be drawn from the origin to all the other lattice 
points. The shortest vectors in the reciprocal lattice are the points 
farthest from the origin in the original lattice, and vice versa; the direc¬ 
tions of the vectors remaining imchanged. The reciprocal lattice defines 
a momentum space whose vectors represent the allowed quantized 
momenta which can be taken up by the idealized crystal.^®* 

When the primary particle is inside the crystal and is influenced by 
the periodic crystal field, the wave-number vector of the influenced 
(bound) particle is denoted by k. As shown by the discontinuous solid 
curve overlaying the dotted parabola in Fig. 15a, there are marked gaps 
(forbidden regions) in the Ek versus k curve. These discontinuities occur 
when the particle is diffracted, as expressed by the Bragg relation, 

= n\d = 2xr sin 6 (45) 

where 6 is the angle between the path of the particle and a lattice plane, 
and Xr is the spacing between planes. The general wave-function of an 
electron moving through an ideal crystal is given by 

^ (46) 

where r is the position vector of the electron, /(r) is a periodic function 
determined by the structure of the crystal. Because the ideal lattice is 
periodic, the reduced wave-number vector kr defined in a unit-cell 
interval of the reciprocal lattice with cell dimension a, 

TT T 
-< kr < " (r — x,yjZ directions) (47) 

a a 

suffices for all electron states in the entire ideal crystal. The quantity 
kr is related to the momentum of the electron by 

= mt; = hkr/2v (48) 

and the selection rule governing optical transitions in solids is that only 
those transitions are allowed for which kr remains constant; that is, moment 
turn mitst be conserved. Since the momentum of'an optical photon is 
negligible, this simply means that conservation of momentum during 
electronic transitions is accomplished chiefly by mcnnentum interchanges 
between electrons and atoms, that is, between electrons and elastic 
waves (idionons) of atomic motions in the crystal. A truly free electron 
cannot absorb or anit a photon. This is so because, upon annihilation 
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or creation of the photon, the K of the electron would be altered, and 
momentum would not be conserved. When the electron is bound to a 
third particle (the emitted photon being counted as one particle), how¬ 

ever, the third particle can conserve the momentum of the system by 

W (b) 

» I - I 

Ho ® k|Q 

I * 
Reduced 

wave-number 
vector fkr) 

Density of 
levels 

Fig. 15a-^. (a) The dotted parabola shows the variation of the energy E of & com¬ 
pletely free electron as a function of wave-number vector K. The solid lines show 
the variation of as a function of k when the electron is moving in a given direction 
in the periodic field in a crystal, (b) HorizontaUy expanded energy-level diagram 
based on (a), assuming the lower two bands to be normally filled and the upper 
two bands (Ec ^ E*c) to be normally empty (insulator crystal), (c) Schematic of 
the density of the energy levels in each band, assuming no overlapping of bands 
(densities of different bands not to scale). The electron velocity is also a minimum 

&t both the upper and lower edges of each band. 

assuring that at least two particles share the total momentum both 

before and after absorption or emission of a photon. An electron in a 

crystal is not completely free, because even in the conduction band it is 
subject to the periodic field of the crystal. 

Regarding the previously mentioned phonons (undulatory atomic 

motion in solids), phonon wavelengths are quantized as multiples of 
the identity translations av, phonon momenta are determined by 

and K is the number of phonon waves per unit distance in the direction 

of their propagation. The energies of phonons are expressable in a 
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form similar to that used for photons (eq. 1), that is, 

E =:hva=- hv/\ (49) 

where v is the velocity of sound in the solid (about 10® cm sec"”^). The 
minimum phonon wavelength is about twice the minimum identity 
translation, that is 2xtq, and the maximum phonon wavelength is the 
longest dimension of the crystal. According to Fig. 12, 2xr is 10.86 X 
10”"® cm along the major axes of cub.-ZnS, and so the maximum energy 
an individual phonon may have in an ideal crystal of cub.-ZnS is about 
0.04 ev, and the corresponding maximum phonon frequency is about 
10^® sec”*^. If the crystal were a cube measuring 10“"® cm (10 microns) 
along an edge, then the minimum energy of an individual phonon in 
the crystal would be about 4 X 10*~® ev, and the corresponding minimum 
phonon frequency would be about 10® sec"”^ In complex crystals, such 
as rbhdl.-Zn2Si04, there are additional high-frequency near-optical 
vibrational modes which may be excited within the strongly bonded 
radical groups,^®'2®* for example, the 8104^“" group, but these optical 
modes are generally little excited at the temperatures at which phosphors 
operate efficiently. It is important to note that in the neighborhood of 
imperfections in real crystals phonons may have different local momenta 
than those allowed in ideal crystals. In the neighborhood of imperfections^ 
therefore^ optical transitions may he allowed which are forbidden in the 
more perfect portions of a crystal. 

It should be noted that both phonons and photons may be created and 
annihilated, and both particles obey Bose-Einstein statistics which allow an 
unlimited number of noninteracting particles in a system to have a given energy 
(quantum) value. Except at very high temperatures, the indestructible inter¬ 
acting electrons in solids obey Fermi-Dirac statistics (Fig. 15d-/) which, in 
accordance with the exclusion principle, allow only one electron in a system to 
have a given set of the four quantum numbers n, and s^. 

With reference to Figs, \bd-f, an analysis by J. Bardeen ^ shows that the 
height of filling of energy levels in surface states on real (semiconductor) crystals 
is such that the Fermi level f is not necessarily midway between the two bands, 
as shown, but there may be a partial filling of the available levels to an extent 
depending on the nature of the material and the treatment of its surface. Fur¬ 
thermore, the presence of bound surface charges may alter the contours of the 
energy-level diagrams such that the bands are bent over a region extending 
about 100 A deep into the solid. At equilibrium, then, the Fermi level in the 
interior of the semiconductor solid adjusts to the same height as that at the 
surface of the solid, whereas the energy levels in the region immediately below 
the surface of the s^iconductor may be bent up or down, dep^ding on whether 
the semiconductor conducts current predominantly by “free” electrons (AT-type 
semiconductor with electron-donor impurities providing occupied levels just 
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below the conduction band) or by positive holes (P-type semiconductor with 
electron-acceptor impurities providing unoccupied levels just above the topmost 
filled band). For a given semiconductor crystal, the type of conduction is 
strongly influenced by minute traces of certain impurities. 

A pictorial representation of the selection rule governing optical 
transitions in ideal solids is shown in Fig. 156, where the allowed energy 
bands contain plots of E vs. kr. These plots are expanded portions of 
the central portion (between — tt/o and ir/a) of Fig. 15o and show the 

(d) (e) (f) 

r « 0*K Moderate T Very high T 

Fig. 15d-/. Distribution in energy of surface and interior electrons for an ideal 
near-insulator crystal (poor intrinsic semiconductor). The distribution follows the 
Fermi function, / »» ^ which approaches / =* at very 
high temperatures, [f « {dF/dN)u, where F is the free energy of the N electrons 

which have a total energy U.] 

different allowed energies associated with different values of the reduced 
wave-number vector in each band. Figure 16 is derived from a one¬ 
dimensional periodic structure but may be used as an approximation 
of a three-dimensional simple cubic structure.^®* The selection rule 
for optical transitions is expressed graphically by allowing only those 
transitions which begin and terminate on the E vs. kr curves. Assuming 
the state of affairs shown in Fig. 156, the excitation transition 1 must 
start and terminate as shown (an equivalent transition occurs an equal 
distance to the right of kr = 0); that is, it is not possible in the ideal 
crystal to raise an electron having an energy lying above or below Ejj^ 
(in the uppermost Eb band) into the specific energy level denoted by 
the intersection of 1 with the E vs. kr curve in E*c» 

Assume that an electron has just been raised from the uppermost Eb 
band to a level above the lower edge of E*c» The lifetime of the excited 
state prior to radiation is of the order of 10*^ Bee (limited by oscillator 
damping, Chap. whereas energy dissipation as phonons can occur 
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in times as short as sec. Hence, the excited electron can soon 
lose energy, which appears as phonons (heat) in the crystal, and the 
electron drifts (in energy) down to the lower edge of E*c where it has a 
minimum kinetic energy (kr = 0) and the minimum potential energy 
allowable in The positive hole left in Eh is filled by electrons from 
higher energy levels, so that the positive hole moves to the upper edge 
of Eh where it, also, has a minimum kinetic energy and a minimum 
potential energy for the given band. A minimum-energy optical transi¬ 
tion between the two bands (from the lower edge of E*c to the upper 
edge of Eh) then becomes possible if the excited electron and the positive 
hole happen to be sufficiently near each other in the crystal. Otherwise 
the imcombined electron and positive hole remain as stored excess 
potential energy in the crystal. If the uppermost filled band were the 
band now labeled E*c, then the minimum-energy allowed transition 
between the excited electron (in and the positive hole (in Ec) 
would obtain only in the discontinuity regions near itT/Uf that is, in 
the anomalous energy ranges where the particles are reflected from 
crystal planes. As shown in Fig. 16c, the density of levels in a simple 
band reaches its maximum value near the middle of the band and de¬ 
creases to zero at the upper and lower edges of the band. Absorption 
and excitation transitions are, therefore, relatively infrequent from edge 
to edge of the different allowed bands. The maximum density of levels 
is proportional to the number of possible electrons in the band (this 
density increases according to the expanded degeneracy expression, 
2(2Z + 1) = 2, 6, 10, 14, •' for the c, p, d, /, • • • shells), and is in¬ 
versely proportional to the width of the band (the 3d band of atomic 
Cu has 10 electrons, but is narrower than the 4s band which has a 
maximum of 2 electrons i®-24.86) a given solid, the density of levels 
generally increases with decreasing principal quantum number n, that 
is, the density of levels in, for example, the p bands, increases on going 
from 3p to 2p to Ip (highest density in the narrow x-ray bands). There 
is an inherent indeterminacy of the energy level of an excited electron 
or positive hole, and so a radiative transition between a broad band and a 
very narrow band is more probable for a wide range of energy values in 
the broad band than is the case for transitions between two broad 
bands (where small changes in E make large changes in kr in both cases). 
If, for example, a positive hole is localized (trapped) on a discrete energy 
level, it can combine with electrons with a moderate range of kr values 
from an upper broad band. The localized partner, being strongly bound 
to an atom can readily transmit to the crystal the moderate momentum 
differences which must be disposed of in order to permit creation of a 
photon and yet conserve momentum. This points to the utility of 
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narrow or discrete energy levels which may be introduced by impurities 
and other imperfections in real crystals. 

It is possible to determine the band widths and the densities of levels 
in the uppermost occupied bands of solids by measuring the spectra of 
their soft x-ray emission (fluorescence).^®*®^’*®® By bombarding the solid 
with sufficiently high-velocity primary electrons, secondary electrons 
may be ejected from the narrow inner {K, L) shells of the atoms or 
ions. Electrons from higher-lying occupied bands make radiative 
transitions to combine with the positive holes in the temporarily de¬ 
pleted K OT L levels, producing emission spectra which may be inter¬ 
preted in terms of the band widths and energy-level densities of the 
broader upper bands. Table 9 gives some results of measurements by 
O^Bryan and Skinner who measured the soft x-ray emission spectra of a 
number of solids.*®® 

TABLE 9 

Band Widths of Some of the Upper Filled Bands of Several Solids, as 

Determined from Soft X-ray Emission Spectra 

O’Bryan and Skinner 

Substance LiF NaF KF MgF2 LiBr NaBr KBr RbBr AgBr 
Crystal structure cub. cub. cub. tetr. cub. cub. cub. cub. cub. 
Total band width, ev 18 
Band width at half 

16 15 19 >7 6.5 6.1 5.6 >7 

max. int., ev 2.7 2.0 1.7 3.1 1.2 0.75 0.55 0.45 1.1 

Anion band 2p 2p 2p 2p 4p 4p 4p 4p 4p 

Li20 BeO B2O3 MgO AI2O3 Si02 CaO SrO BaO ZnO 
cub. hex. ? cub. rbhdl. hex. cub. cub. cub. hex. 
16 23 19 21 21 20 15 14 14 18 
2.7 6.6 3.6 5.5 4.0 4.0 2.2 2.0 2.2 3.0 
2p 2p 2p 2p 2p 2p 2p 2p 2p 2p 

BeO B2O3 MgO AI2O8 ZnS MnS CU2S 
hex. 9 cub. rbhdl. cub. cub. cub. 

hex. hex. 
12 13 10 13 8 7.5 7.0 
8 9 7 8 3.8 3.7 3.2 
28 28 2s 28 38 38 38 

Careful examination and interpretation of the soft x-ray emission 
spectra of solids gives information regarding the influence of crystal 
structure and type of bonding on the upper filled bands. The influence 
of crystal structure appears as a fine structure, although it is not so pro- 
noimced as in the absorption spectra.^* Emission transitions from anion 
levds are observed as main bands which may have satellites representing 
radiative tranmtions from temporarily neutral atoms, the ratios between 
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the main bands and the satellites giving a measure of the relative pro¬ 
portions of ions and neutral atoms in the solid (it being remembered that 
each atom fluctuates between the allowed extremes of being charged and 
neutral; eqs. 11-15). The relatively broad 2p bands of oxygen in BeO, 
MgO, AI2O3, Si02, B2O3, and ZnO indicate considerable interaction 
between the electrons of neighboring oxygens (overlapping of ^’s of 
electrons in adjoining oxygens), and increasing relative breadth (half¬ 
width/total width) of the band represents increasing covalent bonding. 
O'Bryan and Skinner find that the oxygens do not have more than one 
effective negative charge per atom; that is, 0“, but not 0^“, is found in 
the listed oxygen-dominated solids. 

The normally unoccupied conduction bands in insulator crystals are 
generally broader than the uppermost filled bands, especially when the 
conduction bands overlap. The spacing between the lowest conduction 
band and the highest filled band of most phosphor host crystals is appar¬ 
ently of the order of 3 ev, because most useful phosphors emit lumines¬ 
cence photons having energies ranging from about 1 to 7 ev. Direct 
experimental information about the widths of conduction bands and 
the widths of the forbidden energy ranges between the broad allowed 
upper bands is a major lack in phosphor research. One of the obvious 
difficulties is that particular wavelengths in observed spectra of absorp¬ 
tion and emission represent merely differences between energy levels, 
and so the absolute energy values of the initial and final levels involved 
in a transition cannot be determined from spectra alone. 

In the absence of readily interpretable experimental information on 
the pertinent portions of the energy-level diagrams of phosphors, it has 
become customary to draw tentative diagrams which are adjusted to 
fit whatever fragmentary information is available. It is preferred to 
keep the present discussion on a broader plane, although it may be 
instructive to consider some specific phosphors, for example, cub.-ZnS 
with and without added activators, if only to demonstrate our need for 
more experimental information. If the idealized insulator host crystal 
of cub.-ZnS were completely ionic (this is a half-truth according to 
Pauling and the data in Table 9),“® then the 30 — 2 electrons per 
Zn®“*” ion and 16 + 2 electrons per ion would be arranged in filled 
allowed bands ranging in energy from the topmost Zjfi (S^~) band down 
to the Is^ (Zn*"^) level. If there are no exciton Ifevels below the lowest 
conduction band (excitons are postulated when absorption is observed 
without concomitant electric conduction then the first absorption 
band for a photon-excited electronic transition would correspond to the 
raising of electrons from the 3p (S^“*“) band to the 4« (Zn”^) band. On a 
local scale, this corresponds to an ion losing an electron to become 
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3p® (S~), and a ion gaining an electron to become (Zn“*“). The 
long-wave edge of the first absorption band, which is about 3500 X 
(or 3.5 ev) for ZnS,^®^»280.282 might correspond to the excitation transition 

denoted by 2 in Fig. 156. This edge-to-edge transition would produce 
only feeble spectra because the density of states at the edges of the 
bands is very low, but with increasing energy of the primary particle 
there is a higher probability of transitions where electrons are raised 
from the denser portion of the filled band to the denser portion of the 
conduction band. As the energy of the primary particle is further 
increased, transitions to progressivel}’^ higher conduction-band levels, 
and from progressively lower filled levels, become possible, so that the 
resultant spectra become quite complex. When the energy of the pri¬ 
mary particle exceeds about 9650 ev, electrons may be raised from the 
lowest levels of Zn into the conduction band (the lowest K level of 
Zn corresponds to an absorption near 1.3 A). 

Electrons in the conduction band are experimentally detectable because 

they may be made to move toward an anode when an electric field is applied 
to the crystal. When electrons in an insulator crystal are raised into the con¬ 

duction band by heat (Fig. 15/) or by energy from primary particles, the in¬ 

sulator becomes a conductor whose conduction is proportional to the number, 

velocity, and lifetime of the ^^free'^ electrons in the normally unoccupied bands. 

If the conduction effect is produced by primary photons, it is known as 

photoconduction, and a solid which exhibits the effect to an appreciable degree 

is called a photoconductor. When excited electrons have been given sufficient 

kinetic energy to escape from the crystal, they are called photoelectrons if they 

were excited by primary photons and secondary electrons if they were excited 

by primary electrons or other charged material particles (primary electrons, of 

course, excite internal secondary electrons as well as the usual externally detect¬ 

able secondary electrons Conduction effects due to positive 

holes may be detected by measurements of the sign of the thermoelectric and 

Hall effects,although only the net effect is determined when both electrons 

and positive holes participate. 

Earlier in this chapter, it was indicated that cub.-ZnS:[Zn] may 

have displaced Zn atoms (and/or S atoms) in interstitial sites, cub.- 

ZnS:Cu and cub.-ZnS:Ag probably have Cu and Ag impurity atoms in 

interstitial sites, and cub.-ZnS:Mn has Mn impurity atoms predomi¬ 

nantly in substitutional sites. From Table 5, it is seen that the peak 

wavelengths of the luminescence emission bands of these phosphors occur 
in the following order; cub.-ZnS:Ag, 4550 A (2.73 ev), cub.-ZnS:[Zn], 

4700 A (2.64 ev), cub.-ZnS:Cu, 5280 A (2.35 ev), and cub.-ZnS:Mn, 

6910 A (2.1 ev). If it were certain that all these emissions were the 
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result of transitions from or very near the common lower edge of the 
host-crystal conduction band to an unoccupied level supplied by the 
activator, then a simple energy-level diagram, such as one based on the 
lower part of Fig. 9, could be drawn for each phosphor by merely adjust¬ 
ing the spacing between E*c and Ei in proportion to the electron-volt 
separations given in the foregoing sequence. This simple diagram would 
imply that photoconduction should always accompany luminescence, 
because the electrons would have to be raised from the normally filled 
activator levels £/, or the normally filled host-crystal levels Eh) into 
the conduction band E*C) before a radiative transition could take place 
to Ej (if a positive hole is not produced by direct excitation from Ej, 
then a positive hole in a lower-lying Eh band may transfer to Ei and 
be trapped by the transition of an electron from Ei to Eh)- This simple 
energy-level diagram ignores the possibilities that (1) electrons might 
fall from the conduction band to normally unoccupied discrete impurity 
levels, for example, in Fig. 9, before making a radiative transition 
to Ely and (2) electrons might be raised initially to the discrete unoccu¬ 
pied impurity levels where the electrons could not move freely through 
the crystal, but might make radiative transitions to lower levels. None¬ 
theless, such simple energy-level diagrams have been used frequently 
for predominantly i-center phosphors, such as cub.-ZnS:[Zn], cub.- 

ZnSiCu, and cub.-ZnS:Ag, which apparently exhibit concurrent and 

proportional photoconduction and luminescence (that is, photoconduc¬ 
tion parallels luminescence), and which have temperature-dependent 

predominantly iionexponential decays of afterglow emission after cessa¬ 

tion of More complex energy-level 
diagrams, in which radiative transitions involve impurity-induced dis¬ 

crete excitation levels, are frequently used for predominantly s-center 
phosphors, such as cub.-ZnS:Mn and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, which appar¬ 
ently do not have a marked correlation between photoconduction and 

luminescence, and which have predominantly exponential afterglow de¬ 

cays whose rates are relatively independent of temperature.^^^’^^®»^^»^2^»^^ 
Figure 16a shows some conjectural simplified energy-level diagrams which 
are based on the foregoing fragmentary information. The relative 

locations and widths of the normally filled low-density activator bands 
are particularly uncertain. Some broadening qf the normally filled 
activator bands may be caused by a small interaction of the sparsely 
distributed activator atoms, and by their nonuniform perturbations of 
the host crystal according to statistical variations in location and local 

constitution in the neighborhood of the different impurity atoms in a 

given host crystal. 
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Although the diagrams of Fig. 16o are quantitatively inadequate, 
they may be used to illustrate some of the possible energy changes which 
may occur in or on phosphor crystals. 
I 1. Excitation A primary particle (excitant), of energy F, may give 
up some or all of its energy to raise electrons from occupied levels to 
unoccupied levels when (a) the energy separation between the two levels 
does not exceed the energy of the primary particle, and {h) momentum 

cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.01) cub.-ZnS:[ZnI(?) cub.-ZnS:Ctt(0.01) cub.-ZnS:Mn(l) 
Lowest 

normally 
empty 

conduction 
band 

Impurity 
levels in 

forbidden 
host'Crystal 

energy 

region 

Highest 
normally full 
host-crystal 

band 

Approx, 
limits of 
observed 
emission 

bands 

Fia. 16a. Conjectural partial energy-level diagrams of several phosphors based on 
the same host ciystal, assuming radiative transitions can occur from (or very near) 
the lower edge of the conduction band. Dashed levels between the normally occupied 
activator and host-crystal bands indicate hypothetical levels possibly arising from 

local perturbation of the host crystal. 

is conserved. In the more perfect portions of the host crystal, only those 
excitation transitions are allowed in which kr remains constant (Fig. 
156), but in the neighborhood of imperfections (for example, dislocar 
ticms, omissions, surface discontinuities, and impurities 
the ideal host-crystal selection rule may be disobeyed, and there may be 
many additional allowed energy levels incorporated locally in the 
forbidden region of the ideal host-crystal energy-level diagram. Where 
these additional levels are normally occupied, the absorption spectrum 
of the real crystal exhibits a weak “tail" on the long-wave side of the 
first absorption band.^ This “tail" may sometimes be identified as 
the activator absorption band, corresponding to transitions from 
to E*za*i or from ^md to ^Mn or E*zn-*-> contrasted with the stronger 
host-crystal abscnption band corresponding to transitions from Eg- to 
E*za+’ The first activator and host-ciystal absorption bands (tften 

3800 - 6100JI 3900-6200A 4500 - 66001 5300-7300X 
3.26-2.04W 3.18-2.0ev 2.76-1.88av 2J4-1.7ev{ 

{122 tN) (1.18 «0 (088 «v) (0.64 w) jiia,hs) 
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merge (see Fig. 24),^’® indicating that there is either an overlapping of 
the corresponding occupied bands, or the presence of additional occupied 
levels in the immediate neighborhood of the impurity. As previously 
mentioned, an excited electron in the conduction band tends to lose 
energy rapidly to the crystal (as phonons), until the energy of the elec¬ 
tron has been reduced so that it occupies levels near the lower edge of 
the conduction band. At this point, the excited electron has relatively 
little kinetic energy, and so it may become trapped by dropping into an 
unoccupied level introduced by an un-ionized impurity (or other imper¬ 
fection), giving up excess energy as phonons. Electrons in traps, such 
as those indicated in Fig. 16a, may be raised into the conduction band 
again by supplying sufficient energy, which may be absorbed from the 
crystal (phonons, heat) or from excitant particles. 

Emission, According to these simple diagrams, luminescence 
emission occurs (except in cub.-ZnS:Mn) when an electron makes a 
radiative transition from a level near the lower edge of the conduction 
band to combine with a positive hole in the normally filled activator 
band, the energy difference between the two levels being emitted as a 
photon. In predominantly i-center phosphors, the excitation is often 
associated with an ionization internal to the crystal (complete ionization 
requires ejection of the electron from the crystal), and the emission 
represents a radiative transition which occurs during the recombination 
of an excited “free’’ electron and an atom (or ion) which has lost an 
electron. In predominantly s-center phosphors, such as cub.-ZnS:Mn 
and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, the excitation is generally associated with the 
raising of an electron to a higher level, without “internal ionization” 
(for example, £^Mn E*un)i and the emission represents the radiative 
return to a level near the ground-state level. In some phosphors, such 
as cub.-ZnS:Mn(l), it is possible to have both processes taking place 
(see double emission band in Fig. 42), that is, both [Zn] i centers and 
Mn s centers participate, and so the energy-level diagram of the phosphor 
may be represented by a composite of the diagrams shown for cub.- 
ZnS:[Zn] and cub.-ZnS:Mn, and the phosphor may be denoted as 
cub.-ZnS:[Zn]:Mn. It may be noted that for a given phosphor, such 
as cub.-ZnS:Mn, part of the absorbed excitation energy may be used 
to raise electrons to the intermediate (localized) discrete levels, and part 
of the input energy may be used to raise electrons into the conduction 
band. The emission process, then, is a composite of radiative returns 
of (1) nonfreed localized excited electrons, and (2) freed electrons which 
may be detained in traps some distance away from their parent atoms. 
These distinct processes may often be distinguished by their different 
rates, as shown in Fig. 79c, noting that process 1 is relatively independent 
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of the operating temperature of the phosphor, whereas process 2 is 
strongly temp)erature-dependent. 

If the excitation and emission process occurs in times approximating 
the natural lifetimes of excited nonmetastable isolated atoms (about 
10“"® sec for optical transitions), the process is called fluorescence, 
whereas longer-duration processes are called phosphorescence. Phos¬ 
phorescence involves temporary storage of potential luminescence 
energy, for example, in the form of trapped excited electrons, or elec¬ 
trons in metastable states. Metastable states correspond to electrons 
in levels from which radiative transitions to lower unoccupied levels are 
“forbidden'’ by first-order selection rules (which may be upset to a 
degree depending on the perturbation experienced by the emitting atom 
in the solid). Electrons in metastable states may be raised to higher 
levels where radiative transitions to the given lower levels are allowed. 
In this respect, metastable states are similar to traps, except that the 
lower local levels of trapping centers may sometimes be completely 
occupied, and so a radiative transition is not possible until (1) the elec¬ 
tron is ejected from the particular trap and travels to another center 
which has a lower-lying positive hole, or (2) a positive hole appears 
during the lifetime of the trapped electron in the trapping center, such 
as by an electronic transition from the filled activator level to a positive- 
hole vacancy in the underlying host-crystal band. 

Under certain circumstances, it is conceivable that a positive hole 
initially localized in, say, a low-lying Ag level in Fig. 16a may be filled 
by an electron raised thermally from the topmost filled band, whereupon 
the positive hole is transferred to the filled band and is free to move 
through the crystal until trapped by an electron falling (in energy) from a 
localized normally filled impurity level in the forbidden region. This is 
essentially a mechanism for transferring positive holes from one localized 
energy level to an equivalent or different localized energy level in the 
forbidden region. Such a mechanism has been proposed by Schon and 
Klasens to allow positive holes to transfer from low-lying Ag or [Zn] 
levels to higher-lying Cu, Co, or Ni levels in zinc-sulphide phosphors 
containing pairs of activators, for example, [Zn] + Cu, Ag + Co, 
etc.^ According to the simplified version of this hypothesis, the in¬ 
tensity of excitation, I and the intensity of luminescence emission L 
are related such that I/L increases linearly with and the tate of 
increase should itself increase with increasing temperature of the phos¬ 
phor during luminescence. Some experimental evidence has been 
advanced in support of this view, but anomalous results are also found, 
and further experimental work is necessary to promote confidence in 
the applicability of the proposed m^hanism. 
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Stokes^ Law. Resonance radiation is not observed in phosphors 
emitting broad bands, because the energy levels occupied by the excited 
electron and its residual positive hole move closer together (by giving 
up energy as phonons) before a radiative transition occurs. In more 
general terms, this means that the energy difference between the ground- 
and excited-energy levels, at equilibrium a short time after excitation, 
is less than the energy difference at the instant of excitation, for example, 
Ee < Ea in Fig. 3. As a consequence, the energy of the emitted photon, 
hve, is usually considerably less than that of the absorbed primary 
photon, hva^ The statement that hva > hve is known as Stokes’ law. 
This is a restatement of the law of conservation of energy on a quantum 
basis.^^ It is at least theoretically possible to have hva < hve by statis¬ 
tically abnormal phonon enrichment of the initial ground-state level 
and/or the excited-state level at the instants of excitation and emission, 
respectively, or by superexcitation, that is, raising an already excited 
electron to a still higher level. A few apparent violations of Stokes' law 
have been reported, but with only very feeble intensities of emission 
furthermore, the thermodynamic implications of Stokes' law have been 
the subject of considerable dispute.^®^^®® 

Radiationless Transitions. An excited ^ffree" electron (in the 
conduction band) and its residual positive hole usually have appreciable 
kinetic energies and have momenta which differ at least in direction, 
and so their recombination is improbable until energy losses as phonons 
have reduced their kinetic energies and momenta to sufficiently low 
values. This is an added reason for the low probability of resonance 
and anti-Stokes' radiations. Imperfections facilitate recombinations 
by localizing (trapping) one recombination partner whose ligands can 
dissipate moderate momentum differences as phonons when the radiative 
recombination takes place. In other words, a small portion of the avail¬ 
able free energy of an excited electron may be sacrificed as phonons to 
conserve momentum during a radiative transition. The larger the 
proportion of excitation energy which is transformed into phonons, the 
less will be the luminescence efficiency, and the greater will be the 
heating of the phosphor crystal during luminescence. Certain impurities, 
notably Fe, Co, and Ni which are known to ‘‘poison" many phosphors, 
apparently enhance radiationless transitions at the expense of radiative 
transitions, perhaps by introducing many closely’spaced local unoccupied 
levels between the conduction band and the highest filled band of the 
host crystal. Surface discontinuities (Fig. 15d~/), which may produce 
levels in the forbidden region extending over 100 A into the volume of 
the crystal and relatively distorted or vitreous regions in the crystal 
are other possible sources of closely spaced local levels which may facili- 
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tate the radiationless transition of excited electrons or excitons back to 
the groundnstate level. 

An alternative pictorial ^'explanation’^ of radiationless loss of large 
electronic excitation energies is based on the postulate that the ground- 
state and excited-state energy levels of an imperfection center closely 
approach each other in a plot of potential energy versus configurational 
coordinates (generalized internuclear distances, compare Figs. 3 and 
16b).If in Fig. 3 Ei and E2 were drawn so that they came close 
together just above c*8, then excitation to a level above a*3 — c*8 
would afford a high transition probability to the near-by general ground- 
state level from which the bulk of the excitation energy would be dissi¬ 
pated as phonons (heat) in returning to the normal ground-state level 
(for example, 02 — C2 in Fig. 3). 

Other "explanations” of radiationless loss of energy include (1) 
collapse of exciton states by small increments corresponding to phonon 
energies (there is less than 0.04 ev per phonon in the ideal crystal), and 
(2) interaction of "free” electrons with each other, as in a gas (Plasmor 
wechsdmrkung)^ or interaction with atoms of the crystal (Vielfach- 

According to the Vielfachstdsse hypothesis, an electron 
in the conduction band of a crystal at 0°K does not give up energy to 
the crystal, but, as the temperature of the crystal is increased and the 
oscillating atoms interfere more with electron movement, the proportion 
of excitation energy which is transferred per unit time to the crystal 
increases rapidly until, above a rather sharply defined temperature 
(the temperature break point Tb), all the energy of an excited electron 
may be given up in a single radiationless transition involving simulta¬ 
neous or rapid sequential production of perhaps 100 phonons. The 
Vielfachstdsse hypothesis has been greatly elaborated to "explain,” 
among other things, an observed decrease of luminescence quantum 
eflBciency with increasing frequency (energy) of primary photons, by 
postulating that electrons which are raised over about 1 ev above the 
lower edge of the conduction band become particularly susceptible to 
radiationless-transition losses by multiple-phonon production. This 
behavior is explained more plausibly by the fact that the higher-energy 
photons are strongly absorbed by the host crystal, and so their penetra¬ 
tions are shallow, and luminescence is then produced in a smaller excited 
volume in and near the inefficient distorted surface layers of the phosphor 
crystals. Also, the location and width of the conduction band is deter¬ 
mined by the host crystal, so that the Vielfachstdsse hypothesis assumes 
that the Tb of ZnS-type phosphors (specified at 600®K) is independent 
of the activator. This phase of the theory is discredited by the observa- 
tion that the Tb of a given phosphor host crystal sometimes differs 
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markedly with different activators. For example, the approximate Tb 
values of some ZnS-type phosphors excited by 3660-A ultraviolet are: 
cub.-ZnS:Ag (270°K), cub.-ZnS:Cu (440‘^K), hex.-ZnSrAg (286"K), 
and hex.-ZnS:Cu (490®K), while cub.-ZnS:[Zn]:Mn exhibits two Tb 
values at about 270°K and 490°K, and hex.-ZnS:Ag:[0] exhibits two 
Tb values at about 290°K and (C/. Fig. 18a.) 

Photoconduction. Measurement of the electric conduction of a solid gives 
a value for the current which is a measure of the charge displacement per unit 
time in the direction of the applied field. Such a current in nonmetallic solids 
may comprise (1) electrolytic conduction: transport of mobile ions; (2) elec¬ 
tronic conduction: transport of ^^free^* electrons; and (3) positive-hole conduc¬ 
tion: transport of excess positive charge from ion to ion by transfer of electrons 
in the opposite direction. Care must be taken to identify and distinguish the 
magnitudes of these possible contributions to measured current values. Also, 
it should be kept in mind that a current value, for, say, pure electronic conduction 
does not give by itself the number of electrons in the conduction band at any 
instant. This is so because different electrons moving in a given solid may have 
different velocities and different lifetimes (“relaxation times^O as “free^^ electrons 
between liberation and capture (by traps or by recombination with positive 
holes). The different lifetimes occur partly because of variations in velocity 
according to the height of the energy level in the conduction band, and partly 
because of variations in the distances between electron traps or other obstacles 
to movement in the direction of the applied field. Independent measurements 
of average velocity or of average lifetime and average distance between captures 
must be made in order to interpret conduction data in terms of number of charge 
carriers. In the case of measurement of the conduction of a mass of small phos¬ 
phor crystals during or after (nonuniform) excitation, the conduction process 
may be quite complex. The charge carriers may be “free^^ electrons and positive 
holes (this current adds to the “free”-electron current) whose average velocities, 
lifetimes, and distances between captures may change during the course of the 
measurement. In the case of measurement of conduction after excitation, for 
example, these changes may occur because (1) a sufficient density of trapped 
electrons may build up in certain imperfect regions of the solid to provide local 
space charges which retard and deflect current flow and may be evidenced by 
polarization of the conduction cell, and (2) the first “free'' electrons liberated 
from predominantly shallow traps may have velocities, lifetimes, and distances 
before capture which differ from those of electrons which are liberated later 
from predominantly deep traps. In cases where electrons are trapped very near 
their parent atoms (positive holes), some of these electrons may return to their 
points of origin by moving against the direction of the applied field. Hence, the 
number of “free" electrons estimated from conduction data need not correspond 
with the number of emitted luminescence photons, even if these photons were 
produced solely by returning trapped electrons. Furtheimore, it is possible for 
an excited electron to be freed and trapped one or several times before making a 
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radiative (or nonradiative!) recombination, so that the rate of change in the 
number of conduction electrons need not correspond with the rate of change of 
luminescence emission (compare Figs. 84 and 85). 

The photooonductions of phosphors have not been investigated 
thoroughly enough to eliminate discrepancies reported by various 
researchers. It is certain that luminescence emission and photoconduc¬ 
tion parallel each other during growth (during excitation) and decay 
(after excitation) for certain strongly photoconducting i-center phos¬ 
phors, such as hex.-ZnS:Cu and hex.-9ZnS-CdS:Cu (see Figs. 116 and 
117), whereas there are only a few scattered reports of weak photo¬ 
conduction for predominantly s-center phosphors, such as cub.-ZnS:Mn 
and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn.“*^^^^2®'^®'‘ In the predominantly s-center phos¬ 
phors, the weak photoconduction may be attributed to a minor propor¬ 
tion of excited activator atoms whose excited electrons have wan¬ 
dered from their parent atoms, and this “internal ionization’^ may 
have a higher probability of occurring when the activator atoms are 
located in interstitial sites.^^*®^ Very high nonpolarizing photoconduction 
is obtained from acicular hex.-CdS crystals grown from CdS vapor.^®^ 
These long crystals exhibit a sharp maximum of photoconduction when ex¬ 
cited by photons with wavelengths near the long-wave edge of the first ab¬ 
sorption band (near 5200 A), the photoconduction decreasing rapidly to a 
low value on either side of the sharp spectral maximum (a similar effect is 
exhibited by hex.-ZnO 2^®*'). The low photoconduction produced by 
photons absorbed in the strong host-crystal absorption band may be 
attributed to shallow penetration of the excitant radiation and to the 
high resistance to motion of electrons liberated in the distorted surface 
layers. The low photoconduction produced by photons absorbed in 
the weak imperfection absorption band may be attributed to the small 
proportion of imperfections ([Cd]?) in the volume of the crystal. Max¬ 
imum photoconduction is observed where the host-crystal and imperfec¬ 
tion absorption bands overlap the most. The photoconduction of these 
long hex.-CdS crystals is orders of magnitude greater than that obtained 
from the usual tiny crystals of conventional phosphors (these are re¬ 
ported to give at most about 30 per cent of the internal photoeffect 
obtainable from metallic selenium under intermittent illumination ^^^). 

In contrast with the strong structureless photoconduction excitation 
band located on the absorption edge (« 2.4-ev photons) of the relatively 
homopolar hex.-CdS, Ferguson reports oppositely peaked photoconduc¬ 
tion and photoelectric-emission bands with fine structure overlapping 
the structureless host-crystal absorption band of predominantly ionic 
cub.-NaCl in the primary-photon energy range from 9.4 to 14 ev.^^ 
The fine structure indicates that in real crystals the simple energy-band 
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pictures, such as those presented in Fig. 16a, may be complicated by 
additional excitation or trapping levels which overlap the given host- 
crystal bands. 

In hypothetical ideally perfect single crystals at 0°K, a ‘^free^^ electron 
in the conduction band should be able to travel through the entire length 
of the crystal without hindrance, but in real crystals operated at (for 
example) room temperature, thermal scattering and the presence of 
trapping imperfections, mosaic structure, and impurities often limit the 
mean free path of “free”-conduction electrons to less than 10""® cm.^**® 
Electric conduction in real crystals, then, may be a process of repeated 
trapping and release of excited *‘free’^ electrons, whereby electrons 
detained in deep traps tend to build up a space charge which produces 
externally evident polarization effects. Crystals with chiefly shallow 
traps (short afterglows), such as hex.-CdS or high-cadmium hex.- 
(Zn:Cd)S:Ag, should have higher photoconductions than similar crys¬ 
tals with many deep traps, because electrons in the very shallow traps 
may be raised back into the conduction band quickly by energy derived 
from thermal agitation in the crystal. 

There are many conflicting reports regarding photoconductions of 
phosphors, for example, Bergmann and Ronge investigated 20 fine- 
crystal ZnS-type commercial phosphors under intermittent illumination 
and reported the highest photoconduction from the phosphors with 
little or no afterglow,^^! whereas other investigators report (1) little 

difference in the photoconductions of phosphors with different after¬ 
glows, for example, ZnS:Mn and ZnS:Ag,^^® or (2) large differences in 
photoconduction with different afterglows, for example, about 10 times 
as much photoconduction from ZnS:[Zn], or ZnSrCu, as from ZnS: 

Gudden and Pohl, and Van Heerden report that higher photo¬ 
conduction is obtained by exciting ZnS-type crystal in their weak 
activator absorption bands than in their strong host-crystal absorption 
bands,^^®^ whereas Bergmann and Ronge report that certain hex.- 
(Zn: Cd)S: Ag phosphors have two spectral maxima (at 3500 and 3800 A) 
for excitation of photoconduction and luminescence.^®^ Also, Van 
Heerden reports little conduction excited in cub.-ZnS crystals by beta 
rays, whereas Frerichs and Warminsky report very high conduction 
excited in crystals of hex.-CdS (or CdSe, or CdTe) by beta or gamma 
rays.®®®-®®^ It is probable that some inadequately' reported factors, such 
as the purities of ingredients, details of preparations, crystal structures, 
and crystal sizes and orientations, may exert such strong effects on photo¬ 
conduction of solids, that many of the reported results must be con¬ 
sidered specific to the particular sample and experimental technique, for 
example, measurement of surface versus volume conduction, effects of 
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adsorbed films of moisture, and elimination of polarization effects. 
(According to A. E. Hardy, polarization is observed in the measurement 
of photoconduction of ZnS-type phosphors; that is, the photoconduction 
cell retains the polarity of the applied potential difference after the power 
supply has been disconnected. Also, when the polarity of the applied 
potential difference across the cell is reversed, either during excitation 
or phosphorescence, some time elapses before a measurable current flows 
in the opposite direction.) 

Energy Transmittal in Solids. It appears, at present, that even 
in phosphors with concurrent luminescence and photoconduction the 
activator centers and other crystal imperfections play predominant roles 
in trapping excited electrons and positive holes and in converting 
excitation energy into phonons as well as photons. In an efficient 
phosphor, most of the centers preferentially transform the excitation 
energy into luminescence photons with energies of the order of 3 ev, 
rather than into phonons with energies less than about 0.04 ev. 

The host crystal provides a regular framework in which the activator 
centers are suspended and through which excitation energy may be 
transmitted to and from the centers. Primary excitation energy may 
be absorbed either by the activator centers directly, or by the larger 
population of host-crystal atoms, and energy may be transmitted through 
the host crystal as secondary internal excitation energy (or stimulation 
energy) in the form of excited electrons, positive holes, excitons, reso¬ 
nance transfers, imperfect collisions of the second kind, photons, and 
phonons. Resonance transfers and collisions of the second kind involve 
excitation, without ionization, of an atom which passes its excitation 
energy on to a neighboring atom or center when there is sufficient overlap 
of the ^’s of the atoms (centers). Resonance transfer should occur 
without energy degradation (for example, without energy loss as heat), 
whereas collisions of the second kind imply that the electronic excitation 
energy of one atom is transformed, in whole or in part, into increased 
kinetic energy of the interacting atoms. In a conventional collision of 
the second kind, all of the electronic excitation energy is converted into 
kinetic energy of the interacting atoms, that is, the excitation energy is 
completely degraded into phonons. Excitons, resonance transfers, and 
imperfect collisions of the second kind differ (perhaps trivially) in that 
the same bound excited electron moves through the crystal in exciton 
motion, whereas different bound excited electrons pass along the excita¬ 
tion energy in resonance transfers or imperfect collisions of the second 
kind. Long-range excitons may be produced in the more perfect portions 
of the host crystal, but usually not in the impuiity centers, because there 
is generally a large difference between the energy required to raise an 
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electron from a filled host-crystal band into an exciton level and the 
energy required to raise an electron from a (usually shallower) filled 
activator into the same level. The relative participations of these 
possible forms of energy transmittal, in specific phosphors under specific 
conditions of operation, are at present unknown, although electrons, 
photons, and ^-overlap transfers appear to be the chief means of energy 
transmittal in most phosphors. 

Generalized Energy-level Diagrams for Phosphor Centers. 

Figures 166 and 16c are generalized and simplified energy-level diagrams 
which have been found useful in interpreting many of the luminescence 
phenomena that occur in solids.*’* The diagrams, which should be used 
together, are intended to portray the elemental energy transformations 
in a typical phosphor center, that is, in the perturbed region produced 
by a substitutional or interstitial impurity atom (Fig. 8). 

Figure 166, which is an extended solid-state version of Fig. 3, shows 
the variation of potential energy of a phosphor center (in only two 
states) as a function of a generalized configurational coordinate x which 
represents three-dimensional changes in average internuclear spacings 
and possible changes in the geometric arrangements of the atoms in the 
center.*^ ®’*®^'’^ A major new feature of this diagram is the near approach 
of the ground-state and excited-state curves at /. When the center is in 

energy level/, it is assumed to be in a configuration where there is a high 

probability that any excitation energy stored in the center or delivered 

to the center will be dissipated quickly as heat to the surrounding crystal. 

An unexcited center in equilibrium at, say, room temperature may be 

in the ground-state vibrational level Ea from which it can be raised to 

excited-state level E**h by absorbing energy equal to E**h — Ea* 

The excited center gives up some of this energy E**b — E*c as heat in 
about 10"~^^ sec and comes to equilibrium in the excited-state level E*e. 

When the selection rules are favorable, the center may make a spon¬ 

taneous radiative transition (in an average time, usually longer than 

10~® sec, determined by the nature of the center and the host crystal) 

by emitting the energy E*c — -Ed as a luminescence photon. At this 

point, the center still has an excess of vibrational energy above the initial 

equilibrium energy level, and so it returns to the original ground-state 

level by giving up the energy Ed — Eo as further heat to the surroimding 

crystal. [When the selection rules for a radiative transition from E*c 

are unfavorable, that is, E*c is a metastabie statei additional energy 
may have to be provided to raise the center into a higher excited state 

(not shown) from which a radiative transition is permitted. Under these 

circumstances, the c^ter in state E% functions as a trap.] 
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When the temperature of the solid is raised, the equilibrium levels 
Ea and E*c rise in proportion to the additional vibrational and rotational 
energy in the center. When the center is in the indicated excited state, 
the probability of being raised thermally into the crossover level at / 
is equal to where Va is the frequency of vibration of the 
system (« 10^^ sec*”^), and AE* = E*/ — E*e is the activation energy. 
The diagram in Fig. 166 indicates how a phosphor center may function 
as (1) an activator, by providing a highly probable radiative transition 

Configurational coordinate, x 

Fia. 166. Generalized energy-level diagram of a typical activator center as a function 
of averaged interatomic configuration for the ground state and (me (lowest) excited 
state. In many centers there are several different excited-state levels for each filled 

ground-state impurity level (of which there may be several). 

from an excited-state level well below/, (2) a trap, by requiring an addi¬ 
tional activation energy to raise the excited center into a state (not 
shown) from which a radiative transition is probable, and (3) a poison 
(or killer, or quencher), by having the excited-state equilibrium level 
sufficiently near or above/ so that radiationless transitions predominate. 
According to the diagram, a center may operate predominantly as an 
activator and/or a trap at low temperatures and become increasingly a 
poison center as the operating temperature of the solid is raised to 
increase the probability of radiationless crossover. The diagram em¬ 
phasizes, also, that the average intemuclear spacings and atomic con¬ 
figurations in a center change during the luminescence process. 

Figure 16c, which is an amended version of Fig. 96, shows some of 
the higher-energy levels of both the surrounding host crystal and the 
impurity center as a function of distance along (through) a row of atoms 
passing through the impurity atom. Specifically, one may imagine this 
picture to obtain for a center formed by a substitutional Mn activator 
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atom in hex.-ZnS:Mn or rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn. The diagram is drawn 
for a specific configurational coordinate x (Fig. 166), and so one must 

Efj Host-crystal filled band (topmost) 
Ej Filled impurity level (unexcited) 

E^ Excited - state level of Ej 
E** Excited states before atomic readjustment 

Ej Excited states after atomic readjustment 

(Ef^) Filled level formed when extra electron 
is trapped by unexcited impurity 
(remote trapping) — usually near E^ 

Fig. 16c. Generalized energy-level diagram of a typical activator (or trapping) 
center as a function of distance along a row of atoms passing through the mid-point 
of the center. The breadths of the excited-state levels E*i^ increase as n increases, 
and so the upper levels may overlap each other and E*c^ [If the upper drawings 
were for static atoms (no thermal agitation) with | ^ | measured along a line through 
the atomic miclei, then | ^ p would be zero in each nucleus and have a maximum on 

each side of the nucleus—see Table 23.] 

imagine that the atomic configurations, intemuclear spacings, potential 
barriers, and energy levels change after electronic transitions in the 
center. The impurity atom Ic is shown as introducing an additional 
occupied ground-state level (or group of levels) Ej and a series of excited- 
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state levels (before intemuclear readjustment) and (after 
intemuclear readjustment) extending up into the conduction band. As 
the energy of the excited state increases, the wave function ^ of the 
excited electron extends farther into the region around the impurity 
atom. This is indicated by the plots of the absolute value of ^ at the 
top of the figure. The excitation transition Ej E**i^ corresponds 
to Ea —> E**b in Fig. 166, and the spontaneous radiative return 
E*j^ —> E*j corresponds to E*c Ed in Fig. 166. In this case, the 
luminescence process is highly localized, being determined chiefly by 
the nature of the activator atom Ic which is modified by the influence 
of the host crystal. When the excitation proceeds to much higher energy 
levels, however, the activator atom loses control over the luminescence 
process to the extent that the excited electron wanders away from Ic 
and may become trapped so that it requires additional energy for libera¬ 
tion to make a radiative return. If the trapping is done within the 
parent center, as in E*i^j then the activator atom itself helps provide 
the trap(8) and determines in conjunction with the host crystal the 
activation energy, such as £**/2 — E*i^, to release the trapped electron. 
If, however, the excited electron is given enough energy to escape from 
its parent center, then it travels through the host crystal (in the con¬ 
duction-band levels) until it may be captured in another imperfection 
or center. Some impurities can capture an additional electron (or two), 
even in the unexcited state, to form one or more new occupied level (s) 
such as {Er) in Fig. 16c. A new set of excited-state levels (not shown 
in Fig. 16c) is then allowed, although these new excited-state levels 
may overlap £/*c in those cases where Ei- is near E*c (shallow remote 
trap). This type of trapping is most probable when the activator atom 
is multivalent, for example, a Cu^"^ impurity ion may capture an excited 
‘^free’' electron to become Cu’*“. When a remote trapped electron is 
freed, it may return to its own or another ionized center (positive hole) 
to make a radiative transition after entering one or more of the relatively 
discrete excitedrstate levels associated with the center. Accordingly, an 
excited ^free^^ electron which belongs to the host crystal at large must 
become hound to the localized center before it can make a radiative 
transition. This mechanism is much more probable than the direct 
radiative transition of ^^free’’ electrons from the conduction band (as 
in Fig. 16a). 

There is another distinctive process whereby an excited electron 
trapped at Ei- might make a radiative transition. In this process, a 
positive hole may come to the trapping center through the ^ed band 
Eh and approach Ic where an electron may drop from Ej into the 
positive hole. The trcq) then becomes a normal excited center witk a 
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positive hole localized at E*i and an excited (formerly trapped) electron 
at or some higher level. A radiative transition of the excited elec¬ 
tron to E*i then returns the system to the ground-state level Ei, By 
an extension of this process, it may be possible under certain conditions 
to transfer excitation energy, in the form of a localized positive hole, 
from one center to another. If there be two different centers; one with a 
positive hole E*z{l), the other in the ground state Ei{2)j then an elec¬ 
tron might be raised thermally from Eh into £?*/(!), and the positive 
hole in Eh could wander through the normally filled band to the other 
center, where an electron could drop from Ei(2) to provide a new 
localized positive hole E*i(2), This process tends to transfer positive 
holes from energy levels near Eh to higher levels (positive holes naturally 

rise!). 
The energy-level diagrams shown in Figs. 166 and 16c have been 

found useful for generalized descriptions of the luminescence of solids, 
but quantitatively accurate diagrams for specific phosphors are not yet 
available. For a given phosphor center, these diagrams are determined 
by the chemical species, charge, bonding characteristics, and crystallo¬ 
graphic location of the activator, coupled with the chemical and struc¬ 
tural nature of the host crystal. These component factors are themselves 
complex, and so their combination and mutual perturbation to form a 
real phosphor center is necessarily complicated. Also, a specific diagram 
may represent a given center, which is called a system^ whereas a phosphor 
crystal is an ensemble of systems having statistical deviations from the 
mean. Despite the apparent difiSculty of calculating energy-level 

diagrams in advance of making new phosphors, or of determining the 
diagrams from measurements on the completed phosphors, such diagrams 
offer considerable promise as a graphic means for correlating the rapidly 
increasing empirical data on luminescent solids. 



CHAPTER 5 

LUMINESCENCE OF PHOSPHORS 

Definitions {Luminescence versus Thermal Radiation) 

Strictly speaking, luminescence should be limited to the emission 
of visible radiation (1.7-ev to 3.1-ev photons), but this traditional 
subjective limitation is ignored in the following objective discussion, 
largely because the human eye is but one of many photosensitive devices 
now being used to detect luminescence. Some of the awkward conser 
quences of limiting luminescence to the vaguely defined visible region 
of the spectrum become obvious when a phosphor is considered, such as 
tetr.-CaW04:[W] (No. 24, Table 5), whose emission band extends well 
above and below the short-wave limit of vision near 4000 A. If the ultra¬ 
violet part of the emission were to Be ignored as not satisfying the original 
visible-radiation concept of luminescence, it would be very difficult to 
describe the characteristics of the phosphor in a general way, unless a 
new word (radiescence?) were to be invented and introduced to cover 
the gamut of observed visible and near-visible emissions of phosphors, 
that is, emissions of photons with energies ranging from about 1 ev 
(12,400 A) to about 10 ev (1,240 A). For lack of a more suitable 
established word, luminescence is here used in the broad sense that it 
is independent of the similarly derived words luminance and luminosity 
which pertain to the human eye as the sole detector (compare Appen¬ 
dix 3 and Fig. 120).“ 

Broadly and objectively speaking, therefore, luminescence affords 
emission of radiation (of subatomic origin) in excess of thermal radia¬ 
tion; that is, luminescence affords photon emission in excess of the 
photon emission produced entirely by thermal agitation (see Appendix 
4). Luminescence is generally excited by primary photons or charged 
material particles having individual energies ranging from about 2 ev 
to over 10® ev and affords emitted photons with energies in excess of 
about 1 ev.*^“ When luminescence is excited by energy liberated during 
chemical reactions, the liberated energy per emitting atom or molecule 
usually exceeds 1 ev. These excitation energies are hundreds to millions 
of times ^ater than the energies of individual phonons in solids. A 

m 
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single phonon can increase the energy of an electron or atom in a solid 

by at most a few }^undredths of an electron volt, whereas the individual 

primary particles generally used to excite luminescence can occasion 

energy increases up to the total amount of energy carried by the primary 

particle (except for rest-mass energy), that is, tens to millions of electron 

volts. 

The generation of electromagnetic waves by antennas, as in radio and tele¬ 
vision, is a third distinct radiative process in addition to those that produce 
luminescence and thermal radiation. Common radio-frequency antennas are 
made of highly conducting materials whose nearly free electrons are readily 
displaced os a group by applied alternating electric fields. The frequency of 
the photons radiated from such antennas is determined chiefly by the frequency 
at which the driving circuits are operated. These radio-frequency photons have 
energies ranging from about 10~"® to 10“^ ev which are considerably less than 
the 10“^ ev corresponding to the peak wavelength of emission from a black 

body at room temperature (Figs. 17 and 120). Although the radio-frequency 
process produces radiation in excess of thermal radiation, it is not included in 
the definition of luminescence because the radio-frequency process is not local¬ 
ized on an atomic scale and does not depend on the composition of the antenna. 

In order to obtain barely visible emission of thermal radiation from a solid, 
the temperature of the solid must be raised above about 900°K to obtain an 
appreciable probability of getting 1.7-ev (or greater) electronic excitations by 
the cumulative action of phonons. The thermal radiations of solids generally 
approximate the radiation of the perfect black body which has complete absorp¬ 
tivity at all frequencies and, by Kirchhoff^s law, emissive power at all fre- 
quencies.*'*® (Note that the term ^^black body,^^ like “luminescence,'^ started 
as a concept restricted to the visible portion of the spectrum and has been 
extended to cover the entire electromagnetic spectrum.) A perfect black body 
in equilibrium in a vacuum has a thermal emissive power at frequency v, 
which increases exponentially with absolute temperature T, according to 
Planck’s radiation law: 

Py = — 1)""^ erg cm”^ sec"“^ (50) 

The thermal radiations from real solids cannot exceed the emission which would 
be obtained from a perfect black body at the given temperature and frequency. 
Most real solids emit somewhat less thermal radiation than the maximum which 
is expressed by eq. 50.^®® The peak wavelength Xpu of the broad emission band 
of black-body radiation is inversely proportional to T, according to Wien’s 
displacement law: ^ 

= 0.297’-‘ cm = 2.9 X A (51) 

The total thermal emissive power Pt of a perfect black body increases as T*, 
according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law: 

Py « f p^y 5= erg cm~* sec~^ 
Jo 

(52) 
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At room temperature (about 300°K), Xp^ is in the far infrared at 97,000 A, and 

Pt is only 4.6 X 10® erg cm"® sec"^ so that there is an inappreciable amount 
of radiation in the visible region between 4000 and 7000 A. At the temperature 
of an incandescent-lamp filament (about 2800®K), Xp^ is about 10,000 A, and 

Pt is 3.5 X 10® erg cm"® sec~\ so that there is appreciable emission in the visible 
part of the spectrum. Thus far, no solid material has been developed to endure 

prolonged operation above about 4000®K, and so most of the energy emitted 
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Fig. 17. The room-temperature luminescence emission spectrum of a typical 
phosphor [hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015), 1250®C], and the thermal-radiation spectra of a 
black body at various temperatures. By varying the intensity of excitation, the 
relative height of the luminescence spectrum may be varied from zero to values 
much higher than the indicated black-body spectra. The black-body spectra are 

drawn to scale relative to each other. 

from practical incandescent solids lies in the infrared, and their efficiencies of 

light production are usually less than about 5 per cent.*®* 

In practice, the luminescence emissions and thermal radiations of 
phosphors are readily distinguishable because there are large differences 
between their spectral and temperature characteristics (Figs. 17 and 18). 
Thermal radiations from solids are generally broad bands (with fine 
structure evident in some selective radiators, such as the Welsbach 
ThOg.'CeOg gas-mantle coatings), and their incandescence efficiencies 
increase rapidly and constantly with increasing temperature up to the 
melting point of the solid. Phosphors have relatively narrow emission 
bands, even on an energy basis, and usually have pronounced tempera¬ 
ture break points, Tb, above which luminescence efficiency decreases 
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rapidly to vanishingly low values. In the temperature range between 
about 700 and lOOO^K there is an overlapping of feeble luminescence and 
feeble incandescence, but most phosphors are operated at temperatures 
below 500®K, where there is negligible thermal radiation in the spectral 

_I_u_I_i7^ , \ i_\_ —T_I_ 
-100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900* C 

Temperature of the solid 

I -1-.I.J_\ .-J_L_J_I.J. I 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100* K 

Temperature of the solid 

Fia. 18a. The temperature dependence of luminescence emission (under steady 
excitation) and incandescence output of several phosphors. The luminescence 
emission curves are set equal at 25 °C and, as in Fig. 17, may be raised or lowered 
by varying the intensity of excitation. Increasing the excitation density sometimes 
decreases the temperature break point and some phosphors exhibit hysteresis; 
that is, the L vs. T curves for increasing T do not overlap the curves for decreas¬ 
ing 

Cryst. Constant Ex- 
Phosphor Temp. citation by 

1. hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015),[NaCl(2)] 1240°C 3660 A 
2. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.003),[Naa(2)J 1240°C 3660 A 
3. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.003),[NaCl(2)I 660-C 3650 A 
4. ?-ZnS:Mn{«2),[NaCl(2)] «1000°C* 3660 A 
6. rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(0.3) 1250“C 2537 A 
6./3-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) 1660°C, quench 2537 A 

* Curve 4 from P. Brauer, PB19206. 

region of liuninescence emission from the phosphor. For this reason, 
luminescence has often been referred to as “cold light.” If room tem¬ 
perature were much higher than 300®K, it would be necessary to cool 
almost all phosphors in order to use them for producing efiSicient visible 
and near-visible luminescence. Also, when it is feasible to operate 
phosphors at temperatures well below room temperature, the number 
of available useful phosphors is greatly increased.^ These observations 
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apply to the chief topic of this booky that is, (conventional) luminescence, 
wherein the emitted photons have energies ranging from about 1 to 
10 ev. [The low efficiency of x-ray fluorescence, hv > 100 ev (Table 7 
and Appendix 4), is practically uninfluenced by temperature, because 
x-ray photons arise from electronic transitions to deep inner levels 
which are little perturbed by influences outside the atom.] In solids, 
(conventional) luminescence photons arise from electron redistributions 
in shallow inner incompleted shells (line spectra) or from transitions 
between allowed energy levels of valence (optical) electrons {band 
spectra). The energy levels of the valence electrons of atoms in solids 
‘‘belong^^ in part to the individual atoms and in part to the entire 
community of atoms in the crystal. Hence, the band-spectrum lumines¬ 
cences of the more useful phosphors are strongly influenced by the chem¬ 
ical composition of the solid, the crystal structure of the solid, and the 
physical conditions (for example, the temperature, and the type of 
excitant) under which the solid is made to luminesce. 

Various attempts have been made to correlate the temperature characteristics 
of luminescence efficiency with other properties of phosphors. 

1. The existence of a temperature break point Tb below the melting point 
of the phosphor solid, is similar to tlie existence of the Curie temperature Tc 
in ferromagnetic (ferrimagnetic?) ferrites of the type Me0 Zn0-2Fe203 

(Me = Mn, Ni, Cu, Mg) .21 These ferrites are strongly ferromagnetic at tem¬ 
peratures below Tc and rapidly decrease in magnetizability (electron-spin 
alignment) to weak paramagnetism at temperatures immediately above Tc 
[Tc ranges from about 200 to 650®K, whereas the melting points of the ferrites 
(and most useful phosphors) lie above about 1600®K]. The Curie temperature 
has been correlated with the exchange energy Er of electrons in incomplete 
shells, according to 

Er ^ kTc (53) 

From eq. 53, the exchange energy is of the order of a few hundredths of a volt, 
which allows the exchange bonds to be broken by thermal agitation at relatively 
low temperatures. The analogy of Tb to Tc is suggestive that exchange forces 
may play an important part in luminescence, but the weak magnetizability of 
phosphors, and the strong dependence of Tb (but not Tc) on traces of impurities 
makes the analogy tenuous. 

2. In Moglich and Rompers Vielfachstdsse hypothesis, an attempt is made to 
associate Tb with the Debye characteristic temperature T9 of the host crystal, 

T9 - hvjk (54) 

where Vm is the maximum frequency(« 10'* see”') of phonons in the crystal 
(vm is determined by the minimum identity translation and by the elastic 
constants of the crystal Published values of T9 are in the range from 
100 to 1000®K (AgBr =* 144°K, KBr = 177'^K, KCl « 227®K, NaCl « 281‘‘K, 
CaFi 474®K, and FeS2 ** 645®K).®® Sch5n reports that the lumines- 
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cence efficiencies of hex.-ZnS:[Zn], hex.-ZnS(75)CdS(25):Cu, and hex,- 
ZnS(50)CdS(50):[Zn] decrease on going from 90 to 300®K when the phosphors 
are excited by primary photons absorbed in the host-crystal absorption band, 
and increase on going from 90 to 300®K when the phosphors are excited by 
primary photons absorbed in the longer-wave activator absorption band 
(compare Fig. 18c). Schon concludes that the results in the host-crystal absorp- 

F'ig. 18ft. Relative photoluminescciiice efficiencies (that is, light output at constant 
excitation input) of some rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn phosphors, excited by 2537-A UV, 
as a function of operating temperature and proportion of activator. (G. R. Fonda 

and C. Zener 

Temperature, ’K 

Fig. 18c. Curves showing the different variation of relative photoluminescence 
output L or efficiency g obtained when a ZnS:[Zn] phosphor is excited by radiation 
(1) on the short-wave side of the long-wave edge of its strong host-crystal absorption 
band * (curves o and ft) and (2) on the long-wave side of the strong absorption edge 

(curves c and d), 

ZnS:[Zn] phosphor excited by: 

а. 2587-A UV 
б. 3132-A UV 
c. 3653-AuV 
d. 4043-A Violet lig^t 

* See Fig, fS4b, (G. F. J. Garlick and A. F. Gibson *“) 
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tion region support the Vielfachstdsse hypothesis, whereas the contrary results 
in the activator absorption region are due to ''other causes/' This is not a 
completely convincing support of the Vielfachstdsse hypothesis, because it is 
known that the Ts's of these and many other phosphors often depend very 
strongly on small proportions of activators (compare curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 18), 
whether the phosphor be excited by UV, x rays, or (In the case of 
some presumably i-center phosphors, the Tb values are apparently related to 
the peak wavelengths Xpk of the luminescence emissions bands of the same host 
crystal with different activators, for example, under 3650-A UV excitation, 
hex.-ZnS:Ag, Tb = 285‘’K, Xpk = 4350 A; hex.-ZnS:Cu, Tg = 490<’K, Xpk = 
5160 A, whereas the Tg values of cub.-ZnS(60)ZnSe(40) with [Zn], Ag, or Cu 
activator are apparently all at about 300®K, although the material with Cu 
has a secondary bulge extending about 100® higher than the other two, and the 
Xpk values are: [Zn], Xpk = 5640 A; Ag(0.005), Xpk == 5150 A, and Cu(0.005), 
Xpk = 5700 A. In the case of changing the host-crystal compositions of some 
s-center phosphors excited by 2537-A UV, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn and 
rbhdL-Zn2Ge04:Mn both have Tr « 250®K, but the silicate has a secondary 
bulge extending out about 200® beyond the germanate, and the Xpk values are: 
silicate, 5250 A; germanate, 5370 A. Note that the secondary high-temperature 
extensions of the S vs. T curve correspond to the larger Xpk value in the case of 
the i-center phosphors, and to the smaller Xpk value in the case of the s-center 
phosphors). 

According to quantum theory, tlie relationship between the number of 
phonons Np and the temperature T of an ideal solid is given by 

v^dv 
^hp/kT _ 1 

(55) 

where v is the phonon frequency, and Vm is defined as in eq. 54. At low tempera¬ 
tures relative to Tb, kT<K hPmt and 

Np oc when T« Tb (56) 

whereas, at high temperatures relative to Ti, hv/kT<K 1, and 

Npcc T when T'^ Tb (57) 

If we set hv/kT = x, the heat capacity Cv of a crystal at constant volume 
is given by the Debye relation,** “• •• 

Cv 
'i2r> i T, 3 

3 e* - 1 ~ r - 1. 
(68) 

wherefrom, 

and 
Cv oz aT^ 

B being the universal gas constant » 

when T<^Tb (59) 

when r»ir# (60) 

8.314 X 10^ erg deg”^ g atom~S or about 
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2 cal for each gram atom in the solid. Note that Boltzmann’s constant 
per molecule is 

k = R/Na - 8.314 X 10V6.023 X = 1.38 X lO*-^ erg deg”i 

= 8.62 X 10-5 ev deg-^ (61) 

Classically, each atom in an ideal solid vibrates independently about its equi¬ 
librium position and has 3 degrees of freedom in both kinetic and potential 
energy. With each degree of freedom is associated a maximum energy }/^kTy 
or a total of %kT = 3kT per atom. For Na atoms, this amounts to a total 
vibrational energy per gram atom, 

J&\ib = SNAkT = SRT (62) 

The classical heat capacity Cv is the rate of change of vibrational energy with 
changing temperature at constant volume of the solid, that is, 

Cv = (dFvib/dT)^ = 3K = 5.96 cal deg~^ g atom-^ (63) 

In other words, a gram atom of an ideal classical solid absorbs (or loses) 5.96 cal 
(= 2.49 X 10® ergs = 1.56 X 10*° ev) for each degree rise (or fall) in the tem¬ 
perature of the solid. The more accurate quantum theory of specific heats 
introduces the concept of a maximum vibrational frequency Vmt which is imposed 
when the atoms do not vibrate independently, but move so that they follow the 
patterns of the possible longitudinal and transverse waves in the crystal. With 
Vm is associated a temperature Te below which not all the possible vibrational 
modes in the solid are active, and so Cv increases in proportion to T® as addi¬ 
tional modes are brought into action to store more vibrational energy in the 
crystal. At temperatures well above even the highest-frequency mode Vm 
is active, and so Cv becomes independent of T because no further vibrational 
modes can be brought into operation by increasing the temperature of the ideal 
solid. At very high temperatures a small electronic contribution to Cv is occa¬ 
sionally observed. Cv values higher than 3R may be obtained by exciting 
atomic or molecular rotations, as well as vibrations, but rotational motions 
seldom make large contributions to the specific heat of solids. 

A plot of vibrational frequency versus wave-number vector (or recip¬ 
rocal wavelength) of the vibrational waves in a phosphor host crystal exhibits 
(1) low-frequency acoustical branches, and (2) hi^er-frequency optical 
branches.^®* The acoustical vibration modes arise from cooperative mo¬ 
tion of near-by particles (atoms or ions) regardless of species, in producing vibra¬ 
tional waves, whereas the optical vibration modes arise from oppositely disposed 
vibrations of different species of particles. By different species of particles is 
meant particles with differeat masses and possibly different charges. The sepa¬ 
ration, in frequency, between the acoustic and optical branches vanishes for 
identical atoms equally bonded to each other and gen^*ally increases with 
increasing bonding of different atoms into segregated groups, as in complex 
crystals contaimng distinct radicals. In general, the optical vibration modes 
are best excited in polar usrystals wherein the electric vector of incident radiation 
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may cause oppositely disposed displacements of cations and anions. High- 
frequency (near-infrared) optical vibration modes are particularly pronounced 

in complex structures containing radicals, as in rhomb.-ZnS04 and rbhdL- 
Zn2Si04 where the highest-frequency optical vibration modes are associated 
with vibrations within the 804^"“ and 8104^"" radicals. In polar crystals, the 

fluctuating charge displacements arising from optical vibrations of cations versus 

anions adds considerably to the scattering of ‘*free’^ electrons moving through 

the crystals. 
The Debye temperature Te of a solid may represent a partial measure of 

the average resistance of the atoms to being displaced thermally to an extent 
that they might interfere with the transport of excitation energy or with the 
probability of radiative transitions, but it is not clear to what extent these sepa¬ 

rate links in the luminescence chain may be affected in different phosphors, 
especially when different activator atoms may be located in either interstitial 
or substitutional sites to disturb the periodicity which is required for the simple 

concept of phonons existing as elastic waves. 

3. Another approach to the explanation of Tb has been made by von Hippel, 

Seitz, and Mott, who suggested that the potential-energy versus configurational- 
coordinate curves (compare Fig. 166) of the excited and ground states of phos¬ 

phors may approach each other very closely at moderately large interatomic 
spacings, which might be achieved by thermal agitation when the system is in 
the excited state.”* According to this picture, sufficient thermal agitation 

would raise the excited system into a state where the two levels approach closely 
enough to allow a very low-energy transition (infrared emission?) to an elevated 

level of the ground state. After the transition, the excitation energy is dissipated 
largely as heat, as the system returns down a ^‘ladder^^ of closely spaced vibra¬ 

tional levels to the original ground-state level. On this basis, it is prooosed that 
the luminescence eflftciency 6 might follow a relation of the type, 

fi = 1/[1 + (64) 

where Va is the vibrational frequency of the atoms (about 10^* sec~^), P is the 
probability per unit time that an excited electron will make a radiative transition, 

and is the thermal activation energy required to raise the system from the 

equilibrium radiative excited state to a higher level where the nonradiative 
transition to the ground state occurs (E* = / — e in Fig. 166). Equation 64 

gives a curve of constant efificiency from T = 0®K up to Tb (which may be 

adjusted, by judicious selection of v®, P, and E*y to fit the particular experi- 
menti^ data), but the equation does not account for those cases where the 
luminescence efficiency decreases on both sides of Tb (note curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 
in Fig. 18o). 

4. An attempt has been made to correlate the temperature break point Tb 
with the peak wavelength Xpk of the luminescence emission band of some i-center 

phosphors, by assuming that Tb represents the temperature above which an 

appreciable number of electrons may be raised thermally into the activator 
band from the topmost filled host-crystal band (for example, from E^t- to E^ 
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in Fig. 16a).“ If this process were probable, it would tend to fill the normally 
receptive activator levels, thereby preventing radiative transitions of excited 
electrons which would normally return from still higher levels. It might appear 
that the thermal raising process would require an enormous temperature, because 
the (apparent) optically determined energy separations between the middle of 
the activator band and the top of the highest filled host-crystal band are about 
1 ev (for example, these are 3.5 — 2.73 == 0.77 ev for cub.-ZnS:Ag, and 
3.5 — 2.35 1.15 ev for cub.-ZnS:Cu); or else the process would require a 
considerable overlap of the bands or a “ladder^^ of closely spaced levels between 
the bands. These energy separations are estimated on the basis of photon- 
excited transitions, however, and it is shown later that the corresponding ther¬ 
mally excited transitions may proceed at much lower values of kT than appear 
to be necessary from spectral data; for example, Klasens reports that the 
thermally determined separation between the top of the highest filled host-crystal 
band and the activator band of cub.-ZnS: Ag(O.Ol) is 0.37 ev, compared with the 
afore-mentioned optical separation of 0.77 ev. On this hypothetical basis, the 
ratio of the Tb values for the two cub.-ZnS phosphors with different activators 
should be proportional to the ratio of the cited band separations, that is, 

TBiAE)/TBic^, « 0.77/1.15 = 0.61 (65) 

which is in fair agreement with the observed ratio, 

« 2707440" « 0.59 (66) 

Similar calculations for the hex.-ZnS:Ag and hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphors give a 
ratio based on the energy-band separations 0.66/1.11 = 0.60, whereas the ob¬ 
served Tj5(Ag)/rfl(ou) ratio is 286°/490® == 0.58. These agreements may be 
only coincidence, but the results suggest that other host crystals, which operate 
well with two different i-center activators, should be investigated for confirma¬ 
tion or denial of the underlying hypothesis. It may be noted that this hypothesis 
does not pretend to describe the shape of the s vs. T curve above or below Tst 
nor does it allow ready calculation of the s-center phosphors, whose 
radiative-transition levels have a spectroscopically indeterminate spacing rela¬ 
tive to the host-crystal levels (at least at present). Analagous reasoning to the 
foregoing has been presented also by Klasens, with emphasis on the role of migra¬ 
tion of positive holes.*** 

5. Another approach to the problem has been made by Szigeti and Nagy, 
who report that ^e electric conductance g (determined by dielectric losses of 
the unexcited phosphor at 20 megacycles), of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn may be corre¬ 
lated with the variation of the luminescence eflScien^y e under excitation by 
2537-A UV over the temperature range from 300 to 650%.**® They report that 8 
and g remain constant up to about 445^K, whereafter 8 decreases and g increases 
such that straight lines are obtained when log 8 and log g are plotted against 
T“*^ (this r^rted variation of 8 vs. T does not agree with curve 5 of Fig. 18, 
which shows 8 steadily decreasing with T from 160®K, with only a slight '‘bump'' 
near 445*^^). Szigeti and Nagy deduce that the 2537-A photons are absorb^ 
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by (a) radiative and (6) nonradiative centers, such that a constant number No 
of photons is emitted at temperatures below 445®K where there is a maximum 
number of radiative centers (and g = constant = ^o), and the total number of 
photons Nt emitted at temperature T is given by 

Nt = No[cgo/c(go + agr)] (67) 

where c is a constant, a is the absorption coefficient for the nonradiative centers 
(if the absorption coefficient for the radiative centers is assumed to be 1), and gr 
is the conductance of the unexcited phosphor at temperature T (above 446®K). 
The corresponding total conductance is given as 

^ = po + -4.6 ^ (68) 

where go =* 0.2 X 10~® ohm”^ cm”^, .4 = 5.4 X 10"* ohm"^ cm"^, and the 
thermal activation energy, E*, is 0.7 ev [this is presumably the energy required 
to raise an electron from J^*Mn ii^^to E^^n (compare Fig. 16a), thereby transform¬ 
ing the radiative center into a nonradiative center]. These authors claim that 
similar correlations between the variation of 8 and g as functions of T were 
found for other phosphors, but judgment may be reserved until more complete 
information is made available regarding the experimental techniques and the 
identities of the phosphors. ’ 

Phosphors, Pigments, and Scotophors. Solids may be divided 
roughly into the three subject classes with respect to some of the ex¬ 
ternally evident changes produced when the solid is struck by primary 
particles, including photons and charged material particles. Primary 
particles may be reflected or transmitted by a crystal. When a particle 
is transmitted, it may (1) pass unchanged through the crystal, or (2) 
be scattered with only slight loss of energy to the crystal, or (3) lose all 
or part of its kinetic energy by absorption processes in the crystal. The 
absorbed energy may produce heat, electron emission, structural or 
chemical changes, and/or luminescence. Materials which naturally 
reflect seme photons of light and absorb other photons of light (selective 
reflection, or selective absorption, of photons with different wave¬ 
lengths), are called pigments or dyes when the absorbed photon energy 
does not produce appreciable luminescence, that is, the intensity of the 
reflected light is equal to or less than that of the incident light at every 
wavelength. The spectral characteristics of the reflected light are deter¬ 
mined jointly by the primary radiation and the pigment. Many pig¬ 
ments suffer permanent changes in selective reflection during exposure, 
especially under strong actinic radiations such as occur in sunlight, and 
the production of these induced discolorations is known as solarizatioii* 
Some practically colorless solids, sudb as cub.-KGl, may be made to 
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tenebresce, that is, darken and bleach under suitable irradiations. The 
darkening effects may be produced by primary x rays, or cathode rays, 
and the bleaching may be accomplished by heat and/or by irradiating 
the solid with photons with wavelengths lying within the new visible 
or invisible absorption band produced by the primary radiations. Solids 
which exhibit such reversible induced absorptions (tenebrescence) have 
been called scotophors (dark bearers), as a companion name for phos^- 
phors (light bearers).®®*®* 

Luminescent materials in general (luminophors) may exhibit the 
properties of pigments and/or scotophors, but they have the additional 
property of being able to convert part of the absorbed primary energy 
into emitted luminescence radiations whose spectral characteristics are 
determined almost entirely by the luminophor. As examples, a red- 
reflecting pigment (for example, hex.-HgS) absorbs blue light which is 
converted into heat, whereas some red-emitting phosphors—^for exam¬ 
ple, hex.-ZnS(20)CdS(80):Ag(0.01), [NaCl(2)], 950°C—absorb blue 
light and convert a considerable part of the absorbed energy into red 
luminescence emission which adds to the red light reflected by the 
phosphor.*^* Other red-emitting phosphors, such as Mg4Ge06:Mn and 
Cd2B206:Mn, are colorless under white light; that is, they do not ex¬ 
hibit selective absorption in the visMe region of the spectrum. An eflEi- 
cient pigment or scotophor converts absorbed primary energy into heat 
or chemical change, usually without appreciable luminescence, whereas 
an efficient lutninophor (or phosphor) converts an appreciable part of 
the absorbed energy into luminescence photons. Some materials, of 
course, may exhibit simultaneously the properties of phosphors and pig¬ 
ments or scotophors; for example, a cub.-KCl scotophor has a weak 
UV-f blue cathodoluminescence emission, and a hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.6) 
phosphor emits blue light which it also absorbs (as a pigment), the 
phosphor being gray by reflected white light.®®* ®^ Furthermore, a mate¬ 
rial which is an efficient phosphor at a low temperature may become 
merely a pigment at higher temperatures whefe the ground- and excited- 
state energy levels approach each other sufficiently to allow non- 
radiative transitions (near approach of c to / in Fig. 16b). 

Definitions. As shown in Table 10, the generic term luminescence is 
subclassifled according to (1) a prefix denoting the means used for exci¬ 
tation (excitant), and (2) separate terms denoting the duration of after¬ 
glow (persistence) after cessation of excitation. Combinations of these 
classifications are often convenient, for example, cathodophoqphores- 
cence is phoi^horescence after excitation by cathode rays (CR). The 
generic term luminophor is subclassified into flnorophors, or fluors 
(fluorescent materials) and phosphors (phosphorescent materials). 
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TABLE 10 

Some of the Tebminoloot of Luminescence and Related Phenomena 

Simple Absorption and Reflection 

Dyes and pigments convert incident radiation (photons) into (a) selectively reflected 
radiation, and (6) internal heat. 

Tenebrescence 

Scotophors are similar to dyes and pigments, except that at least part of their 
selective absorption of radiation is nonintrinsic, for example, new absorption bands 
may be induced by treatment with x rays or material particles.®®*®**®®’®^ 

Luminescence [Physical {Electronic) Action] 

Luminophors, or lumophors, convert part of the energy of absorbed photons or 
material particles into emitted radiation in excess of thermal radiation. 

Fluorophors, or fluors, exhibit only fluorescence. 
Phosphors exhibit phosphorescence (with or without fluorescence). 

Designation 

Photoluminescence 
Roentgenoluminesceuce 
Cathodoluminescence (Electrolumines¬ 

cence) 
lonoluminescence (Radiolumines¬ 

cence *) 
Triboluminescence 

Designation 

Fluorescence 

nosphorescence 

Stimulation (Ausleuchtung) 

Quenching (TUgung) 

Means Used for Excitation (Excitant) 

Low-energy photons (visible light, UV) 
High-energy photons (x rays, gamma rays) 

Cathode rays (CR), beta rays 

^Alpha particles, ions 
Mechanical disruption of crystals 

Duration of Detectable Afterglow 
(Persistence) 

Shorter than about 10“® sec for optical 
photons 

Longer than about 10”® sec for optical 
photons 

Effect of Irradiation or Heating During 
Phosphorescence 

Phosphorescence intensity increased during 
irradiation or heating 

Phosphorescence intensity decreased during 
irradiation or heating 

huminescenoe {Chemical Action) 
Designation Excitant 

Chemiluminescence Energy from chemical reactions 
Koluminescence Energy from biochemical reactions 

Designations Which Are Not Recommended 

Oandoluminesoence (Non-black-body emissions observed at very high temperatures) 
Ihermolumlnescence (Phosphorescence obtained at various temperatures) 

* Hadiolumi]|pscence has been used to describe luminescence excited by any or 
all radioactive^iWte^tion products. In the case of radium, the alpha-particle 
ekdtarion predominates. 
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The demarcation, at 10~® sec, between fluorescence and phosphorescence re¬ 
quires an explanation. This demarcation is based on the experimental observa¬ 
tion that the natural lifetime of the excited state rp of an isolated nonmetastable 
atom is about 10""® to 10~® sec between the instant of excitation and the instant 
of emission of an optical luminescence photon (that is, a photon with an energy 
of the order of 2 ev).* The natural lifetime of the excited state, considering the 
atom as a radiating dipole, is determined by interaction of the fields of the dipole 
and the emitted photon (oscillator damping), and this interaction effect depends 
on the energy of the photon.* 

To obtain a rough picture of the radiative process for a free simple atom, 
first note the differences in size and shape of the electron clouds (^* distribu¬ 
tions) of a hydrogen atom in the ground state (1«) and in two excited states 
(28 and 2p) as shown in Table 23. Next, visualize the H* atom in the 2p excited 
state with the positive nucleus and single negative electron forming a dipole at 
any instant. When the excited atom makes a radiative transition from the 2p 
to the I5 state, the average length of the dipole decreases from about 2.2 A to 
about 0.53 A. At the same time there is created (emitted) a photon of energy 
10.2 ev, with frequency 1.465 X 10^® sec""^, and wavelength 1215.7 A. During 
the brief interval of about 10~® sec that the atom and its photon “offspring*' 
are very near each other, the oscillatory electric field of the emerging photon 
interacts with the field of the radiating dipole such that the oscillations of the 
dipole are damped while it is collapsing from the 2p to the Is state. [The 
transition 2s —> Is is forbidden (not observed) because it would correspond to 
L == 0 L « 0.] 

Classically, the rate of emission of electromagnetic energy from a radiating 
dipole, considered as a simple harmonic oscillator, is proportional to the product 
of the fourth power of the frequency v of the emitted photons and the square 
of the dipole moment pd of the oscillator; so the rate of emission of photons is 
proportional to i^p^^ and the natural lifetime rp of the excited state is propor¬ 
tional to v'^^pdT^* Furthermore, the natural lifetimes of normal excited states 
of isolated atoms or ions are related to the natural line breadths Av of the 
emission lines, such that the line breadth Avy^ at half the peak intensity equals 
the total radiative-transition probability P per unit time, 

P « Avyi (69) 

Remembering that E = hv (eq. 1), and applying the indeterminacy principle 
for energy and time, we have 

AEAt > h a h/2r (70) 

80 the energy E* of the excited state is defined with an indeterminacy 

(71) 

where rp is the lifetime for a radiative transition of an isolated nonmetastable 
atom. Equation 71 relates the width AE* of the energy level of an excited atom 
to the lifetime rp of the excited state, and AS* is about 10“^ ev for the emission 
of a (conventional) luminescence photon. (This width is Idvial compared with 
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the approximately 1-ev widths of the emission and energy bands of the more 
useful phosphors. In the case of x-ray fluorescence emissions, however, the 
observed line widths are of the order of 3 ev, and so the natural lifetimes of the 
excited states are of the order of sec.*^) The distinction made in Table 10 
between fluorescence and phosphorescence is, therefore, less arbitrary than it 
may at first appear, because the natmal lifetime of the excited state of an 
isolated atom is related simply to the energy of the emitted photon and Planck’s 

‘ Luminescence * 
. Luminescence, including_^ 
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Fig. 19. Terminology of luminescence-process and intensity-time relationships 
diuing growth and decay of conventional luminescence emission. 

fundamental action constant. For (conventional) luminescence emissions, all 
persistences longer than about 10~^ sec are called phosphorescence to indicate 
an abnormal delay, such as may be caused by a metastable state, or by electron 
trapping in solids (treated under Luminescence as a Function of Time in this 
chapter). Any pure fluorescence of phosphors would be observed as lumines¬ 
cence emission during the first 10“® sec of excitation (Fig, 19); thereafter, the 
fission comprises both fluorescence (t/ observed) and phosphorescence until 
10~* sec after cessation of excitation, whereafter only phosphorescence is ob¬ 
served. Fluoreacencef then, is a limiting case of phosphorescence,^'^* 

There is conmderable confusion in the nomeuiclature of luminescence. 
The term radiolumineacence, for example, is patently ambiguous, and the 
term fiuorescence has been used variously to describe (1) luminescence 
emissicms with afterglows shorter than about 10*^ sec (ibB definition 
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which is preferred here), (2) emissions with afterglows which are short 
relative to the O.l-sec persistence of human vision (the original subjective 
basis for distinguishing between fluorescence and phosphorescence), 
(3) afterglows which decay exponentially (irrespective of duration), 
(4) luminescence during excitation (irrespective of duration), and (5) 
transitions between singlet states of organic molecules in glassy media.^ 
Usage 3 would require that the afterglows of phosphors which exhibit 
concomitant exponential and power-law decays (such as Nos. 32-35 
in Table 5), be called fluorescence and phosphorescence, while usage 
No. 4 fails to recognize that phosphorescence emission may be an im¬ 
portant component of the total luminescence emission during excitation 
times lasting longer than 10~® sec. Usage 6 is similar to 3, except that 
the terms fluorescence and phosphorescence, which have been used for 
centuries to describe the durations of the afterglows of chiefly inorganic 
luminescent materials, are appropriated and defined in terms of a 
difficultly identifiable mechanism without regard for duration of afterglow 
in the field of organic luminescent substances and materials. Only 
definition 1 preserves the well-established original sense of the terms 
fluorescence and phosphorescence to denote a demarcation in the time 
of detectable persistence of luminescence emission after cessation of 
excitation. Definition 1 simply changes the demarcation time from the 
subjective 0.1-sec persistence of human vision to the objective natural 
lifetime of the excited states of isolated nonmetastable atoms or ions, 
where the natural lifetime is inversely related to the separation of the 
energy levels of the ground and excited states. In attempts to classify 
luminescence with respect to temperature, the term thermoluminescence 
has been used to denote phosphorescence obtained at various tempera¬ 
tures (the prefix thermo confusingly implies luminescence excited by 
heat!),^®^’”®’^^’^“"®“ and candoluminescence has been used to denote 
the emission of non-black-body radiations at high temperatures (these 
appear to be selective thermal radiations rather than lumines¬ 
cence These misleading terms are not recommended, although 
thermostimulation and photostimulation (and thermoquenching an4 
photoquenching) may be used to distinguish between the stimulation 
(or quenching) of phosphorescence by heat and by photons. On this 
basis, phosphorescence, when unqvolifiedj usually means phosphores¬ 
cence which proceeds spontaneously or is thermostimulated at room 
temperature (about 300°K). 

In addition to the foregoing terms, the following less prominent 
terms have been used as indicated: Ciystalloluminescence is obtained 
during crystallization, for example, a blue luminescence emission is 
observed when a saturated aqueous solution of sodium chloride is shaken 
with hydrochloric acid solution,galvanoluminescmce is obtained 
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during electrolysis,®^ for example, a luminescence emission is observed 
at an aluminum anode during the electrolysis of a solution of MgBr2* 
2(C2H6)20, or of citric acid; and electroluminescence is obtjtined 
during electric discharges in gases, for example, the luminescence emis¬ 
sions obtained from neon and mercury vapor lamps, and from light- 
jjjng 8i7,82o The excitation processes in some of these cases are quite 

complex and, in crystalloluminescence and galvanoluminescence, may 
involve the combined effects of chemical action, photons, and charged 
material particles. Basically considered, all primary luminescence 
excitations should be attributable to one or more of the following exci¬ 
tants: (1) photons, (2) moving charged material particles, and (3) energy 
liberated during chemical or crystallographic changes. It is possible 
that only 1 and 2 may be found to be the actual excitants in most 
luminescences. Among terms which are little used are the following 
which are not recommended; ^^fluorochemistry,'^ ^‘ultraluminescence,'' 
and '‘infraluminescence." ®^® 

A satisfactory description of experiments on the luminescence of a 
solid generally requires an explicit description of the solid, the excitant, 
and the conditions of excitation and measurement (including specification 
of the times and temperatures involved, the atmosphere in which the 
phosphor is tested, and a statement’as to whether luminescence or phos¬ 
phorescence is being measured). In general, experimental results are 
understood as having been obtained at room temperature, unless other¬ 
wise specified. Unless otherwise specified, also, the results herein were 
obtained with the materials in a vacuum or at atmospheric pressure, that 
is, at external pressures which are negligible relative to the internal pres¬ 
sures of solids. The luminescence of solids is practically unaffected by 
uniform hydrostatic pressures up to the internal pressure of the particular 
solid. Relatively stable phosphors, such as rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn and 
hex.-ZnS:Cu, may be compressed in oil (or even molten plastic suspen¬ 
sions) at pressures of the order of 10® dynes cm~^ (10® g cm“~®, or 10® 
atmospheres) without appreciable loss of luminescence efficiency, al¬ 
though the phosphorescence of a hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor was reportedly 
decreased by 60 per cent at 20,000 atmospheres.®^® Nonuniform mechan¬ 
ical pressure, for example, grinding, is especially injurious to phosphors 
and should be avoided whenever possible.*®- 

Excitation Processes 

There is, at present, a paucity of reliable data on the absorption and 
excitation characteristics of phosphors. The chief obstacles in the way 
of obtaining these fundamental data are: (1) the difficulty of generating 
and measuring photons and material particles with aU energies in tbe 
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range from about 1 to 10® ev, and (2) the difficulty of determining 
absorption coefficients of highly scattering layers of tiny phosphor 
crystals. Phosphor research would be aided greatly by the development 
of (1) an intense photon source giving a known power output at all fre¬ 
quencies from about 10^® (cycles) sec““^ {hv = 0.04 ev) to about 10^® 
sec“”^ (/w' = 4 X 10® ev), and (2) methods for producing large (centi¬ 
meter-size) single crystals of all phosphors without adversely affecting 
their luminescence characteris¬ 
tics. It is possible to generate 
a quasi-continuous spectrum of 
photons by electronic circuits 
‘‘broadcasting'' (“generating") at 
frequencies up to about 10^® 
sec"”^, and it is possible to gen¬ 
erate a continuous spectrum of 
photons by thermal radiations of 
solids in the frequency range 
from about 10^^ to 10^® sec”^, 
but from 10^® to 10^^ sec"“^ and 
above about 10^® sec“"^ the avail¬ 
able photon sources are spectrally 
discontinuous. In fact, it is rela¬ 
tively easy to devise electronic 
circuits to make electrons in solids 
oscillate in unison and produce 
coherent (inphase) radiations at 
frequencies below about 10^® 
sec“^, since these frequencies are 
far below the characteristic fre¬ 
quencies of the atoms and atomic groups in solids used to construct such 
circuits. As the frequency is raised above 10^® sec"“^, however, it be¬ 
comes increasingly difficult to produce coherent radiations efficiently. 
At frequencies above about 10^^ sec”^, the allowed electronic transitions 
in solids are quite discontinuous, and the probability of an electronic 
transition at any ipstant is determined chiefly by the local (subatomic) 
conditions in the solid. Thermal radiation and liuninescence radiation, 
therefore, are “noise" in the sense that the emitted photons are inco¬ 
herent (that is, the photons are emitted at random instants of time).*® 

The absorption of primary excitant particles (photons or charged 
material particles) by a phosphor crystal occurs according to the follow¬ 
ing outline: 

1. RiBigCiEcnoN .versus Tranbmisbion. Consider a beam of Np 
primaiy particles per unit time, mth id^tical (“monochromatic") 

Fig. 20. Schematic of a single simplified 
phosphor crystal being excited by a beam 

of primary particles. In an actual phos¬ 

phor screen, the crystals have wide ranges 

of random shapes, sizes, orientations, and 

degrees of optical contact, as well as 

random voids between the phosphor par¬ 

ticles. 
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energy Eq striking an assumed flat face of a crystal at angle ^ to the 
surface normal (Fig. 20). Of the Np primary particles, Np — No will 
be reflected, and Nq will be admitted by the crystal. For a given crystal, 
the proportion of admitted particles, No/Np generally increases with 
increasing Eq and decreasing \<t>\. (With an actual phosphor screen, 
comprising many different sizes, shapes, and orientations of crystals, 
the average crystal shape and size and the screen texture influence 
No/Np. For example, a photon reflected from a single-crystal screen is 
lost, whereas a photon reflected from a single crystal in a multicrystal 
screen may be deflected into and absorbed by a neighboring crystal.) 

2. Refraction, and General Exponential Losses. The JVo ad¬ 
mitted particles are transmitted and refracted at angle d in the solid, 
where 6 approaches <t> with increasing Eo (m ^ L Fig. 21) and decreasing 
I <;> |. Also, the number of particles in the beam decreases exponentially 
with distance traversed in the solid, because of scattering and absorp¬ 
tion. The number of primary particles Nx in the beam at distance 
x{x = 0 at the point of entry into the crystal) is given by 

Nx = iNToe-"* (72) 

where the absorption coefiScient a i^a function of the nature and energy 
Eo of the primary particle and of the nature of the solid. In the case 
of primary material particles, a may vary with x because the energy of 
the particle varies with x. In the case of primary photons, a may be as 
large as 10® cm""^ when all the host-crystal atoms take part in the 
absorption of photons with a given energy. 

3. Energy Losses of Primary Photons in Solids. Photons gen¬ 
erally give up all their energy in one absorption act with a hound electron, 
and the absorption coeflicient is the sum of 

® “ ^excitation ”1" ionisation *4" Scattering "1“ Gpair formation (73) 

♦- ultraviolet z rays gamma rays —> 

where the lower line indicates the regions of photon ener^es in which 
the different energy-loss processes predominate (see Appendix 4). For 
most phosphor excitations by photons, there is ne^igible energy loss 
by scattering, and the absorption coefficient is a function of the number 
Nr of atoms per unit volvime and the characteristic frequencies (that is, 
the allowed energy-absorption transitions) r. of the atoms in the solid 

a^f{Nr,Pc) (74) 

Figure 21 shows a simplified schematic of the variation of index of 
refraction m with photon wavelength for a hypothetical solid which is 
tranqMuent in the visible region of the electromagnetic (q>ectrum.^" 
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The index of refraction of a nonisotropic (noncubic) crystal depends on 
the frequency, the direction of propagation, and the direction of polari¬ 
zation (^Vibration direction'^ of electric vector) of the photon in the 
crystal, as well as on the individual and mutually induced polarizabilities 
of the atoms in the crystal. According to Bragg, the mutually induced 
polarization of adjacent atoms acted on by light is inversely proportional 
to the cube of their distance from each other; hence, the preferred orien¬ 
tations of certain closely boimd radical groups (for example, NOs", 
COa^-, and Si04^”") in crystals tends to make such crystals birefrigent/^ 

Frequency, cycles per second 

Wavelength. A 

Fia. 21. Simplified schematic of the variation of index of refraction of a colorless 
insulator over a wide range of photon wavelengths. 

Wherever there is a marked change in /x, there is strong reflection and 
absorption of photons, indicating a characteristic frequency with high 
oscillator strength (high density of absorbing atoms or molecules). 
In the dotted anomalous regions, where Vj^houm = Vet the amplitude of 
electronic oscillation is a maximum. At very long wavelengths, ^ = 6j[>^, 
where €d is the low-frequency dielectric constant of the solid. 

4. Energy Losses of Charged Material Particles in Solids. 

Material particles, eapeciaMy thx>8e having a net electrostatic charge^ gen¬ 
erally give up their energy bitwise by successive inelastic collisions with 
free or bound electrons. The average partial (bitwise) loss of energy, 
A^, by material particles appears to be relatively independent of 
being almost directly proportional to the total number of electrons per 
unit volume, 

aS a Ntr^Zi + + • • • N^^Zi (76) 

where the subscripts 1, 2, • • • f denote the different species of atoms in 
the solid. Primary electrons apparently lose an average of 10 to 30 ev 
per inelastic collision, almost independent of the nature of the solid, or 
of the energy of the primary electron [from about 100 ev up to 3 X 10^ 
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ev (6mo“'c^), whereafter deceleration radiation {Bremsstrahlung) becomes 
important] .2'*^**2^~®2* At each individual inelastic collision, however, 
there is a possibility that a material particle may lose all or any part of 
its kinetic energy.^** 

It has been found experimentally that the average expenditure of primary 
energy per ion pair produced in gases is about 30 ev.« This value is 
little dependent on the energy of the (high-energy) primary charged material 
particle and the nature of the gas. When an atom is placed in a solid, however, 
the electrostatic potential energy between the nucleus and a valence electron 
is decreased by the electric polarization field of the solid and by the increased 
nucleus-electron distance r due to deformation (polarization) of the atom in 
the solid. Each of these decreases is proportional to the dielectric constant €2> 
of the solid, and so the potential binding energy of a valence electron which is 

^ the free atom becomes ideally in the solid. This assumes 
that the atom retains its electrons in the solid and neglects changes in the 
kinetic energy of the electron caused by, for example, covalent bonding. If 
one uses the simplified relation 30 ev/cD^, the average energy expenditure per 
ion pair produced in solids should be about 10 ev or less. Experimentally, the 
average energy loss for all causes in solids, including excitation with and without 
internal ionization, appears to range from about 10 to 30 ev. Again, there 
appears to be little change in the mean value of about 15 or 20 ev for different 
energies of the primary particles or for different solids.*"”**^ 

It might be expected that should be proportional to the energy 
difference (forbidden region) between the upper edge of the topmost 
filled band and the exciton levels or the lower edge of the conduction 
band, because these are the smallest energy expenditures for exciting 
(ionizing) the host-ciystal atoms. This does not seem to be so, because 
the cathodoluminescence efiiciencies of phosphors having forbidden 
regions ranging in width from about 10 ev to 2 ev do not generally in¬ 
crease as the energy difference decreases. The results indicate that the 
enei^ of charged material particles is used chiefly to raise electrons 
from the dense middle portions of the topmost filled band(s) well up 
into the high-density regions of the conduction bands. The width of the 
forbidden region A^/ may, however, be important in determining the 
lowest voltage electrons which can excite detectable luminescence. For 
example, hex.-ZnO:[Zn] (AJS/» 3 ev) is readily excited by 5-volt 
primary electrons, whereas tetr.-CaW04:[W] and tetr.-ZnF2:Mn 
(AS/ > 4.5 ev) require about 10-volt piimaiy electrons (on this basis, 

freshly cleaved hex.-CdS:[Cd] (AJ?/ » 2 ev) should be excitable with 
about 8.5-volt electrons). 

5. PSNSTBATIONS AND EnERGT LoSSEB OF PrIMART PARTICLES. 

Figure 22 sAiows the variation in rdative number, energy, 
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hvxIhvQ and Vx/Vo; and power, Ps^/Po (imparted to the solid), for 
primary photons and electrons traversing a crystal up to the penetration 

Fig. 22. Variation in relative number of particles, energy per particle, 
hvx/hvo and F*/Vo, and beam power (imparted to the solid), P*/Po, for beams of 
photons and electrons penetrating a solid. 7 » 1 for small values of x/xi, and 7 > 1 

for large values of x/xi; k$ » 31.7. 

<<limit” xif beyond which point n^ligfble power is transmitted. The 
two sets of curves show that the two excitants differ in that a primary 
photon maintains hv^ w hvo until it is absorbed (photon disappears), 
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whereas a primary electron loses kinetic energy [Ek = (c)F], according 
to the Thomson-Whiddington law,'*-”-** 

- VJ‘ = bx dVJdx = -b/2Vx) (76) 

where b is proportional to the density of the solid. 
The penetration “limit” xi for -photons is a complex function of Po 

and Pe', xi being (1) small when pq = Pc, (2) inversely proportional to 
the oscillator strength at each frequency, and (3) generally larger for 
larger vq. The penetration “limit” for electrons in the range from 10® 
to 10® volts is given by Terrill’s equation, 

XI = 2.5 X 10-*V-^Fo® cm (77) 

where a is the density of the solid, in grams per cubic ceptimeter.” 
Equation 76 is a special case of Bethe’s general equation (eq. 78) for 

the variation of velocity v of charged material particles as a function of 
penetration distance x into matter,“-**^-”* 

Vo* -v*^ Uire*z^C2N,X^Bi)x/mo-mp (78) 

where Vq is the initial velocity, z the charge, and vip the mass of the 
primary material particle, is the number of atoms per unit volume, 
and each atomic species has a deceleration factor B,-, which is related to 
its atomic number, for example, Bse » 8, Bq » 13, Bg 22, Bzn 33. 
The correlation between eqs. 76 and 78 is obtained from line 7, Table 1, 
in that, for electrons with a c (that is, j8 1), 

V — (ev/160wio~)^ = 5.9 X 10^7^ cm sec"^ (79) 

Figure 23 shows the approximate penetrations of primary photons, 
electrons, and alpha particles into a single crystal of a hsrpothetical 
colorless phosphor with an assumed density of 4 g cm~® and a strong 
characteristic host-crystal absorption in the ultraviolet. For a given 
energy per primary particle, uncharged particles (for example, photons 
and neutrons) generally penetrate much farther than singly charged 
particles (for example, electrons, protons, and ions with z — 1), and the 
sin^y charged particles penetrate farther than multiply charged par¬ 
ticles (for example, alpha particles, and other ions with 2 > 2). At very 
hi^ ener^es, the greatest penetrations are obtained with particles 
having the hipest mass.® 

Also, at high primaiy-particle energies, energy losi by deceleration 
radiation (BremsstraMung) * becomes important, in addition to the 
energy losses by dectronic excitations and ionizaticms produced as the 
charged material particles penetrate into solids. Deceleration radiation 
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is produced when an electron passes close enough to an atomic nucleus 
to be deflected (“accelerated”) and loses some energy as a photon. From 
the preceding discussions, it is seen that high-energy particles, including 
photons and charged material particles, may produce a considerable 
variety of secondary, tertiary, etc., particles having a large range of 
energies in the solid. 

2 Energy of primary particle, ev 

;^IRH!>h-Ultraviolet —Xrays Gamma rays 

Photon scale 

Fro. 23. The penetration “limit’' *j, as a function of the energy of the primary 
particle, for photons, electrons, and alpha particles penetrating an “average” optically 

transparent solid with an assumed density of 4 g cm~*. 

6. Screen Texture and Scattering. It should be kept in wiind 

that conventional phosphor screens, which are usually about 2 to 10 
average crystal diameters thick, comprise randomly oriented tiny 
crystals of irregular size and shape, whereby the screens have unavoid¬ 
able variations in texture (number, sizes, and shapes of particles as a 
function of location on the plane of the screeit). Primary particles 
striking these screens at different places encounter different ^’s (Fig. 20), 
and have different probabilities of (1) being reflected backwards without 
transmission throu^ any crystal; (2) being reflected backwards with a 
variable amount of transmission through one or more crystals; (3) pass¬ 
ing through the screen witiiout striking any particles (incomplete cover¬ 
age of the substrate); (4) passing tirrough the screen by multiple teflec- 
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tions, without transmission through any crystal; and (5) passing through 
the screen by variable combinations of refraction and reflection, whereby 
a primary particle may travel a distance x in the crystals, ranging from 
almost 0 up to many times the thickness of the screen. The statistical 
indeterminacy of x makes it practically impossible to determine quan¬ 
titatively the absorption coefficients of fine-crystal phosphors. It is 
not possible, generally, to immerse the fine crystals in a liquid of the 
same index of refraction as a means to prevent scattering, because (1) 
the indices of refraction of many phosphors extend beyond the range of 
present immersion liquids, and (2) such liquids are usually strongly 
absorbing toward ultraviolet photons and material particles. The chief 
hope for obtaining quantitative information about the absorption char¬ 
acteristics of phosphors appears to lie in the development of practical 
universal methods for growing large single crystals, that is, crystals with 
at least one face having both dimensions greater than about 4 mm. 
Meanwhile, most phosphor screens are strongly scattering, and so their 
transmissions of light (neglecting absorption) approximate exponential 
relations such as the following ones developed by Mukhopadhyay: *2^»**^ 

For isotropic (cubic) crystals, with refractive index y!, 

L = (80) 

For anisotropic (uniaxial) crystals, which are birefringent, 

(81) 

where L is the intensity of transmitted lij^t (number of photons per 
square centimeter per second), of wavelength X, encountering the JNTth 
layer of crystals of diameter Xc’, x, is the thickness of the screen (Nxe); 
It is the indffir of refraction of the medium surrounding the crystals (air 
or vacuum); m is the refractive index for the ordinary Vibration, and 
jt, is tbe refractive index for the extraordinary vibration in doubly 
refracting crystals, where ite> ito> it. From eqs. 80 and 81, it is seen 
that increamg transmismon is obtained with increasing n and X, and 
with decreasing Xe, x,, and it' (or juo and /(«)) a maximum value being 
obtained when n n'. It is necessary to go to either very large or 
vanishingly small crystals to obviate scattering, and the large crystals 
are preferable, since vanishingly small crystals tend to be more distorted 
ly greater susceptibility to surface tension. The amplitude A of light 
aeattmd from an assemblage of Nc crystals is proportiorrd to X^ and the 
irUennty of aeaUered light L at a point a distance x from a scattociqg 
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crystal of volume Vc is proportional to X*, as given by the Rayleigh 
scattering formula,'*’' 

L = Lo ^,)NctVJ'K*x (82) 

where Lo = is the intensity of the incident light; ij! and ^ are the 
optical densities (indices of refraction) of the crystal and the ambient 
medium, respectively; and 4^^ is the angle between the path of the inci¬ 
dent beam and the direction in which scattering is measured. 

7. Absorption Spectra of Phosphors. Figure 24a shows part of 
the approximate relative room-temperature absorption spectra of some 
typical phosphors whose crystals average about 1 to 10 microns in 
diameter (see Appendix 4). According to Mollwo, the absorption 
coefficients a = log* (Lq/L) of transparent layers of oxides and 
sulphides of zinc and cadmium (produced by treating evaporated and 
condensed metal layers with oxygen or sulphur) have approximately 
the values given in Table 11.*®* With respect to the effect of variation 

TABLE 11 

Absorption 
E^, 

Absorption Coefficient a, 10^mm~^ 

2000 A 2500 A 
1 
3000 A 3500 A 4000A 4500 A 5000 A 

Cub.-ZnS 
PiSm 

3500 11.5 6 3 0 

Hex.-ZnO 
C6mc 

3850 5 3.5 B ■ 
0 . 

Cub.-Cd8 
PUm 

5120 5 ■ 2.6 B B 1.0 0.2 

Cub..C5dO 
FnC^ 

2.6 1.9 1.6 

I 

1.3 
% ■ 

0.4 

of operating temperature, the absorption and excitation spectra of 
hex.-ZnO:[Zn], ZnS:[Zn], ZnS:Ag, and ZnS:Cu phosphors shift to 
longer wavelengths at the rate of 0.4 to 1 A without large change 
in shape. Figure 24b shows the excitation spectrum of a ZnS:[Zn] 
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12.4 62 4.04 3.1 2.48 2.07 1.77 ev 

Fig. 24a. BeUtive absorption and emission spectra of some typical oxygen- 
dominated (silicate) and sulphur-dominated (sulphide) phosphors. The cub.- 
ZnS:[Zn] phosphor, especially when prepared in a reducing atmosphere, has a narrow 
edge-emission band located over the edge of the absorption band near 3600 A. The 
edge-emission band appears at 90°K under excitation by UV,‘“ and at 300®K under 

excitation by high-intensity CR.*" 

A 1. rbhdl.-Zn88i04:[Sil, 1200°C 
2. rbhdl.-ZnsSiO4:Mn(0.3), 1200®C 

B 1. hex.-ZnS-Cd8:(Zn:Cd],[NaCl(2)], 780'C 
2. hex.-ZnS-CdS:Ag(0.006),[NaCl(2)], 780°C 
8. hex.-ZnS-CdS:Cu(0.006),[NaCl(2)], 780®C 
4. hex.-(3dS:ICdl, 800-1300®C 

C 1. cub.-Zn8:[Zn],[NaCl(2)], 780'C 
2. cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.006),[NaCl(2)], 780®C 
8. oub.-ZnS:Cu(0.006),[NaCl(2)], 780“C 
4. oub.-ZnSe:[Zn],[NaCl(2)], 780°C 
6. cub.-ZnSe:Ag(0.006),[NaCl(2)], 780®C 
6. cub.-ZnSe:Cu(0.006),INaa(2)], 780“C 
7. cub.-ZhSe:Mn(l),(Naa(2)I, 780®C 

Xpk -4100A 
Xpk - 5250 A (2.36 ev) 

Xpk -eoooA 
Xpk “ 5770 A 
Xpk > 7100 A 

Xpk - 4650 A 
Xpk - 4590 A 
Xpk - 6290 A 
Xpk ••6460A 
Xpk -5700 A 
Xpk — 6450 A 
Xpk -6460 A 
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phosphor at two different temperatures, as determined by Garlick and 
Gibson.*** 

The strong host-crystal absorption of rbhdI.-Zn2Si04:Mn occurs 
at wavelengths below about 3000 A (below 2600 A, according to 
Kroger ***’***'**® whereas the host-crystal absorption of hex.- 
ZnS-CdS (equimolecular proportions) occurs at wavelengths below 
about 4500 A.^^° The fine structure of this strong absorption has not 
been determined with certainty; such a determination would have to 
be made on very thin sections of large crystals at low temperatures. In 
both cases, in Fig. 24a, the host-crystal absorption spectrum overlaps 

L 

(t) 

2500 3500 , 4500 
Wavelength, A 

Fia. 246. Excitation spectrum of a ZnS:[Znl phosphor at 90""K (a) and 230®K (b). 
(G. F. J. Garlick and A. F. Gibson) 

the emission spectrum of the heated *‘pure’^ host crystal (without added 
activator). When small proportions of one or more activator impurities, 
for example, Mn, Ag, Cu, are incorporated in these host crystals, one 
or more additional weaker absorption bands usually appear on the 
long-wave side of the strong host-crystal absorption. As shown in 
Fig. 24a, the absorption (excitation) spectrum of the rbhdL-Zn2Si04:Mn 
phosphor is separated by over 1 ev from its emission spectrum, whereas 
these spectra overlap in the case of the sulphide phosphors with or with¬ 
out the Ag or Cu activators. In this respect, it has been reported that 
there is a 0.6 to 1.5-ev separation between the absorption and emission 
bands of alkali halides with Mn activator, whereas these bands adjoin 
each other when the same host crystals contain Ag, Cu, or Pb activa- 
tor.ww.wi 

The absorption spectrum of a phosphor may be divided into several 
major regions: (1) the strong short-wave host-crystal-^absorption regioni 
(2) the intermediate absorptioii.-edge region, where the strong host- 
crystal absorption merges into (3) the weak long-wave imperfection- 
absorptioii region, and (4) the weak longer-wave induced trapped- 
electron absorption region. With reference to Figs. 9 and 16c, the host- 
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crystal absorption corresponds to transitions of electrons bound to 
host-crystal atoms at the instant of absorption, that is, transitions from 
normally filled levels of the host crystal (for example, Eu) to higher 
unoccupied levels (for example, E*'*e> E**c), whereas the imperfection 
absorption corresponds to transitions of electrons bound to (o) impurity 
atoms, that is, transitions from Ej to E**i, E**b, or E**c, or (5) host- 
crystal atoms near an imperfection, for example, transitions from Ea 
to E**o. The trapped-electron absorption corresponds to transitions 
of trapped electrons, for example, transitions from E*i, to E**Zf or from 
(Ej-) to E*c. The absorption coefficient (o in eq. 72) in each region is 
proportional to the product of (1) the number Nb of bound electrons 
which can make a transition from a given state, and (2) the number 
Ns of unoccupied states to which the transition can be made. In the 
transition Eh —* E**c, both Nb and Ns are large; hence, NbNs and a 
are large. In the transition Eh —» E**o, Nb is large, but Ns is small, 
and in the transitions (£?/-) —* E**c and E*t, —» E**i, or E**c, Nb is 
small while Ns is large; hence, NbNs and a are small in these cases. 

It is interesting to note that Frerichs reports stronger photoconduc¬ 
tion, at 1 to 5 kv cm”*, in the 50-A-wide absorption-edge region (near 
5200 A) of hex.-CdS than in the neighboring host-crystal and imperfec¬ 
tion-absorption regions.^ This indicates that the filled bands Eh and 

El overlap in hex.-CdS. The moderate total photoconduction excited 

by radiation absorbed in the longer-wave host-crystal-absorption region 

is not limited by the product NbNs (both Nb and Ns are large), but 

presumably by the high resistivity of the faulty less crystalline surface 

layers in which most of the short-wave primary radiation is absorbed; 

that is, the conduction band is relatively discontinuous throughout the 

more distorted surface layers, or “free” electrons become trapped and 

build up space charge. The moderate photoconduction excited by 

radiation absorbed in the imperfection-absorption region is limited by 

the low density of imperfections (low Nb) in the highly crystalline volume 
of the hex.-CdS crystal. 

As the temperature of hex.-CdS is increased, the absorption edge 

shifts to longer wavelengths at the rate of about 1A “O’"*, and the photo¬ 

conduction decreases steadily to a negligibly small value at 300°C. 

Frerichs also substantiates Hardy’s report that infrared irradiation 

quenches the photoconduction of hex.-(&:Cd)S.*’* In the case of 

hex.-CdS, the quei^dung region extends from 8000 to 13,000 A. Appar¬ 

ently, quenching radiations and increased temperature both increase 

the probability of recombination of trapped dectrons and positive 
hdes without long-range motion of the — or -f- chaiges. 
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8. Excitation Spectra op Phosphors. It is, of course, axiomatic 
that a phosphor crystal must absorb those photons which excite it, but 
it does not follow that all absorbed photons excite photoluminescence, 
even when the energy of the primary photon is greater than that of the 
emitted photon. In many cases, there is a fairly strong absorption 
commencing at a certain (ill-defined) wavelength Xq, but excitation of 
detectable photoluminescence does not occur until the wavelength of 
the primary photon is made considerably smaller than Xq. This report¬ 
edly occurs in cub.-KCl:Ag(0.003) which emits a band centered around 
2720 A and absorbs photons with wavelengths below 2300 A, but 
requires primary photons with wavelengths below 2060 A for the pro¬ 
duction of appreciable photoluminescence.**® In this case, the energy 
of absorbed primary photons is converted into heat, or something other 
than photoluminescence, in the spectral region between the long-wave 
edge of the excitation band at 2060 A and the long-wave edge of the 
absorption band at about 2300 A. The material functions as a pigment 
in the spectral region from 2060 to 2300 A and functions increasingly 
as a phosphor in the region immediately below 2060 A. 

The excitation spectra of phosphors, therefore, do not necessarily 
coincide with their absorption spectra, although luminescence is generally 
excited by photons whose energies lie in or near the region of strong 
host-crystal absorption. The rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: [Si] phosphor, for exam¬ 
ple, is excited by 1-A x rays but is not excited by 2537-A UV. whereas 
the rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(l) phosphor is weakly excited by 1-A x rays, 
strongly excited by 2537-A UV, and feebly excited by 3650-A UV. The 
hex.-ZnS-CdS phosphors in Fig. 24a are excited by 1-A, 2537-A, and 
3650-A photons and are not excited appreciably by primary photons 
with wavelengths on the long-wave side of the strong host-crystal 
absorption edge, even though these phosphors are moderately absorbent 
in this imperfection-absorption region. An exception to the statement 
that phosphors are generally excited by photons absorbed in the host- 
crystal absorption region is reported by Kroger.^*^ Kroger reports that 
cub.-Mg2Ti04:Mn has good luminescence with a quantum eflSiciency 
of about 55 per cent when excited by 3250-A photons in the imperfection 
(activator)-absorption region but is practically unexcited by primary 
photons with wavelengths below 2800 A, that is/ in the host-crystal 
absorption region. 

There are reports of weak self-excitation, that is, a phosphorescing 
layer exciting an adjacent layer of the same (unexcited) phosphor,^®** 
but experiments in these laboratories have shown that such excitation 
is negligible when the phosphor has a single simple emission band. In 
our experiments, phosphors (for e^pmple, (ZnS(80)CdSe(20):[Zn], 
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[NaCl(2)], 780®C) which have outstanding overlaps of absorption and 
emission spectra near 5461 were exposed to the 5461-A line from 
an H4 mercury-vapor lamp, and an attempt was made to photograph 
luminescence radiation from the phosphor with a small grating spectro¬ 
graph. No evidence of an emission spectrum was obtained; the spec¬ 
trograph plates showed only the reflected 5461-A primary photons. 

In general, absorbed monochromatic radiation with wavelengths 
shorter than the host-crystal absorption edge will excite luminescence, 
although the efficiency of excitation often falls to very low values in 
the soft x-ray region. When excitation occurs, and when the phosphor 
has a single (simple) emission band, the entire luminescence emission 
band is produced, regardless of the wavelength of the primary radiation. 
For example, a rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) phosphor at 300°K emits 
practically the same band (Fig. 52) under excitation by 1-A photons, 
2537-A photons, 12-v CR, and 120,000-v CR. The shapes and locations 
of single {simple) emission hands of phosphors are practically independent 
of the energy of the individual excitant particles (it being assumed that the 
intensity of excitation is insufficient to increase the temperature of the 
phosphor crystals appreciably). For primary particles with energies 
much less than that corresponding^ to the long-wave absorption edge of 
the host crystal, there is an increased probability that the energy of the 

absorbed particle will be converted into heat rather than used to excite 

luminescence (the heat may thermostimulate phosphorescence if there 

are trapped excited electrons left over from previous excitations). In 

terms of energy-level diagrams, such as Figs. 9 and 16, it appears that 

strong luminescence is obtained when the primary particle has suflScient 

energy to raise electrons from the normally filled host-crystal bands 

{Eh, or lower levels) to exciton {E*e) or conduction {E*c) levels. When 
luminescence is excited by primary photons with energies l3dng between 

the long-wave side of the strong host-crystal absorption band and the 

short-wave side of the luminescence emission band, it is interpreted as 
corresponding to excitation transitions between normally filled activator 

levels {Ei) and higher unfilled levels {E**i, E**e, E**c)- Such lumines¬ 
cences are generally rather weak, except in s-center phosphors where 
the luminescence action appears to be localized in the activator atoms 

(for example, Mn atonas in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn). 

The constitution of the host ciystal and the nature of the activator 

center are both important in determining the excitation spectra of 

phosphors. 

A, As examples, for phosphors whose anions are predominantly 
oxfygen: 
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1. Effect of activator: Rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:[Si], 1260°C and rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn, 1250°C are both excited by 50-kv copper-target x rays, 
but only the phosphor with Mn activator is excited by 2537-A photons. 
In some cases, a second activator renders a phosphor photoluminescent 
under primary photons which do not excite the material containing only 
one activator (see Figs. 101 and 102). 

2. Effect of host crystal: Rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4-O.OlMn is only feebly 
excited by 3650-A photons, whereas rbhdl.-Zn2GeO4-O.OlMn is strongly 
excited by 3650-A photons, and rbhdl.-9ZnO-BeO-6SiO2-0.05Mn is 
also well excited by 3650-A photons [note that the Mn proportion is 
held constant relative to the total cation (Zn + Be) proportions]. 
Rhomb.-Mg2Si04:Mn is only feebly excited by 2537-A UV, whereas 
Mg2Ge04: Mn is strongly excited by both 2537-A and 3650-A UV. Also, 
cub.-ZnAl204:Mn and cub.-ZnGa204:Mn are both excited by x rays, 
but only the cub.-ZnGa204:Mn is excited to blue-green luminescence 
emission by 2537-A UV. 

B, As examples, for phosphors whose anions are predominantly 
sulphur or selenium: 

1. Effect of activator: Hex.-ZnS:[Zn], hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.01), hex.- 
ZnS:Cu(0.01), and hex.-ZnS-O.OlMn(S) are all well-excited by 3650-A 
photons, but only the latter two phosphors, with Cu and Mn activator, 
are well excited by 4358-A photons. 

2. Effect of host crystal: Longer wavelengths (in the absorption-edge 
region) may be used to excite cub.-ZnS, with or without Cu, Ag, or 
(to a lesser extent) Mn activator, with increasing degree of substitution 
of Se for S in the ZnS host crystal. Similar results obtain for increasing 
degree of substitution of Cd for Zn in hex.-ZnS with or without Ag or 
Cu activator. 

C. As examples, cross-comparing oxygen- and sulphur-dominated 
phosphors: 

The luminescence efficiency of hex.-ZnS:Cu is much higher than that 
of tetr.-CaW04:[W] under 2700-4500-A photons, whereas tetr.-CaW04: 
[W] is much more efficient that hex.-ZnS:Cu under 2000-2600-A 
photons.*28 Dr. D. H. Tomboulian ^ reports practically no luminescence 
response from hex.-ZnS:Ag, hex.-ZnS-CdS:Ag, and hex.-ZnO:[Zn] 
under 150-A and 1000-A photons, but good resp(»nse from rhomb.- 
BaS04:Pb and tetr.-CaW04:[W] under the same primary radiations. 
At very high primary-photon energies, it is important to have elements 
of high atomic number in the phosphor, in order to obtain appreciable 
absorption of the primary radiation. Moderate luminescence is ob¬ 
tained from hex,TZi]S: Ag, hex.-ZnO:IZn], and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn under 
hard x rays or soft gamma rays (» 500 kv), but higher luminescence 
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efficiency is usually obtained from the heavy-element-containing hex.- 
6ZnS-4CdS:Ag, tetr.-CaW04:[W], tetr.-CaW04:Pb, and rhomb.- 
BaS04:Pb. 

Primary photons with different energies often excite liuninescence 
{during excitation) and phosphorescence {after excitation) emission of 
different degrees, depending on the energy of the excitant photon. Cer¬ 
tain phosphors which exhibit luminescence and appreciable visible 
phosphorescence under one excitant may exhibit only luminescence, with 
very little visible phosphorescence, under another excitant. Whenever 
phosphorescence is observed after excitation, however, luminescence is 
always observed during the excitation (assumed longer than 0.1-sec 
duration). As examples: 

(1) Ba3Si2O8-0.3Pb and Ca2P2O7-0.001Dy are both excited to 
blue-white luminescence and long-duration visible phosphorescence 
()?> 0.1 sec) by copper-target x rays (50-kv), but Ba3Si2O8-0.3Pb is 
excited to blue-white luminescence and only short-duration phosphores¬ 
cence (< 0.1 sec) by 2537-A photons, and Ca2P2O7-0.00lDy is excited 
to only orange-yellow luminescence and short-duration phosphorescence 
by 3650-A (no appreciable excitation by 2537-A photons). 

(2) Rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4-0.01Mnj Cd2B205-0.01Mn, orthorhomb.- 
CdSiO3*0.01Mn, and certain rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphors are 
excited to luminescence and long-duration phosphorescence {^ 0.1 sec) 
by copper-target x rays and 2537-A photons but are excited to only 
luminescence and short-duration phosphorescence (< 0.1 sec) by 3650-A 
photons. 

(3) Rbhdl.-Zn2GeO4-O.OlMn, cub.-ZnS-O.OlMnS, hex.-ZnS: 
Ag(0.01), and hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) are all excited to luminescence and 
long-duration phosphorescence by 2537-A and 3650-A photons, but the 
intensity of phosphorescence is much greater after excitation by the 
3650-A photons. Also, cub.-KCl-0.03X101 is excited to luminescence 
without perceptible phosphorescence emission by 2537-A photons, 
whereas excitation by photons with wavelengths below 2300 A affords 
luminescence emission followed by phosphorescence emission which 
may be detected for several hours.'*® 

(4) Some cub.-ZnS-O.OlMnS and hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) phosphors 
eidiibit more intense phosphorescence after excitation by 4047-A photons 
than after excitation by an equal or greater intensity of 3650-A photons. 

In the first two cases, 1 and 2, the occurrence of lunoinescence and 
the absoice of long-duration phosphoresc^ce after excitation by the 
longer-wavelength primary photons is attributed to hi^y localized 
transitions, for example, between Ei and E*i^ in Fig. 16c. These localized 
trandtioDB generally afford eaponentiid d«csya of phosphorescence, 
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L oc where the average lifetime of the excited state, r = 
rarely exceeds 0.1 sec (obtained for tetr.-ZnF2: Mn), and so decays are 
rarely visible longer than about 0.5 sec. At the shorter exciting wave¬ 
lengths, transitions may be made to the exciton or conduction bands, 
for example, from Eh or Ej to or E*c in Fig. 16c, which allow the 
excitation energy to wander farther afield in the crystal. Such non- 
localized excitations permit remote trapping of electrons and positive 
holes, and generally afford power-law decays of phosphorescence, 
Loct^ either alone, or superimposed on exponential decays. These 

decays may last for days, even at room temperature, especially when 
the traps are quite deep (optical trap depths greater than about 1 ev). 
In the last two cases, 3 and 4, the greater intensity of phosphorescence 
after exposure to the longer-wave (lower-frequency) primary photons is 
attributed to their greater penetration (Fig. 23) and lesser energy deficit: 

Ahv = /i'J'absorbed ^^emitted (S3) 

The quantity fei'emitted remains constant, being determined by the phos¬ 
phor, and so Ahv increases as ^^absorbed increases, that is, the energy 
wasted as heat. Eh = Ahvj increases as the frequency of the primary 
photon increases, as long as only one photon is emitted per primary 
photon absorbed. The deeper penetration and lower energy deficit 
of long-wave primary photons both tend to reduce the heat residue per 
unit excited volume in the phosphor, thereby allowing more excited elec¬ 
trons to be detained in shallow (low-binding-energy) traps, from which 
they may be ejected later by thermal agitation, to contribute to phos¬ 
phorescence emission. 

The excitation of intense short-term phosphorescence by primary 
material particles is generally less efficient than by long-wave ultraviolet 
photons. This is understandable in that (1) the AE absorbed from 
charged material particles (eq. 75) is usually larger than 10 ev, whereas 
the hv values of the commonly used mercury radiations are 2537 A = 4.9 
ev and 3650 A == 3.4 ev, so that the Eh value is considerably greater in 
the case of the material-particle excitants; and (2) except for extremely 
high energies, the penetrations of the commonly used material-particle 
excitants are considerably less than those of the common UV excitants 
(Fig. 23).*^'“ As an example, during the first few seconds of phosphores¬ 
cence, the emission intensity of hex.-ZnS:Cu is much less after excita¬ 
tion by 10^-ev CR or 10®-ev alpha particles than after excitation by 
3650-A or 4358-A photons. This is true, even thou^ the power input 
of material particles per unit area be made the same or be made arbi¬ 
trarily greater than the photon power input during excitation. Long¬ 
term phosphorescence, which involves deep traps, appears to be less 
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efficiency is usually obtained from the heavy-element-containing hex.- 
6ZnS-4CdS:Ag, tetr.-CaW04:[W], tetr.-CaW04:Pb, and rhomb.- 
BaS04:Pb. 

Primary photons with different energies often excite luminescence 
{during excitation) and phosphorescence {after excitation) emission of 
different degrees, depending on the energy of the excitant photon. Cer¬ 
tain phosphors which exhibit luminescence and appreciable visihle 
phosphorescence under one excitant may exhibit only luminescence, with 
very little visible phosphorescence, under another excitant. Whenever 
phosphorescence is observed after excitation, however, luminescence is 
always observed during the excitation (assumed longer than 0.1-sec 
duration). As examples: 

(1) Ba3Si2O8*0.3Pb and Ca2P207-0.001Dy are both excited to 
blue-white luminescence and long-duration visible phosphorescence 
()$> 0.1 sec) by copper-target x rays (50-kv), but Ba3Si2O8-0.3Pb is 
excited to blue-white luminescence and only short-duration phosphores¬ 
cence (< 0.1 sec) by 2537-A photons, and Ca2P2O7-0.001Dy is excited 
to only orange-yellow luminescence and short-duration phosphorescence 
by 3650-A (no appreciable excitation by 2537-A photons). 

(2) Rbhdl,-Zn2SiO4-0.01Mn^ Cd2B205*0.01Mn, orthorhomb.- 
CdSiOs-O.OlMn, and certain rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphors are 
excited to luminescence and long-duration phosphorescence (» 0.1 sec) 
by copper-target x rays and 2537-A photons but are excited to onlv 
luminescence and short-duration phosphorescence (< 0.1 sec) by 3650-A 
photons. 

(3) Rbhdl.-Zn2GeO4-O.OlMn, cub.-ZnS-O.OlMnS, hex.-ZnS: 
Ag(0.01), and hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) are all excited to luminescence and 
long-duration phosphorescence by 2537-A and 3650-A photons, but the 
intensity of phosphorescence is much greater after excitation by the 
3650-A photons. Also, cub.-KCl-0.03TlCl is excited to luminescence 
without perceptible phosphorescence emission by 2537-A photons, 
whereas excitation by photons with wavelengths below 2300 A affords 
luminescence emission followed by phosphorescence emission which 
may be detected for several hours.^®® 

(4) Some cub.-ZnS-O.OlMnS and hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) phosphors 
exhibit more intense phosphorescence after excitation by 4047-A photons 
than after excitation by an equal or greater intensity of 3650-A photons. 

In the first two cases, 1 and 2, the occurrence of luminescence and 
the absence of long-duration phosphorescence after excitation by the 
longer-wavelength primary photons is attributed to highly localized 
tranmticms, for example, between Ej and E\ in Fig. 16c, These localized 
transitions generally afford exponmtial decays of phosphorescence, 
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L oc where the average lifetime of the excited state, ? == a“"^, 
rarely exceeds 0.1 sec (obtained for tetr.-ZnF2: Mn), and so decays are 
rarely visible longer than about 0.5 sec. At the shorter exciting wave¬ 
lengths, transitions may be made to the exciton or conduction bands, 
for example, from Eh or Ej to E*e or E*c in Fig. 16c, which allow the 
excitation energy to wander farther afield in the crystal. Such non- 
localized excitations permit remote trapping of electrons and positive 
holes, and generally afford power-law decays of phosphorescence, 

either alone, or superimposed on exponential decays. These 
decays may last for days, even at room temperature, especially when 

the traps are quite deep (optical trap depths greater than about 1 ev). 
In the last two cases, 3 and 4, the greater intensity of phosphorescence 
after exposure to the longer-wave (lower-frequency) primary photons is 
attributed to their greater penetration (Fig. 23) and lesser energy deficit: 

AJlv ^^absorbed ^*^emitted (^3) 

The quantity hvemitted reniains constant, being determined by the phos¬ 
phor, and so Ahv increases as /u'absorbed increases, that is, the energy 
wasted as heat, Eh = Ahvj increases as the frequency of the primary 
photon increases, as long as only one photon is emitted per primary 
photon absorbed. The deeper penetration and lower energy deficit 
of long-wave primary photons both tend to reduce the heat residue per 
unit excited volume in the phosphor, thereby allowing more excited elec¬ 
trons to be detained in shallow (low-binding-energy) traps, from which 
they may be ejected later by thermal agitation, to contribute to pho&- 
phorescence emission. 

The excitation of intense short-term phosphorescence by primary 
material particles is generally less efficient than by long-wave ultraviolet 
photons. This is understandable in that (1) the AE absorbed from 
charged material particles (eq. 75) is usually larger than 10 ev, whereas 
the hv values of the commonly used mercury radiations are 2537 A = 4.9 
ev and 3650 A = 3.4 ev, so that the Eh value is considerably greater in 
the case of the material-particle excitants; and (2) except for extremely 
high energies, the penetrations of the commonly used material-particle 
excitants are considerably less than those of the common UV excitants 
(Fig. 23).*^®* As an example, during the first few seconds of phosphores¬ 
cence, the emission intensity of hex.-ZnS:Cu is much less after excita¬ 
tion hy 10^-ev CR or 10®-ev alpha particles than after excitation by 
3650-A or 4358-A photons. This is true, even though the power input 
of material particles per imit area be made the same or be made arbi¬ 
trarily greater than the photon power input during excitation. Long¬ 
term phosphorescence, which involves deep traps, appears to be less 
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affected by differences in the heat residues left by different excitants. 
For example, some phosphors with only very deep traps (« 1-ev optical 
trap depth), such as cub.-Sr(S:Se):SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu and cub.- 
SrS:SrS04:LiF:Sm:Ce, are readily excited to a high degree of potential 
phosphorescence (stimulable by infrared) by beta particles, alpha 
particles, and gamma rays, as well as by ultraviolet photons. Similarly, 
the intensity of phosphorescence emission of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn with 
low Mn-content is higher after excitation by copper-target x rays than 
by ultraviolet. 

9. Excitation Densities Pboduced by Photons and by Charged 

Material Particles. Phosphors may be excited to different degrees 
of luminescence by photons and charged material particles, not only 
because these two types of particles are intrinsically different, but also 
because they differ in their ranges of available energies per particle and 
particle densities, or excitation intensities (numbers of particles passing 
unit area in unit time). That is, in addition to the marked differences 
in penetration, and the all-at-once versus bitwise loss of energy by pho¬ 
tons and material particles, respectively, there are consid.erable differ¬ 
ences in the individual energies and total beam intensities available 
with the two general types of particles. The spectrum of available 
primaiy photons with energies greater than about 4 ev is quite discon¬ 
tinuous, with the highest-energy (per particle) x-ray source affording 
photons with maximum energies of about 10^ ev, and higher-energy 
photons being available from only a scattered few radioactive gamma-ray 
sources.®®'Photons are uncharged, and so they must be focused 
into beams by lenses or other optical media whose absorption charac¬ 
teristics limit their use to a relatively small low-energy portion of the 
entire radiation spectrum. The absorption and low refraction of high- 
energy photons by matter make it difficult to produce beams of x-ray 
photons or gamma-ray photons except by inefficient collimation, or 
by mirrors receiving radiation at grazing incidence.®®’^ It is a relatively 
‘^easy’^ matter, however, to produce, focus and deflect beams of charged 
material particles with almost any energy from less than 1 ev to over 
3 X 10® ev in modem high-vacuum devices such as cathode-ray tubes 
(CRT), cyclotrons, betatrons, and synchrotrons. Furthermore, the 
power intensities (watts cm*“^) of beams of charged material particles 
may be made enormously greater than the intensities of photon beams. 
Photon beams from unmodulated sources afford less than about 10^® 
4-ev photons per square centimeter per second, whereas modem pro¬ 
jection CRT can deliver a CR beam with about 10®® 25-kv primary 
electrons per square centimeter per second,®^ with higher intensities 
available at hi|^er voltages. The 4-ev photons penetrate about 
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cm in an ‘‘average’^ phosphor, and afford an aoerage of about 10^* ab¬ 
sorbed photons (excitation ^^bits^O per cubic centimeter per second in 
the penetrated portion of the phosphor crystal. The 25-kv primary 
electrons penetrate about 10“^ cm and, assuming an average bitwise 
energy loss of 30 ev per inelastic collision in the solid, this CR beam 
affords an average of about 10^® excitation *^bits’^ per cubic centimeter 
per second in the penetrated portion of the phosphor crystal. In both 
cases, the average density of excitation “bits” in the solid is much higher 
at the point of entry of the beam and much lower at the penetration 
“limit” (see the exponential power-loss curves in Fig. 22), 

Experiments with hex.-ZnO:[Zn] and hex.-9ZnS* lCdS:Cu(0.0073) 
phosphors excited by low intensities of 3650-A UV and 10-kv CR, have 
shown that the excitations are practically additive; that is, the lumines¬ 
cence output (during excitation) produced by both excitants simultane¬ 
ously is equal to the sum of the luminescence outputs excited by the 
excitants separately. Departures from additivity may be expected, of 
course, at very high excitation densities approaching saturation of the 
luminescence mechanism. 

The excitation process in triboltiminescence, that is, luminescence 
resulting from the fracturing of crystals, is believed to be essentially 
due to electron bombardment. As the crystal planes separate along the 
fracture, there is usually an unbalance of charge on the two new faces, 
and, since the distance between the faces is quite small in the initial 
stages of the fracture, the high electric field gradient causes electrons 
to leave the negative face and strike the positive face (triboelectric 
effect). The resultant electron bombardment excites cathodolumines- 
cence in the phosphor and may excite luminescence in an intervening 
gas, for example, atmospheric nitrogen.**^’*®® An inrushing gas in the 
fracture may add to the excitation process by frictional ionization and 
subsequent attraction to the charged faces (compare with the faint^-blue 
[nitrogen] glow observed when a roll of friction tape is unrolled in the 
dark). Some phosphors, notably tetr.-ZnF2:Mn, cub.-ZnS:Mn, and 
Ca2p207:Dy, display remarkable triboluminescence when lightly 
ground or agitated in a hard container. A friable cake of unground 
Ca2P207:Dy phosphor may be made to luminesce and phosphoresce 
by simply scratching it with a fingernail. 

Triboluminescence is a consequence of the triboelectric effect when there is 
sufficient electric discharge and the surfaces separated or the intervening gas 
are cathodoluminescent. Triboelectricity and triboluminescence are observable 
also when certain liquid or solid particles are rolled or sh^en in vessels of 
different electron affinities and electric polarizabilities. Under these conditions, 
the foreign particles becopie electrically charged relative to the immediate wall 
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of the container. [This contact electrification is somewhat analogous to that 
exhibited in colloidal dispersions, where the substance having the greater di¬ 

electric constant charges positively (loses electrons) with respect to the substance 
of lower dielectric constant (Coehn’s law).] When a charged foreign particle 
is moved to a new location on the oppositely charged surface, the mechanical 

energy disrupts the initial electrostatic equilibrium, and a triboelectric discharge 
occurs during this disruption and re-establishment of potential difference. A 

familiar example of this type of triboelectrically produced cathodoluminescence 
is found in the light emitted during the shaking of drops of mercury in clean 

fused-silica containers. Here, the mercury vapor is excited to luminescence by 

the discharge between the mercury drops and the wall of the insulator vessel. 

By coating the wall with phosphors which are excited by UV radiation, the color 

of the emitted light may be varied and the visual efficiency increased.®** Under 
suitable conditions, the phosphor coating (or agitated phosphor particles in a 
suitable container) may be excited directly by the electron discharge. 

Although the excitation processes which occasion chemiluminescence 
and bioluminescence have not been determined in detail, the excitation 
energy in both cases is derived from energy transformations during 
chemical reactions. When these energy transformations afford a new 
minimum of potential energy, by rearrangements of electron configura¬ 
tions and intemuclear distances (see Fig. 3), some of the excess energy 
may be used to raise an electron of one of the reactants (or a ligand of 
the reactant) to an excited state from which a radiative transition is 
possible.*^’One of the most spectacular chemiluminescence reactions 
is the oxidation of 3-aminophthalhydrazide (luminol) in alkaline solu¬ 
tion.**^ The quantum efficiency of this outstanding chemiluminescence 
reaction is about 0.3 per cent, a value which is indicative of the generally 
low luminescence efficiencies of chemiluminescence and biolumines- 
cence.**^^ 

Energy Tran^ormations and Storage Processes 

It may be restated, for emphasis, that phosphors are generally 
structure- and impurity-sensitive crystalline inorganic materials which 
luminesce appreciably, that is, emit detectable amounts of nonthermal 
radiation (comprising photons with energies in excess of about 1 ev), 
when excited by primary photons or (charged) material particles having 
energies in excess of about 2 ev. Also, a beam of primary particles 
penetrating a phosphor crystal decreases in particle density and total 
enei^ approximately as e~^, by absorption and scattering, and the 
absorption of a quantum (“bit”) of energy (> 2 ev) from the primary 
beam by an atom raises one of the atom’s bound electrons to a higher en¬ 
ergy state (^ple excitation), or the electron may be freed from the atom 
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(“internal ionization^O- For excitation of (conventional) luminescence, 
the useful part of the total energy of a primary particle is its ‘‘/ree 
energy.” The “free energy” is the energy in excess of the particle’s 
self energy for material particles, zero for photons, compare 
Table 1) and is referred to simply as the energy of the particle. Only 
in gamma-ray fluorescence does the self-energy of the particles appear 
to play an appreciable part in the luminescence action. 

If attention be focused on a particular atom in a solid which has just 
absorbed several electron volts of (free) energy from a primary particle, 
the absorbed energy may be converted wholly or partially, at that spot 
in the crystal, into (1) a luminescence photon, and/or (2) one or more 
phonons. If the absorbed energy is not converted entirely into a photon 
or phonons at the point of absorption, the absorbed energy (or residual 
energy after 1 and 2) may be transmitted through the crystal as (3) an 
excited “free” electron and its residual positive hole, (4) an exciton, (5) 
resonance transfers, or (6) imperfect collisions of the second kind (4, 5, 
and 6 are probably indistinguishable in practice and may be grouped as 
^-overlap energy transfers). The energy transported from the point 
of absorption by any of these means may be absorbed at some other 
place in the crystal; whereupon, in all cases except 2, there is again a 
probability of local conversion into a luminescence photon, or into 
phonons, as well as a probability of the energy being wholly or partially 
retransmitted and reabsorbed repetitively. Conversion of excitation 
energy into phonons represents an irreversible loss insofar as the direct 
production of luminescence is concerned and, in fact, usually decreases 
the general probability of obtaining further luminescence. The major 
competition during energy transformations and transmissions in phos¬ 
phors is that between conversion of excitation energy into (1) photons 
with energies greater than about 1 ev, and (2) phonons with energies less 
than about 0.04 ev. Because an atom in a crystal perturbs its neighbors 
upon absorption or emission of energy, part of the excitation energy is 
necessarily consumed as increased atomic motion. Increasing atomic 
motion offers increasing interference with subatomic radiative-transition 
processes and with energy transport through crystals. Ideally, then, 
luminescence should be favored most at the absolute zero of tempera¬ 
ture where atomic motion is least, and purely fJectronic processes 
should proceed with a low probability of excitation energy being de¬ 
graded into heat or chemical change. This is evidenced by the observar 
tion that some solid activator compounds, which are nonluminescent at 
room temperature, become luminescent at very low temperatures. As 
examples, it is reported that (1) rose-colored tricl.-MnSiOa is non- 
luminescent at room teny>erature but exhibits a red luminescence emia- 
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sion band extending from 6000 to over 7500 A (Xpk » 6650 A) at 90®K; 
(2) hex.-MnCl2 is nonluminescent at room temperature but exhibits a 
narrow emission band near 6325 A at 20--80®K; and (3) cub.-Cu2Cl2 is 
nonluminescent at room temperature but exhibits a red luminescence 
emission near 80°K and a green luminescence emission at about 140®K 
(the color change may accompany a structural transition occurring 
between the two temperatures);and (4) various compounds of 
Ce^”^, for example, CeP04, CeFs, Ce2(C03)3, and Ce2(S04)3, exhibit 
narrow overlapping-doublet emission bands peaked near 3500 A when 
excited at 90^K (these bands are called edge emission bands, because 
the emission spectrum overlaps the long-wave edge of the absorption 
band of the solid).Some additional data, obtained in these labora¬ 
tories, are given in Table 12. As is discussed later, however, some phos¬ 
phors, such as Cds (603)2 :Mn and hex.-ZnS:Ag, exhibit much lower 
photoluminescence efficiency at 150 than at 300®K.“*®* 

In those cases where all the absorbed excitation energy is converted 
into photons and phonons at the point of absorption, that is, the excited 
electrons remain attached to their parent atoms, and metastable states 
are absent, the radiative return to the ground state approximates a 
spontaneous monomolecular process {L oc c”®^) without altering the 
electric conductivity of the crystal. This procedure apparently obtains 
in certain predominantly exponential-decay phosphors, such as tetr.- 
ZnF2:Mn and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, excited by photons with sufficiently 
low energy (< 10 ev) to be absorbed by the activator centers rather than 
by atoms of the host crystal.*^ Wandering of the excited state, by 
excitons or resonance transfer, is improbable in these cases, because the 
energy levels of the activator and host-crystal atoms are mismatched. 
In other cases, however, the occurrence of strong conduction paralleling 
nonexponential decay of phosphorescence and the ability to freeze-in 
potential luminescence energy by exciting the phosphor at a very low 
temperature indicate that ionization and remote electron trapping play 
important roles in the luminescence process. This procedure apparently 
obtains in certain long-phosphorescing sulphide-type phosphors, such 
as cub.-Sr(S:Se):SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu and hex.-ZnS:Cu, which exhibit 
photoconduction and power-law decays of phosphorescence (L a t"^) 
after excitation by low-energy photons. 

When the energies of the primary particles are high (^ 10 ev), then 
the more numerous host-crystal atoms absorb most of the input energy 
in all cases, and the absorbed energy must be transported to the activator 
centers in ^*bits^' exceeding about 2 ev in order to obtain efficient lumines¬ 
cence. Under these circumstances, there may be either an exponential 
decay of phosphorescence without appreciable concomitant electric 
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conduction or a power-law decay with conduction, or both, depending on 
the nature of the phosphor. When the site of energy absorption is 
remote from the site of photon emission, the absorbed energy must be 
transmitted to the remote activator centers as excited electrons, positive 
holes, or ^-overlap transfers. The excitation energy delivered to the 
activator center may then produce simple excitation (no conduction 
observed) or internal ionization (conduction observed), according to 
the magnitude of the transmitted energy ‘‘bit” and the nature of the 
activator center. When power-law decay is observed without appre¬ 
ciable conduction, as in some luminescent glasses, the excitation energy 
is absorbed efficiently (insofar as luminescence is concerned) only by the 
activator centers, and the trapped electrons remain in the centers. 
Energy transfer through distorted, vitreous, or inhomogeneous struc¬ 
tures is inefficient because the energy-level diagram varies, with possible 
discontinuities, throughout the distorted host material, and the distor¬ 
tions introduce local '^forbidden’^ levels which promote nonradiative 
transitions. 

Temporary storage of (free) energy may occur in or on phosphor 
crystals by trapping of (1) excited quasifree electrons, (2) positive holes, 
and (3) excitons. Trapping is most probable in the neighborhood of 
crystal imperfections, although there is the possibility that an excited 
electron, for example, may *^dig its own hole^^ by providing its own 
imperfection, for example, by producing a polaron which is a polarization- 
type perturbation in the host crystal (compare Fig. The 
evidence for trapping in some phosphor crystals is quite conclusive. 
When phosphors such as Nos. 6-19, 23, 35, and 46 of Table 5 are excited 
at about 80°K, their luminescence emissions decrease abruptly when 
the excitation ceases, even though most of these phosphors have intense 
phosphorescence emissions at room temperature (300®K). That there 
is still some stored excitation energy in the crystals may be demonstrated 
by allowing the previously excited cold phosphor to warm slowly, 
whereupon thermostimulated phosphorescence emission is obtained. 
As shown in Fig. 25, the thermostimulated emission is a function 
of temperature, and the resultant curves of phosphorescence output 
as a fimction of temperature of the phosphor are called glow 
curves.“'22i The different component bands of the glow curves in Fig. 25 
are interpreted as being evidence for different trapping states, the 
higher-temperature bands corresponding to greater trap depths [stronger 
binding in (to) the trap]. The phosphor operating temperature T at 
the peak of each glow-curve band for very slowly rising temperature is 
related to the corresponding thermal trap depth (thermal activation 
mergy) hy the approximation E* ^ 30kT. This approximation 
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comes from which expresses the probability per unit time of 
thermal emptying of traps wherein electrons make Va attempts to escape 
per second. If the attempt frequency Va is of the order of the highest 
vibration frequency of the atoms in the crystal, that is, about 10^^ sec“^ 
(eq. 39), then, for E* = SOkT, 

^a^-EVkT ^ ^ seC^^ 

and so the average lifetime of an electron in a trap under the given con¬ 
ditions is about one second, or N electrons have a mean escape rate of 
N per second. From the foregoing equation, or the equivalent 
E* « kT log,Vo == 2MT logioVo, it may be calculated that E* « 25kT 
when Va = 10^^ sec"*^, £7* » 2ikT when Va = 10® sec^^ and E* » IQkT 
when Va = 10^ sec~"^. Garlick has reported that Va is apparently of the 
order of 10® sec~^ for trapped electrons in several zinc-sulphide-type 
phosphors,^®^-^®® and Williams reports Va « 10^® sec”"^ for a tetr.-ZnF2: 
Mn phosphor.2®2 According to these reports, the attempt frequency Va 
is considerably less than the atomic-vibration (phonon) frequency Vat- 
If Va is proportional to Vatj then Va should vary slowly with change in 
temperature of the solid, because Vat is determined largely by the atomic 
masses and interatomic binding energies, and has an upper limit Vm 
which is determined by the minimum identity translation distance of 
the crystal (eqs. 54 and 55). 

According to Fig. 25, the long visible phosphorescence emission of 
hex.-ZnS:Cu is associated with moderately deep traps which are occa¬ 
sioned by the Cu activator (Fig. 25d). Figure 256 shows that cub.-ZnS: Cu 
has mainly shallow traps, in keeping with the less intense shorter- 
persistent phosphorescence of cub.-ZnS:Cu relative to hex.-ZnS:Cu 
(see Fig. 806).®® Figures 25a and 25c show the pronounced elffect which 
(1) infinitesimal traces of so-called killers (poisons), such as nickel 
compounds, and (2) variations of the composition of the host crystal 
have on the glow curves of this system of phosphors.^^’-^^o Figure 25e 

shows that the deeper (higher-temperature) traps are filled first during 
weak excitation at low temperatures, and Fig. 25/ shows that the 
shallower traps do not remain filled during excitation at elevated tem¬ 
peratures (compare curves 1 and 3). Figure 25g shows that there is 
conduction current i which parallels the thermally released luminescence 
emission L of a previously excited phosphor [an intensive study of trap¬ 
ping in cub.- and hex.-ZnS:Cu(0 to 0.3) phosphors is being done by 
R. H. Bube in these laboratories]. 

Glow-curve bands lying below about 290°K indicate relatively 
shallow traps which empty rapidly at room temperature, whereas glow- 
curve bands lying well above 290®K indicate deeper traps which empty 
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Fig. 25a (left). Glow curves for a hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor made with and without a 
trace of Ni. 

1. hex,-ZnS:Cu(0.01), 1100°C 
2. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01):Ni(0.0005), 1100*^0 

Fig. 256 (right). Glow curves for ZnS:Cu(0.01) phosphors crystallized at different 
temperatures. 

1. cub.-ZnS:Cu, 700“C 

2. hex.-ZnS:Cu, 1100“C 

Fig. 25c. Glow curves for hex.-ZnS: CdS: Cu(0.01) phosphors crystallized at 1100®C. 
Curves 4, 5, and 6 are multiplied by 5, 25, and 25, respectively. 

Curve 1 2 3 4 5 6 
ZnS 100 95 85 70 55 451 Weight 
CdS 0 5 15 30 45 55] per cent 

Fio. 25d. Glow curves for hex.-ZnS:[Zn] and the same phosphor reheated at 400°C 
with sufficient Cu salt to give 0.01% Cu. 

1. hex.-ZnS:[Zn], llOO^C 

2. No. 1 mixed with 0.01 weight per cent Cu and reheated at 400*^0 

Fio. 25* Glow curves (thermostimulated phosphore^nce emission as a function 
phosphors. (G. F. J. Garliok and A. F. Wells, 
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Fig. 25c. Glow curves for a hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor after strong and weak excitation 
by 3650-A UV. The area under curve 1 is actually 1300 times the area under curve 2. 

1. Strongly excited at 90 °K 
2. Weakly excited at 90 °K 

Fig. 25/. Glow curves for a hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor after various excitations by 
3650-A UV. 

1. Strongly excited at 370®K and then cooled to 295®K 

2. Weakly excited at 295®K 

3. Strongly excited at 295°K (curve reduced in height) 

Fig. 26^. (1) Glow curve, and (2) concomitant curve of electric conduction cur¬ 
rent versus temperature for a previously cooled and photoexcited hex.-9ZnS'CdS:Cu 

phosphor layer clamped between oppositely charged electrodes. 

of slowly increasing temperature after excitation by UV) of some long-persistent 

also M. H. F, Wilkins and G. F. J. GarHok»») 
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slowly at room temperature. The rate of emptying decreases with 
increasing trap depth (or with increasing peak temperature of the com¬ 
ponent glow-curve band) and increases with the temperature of the phos¬ 
phor. Phosphors which exhibit short persistence at room temperature 
have glow-curve bands lying below 290®K, those which exhibit intense 
long persistence have pronoimced glow-curve bands lying between about 
290°K and 450®K, and those which exhibit abrupt initial decays followed 
by long weak phosphorescence emissions at room temperature have 
glow-curve bands lying above about 450®K. Some phosphors apparently 
have only very shallow traps and very deep traps, with few traps in the 
intermediate region. For example, the highly photoluminescent and 
cathodoluminescent cub.-MgS:Sb phosphor has a very rapid initial 
decrease in afterglow [down to 1 per cent of its luminescence emission 
(during excitation) in about sec after intense excitation], but there¬ 
after there is a long feeble afterglow which may be correlated with two 
glow-curve bands peaked near 400 and 500°K. 

In phosphors Nos. 20-22 in Table 5, the phosphorescence decreases 
rapidly to vanishingly low values even at room temperature but becomes 
intensely thermostimulated above 500°K. This indicates a thermal trap 
depth kT of a few tenths of an electron volt, for example 0.65 

The same phosphors may be strongly photostimulated by 10,000-A 

photons, and some photostimulation is obtained out to about 14,000 A. 

This indicates an optical trap depth hc/\ of about 0.9 ev minimum, or 
about 1.3 ev for maximum photostimulation. (The difference between 
the thermal and optical trap depths is discussed in the next paragraph.) 
As an example of these deep-trap phosphors. Fig. 26 shows the intensity*- 
time and spectral characteristics of a cub.-Sr(S:Se):SrS04:CaF2:Sm: 
Eu phosphor which exhibits remarkable storage of potential phosphores¬ 
cence at room temperature.®^’During excitation by blue light 
(X « 4500 A) this phosphor emits a yellow radiation in the form of a 
simple band (compare with Fig. 14!) peaked near 5750 A and acquires an 
induced stimulation spectrum peaked near 10,000 A. In one experiment, 
when the blue excitation light was turned off, the luminescence decreased 
in about a second to a weak phosphorescence below about lO""® mL 
(compare Appendix 2). After about 20 sec waiting in the dark after 
cessation of excitation, the phosphor was photostimulated by 8000- 

to 30,000-A infrared from a 26-watt tungsten-filament lamp 16 cm 
distant (radiation passed through a Coming 254 filter). The photo¬ 
stimulated emission comprised the same yellow band as before, giving 
an initial luminance of 5 mL, and decaying to 1 mL in about 40 sec 
under the infrared irradiation. Higher intensities of infrared afford 
greater initial luminances of photostimulated phosphorescence, followed 
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by more rapid decreases of luminance with time during stimulation. 
Some of the phosphors of this type can retain over half their initial 
stored potential phosphorescence for six months at room temperature 
and for even longer times at lower temperatures.®®-221,842-344 

The infrared-stimulable phosphor, cub.-SrS:SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu, 
has an optical trap depth (minimum) of about 0.9 ev (« 14,000 A), 
whereas its thermal trap depth is about 0.7 ev (glow-curve maximum near 
550°K; trap depth determined from plot of log L vs. l/T, where L is the 

Fig. 26a. The excitation (1), emission (2), and induced stimulation (3) bands of a 

cub.-Sr(S; Se): SrS04: CaF2: Sm: Eu phosphor.^* 

thermostimulated phosphorescence emission). The disparity between 
the two activation energies required to release electrons from the same 
traps represents the difference between the mechanism of excitation 
(stimulation) by absorption of photon energy and by absorption of 
phonon energy. The occasional photons release electrons from traps by 
excitation at the instant the stimulating photon is absorbed^ and require a 
relatively large energy to raise electrons from a low average ‘‘ground- 
state^^ level (in the trap) to a higher level (for example, from ai to a*8 
in Fig. 3, or from a to 6 in Fig. 166). The omnipresent phonons, on the 
other hand, produce Va attempted releases per second and may release 
electrons from traps at the most propitious times, that is, when the trap¬ 
ping energy is weakest and a relatively small energy is required to raise 
the trapped electron from a high ^‘ground state’^ level (in the trap) to a 
free excited-state level (for example, from i?*/, to in Fig. 16c). 

As shown in Fig. 26a, there is a photoquenching region between the 
emission band and the induced photostimulation band of the given phos- 
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phor. Sometimes there are two or more photoquenching bands which 
may be produced independently of the photostimulation band (Frerichs, 
PB56304^®^). Irradiation of the previously excited phosphor with 
photons in the quenching region results in a conversion of potential 
phosphorescence-emission energy directly into heat. This effect occurs 
in the presence (Fig. 266) or absence of photostimulating photons and 
is discussed under Stimulation and Quenching of Phosphorescence in 
this chapter. For the present, it should be noted that irradiation of a 
photostimulable and photoquenchable phosphor w5th a broad band of 
primary photons (for example, unfiltered tungsten-filament radiation) 
may produce simultaneous excitation, quenching, and stimulation. The 

Fig. 266. Typical intensity-time relationships for an infrarednstimulable, orange- 

light-quenchable phosphor such as cub.-Sr(S: Se) :SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu. 

relative proportions of these three effects depend on the spectral distri¬ 
bution and intensity of the source of primary radiation, and on the 
spectral sensitivity curve of the phosphor at the given temperature. 
Where the photoquenching and photostimulation regions overlap, 
as they do in phosphors Nos. 20-23 in Table 5, it is important to avoid 
the overlap region when making experimental studies of photoquenching 
versus photostimulation, or of photostimulation versus thermostimula¬ 
tion. 

More complicated generalized configurational-coordinate versus energy di¬ 
agrams, such as the one shown in Fig. 27, are sometimes invoked in describing 
luminescence phenomena.*^«*”i.*H*®’^ The almost unlimited plasticity and 
multiplicity of such diagrams makes it possible to ^^explain^' practically any set 
of experimental observations on phosphors. For example, the phosphor center 
^^described^^ by Pig. 27 may exhibit fluorescence (emission from D to E) after 
excitation from A to and phosphor^cence (with intermediate trapping in F) 
after excitation from A to C. Infrared, of energy 0 — F, would stimulate 
phosphorescence, whereas orange light, of energy H -- F, would cause quenching 
by allowing a radiationless return to the ground-state level along line HE A 
(excitation energy given up as phonons). If phosphorescence is excited by longer 
wavelengths than is the case for fluorescence, then it is quite easy to draw line 
CFE^* BO that C lies below and, if heat causes thermostimulation rather than 
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quenching, it is a simple matter to redraw the central part of the diagram so 

that J lies below I, Similarly, the relative levels of D and F may be maneuvered 
to fit the facts. It is possible, also, to ‘‘allow^^ or “forbid^' electron transitions 

from one level to another, at the real or apparent intersection of lines, or else¬ 
where, by invoking ad hoc selection rules, for example, postulating the same or 

different multiplicities for the different levels. Descriptions of this type are 
artistically stimulating, and some may incorporate verity, but they have yet 

to achieve practical significance* When it is possible to label the various abstract 

Fig. 27. Hypothetical schematic of some possible energy changes of a system (center) 
during luminescence. 

levels with specific values related to the compositions and structures of the 

phosphor crystals, then these energy-state diagrams may become useful in phos¬ 
phor research. 

Emission Processes {Spectral Characteristics) 

After a 2-ev or larger quantum of excitation energy has been ab¬ 
sorbed somewhere in a phosphor crystal, and has survived transforma¬ 
tion and storage processes without being reduced below about 1 ev, it 
may be transformed into a luminescence photon which can emerge from 
the crystal if the photon is not reabsorbed and converted into heat (see 
Appendix 4). Since the emitted radiation from phosphors is of practical 
importance, many measurements have been made on the intensities and 
spectral distributions of the luminescence photons which escape from 
thin screens made of myriads of tiny phosphor crystals. In contrast 
with the great diflSculties encountered in measuring the absorption 
spectra of phosphors, measurement of their emission spectra is relatively 
easy,®®^ For this reason, thousands of spectral-distribution curves of 
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phosphor emission spectra are available (though not all are published) 
for study and interpretation in terms of the compositions and structures 
of their corresponding materials- These data do not afford complete 
information on the internal processes of emission, because only those 
photons are detected which have a high probability of escaping from the 
crystals. It is possible, for example, that in some cases there may be 
appreciable internal emission of ultraviolet, or infrared, which is un¬ 
detected because the host crystals are strongly refractive and absorbent 
in the given spectral region. Similarly, if a phosphor screen selectively 
absorbs its own luminescence emission, the absorption probability is 
greatest for photons emitted from crystals lying farthest from the lumi¬ 
nescence detector (for example the human eye, or other photosensitive 
device). 

Most of the useful phosphors, as shown in Table 6, emit spectral 
hands which denote the presence of broad energy bands in the solid. The 
broadenings arise from (1) the extension of the ^^s of the host-crystal 
valence electrons over an entire single host crystal (giant molecule), 
coupled with the operation of the exclusion principle which requires all 
the electrons in such a giant molecule to have different quantum num¬ 
bers; (2) the statistical distributions and differences of location and, 
hence, of energy, of impurities and other imperfections in a phosphor 
crystal, and the corresponding statistical distributions of perturbations 
which such imperfections cause in the energy bands of the host crystal; 
and (3) the perturbations caused by thermal agitation, and by atomic 
displacements accompanying absorption and emission of energy during 
luminescence. The spectral distribution of emission of a phosphor is, 
therefore, a function of (1) the composition, structure, and intrinsic 
degree of perfection of the phosphor host crystal; (2) the kinds and 

amoimts of cocrystallized impurities, and their bond types, effective 

valencies, coordination numbers, and locations in the solid; and (3) the 

temperature of the phosphor during luminescence. This is exemplified 

by the data in Figs. 28-47. 

It should be noted that most of the emission bands in Figs. 28-46 are quite 
simple in shape, especially when only one activator predominates.“»“'®’'”'“^'**i* 
»i9.34P.s62 There are some major discrepancies in the literature regarding the 
locations and structures of the emission spectra of such common phosphors as 
hex.-ZnS:Cu and The discrepancies arise in 
part from the use of photographic-measurement techniques, without adequate 
calibration of the spectral sensitivity of the emulsion, and in part from inade¬ 
quate care in synthesis; that is, many of the phosphors cited in the literature 
contain unknown contaminants and incompletely reacted ingredients. This does 
not mean that all well-prepared phosphors with dominant single activators 
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should have single simple emission bands; in fact, some phosphors, such as 
rbhdh-AlaOaiCr, Mg2Ge04:Mn, Mg4Ge06:Mn (Table 5), and ThSi04:Eu (Fig. 
31) have very complex emission spectra comprising lines and narrow bands. 

Most of the useful phosphors, however, have broad emission bands which are 

practically devoid of fine structure at room temperature.®® 

Wavelength, A 

Fia. 28a. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the emission of a rbhdl.- 

Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) oxygen-dominated phosphor excited by 2537-A ultraviolet at three 

different operating temperatures. Peaks not drawn to scale. The data were obtained 

with a grating spectrograph and microdensitometer and are corrected except for the 

(small) variation in spectral sensitivity of the emulsion. (R. E. Shrader) 

T 
1. i 16154 (Kne) 

15227 (band)! 

2. 6275 

3. 5275 

Relative 

Peak Output 

150 

100 (std.) 

30 

Figures 28-30 show the various effects of temperature (of the lumi¬ 
nescing material) on the spectral-distribution curves of the emission 
bands of several phosphors.^®®’In general, the emission bands tend 
to become narrower and sometimes develop lines as the temperature of 
the luminescing material is decreased. For example, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn, 
which has a smooth band at room temperature^ exhibits some line 
structure at 80 and For the most part, however, the emission 
bands are at least 100 A wide at temperatures as low as 80°K. This 
corresponds to an energy breadth in excess of about 0.05 ev, or a value 
over seven times as large as that of kT (= 0.007 ev at 80®K). Further¬ 
more, the broadening produced by a given change in temperature is 
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considerably greater than that calculable directly from the change in kT. 
The difference in half-widths of the emission bands of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn 
at 80 and 300°K is about 0.07 ev, whereas the corresponding change in 
kT is only about 0.019 ev. This indicates that there may be a leverage 
factor, perhaps due to rapidly varying curves of potential-energy versus 
configurational-coordinates representing the excited and ground states 

Wavelength, A 
Fio. 285. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the emission of a /S-Zn2Si04; Mn(0.3) 

oxygen-dominated phosphor excited by 2537-A ultraviolet at three different tem¬ 

peratures (not shown in curve 1 are two very weak lines at approximately 5346 and 

6380 A). Peaks not drawn to scale. Data obtained as in Fig. 28a. (R. E. Shrader) 

Relative Peak 

Output (Approx.) 

1. (SO^^K) 60 
2. (297*’K) 60 

3. (460‘^K) 30 
(476"K) 16 
(600°K) 3. 

of the system (Figs. 3 and 16&). The locations and widths of the line 
emission spectra of some luminophors, such as rbhdl.-Al203: Cr, and of 
Sm, Pr, and Eu in various host crystals (Figs. 13 and 14), are relatively 
unaffected by moderate temperature changes (especially decreases) 
because the principal emission transitions occur between shielded inner 

energy levels of atoms which have incomplete inner 8hells.“>‘*^***^“® 

Intermediate cases are provided by phosphors, such as C)a2P207:Dy, 

Mg4GeOa:Mn,“ Mg2Ti04:Mn, MggTiOirCr,**®-*" and ThSi04:Eu, 

which have very narrow emission bands or line structure superimposed 

on a band background. 
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5000 6000 5000 6000 
Wavelength. A Wavelength, A 

1 - 90% 2 « 293% 3 - 823% 1 » 90% 2 « 293% 
4 « 673% ZnB407:Mn. 3 - 653% 4 « 723% 

rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn. 

Fia. 28c. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of two o3cygen- 

dominated phosphors excited by cathode rays at several different temperatures. 
Peaks drawn to scale. (E. A. Ab 

4000 5000 , 6000 7000 
Wavelength, A ' 

Fig. 28d. Spectral-distribution curves of the emission of a hex.-ZnO:[Zn] oxygen- 
dominated phosphor excited by 2537-A ultraviolet at two different temperatures. 

Peaks not drawn to scale. (See also Fig. 60.) (F. J. Studer and L. Oam "*) 
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Where Zme-emission spectra are observed, it is sometimes possible 
to identify the emitting atom (ion) and the energy levels which partici¬ 
pate in the radiative transitions. As shown in Figs. 13 and 14, this has 
been done for some line-emitting luminophors, such as alkaline-earth 
oxides and sulphides with certain rare-earth activators, such as Sm 
and Eu. In these cases, the emission lines have been attributed to 
transitions between energy levels with different J values (due to spin 
changes and electron regroupings) in the incomplete 4/ shells of the 
Sm^”*“ and Eu^"^ ions.^^ Line-emitting luminophors of this type some- 

4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 
Wavelength, A 

Fig. 29o. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the photoluininescence emission 

of a sulphur-dominated hex.-ZnS: [Zn] phosphor at three different operating tem¬ 

peratures. Data obtained as in Fig. 28a. (R. E. Shrader) 

hex.-ZnS:[Zn], [NaCl(2)], 1250°C. 

Excitation by 3650-A UV from well-filtered CH-4 lamp 30-cm distant. 

Resolution (band pass) =» 5 A. 
Curves drawn to scale. 

times exhibit resonance radiation; that is, some of the lines occur both 
in absorption and emission (Fig. 14). Some resonance lines are apparent 
in the spectrum of rbhdl.-Al203:Cr whose principal doublet lines are 
electronic transitions of Cr®"^. In addition to these lines, there is a weak 
band structure comprising many diffuse lines which become sharper at 
low temperatures. At low temperatures, the narrow bands lying on 
the long-wave side of the doublet become more intense in emission, 
whereas those on the short-wave side become more intense in absorption. 
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Fig. 296. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the photoluminescence emission 

of a sulphur-dominated hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor at three different temperatures. 
Data obtained as in Fig. 28a. (R. £. Shrader) 

hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015), [NaCl(4),BaCl2(2)], 1260‘’C. 

RCA 33-Z-20A. 
Excitation by 3650-A UV from CH-4 lamp as in Fig. 29o. 

Resolution — 6 A. ^ 
Curves drawn to scale, except the 470®K-curve ordinates should be divided by 6. 

The band structure is explained as combinations of the electronic transi¬ 
tions of the Cr®'*' ion with the vibrational frequencies of the host crystal 
(or the coupled CM) vibrations).^*® 
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Fig. 29c. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the photoluminescence emission 
of a sulphur-dominated hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor at three different temperatures. 

Data obtained as in Mg. 28a. (R. E. Shrader) 

hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01), [NaCl(2)], 1250*^0. 
Excitation by 3650-A UV from CH-4 lamp as in Fig. 29o. 
Resolution 5 A. 
Curves drawn to scale. 

When banci-emission spectra are obtained, the absorption and emis¬ 
sion spectra are quite different, and it has been dfficult to identify the 
emitting atoms. With reference to Fig. 31, for example, the emission 
spectrum of crystallized ThSi04 (curve 1) is a feeble broad band peaked 
near the violet (short-wave limit near 3000 A). A similar ultraviolet- 
plus-visible emission band is obtained when the Th is replaced by Zr, 
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Zn, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, or Cd, leading to the conclusion that the emission 
is associated in some way with the Si04 group ([Si]) or, more generally, 
with the Si~0 bond In all the silicates which exhibit the characteristic 
UV + blue emission band (compare Fig. 61), the Si atoms are tetra- 
hedrally surrounded by four 0 atoms. Distinct Si04 radical groups 
exist in only the orthosilicates (for example, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04, rhomb.- 
Mg2Si04, and tetr.-ZrSi04), whereas the Si04 groups are joined together 

Wavelength, A 

Fig. 30. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of two oxygen- 

dominated phosphors excited by 2537-A ultraviolet at several different temperatures. 
Peaks not drawn to scale. (F. J. Studer and L. Gaus) 

in chains or rings in other UV + blue-emitting silicates (for example, 
monocl.-CaSiOa, monocl.-CaMg(Si03)2, and monocl.-MgSiOa). The 
Si-0 bond is only about 50 per cent ionic, according to Pauling,^^ and 
it is possible that the excitation transition may involve electron transfer 
from one of the four O atoms, surrounding each Si, in an Si04 group, to 
the central Si atom. The resultant electron deficiency (positive hole) 
may then be exchanged among the tetrahedrally arranged O atoms, until 
the excited electron on the Si atom makes a radiative return to one of 
the ligand O atoms. In this case, the chief emitting atom would be an 
oxygen, although the entire Si04 group should be involved in the emission 
process. This host-crystal luminescence process was outlined without 
recourse to the activator concept, but curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 31 afford 
indirect evidence for the existence of an imperfection or impurity as a 
vital element in the luminescence process. Curve 2 shows that 0.2 
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Wavelength, A 

Fig. 31. Tracings from original recording-spectrophotometer curves of the lumines¬ 

cence emission spectra of ThSi04 crystallized (1) without added activator, (2) with 
0.2 weight per cent of Cu (as Cu0*Si02), (3) with 1 weight per cent of Ti (as 

Ti02*Si02), and (4) with 1 weight per c5nt of Eu (as Eu203*Si02). Curves 5 and 6 
show the intensification action of Ti in some other silicates. 

1. ThSi04:[Si], 1450°C, 1 hr 

2. ThSiO4:Cu(0.2), 1450^*0, 1 hr 

3. ThSi04:Ti(l), 1450°C, 1 hr 
4. ThSi04:Eu(l), 1450°C, 1 hr 
5. CaSi08:Ti(l), 1150°C, 1 hr 
6. 7.5Zn0-Be0*5.4Si02:Ti(l), 1200‘»C, 1 hr 

Excitation by 6-kv 25-f(a cm“^ 
CR. 

Curves 1, 2, 3, 4 taken at same 
gain and drawn to scale. 

Band pass of spectroradiometer « 47 A at 4000 A, 157 A at 5500 A, and 342 A 
at 7000 A (1-mm slits).®* 

Relative visible luminescence emissions, measured with an eye-corrected photocell 

at 6 kv and 2 /4a cm~*, 

1 » 

2 « 

3 

4 » 

5 » 
6 “ 

r 
2 
4 

8 
11 
7, 

based on rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) as 100. 

weight per cent of copper impurity intensifies the feeble emission band 
of the **pure^' silicate, and curve 3 shows that 1 weight per cent of tita¬ 
nium impurity intensijies the original band even more. The intensification 
represents an increase in cathodoluminescence efficiency, and the effi¬ 
ciency increase is definitely associated with impurities. Extrapolating 
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to zero impurity or imperfection, therefore, it may be reasoned that a 
perfect crystal of ThSi04 should exhibit no luminescence (at least at 
room temperature). On this basis, the assumption of self-activation, 
probably by interstitially displaced or stoichiometric-excess [Si] 
(or [Th]?), seems justified (similar reasoning applies to certain other 
‘‘pure^^ phosphors, such as the luminescent tungstates which have lumi¬ 
nescence-active WO4 radicals The emission spectrum of ThSi04: 
Eu, curve 4 of Fig. 31, evidently represents a transition-type phosphor 
which exhibits both line emission (presumably from Eu^"^) and band 
emission (band near 6200 A, presumably due to Eu^*^—compare with 
the Eu^"^ band, at 6300 A, of phosphor No. 20, Table 5). Note that, 
according to curve 4 in Fig. 31, the recording spectroradiometer used to 
measure almost all the emission spectra shown in this hook, is capable of 
detecting *^fine” structure down to the normal \-mm-slit band passes shown. 
By narrowing the slits of the instrument, it is possible to resolve the 
sodium D lines which are spaced only 4 A apart.®® Although it is ex¬ 
perimentally evident that the bands of ThSi04:Eu and cub.-SrS:SrS04: 
CaF2:Sm:Eu are associated with the Eu (probably 
it is not certain whether the Eu activator, or a ligand of the Eu (for 
example, O or S) is the chief emitting atom. The fact that the Eu im¬ 
purity does not just alter the efficiency of the ‘^pure’^ host-crystal 
emission band, in these cases, indicates that the Eu is performing a role 
other than merely influencing the probability of an otherwise forbidden 
host-crystal transition (as in the case of the silicates with Cu or 
'pj 61,164,168,169,429,430) ^he anomalously high electronic polarization of 

oxygen ion 0^“ in the field of an adjacent titanium ion Ti^"*"®^® un¬ 
doubtedly plays an important part in the intensification action of Ti 
activator in silicate phosphors; also, Ti prefers to be 6-coordinated with 
O, as compared with the normal 4 coordination of Si with O,^® so traces 
of Ti produce a structural perturbation which may well upset the normal 
host-crystal selection rules in the immediate vicinity of a Ti impurity 
atom (ion). 

Most of the useful phosphors have broad emission bands which aro 
affected by temperature, as indicated in Figs. 28-30 (compare Fig. 506). 
From these figures, it may be seen that increasing temperature can 
destroy line structure (Fig. 28a) and 

1. Broaden the emission band without displacing its peak (visible 
band of hex.-ZnO:[Zn], rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn excited by ultraviolet above 
297% and cub.-ZnS:Mn 

2. Broaden the emission band and displace the peak to longer wave¬ 
lengths (rbhdl,-Zn2Si04:Mn excited by idtramolet in the range below 
297%. 
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3. Broaden the emission band and displace the peak to shorter 
wavelengths (ZnB407:Mn and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn excited by electronSy 

and monocl,-Mg2W06:[W], excited by ultraviolet). 
4. Broaden the emission band, leaving the foot of the short-wave 

side relatively unchanged, and displace the peak to longer wavelengths 
(hex.-ZnS:[Zn] and hex.-ZnS:Ag). Note that the emission band of 
hex.-ZnS:[Zn] displaces first to shorter and then longer wavelengths. 

5. Slightly broaden the cd^e-emission band, and displace the entire 
band to longer wavelengths (UV band of hex.-ZnO:[Zn], Fig. 606, and 
green emission band of hex.-CdS:[Cd] 

6. Affect different component bands of a complex emission spectrum 
differently (note /3-Zn2Si04:Mn in Fig. 286, hex.-ZnS:Cu in Fig. 29c, 
and the zinc-beryllium-silicate :Mn phosphor in Fig. 30). 

The curves in Figs. 28c and 29a-c are drawn to scale to show differ¬ 
ences in efficiency as well as differences in band shape and location, 
whereas the curves in Figs. 28a, 286, 28d, and 30 are drawn with their 
peaks arbitrarily set equal to show spectral variations without showing 
variations in efficiency. According to Fig. 18, the luminescence effi¬ 
ciencies of different bands (associated with different activators) are 
affected differently by changes in the temperature of the luminescing 
phosphor. It is possible that the divergent results reported by Ab and 
Shrader for rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn may be attributed to the difference 
between excitation by high-energy electrons (predominantly host-crystal 
absorption) and excitation by low-energy photons (predominantly 
activator-band absorption). Apart from this apparent discrepancy, the 
temperature dependence of the emission spectra of predominantly i- 
center sulphide phosphors, with Ag or Cu activator, appears to be quite 
different from that of the predominantly s-center phosphors (for ex¬ 
ample, those with Mn activator). 

Emission Spectra op Some Phosphors with S(Sb)-dominated 

Host Crystals. It is instructive to examine the rootnriemperature 
emission spectra of a versatile general family of phosphors, such as 
cub. (or hex.)-(Zn:Cd)(S:Se), with and without the added activators 
Ag, Cu, and Mn.^’® This family provides many efficient photo- and 
cathodoluminescent phosphors at room temperature and readily indi¬ 

cates some of the major effects of variations in the compositions and 
structures of the host crystal, and in the nature and proportion of the 

activator(s). The spectral-distribution and relative luminescence- 

efficiency data of some representative phosphors of this family, shown in 
Figs. 32-47, were obtained at room temperature with the automatic 

recording spectroradiometer (data on the visible absorption spectra of 

most of these phosphors are given in Ref. 170). Only one emission band 
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is shown in most cases for both photoluminescence and cathodolumines- 
cence^ because the locations and shapes of the single simple emission 
bands are practically identical imder the two different excitants. The 
cathodoluminescence data were taken at 6 kv and about 1 cm"“^ 
(stationary unmodulated CR beam), the approximate relative peak- 
output values for all the figures being given with reference to a value 
of 100 for a standardized rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) (RCA 33-W-2A) 
phosphor which has a cathodoluminescence efficiency of about 5 candles 
per watt (one side) at low excitation densities in conventional unalumi¬ 
nized CRT screens, or over 10 candles per watt for both sides of the 
screen.“'®®»^2 All these data, for cathodoluminescence and photo¬ 
luminescence, were obtained by measurements on the excited sides of 
the same thick phosphor coatings which were applied to clean Pyrex 
glass by settling the phosphor particles from a suspension in redistilled 
amyl acetate and baking in air for an hour at 275°C.“ The photo¬ 
luminescence data were obtained under excitation by radiation from a 
lOO-watt-EH-4 mercury-vapor lamp (with Corning 5840 and 5970 filters) 
placed about 20 cm distant from the phosphor coating, and the approxi¬ 
mate relative peak-output values are given with reference to a standard¬ 
ized hex.-9ZnS-CdS:Cu(0.0073), [NaCl(l), BaCl2(0.5), NH4C1(1)], 
1250®C (RCA 33-Z-21A) phosphor as a reference for comparison.®®* 
By relative peak output is meant the relative height of the emission band 
(curve) at its highest point under the given excitation. The peaks of 
all the bands in Figs. 32-43 are arbitrarily drawn equal to 10 to show 
mainly differences in the locations and shapes of the bands. When the 
bands are replotted after multiplying their ordinates by the relative 
peak-output value for each band, the areas under the replotted curves 
are proportional to the relative luminescence efficiencies of the phosphors 
under the given conditions of excitation. That is, the area under each 
curve (as now drawn), when multiplied by the corresponding peak- 
output value is a relative measure of the total energy output in the 
form of luminescence photons. The curves may be converted from a 
linear wavelength scale to a linear frequency scale by applying the equa¬ 
tion, 

Pn = PM/c) (84) 

where is the ordinate to be plotted at frequency V2 (corresponding 
to X2), when the ordinate which obtains at X2 is Pm- The ordinate P is 
proportional to PxAX (or when AX (or Av) are very small. Hence, 
F is a measure of the rate of emission of enei|^ as photons, that is, the 
radiance, and may be converted into a measiue of the relative number 
of photons emitted per unit time by dividing each ordinate value by the 
corresponding value of hc/\ (or hv). 
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In the host-crystal system (Zn:Cd)(S:Se), ZnSe exhibits only the 
cubic structure (F43m) up to at least 1350°C, CdS exhibits only the 
hexagonal structure (C&mc) at all useful crystallization temperatures, 
and ZnS is cubic (FiSm) up to about 1020°C above which it transforms 
into the hexagonal structure (C6mc). The ideal lattices representing 
these geometric arrangements are shown in Fig. 11, and Fig. 12 shows 

4000 4500 5000 5500 , 6000 6500 7000 
Wavelength, A 

Fig. 32. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 

phosphor family (Zn:Cd)S, [NaCl(2)], 780*^0. 

Curve 1 *2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Mole Proportion^ | 
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4 
6 

Peak Output f 6-kv CR 157 no 74 58 53 46 23 14 
Excited by 13650-A UV 53 23 21 50 35 30 24 11 

All made with 2 per cent NaCl and no added activator at 780®C. 

an enlargement of two unit cells of the F43m structure. In this general 
phosphor system, compositions which are predominantly CdS (or CdSe) 
tend to be hexagonal, those which are predominantly ZnSe tend to be 
cubic, and those which are predominantly ZnS may be either cubic or 
hexagonal, depending on the temperature, pressure, and flux or impuri¬ 
ties present during crystallization. Figures 32 and 35 show the room- 
temperature cathodoluminescence hand spectra of selected members of 
the phosphor family (Zn:Cd)S:[Zn:Cd] produced by reaction and 
crystallization at 780 and 1200®C. The single (simple) emission bands, 
starting from either cub.-ZnS: [Zn], 780®C, or hex.-ZnS:[Zn], 1200®C, 
are displaced gradually toward longer wavelengths by increasing the 
proportion of CdS in the host crystal until the infrared-emitting hex.- 
CdS: [Cd] is obtained at either crystallization temperature. This gradual 
shift indicates that the tentatively postulated [Zn] and [Cd], if any, are 
not the emitting atoms. If they were, a double-band spectrum would be 
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obtained when both [Zn] and [Cd] were present in the intermediate 
compositions. Apparently, therefore, the emitting atom in this family 
is the sulphur atom; that is, the radiative transition terminates in an 
energy band associated with sulphur in the crystal, which may be locally 
perturbed by [Zn] and [Cd] to provide for conservation of momentum 
during radiative transitions. The decrease in luminescence efficiency 

4000 4500 5000 5500 ^ 6000 6500 7000 

Wavelength, A 

Fig. 33. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 
phosphor family (Zn:Cd)S:Ag(0.005), [NaCl(2)], 780®C. 

Curve 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Mole Proportions 
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5 
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6 
Peak Output 16-kv CR 104 90 104 109 120 107 88 78 

Excited by 13650-1 UV 45 27 36 51 55 53 66 56 

All made with 2 per cent NaCl and 0.005 per cent Ag at 780®C. 

with increasing Cd content may occur as a result of the lower polarizing 
power of the larger Cd atom (ion) relative to that of Zn. 

Some members of the cub.- and hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:[Zn:Cd] phosphor 
family, with or without Ag activator, have detectable narrow edge- 
emission bands in addition to the longer-wave broad emission bands 
shown in Figs. 29a-^, 32, 33, 35, and 36. The edge-emission bands are 
generally more pronounced when the host crystal is ZnS or CdS alone 
and are favored when the phosphors are crystallized in reducing atmos¬ 
pheres. When the phosphors are excited by UV at room temperature, 
the edge-emission bands are usually negligible. When a suitable UV- 
excited phosphor is operated at 90®K, however, Kroger has shown that 
the edge-emission band is readily detectable.^*^ On the other hand, 
when the phosphor is excited at rooni temperature by weak or moderate 
intensities of CR, the edge-emission band is negligible, but under CR 
of sufficient intensity to saturate the longer-wave broad emission band 
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4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 
Wavelength, A 

Fig. 34. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 

phosphor family (Zn:Cd)S:Cu(0.005), [NaCl(2)], 780°C. 
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Peak Output 16-kv CR 87 68 55 49 45 39 10* 2* 

Excited by 13650-1 UV 56 30 28 39 40 46.5 22* 7* 

All made with 2 per cent NaCl and 0.005 per cent Cu at 780®C. 

* Output at 7100 A. 

Fig. 35. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 
phosphor family (Zn:Cd)S, [NaCl(2)], 1200®C. 

Curve 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Peak Output 16-kv CR 807 123 84 68 58 51 21 
Excited by 13650-1 UV 53 12 15 58 56 47 9 

All hexagonal structures, formed at 1200’’C. 2 per eent NaCl flux, and no added 

activator. 
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4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 
Wavelength, k 

Fia. 36. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 

phosphor famUy (Zn:Cd)S:Ag(0.01), [NaCl(2)], 12(X)"C. 

Curve 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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Peak Output 16-kv CR 415 170 161 147 143 124 64 55 

Excited by 13650-1 U V 217 148 114 109 no 99 60 47 

All hexagonal structures, formed at 1200 "C. 2 per cent NaCl flux, 0.01 per 

cent Ag. 

4000 4500 5000 5500 ^ 6000 6500 7000 
Wavelength, A 

Fig. 37, Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 
phosphor family (Zn:Cd)S:Cu(0.01), [NaCl(2)], 1200®C. 

Curve 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 
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Peak Output 16-kv CR 145 94 71 66 41 30 13* 6* 

Excited by 13650-1UV 67 66 39 36 36 32 16* 7* 

All hexagonal structures, formed at 1200“C. 2 per cent NaCl flux, 0.01 per 

cent Cu. 

* M output at 7100 A. 
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the edge-emission band appears and becomes increasingly prominent. 
This effect has been found by S. Lasof and F. H. Nicoll to obtain for 
hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015) where the persistence of the CR-excited narrow 
edge-emission band (peaked near 3450 A) is of the order of 10”“® sec. 
S. M. Thomsen has found a similar effect with hex.-CdS: [Cd], where the 
broad orange-to-infrared emission band predominates at low CR 
current densities and the narrow green edge-emission band predomi- 

4000 4500 5000 5500 ^ 6000 6500 7000 
Wavelength, A 

Fig. 38. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 

phosphor family Zn(S:Se), [NaCl(2)], 780"C. 
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Peak Output 16-kv CR 157 90 66 63 61 52 44 28 13 
Excited by 13650-A UV 53 20 57 56 49 8 

All cubic structures, formed at 780®C. 2 per cent NaCl flux, no added activator. 

nates at high current densities. This two-band behavior of the ZnS- 
type phosphors is analogous to that found for hex.-ZnO: [Zn] (see Fig. 
50). 

According to Kroger, the following results are obtained for ZnS-type phos¬ 
phors excited by UV at 90®K: For cub.-ZnS:[Zn], [KCl(2)], 900®C (in HjS), 
the absorption edge is situated at 3410 A (Fig. 24), with an edge-emission band 
extending from about 3370 to over 3600 A, and for hex.-ZnS:(Zn], 1150®C, the 
absorption edge is situated at 3350 A, with an edge-emission band extending 
from about 3310 to over 3600 A (peak near 3400 A). 

The UV edge-emission band of cub, (or hex.)-ZnS:[Zn] is prominent (at low 
operating temperatures) after the material has been heated (crystallized) at 
about 1000**C in a reducing atmosphere (H2 or H2S) and is practically undetect¬ 
able after the material has been heated at about lOOO^C in an atmosphere of 
SOa, CO2, HCl, or air. It is after heating in the latter atmospheres that the 
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normal blue emission band of cub.(or hex.)-ZnS:[Zn] appears most strongly; 
the blue emission band having very low efficiency after the material is heated 
in a reducing atmosphere. 

For hex.-CdS:[Cd], the absorption edge is situated at 5170 A, with an edge- 
emission band extending from about 5100 to 5600 A (double-peak centered about 

5170 A). 

4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 
e 

Wavelength, A 

Fia. 39. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 

phosphor family Zn(S:Se):Ag(0.005), [NaCl(2)l, 780°C. 

1. cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.005) 780"C 
2. cub.-9ZnS-ZnSci:Ag(0.005) 780*^0 
3. cub.-7ZnS*3ZnSe:Ag(0.005) 780°C 

4. cub.-5ZnS-5ZnSe:Ag(0.005) 780^*0 
5. cub.-3ZnS-7ZnSe:Ag(0.005) 780'’C 

6. cub.-ZnSe: Ag(0.005) 780 

Peak Outputs Excited by: 

6-kv CR 3650-A UV 

1. 104 45 

2. 126 33 

3. 61 63 
4. 54 57 

5. 38 56 

6. 5.4 

All these edge-emission bands are reported to exhibit fine structure, with 
wave-number differences of 360 cm“^ for the zinc sulphides, and 320 cm“^ for 
the cadmium sulphide. The absorption edge and the edge-emission band shift 
gradually to longer wavelengths with increasing Cd content, but fine structure 
disappears in the range from 9ZnS*CdS to ZnS*9CdS. KrSger ascribes these 
edge-emission bands to radiative transitions from the lower edge of the conduc¬ 
tion band to the upper edge of the topmost normally filled host-crystal band 
(for example, from to Eg*— in Fig. 16a), and explains the fine structure 
as arising from the coupling of this electronic transition with the vibrational 
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levels of the crystal. It seems more probable that the edge-emission radiative 
transitions occur from high semilocalized excited-state levels, which may overlap 
the conduction band, of atoms near imperfections (for example, from a high 

■®*/» ^cvel to E*h at a point near A2 or A2' in Fig. 16c), 

Starting with cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:[Zn], and adding increasing pro¬ 
portions of silver (Ag) activator, the phosphor emission band shifts 

Fig. 40. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 
phosphor family Zn(S:Se):Cu(0.005), [NaCl(2)], 780®C. 

1. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.(l05) 780®C 
2. cub.-8ZnS-2ZnSe:Cu(0.005) 780°C 
3. cub.-6ZnS-4ZnSe:Cu(0.005) 780‘*C 
4. cub.-ZnSe:Cu(0.005) 780^0 

Peak Output Excited by: 

6-kvCR 3650-A UV 

1. 87 56 
2. 70 61 
3. 60 58 
4. 40 45 

toward shorter wavelengths (Fig. 44), and the luminescence efficiency 
increases up to about 0.03 weight per cent of Ag (larger proportions 
evidently do not go into solid solution, as evidenced by gray to black 
colors under white light) This behavior indicates that Ag may act 
largely as an enhancing agent, much as the Ti activator does in 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Ti or ThSi04:Ti (Fig. 31). When an increasing pro¬ 
portion of Cd is substituted for Zn in the host crystal, the emission band 
is shifted gradually toward longer wavelengths (Figs. 32, 33, 35, and 36); 
whereas, when Se is substituted in increasing proportion for S in the host 
crystal, the emission band exhibits uneven displacements and broaden- 
ings, with some indications that the Se produces a new band (Figs. 38 
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and 39). Apart from some irregularities, the luminescence efficiency 
generally decreases with increasing proportion of Cd and/or Se.^^° As 
shown in Fig. 47, Au acts as a ^^poison” rather than an activator.®^ 

Starting with cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:[Zn], and adding increasing pro¬ 
portions of copper (Cu) activator up to Cu(0.01), the original [Zn] 

Fig. 41. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 
phosphor family (Zn:Cd)S:Mn(l), [NaCl(2)], 1050®C. 

1. ZnS:Mn(l) 
2. 7ZnS-3CdS:Mn(l) 
3. 5ZnS-5CdS:Mn(l) 
4. 3ZnS-7CdS:Mn(l) 
6. CdS:Mn(l) 

1050‘*0 
1050 
1050®C (curve not obtained) 
1050®C (curve not obtained) 
1050°C 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Peak Outputs Excited by: 

6-kvCR 

12 
2 
0.5 

3650-A UV 

103 
13 
0.5 

emission band remains fixed in position and decreases in efficiency as a 
new (Cu) emission band appears at longer wavelengths (Figs. 45a-c). 
The cathodoluminescence efficiency of the Cu band increases up to 
about 0.01 weight per cent Cu but has a lower efficiency than the original 
[Zn] band (again, increasing the activator proportion above the optimum 
gives increasingly dark products which strongly abs®rb their own emis¬ 
sions). Figures 45a--c show, however, that the multiband emissions 
may have different relative efficiencies under CR and UV. Figures 
ASb-c show also that the simple suppression of the [Zn] band and raising 
of the Cu band up to Cu(0.01) changes radically above Cu(0.01). In 
the cubic form, Cu(0.03) apparently intensifies the previously suppressed 
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[Zn] band (see Fig. 31) and in the hexagonal form, Cu(O.Ol) produces an 
intense photoluminescence emission band which is intermediate to the 
[Zn] and Cu bands (this may be the [Zn] band intensified and shifted to 
longer wavelengths by Cu, just as it is intensified and shifted to shorter 
wavelengths by Ag, Fig. 44). When an increasing proportion of Cd is 

Wavelength, A 

Fig. 42. Spectral-distribution curves of the emissions of selected members of the 
phosphor family Zn(S:Se):Mn(l), [NaCl(2)], 780°C. 

1. cub.-ZnS:Mn(l) 780^^0 
2. cub.-8ZnS-2ZnSe:Mn(l) 780"C 
3. cub.-5ZnS-5ZnSe:Mn(l) 780'’C 
4. cub.-3ZnS*7ZnSe:Mn(l) 780*^0 
5. cub.-ZnSe:Mn(l) 780'*C 

Peak Outputs Excited by: 

6-kv CR 3650-A UV 

1. 0.35 7.3 
2. 2.1 6.7 
3. 17.8 38 
4. 11.5 22.8 
5. 3.1 7.8 

substituted for Zn in the host crystal, with optimum Cu(« 0.01) content, 
the Cu emission band is shifted gradually toward longer wavelengths 
(Figs. 34 and 37), and a similar gradual shift occurs when Se is substi¬ 
tuted in increasing proportion for S (Fig. 40; compare with Fig. 39). Ab 
ijo the case of the system with [Zn] or Ag, the luminescence efficiency of 
the Cu band generally decreases with increasing proportion of Cd and/or 
Se.^^ 

Starting with cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:[Zn], and adding increasing propor¬ 
tions of manganese (Mn) activator, the original [Zn] emission band 
remains fixed in position and decreases in efficiency as a new (Mn) 
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emission hand appears at longer wavelengths (Figs. 41 and 42). The 
luminescence efficiency of the Mn band increases up to about 1 to 2 
weight per cent of Mn but has a lower efficiency than the original [Zn] 
band (MnS produces several new activator absorption (excitation) bands 
peaked near 3900, 4300, 4660, and 5000 whereas Ag and Cu produce 

Fig. 43. Spectral-distribution curves of the cathodoluminescence emissions of 
selected members of the phosphor family Zn(S:Se):Mn(l), [NaCl(2)], 1200®C. 

1. hex.-ZnS:Mn(l) 1200°C 
2. ^ ̂ 8ZnS-2ZnSe:Mn(l) 1200'C 
3. 5ZnS-5ZnSe:Mn(l) 1200°C 
4. . , 3ZiiS-7ZnSe:Mn(l) 1200°C 
5. cub.-ZnSe: Mn(l) 1200‘’C 

Peak Outputs Excited by: 

6-kv CR 3650-A UV 

1. 3.3 42 
2. 1 17 
3. 6.7 23.5 
4. 4.7 13.6 
6, 1 4.6 

single absorption bands near the absorption edge of the host crystal 
When an increasing proportion of Cd is substituted for Zn in the hex¬ 
agonal host crystal, with optimum Mn content, the Mn emission band 
shifts very slightly toward longer wavelengths while the efficiency 
decreases to vanishingly low values until, near 100 per cent Cd substitu¬ 
tion, the feeble deep-red emission band of hex.-CdB:Mn appears (Fig. 
41). When an increasing proportion of Se is substituted for S in the 
cubic host crystal, with optimum Mn content, the Mn band shifts first 
to shorter wavelengths, broadening greatly, and then shifts to longer 
wavelengths while going through a maximum in efficiency (Fig. 42). 



4000 4500 5000 , 5500 6000 
Wavelength, A 

Fig. 44. Spectral-distribution curves of the cathodoluminescence emissions of selec¬ 
ted members of the phosphor family cub.-ZnS:Ag(0 to 0.512%), [NaCl(2)l, 940°C. 

Reflected Luminescence 
Color Emission Color 

1. cub.-ZnS:IZn] White Light* blue 
2. cub..ZnS;0.002% Ag White Light* blue 
3. Gub.-ZnS: 0.005 Ag White Light^ blue 
4. cub.-ZnS: 0.008 Ag White Light blue 
5. cub.-ZnS: 0.032 Ag White Blue 
6. cub.-ZnS: 0.128 Ag Tan-gray Deep blue 
7. cub.-ZnS:0.512 Ag Dark gray Very deep blue 

All heated at 940^0 for 2 hr. * 

Relative Visible Luminescence Output 

1. 100% 6. 34.0 
2. 71.6 6. 26.6 
3. 62.2 7. 11.0 
4. 43.6 

B06 
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The following incidental data relating to Figs. 32-46 are of interest: 
1. The emission band of cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:Mn lies on the hng-wave 

side of the emission of cub. (or hex.)-ZnS: [Zn], whereas the emission band 
of hex.-CdS:Mn lies on the short-wave side of the emission of hex.-CdS: 
[Cd]. This indicates that the location of the Mn emission band does not 
depend directly on the energy levels of the host crystal (Fig. 16a). 

Fig. 45<i. Spectral-distribution curves of the cathodolumincscence emissions of 
selected members of the phosphor family hex.-ZnS:Cu(0 to 0.01%), [NaCl(2)], 
1200°C. (Note that phosphor No. 2, in particular, should be denoted by hex.- 

ZnS:[Zn]:Cu instead of the conventional designation.) 

1. hox.-ZnS:[Zn] 
2. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.001) 
3. hex.-ZnS:Cu (0.005) 
4. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) 

Peak Output Excited 
by 6-kv 1-Aia cm~^ CR 

307 (Xpk = 4430 A) 
121 (Xpk = 4470 A) 
168 (Xpk = 5160 A) 
146 (Xpk =■ 6190 A) 

All made with 2 per cent NaCl at 1200°C. 

2. The emission bands of cub.-ZnSe:[Zn], cub.-ZnSe:Cu, and cub.- 
ZnSerMn are practically identical except for efficiencies. The Mn 
apparently lowers and the Cu enhances the efficiency of the material 
made without added activator. 

3. In the case of the (Zn:Cd)S phosphors with [Zn], Ag, or Cu 
activator, (a) there is little overlap of the host-crystal absorption band 
and the emission band, and (b) the incorporation of as little as 0.005 
weight per cent of Ag or Cu produces a large increase in the activator 
absorption band which overlaps the emission band (Fig. 24 ^^®). In the 
case of the Zn(S:Se) phosphors with [Zn], Ag, or Cu, (a) there is a large 
overlap of the host-crystal absorption band and the emission band, and 
(6) the incorporation of Ag or Cu activator produces little change in 
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the long-wave of the absorption band (Fig. 24^^®). In terms of 
the energy-level diagrams of Fig. 16a, it is possible that the normally 
filled activator levels E[Zn]i Eqm, and Eun are overlapped by the topmost 
filled host-crystal level (£se) the cub.-ZnSe phosphors, and so the 

Fig. 456. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the photoluminescence emissions 
of the phosphor family cub.-ZnS:Cu(0 to 0.3%), [NaCl(2)], 950®C (see note to 

Fig. 45a). 

1. cub.-ZnS:[Zn] 
2. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.0003) 
3. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.003) 
4. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) 
5. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.03) 
6. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.1) 
7. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.3) 

All made with 2 per cent NaCl at 950®C. 
Excitation by 3650-A UV from CH-4 lamp, 30-cm distant. 
Curves drawn to scale. 

room-temperature radiative transitions of the cub.-ZnSe phosphors 
with [Zn], Cu, and Mn activators terminate in i?se* This casts doubt 
on the general validity of the conjectural diagrams in Fig. 16a, however, 
because the diagrams make it appear that the normally filled E^g level 
would be the first to be overlapped by an expanding (or rising) host- 
crystal band (Es Eq^; compare Fig. 24). 

4. Most of the single (simple) emission bands, when replotted on a 
linear energy (frequency or wave-number) scale, according to eq. 84, 
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may be represented by the probability formula, 

p = o*-''-’ (or P = a*-'’*'*) (85) 

where P is the radiance, that is, the rate of emission of luminescence 
energy per unit time, at frequency v (or wave number ?), and a and 6 
are constants for a given band.*^®-^°^ 

Fig. 45c. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the photoluminescence emissions 
of the phosphor family hex.-ZnS:Cu(0 to 0.3%), [NaCl(2)], 1250®C (see note to 

Fig. 45o). 

1. hex.-ZnS:[Zn] 
2. hex,.ZiiS:Cu(0.0003) 
а. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.003) 
4. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) 
б. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.03) 
6. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.1) 
7. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.3) 

All made with 2 per cent NaCl ai 1250®C. 
Excitation by 8650-A UV from CH-4 lamp, 30-cm distant. 
Curves drawn to scale* 
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5. Complex band-emission spectra, such as those shown in Figs. 45, 
46, and curve 1 of Fig. 42, are generally resolvable into simple component 
bands which may be represented by eq. 85. 

6. Figures 45a-46 show that the different component bands of multi¬ 
band emission spectra are selectively emphasized by different types and 
intensities of excitation.'^2. The locations, that is, the peak wavelengths, 
of the simple component emission bands are generally unaffected by 

Wavelength, A 

Fig. 46. Relative sr)cctral-distributlon curves of the cathodoluminesconce and photo¬ 
luminescence emissions of a two-band* phosphor, hex.-9.5ZnS*0.5CdS:Ag(0.02): 

Cu(0.005), [NaCl(2)], 1200"C. 

Peak output under 6-kv 2-tia, cm ^ CR = 63 * 
Peak output under 3650-A UV = 47 * 

* The peak-output values are comparable for the same type of excitation, but 
not for different types of excitation. 

changes in the type of excitant at low excitation densities.®^ In this 
respect, it is important to note that the resultant peaks of two overlapping 
bands may appear to be shifted toward each other, whereas the individ¬ 
ual peaks are really unchanged in spectral location. In general, increas¬ 
ing the excitation density in the phosphor volume penetrated by the 

excitant decreases the output of the long-wave emission bands relative 

to that of the short-wave emission bands in complex band-emission 

spectra.®®'^® This behavior is opposite to the effect of increasing the tem¬ 

peratures of the luminescing phosphors. For example, with (Zn:Cd)S: 

Ag:Cu phosphors which have their activator proportions adjusted to 

give two pronounced emission bands (short wave = Ag, long wave = 

Cu), increasing the phosphor temperature increases the relative height 

of the Cu band, whereas increasing the intensity of excitation decreases 

the relative height of the Cu band (note Figs. 48 and 50 
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If a new host-crystal atom, which substitutionally replaces one of the 
host-crystal atoms of a phosphor, locates as a nonligand (that is, not a 
nearest neighbor) of an emitting atom, the (initially) foreign atom may 

Fig. 47. Relative spectral-distribution curves of cub.-ZnS with several different 
activators. Excitation by cathode rays. Curves drawn to scale. 

Curve 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

All crystallized with 

Phosphor 

cub.-ZnS: [Zn] 
cub.-ZnS: Cu(0.01) 
cub.-ZnS: Ag(0.008) 
cub.-ZnS: Au(0.002) 

weight per cent NaCl 

Emission Color 

Light blue 
Green 
Blue 
Blue-green 

at 950®C. 

be expected to exert an indirect effect on the spectral location of the emis¬ 
sion. The emission band of the solid, then, should exhibit a gradual 
displacement of the original band with increasing proportion of next- 
nearest-neighbor foreign substituent. If, however, ^ new host-crystal 
atom locates as a ligand (combined nearest neighbor) of an emitting 
atom, the foreign atom may be expected to exert a direct effect on the 
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Spectral location of the emission. The emission band of the solid, in 
this case, may exhibit a new band which increases in relative intensity 
(at the expense of the original band) with increasing proportion of 
nearest-neighbor (ligand) foreign substituent. In both cases, increasing 
substitution of a foreign host-crystal element may give an increasing 
effect up to a proportion beyond which the efficiency of luminescence 
decreases rapidly as the result of structural distortions produced by 

Fig. 48. Spectral-distribution curves of hex.-ZnS:[Znl:Cu(0.001) (compare Fig. 45) 
under excitation by cathode rays, showing the influence of changing the excitation 

density (intensity). 

exceeding the solubility of the foreign atoms in the original host crystal, 
or as the result of obtaining sufficient interaction between the foreign 
atoms to produce structural transitions. 

By referring to Figs. 11 and 12, and visualizing Cd substituting for 
Zn, and Se substituting for S, in the (Zn:Cd)(S:Se) crystals, some of 
the data in Figs. 32-46 may be tentatively interpreted as follows: 

1. The gradual and regular emission-band shift and efficiency varia¬ 
tion occasioned by increasing proportions of the larger Cd atom (Table 6) 
in hex.-(Zn:Cd)S with [Zn], Ag, and Cu (Figs. 32-37), indicates that the 
cationic Cd exerts an indirect effect on the emitting atoms; that is, in¬ 
creasing the Cd content increases the lattice spacing without having 
individual Cd atoms directly influence the atoms responsible for the 
luminescence emission. 
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2. The irregidar emission-band shift and efficiency variation occa¬ 
sioned by increasing proportions of Cd in hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Mn (Fig. 41) 
is not so readily interpretable in terms of the propinquity of the Cd 
atoms and the emitting atoms. From data on the ease of saturation of 
the luminescence of this system with increasing excitation density, it 
appears that only about 1 per cent of the incorporated Mn atoms operate 
efficiently as activators, the remainder being chiefly host-crystal in¬ 
gredients. It is apparent from Fig. 41 that the simultaneous presence 
of both Zn and Cd is detrimental, whereas with either cation alone 
moderate luminescence efficiency is obtained. This indicates that the 
active Mn atoms may be ligands of the regular Zn and Cd atoms and 
may be made inactive in the nonuniform field produced when both Zn 
and Cd are present at 300°K. The active Mn atoms may be either 
substituted for regular Zn atoms or located interstitially (Fig. 12). 
When these phosphors are cooled to 90°K, only the yellow-orange 
emission band of ZnS:Mn appears, and this band is shifted slightly to 
longer wavelengths (compare with the similar behavior of other s-center 
phosphors in Figs. 28-30). The hex.-7ZnS*3CdS:Mn and hex.-6ZnS* 
5CdS:Mn phosphors which are practically nonluminescent at 300®K 
under 3650-A UV, exhibit the same orange emission color and almost as 
bright photoluminescence as hex.-ZnS:Mn at 90 ®K. The hex.-3ZnS- 
7CdS:Mn phosphor, which also exhibits only the orange emission of 
hex.-ZnS:Mn at 90°K, is stronger at 90 than at 300®K (but still feeble), 
and the room-temperature red emission color of hex.-CdS:Mn dis¬ 
appears; that is, it apparently shifts into the infrared at 90®K. 

3. The gradual and regular emission-band shift and efficiency varia¬ 
tion occasioned by increasing proportions of the larger Se atom (Table 6) 
in cub.-Zn(S:Se):Cu (Fig. 40) indicates that the anionic Se exerts an 
indirect effect on the emitting atoms. 

4. The irregular emission-band shift and efficiency variation occa¬ 
sioned by increasing proportions of Se in cub.-Zn(S:Se) with [Zn], Ag, 
or Mn (Figs. 38, 39, 42, and 43) indicates that the Se atoms become 
directly involved in the luminescence emission process. The great 
broadening and anomalous shift of the emission band in Figs. 42 and 43 
indicates that the Se is a ligand of the active Mn atoms, so that these 
atoms are located either in substitutional (Zn) sites or inside normally 
vacant S (Se) tetrahedra. In either case, the Mn atoms are surrounded 
by four S (Se) atoms, and the broadening and anomalous shift are ob¬ 
served to occur only when both S and Se are present to produce a non- 
uniform field aroimd the active Mn atoms. 

It may be profitable to review some of the aspects of the preparation 
of ZnS-type phosphors at this point. 
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1. Effect of Fluxes. In order to obtain appreciable luminescence 
efficiency of simple ZnS-host-crystal phosphors, it is usual to have a 
halide-type flux, for example, NaCl, present during crystallization at 
temperatures below about 1200®C, whereas efficient CdS-containing 
phosphors may be made without any flux.®^® It has been found that 
NaCl flux produces the same effect whether the NaCl is admixed with 
the host-crystal ingredients prior to crystallization or introduced as a 
vapor from an NaCl-containing surround during the crystallization at 
high temperatures. Chemical tests have not disclosed, with certainty, 
any appreciable residue of NaCl in the completed acid-cleaned sulphide 
phosphors, although about 10""^ mole Cl”” per mole of ZnS has been 
reportedly found on water-washed products.^®®'^ There is a possibility 
that the flux not only promotes crystallization, but also helps to produce 
a small dissociation of the ZnS.^®® The lower bonding energy of CdS 
may allow sufficient dissociation to produce the luminescence obtained 
in the absence of flux. In this respect, it should be noted that both 
green- and red-emitting cadmium sulphide (at room temperature!) may 
be produced by evaporating pure unfluxed CdS in a stream of hydrogen 
through a gradual temperature gradient near 950°C at atmospheric 
pressure (compare Ref. 221). Some of the cadmium sulphide crystals 
which luminesce a weak green at*300®K luminesce a strong orange at 
90°K, and some of the CdS crystals which luminesce a deep red at 
3(X)°K luminesce a vivid green at 90°K. 

2. Effect of Atmosphere during Crystallization. After pure ZnS 

(fluxed or unfluxed) is crystallized (a) in a strongly reducing atmosphere, 

for example, hydrogen or hydrogen sulphide, chiefly the UV edge- 

emission band appears; (b) in neutral or mildly oxidizing atmospheres 

(N2, SO2, CO2, HCl), chiefly the blue [Zn] emission band appears, whereas 

(c) when the high-temperature crystallization is carried out in a stronger 

oxidizing atmosphere, for example, air or nitrogen containing a few per 

cent of oxygen, a green emission band sometimes appears which has all 

the characteristics of the band produced by normally introduced Cu 
activator.®** If Cu activator is incorporated during crystallization 

in a reducing atmosphere, the blue emission band predominates, whereas, 

when the crystallization is done in an oxidizing atmosphere, the normal 

green emission band predominates.^®® This indicates that Cu^"*" in¬ 

fluences the green long-persistent emission band, and Cu”^ (Ag“^?) 

influences the blue emission band. A strong reducing atmosphere during 

high-temperature ciystallization of hex.-ZnS:Ag is detrimental to 

phosphor efficiency,*®* presumably because the Ag^’^(or Ag“*“) is reduced 

to a luminescence-inert effective valence state. 
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S. Effect of Temperature^ Crystal Structure, and Rate of Cooling, 
Rothschild reports that NaCl- or BaCl2-fluxed cub.-ZnS:Cu (0.0075), 
800°C, emits predominantly the green band, whereas the same phosphor 
crystallized at 1150°C [hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.0076)] emits predominantly the 
blue band.^®® Furthermore, rapid cooling reportedly favors the green 
band, whereas slow cooling favors the blue band. Also, the initially 
suppressed blue emission band (Fig. 45) reappears at Cu proportions 
greater than 0.01 weight per cent (even when about 1 weight per cent 

Fig. 49. Increasing temperature of crystallization of ZnS:Ag(0.015), [NaCl(4)], 
[BaCl2(2)] causes a marked shift in peak wavelength of emission during the change 
from the F43m to the C6mc structure near 1020®C. Heating time, at the indicated 
top temperature (samples placed in cool furnace), varied from about 1 hr at 600®C 

to about 10 min at 1400°C. 

of Mn is present!), when the phosphor is crystallized at 950~1050®C. 
Experiments in these laboratories (Figs. 455, 45c, 49a) have confirmed 
and added to these observations, for example: 

1. Hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01), [NaCl(2)] luminesces a strong green with an 
intense long green phosphorescence emission when prepared by heating 
to 1400®C in a dense surround of ZnS which had been previously crystal¬ 
lized with about 6 per cent of NaCl, whereas a phosphor made from the 
same initial ingredients luminesces a strong blue with a short weak 
pale-5Jt^ phosphorescence emission when prepared by heating to 1400^0 
in a relatively porous surround of pure ZnS. Both samples, when 
spectrographically analyzed, had the same proportion of copper, thus 
ruling out the possibility that the Cu had volatilized from the sample 
which luminesced blue. 

2. Hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.001), [NaCl(2)] heated to 1240^0 and imme¬ 
diately quenched in cold water luminesces a strong green, whereas the 
same initial ingredients heated to 1240®C and allowed to cool overnight 
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Fiq. 49a, A comparison of the emission spectra of some ZnS-type phosphors, 
showing the effect of type of surround during high-temperature crystallization 
(compare Nos. 3 and 4 in A and B—both contain the full 0.01 weight per cent of 
Cu after crystallization) and the effect of slow and fast cooling in the absence of 
surrounds (see Nos. 5 and 6 in C and especially D). The same samples were tested 

in A and B, and in C and D. 

Relative 
Peak 

Outputs 
(A) 6-kT om~** OR excitation 

1. hez..ZnS:rZn], [NaCl(20)]. 14000C 24 
2. hex.-ZnB:[Zn] surround from above 

No. 8 3 
8. ]iez.«ZnS:Cu(0.01), ZnS surround, 

1400®C 32 
4. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01). ZnS lNaa(20)l 

surround, 14()0®C 107 
hez.-9Zn8-CdS:Cu(ap073) 56 
rbhdL-Zn|Si04: Mn(0) 100 * 
Nos. 3 and 4 had (NaCl(2}] flux. 

(B) 3650>A UV excitation 
1. See (A) 20 
2. See (A) 12 
3. See \a\ 140 
4. See (A) 175 

hex.-9ZnS CdS :Cu(0.0073) 100 * 
* Denotes r^erenoe standard. 

Relative 
Peak 

Outputs 
(C) 6-kv 1-MS cm*'* CR excitation 

5. bex..ZnS;Cu(0.001), 1240'’C, slow 
cool 77 

6. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.001), 1240<>C, 
quenched 45 

hex.-9ZnS CdS :Cu (0.0073) 56 
rbhdl.-ZnsSi04: Mn(0.a) 100 * 

Nos. 6 and 0 had [NaCl(2)] flux and oovers, 
but no surrounds. 

(D) 3d50-A UV excitation 

6. hex.-ZnS:CuC0.001), slow cool 
0. hex.*ZnS;Cu(0.001), quenched 

hfix.'9Zn8 CdBiCniOJjm} 

Same as (C). 
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in the furnace luminesces green-blue. Both samples were heated in 
covered fused-silica crucibles without any surrounds. Referring to 
Fig. 45a, a rapid cooling favors the long-wave emission band, and slow 
cooling favors the short-wave emission band of this phosphor. Both 
samples had long green phosphorescence emissions of approximately 
equal intensity. 

These results indicate that the Cu-containing phosphors may have 
been more affected by the mildly reducing SiC-element furnace atmos¬ 
phere in the case of (a) the 1400°C material packed in porous ZnS, and 
(6) the slowly cooled 1240®C material, which was above lOOO^C for a 
much longer time than the quenched sample. There is a need for further 
experimental work to clarify the actions of oxidizing and reducing 
atmospheres in the formation of ZnS-type phosphors. 

The transition from the cubic to the hexagonal form of ZnS phosphors 
is generally marked by a displacement of the emission spectrum toward 
shorter wavelengths. This is quite evident for ZnS:[Zn], ZnSiAg, and 
ZnS:Cu, but the emission band of ZnS:Mn is practically unaltered on 
crystallizing above and below the transition temperature near 1020°C. 
Figure 49 shows a plot of the peak wavelength of the emission bands of 
a series of ZnS:Ag phosphors crystallized at various temperatures from 
580 to 1400°C. It is apparent that there is a pronounced shift of the 
emission band toward shorter wavelengths on going from 1000 to 
1050°C. 

From the experimental data which have been presented on the many 
variations in luminescence that may be obtained within the (Zn:Cd) 
(S:Se) system of phosphors,^^^ it is not immediately apparent how even 
this one class of familiar materials may be interpreted in terms of 
quantitative conventional energy-level diagrams without encountering 
incompatibilities. For the present, then, it seems prudent to describe 
these and other phosphors largely on a phenomenological basis, with¬ 
out demanding that occasional (tentative) correlations and interpre¬ 
tations in one general system of phosphors be valid for all other general 
systems. Much of the following description of phosphors will be pre¬ 
sented in the form of contrasts as well as comparisons among different 
interesting and useful phosphor systems. 

Emission Spectra of Some Phosphors with 0-dominated Host 
Crystals. The general family of phosphors which has oxygen-domi¬ 
nated host crystals is at least as ramified and versatile as the general 
family of sulphide(selenide)-type phosphors. From the standpoint of 
emission spectra, it may be recalled that the Kwe-emission spectrum of 
Sm activator in cubic alkaline-earth oxides and sulphides occurs at 
longer wavelengths when the smaller and Zcm^er-atomic-number oxygen 
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dominates the host crystals (Fig. 13). Also, when Nos. 20 and 21 in 
Table 5 are compared, it is evident that the band emission spectrum of 
Eu activator in cubic SrS and Sr(S:Se) occurs at longer wavelengths 
when the smaller sulphur dominates the host crystal. 

Figure 60 shows the emission spectra obtainable from hex.-ZnO: 
[Zn].®^^ It is not known, at present, whether the two emission bands are 
to^be attributed to (1) two different activators (for example, [Zn"^] and 

Fig. 50a. Absorption (from diffuse reflectivity) and emission spectra of some hex.- 
ZnO: [Zn] phosphors. 

[Zn"^”^] or [Zn] and [0]), or (2) transitions from low- and high-lying 
excited-state levels (£^*/„ in Fig. 16c), or (3) a given species of activator 
in structurally dissimilar sites, or (4) the reported difference in bonding 
along and away from the c axis of hex.-ZnO.®®® When the oxide is made 
by burning zinc in an excess of oxygen, only the UV absorption-edge- 
emission band appears during cathodoluminescence at room tempera¬ 
ture, but, when the zinc oxide is heated in a reducing atmosphere, the 
visible emission band appears alone at low excitation densities and the 
UV emission band appears only at very high excitation densities."^ 
As shown in Fig. 606 (and contrary to the cited report “^), the output 
of the visible band decreases more rapidly than that of the UV band as 
the temperature of the luminescing phosphor is increased, and the UV 
band shifts to longer wavelengths with increasing temperature (compare 
Fig. 28d). The shift of the edge-emission band of hex.-ZnO:IZn] from 
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about 3740 A at 90®K to longer wavelengths with increasing tempera¬ 

ture, at about 1 A above 300°K, is paralleled by a shift of the 

absorption edge in the same direction, just as the edge-emission band 
and absorption edge of hex.-CdS: [Cd] shift from about 4800 A at 90®K 
to about 6200 A at 300°K.ie4.2i66 

Fig. 506. TempK^rature dependence of the cathodoluminescence emission spectrum 

of hex.-ZnO: [Zn], sample A-1-11-11, excited by a 25-kv 100-/ua «0.1-mm-diameter 
CR beam scanning an area 7X7 cm. (F. H. Nicoll“*) 

Approximate Temperature 

of the Phosphor Screen 

1. 300‘’K 
2. i 
3. >500‘’K 

Aluminized screen with 1 mg cm""^ of phosphor. Screen heated by CR beam. 

When Fig. 50 is compared with curve 1 in Fig. 35, it is evident that 

the band emission spectra of the hexagonal oxide and sulphide of zinc 

occur at a longer wavelength when the smaller oxygen dominates the 

host crystal (the absorption edge and the absorption-edge emission band 
of the oxide also occur at longer wavelengths than the corresponding 

spectra of the sulphide). The long-wave emission band of hex.-CdS: [Cd] 

lies in the near infrared (edge emission band near 5200 A), and the 
long-wave emission band of hex.-CdO:[Cd] probably lies in the far infra¬ 

red. In contrast with the trend shown in these examples, the emission 
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spectrum shifts to shorter wavelengths when the smaller S is substituted 
for Se in cub.-ZnSe:[Zn]. The change from a hexagonal to a cubic 
structure cannot account for this anomaly, because the emission bands 
of cub.- and hex.-ZnS: [Zn] are very close to each other (Figs. 32 and 35). 

Figures 50 and 51 present, in part, the genesis of the emission 
bands of some members of the important silicate (germanate) phos¬ 
phors.*®’®*’The cathodoluminescence emission spectra of Si02, 
1300°C, and several silicates without added activator are shown in the 
top part of Fig. 51. These phosphors without Mn are not excited by 

Area of scanning CR-beam spot, 30 kv, 735 jua 

Current density 

Fig. 60c. Relative intensities of the UV and visible emission bands of hex.- 

ZnO:[Zn], A-1-11-11, as a function of CR intensity. 

photons Mfith wavelengths longer than 2500 A, but they are excited to 
readily detectable though inefficient luminescence by x rays and cathode 
rays. The doublet structure of the emission band of Si02, 1300°C, may 
be caused by as3rmmetry of the Si04 tetrahedra in the anisotropic 
(hexagonal or rhombohedral) crystals of silica; that is, there may be 
different charge distributions and bonding energies for Sv-O along differ¬ 
ent crystallographic directions, just as in the reported case of hex.ZnO.*®® 

It is noteworthy that the emission spectrum of rbhdl.-3ZnO • Si02: [Si] 
peaks between the two bands of the emission spectrum of Si02 as well 
as between the two bands of the emission spectrum of hex.-ZnO:[Zn]. 
On going to the orthoproportion rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:[Si], the emission band 
broadens in both directions, without shifting, but on going to rbhdl.- 
Zn0-2Si02:[Si], which has 400 per cent excess silica over orthopropor¬ 
tions, the emission band shifts to a band peaked near the short-wave 
peak of the emission spectrum of Si02 with at least one additional band 
peaked at still shorter wavelengths. The efficiencies of these phosphors 
are greatly improved by the incorporation of Ti02 (compare Fig. 31). 
At the left of the second part of Fig. 61, the cathodoluminescence emis¬ 
sion bands of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:[Sil, rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:[Ge], /3-Zn2Si04:[Si], 



Fig. 61. Cathodoluminescence emission spectra of some oxygen-dominated phos¬ 
phors of the silicate and germanate class. 

1. Si02, laOO^C, 1 hr 
2. rbhdl-ZnO-28102, 1260^0, 1 hr 
3. rbhdL-2Zn0-Si02, 1250^0, 1 hr 
4. rbhdl.-3Zn0-Si02, 1250**0, 1 hr 
6. rbhdl.-2Zn0-Ge02, 1200“C, 1 hr 
6. /8-2Zn0-Si02, 1600®C, 10 min, quenched 
7. rbhdl.-2Be0-Si02, 1400*^0, 1 hr 
3/ rbhdl.-2ZnO-SiO2-0.012MnSiO8, 1250*^0, 1 hr 
6.' rbhdl.-2ZnO-0602-0.012^1118108, 1100®C, 1 hr 

6/ /5-2ZnO-SiO2-0.012MnSiO3, 1600®C, 10 min, quenched 
7/ rbhdl.-3ZnO-BeO-2.2SiO2-0.384MnSiO8, 1200®C, 1 hr 
8. Ca0-Si02*0.0051le, 1200®C, 7 hr, quenched 
9. SrO-SiO2-0.006Re, 1560‘’C, 1 hr, quenched* 

10. BaO-SiO2 0.006Re, 1600®C, 4 hr, quenched 

11. rhomb.-2MgO - Si02, 1600^0, 20 min 
12. tetr.-ZrO2 SiO2-O.OO6V, lOOO’^C, 40 min 
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and rbhdl.-Be2Si04:[Be] are shown located at successively shorter wave¬ 
lengths in the given order. The expansion of the crystal lattice on going 
from rbhdL-Zn2Si04 to rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04 or /3-Zn2Si04 apparently de¬ 
creases the attraction energy between the Zn cations and the anionic 
Si04 or Ge04 tetrahedra. By lessening the external attraction on the O 
atoms, these atoms direct their bonding energies more to the Si or Ge 
cores, so that the tetrahedra probably contract by the operation of 
increased Si-0 and Ge-0 binding which increases the energy separation 
between the ground and excited states involved in luminescence emis¬ 
sion. The smaller Be atom (Table 6) apparently outweighs the Si atom 
in determining the emission spectrum of rbhdl.-Be2Si04:[Be], so that 
the luminescence emission is probably localized mostly within the Be04 

tetrahedra in this case.^^ may be noted that the emission spectrum 
of rbhdl.-Al203: [Al] (No. 43, Table 5) is very similar to that of rbhdl.- 
Be2Si04:[Be], indicating again the important role of the 0 atoms in 
the luminescence-emission process. The two lower parts of Fig. 51 
show that the cathodoluminescence emission bands of a wide variety 
of silicate phosphors (with or without intcnsifier-type activators such 
as Ag, Cu, Ti, and V) are quite similar. The role of the activators 
is mainly to intensify the host-crystal emissions, for example, the emis¬ 
sion bands of orthorhombic CdSiOs, CdSiOsiCu, and CdSiOarRe are 
practically identical, being peaked near 4100 A. These emission spectra 
were obtained by bombarding the phosphors with about 10-kv CR in 
a demountable cathode-ray tube with a silica window, and photo¬ 
graphing the emission spectra with a Hilger El quartz-prism spectro¬ 
graph. The exposure times were 10 to 20 min. Densitometer curves 
were obtained with an automatic recording Leeds and Northrup micro¬ 
densitometer; then the curves were corrected for dispersion, and the 
antilog — 1 of the photographic-density ordinate values were plotted in 
Fig. 61. Some interesting cathodoluminescence emission spectra, which 
are not shown, include: 

(1) Zr02-Th02-2Si02;Ag, 1200°C, 60 min, emits a band extending from 
about 4500 to below 2900 A, with a broad peak near 3100 A; (2) rbhdl.-Ga208, 
lOOO^C, 40 min, emits a band extending from about 4700 to below 3200 A, with a 
peak near 3700 A; (3) cub.-ZnGa204*0.005Cr, 1600®C, 30 min, emits a weak 
band from 4000 to 5500 A with a peak near 4500 A and a strong band with faint 
structure from 5500 to above 7500 A, with a peak near 6800 A; (4) rbhdl.- 
AhOs'O.OOOCr, 1600°, 30 min, emits a band extending from about 5800 to above 
7500 A, with strong lines at the peak near 6930 A; (5) CdO*Ga208-0.005Cr, 
1600°C, 30 min, emits a structureless band extending from 3200 to above 5100 A, 
with a peak near 4100 A; (6) Zn0*B208, 800°C, 60 min, and 3Zn0-B208, 900°C, 
60 min, both emit bands extending from about 5000 to below 2900 A, with broad 
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peaks near 3450 A; (7) ZnO-MgO*28102,1200®C, 60 min, emits a band extend¬ 
ing from about 5000 to about 2900 A, with a peak near 4100 A; (8) 
2BeO*GeO2*0.01Mn, 1400®C, 60 min, emits one narrow band extending from 

about 5600 to 6700 A, with a peak near 6200 A, and a broader band extending 
from about 4000 to below 2900 A, with the peak apparently below 2900 A; 
(9) hex.-ZnO*BeO, 1300°C, 60 min, emits a doublet band from about 5100 to 
below 2900 A, with peaks near 3000 and 4000 A, and very low output at 3500 A; 
and (10) hex.-ZnO, 1250®C, 60 min, in silicon-carbide resistance-furnace air 

atmosphere [initial ingredient was UV-ernitting hex.-ZnO (no visible emission 

band as in Fig. 50a) made by burning zinc vapor in excess oxygen], emits a 

doublet band extending from about 4300 to above 6200 A, with apparent peaks 

near 5200 and 5650 A (orange-yellow emission color). 

In the right side of the second portion of Fig. 51 is shown the same 
sequence of host crystals that is shown at the left, except that a rbhdl.- 
Zn:Be-silicate:Mn phosphor is substituted for rbhdl.-Be2Si()4: Mn be¬ 
cause the latter is very inefficient (weak orange-red cathodoluminescence 
emission). Examination of the figure discloses that the band displace¬ 
ments are in the opposite order in the two sequences, and the emission 
band of rbhdl.-(ZnO:Si02):Mn is practically unaffected by large varia¬ 
tions in the ZnO/Si02 ratio, whereas this ratio has a large effect on the 
emission spectra of the phosphors made without Mn activator. As 
shown in Fig. 52, incorporation of increasing proportions of Mn activator 
in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: [Si] steadily reduces the luminescence efficiency of 
the [Si] band and produces a new emission band peaked near 5250 A 

(compare with the similar action of Mn and Cu in ZnS, as indicated in 
Figs. 42 and 45).®' The new band increases in efficiency up to about 
1 weight per cent of Mn (peak output = 100), whereupon the [Si] band 
has completely disappeared. Higher proportions of Mn lower the 
luminescence efficiency of the 5250-A band and shift the band slightly 
to longer wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 53. Although the host crystal 
is the nonstoichiometric ZnO*Si02 in Fig. 52 and the stoichiometric 
(true compound^'*) 2Zn0 Si02 in Fig. 53, the efficiency and emission 
spectrum of the zinc-silicate :Mn phosphor are practically the same in 
both cases (see Fig. 54).When Be is substituted in increasing propor¬ 

tion for Zn in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(0.3), the efficiency of the 5250-A 

band decreases steadily while a new band appears at about 6300 

When an appreciable proportion of Be is incorporated in this phosphor, 

the addition of more Mn activator increases the efficiency of the 6300-A 

band at the expense of the 5250-A band (Fig. 65). To complete the 

cycle, it is shown in Fig. 66 that incorporation of Group IVA dioxides, 

for example, Ti02, Zr02, Hf02, and Th02, in rbhdI.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn 

apparently restores the original [Si] emission band (compare Fig. 56 
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Fig. 52. Relative cathodoluminescence emission spectra of some rbhdl.-ZnO‘Si02 
host crystals made at 1200®C, 1 hr with increasing amounts of manganese activator 
(0, 0.0006, 0.006 and 0.016 weight per cent of Mn). At about 0.6 weight per cent 
Mn, the output of the UV + blue band is too low to be detected, whereas the output 
of the green band is 100. Incorporation of Cu or Ti intensifies the UV + blue 
emission band in the presence or absence of (Measurements made 

on the bombarded sides of thick samples.) 

1. rbhdl.-Zn0-Si02:(Si], 1200*^0, 1 hr 
2. rbhdl.-.ZnO Si02-0.000012MnO, 1200^0, 1 hr 
3. rbhdl.-ZnO-SiO2-0.00012MnO, 1200^*0, 1 hr 
4. rbhdl.-ZnO-SiO2 0.0003MnO, 1200^0, 1 hr 

with Figs. 31 and 52) H6i.iw,480a Qf fgy emission band 

is found in the spectrum of rbhdl.-4Zn0-2Be0-Ce02*4Si02:Mn). 
The origins of the various emission bands in these oxygen-dominated 

phosphors, as well as in the sulphur-dominated phosphors, are still 
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speculative. The visible emission band of hex.-ZnO:[Zn] is definitely 
promoted by the reduction process during preparation, but it is not 
certain whether to ascribe the band to centers involving traces of residual 

4500 5000 5500 , 6000 6500 
Wavelength, A 

Fig. 53. Relative spectral-distribution curves of cathodoluminescence emission 
(bombarded side) of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 crystallized at 1200®C with 0.6, 1.2, 2.4, and 
4.8 weight per cent of Mn activator [that is, Mn(2Ar), (4iV), (SAT), and (16iV)]. 

1. rbhdl.-Zn2Si04-0.024MnSi03, 12(X)‘»C, 1 hr 
2. rbhdl.-Zn2Si04-0.048MnSi08, 1200 ®C, 1 hr 
3. rbhdl.-Zn2Si04-0.096MnSi08, 1200^0, 1 hr 
4. rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4-0.192MnSiO8, 1200®C, 1 hr 

sulphur or sulphide, to vacant 0 sites, or to excess Zn in regular or inter¬ 
stitial sites. The UV emission band of hex.-ZnO:[Zn] is partially over¬ 
lapped by the absorption spectrum, and so the pigment-type absorption 
process must be practically saturated before the UV emission band 
appears.*^ Judging from the narrowness of the UV emission band, com¬ 
pared with the broad energy band of oxygen in ZnO (Table 9), the UV 
emission may involve radiative transitions from near the lower edge of 
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the lowest conduction band (4s, Zn*^) to the upper edge of the topmost 

filled band (2p, 0^””). The doublet emission band of Si02, 1300®C, has 
not been identified with the constitution of this crystal, partly because 

Fig. 64. Phase diagram of the system Zn0:Si02 (E. N. Bunting) with super¬ 
imposed plot of the relative cathodoluminescence efficiencies (bombarded side) of 
a range of Zn0:Si02 host crystals crystallized at 1250*^0, 1 hr, with a constant ratio 

of 0.006 mole of Mn activator per mole of Zn.^* 

the detailed structures of silica crystals have not yet been determined,** 
but the similar doublet structure indicated in the emission spectra of 

rbhdL-Zn0-2Si02:[Si], rbhdl.-Be2Si04:[Be], and rbhdL-Al203:[Al] sug¬ 

gests that the anisotropic uniaxiality of these rhombohedral crystals may 

produce the observed effect by different binding energies of the oxygens 

coordinated in the two different ciystallographic directions. The 

5260-A (peak) emission band of rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) is generally 
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ascribed to transitions within Mn atoms (ions) substituted for Zn atoms 
(ions) in regular lattice sites.^®^ 

An attempt has been made by Butler to associate the absorption (excitation) 
spectrum with the 3d® —> MHp transition of free Mn^+, and the emission spec¬ 
trum with the 3d^4p 3d^4s transition of Mn^"^ by assuming that the energy 

Fig. 55. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the cathodoluminescenco emissions 
(bombarded side) of three selected members of the phosphor family rbhdl.- 

2Zn0*Be0-3Si02:Mn, 1200‘*C, 1 hr. 

1. rbhdl.-2ZnO-BeO*3SiO2 0.018MnO 
2. rbhdl.-2ZnO-BeO*3SiO2 0.036MnO 
3. rbhdl.-2ZnO BeO-3SiO2 a072MnO 

All crystallized at 1200®C, 1 hr. 

differences between these states become altered in the crystal to coincide with 
the observed data [Butler attempts also to correlate the emission spectrum of 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:[Si] with the 3d’4p—►3€P48 transition of free Zn^^, but the 
fact that high-temperature-crystallized Zn2Si04, ThSi04, CdSiOs, ZrSi04, 
Mg2Si04) CaSiOs, SrSiOs and BaSiOs (Fig. 51) aU have very similar emission 
spectra®**’* vitiates this hypothesis].**’ Other investigators seek to correlate 
the observed emission band of rbhdl.-Zn28i04:Mn(l) with the known transitions 
of free atcmiic Mn (for example, the 3d®4s4p-3(P4p transition is about 5800 A **•). 
The existence of either entirely Mn® or entirely Mn^*^ in the crystal is unlikely, 
because the binding is probably intermediate covalent and ionic. Still other 
investigators postulate tl^t the 5250-A emission band arises from Mn^'*' replacing 
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Zn^'^ in 4-fold coordination (by 0), and that a Zn^^ or Mn^'‘‘ may replace a Si*"^ 
with an accompan3dng interstitial Zn*"^ or to maintain electrical neu¬ 
trality.*" This hypothesis is extended to account for the 6300-A emission band 
of rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphors as being caused by Mn^”*" in 6-fold coordi¬ 
nation, or in interstitial sites or flaws where it has “higher kinetic energy^^ than 
in the 4-fold coordinations. Schulman cites the presumed substitution of Mn*"^ 
for Mg^"*” in rhomb.-Mg2Si04:Mn as an example of the production of red emission 

Fig. 56. Relative spectral-distribution curves of cathodoluminescence emission 
(bombarded side) of three selected members of the general phosphor family ZnO: 
B€0:Ti02:Zr02:Si02:Mn0. The group IVA oxides incorporated in silicates 

intensify the UV + blue emission band of the “pure’^ silicate.®^'"®® 

1. 4Zn0-2Be0-Ti02*4Si02:Mn(Ar), 1150®C, 1 hr 
2. 4Zn0*2Be0-Zr02-4Si02:Mn(iVr), 1250‘’C, 1 hr 
3. 5Zn0-3Be0-Zr02-Ti02-6Si02:Mn(iV), 1200°C, 1 hr 

centers by placing in 6-fold coordination with oxygen. Krdger and lin- 
wood and Weyl evidently agree with this opinion to the extent of believing that 
dipositive Mn^~^ causes the red emission, but Kr5ger asserts that the red emission 
wUhfine Btructure obtained from Mg2Ti04:Mn, MgA^Oi^Mn, ZnAl204:Mn, and 
A^OsiMn is due to tetrapositive Mn^*^ and requires an oxidizing atmosphere 
during crystallization.^*® Just such an emission spectrum with fine structure is 
displayed by Mg2Ge04:Mn and 4Mg0*Ge02:Mn (Fig. 67) after being crystal¬ 
lized in the normal ^ CO atmosphere of a silicon-carbide-element resistance 
furnace.*®'*®* It has been observed that the short-wave half (below about 6350 A) 
of this emission spectrum disappears at 90^, when the phosphor is excited by 
3650-A UV, indicating that there is a coupling between electronic transitions in 
the Mn and vibrations of the Mn relative to the surrounding host-crystal atoms 
(compare, rbhdL-AljOsrCr). The similarity of the spectra of Mg2Ge04:Mn 
and Mg2Ti04:Mn make doubtful the various assertions regarding the emissions 
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being caused by Mn in a definite simple valency or definite simple state of 
coordination. [The two emission bands of Mg2Si04:Mn are located in the same 
red and infrared region of the spectrum (Fig. 58), but show no fine structure.*® 
On the basis of the data in Fig. 58, for example, it might be argued that the red 
emission from alumina and aluminates with Mn activator emanates from tri¬ 
positive Mn®"^, because this emission is similar to that of Cr®*^ in the same host 
crystals, and it is more likely that Mn®^ would replace Al®“^ to occupy the same 

Wavelength, A 
Fig. 57. Photoluminescence emission spectrum of 4MgO-0602:0.01Mn, 1100®C, 
1 hr. Excitation by emission from an RP-12 lamp (calcium-phosphate :Ce 
phosphor with an emission band peaked near 3500 A; compare No. 47, Table 5). 
Measurement with grating spectrograph and densitometer. A fifth band sometimes 
appears in the center of the emission spectrum, and the short-wave half of the 

spectrum is absent at 90 “K. 

4-coordinated sites presumably occupied by Cr®+ (the fine structure of the red 
emission in Fig. 58 is not resolved because the spectroradiometer slits had to be 
opened wide to make a photoelectrically actuated recording of these weak 
emissions*®). The strong green cathodoluminescence emission from many 
aluminates with Mn activator is not excited by 3650-A UV and is only weakly 
excited by 2537-A UV, whereas the red emission is selectively excited by 3650-A 
radiation. Note that the red cathodoluminescence emission of the ZnBe- 
aluminate:Mn phosphors in Fig. 58 does not become pronounced until an 
abnormally large proportion of Mn activator is incorporated in the host crystals. 
In the absence of other data, this behavior might be interpreted alternatively 
as “evidence'^ that Mn atoms in low proportions in the host crystals tend to 
occupy perhaps only the 4-coordinated sites, whereas higher proportions force 
some Mn atoms to occupy the 6-coordinated sites in the spinel structure 
(cub.-FdSm). The spinel structure has eight 4-coordinated sites and sixteen 
6-coordinated sites per unit cell containing 32 oxygen atoms in cubic array.®*'*®® 
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Another approach to the identity of the emitter in phosphors with Mn 
activator is based on the report that the emission bands of rbhdl.- 
(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphors approximate the absorption bands of KMn04 and 
Zn(Mn04)2, thereby leading to the assumption that the active emitting centers 
are Mn04“ or Mn04^~ groups.*^® It is further assumed that the cations do not 
influence the locations of the emission bands (reportedly comprising four over¬ 
lapping component bands peaked at 2.35, 2.27, 2.17, and 2.05 ev), and that 

4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
o 

Wavelength, A 

Fig. 58. Cathodoluminescence emission spectra (bombarded side), at 10 kv and 
»1 Aia cm”^ of: 

Spectroradiometer 

1. cub.-2ZnO BeO-3Al2Oj-0.018MnO, 
1600°C, 1 hr 

Approximate 
Relative 

Peak Output 

35 at 5150 A 

Resolving 
Power at 

5250 A 7000A 

lOOA 260A 
2. cub.-ZnO-BeO-2Al2O8 0.009MnO- 

0.0016Cr208, 1600°C, 1 hr 12 at 5150 A 67 A 175 A 
3. cub.-ZnO-BeO'2AljO3-0.12MnO, 

1600°C, 1 hr 1 at 5150 A 133 A 340A 
4. rhoinb.-2MgO-8iO2'0.012Mn8iO3, 

1600°C, 1 hr 10 at 6420 A 133 A 340A 
5. monocl.-MgO'SiO**0.006MnO, 1600°C, 

1 hr 10 at 6740 A 133 A 340 A 

only about 10“"^ of the total Mn present in the phosphor exists in the presumed 
luminescence-active Mn^”^ or Mn®"^ state, the remainder being luminescence- 
inert Mn^**". Yet another hypothesis concerning the role of Mn activator is 
based on the concept of exchange or resonance as applied to solids (R. Nagy “0* 
Here it is assumed that chains of .. .Zn-O-Si-O... atoms in, for example, zinc 
silicate may be considered as conjugated bond structures with alternating and 
exchanging high and low densities of bonding electrons on going along the chain, 
and it is further assumed that manganese atoms introduced into such resonance 
chains modify the resonance to allow emission of photons with longer wave¬ 
lengths than the emission in the absence of manganese. 

These inconclusive speculations are recorded here as a fair sample 

of the present state of phosphor literature. There is a need for better 

experimental evidence, rather than further speculation about the sources 
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of these different emissions. More thorough studies of the spectra and 
magnetic properties of excited and imexcited phosphors at low tempera¬ 
tures may afford clues to the bond types, effective valencies, and co¬ 
ordination numbers of the emitting atoms and the symmetries of the 
perturbed crystal fields surrounding the emitting atoms. From the 
information available on the properties of the rhombohedral (a) and 
j8-zinc-silicate:Mn phosphors, it appears that Mn atoms (ions to some 
variable degree) are in s (Zn) sites in both forms. Also, the 4 tetra- 
hedrally arranged O ligand atoms of each luminescence-active Mn 
effectively shield the central Mn atom from the first-order effects of 
change in host-crystal structure on going from uniaxial (a = rhombo¬ 
hedral) to biaxial (fi = triclinic, monoclinic, or rhombic). The appear¬ 
ance of several component lines and bands common to both the a and /3 
forms (Figs. 28a-6) indicates that the 3d (inner) and 4s (valence) electron 
energy levels of Mn are near each other in both structures. The different 
relative intensities of component lines and bands observed with change 
in crystal structure and temperature are interpreted as being caused by 
changes in the relative heights of the 3d and 4s energy levels and by 
selective enhancement of transition probabilities involving electrons in 
these levels. The selective effects arise from changes in the magnitude 
and symmetry of the force fields involved in the structural contest 
between the Mn impurity and its host-crystal environment (note that 
the 3d electrons are bound chiefly to the Mn atoms, whereas the 4s 
electrons are shared with the ligand O atoms). 

In addition to the multiband emissions already discussed, curves 
3, 4, and 5 in Fig. 68 all show two emission bands associated with a 
single added activator in a given host crystal (compare cub.-KCl:Tl and 
Ca2P207:Dy in Table 6). Fonda has reported more fully on further 
examples of phosphors which exhibit a similar effect, as shown in 
Table 13. In all the cases of two-band emissions in the table and in 
Fig. 58, the short-wave emission band predominates at low concentra¬ 
tions of the added activator, whereas the long-wave emission band pre¬ 
dominates at high concentrations of the added activator. Furthermore, 
the long-wave emission band usually predominates during the later 
stages of phosphorescence and is excited by lower-energy (longer- 
wavelength) primary photons. 

Continuing the general description of the emission spectra of phos¬ 
phors with oxygen-dominated host crystals, the peak wavelength (Xp^) 
of the emission band of rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) shifts from 5250 to 
6370 A as an increasing proportion of Ge is substituted for Si in the host 
crystal (the Xpk of rbhdl.-Zn4SiGe08: Mn(0.3) is 6300 A). This might be 
interpreted as evidence that a shift to longer wavelengths generally 
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TABLE 13 

Some Phosphors with One Added Activator and Two Emission Bands 

Phosphor Excited by, 
A 

Peak Wave¬ 
lengths of 

Emission Bands, 
A 

Hex.-ZnS:Pb(<5), 1150®C in nitrogen 2500-4400 4900 and 5800 
Cub.-CaO:Pb(0.0&-l), 1000°C 2500-4000 

and CR 
3700 and 6400 

CaO. Si02Mn(0.15-3.9), 1180°C in steam CR 5500 and 6200 
2Mg0.Si02:Mn(0.15-6.2), IISO^C in steam CR 6400 and 7400 
MgO.Si021Mn(0.15-6.2), 1180®C in steam CR 6600 and 7400 

Cub.-RbI:Tl (0.1-10), 450*^0, 15 hr 2537 
and CR 

4350 and 4800 

CaO.SiOj:Pb(0.a-6):[CaFs], U00°C 2537 A 3350 

occurs when the lattice expands and the Mn atoms have more room, as 
in the less dense i8-Zn2Si04:Mn and’perhaps in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn with 
high Mn content (Fig. 53), but the contrary shift from Xpk = 5150 A 
for cub.-ZnAl204:Mn to Xpk = 5060 A for cub.-ZnGa204:Mn [Table 5; 
compare rhomb.-ZnS04:Mn (6340 A) and rhomb.-CdS04:Mn (5900 A)] 
indicates that this simple interpretation may not be justified.^®^ The 
fact that the spectra simply shift in these cases indicates that Si, Ge, 
Al, and Ga are not nearest-neighbor ligands of the emitting atoms, and 
so the Mn atoms are the chief emitters rather than the 0 atoms. The 
appearance of a new emission band when Be is substituted for Zn in 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn is an indication that the small and strongly polariz¬ 
ing Be atoms become immediate ligands of one of the 0 atoms around 
the Mn atoms, thereby altering the force-field symmetry of the center 
and enhancing (producing) the characteristic emission band peaked near 
6300 A. When small amounts of rhomb.-Mg2Si04:Mn are cocrystal¬ 
lized with rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, the characteristic long-persistent red and 
infrared emission of rhomb.-Mg2Si04:Mn (Fig. 58) appears immedi¬ 
ately, indicating that a separate phase is formed. 

When the crystal structure of phosphors with Mn activator and two 
oxides in the host crystal remains unchanged with large changes in the 
proportions of the two oxides, for example, Zn0/Si02 and Zn0/Al208, 
then the location and shape of the emission spectrum is little affected by 
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the change in host-crystal proportions (compare curves 2', 3', and 4' in 
Fig. 51). In the case of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn, for example, a large excess 
of Si02 over orthoproportion continues to form the iK3 structure by 
simply leaving out the missing ZnO. It is found that a higher optimum 
proportion of MnO may be incorporated in these excess silica phosphors 
because there are more available vacant ZnO sites. Hence, these 
crystallized materials with excess silica form deficiency structures, being 
much the same as if some ZnO were to be extracted from /23-Zn2Si04 
without otherwise altering the 723 structure. 

In connection with spectral invariance on altering host-crystal pro¬ 
portions, it is notable that the emission spectrum of tetr.-(Zn:Mg)F2 :Mn 
is unchanged by variations of the ZnF2/MgF2 ratio.®® When changes 
in the host-crystal stnicture are accompanied by changes in crystal 
structure, however, a new emission band appears to correspond to each 
different structure; for example (with Mn activator), the compound 
ZnO *6203 emits one band, and the compound 5Zn0*2B203 emits 
another band. Such is the case when the Zn0/B203 or Cd0/B203 ratio 
is altered in the borate phosphors shown in Fig. 59, and a similar effect 
is observed when the Ca0/Si02 ratio is altered in Ca0:Si02:Mn phos¬ 
phors, or the Mg0/Si02 ratio is altered in Mg0:Si02:Mn phosphors 
(Fig. 58).®®'^^ Chemically speaking, the characteristic emission bands 
may often be identified with certain stoichiometric proportions; for 
example, some typical host-crystal proportions and corresponding peak- 
wavelengths are: 2Mg0-Si02.’Mn (6420 A), Mg0*Si02JMn (6740 A) 
(both have a second emission band at 7400 A, Fig. 58 ) ZnO • B2O3: Mn 
(5420 A), 5Zn0*2B203:Mn (5980 A); Cd0*2B203:Mn (5380 A), and 
2Cd0*B203:Mn (6260 A). Partial substitution of Cd for Zn in rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn (Fig. 60) apparently has much the same “poisoning^’ effect 
as when Cd is substituted in part for Zn in cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:Mn 
(Fig. 41). In this case, there is a stoichiometric and structural incom¬ 
patibility between rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn and rhomb.-CdSi03:Mn, and 
the luminescence eflSciency of the system decreases to very low values 
for phosphors in the composition range from about 30 to 90 mole per 
cent of Cd. 

By way of further comparison of the effects of host-crystal variations in 0- 
and S-dominated phosphors, D. Pearlman et aL reportedly obtain a green-yellow 
emission band peaked near 5250 A when cub.-SrS:StO:Bi(0.01) [SrCl2(12)], 
1000®C (in N2) contains 3 per cent or less of SrO, but obtain only a blue emission 
band peaked near 4400 A when the SrO content is 4 to 100 per cent.i” Here, the 
limit of solubility of SrO in cub.-SrS is 3 per cent. With the appearance of a 
new phase in the makrial at SrO proportions above 3 per cent, therefore, the 
cub.-SrO:Bi emission arises and the cub.-SrS:Bi emission subsides. 
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Wavelength, A 

Fia. 59. Cat-hodoluminescence emission spectra (bombarded sidci) of some borate 
phosphors with manganeses activator. 

(Top) 1. ZnO-BaOa-O.OOeMnO, 900“C, 1 hr 
2. 3ZnO-2B2O8-0.018MnO, 900*^0, 1 hr 
3. 2ZnO-B2O3-0.012MnO, 900°C, 1 hr 
4. 3ZnO-B2O3-0.018MnO, 900"C, 1 hr 
5. 3ZnO-B2O8-Al2O3-0.018MnO, 1600°C, 1 hr 

Peak Outputs under 
6-kv l-/xa cm“^ CR 

1. 10 
2. 10 
3. 15 
4. 15 
6. 20 

(Bottom) 1. CdO-2B2O8-0.006MnO, 800®C, 1 hr 
2. CdO-B203-O.OOBMnO, 800‘’C, 1 hr 
3. 3CdO*2B2O3 0.018MnO, 800°C, 1 hr 
4. 2CdO B2O3-0.012MnO, 800“C, 1 hr 

Peak Outputs under 
6-kv 1-Ma cm“^ CR 

1. 4 
2. 5 
3. 15 
4. 30 
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With respect to deficiency structure, R. Ward et cd, (private communication) 
report that the limit of solubility of Sm2S8 in cub.-SrS is 35 per cent. With 
Sm2S8 proportions below 35 per cent, the cub.-SrS structure is maintained, 
although the average interatomic distance decreases and cation omission sites 
appear because 3 S atoms go into the structure for every 2 Sm atoms (a similar 
effect is reported by Ward for 00283 dissolved up to 10 per cent in cub.-SrS).”^ 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

rbhdL-Zn2Si04-0.012MnSi03, 1250°C, 1 hr 
8ZnOCdO*5.5SiO2-0.41MnO, 1075°C, 1 hr 
5ZnO-5CdO*7.75SiO2-0.41MnO, 1075^0, 1 hr 

,, ZnO-8CdO-8.55SiO2-0.41MnO, 1075"C, 1 hr 
rhomb.-CdSiOs-O.OOGMnSiOa, 1125*^0, 1 hr 

Relative Peak Outputs 
under 6-kv l-^a cm“^ CR 

1. 100 
2. 41 
3. 20 
4. 7 
5. 30 

A brief review of some of the general preparative aspects of O- 
dominated phosphors may be advantageous at this point. 

L Omeral Absence of Fluxes, All the 0-dominated phosphors de¬ 
scribed in this section were prepared without fluxes, because fluxes 
generally decrease the luminescence efficiencies of the resultant phos¬ 
phors. Where the efficiencies are decreased, the common fluxes appear 
to react with the host-crystal ingredients to form alkali or alkaline-earth 
silicates (germanates, borates, and the like) wl^ich produce vitreous 
phases or produce undesirable distortions by being incorporated as 
structurally dissimilar inclusions. In some cases, however, fluxes are 
definitely Weficial in preparing 0-dominated phosphors. 

2, Effect of Atmosphere during Crystallization, All the 0-domiiiated 
phosphors described in this section were crystallized in a silicon carbide 
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element electrical-resistance furnace with a normal air atmosphere 
containing small proportions of CO and CO2 formed by reaction of 
atmospheric oxygen with the SiC elements. An oxidizing (O2) or 
neutral (N2) atmosphere generally produces higher-efficiency products 
than a strongly reducing atmosphere (H2) or a vacuum, at least in the 
cases of phosphors with Mn activator. Some of the phosphors with 

Fig. 61. Cathodoluminescence emission spectra of rbhdl.-2ZnO-SiO2:Mn(0.3) 
prepared by h(iating a mixture of ZnCOa, M11CO3 (both precipitated from nitrate 
solution) and fine-particle Si02. (Reflection colors of the cooled products viewed 
in white light are: 100°C, brown-black; 600®C, dark tan; 700®C, gray; 800-850®C, 

gray orange-yellow; 1300®C, mottled orange-yellow and white; 1400®C, white.) 

1. 700°C, 3hr 
2. SQOIC, 2 hr 
3. 850°C, 3hr 
4. 1400^0, 1 hr 

Peak Outputs under 
6-kv 1-/ia cm“^ CR 

1. 6 
2. 16 
3. 21 
4. 79 

rare-earth activators may be prepared best by heating in a reducing 
atmosphere, or else by precrystallization in a neutral or oxidizing atmos¬ 

phere, followed by heat treatment in a reducing atmosphere to reduce 

the tripositive rare-earth ions (line spectra) to dipositive rare-earth ions 

(band spectra). 
3, Effect of Temperature^ Crystal Structure^ and Raie of Cooling. 

Figures 61 and 62 show the cathodoluminescence emission spectra of 

some well-known silicate phosphors prepared by the carbonate process, 

including heating for at least an hour at the indicated temperatures. 
Below each figure is given a subjective assessment of the reflection colors 

of the heated products, showing how the brown-black MnO becomes 

gradually incorporated in the crystallized materials which may be made 
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practically white at sufficiently high temperatures and sufficiently long 
times of heating. When rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: [Si] is prepared by reaction and 
crystallization at 1200®C for 90 min, then mixed with 1 weight per cent 
of Mn as MnCOa (precipitated from nitrate solution onto the suspended 
silicate particles), and heated for at least an hour at various temperatures 
from 700 to 1400°C, there is no trace of yellow emission, such as the band 
shown as curve 1 in Fig. 61. All the heated products, in this case of 
activator addition by diffusion into the precrystallized host crystal, have 

Fig. 62. Cathodoluminescence emission spectra of 8Zn0*Be0*5Si02:Mn(1.4) 
prepared by heating a mixture of ZnCOs, BeCOs, MnCOs (all precipitated from 
nitrate solution) and fine-particle Si02. (Reflection colors of the cooled products 
viewed in white light are: 100®C, brown-black; 600®C, light gray-brown; 800~850®C, 
gray; 900®C, tan-gray; 1000°C, dark tan; 1100®C, light yellow-orange; 1200®C, mot¬ 

tled yellow-orange and white; 1300®C, very light gray-white; 33-Z-6A, white.) 

1. 900®C (16) 4. 1200®C (79) 
2. 1000®C (31) 6. 1300®C (67) 
3. 1100®C (55) 6. 33-Z-5A (91) 

Relative visible cathodoluminescence outputs in parentheses. 

the normal green emission band shown as curve 4 in Fig. 61. The reflec¬ 
tion colors of the heated and cooled products of this series are: 700- 
800°C, light tan; 900®C, very light tan; lOOO^C, cream-white; 1100- 
1400°C, white (luminescence efficiency data on all these phosphors are 
presented in Figs. 90 and 92). Figure 62 shows that ZnO reacts more 
rapidly than BeO with Si02, as evidenced by the late appearance of the 
Be-induced emission band peaked near 6300 A. Complete reaction and 
crystallization often requires comminution and reheating to produce 
uniform high-efficiency products such as the phosphor denoted by 
33-Z-6A. When the phosphor host crystal is complex, variations in the 
crystallization temperature, heating time, and rate of cooling often 
produce remarkable changes in the properties of the resultant phosphors. 

For example: (a) Zn0-Be0-Al208:Mn(iV’) heated at 10()()-1400°C for an 
hour exhibits a blue-green emission with no visible persistence, whereas, when 
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this material is heated at 1500“1600®C, the emission color becomes yellower, 
and a moderate red-orange persistence is observed after cessation of excitation; 
(b) 2Zn0*Zr02*2Si02:Mn(iV') heated at 800-1600®C and cooled in air exhibits 
green-to-yellow emission, whereas the products heated at 1500-1600®C and 
quenched by plunging into cold water exhibit red emissions; (c) Zr02*Si02 (no 
added activator) exhibits the usual UV + pale-blue emission (Fig. 51) when 
heated from 1000 to 1600®C; Zr02*Si02:Mn(iSr) heated at 1000°C exhibits the 
UV + blue emission but when heated at 1200-1400®C exhibits a pale-green- 
yellow emission, and when heated at 1600®C exhibits a light-lavender emission; 
Zr02-Si02:Mn(5V) heated at 1100-1300’C exhibits a light-yellow emission, 
whereas the products heated at 1400-1600°C have the same yellow emission 
plus a blue emission; (d) 2Cd0-Zr02’3Si02:Mn(3iV’) heated at 800-1200®C 
exhibits an orange emission, whereas the products heated at 1300-1600®C ex¬ 
hibit only a blue emission (CdO apparently sublimes rapidly from this material 
above 1300®C); (e) 4Be0*Cd0*3Si02:Mn(i\r) heated at 800-1000°C exhibits a 
strong yellow-orange emission with moderately long visible orange persistence, 
whereas the products heated at 1100-1600°C exhibit feeble purple emissions 
with no visible persistence; (/) 2MgO*CdO*28102 (no added activator) heated 
at 800-1500®C exhibits the usual UV + pale-blue emission, whereas the same 
host crystal with Mn(iV) heated at 800®C exhibits a pale-orange emission and 
becomes increasingly redder on heating at higher temperatures up to 1500®C 
(light red); and (g) Th02*Al208*2Si02:Mn(iV’) exhibits a lavender-hued orange 
emission when heated from 800 to 1000®C, a light-violet-blue emission color 
when heated from 1200 to 1400®C, and a light-orange emission color when 
heated at 1600®C, and cooled in air or quenched in water. All these sub¬ 
jective observations were made under excitation by 10-kv cathode rays with 
the phosphors at room temperature. The designation Mn{N) corresponds to 
0.006 mole Mn per mole of cation, for example, 2Zn0*Zr02*2Si02:Mn(iV^) = 
2ZnO*ZrO2*2SiO2*0.018MnO, and 2Cd0*Zr02*3Si02:Mn(3i\r) = 2Cd0*Zr02* 
3SiO2*0.054MnO. As additional information on cathodoluminescence emission 
colors, it may be noted that the emission color of cub.-Mg0*Al208:Mn(iV), 
1600®C, is a weak green; Ca0*Al208:Mn(iNr), 1600®C, is a stronger yellow-green 
with a band peaked at 5470 A, Cd0*Al208:Mn(i\r), 1000-1150®C, is a still 
stronger light orange-yellow; and Cd0*Ga208:Mn(iV), 1500®C, is a dark red. 
The emission colors of some of these host crystals with Cr, instead of Mn, 
heated at the same temperatures, are: cub.-MgO • AI2O8: Cr(-V) is a weak mottled 
green and red, Ca0*Al208:Cr(iV’) is a very faint blue, and Cd0*Al208:Cr(i\r) 
is a fairly strong light yellow with practically the same two emission bands 
(peaked at 4960 and 5890 A) observed for Cd0*Al208:Mn(i\r).“7 Also, cub.- 
ZnGa204:Cr(iV), 1600®C, exhibits a weak lavender-violet emission. As another 
example of the effect of crystal structure on luminescence emission, 2ZnO* 
Si02:Mn(i\r) heated to melting at 1600®C and cooled slowly has the -B3 structure 
and emits the green band peaked at 5250 A, whereas a platinum dish of the same 
material heated to 1600^0 and quenched in water contains thinner patches of 
the yellow-emitting jS-form sharply demarcated from thicker patches of the 
green-emitting a(i?3)-form (Kgs. 11a and 51).“'*^ An excess of ZnO over the 
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orthoproportion has been found to increase the efficiency of the yield of the 
/3-form, partly because ZnO sublimes rapidly at temperatures above about 
1300®C,“ Fonda has reported that a yellow-emitting form of this phosphor, 
with largely amorphous structure, can be produced by low-temperature (850®C) 
reaction in the presence of about 15 per cent of a flux, such as KCl, but there is 
no clear indication that the high- and low-temperature yellow-emitting forms are 
identical.**^ **^’**® These various results obtained from the same ingredients 
treated in different ways further emphasize the necessity for complete specifica¬ 
tion of new phosphors and their preparations in order to have interpretable 
information. 

Summary Comments on Emission Spectra of Phosphors. L Genr 
eral RemarkSy and Action of Temperature. The emission spectra of phos¬ 
phors are primarily a function of their compositions and structures. The 
locations and shapes of the emission lines and component emission bands 
are practically unaffected by the nature or energy of the primary excitant 
particle, at least at low excitation densities. At high excitation densities, 
however, the phosphor crystals may become suflSciently heated to pro¬ 
duce a relatively small temperature variation of the emission spectra. 
The different effects of temperature on the emission spectra of typical phos¬ 
phors were outlined in connection with Figs. 28-30. Because the basic fac¬ 
tors in determining phosphor-emission spectra are the natures, interactions, 
and structural arrangements of the component atoms of the phosphor 
crystals, a review is presented here to illustrate the salient features of 
activators and host crystals in their effects on emission spectra. 

Action of Activator. Activators may be classified in two major 
groups according to their action on emission spectra. 

(a) Intensifier activators evoke or intensify a latent emission line or 
hand of the host crystal made without added activator; for example, 
Ag(O.Ol) intensifies the emission of cub.(or hex.)-(Zn:Cd)S or cub.- 
Zn(S:Se) and shifts it to shorter wavelengths in these S(Se)-dominated 
phosphors. Also, Pb(l-lO) intensifies the emission of tetr.-CaW04, 
tetr.-CaMo04, rhomb.(or monocl.)-BaS04, and Ba2Si308, and Ti(l-lO) 
intensifies the emission of many silicates, such as rbhdl.-Zn2Si04, 
ThSi04, and Both Pb and Ti apparently 
shift the original emission spectrum, usually to longer wavelengths in 
these 0-dominated phosphors (except monocl.-CaSiOaiPb The 
effect of increasing the Pb content in tetr.-(Ca:Pb)Mo04:[Mo] is to 

shift the value from S340 A (no Pb) to 6100 A (25 mole per cent Pb) 

and then back to 6130 A (no Ca).^®® Here, the Pb plays the dual role 

of intensifier-type activator and host-crystal substituent. 
In most of the silicates, the Si is 4-coordiiiated by oxygen, whereas 

Ti tends to be 6-coordinated (as in crystallme TiOa and cub,-CaTi03)i 
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and so the TiOe group probably attempts to form as a distinct entity 
when Ti is used as an activator in silicates. This notion is strengthened 
by the experimental observation that several silicate phosphors with Ti 
activator, for example, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Ti(l) and ThSi04:Ti(l), which 
have UV + blue emission bands at 300°K (Fig. 31), exhibit the same 
orange emission color as Ti02 at 90°K (rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: [Si] and 
ThSi04: [Si] exhibit a blue emission at both temperatures). It is possible 
that Cb activator in tetr.-ZnF2:Cb intensifies the feeble UV + blue 
emission of tetr.-ZnF2.®® In these cases of activation to produce in¬ 
tensification, it is probable that the primary action of the activator atom 
is to upset the crystal-field symmetry and the operation of the host- 
crystal selection rules in the vicinity of the emitting atom or atomic 
group of the host crystal. 

(b) Originative activators produce new emission lines or bands, usually 
at the expense of the original emission bands of the host crystal, for 
example, Cu(O.Ol) and Mn(l) produce new emission bands in cub.(or 
hex.)-ZnS, and Sb, Eu, Dy, Cr, and Mn produce new emission lines or 
bands in phosphors such as cub.-KCl:Sb, cub.-MgS:Sb, cub.-SrS:Eu, 
ThSi04:Eu (no change in emission color at 90 and 300°K), SrSiOaiEu, 
Ca2P207:Dy, rbhdl.-Al203:Cr, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, cub.-ZnAl204:Mn, 
tetr.-ZnF2:Mn, rhomb.-CdSi03:Mn, rhomb.-CdS04:Mn, and monocL- 
MgSi03:Mn. In many of these cases of activation, it is probable that 
the activator atom is also the chief emitting atom, although it is possible 
that strongly bound activator atoms may sometimes displace the radia¬ 
tion-transition energy levels of their host-crystal ligands as well as locally 
altering the general host-crystal selection rules. 

Some activators may act primarily as an intensifier in one host 
crystal and primarily as an originative emitter in another host crystal. 
For example, an optimum of Bi(O.Ol) in S-dominated cub.-CaS or cub.- 
SrS affords a long-persistent blue or green emission at 300°K (short- 
persistent red emission at 90°K!), whereas an optimum of Bi(l or more) 
in Odominated rhomb.-CaS04 or rhomb.-SrS04 (or phosphates of Ca 
or Sr) affords a yellow, orange, or red emission of very short persist¬ 
ence.^^* Also, Cu(0.2) apparently intensifies the UV + blue emissions 
of many silicates (Fig. 31),^^®^ whereas Cu(O.Ol) produces a new emission 
band in ZnS-type phosphors, excepting cub.-ZnSe (Figs. 32-46), and 
Cu(> 0.01) intensifies the blue emission band of ZnS:[Zn], despite the 
fact that Cu(0.01 or less) suppresses the blue emission band (Figs. 45a-c). 

Two or more activators in a given host crystal may sometimes be 
used to produce two or more emission bands by careful choice of the 
activators and their proportions. Figure 46 shows an example of Ag 
(intensifier) activator and Cu (originative) activator incorporated in 
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such proportions that their corresponding emission bands appear with 
approximately equal intensity under the given conditions of excitation. 
When an added activator produces a new band, the activator proportion 
may often be adjusted so that both the original host-crystal emission 
band and the new activator-induced emission band appear (for example, 
Figs. 42, 46, 52). It is then possible to study simultaneously the effects 
which various other added ingredients and treatments have on the two 
emission bands. For example, many oxygen-dominated host crystals, 
such as the silicates, germanates, borates, aluminates, galliates, phos¬ 
phates, and sulphates of Group II elements (for example, Mg, Ca, Sr, 
Ba, Zn, and Cd), when crystallized with about 0.01 weight per cent of 
Mn activator, may be made to exhibit the characteristic ultraviolet -|- 
blue emission band of the complex host-crystal anion (radical) and the 
longer-wave green-to-red emission band produced by the Mn. The 
UV + blue host-crystal emission apparently originates in the anion 
radicals (for example, in the Si04 tetrahedra in orthosilicates), whereas 
the Mn-produced emission originates in cation sites (for example, Mn 
substituted for Zn in zinc-silicate crystals); so variations in the two 
emission spectra afford a sensitive indication of the relative influences 
which different ingiedients and treatments have on the two different 
sites in the crystals. By using proper proportions and treatment of an 
added activator, such as Eu, which affords either line- or band-emission 
spectra, depending on its degree of oxidation (electropositiveness), it is 
possible to produce phosphors which emit simultaneously a host-crystal 
band, an activator-induced band, and activator-induced lines. A par¬ 
ticularly interesting phosphor is cub.-ZnS:[Zn]:P, where the presum¬ 
ably induced intensifier-activator [Zn] emission band peaks near 4600 A 
and the added originative-activator (P) band peaks near 5600 A to pro¬ 
duce a resultant near-white, emission color.®®® This phosphor is espe¬ 
cially noteworthy because the originative phosphorus activator is gen¬ 
erally classed as a nonmetal, whereas most of the useful added activators 
are definitely metallic elements. 

S. Action of Host Crystal. Insofar as emission spectra alone are 
concerned, phosphor host crystals apparently perform two major func¬ 
tions: (1) The host crystal may have energy levels such that a suitable 
radiative transition is possible and becomes probable when a perturbing 
intensifier-type activator impurity is incorporated an the crystal, and 
(2) the host crystal may function primarily as a suspension and energy- 
transfer medium which surrounds an originative-type activator atom 
and yet allows radiative transitions to take place chiefly in the field of 
the activator atom. Intermediate cases are conceivable, of course, but 
the foregoing simple partition of the fimctions of host crystals appears 
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to fit qualitatively most of the known phosphor emission spectra. In 
some cases, such as rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn, a host-crystal component 
(Be) may act as an intensifier acting on an originative-activator (Mn) 
center to selectively enhance one or more of several possible emission 
lines and bands. 

As previously outlined, emission lines occur when the radiative transi¬ 
tions take place within shielded incompleted inner shells of virtually 
independent emitting atoms (compare Figs. 13, 14, and 31), whereas 
emission bands occur when the radiative transitions involve thei outer¬ 
most valence electrons of the emitting atoms which are strongly affected 
by the proximity, nature, and structural arrangement of the atom^s 
ligands. When either the chief emitting atom (center) or its strongly 
influential ligands are closely bound to the other atoms of the host 
crystal, the energy levels of the excited and ground states of valence 
electrons involved in the radiative transition are usually proliferated 
into bands, according to the exclusion principle, and the bands are 
further broadened by thermal agitation and nonuniformities in the sites 
occupied by the chief emitting atoms (centers). It is inadvisable, par¬ 
ticularly in the case of band-emission spectra, to speak of an emission 
as being due entirely to one or another atom, because the environment 
of the atom plays a vital part in determining the location and shape of 
the band (compare the different emissions of the same activators in 
different host crystals in Table 5 and in Figs. 13, 14, and 31-62). Struc¬ 
tural changes affect the energy levels involved in emission according to 
their relative influences on (1) the configuration and force-field symmetry 
around the emitting atom or center (including changes in polarization 
and effective directed bonding of the atoms), and (2) the interatomic 
spacings and average force field around the emitting atom or center 
(including increases or decreases in the amount of interaction with the 
immediate ligands and with the crystal as a whole). 

The large electronegative anions in crystals generally dominate the 
structure of the solid by occupying most of the volume.*®* In many 
structures, such as spinels, perovskites, and ilmenites, the anions form 
close-packed structures, leaving the smaller cations to distribute them¬ 
selves in an excess number of several ideally equivalent sites between the 
close-packed anions. Because of this anion dominance, and the preva¬ 
lence of oxygen, sulphur, and selenium in useful phosphors, it is conven¬ 
ient to classify the more important host crystals into two groups; (a) the 
0-<l(minated group^ and (6) the S(Se)-dominated group. Some fluorides 
may be classified in the 0-dominated group because the fluorine and 
oxygen atoms are both strongly electronegative^^ and are practically 
the same size (Table 6), and chlorides and bromides may be tentatively 
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classified in the S(Se)-dominated group for the same reasons (the lumi¬ 
nescence characteristics of tetr.-ZnF2:Mn are similar to those of rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn, rhomb.-CdSiOsiMn, and rhomb.-ZnS04:Mn; also, the 
characteristics of cub.-KCl:Sb are similar to those of cub.-MgS:Sb, and 
there is a similarity between cub.-KCl:Ag and cub.-ZnS:Ag). Thus 
far, no useful phosphors have been made from tellurides or iodides, in 
part because their crystals tend to absorb light strongly, and because 
they are relatively unstable under heat treatment and intense bombard¬ 
ment by high-energy particles. 

A distinctive feature of the 0-dominated host crystals is the frequent 
occurrence of atomic complexes (radicals), such as the structurally 
distinct tetrahedral Si04^““, P04‘^"“, 804^*“, and 0104“ groups, and the 
structurally continuous arrangements formed by joining together two 
or more corners of planar groups, tetrahedral Si04^~ groups, or 
octahedral WOg*” groups to form chains or rings which, in the case of 
chains, are terminated only by the boundaries of the crystal. In con¬ 
trast to this common occurrence among 0-dominated crystals, S(Se)- 
dominated crystals rarely have MeSx complexes; in fact, S and Se prefer 
to act as core atoms in 0-dominated complexes, such as 804^"” and 
8004^”. (The indicated conventional formal valencies should not be 
construed as meaning that the groups have the entire given electrostatic 
charges, because the anion-cation bonds are, as always, partly ionic 
and partly covalent.) X-ray-diffraction studies show that the inter¬ 
atomic spacing and bonding in complex groups, such as the tetrahedral 
8i04 group in orthosilicates, remains practically constant, irrespective 
of the nature of the external cation. This is manifested also by the 
similar UV + blue emission bands of many complex 0-dominated crys¬ 
tals made without added activator (Fig. 51).^^ Spectral displacements 
in the emission spectra of such crystals afford a sensitive indication of 
structural variations, because readily detectable 10-A displacements 
correspond to energy changes of about 0.01 ev, or less than 1 per cent 
of the energy difference between the excited and ground states involved 
in the radiative transition. 

It is remarkable that (1) the edge (host-crystal) emission bands of 
phosphors without complex groups, for example, hex.-ZnO:[Zn] and 
cub. (or hex.)-(Zn:Cd)S:[Zn:Cd], are less than 0.5 ev wide, whereas 
the longer-wave emission bands of the same phosphors (with or without 
Ag, Cu, or Mn activators in the case of the sulphides) are usually over 
1-ev wide, and (2) the UV + blue host-crystal emission bands of phos¬ 
phors with complex groups, for example, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:[8i], ThSi04: 
[Si], tetr*-CaW04:[W], rbhdl.-Al203:[Al], and cub.-ZnAl204:[Al], are 
usually over 2-ev wide, whereas the component longer-wave emission 
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bcaids of these phosphors with activators such as Pb, U, Cr, Sm, Eu, and 
Mn are usually narrower than the host-crystal emission bands, becoming 
as narrow as 0.3-ev in the case of cub.-ZnAl204:Mn. The small effect 
that changes in the core atoms of complex groups have on the cations 
outside these groups (keeping the space group constant) is indicated 
by the following examples, where the Mn activator atoms (ions) are 
substituted for the Zn cations: 

cub.-ZnAl204:Mn -* cub.-ZnGa204l Mn Difference 

Xpk (ev) 6130 A (2.42) 6060 A (2.45) +0.03 ev 
Band width in ev 0.27 0.36 +0.09 ev 

Xpk (ev) 

rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn 

6250 A (2.36) 

rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04: Mn 

5370 A (2.31) —0.05 ev 
Band width in ev 0.68 0.67 —0.01 ev 

Much larger effects are produced by changes in simple anions, such as 
shown in the following examples, where the activator atoms may occupy 
either interstitial or substitutional sites: 

hex.-ZnO:[Zn] hex.-ZnS:[Zn] Difference 
Xpk (ev) 

Edge emission 

♦ 

3850 A (3.22) 3400 A (3.64) +0.42 ev 
Usual emission 6050 A (2.46) 4420 A (2.80) +0.34 ev 

Band width in ev 
Edge emission 0.50 0.40 —0.10 ev 
Usual emission 1.28 1.13 —0.16 ev 

Xpk (ev) 

cub.-ZnS:[Znl 

4660 A (2.66) 

cub.-ZnSe:[Zn] 

6530 A (1.90) -0.76 ev 
Band width in ev 1.14 0.70 —0.44 ev 

Xpk (ev) 

cub.-ZnS:Ag 

4490 A (2.76) 

cub.-ZnSe: Ag 

5690 A (2.18) —0.58 ev 
Band width in ev 1.20 0.70 —0.50 ev 

The comparison for the S —» Se substitution with Cu and Mn activators 
gives somewhat smaller differences, although still larger than for the 
Al Ga and Si -* Ge substitutions, and a tabular comparison is 
omitted because the emission spectra of cub.-ZnSe with [Zn], Cu, and 
Mn are all practically identical. Changes in the cation components 
of phosphor host crystals appear to produce relatively small effects on 
the emission bands associate with substitutionally located activator 
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atoms, such as Mn, and large effects on presumably interstitially located 
activator atoms, such as Ag, for example: 

hex.-ZnS:Ag —► hex.-CdS: Ag Difference 

Xpk (ev) 4330 A (2.86) >7300 A «1.7) > —0.96 ev 
Band width in ev 0.96 ? ? 

hex.-ZnS:Mn hex..CdS:Mn 

Xpk (ev) 5850 A (2.12) 7100 A (1.75) -0.37 ev 
Band width in ev 0.72 0.56 —0.16 ev 

rbhdl.-Zn2Si04t Mn —► rbhdl.-Be2Si04:Mn (extrapolated) 

Xpk (ev) 6250 A (2.36) 6300 A (1.97) —0.39 ev 
Band width in ev 0.58 0.69 +0.11 ev 

tetr.-MgF21 Mn - tetr.-ZnF2:Mn 

Xpk (ev) 5900 A (2.10) 6870 A (2.11) +0.01 ev 
Band width in ev 0.68 0.68 

rhomb.-ZnS04: Mn —► rhomb.-CdS04: Mn, 
or 

rhomb.-CdSiOs: Mn 

Xpk (ev) 6340 A (1.96) 6900 A (2.10) +0.14 ev 
Band width in ev 0.57 0.64 +0.07 ev 

Experiments with zinc and cadmium selenate host crystals containing 
Mn activator have, thus far, been unsuccessful in producing appreciable 
visible liuninescence emission. The remarkable similarity of the emis¬ 
sion spectra of tetr.-MgF2:Mn, tetr.-ZnF2:Mn, rhomb.-CdS04:Mn, 
and rhomb.-CdSi03:Mn extends also to other luminescence character¬ 
istics, such as the long exponential decays, of these phosphors. Co- 
crystallization of cub.-CaF2, cub.-SrF2, cub.-BaF2, or cub.-CdF2 with 
structurally dissimilar tetr.-ZnF2, containing Mn activator, produces 
phosphors having lower efficiencies, shorter persistences, and emission 
bands which are displaced to shorter wavelengths in the case of incor¬ 
poration of CaF2, SrF2, and CdF2, and are displaced to longer wave¬ 
lengths in the case of incorporation of BaFo.®®’2fl2 

Analysis hy Means of Luminescence 

Because the luminescences of materials are determined chiefly by their com¬ 
positions and structures, it is sometimes possible to identify a luminescent mate¬ 
rial by its distinctive luminescence characteristics. This analytical technique 
has become of practical consequence in (1) immediate identification of certain 
luminescent minerals, such as violet-emitting scheelite (tetr.-CaW04:[W]) and 
green-emitting manganese-bearing willemite (rbhdl.-Zn28i04:Mn), which may 
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be excited in the field by a portable source of ultraviolet,®^ (2) identification of 
numerous natural and synthetic organic substances and materials, many of 
which exhibit distinctive changes in their luminescence characteristics when 

subjected to different treatments (these changes are useful in controlling varia¬ 

tions in processing, and in some criminological investigations) and 
(3) identification of certain chemical constituents of a material, for example, by 

coupling a metallic cation to an organic substance to form a metallo-organic 
compound having a distinctive luminescence emission (see Figs. 121 and 122). 

Under favorable conditions, less than one part of copper salt incorporated in a 
billion parts of otherwise pure blue-emitting crystallized zinc sulphide is easily 
detectable by the green emission (Figs. 456 and 45c) which the copper activator 
originates both during and (especially) after excitation. As mentioned in the 
discussion of Fig. 49a, however, it is possible to have even larger proportions of 

copper incorporated in crystalline zinc sulphide without having the green emis¬ 

sion appear. This lack of universal specificity makes analysis by means of 
luminescence characteristics less useful, in general, than the established ana¬ 

lytical methods which depend on chemistry, radioactive tracers, absorption and 
emission spectroscopy, and absorption or diffraction of x rays, electrons, and 
neutrons. Luminescence analysis, nonetheless, is increasing in utility because 

it sometimes provides more positive or more convenient identification than the 
other methods of analysis. 

Luminescence as a Function of Time 

There are three obvious time components in an individual one- 
quantum luminescence process: (1) the energy-absorption or excitation- 
transition time, (2) the lifetime of the excited state, and (3) the energy- 
emission or radiative-transition time (see Franck-Condon principle). 
These three components are usually experimentally inseparable, and so 
they are treated as a single lifetime (of the excited state). In the case 
of nonmetastable states of isolated atoms, the natural fluorescence life¬ 
time TF of the excited state was previously related (eq. 71) to the width 
AE* of the emission line by 

AE* > (86) 

For the emission of a 10^-ev x-ray photon, AE* is of the order of 3 ev, 
and so the fluorescence lifetime rp is about 10“^^ sec, whereas for the 
emission of a 2-ev optical photon, AE* is of the order of 10”^ ev, and the 
fluorescence lifetime is of the order of 10““® sec. Luminescence emissions 
which occur at times greater than the natural fluorescence lifetimes, in 
each case, are called phosphorescence. The natural duration of the 
excited state is apparently determined by the energy of the emitted 
photon (which is equal to the energy difference between the excited and 
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ground states), such that the natural duration is inversely related to 
the energy of the photon. 

Phosphorescence denotes a constrained, partially “forbidden,or 
“unnaturaF^ delay in the radiative return of an excited system to the 
ground state, for example, the abnormal delays associated with meta¬ 
stable states in isolated atoms.®* Examples of metastable states 
are found in the mercury atom (Fig. 63) wherein the system may be 
excited from the 6s^, ^So ground-state level to the 6s6p, ^Pi excited-state 
level, and thence to the Is, ^Si level from which radiative transitions 
may be made to any of the three lower levels, Gs6p, 6s6p, ^Pi, and 
6s6p, ^P2, of the triplet excited state. The further radiative transition 
6s()p, ^Pi —> 6s6s, ^/So is permitted and affords the strong 2537-A emis¬ 
sion line in the mercury spectrum, but radiative transitions from the 
two metastable states CifOp, ^Pq and 6s6p, ^P2 to the ground-state level 
65^, ^^0 are forbidden by the first-order selection rule for the total- 
angular-momentiun quantum number J. An atom in an excited meta¬ 
stable state may remain excited for an indefinitely long time unless the 
first-order selection rule which prohibits normal dipole radiation can 
be circumvented by contriving quadripole or octopole radiation,^ or 
unless the atom becomes excited to a higher-energy nonmetastable state 
from which a radiative return to the ground state is permitted. For 
isolated atoms in a gas, the latter course is usually more probable. For 
example, an isolated mercury atom in the 6s6p, ®P2 state may remain 
there almost indefinitely unless the atom absorbs sufficient energy from a 
suitable photon or moving material particle (including collisions of the 
second kind) to raise the system to, say, one of the 6s6d, ®Z>i-3 non¬ 
metastable triplet states (the radiative transitions 6s6d, ^Z)2 6567), 
^P2 and 6s6dj —> 6s6p, ^P2 produce the strong emission lines near 
3650 A in the mercury spectnim). The circumvention of formal selec¬ 
tion rules by the action of foreign atoms or other imperfections adjacent 
the atoms in a phosphor crystal probably operates as a combination 
of (1) disturbing the periodicity of the structure, thereby circumventing 
the general rule which requires that the reduced wave-number vector 
kr remain constant during excitation or emission transitions; and (2) 
altering the relative probabilities of symmetrical and distorted dipole, 
quadripole, etc., radiation, thereby circumventing the general first-order 
rule which requires that the total-angular-momentiim quantum number 
J may not change by more than ±1 and forbids J = 0 —> J — 0. It 
is noteworthy that the strong 2537-A resonance line of the isolated mer¬ 
cury atom occurs between states with different multiplicities (®P —► ^S), 
and so transitions between states with different multiplicities in phos¬ 
phor centers should be at least as common and prominent. 
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It is to be expected that the lifetimes of the excited states of atoms 
combined in a solid should be affected by interaction with neighboring 
atoms, and the degree of interaction should be greatest for the outermost 
optical (valence) electrons. Radiative transitions between the inner 
shielded energy levels of an atom in a solid are little affected; hence, x-ray 

Fia. 63o. Part of the energy-level diagram for an isolated (free) atom of mercury (Hg). 

photon emissions are usually fluorescence, and the photon emissions 
from some fluorophors which emit only line spectra are also fluorescence. 
It is not necessary, however, to have line-emission spectra in order to 
obtain fluorescence. For example, some organic molecules, such as 
fluorescein, eosin, pseudoisocyanin, and chinolin, in dilute solutions 
(10“"® to 10"“^ mole per liter) exhibit band-emission spectra and are 
reported to have persistences of less than 6 X 10'^ Also, 
certain solid organic compounds with band emissions (which approxi¬ 
mate iheir emissions in solution have persistences less than 10"“^ 
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sec. Table 14 gives some data, reported by R. Hofstadter and G. B. 
Collins (see also H. N. Bose), on several organic crystals which have 
been found particularly useful in scintillation counters for detecting 
gamma rays.*®^ The compounds are listed in the approximate order of 
their effective roentgenolmninescence efficiencies when excited by gamma 

Table 14 

Luminescence Characteristics of Some Organic Solids 

Crystal Structure, 

Name, and Formula Structural Formula 

H H 

Wavelength Bandwidth 
at Peak of at Half 
Emission Maximum Time to Decay 
BandCs), Intensity, to 

A A sec 

4200 (weak) 360 
»10"» 

4080 (strong) 100 

3450 ± 50 250 6.7(±0.5) X 10~® 

4440 1.3(±0.2) X 10"® 

Monocl.-phenanthrene 

C14H10 

4100 
4300 

100 
110 

0.9 (±0.2) X 10“® 

rays and detected by a 1P21 or 1P28 multiplier phototube (H. T. Gittings 
et dl?^). In these organic crystals, the indicated simple structural units 
remain distinct, being bonded together by mutually induced fluctuating- 
dipole attraction energies (van der Waals energies) which are much 
weaker than the covalent-bond energies within the simple ring-structure 
units. The distinct simple molecules, then, are the luminescence centers 
in these organic crystals, (There is considerable doubt about the purity 
of many of the organic crystals whose luminescences were reported in 
the early enthusiasm about large-crystal scintillation counters. It is 
not, therefore, unequivocally established that the reported emission is 
intrinsic to the host crystal in every case.) 

Luminescent organic dye molecules are generally characterized by conjugated 
double bonds,where each bond line in a structural formula represents two 
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paired (shared) electrons with antiparallel spins, as in the xanthenes, repre¬ 
sented by the fluorescein molecules shown in Fig. 64. The luminescence process 
in these cases apparently occurs within the closed-ring molecules, presumably 

by producing changes in the electron spins and distributions associated with the 

alternating single and double bonds, much as the line-emission luminescence 

process in atoms with incompleted shells involves changes in electron spins and 

Fluorescein in Acid Solution Fluorescein in Alkaline Solution 

2-2 
CO I 

ll 
CL 

. E 

s 

H H 
i I I 

.C C O 
H-o-c^ or 

I II II 

‘ A 
C-C-O-H 

H-C^ C-H 

c 
I 

H 

Emission color Blue > green 

H-C, 

I I I 
H A OH 

H-C^ Vc-0 

c 
I 

H 

,C-H 

2Me‘^ 

Fig. 64. Structural formulas and emission 

(X“ may be a halogen ion, such as Cl““; Me*^ 

bands of fluorescein, C20H12O6 

may be an alkali ion, such as Na"^). 

distributions within the immediate force field of the atom. The energy-exchange 

(resonance) possibilities and the vibrational states (Fig. 3) of these complex 

molecules account at least in part for the band emissions, as contrasted with the 

line emissions of the incompleted-shell atoms. When certq,in luminescent organic 

molecules are incorporated (not just adsorbed) in boric acid glass, they exhibit 

(1) a very short-persistent short-wavelength emission band which is located near 

the absorption edge, and (2) a long-persistent emission located at considerably 

longer wavelengths.^^ (This behavior appears to be analogous to the short- 

persistent edge emission bands of hex.-ZnO:[Zn], cub.(or hex.)-ZnS:[Zn], 
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and hex.-CdS:[Cd] relative to the longer-persistent longer-wavelength emission 
bands of these same phosphors). Kasha reports that the lifetimes of the excited 

states of the long-wave emission bands depend strongly on the molecular struc¬ 

ture and the (host-glass) environment, and range from about 10""^ to 50 sec.“-‘^^ 

It is further reported that acid fluorescein dye in boric acid glass is paramagnetic 
when excited, and it has been proposed that the short-persistent (fluorescence) 

emissions involve transitions between states with the same multiplicity 

(T* ^r), whereas the long-persistent (phosphorescence) emissions involve 

delays in quasimetastable states having different multiplicities from the ground 

state, and from which there is a low but appreciable probability of a ‘‘spon¬ 

taneous” radiative transition (“beta phosphorescence”) to the ground state 
(sp* —► ip). The quasimetastable state, ®r*, is presumed to be the lowest 

triplet state of the molecule in which it is possible to absorb thermal energy and 

raise the system into a nonmetastable singlet state, whence it can make a 
delayed “fluorescence” transition (“alpha phosphorescence”) to the singlet 

ground state, ^F. This proposed situation may be visualized by referring to Fig. 

27 and associating T with Eo, with F*i, and ®F* with E*2. Some calculated 
sp* _ ip* separations (thermal activation energies), for a number of lumines¬ 

cent organic dyes in boric acid glass, range from 0.26 ev for eosin dye 

(C2oHeBr4Na206 = alkali salt of 2,4,5,T-tetrabromofluorescein), 0.27 ev for 

crystal violet [(CH8)2NC6H4]3COH = hexamethylpararosanaline), and 0.42 ev 

for acid fluorescein (C20H12O6 = resorcinolphthalein), to 0.97 ev for benzene 

, I ), and 1.51 (CeHe, ), 1.25 ev for anthracene (CflH4:(CH)2:C6H4 

for naphthalene (CioHs, A semilog plot of the luminescences of two 

of the more phosphorescent HsBOa + organic-dye phosphors, as a function of 

time, is shown in Fig. 65. It is seen that the growth and decay curves are dis¬ 

similar, and the decay curves are only approximately linear when plotted in this 

fashion, so that the decay process is only approximately exponential with time 

(L oc Loe”***). These vitreous-base phosphors are very inefficient under excita¬ 

tion by cathode rays, and they tend to lose water in vacuo to become anhydrous 

and practically nonluminescent, especially at temperatures much above 120®C. 

A growth and decay curve of the luminescence of hex.-9ZnS-CdS:Cu (0.0073), 

1250®C, is included in Fig. 65 to illustrate the course of an approximately power- 

law decay (L oc <*“”), whereas Fig. 66 shows some of the decay curves of Fig. 65 

replotted on a log-log basis, along with the decay curves of some other notable 

phosphors." 

Contrary to the relationship (eq. 86) between the lifetime of the 
excited state and the line width in atomic emission spectra, there is 

no apparent general correlation between the widths of the emission bands 

of phosphors and their phosphorescence decay times. This is illustrated 



Fig. 66. Semilog growth and decay curves of some phosphors during and after 
excitation by predominantly 2537-A UV. Thick layers, measured on excited side. 

1. HaBOs glass + 10~® toluic acid * 
2. HsBOs glass + 10“^ terephthalic acid •* 
3. hcx.-9ZnS‘CdS:Cu(0.0073), 1250‘’a 

Curves 1 and 2 drawn to scale. 
Curve 3 not to same scale as 1 and 2. 

CHs COOH 

* j>-toluic acid > 

i !QPH 

* terephthalic acid » 

<ix)OI 
m 
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by the data in Table 15 (compare Figs. 79a and 796) where several of 

the cathodoluminescence decay constants have been taken from Strange 

and Henderson.®®® The lack of general correlation between the widths 

of the emission bands of phosphors and their phosphorescence decay 

Decay time, seconds 

Fig. 66. Log-log phosphorescence decay curves of several phosphors after 30 sec 
of excitation by predominantly 2537-A UV. Thick layers, measured on excited side. 

1. hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015), 1250‘»C 
2. hex.-9ZnS-CdS:Cu(0.0073), 1250°C 
3. rbhdl.-6ZnO*68iO2-SnO2*0.036Mn, 1200®C 

4. HgBOs glass + 10“* toluic acid 

times is an indication that the excitation and emission processes in phos¬ 

phors are relatively independent of each other. (It is shown later that 

there is a fair correlation between the band widths, peak wavelengths, 

melting points, and hardnesses of €”“* decay phosphors with a given 
type of host ciystal having the same activator and activator proportion). 

Before commencing a discussion of the two major decay types, it 

should be mentioned that, when a phosphor has a single simple emission 
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band, the emission spectrum is the same during excitation and during 

phosphorescence after cessation of excitation.^®^*®®® Phosphors which 

have complex emission spectra may or may not exhibit the same emission 

spectrum during and after excitation. For example, the emission spectra 

TABLE 15 

Some Phosphors Arranged According to Decay Types and Time of Decay 

TO 0.37Lo, Where Lq Is the Cathodoluminescence Emission at Cessation 

OF Excitation 

The lafetimes of the Decays Are Practically Independent of the Conditions of 
Excitation, Whereas the Decays Are Sensitive to Changes in Temperature 

and Excitation 

Approx. 
Width 

Approx. of Wavelength Moh 
Time to Emis¬ of Peak of Hard¬ 

Decay to sion Emission Melting ness of 
Decay Baud, Band, Point, Host 

No. Phosphor Type sec ev A Crystal 

1 Hex.-ZnO;fZn] (UV band) 10-T 0.50 3850 
2 iIex.-ZnO:fZn] (Visible band) 10~* 1.28 5050 
3 Tetr.-CaW04:[WI jO-5 2.0 4300 
4 Monool.-Mg2W<)6:fW] 10~® 1.43 4930 
6 Hex.-ZnS:Mn(l) 2.5 X lO--* 0.72 5910 
6 Rbhdl.-Ala08:Cr(l) 

(red lines) * 5 X 10“« Lines 6926 A 6941 
7 ZnAl407:Cr(l) (red lines) * 10“* to 10“5 Lines 6926 A 6941 
8 Cub.-ZnAl204:Mn(l) ,~rt( 0.005 0.27 5130 >1900 8 
9 Rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(5) .~at 0.002 0.58 6290 

10 Rbhdl.-Zii2Si04:Mn(2) 0.01 0.58 5260 
11 Rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(l) 0.015 0.58 6250 1786 6.6 

12 Rbhdl.-Zn2Si04; Mn(0.05-0.5) ^—al 0.019 0.58 6250 
13 2Zn0 B203:Mn(l) -~a< 0.018 0.83 5500 1250 <6.6 
14 Rhoinb.-CdSi03:Mn(l) 0.03 0.64 5900 1520 <6.6 
16 Rhoinb.-CdS04:Mn(l) .~~at 0.05 0.64 5900 1270 <5.6 
16 Tetr.-ZnF2:Mn(l) g"“at 0.1 0.68 5870 1140 »4 

17 Cub.-ZnSe; [Zn] 10~* 0.70 6530 
18 Hex.-4ZnS-6CdS:Ag (0 .01) 10“« 0.86 6150 
19 Hex.-7ZnS-3CdS:Ag(0.01) 10“* 1.15 5220 
20 Hex.-Zn8:Ag (0.01) r” 10“^ 0.96 4330 
21 Hex.-8Zn8 • 2Cd8: Cu (0.01) 10“*® 0.73 6050 
22 Hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) 10'“* 0.85 5190 

* Reportedly exhibits green band, also, with r « 6 X 10“^. 

of Ca2P207:Dy and certain rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphors which 

have two component emission bands are practically identical during and 

after excitation; whereas, in cub.-ZnS:Ag:Cu, cub."ZnS:Cu:Mn, and 

hex.-ZnO:[Zn], each of which may also have two component emis¬ 

sion bands, the longer-wsLve band predominates during phosphores- 
cence.i'^^-^Bi.msM the Ca2P207:Dy and rbhdL-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn 

phosphors, the excitation and emission spectra are so widely separated 
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that the short-wave emission band does not excite the long-wave emis¬ 
sion band of the same phosphor. In the cited phosphors whose long-wave 
emission bands predominate during phosphorescence, however, the exci¬ 
tation and emission bands overlap, and so the internal photon emission 
from the short-wave emission band is largely reabsorbed in the phosphor 
crystal and may excite the longer-wave emission band by a cascade 
process.“*®^ Therefore, the phosphorescence of a phosphor with two 
emission bands, where the short-wave emission band cascade-excites the 
long-wave emission band, has a rate which is determined largely by the 
longer-persisting band. This explains why the persistence of orange- 
emitting ZnS:Cu:Mn is very long, even though that of ZnS:Mn is 
short (Table 15); that is, the green Cu emission is internally absorbed, 
and so the long-persistent decay green Cu band ^'feeds’' the short- 
persistent decay orange Mn band. In this case, a corresponding 
effect occurs during luminescence growth; the short-persistent long¬ 
wave component band is the first to reach an equilibrium output.^®® 

In some cadmium-borate :Mn phosphors having both a green 
emission and an orange emission band, the orange band predominates 
during phosphorescence. There are cases also where two different 
activators in a given host crystal produce two different emission bands 
which decay practically independently. For example, Studer and 
Rosenbaum report that the rate constants a for the initial exponential 
decays of two such phosphors after excitation by 2537-A UV are: (1) 
calcium“-halophosphate:Sb:Mn, Ogb = 1500 sec“~S aMn = 75 sec~^\ 
and (2) calcium-silicate:Pb:Mn, opb == 570 sec"”^, aMn = 60 sec“"^ 
Tetr.-ZnF2:Ti:Mn reportedly exhibits a similar rapid decay of the 
short-wave (Ti) band as compared with the slow decay (aMn 10 sec""^) 
of the long-wave (Mn) band.®®® This selective-decay effect, which may 
occur to a slight extent in rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphors also, 
does not appear to be a cascade process of the type just described, be¬ 
cause there is not the necessary overlap of emission and excitation bands. 
Instead, the two bands apparently decay almost independently, indi¬ 
cating that different virtually independent activator centers are involved. 
If energy transfer does take place between centers under these condi¬ 
tions, the agency may be mobile positive holes, excitons, or ^-overlap 
energy transfers. 

Exponential and Power-law Decays. I. TempercUure^ndependr 
erU Exponential Decays, As an elementary example of this type of decay, 
assume that Fig. 67a represents an optical absorption and resonance- 
emission transition of an isolated hydrogen atom (which may be 
crudely pictured as a radiating dipole whose one end is the positive 
nucleus and whose other end is the negative electron). If there be N 
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excited hydrogen atoms at time then the luminescence emission 
(radiance), L, from the N atoms will be given by 

L = -dN/dt = aN (87) 

that is, the number of photons emitted, or atoms de-excited, at time t 

Temperature - insensitive 
exponential (€”“9 decays 
Isolated 
atom 

(or ion) 

Ea 

& 

B, Atom 
in a 
solid 

decay 
phosphor) 

E. 

E^ 
Resonance 
radiation 

Temperature - sensitive 
decays 

C. Isolated D. Phosphor with 
atom with electron traps 
metastable (power- law 

state (r’^) decay) 

AE r ^ Q 
If... 1* ll 

1 *0 fmmm m H t 

Obeys Delayed 
Stokes' law resonance 

radiation 
Signifies energy given up as heat 

Obeys 
Stokes' law 

Fig. 67. Simplified energy-level diagrams illustrating electronic transitions involved 
in the two major decay processes. 

is equal to a rate constant a times the number N of excited atoms existing 
at time t. Integration of eq. 87 yields 

—log* L = —log* N — at (88) 

where the rate constant a is equal to the reciprocal of the lifetime t of 
the excited state, 

a = (89) 

and r is the time taken by the system to decay to €""^Lo (= 0.36788Lo) 
when Lq is the luminescence emission at < = 0 (for example, the instant 
of cessation of excitation). On this basis, eq. 88 becomes 

L « (90) 

that is, a plot of log L versus Hs a straight line foi; an exponential decay. 
There are no external constraints on the free atoms assumed in this 
example, and so r is about 10^^ sec, and eq. 86 is applicable; that is, 
the lifetime of the excited state decreases with increasing energy of the 
emitted photon E,, and the line width AE* increases with increasing 
E^^ E* ^ Eq, Furthermore, the line width is of the order of 10”“^ ev. 
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Consider now the optical luminescence of an atom bound in a solid, 
according to the diagram shown in Fig. 676. The energy of the photon 
used for excitation {Ea == E** — Eq) is greater than that of the photon 
emitted (E^ ^ E* - E%) because some energy is transferred from the 
atom (center) to the surrounding solid as heat. From Table 15, it may 
be seen that the listed phosphors have 6“®^ decays with r ranging from 
about to 10"“^ sec, and with sharp emission lines or with bands 
whose widths range from 0.27 to 2 ev. An indication of the constraints 
imposed by the solid, without greatly influencing the line widths of 
spin-change emissions, is given by the 10® larger r of the line-emitting 
Cr activator in Nos. 6 and 7, as compared with the lO"'® sec value of r 
for free atoms. Next, specific attention is directed to the band-emitting 
phosphors Nos. 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, and 16 in Table 15, because these 
materials all have 0(or F)-dominated host crystals and all have Mn(« 1) 
as an activator. In this series there is a fairly regular progression of 
each of the tabulated properties. For example, both t and the width 
of the emission band generally decrease with increasing energy (decreas- 
ing Xpk) of the emitted photons, whereas the melting points and hard¬ 
nesses of the host crystals generally increase with increasing energy of 
the emitted photon. Incidentally, there is little or no photoconduction 
associated with the luminescences of* these decay phosphors, indi¬ 
cating that there is little or no ‘internal ionization.’^ 

With the aid of the simple potential-energy versus configurational-coordinate 
diagrams of Fig. 68, it is interesting to attempt to deduce a possible relationship 
between t and the bonding energy of the host crystal (as measured by heat of 
formation, melting point, and hardness), and attempt to determine what other 
related properties might be expected on the basis of these orthodox diagrams 
(compare Fig, 3). Figure 68a is intended to represent part of the energy-level 
diagram of a system comprising an Mn activator atom (ion) and its 0 (or F) 
ligands. The system is shown as starting in the ground-state level j&o (see 
Fig. 676) and making an excitation transition to the excited-state level JS'**. 
Both levels have a dotted schematic indication of the absolute value of the 
probability distribution function |^|, whose amplitude represents the probability 
of finding the system with the configurational coordinates ^ (averaged inter¬ 
atomic separations).®'” The transition probability P between two energy 
levels, 1 and 2, is proportional to the product of their |^| values; that is, using 
only absolute values, 

P = (91) 

and a simplified indication of this product is plotted separately below the main 
figures of Fig. 68. Assuming the situation shown in Fig. 68a, with the system 
initially at equilibrium in (near) the energy level Eo an), the excitation 
transition probability is a maximum on the compression side of the vibrational 
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cycle. For present purposes, the transition may be associated with 
the raising of an electron of the Mn activator atom into a higher energy level 
(that is, producing a higher energy state of the Mn atom) wUhovt ionization. 
There are many more vibrational levels above and below the indicated levels 
shown for E^ and -S'** (Fig. 3), and so there is a certain indeterminacy of finding 
the system in either level; that is, the system may start from one of several 
levels lying near Eq and make transitions to one of several levels lying near E^*, 

Configurational Configurational 
coordinates (x) coordinates (x) 

Fig. 68. A diagrammatic representation of the excitation and emission processes 

in phosphor centers exhibiting only temperature-insensitive decays (see Figs. 
3, 16&, and 77). 

After the system arrives in, say, level E**, there is a rapid dissipation of some 
of the excitation energy to the surrounding crystal, and the system comes to 
an excited-state equilibrium in (near) E*, the energy difference E"^* — E* 
being spent as heat (phonons). Concomitant with the attainment of an excited- 
state equilibrium in energy, there is an attainment of a new equilibrium average 
interatomic spacing x. The excited-state x is shown^ to be displaced by the 
amount Ax = d' — 6' in the direction of an expansion of the excited system. 
[Although it is very probable that there will be a new equilibrium x for the excited 
state, it is not completely certain that the displacement will always be toward 
larger because at the limit of complete ionization the increase in positive 
charge of the manganese would result in drawing its negatively charged oxygen 
(or fluorine) ligands nearer. For present purposes, however, it is assumed that £ 
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is larger in the excited un-ionized state]. As shown in Fig. 686, the radiative- 
transition probability from E* is greater on the expansion side of the vibrational 
motion of the system, such that the system drops to (near) emitting the 
energy difference E* — E^o as a luminescence photon. The return to Eo is then 
accomplished by further energy loss as heat (compare Fig. 676). 

On the basis of the diagrams of Fig. 68, assume now that (1) the spacing 
between the ground-state and excited-state energy levels, for example, between 
a\ and a\ is determined primarily by the manganese atom (ion), and (2) the 
equilibrium displacement. Ax = d' — 6', is inversely related to the bonding 
energy (melting point, hardness) of the host crystal. For the same MnO*(MnF*) 
configuration in host crystals of decreasing bonding energy, then. Ax should 
increase and (1) the energy of the emitted photon should decrease as the radia¬ 
tive-transition line from the right end of E* intersects higher on the ground- 
state curve, (2) the lifetime r of the excited state should increase as energy 
levels with yp values near ypa overlap fewer levels with yp values near ^i, because 
the decreasing slope of the ground-state curve spreads the higher-lying ypi 
maxima farther apart as a function of increasing x, and (3) the minimum energy 
of excitation should increase as the intersection of the excitation transition from 
Eo moves higher on the excited-state curve. These expectations are generally 
met, with a few obvious exceptions, by the series of phosphors under considera¬ 
tion. Continuing this simplified approach, however, one might expect that 
the width of the emission band should be greater for smaller Ai (and corre¬ 
spondingly higher energy of the emitted photon), because a given indeterminacy 
of the X coordinate of the right-side maximum of \p2i should intersect over a 
greater potential-energy range on the steeper ground-state curve which obtains 
at smaller Ax. As shown in Table 15, the width of the emission band generally 
decreases with increasing bonding energy of the crystal and increasing energy 
of the emitted photon (decreasing Xpn). This may be interpreted either as a 
refutation of the proposed mechanism, or as an indication that the width of 
the observed emission band is determined largely by other factors such as 
statistical variations in the ground-state levels of the different Mn activator 
centers distributed throughout the crystal, or a weak interaction of such sepa¬ 
rated centers to produce a band according to the operation of the exclusion 
principle. In either of the latter two cases, it is reasonable to expect the observed 
general decrease in the width of the emission band with increasing bonding 
energy of the host crystal. 

TWs simple hypothetical correlation between the bonding energy of the 
host crystal and r, Xpk, and perhaps the minimum quantum energy required 
for excitation is offered as a possible practical aid in developing new series of 

decay phosphors with controllable characteristics. Further refinements, 
including consideration of crystal structure and degrees of ionic and covalent 
bonding, may be introduced when and if the hypothesis is found to be valid 
for the same or other activators in series of other phosphors whose host crystals 
are dominated by the same or similar anions. 

An alternative approach to an explanation of tiie decrease of r with increas¬ 
ing bonding energy of the host crystal was offered by Professor E. P. Wignar, 
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of Princeton University, during a discussion of the foregoing material. Wigner 
suggested that the selection rules for radiative transitions in the Mn activator 
atoms should be affected more, that is, upset more, when the bonding energy of 
the host crystal is large. According to this postulate, and the one based on 
Fig. 68, T should decrease with increasing crystal anisotropy; that is, r should 
be smaller for a given €““^ decay activator atom in a triclinic host crystal than 
in a cubic host crystal when all other factors are held constant. The validity 

0 0.05 0.1 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 
Time, seconds 

Fia. 69. Growth and decay curves of cathodoluminescence emission of predomi¬ 

nantly e""®* decay tetr.-ZnF2:Mn(l) excited by nine l/2000Hsec pulses of 6-kv CR 

(200 jua cm""*) spaced 1/60 sec apart. Measurement on bombarded side of thick 
layer. (Compare Fig. 19.) 

of this prediction cannot be determined from the data in Table 15, because the 
‘‘other factors'' are not held constant on going from cub.-ZnAl204:Mn to 
rhomb.-Cd804: Mn. 

Referring to eq. 87, which is the general equation for simple tempera^ 
ture^ndependent exponential decays, the decay of phosphorescence 
emission is L = /(O » dN/dij and the rate of decay is dL/dt = d^N/dt^. 
A decay curve is a plot of L versus t during phosphorescence, and the 
rate of decay at time t is the slope of the tangent of the decay curve at 
time U When the decay of a phosphor follows eq. 90, it is found that 
the growth (during excitation) is also exponential,* and the shape of the 
growth curve is relatively uninfluenced by changes in the temperature 
of the luminescing phosphor. Figure 69 shows the cyclic growth 
(build-up) and short-term decay of luminescence emission from a tetr.- 

* L •• + o), c oc excitation density. 
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ZnF2:Mn phosphor subjected to a short period of intermittent pulses 
of CR excitation.®® It is seen that the luminescence output during 
excitation may increase at a much higher rate than the rate of decrease 
of the phosphorescence output after the successive excitations. Over 
the time interval shown, this particular phosphor has very nearly a 

Fig. 70a. Semilog plot of phosphorescence-decay curves of a predominantly expo¬ 

nential-decay rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) phosphor after excitation by (1) UV, and 

(2 and 3) CR. Measurement on excited side of thick layer. 

Excitation iZio 

1. a-Zn8SiO4:Mn(0.3) Steady 2537A: 16-ft L 
la. (Continuation of curve 1 after 13/60 sec) 

2. cr-Zn2Si04: Mn(0.3) Steady 6-kv CR: 9-ft L 
3. a-Zn2Si04: Mn(0.3) Steady 6-kv CR: 100-ft L 

Same phosphor sample used throughout. Thick screen; excitation and measure¬ 

ment both on the same side. 
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simple exponential decay whose rate constant a is practically independ¬ 
ent of moderate changes in the temperature and the degree of excitation 
of the phosphor. At very long decay times, however, the phosphores- 

Decay time, seconds 

Fig. 706. Decay curves of cathodophosphorescence emission of an aluminized 
4-mg cm“^ screen of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn(0.3) excited to equilibrium (at room tem¬ 

perature) by unmodulated 10-kv Cp. at the indicated current densities. (S. Lasof 

and R. H. Bube) 

cence-decay curve of this phosphor tends to depatt from L oc and 
approximate L a (so-called power-law decay). Power-law decays 
are quite sensitive to changes in temperature, excitation density, and 
kind of excitant, as shown in Figs. 70,71, and Figure 70 shows 
that the initial exponential (linear) portion of the decay curve of rbhdl.- 
ZnaSiO4:Mn(0.3) is practically unaffected by change in Lo or in the 
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ZnF2:Mn phosphor subjected to a short period of intermittent pulses 
of CR excitation.®® It is seen that the luminescence output during 
excitation may increase at a much higher rate than the rate of decrease 
of the phosphorescence output after the successive excitations. Over 
the time interval shown, this particular phosphor has very nearly a 

Fig. 70a. Semilog plot of phosphorescence-decay curves of a predominantly expo¬ 

nential-decay rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(0.3) phosphor after excitation by (1) UV, and 

(2 and 3) CR. Measurement on excited side of thick layer. 

Excitation :Zo 

1. «-Zn8Si04:Mn(0.3) Steady 2637A: 16-ft L 
la. (Continuation of curve 1 after 13/60 sec) 

2. a-ZnaSiO4:Mn(0.3) Steady 6-kv CR:9-ft L 

3. a-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3} Steady 6-kv CR:100-ft L 

Same phosphor sample used throughout. Thick screen; excitation and measure¬ 
ment both on the same side. 
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simple exponential decay whose rate constant a is practically independ¬ 
ent of moderate changes in the temperature and the degree of excitation 
of the phosphor. At very long decay times, however, the phosphores- 
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Fig. 706. Decay curves of cathodophosphorescence emission of an aluminized 
4-mg cm"“* screen of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn(0.3) excited to equilibrium (at room tem¬ 

perature) by unmodulated 10-kv CR at the indicated current densities. (S. Lasof 

and R. H. Bube) 

cence-decay curve of this phosphor tends to depart from L cc and 
approximate L oz (so-called power-law decay). Power-law decays 
are quite sensitive to changes in temperature, excitation density, and 
kind of excitant, as shown in Figs. 70,71, and Figure 70 shows 
that the initial exponential (linear) portion of the decay curve of rbhdl.- 
ZniiSiO4:Mn(0.3) is practically unaffected by change in Lo or in the 
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type of excitant used, whereas the later power-law (nonlinear) portion 
of the curve appears sooner and is relatively more prominent when Lo 
is low, for example, when the excitation density is low, or when the 
excitation is accomplished by 2537-A photons instead of 6-kv electrons. 

Decay time, seconds 

Fig. 71. Phosphorescence-decay curves of a power-law-decay hex.-9ZnS*CdS: 
Cu (0.0073) phosphor after excitation to equilibrium by steady UV and CR. Measure¬ 

ment on excited side of thick layer. 

When the entire decay curve follows a power-law relationship, as in 
Fig. 71, the rate of decay increases; that is, the tangent to the decay 
curve becomes steeper, with higher Lof and with excitation by CR rather 
than UV. Figure 72a shows that the power-law '^tair^ on the decay 
curve of photophosphorescence emission of a phosphor exhibiting an 
initially exponential decay is absent at very low or very high tempera¬ 
tures, being detectable only at some intermediate temperature.^^* 
Figure 726 shows that the initial exponential decay of cathodophos- 
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phorescence emission of this t3rpe of phosphor is also little affected by 
variation of the operating temperature of the phosphor in the range from 
297 to 527®K, whereas the low-intensity power-law “taiP^ is again 
strongly influenced by change in temperature. This particular sample ‘ 

Decay time, milliseconds 

Fig. 72o. Decay curves of a predominantly exponential-decay rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: 

Mn(0.3) phosphor as a function of temperature during operation. Excitation by 

2537-A UV. The decay ‘‘taiF’ appears at intermediate temperatures. 
(G. R. Fonda) 

evidently has one trapping level which empties rapidly at 297®K and 
another broader and deeper trapping level which does not empty rapidly 
until the phosphor temperature exceeds 330®K. 

As shown in Figs. 72c and 72d, the apparerU decay constant, a + o', gen¬ 
erally exhibits an increase as the operating temperature of the phosphor is 
increased above the temperature break point Tb. This behavior has 
been reported also by Krdger, et al., for phosphors such as Mg2Ti04:Mn, 
(NH4)8U02F#, and 9Ca0*Mg0-6Al203JMn excited by 365Q-A UV.^“* The 
explanation advanced is that the average lifetime t of the excited state for 
radiative transitions remains substantially constant with temperature, but an 
increasing number of excited centers make rumradiaJbwe transitions to the ground 
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Decay time, seconds 

Fia. 72b. Decay curves of cathodophosphorescence emission of an aluminized 

4-mg cm“^ screen of rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) excited by steady 10-kv 0.86-Aia cm“* 

CR at the indicated operating temperatures. (S. Lasof and R. H. Bube) 

state as the temperature is increased above Tb^ Hence, at temperatures above 
Tsf eq. 90, 

L » Lo€“«‘ 

becomes modified to 

L - (90a) 
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where a' depends on the temperature according to 

with Va being of the order of the vibration frequency of the atoms in the crystal 
(«10^2 gec“'i) and E* being the activation energy required to raise the excited 
system into a state whence it can make a nonradiative transition. For example, 

Fia. 72c. Dependence of cathodoluminescence efficiency 6 and apparent decay 

‘‘constant^' (a + a'), on opc^rating temperature for an aluminized screen of rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn (see Fig. 107) excited by 10-kv 0.2-/ia cm~^ CR. Observation interval 

« 1 to 22 msec after cessation of excitation. (S. Lasof and R. H. Bube) 

E* may be visualized as the energy difference between e and/in Fig. 166, assum¬ 
ing that the excited system initially in state c makes a radiationless transition 
via c—/—a (there may be a long-wave-infrared radiative transition from E* to 
E at /) when raised thermally into the energy level corresponding to /. On 
this basis, the increase in observed (a + a') with increasing T should be accom¬ 
panied by a corresponding decrease in luminescence efficiency 8. This is found 
to be generally true as a rough approximation (Figs. 72c and 72e). In certain 
cases, however, it has been found that the trend of (a -f o') does not mirror 
the trend of 8, especially when there are sufficient excited trapped electrons to 
provide a strong power-law tail to the €“®* type decay curve. In these cases 
there are anomalies in the behavior of 8 and (a + o') in the temperature region 
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100 150 200 250 
Temperature, * C 

Fia. 72d. Dependence of cathodolumidescence efficiency 6 and apparent decay 

“constant” (o + o') on operating temperature for an aluminized screen of hex.- 

ZnS:Mn (see Fig. 107) excited by 10-kv 0.2-Ma cm“^ CR. Observation interval « 1 
to 22 msec after cessation of excitation. (S. Lasof and R. H. Bube) 

-200 -100 0 100 200 
Temperature, * C 

Fiq. 72e. Dependence of photoluminescence efficiency 8, apparent decay “constant” 

(a a% radiative-transition decay constant a, and nonradiative-transition factor a^ 

on operating temperature for a M©Ti04:Mn, 1300^0, phosphor excited by 3650-1 

UV. Observation interval » 0 to 2 msec after cessation of excitation. (F. A. 
Kroger et al.) 
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where the activation energy for the trapped electrons is approximately SOfcr. 

Such anomalies have been found for hex.-ZnS:Mn (Fig. 72d) and tetr.-ZnF2:Mn 

under excitation by CR. The tetr.-ZnF2: Mn phosphor (and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn 

excited by either CR or 2537-A UV) exhibits a marked hysteresis effect in that 

the curves of 8 and (a 4- a') versus T change as the phosphor is heated and 

cooled several times. For present purposes, however, we shall refer to 

decay phosphors as being temperature-independent in the sense that a is inde¬ 

pendent of T, except that above Tb an additional factor a' must be introduced 

to account for nonradiative transitions. Below Tb, of course, the observed 

decay is practically independent of T, In phosphors with only power-law 

decays, however, the entire growth and decay curves are greatly affected by 

changes in the operating temperature of the luminescing phosphor both above 

and below 

2. Temperature-dependent Power-law Decays, There is a plethora of 
published interpretations of luminescence growth and decay phe¬ 
nomena.®** These interpretations include (a) attempts to fit all 
decay curves with one or more simple exponential functions.^'®* ^^®**®^’*“*®** 
(6) attempts to explain power-law decays as being (1) basically (inter¬ 
nally) bimolecular, L = —dN/di = hN^ (from which L = l/?)[(Lo^>)’’^ 
+ tf)f and obscured by absorption and other phenomena,^®** or (2) 
combinations of bimolecular and simple hyperbolic functions, where the 
hyperbolic contribution, L oc is ascribed to the release of electrons 
from two-dimensional surface-state traps according to Fermi-Dirac 
statistics (Fig. 15d, e),*®® and (c) other approaches given in previously 
cited references and many more dealing with various aspects of phos¬ 
phorescence.*®^’^® 

The interpretation of so-called power-law decays which is offered 
here is based simply on the evidence for electron traps, as shown by 
photostimulation and glow curves (Figs. 25 and 26), in i*”” decay phos¬ 
phors.®** A simple example of an electron *‘trap” is found in the 
occurrence of a metastable state in an isolated atom in a gas. When 
an atom is excited into a metastable state, for example, E*rn in Fig. 67c, 
it must absorb an amount AE* of activation energy to be raised into the 
radiative state E*. If the radiative transition E^m Eq were not 
completely forbidden, this transition would occur as a slow temperature- 
independent exponential decay according to eq. 90. The transition to 
Eq from E*fn via E*, however, is strongly temperature-dependent and, 
neglecting the lifetime associated with the radiative process^ follows a rela¬ 
tion of the type, 

L = -dN/dl = (92) 

where N is the number of excited atoms in metastable states, tE* is 
the thermal activation energy required to raise an electron out of the 
“trap” into E*, and Va is the attempt frequency for the transition 
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from E*fn to E*. Under these conditions Va is the frequency of molecular 
collisions in the gas (va oc T^). By integration of eq. 92, the phos¬ 
phorescence output becomes, in the absence of reirapping^ 

L = (93) 

where Lq is the output at < = 0, and T is the temperature of the gas, in 
degrees Kelvin. 

Equation 93 assumes a single discrete trapping (metastable) level, 
whereas there may be one or more bands of trapping levels (AE*< in 
Fig. 67d) in solids, as demonstrated by the stimulation and glow-curve 
bands in Figs. 25 and 26. For a solid, therefore, eq. 93 must generally be 
expanded to 

L = (94) 

where the subscripts 1, 2, 3 • • • iV denote traps of different depths 
AE*i, AE*2, AE*3 • • • AE*isr and attempt frequencies Va^, Va^y Va^ • • • 
which may make different contributions Li^, Lso • • * Iwo fo the 
output at time t = 0. Randall and Wilkins have shown that, for a 
hypothetical uniform trap distribution, that is, an equal number Ne* of 
traps of all depths,^^® 

L = NeJcT{1 - (95) 

which reduces to a hyperbolic relationship, 

L = NeJcT/I (96) 

when Vat'll- If the trap distribution were exponential with trap 
depth, that is 

Ne* - Ar^^*dE* (97) 

where A is a constant, then, 

(98) 

which reduces to eq. 96 when a == 0 (uniform trap distribution) and 
expresses an ideal bimolecular decay (L cx r'^) when akT =1. An 
ideal bimolecular decay, according to 

L = l/h[{LQhy^ + if (98a) 

would obtain if there were two equally abundant remote recombination 
partners, that is, '‘free'^ excited electrons and positive holes, which 
required no activation energy to become sufficiently mobile to “seek 
each other out.'^ This mobility requirement is met in bimolecular 
chemical reactions in fluids, where the “constant'^ 6 varies with the 
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temperature- and viscosity-sensitive mobilities of the reacting atoms or 
ions, but the experimentally observed trapping of (at least) electrons in 
i*”” decay phosphor solids precludes the applicability of eq. 98a until the 
trapped electrons or positive holes are released by an additional activa¬ 
tion energy i5* = AJE*, according to eqs. 93 and 94. In practice, then, 
the temperature-sensitive phosphorescence mechanism comprises an 
activated release of trapped excited electrons or positive holes, followed 
(at least in the case of remote trapping) by a bimolecular-type recom¬ 
bination of those electrons and positive holes which have sufficient 
mobility to reach their opposite recombination partners without being 
retrapped, and concluded by a monomolecular-type radiative transition. 
If it is assumed, for simplicity, that there are equal numbers of trapped 
electrons and positive holes, and that the positive holes remain trapped, 
then the phosphorescence decay will proceed largely according to eq. 94 
if the rate of release of electrons from traps is very slow relative to the 
rate of radiative recombination of the released ^^free^^ electrons with 
the positive holes. This appears to be generally true, and so thermal 
release is usually the rate-determining step. On the other hand, the 
influence of eq. 98a should become larger when the rate of release of 
electrons from traps is very fast relative to the rate of radiative recom¬ 
bination of the ^^free^^ electrons and holes. In general, at the instant 
oficessation of excitation, there will be certain proportions of (1) ^‘free^^ 
electrons with various velocities and at various distances from suitable 
positive holes, (2) trapped electrons in traps of various depths and at 
various distances from positive holes, (3) mobile positive holes with var¬ 
ious velocities, and (4) trapped positive holes. Phosphorescence decay 
during the first instants after cessation of excitation arises largely from 
the radiative recombination of nearby mobile excited electrons and 
positive holes; then the phosphorescence output comes mainly from the 
release of electrons from the shallowest traps, and during the later 
stages of decay the phosphorescence contributions come from succes¬ 
sively deeper traps. On this basis, it is understandable that the phos¬ 
phorescence decay curves of decay phosphors are usually quite 
complex, even neglecting (a) retrapping, (6) nonuniformities in the 
degree of excitation within the volume of the phosphor, and (c) optical 
complexities due to scattering and absorption. Also, the brief initial 
nonexponential decay of some predominantly decay phosphors 
(compare Fig. 79) is probably due to the radiative return of “free’' 
excited electrons which happen to be in very shallow traps or the con¬ 
duction band at the instant of cessation of excitation [referring to Fig. 
16c, electrons in E*c or (where iS?**/, — <$C kT) first drop to 
the level and then make a radiative transition from to 
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Some phosphors, such as cub.-KCl:Tl, cub.-KCl:Ag,**® and stron¬ 
tium silicate exhibit simple temperature-dependent exponen¬ 
tial decays according to eq. 93, but most of the decay phosphors 
have complex trapping distributions which for practical purposes are 
generally approximated over the major part of their useful decay times 

^‘maximum’' excitation 

Fia. 73a. Log-log plot of decay curves of hex.-ZnS:ZnO(2):Cu(0.01). Lumines¬ 
cence output at 10“® hr (0.036 sec) « 2.17 X 10“® candle cm”"* =» 7 mL * 100 
lumergs cm~* sec“^ » 2.5 X 10'* 2.5-ev photons cm“* sec“'. The value of the 
exponent n, in L oc is given by the ratio (A abscissa)/(A ordinate) for a straight 

line on a log-log plot. (M. Schilling wi) 

by an empirical expression of the type, 

L = Lo\b/ (6 + t)]^ (99) 

where both h and n may vary considerably with large changes in Lq, 
r, f, and the type and energy of excitant (Figs. 70, 71, and 73).“’®* 
For practical purposes, h is usually smaller than 10“"^ sec, and n varies 
from about 0.2 to 2. A more satisfactory empirical equation has been 
developed by L. S. Nergaard for some of the hex.-ZnS:Cu-type phos¬ 
phors. The general equation is 

log L - 6i(l - 62 log [1 + t/to] - 63[log (1 + t/to)?) (100) 
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Decay time 

Fig. 736. Log-log plot of decay curves of : 

1. hex.-ZnS:Cu (0.006) Riedel, Griin N 
2. hex.-ZnS: Cu(0.008): Co(0.00007) * E. Podschus, I.G. Farbenindustrie 
3. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.0008):00(0.0015)** E. Podschus, I.G. Farbenindustrie 

Excitation by: 
A. 5-min exposure to a 100-watt tungsten-filament lamp 50 cm distant (* indi¬ 

cates the optimum phosphor for this excitation). 

B, 5-min exposure to a 15-watt mercury-vapor lamp with Schott, BG12 filter 
20 cm distant (** indicates the optimum phosphor for this excitation or for excitation 
by daylight). (E. Podschus, per C. H. Love *^®“) 

Using eq. 100, the decay curve given by Schilling for a ‘‘completely 
excited'^ hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor (Fig. 73) is fitted from 10“"^ to 10^ hr by 

logio L « 13.4(1 - 0.0334 logio [I + t] - 0.008[logio (1 + t)?) (101) 

where L is expressed in photons cm~^ sec~^ Integration of eq. 101 gives 
the phosphorescence light sum, 

M’" 80 

Ltotal = I Ldt 
J/-0 

(102) 

that is, the total number of photons cm ^ emitted during the entire 
decay-time, which in this case is about 10^® photons cm~^. The pene- 
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tration of the UV excitant is less than about 0.01 cm, and so 

the total number of photons externally emitted per cubic centimeter of 

excited volume is about 10^^ to 10^® photons cm~^. The number of 

internally emitted photons per cubic centimeter may be larger than 

these calculated values, because some of the internal photons may be 

reabsorbed and converted into heat. The figure of 10^® photons cm”^ 

may be interpreted as the maximum concentration of traps per cubic 

centimeter in a fully excited hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) phosphor, and this 

trap concentration is the same order of magnitude as the concentration 

of Cu activator atoms in the phosphor (1 cm^ of hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) 

contains about 4 X 10*“^ mole of ZnS and 4 X mole of Cu, or 

2 X 10^® Cu atoms cm“^). A similar apparent correlation has been 

obtained between the total IR-stimulated phosphorescence per unit 

excited volume and the concentration of Sm activator atoms in a cub.- 

SrS: SrS04: LiF: Sm: Ce phosphor.®^ In this case, the dominant activator 

(or emission activator) Ce determines the spectral emission char¬ 

acteristic, while the auxiliary activator (or trapping activator) Sm deter¬ 

mines the spectral stimulation characteristic.In the hex.-ZnS:Cu 

phosphor, however, the Cu largely determines the emission and the 

phosphorescence characteristics, probably by forming centers of the 

type sketched in Fig. 16c (without^the highly localized E*i^ level). 

It appears from the two cited cases that the deep traps, with thermal 

trap depths which are very large relative to kT, may be associated with 

multivalent impurities, for example, electron + Cu^"*" —> Cu"^ (trapping 

state), and electron + Sm®“^ (Sm^“^) —> Sm^"^ (Sm"^) (trapping state). 

It is possible, also, to trap positive holes, and to have traps associated 

with crystal imperfections other than those produced by impurities. 

For example, it is reported that nonphosphorescent natural calcite 

crystals may be made phosphorescent by mechanical or thermal treat¬ 

ment which introduces observable cracks, and the intensity of phos¬ 

phorescence is reported to be proportional to the number of macroscop- 

ically detectable induced fiaws.*^^ The thermostimulated light sum 

emitted from a decay phosphor at a given temperature is generally 

proportional to (1) the concentration of traps which are sufficiently 

deep to hold excited electrons for times longer than 10“"® sec at the given 

temperature, (2) the penetration of the excitant, and (3) the duration of 

excitation below saturation. The phosphorescence light sum is usually 

decreased by (1) increasing the temperature of the phosphor, that is, 

increasing the probability of nonradiative transitions, and (2) increasing 

the energies of individual photons used for excitation (Fig. 73) or stimu¬ 

lation (Fig. 26), that is, increasing the energy deficit which produces 

heat, or increasing the energy excess over that required to release trapped 

electrons, thereby increasing quenching relative to stimulation.*” 
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During excitation of an initially de-excited phosphor having several 
trap depths (distinct glow-curve bands or photostimulation bands), the 
electrons which are captured in the deepest traps are the last to be 
released and manifest themselves as phosphorescence emission. At 
the beginning of excitation of such a de-excited phosphor which has deep 

Fig. 74a. Growth curve of luminescence emission during excitation of a thick 
layer of cub.-SrS:SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu (Std. VI, R. Ward) by blue light at 254®C. 

(R. E. Shrader) 

Excitation by blue light from an incandescent lamp with Wratten filter No. 47. 

unfilled traps, there is not the simple exponential growth of luminescence 
emission exhibited by phosphors with temperature-independent expo¬ 
nential decays, because the deep traps must be filled before the lumines¬ 
cence output can attain equilibrium with the excitation input. A 
particularly noticeable delay in the growth of luminescence emission is 
observable during the first excitation of certain freshly prepared deep- 
trap phosphors, such as Cd0:Si02:Mn or hex.-ZnO:[Zn], which may 
later exhibit either or decays, depending on the phosphor, the 
phosphor temperature, and the time after excitation. 

Qrmthrdelay effect This is evident in Fig. 74a which shows a typical 
S-shaped curve of luminescence growth for a relatively deep-trap 
decay phosphor (see dotted glow curve in Fig. 746) under excitation by a 
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low intensity of UV photons.^®** The initial slow growth of externally 
emitted luminescence photons represents the interval during which the 
deep traps are being filled. When the deep traps have been filled, the 
luminescence output increases more rapidly, because the shallow traps 
release electrons more rapidly under the influence of thermal agitation 
(thermostimulation). Many hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Cu phosphors which have 
become partially oxidized during crystallization also exhibit a visibly 
detectable growth delay when compared with the unoxidized phosphors. 
This indicates that the oxidation promotes the formation of moderately 

Fig. 746. Glow curvets of (1) cub.-SrS:SrS04.*LiF:Sm:Ce (Std. VII), and (2) cub.- 

SrS: SrS04: CaF2: Sm: Eu (Std. VI) after excitation at 77 ®K. (F. Urbach “0 

deep traps in these phosphors. When the thermal trap depth E* is 
only very large relative to kT (that is, E* » SOkT) at the operating 

temperature of the phosphor, then the delayed-growth effect may not 

be observable because very deep traps (relative to kT!) do not empty 
sulEciently between successive excitations. When E* is only very shallow 

relative to kT (that is, E* « SOfcT), then a delayed-growth effect may 
occur, but detection of the effect requires a detector with higher time 

resolution than is allowed by the 0.1-sec persistence of vision when the 
human eye is used as the detector. When a phosphor has a wide range 

and wide density distribution of trap depths, then the growth curves 

may vary greatly with the temperature of the phosphor, the time 
between successive excitations, and the type and intensity of excitation. 

General, or selective, emptying of traps by steady or intermittent 

photostimulation or photoquenching may also be used to vary the shapes 

of the growth curves. 

At any instant during equilibrium of excitation and emission, that 
is, when Lq remains constant with increasing practically all the 

deepest traps will be occupied, whereas most of the shallowest traps 
will still be unoccupied unless the density of ‘‘free^^ excited electrons 
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produced per unit time is greater than the density of shallow traps 
divided by the average lifetime of electrons in such shallow traps. As 
the excitation density is increased, more (shallower) traps become occu¬ 
pied per unit excited volume at any instant during equilibrium. Because 
the rate of emptying increases as the trap depth decreases, the initial 
rate of decay of phosphorescence increases as the excitation density is 
increased. The later rate of decay, at long times after cessation of 
excitation, however, is little affected by the excitation density as long 
as equilibrium has been attained; that is, when all the deep traps have 
been filled. 

According to Fig. 22, the excitation density decreases with increasing 
distance along the path of a beam of excitant particles penetrating a 
phosphor crystal. This means that the phosphor crystal is nonuniformly 
excited along the path of the beam, even when equilibrium obtains. 
Hence, at cessation of excitation, each point along the path of the ex¬ 
citant beam within the crystal has been excited to a different Lq, the 
highest Lo being near the point of entry of the beam, and the lowest 
detectable Lq being near the penetration “limit.'' The externally ob¬ 
served phosphorescence output, then, is always the sum of many different 
internal phosphorescence outputs, each starting from a different Lq 

and each representing a different local distribution of excited electrons 
in traps of various depths. This, of course, is an added complication 
to eq. 94. 

Where there is only a simple temperature-independent decay, 
the resultant externally observed phosphorescence also follows a simple 
exponential relation. Where there is a range of trap depths and densities 
(with varying probability of retrapping, and varying Lq as a function of 
distance), however, the resultant decay is necessarily complex, and so 
the “constant" 6 and the exponent n in eq. 99 vary with the time of 
decay as well as with the type and energy of excitant, the intensity and 
time of excitation, and the temperature of the phosphor (Figs. 70-73, 
75, and 76). The different maximum phosphorescence outputs shown 
in Fig. 73 for the same phosphor excited by photons with different 
energies may be accounted for bythe different depths of penetration 

and different energy deficits (huabsorbed — /^^emitted) of the different low- 
energy primary photons. Increasing penetration usually increases the 
phosphorescence output, because more traps become available in the 
increased excited volume, but absorption losses (especially in thick 
screens of small scattering crystals) eventually limit this increase. 
Decreasing the energy deficit usually increases the phosphorescence 
output, because less heat residue is produced to eject electrons thermally 
from traps during the excitation time interval. In this respect, it should 
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be noted that there is no direct relationship between the duration of 
excitation and the duration of detectable phosphorescence of a decay 
phosphor; indeed, an excited electron produced during an excitation 
interval of, say, 10“"^^ sec may produce a luminescence photon in about 

Decay time, seconds 

Pig. 75. Decay curves of a deep-trap phosphor, cub.-SrS:SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu 
(Std. VI), after excitation by photons with several different wavelengths when the 
phosphor is maintained at several different temperatures. At each temperature 

the phosphor has a different efficiency (see Fig. 76), and so the relative outputs, 

Lo, at < «= 0 differ from those obtained at room temperature, as indicated on each 
curve. Measurements made on the excited side of a thick screen. (R. E. Shrader) 

lO’”® sec, or it may be held in a very deep trap for years, especially at 
low temperatures. 

An example of the influence of the operating temperature of the 
phosphor and the quantum energy of the primary photons on (1) the 
intensity of phosphorescence emission, and (2) the shape of a decay 
curve is given in Figs. 75 and 76 for the case of a phosphor which has a 
relatively high concentration of chiefly deep traps (Sm centers);^®® 
compare Fig. 746. It may be noted that the later stages of the long 
decays tend to be parallel; these late phosphorescence emissions arise. 
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from the return of excited electrons which were detained in deep traps 
relative to the operating temperature. There is an optimum tempera¬ 
ture for maximum phosphorescence L at any particular and this 
optimum temperature is generally different for different ^^s and for 
different ex(;itations of a given phosphor. As shown in Table 16, tem- 

Fia. 70. Luminescence output (excited side) of a deep-trap phosphor, cub.-SrS: 
SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu (Std. VI), during excitation by photons with several diffe^rent 

wavelengths, when the phosphor is maintained at several diff(^rent temperatures. 

(R. E. Shrader) 

1. Excited by blue light (incand. lamp plus Wratten No. 47 filter) 
2. Excited by 3650-A UV 

3. Excited by 2537-A UV 

perature variations greatly affect phosphorescence emissions associated 
with traps whose thermal depths E* are about the same or are somewhat 
greater than SOfcT (for example, the yellow emission band in Table 16), 
whereas the phosphorescence emissions associated with very shallow 
traps (blue band in Table 16) or very deep traps are little affected by 
changes in temperature, as long as kT ^ -E^ghaUow) or kT <SC i?*deep- It 
may be seen from Table 16 that higher excitation densities bring more 
of the faster-emptying shallow traps into play, thereby increasing the 
initial decay rate.“'^^^^^^ (Incidentally, there was no indication of any 
exponential decay, at least after about 30 X 10“*® sec, in any of the 
measurements made in connection with Table 16.) 
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TABLE 16 

Measurement op the Time Taken to Decay to Lo/2, after Excitation to 

Equilibrium by 10-kv CR (Aluminized Screen) at 25 and 200°C, for the Blue 

([Zn]) Emission Band and the Yellow (Cu) Emission Band of 

hex.-9ZnS • CdS: [Zn] :Cu(0.007), 1250°C 

Data from S. I^asof 

Phosphorescence Emission Band T,°C 

D-C Current 

Density, 

iua cin“^ 
Time Taken to 
Decay to Z/o/2 

Yellow emission band (Xp^ » 5580 A) 25 2 230 X 10“' sec 
Yellow emission band (Xpk « 5580 A) 25 0.5 900 X 10“* sec 
Yellow emission band (Xpk « 5580 A) 25 0.1 3850 X 10~* sec 

Yellow emission band (Xpk « 5580 A) 25 0.02 >7000 X 10~®sec 

Yellow emission band (Xpk « 5580 A) 200 2 200 X 10~* sec 
Yellow emission band (Xpk » 5580 A) 200 0.5 370 X 10-« sec 

Yellow emission band (Xpk » 5580 A) 200 0.1 900 X 10-« sec 

Blue emission band (Xpk « 4430 A) 25 2 15 X 10~« sec 
Blue emission band (Xpk « 4430 A) 25 0.5 65 X 10“" sec 

Blue emission band (Xpk « 4430 A) 25 0.2 85 X 10~* sec 

Efficiency of blue-band emission too low to obtain readings at 200®C. The approx¬ 

imate glow curve of the blue band is shoWn as No. 1 in Fig. 25d, and the approximate 

glow curve of the yellow band is shown as No. 3 iji P’ig. 25c. The emission spectrum 

of this phosphor is shown in Fig. 110. 

In addition to the immediate temporary changes in phosphorescence 
wrought by changes in the operating temperatures of trap-type phos¬ 
phors, there may be permanent changes caused by temperature cycling. 
For example, the intensity of the initial room-temperature afterglows 
of certain Zn8:[Zn]“type phosphors is sometimes decreased by heating 
the phosphor to 300®C and then cooling again to room temperature. 
This indicates that annealing allows some activator and trapping centers 
to assume more nearly the equilibrium configurations that they were 
prevented from forming by rapid cooling after high-temperature crystal¬ 
lization. In readjusting during annealing, the energy levels of the centers 
(traps) may move upward, and the shallow traps at the top disappear 
into the conduction band (see Fig. 16c). Some rapidly cooled phosphors, 
especially those with low bonding energies and low melting points, may 
alter appreciably on standing or being excited at room temperature. 
[The cub.-CsCl:Sb phosphor®® and the rapid crystallization of (non- 
luminescent) amorphous selenium during exposure to light at 90®C are 
examples of such effects.®®^®] 

A finite number of excited electrons is required to fill completely all 
the available traps, of a given depth, in the excited volume of a phosphor, 
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and so equilibrium between excitation and emission is attained in shorter 
excitation times as the excitation density is increased, and as the density 
and depth of traps are decreased (also, as the temperature' of the phos¬ 
phor is increased). At very high excitation densities, and particularly 
with very short-decay shallow-trap phosphors, equilibrium may be 
attained well within a millisecond. In this respect, it is important to 
note that the decay of a phosphor from a given value of Lq may be quite 
different, depending on the manner in which the Lq value is attained. 
If a previously de-excited (for example, heated and cooled) phosphor 
is excited to a given Lq with a short-duration burst of high-intensity 
excitation, such that equilibrium is not attained, the initial decay will 
be more rapid and the later phosphorescence emission less intense than 
if the given Lq were attained as an equilibrium state with lower-intensity 
excitation of longer duration to maximize the probability of filling the 
deep traps. Correspondingly, the growth of potential phosphorescence 
(especially the long-duration phosphorescence) may be much more rapid 
than the initial growth of luminescence during excitation, particularly 
at low excitation densities. 

S. Pictorial Comparisons of Luminescence Mechanisms, {a) Mecha^ 
nism affording temperature-independent decays. Figure 77 is an 
expanded version of Figs. 676 and 68 with an indication of the similarities 
and differences among three different graphic representations of the 
presumed luminescence process in simple decay phosphors. The 
system described comprises an activator atom, for example, substitu- 
tionally located Mn (shown shaded in the center sequence), tetrahedrally 
coordinated by four ligands, for example, four F, 0, or S atoms, within 
a surrounding host crystal which is not shown. Each of the three 
sequences of diagrams is a series of simplified schematic “snapshots” of 
the system at various stages of the luminescence process, and the di¬ 
agrams are based on the two assumptions that (1) the excited electron 
does not leave the field of its parent atom (little or no photoconduction 
accompanying luminescence), and (2) the configurational-coordinate 
spacing, that is, the average center-to-center interatomic spacings 
between the emitting atom and its ligands increases when the emitting 
atom is in the excited state. On this basis: 

(i) The upper sequence of energy-level diagrams follows the general 
pattern established in Figs, 4,9, and 16c, it being noted that the normally 
filled ground-state level Eo is that of the activator center (that is, Eq in 
Fig. 77 = El in Fig. 16c, and the normally unoccupied higher levels 
E*i and E*2 are also associated with the activator center. The level 
E*3 or the higher discrete level may be an exciton level, and E'^c is a 
conduction band of the host crystal. The activator levels should be 





m 
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imagined as bands for the crystal as a whole, because there is a deviation 
in the relatively discrete levels of differently situated individual activator 
centers in .the crystal; also, there is a broadening particularly of the 
higher levels introduced by some interaction of the activator atoms 
with each other and with their ligands and a small broadening introduced 
by local fluctuations in thermal energy. Losses of excitation energy 
as heat are indicated by dotted curves of damped oscillations to new 
equilibrium spacings between the atoms. 

(ii) The center sequence of hypothetical structural drawings is self- 
explanatory in indicating the absorption of excitation energy, which 
may be of primary or secondary origin, followed by localized excitation 
and then the emission of a luminescence photon of smaller energy than 
that supplied for excitation (Stokes^ law obeyed). 

(iii) The lower sequence of potential-energy versus configurational- 
coordinate diagrams was discussed in connection with Fig. 68 where 

Fig. 78. Chronological schematic sequence of the presumed mechanism of lumines 
row: conventional energy-level diagrams; lower row: simplified two-dimension 

Legend: Excitation. Absorbed energy raises impurity Ej {or hosi^ysted Eh) 
in the drawing, remains as a positive hole in the ground-state level Er (or Eh)- 

Remote Trapping. The excited system loses some energy as heat while the 
a remote impurity atom (ion) [If the **free” electron were raised from Eh, then 
replenish a F).] Both groups of atoms move to new equilibrium positions (heat 
to E*r. 

Stimulation. Absorbed energy, for example, heat or infrared, raises trapped 
librium positions (heat liberated). 

Emission. The released *Tree’’electron loses energy by inelastic collisions,dropping 
Ep, directly [or, more probably, through intermediate levels (for example, E*r)], 
The luminesoence-center atoms return to their original equilibrium positions (heat 
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the transition probability was related to and an attempt was made 
to relate this product to the bonding energy of the host crystal. If 
^1^2 were large on both sides of the diagram, it would be possible to 
have two strong excitation or emission bands (cub.-KCl:Tl? Table 5). 
By drawing the lower sequence of diagrams so that and Eq approach 
each other with increasing configurational coordinate, as shown in Fig. 
166, it is possible to account for nonradiative transitions and for the 
variation of luminescency efficiency with variation in the operating 
temperature of the phosphor crystals. This feature is omitted in Figs. 
68 and 77 because they are concerned chiefly with radiative transitions. 
In any event. Fig. 77 is included chiefly as a general cross-reference of 
different commonly used energy-level diagrams and for purposes of 
visualizing some salient features of the presently assumed mechanisms 
of temperature-independent decay phosphors. 

(6) Mechanism affording temperature-dependent decay. Figure 78 
shows sequences of hypothetical simplified schematic ^^snapshots^' of 

cence with remote trapping in a temperature-dependent t ” decay phosphor. Upper 
al plan views of activator atom (ion) with its ligands (see caption to Fig. 77). 

electron (•) into excited-state conduction band E*c> An ionized atom (ion) X*i 

‘^free’^ electron loses energy by inelastic collisions and becomes trapped by or near 

the positive hole could wander to Xi and be trapped (by having Xi lose an electron to 

liberated). Groundnstate level Ei shifts to Er, and excited-state level E*i shifts 

electron back into conduction band. Trapping-center atoms move to original equi- 

to the lower edge of E*C‘ The “free’^ electron becomes bound to X*i and drops to 

and the system emits the energy difference E*c — Ep or E*p — Ep as a photon, 
liberated), and Ep returns to Ei. 
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the energy-level diagrams (top row) and atomic sizes and interatomic 
spacings (bottom row) during one luminescence act in a photoconducting 
phosphor exhibiting temperature-dependent i""” decay of phosphores¬ 
cence. For simpli(;ity, only one trapping level is shown (£*/- in trap). 
The assumedly interstitial atom Xi of the emitter center may be excited 
directly by primary or secondary excitants, as shown, or by having an 
electron in one of the filled bands of the host crystal (for example, Eh) 
raised into an excited-state level, whereupon the resultant positive hole 
in Eh may wander near A"i and excite it by the indirect process of having 
an electron drop from the Ej level to fill the positive hole m Eh (thereby 
trapping the positive hole in Ei). The excited electron may be raised 
to an exciton state (compare Figs. 4 and 9) or to the conduction band, 
as shown. In either case, the excited electron may travel away from 
its parent atom until it is trapped. A trap may be a crystal imperfection, 
including a surface discontinuity, an anion defect, or (as shown) an 
impurity atom. Although it is possible that the trap may be many 
atom-spacings distant from the parent atom or eventual emitting atom, 
experimental evidence indicates that in many cases the traps are in 
or near the emitting centers as indicated in Fig. In Fig. 78, 
the indefinitely remote emitting and trapping centers are drawn alike 
to indicate that an activator impurity, such as Cu or Mn, may sometimes 
function as an emitter and a remote trap in the same host crystal, al¬ 
though it is possible that the emitting atoms may be predominantly 
in one type of site (for example, substitutional), and the trapping atoms 
may be predominantly in another type of site (for example, interstitial). 
In phosphors such as cub.-Sr(S:Se):SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu and rbhdl.- 
(Zn:Be)2Si04:As(or Sn):Mn, however, one activator (Sm, As, Sn) 
apparently acts as the trapping agent and the other activator (Eu, Mn) 
acts as the emitting agent. If the trap is a vacant anion site (imagine 
one of the F^s missing in Fig. 78), the ^ of the excited electron is largely 
localized near the anion defect to help restore the normal electrostatic 
balance in that region of the crystal. A missing mononegative anion 
may trap one electron, a missing dinegative anion may trap two elec¬ 
trons, and so on. When the excited electron is trapped very near its 
parent atom, it may be imagined as being in a metastable-state level of 
the center (Fig. 16c), or it may be thought of as a quasi-exciton where 
the positive hole remains ‘^frozen’^ at Xi in Fig. 78 and the ^ of the 
excited electron travels around Xi and its immediate neighbors. In all 
these cases, it is necessary to supply additional energy to release (stim¬ 
ulate) the trapped electron, as distinguished from the spontaneous 
radiative transition shown in Fig. 77 for simple c”®' decays. Such addi¬ 
tional stimulation energy may come from phonons (heat), primary 
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photons (for example, infrared), or direct or secondary action of primary 
charged material particles. The stimulation may be to the quasi- 
exciton or conduction levels, and the released electron has again the 
ability to move away with various probabilities of (1) being , re- 
trapped,2®2~239 (2) losing all of its energy by nonradiative processes, and 

(3) making a radiative recombination with a positive hole. [It is 
probable that there is a short-duration pause of the returning electron 
in a normally unoccupied impurity level (E*r in Fig. 78-4) before making 
a spontaneous radiative transition to the ground-state level.251 
preradiative “capture’^ is a means of increasing the wave-function 
overlap, that is, increasing ^1^2 of the excited electron and the trapped 
positive hole. Potential-energy versus configurational-coordinate di¬ 
agrams were not drawn in Fig. 78 because they would be quite complex, 
and the local processes of readjustments and radiationless energy losses 
following electronic transitions have been exemplified in Fig. 77.] 

(c) Discussion. Diagrammatically, the basic difference between 
phosphors having decays and those having only f”" decays is that 
the latter phosphors do not have highly localized nonmetastable excited- 
state energy levels, such as in Fig. 16c and E*i in Fig. 77, to which 
the centers may be excited directly. The remote trapping shown in 
Fig. 78 is an extreme case of the decay mechanism which, in general, 
includes also trapping within the parent center, as shown in Fig. 16c. 

Although the two luminescence mechanisms shown in Figs. 16c, 77, 
and 78 appear to be distinct and experimentally separable by, for ex¬ 
ample, their dependence on temperature and intensity of excitation, 
such a separation is difficult when the duration of detectable phosphores¬ 
cence approaches 10~® sec. As the lifetime of the excited state ap¬ 
proaches 10”® sec, the f”” decay type should approach the decay 
type as a limit; that is, there is an increasing overlap of the ^ of the 
excited electron with the field of its parent atom, and the trap depth 
approaches zero. This raises the question whether, in the phosphor 
centers at least, there may not be local fine structure above the lower 
edge of the host-crystal conduction band,perhaps in the form of 
metastable-state levels from which trapped electrons could be released 
to either higher or lower energy levels in which there are weighted prob¬ 
abilities of (1) making a local radiative transition, (2) making a local 
nonradiative transition, and (3) wandering away froin the center through 
the host-ciystal conduction band. On this basis, a heat-actuated release 
of a trapped electron to lower levels could be effected by high-amplitude 
temperature fluctuations which upset the strict operation of selection 
rules and in some cases could increase the probability of radiationless 
return to the ground state (thermoquenching). In any event, many 
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phosphors, such as rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn (Figs. 70 and 72), rbhdl.- 
(Zn:Be)2(Si:Sn)04:Mn (Fig. 66“), and tetr.-(Zn:Mg)F2:Mn, exhibit 
strong initial decays followed by weaker long-duration U'”' decays 
without change in spectral distribution of emission. This means that 
both radiative transitions take place from the same energy level (E*j^ 
in Fig. 16c, E*i in Fig. 77), from which it may be argued that r”” decay 
mechanisms involve a preradiative pause on an intermediate energy 
level, for example, the level shown as E'*// in Fig. 78 (leaving open the 
possibility that E*x may be overlapped by the conduction band in some 
cases). On the other hand, some phosphors, such as hex.-9.6ZnS' 
0.05CdS:Ag(0.02):Cu(0.005) and hex.-ZnS:[Zn]:Cu(0.001) (Figs. 45 
and 46), exhibit two decay emission bands where the blue ([Zn], Ag) 
band decays at a much faster rate than the green (Cu) band (Fig. 66 
and Table 16). 

This may be interpreted as indicating either (1) that excited electrons 
released from traps wander freely through the host crystal, providing 
the observed electric conduction paralleling phosphorescence,^^® and that 
these released electrons have a higher probability of recombination 
with an ionized [Zn] or Ag center than with an ionized Cu center, or 
(2) that excited electrons are trapped in or near the emitting centers, 
and the trap depth associated with fZn] or Ag centers is smaller than the 
trap depth associated with Cu centers. Alternative 1 allows retrapping, 
whereas alternative 2, which is similar to Lenard^s ^^Zentren verschiedener 
Dauer” (centers having different lifetimes of the excited state) 
makes retrapping less probable. Garlick's studies of ‘ the dielectric 
changes of certain ZnS-type phosphors in alternating electric fields tend 
to support the second alternative, that excited electrons are trapped in 
or near the eventual emitting centers, although there has been some 
controversy about the relative importance of retrapping during phos- 
phorescence.®®^’®®®"®®®'®*® According to Garlick and Levshin, there is 
little or no detectable retrapping during normal (thermostimulated) 
phosphorescence of many ZnS-type phosphors, but W. L. Parker 
(private communication) has obtained experimental evidence for about 
10 per cent probability of retrapping during photostimulation of certain 
IR-stimulable phosphors, such as Nos. 20-22 in Table 5.^’"'^® 

It is probable that both of the phosphorescence mechanisms are 
operative to some degree in phosphor crystals, with (1) some long-range 
motion of excited electrons through the host crystal accounting for any 
nonpolarizing photoconduction, and (2) short-range motions of excited 
electrons between parent atoms and nearby traps (probably within the 
small distorted domains which are called centers) accounting for the 
large polarizing photoconduction which is observed with many 
decay phosphors. 
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In a phosphor system which has energy-level diagrams such as those 
shown in Fig. 16c, with an appreciable concentration of trapping states 
suitable for providing phosphorescence delay at room temperature, it is 
to be expected that excitation by long-wave photons could afford 
decay (excitation from Er to whereas excitation by short-wave 
photons could afford longer-duration decay (excitation from Ej 
to E**r^ • • • E*Cy and subsequent trapping). This is apparently what 
occurs in cub.-KCl*0.03TlCl (made by grinding together KCl and TlCl) 
which exhibits (a) a pale-yellow luminescence (band) emission under 
excitation by 2537-A UV, with no perceptible phosphorescence emission, 
and (2) an identical pale-yellow emission under excitation by 1850-A 
UV, X rays, or CR, followed by a long decay yellow phosphorescence 
emission. The 4.9-ev 2537-A primary photons are apparently unable 
to raise electrons from Er to E'^*r^ or E*c whereas primary excitant 
particles with energies equal to or greater than 5.4-ev 2300-A photons 
can raise electrons from Ej to E’^j^ or higher levels. Similar effects occur 
in SrSi03:Eu.287.238 

4- Influence of Phosphor Composition and Structure on Phosphores¬ 
cence. It is not yet possible to give a quantitative explanation of the 
growth and decay characteristics of different phosphors in terms of their 
chemical compositions and crystal structures. Many of the phosphors 
which were measured and reported in the past were of doubtful composi¬ 
tion or structure, and there is still a dearth of accurate growth and decay 
curves of well-defined phosphors measured after various excitations at 
various temperatures and over several orders of magnitude of decay 
time and intensity. There is a need for thorough studies, making differ¬ 
ent measurements on the same sample, to correlate luminescence effi¬ 
ciency, growth, and decay under different excitants and excitant densities 
(at different temperatures) with chemical composition, crystal structure, 
crystal size, photoconduction, glow curves; absorption, excitation, stimu¬ 
lation, quenching, and emission spectra; dielectric and magnetic proper¬ 
ties; and photoelectric- and secondary-emission characteristics of the 
phosphor. Such fundamental experimental studies are needed to 
resolve the many conflicting interpretations of the fragmentary experi¬ 
mental information which is now available. 

In general, chemical composition (including activator), rather than 
gross crystal structure, is the major factor in determining whether a 
phosphor exhibits predominantly c““®^ or decay. For example, 
cub.-ZnS:Mn, hex.-ZnS:Mn, tetr.-ZnF2:Mn, and Ca2P207:Mn all 
exhibit strong initial c""®* decays, whereas eub.-ZnS:[Zn], hex.-ZnS:[Zn], 
cub.-ZnS:Cu, hex.-ZnS:Cu, cub.-ZnS:Ag, hex.-ZnS:Ag, tetr.-ZnF2:Cb, 
and Oa2P207 :Dy all exhibit decays, at least after the first few micro¬ 
seconds after cessation of excitation.** Similarly, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn 
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Fig. 79a. Semilog plot of the phosphorescence decays of several phosphors after 

excitation to equilibrium by 10~^-sec pulses of 10-kv 10~^-amp cm“^ CR repeated 
30 times a second. Measurement on bombarded side. 

1. cub.-ZnS: Ag(0.01) 

2. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) 
3. rbhdl.-8Zn0-Be0-5Si02:Mn(1.4) 
4. rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) 

5. /5-Zn2Si04:Mn(0.3) 

6. rhomb.-CaSi08:Mn(l). 
7. rhomb.-Mg2Si04:Mn(l) 
8. rhomb.-CdSi08:Mn(l) 
9. tetr.-ZnF2:Mn{l) 
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(uniaxial) and the structurally dissimilar iS-Zn2Si04: Mn (biaxiaP^) 
have practically identical decays (Fig. 79a), whereas partial sub¬ 
stitution of Sn for Si in rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn (Fig. 66), or of Mg 

Decay time, seconds 

Fig. 796. Semilog plot of the cathodophosphorescencc decays of (1) rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 • 

0.012MnSiO3, 1250°C; (2) rbhdL-Zn2Ge04 0.012MnGe08, 1000°C; (3) cub.- 
2ZnO-3Al2O3*0.012MnO, 1600°C; (4) cub.-ZnO.Oa2O3 0.006MnO-Ga2O8, 1600°C; 

(5) cub.-2ZnO-3Al2O8-0.12MnO, 1600°C. 

Excitation by 10""^-sec pulses of 6-kv 10~®-amp cin-^ CR repeated 60 times a 

second. Measurement on bombarded side. 

for Zn in tetr.-ZnF2:Mn, produces a very prominent t~^ decay ^‘tail” 
on the initial decay curve.®®'®® 

It is shown in Fig. 796 that r is decreased (a is increased) when the 
larger and heavier Ge is substituted for Si in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn, or Ga 
is substituted for A1 in cub.-ZnAl204:Mn. The melting point of 

rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 is 1785°K and that of rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04 is 1763®K®®®, 
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and so the change in r with change in melting point is contrary to the 
sequence in Table 15, but the changes are much too small to affect 
seriously the previous correlation of r with the bonding energy of the 
host crystal (similar considerations apply to the aluminate and galliate 
phosphors). It should be noted that.the decay curve of hex.-ZnS:Mn, 

Fig. 79c. Semilog plot of the cathodophosphorescence decays of (1) rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: 

Mn(0.3), (2 and 3) hex.-ZnS:Mn(l). 

in Fig. 79c, is initially exponential and that a( = r"“^) apparently varies 
with the intensity of excitation. This apparent variation of t with 
excitation density in the S-dominated host crystal, as contrasted with 
the substantially constant r for Mn activator incorporated in O-domi- 
nated phosphors (Figs. 70 and 72), is a further indication of the large 
difference between these major host-crystal classes, although it ic pos¬ 
sible that the variation in initial r may be caused by the different con¬ 
tributions of the later decay ‘‘taiF^ under the two conditions of 
excitation. 

Although the chemical identity of the activator seems to be a major 
factor in determining the type of decay or /““**), the composition of 
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the host crystal and, to a lesser extent, the structure and size of the host 
crystal are important in determining the intensity and duration of 
detectable phosphorescence. The influence of the composition of the 
host crystal on some temperature-independent decays arising from 
Mn activator was outlined in connection with Table 15 and Fig. 68. 
As shown in Fig. 79a, the room-temperature decays of ‘‘monocl.”- 
Ca0*Si02:Mn(l), 1300°C, and ‘^rhomb.'^-Mg2Si04:Mn(l), 1400°C, 
are not simple exponentials over the 0.06-sec observation interval. In 
these cases, it is probable that the observed decay of each phosphor is 
the resultant of two or more decays plus some latter-stage decay. 
This is particularly probable in the case of the Ca0-Si02:Mn phosphor 
whose heterogeneous batches exhibit several stoichiometric combining 
proportions, that is, Ca0/Si02 = 3/1, 2/1, 3/2, and 1/1, and several 
different crystal structures as evidenced also by the multiband emission 
spectrum.'^^’^®’*^^^ The apparent double-exponential decay (» ► 
« of rhomb.-Mg2Si04:Mn (also monocl.-MgSiOsrMn) may be 
correlated with the two emission bands (Fig. 58) and two combining 
proportions, ortho = rhomb.-Mg2Si04 and meta = monocl.-MgSiOs, 
which may appear together (especially when the initial ingredients are 
not completely reacted). Exponential decays with smaller a values 
than those exhibited by tetr.-ZnF2:Mn and rhomb. (monocl.)-MgO: 
Si02:Mn may be obtained from Th(N03)4 at 90°K and from SrSiOsrEu 
at 90-500°K (a « 0.3),^®^’^^® but the luminescence efficiencies of these 
phosphors are very low. 

Further examples of the effects of composition and structure on 
phosphorescence are: 

(a) Phosphors with initial decays. 1. As shown in Table 15, the 
proportion of Mn activator has little effect on the decay constant, 
a (= r““^), up to the optimum proportion of about 1 weight per cent, 
but higher proportions of Mn greatly increase the decay constant 
(shorten the detectable phosphorescence). (As shown in Figs. 52 and 53, 
the position of the emission band is similarly unaffected by the Mn 
proportion up to the optimum, whereafter there is a shift to longer 
wavelengths with increasing Mn content of the host crystal.) This 
behavior is observed also in other systems, such as cub.-ZnAl204:Mn 
(Fig. 795), Cd0:Si02:Mn, and tetr.-ZnF2:Mn, and the variation of 
decay with activator content serves as a useful means for adjusting the 
phosphorescences of phosphors of this type. It is noteworthy that, in 
these cases, the lifetime r of the excited state decreases as the bonding 
energy of the resultant crystal decreases with increasing Mn content. 
No useful explanation of this effect is available at present, apart from 
the obvious conclusion that interaction between Mn centers increases 
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as the Mn proportion increases, and that the increase in average prox¬ 
imity and interaction of the Mn centers operates to decrease r. 

2. The incorporation of Sn02 in rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn greatly 
enhances the room-temperature decay “taiF^ on the phosphorescence 
curves of these phosphors®®, but Sn02 has little effect on the room- 
temperature phosphorescence of rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Ge04:Mn because the 
Sn introduces chiefly very deep traps in the latter infrared-stimulable 
system (see next section). 

3. The decay ‘^tail” of rbhdL-Zn2Si04:Mn is enhanced by sub¬ 
stituting up to about 20 mole per cent of Be or Cd for Zn, or Sn for Si, 
especially when the ratio Zn0-Si02 is less than 2.®®-®® 

(h) Phosphors with decays {at least after about 10”® sec), 1. The 
relatively short and weak blue phosphorescence emission of cub.- 
ZnS: [Zn] is changed into a strong long-duration green phosphorescence 
by incorporating 0.003 weight per cent of Cu activator in the phosphor, 
the Cu influencing both the emission spectrum and the trapping (Figs. 
25d and 45). Increases in Cu content above about 0.003 weight per 
cent decrease the amplitude of the Cu-induced trap and decrease the 
intensity and duration of phosphorescence emission (Fig. 80a). 

2. A further large increase in the intensity and duration of phos¬ 
phorescence emission of ZnS:Cu is obtained by crystallizing the material 
in the high-tomperature hexagonal form, which forms above about 
1020°C (Fig. 806; compare with Fig. 256). 

3. The rate of decay of the ZnS:Cu phosphors shown in Fig. 80 
decreases; that is, the duration of detectable phosphorescence increases, 
as the average crystal size increases for a given crystal structure (com¬ 
pare curves 1 and 2, and 3 and 4 in Fig. 806).®^® 

4. The incorporation of about 2 per cent of oxide or fluoride in hex.- 
ZnSiCu further increases the intensity and duration of phosphores¬ 
cence.®®’®^^ 

5. The intensity and duration of phosphorescence emission of either 
cub.- or hex.-ZnS:[Zn], or ZnS:Ag, or ZnS:Cu are decreased by increas¬ 
ing substitution of Cd for Zn (Fig. 81), or Se for S.®® 

6. The incorporation of 0.01 weight per cent of Cu in cub.-ZnS 
greatly increases the intensity and duration of phosphorescence emission, 
whereas the same proportion of Cu in cub.-Zn(S:Se) phosphors has little 
effect on the phosphorescence, and the same proportion of Cu in cub.- 
Zn(S:Se:Te) greatly decrexises the moderately long and intense phos¬ 
phorescence of the host-crystal material crystallized without Cu. 

Present phosphors with useful temperature-independent decays 
have decay constants a which range from about 10^ sec”^ (UV emission 
band of hex.-ZnO:[Zn] ®®*) to about 10 sec~^ (orange emission band of 
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Fig. 80o. Log-log plot of the photophosphorescence decays of some t ” decay 
hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphors. Measurements on the excited side of thick layers. 

1. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.003):[NaCl(2)], 1240°C 
2. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.005);[NaCl(2)], 1240^0 
3. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.007):[NaCl(2)], 1240°C 

4. hex..ZnS:Cu(0.01):[NaCl(2)l, 1240°C 

Excitation to equilibrium by 20 min under 13.7 ft-candles of light from incandes¬ 
cent lamps. 

Detector * 931-A multiplier phototube -f Wratten No. 4 filter. 

tetr.-(Zn:Mg)F2:Mn), although some low-intensity temperature-de¬ 
pendent decay phosphorescences have been observed with 
a < That is, there are detectable decay phosphores¬ 
cences lasting from less than 10“^ sec to several seconds, whereas present 
phosphors with decays have detectable phosphorescences which 
range from about 10““® sec (alpha-particle excitation of cub.-ZnS:Ag) 
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to indefinitely long periods (years!) for deep-trap phosphors, such as 
Nos. 20-22 in Table 5, depending on the temperature and trapping- 
state distribution of the phosphor; the nature, intensity, and duration 

Fig. 806. Log-log plot of decay curves of selected members of the decay 
phosphor family ZnSiCu (0.003) crystallized with 2 per cent NaCl at 730 to 1360 °C. 
Note the marked change in phosphorescence intensity which occurs on making the 
transition from the F43m (cubic) to the CQmc (hexagonal) structure. Measurements 

made on excited side of thick screens. 

1. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.003), 730®C 
2. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.003), 918‘’C 
3. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.003), llOO^C 

4. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.003), 

Excitation to equilibriiun by 5 min under 13.7 ft-candles of light from incandescent 
lamps. 

Detector =» 931-A tube + No. 4 Wratten. 

Average crystal size: l(»lAt) < 2 < 3 < 4(w20m). 

of excitation; and the type of radiation (if any) *^^‘*^* to which the 
phosphor is exposed during the decay period. 

Of the few phosphors known to have temperature-dependent decays, 
none has had sufficient luminescence efficiency to be of practical impor- 
tance.^**-^^**'”®'*^* Some of these phosphors, however, are of considerable intei> 
est as representing simple limiting cases of the general category of temperature- 
dependent decays. Kato has reported that centimeter-size single crystals 
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Fia. 81. Semilog plot of the decay curves of several decay phosphors after 
excitation to equilibrium by 3650-A ultraviolet. Measurements made on the excited 

side of thick screens. Note the accelerated initial decays from the higher L^’a, and 
the approximately parallel Utter decays from different Xo’s for the same phosphor. 

1. hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.005), 1220‘’C 
2. hex.-9ZnS lCdS:Cu(0.0073), 1250'>C 
3. hex.-«ZnS-2CdS:Cu(0.004), 1200°C 

4. hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015), 1250‘’C 
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of cubic NaCl, KCl, and NaBr containing about 0.001 weight per cent of Cu 

or Ag activator exhibit near-ultraviolet phosphorescence emissions which are 

exponential and temperature-dependent.^^o-sw Unexcited crystals of cub.- 

KCl:Ag are colorleos but acquire a broad induced absorption band peaked near 

4200 A when the crystals are excited by photons with wavelengths shorter than 

about 2000 A (no luniincscence is excited by photons with wavelengths falling 

within a longer-wavelength absorption band starting at about 2350 A and 

rising sharply to a peak at 2100 A). When the previously excited crystals are 

heated to above 00°C or are photostimulated by blue light, the phosphor emits 

a phosphorescence band extending from 2500 to 3200 A with a peak near 2720 A. 
These excitation, emission, and stimulation characteristics are very similar to 

those shown in Fig. 20 for cub.-Sr(S:Se):SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu, except that the 

spectra of cub.-KCl:Ag are moved about 2 ev toward shorter wavelengths; 

for example, the optical trap depth is about 3 ev for this phosphor. The thermo- 

stimulated phosphorescence is exponential, with a decay “ constant^^ a varying 

from 0.0037 sec~^ at 62°C to 0.039 sec" ^ at 90°C. From light-sum measure¬ 

ments of thermostimulated phosphorescence, it was found that over 10^® poten¬ 

tial phosphorescence photons cm""^ could be stored in the crystal. In cub.- 

NaCl:Ag, the value of a varies from 0.0024 sec"^ at 17°C to 0.087 sec”^ at 

52°C, and the emission band is peaked near 2490 A. (In cub.-NaCl: Cu, the 

peak of the emission band is 3580 A, whereas that of cub.-KCl:Cu is 3960 A, 
and the cub.-NaCl:Cu has a long phosphorescence at room temperature.) 

From the observed variations of a with Tj it was calculated that all these phos¬ 

phors have thermal trap depths of the order of 0.8 ev. It was reported, also, 

that photoconduction accompanies the phosphorescences of these phosphors, 

and the calculated number of electrons flowing per second was found to be only 

about Mooo the number of phosphorescence photons emitted per second, 

although the ratio of electrons to photons remained constant, regardless of the 

wavelength of photons used during photostimulation. From these data it was 

concluded that excitation corresponds to the removal (ionization) of an elec¬ 

tron from a halogen ion with subsequent trapping of the electron by an Ag"*" 

ion which became a neutral Ag atom. Blue light, or sufficient heat, ionizes the 

presumed Ag atom and the liberated ‘Tree^^ excited electron contributes to the 

observed conduction (at 900 volts cm~^) as it travels through the crystal before 

making a radiative recombination with a previously ionized halogen ion (posi¬ 

tive hole). The disparity between the number of calculated conduction elec¬ 

trons and emitted phosphorescence photons was accounted for by assuming 

that the '^free^^ electrons travel on the average only Kooo of the distance be¬ 

tween the electrodes, that is, just a few microns, before making a radiative 

transition during capture by a positive hole. On this basis, it was determined 

that the average distance traveled by the electrons decreased as the excitation 

density increased. 

It should be kept in mind that the duration of detectable phosphores¬ 
cence emission from a phosphor depends on the sensitivity of the de¬ 
tector as well as on the decay curve and intensity of phosphorescence. 
The oft-repeated question, ^‘How long does the phosphor persist (glow, 
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phosphoresce)/’ is quite ambiguous unless the sensitivity of the detector 
and the conditions of excitation and operation are specified. For ex¬ 
ample, the average well-dark-adapted (scotopic) human eye can readily 
detect the feeble phosphorescence emission (about 3 X 10"“® lambert) 
from a UV-excited hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor which has been phosphores¬ 
cing at room temperature in the dark for over 4 days, but the average 
well-light-adapted (photopic) human eye cannot perceive the much 
stronger phosphorescence emission (about lambert) from the same 
phosphor a few minutes after cessation of excitation.®® The variable 
sensitivity of the partially dark-adapted (mesopic) human eye, which is 
intermediate to the photopic and scotopic eye, provides additional 
indeterminacy to nonspecific questions about the duration of phosphores¬ 
cence. With a well-refrigerated multiplier phototube, for example, the 
931-A, it is possible to detect the emission of single photons.®^® By this 
means, the time “limit” of detectable room-temperature phosphorescence 
from deep-trap phosphors such as hex.-ZnS:Cu, cub.-(Ca:Sr)S:Bi, and 
rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2(Si:Sn)04:Mn may be extended to many years. H. E. 
Millson reports that some specimens of apparently nonradioactive 
fluorite minerals afford phosphorescence emission detectable by the 
scotopic eye 6 years after a 1-min excitation by 2537-A UV, and he has 
made contact photographs of such minerals in color by thousand-hour 
exposures 4 to 5 years after such a brief excitation.**® 

Stimulation and Quenching of Phosphorescence 

This subject has been treated briefly in the discussion of Table 10 
and Fig. 26. Appreciable photostimulation or photoquenching has not 
been observed with phosphors which have only temperature-independent 
c”®* decays, although it is sometimes possible to make a predominantly 

decay phosphor photostimulable by altering its composition to 
provide an appreciable density of traps. This may be done, for example, 
by incorporating Sn02 in the €~®^ decay rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:Mn phosphor. 
The green-emitting phosphor rbhdl.-3ZnO-2Ge02 0.06Sn02*0,02MnO, 
950®C, has little theimostimulated phosphorescence at room tempera¬ 
ture, but it has considerable photostimulated phosphorescence under 
infrared (« 10,000 A) irradiation.^*® The incorporation of Sn02 in 
rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Ge04:Mn phosphors produces deeper traps than in 
the case of rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphors. The germanate phos¬ 
phors with Sn02 must be heated above room temperature to observe 
the enhanced thermostimulation decay “tail”) which is obtained 
at room temperature in the case of the silicate phosphors with Sn02. 
It is important to note that, in both these cases, the emission spectrum 
is the same during excitation (predominantly €“®^ decay processes) and 
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during photostimulation or thermostimulation (predominantly 
decay processes). This indicates that the emitting centers make radia¬ 
tive transitions between the same energy levels whether the returning 
excited electron has been (1) firmly bound to the parent atom during 
the entire excited lifetime decay = unimolecular or first-order 
process), or (2) removed from the (ionized) parent atom and trapped 
by near-by or remote atoms (<*"” decay = ideally a bimolecular or second- 
order process). 

In cub.-CaO:Pr:Sm, where there are two activators, both the Pr 
and Sm centers produce characteristic emissions during excitation by 
high-energy particles (for example, CR), whereas only the Pr emission 
appears during phosphorescence when the Sm centers act as traps 
which supply stored energy to the emitting Pr centers.®^ Similarly, in 
alkaline-earth sulphide phosphors containing Eu and Sm, the band 
emission of the Eu and a weak line emission of Sm appear during excita¬ 
tion, whereas only the Eu band emission appears during phosphorescence 
when the stored energy in the Sm-center traps is supplied to the Eu 
centers to produce luminescence emission.^^^ These cases emphasize 
the multiple roles which may be played by an activator (for example, 
the Sm) in a given host crystal. 

In general, for a given phosphbrescing decay phosphor, pre¬ 
dominant photoquenching is produced by irradiation with photons 
whose energies are equal to or slightly greater than the energies of the 
luminescence-emission photons, whereas predominant photostimulation 
is produced by irradiation with lower-energy photons which are just 
able to release the trapped electrons (Fig. 26). At intermediate energies 
of the photons used for irradiation, both quenching and stimulation 
may be operative. It may be recalled that the phenomena of stimula¬ 
tion and quenching were ^^explained,” in Fig. 27, by a drafting artifice. 
Another ‘^explanation’^ might be based on the Vielfachstdsse hypothesis 
which suggests that “free” electrons, which are raised over 1 ev above 
the lower edge of the conduction band, may lose all their free energy 
by multiple collisions with each other. This is apparently discredited 
by the observation that quenching radiation decreases the number of 
conduction electrons (curve 2, Fig. 82 as well as the number of 
phosphorescence photons. In general terms, it seems easy to picture 
the release of a trapped electron by the absorption of a just sufficient 
amount of infrared-photon energy, and so the released excited electron 
may return to a positively charged ionized atom (positive hole) and 
allow the bound combination to return to the ground state by an inter¬ 
mediate radiative transition. If the energy of the infrared photon were 
insufficient to release the electron from the trap, no stimulation would 
occur, and the trapped electron might remain as a source of potential 
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stimulated light sum in the case of efficient IR-stimulable phosphors, 
such as Nos. 20-22 in Table 5 (see Fig. 

Photoconduction and Photostimulation. Some exemplary in¬ 
formation on the spectral-distribution and intensity-versus-time rela¬ 
tionships between photoconduction and photostimulation are shown in 
Figs. 83-86 (compare Fig. 25^). These data were obtained by Professor 

Fig. 83. Spectral correspondence between the relative stiinulabilities of the photo- 
currents i and phosphorescence emissions L of previously excited (1) cub.-Sr(S: Se): 
SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu (Bl), and (2) cub.-6rS:SrS04^CaF2:Sm:Eu (Std. VI). W. 

L. Park(ir) 

Fig. 84. Comparative log-log plot of photocurrent and photostimulated phosphores¬ 
cence emission as a function of time during stimulation of a previously excited 
cub.-Sr(S:Se):SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu (Bl) phosphor. The stimulation was effected 
by radiation extending from 7000 to over 14,000 A. Figure 85 shows these data 

. replotted with t as a function of L. (W. L. Parker) 
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W. L. Parker on deep-trap phosphors furnished by Professor R. Ward, 
both of the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. Figure 83 shows that 
the spectral distribution of photon-stimulated phosphorescence is 
practically identical with the spectral distribution of photon-stimulated 

Fia. 85. Log-log plot of the time and intensity ndation between the photocurrent 
and the photostimulated phosphores<;en(!e (imission of a previously cx(;it(!d cub.- 

Sr(S:Se):SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu (Bl) phosphor being stimulated by infrared radia- 
tion (7000 to 14,000 A). (W. L. Parker) 

6 60 600 
Decay time t, seconds after excitation or stimulation 

Fig. 86. Log-log plot of phosphorescence emission of cub.-SrS: SrS04 * CaF2: Sm: Eu 
(Std. VI) before and after stimulation by infrared. (W. L. Parker) 
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photoconduction for two phosphors which had been previously excited 
by violet light. This spectral correspondence and the similarity between 
the growth and decay curves of photostimulated phosphorescence and 
photoconduction (Fig. 84) are proof that some of the electrons released 
from traps move through the crystal, but the strong polarization of 
conduction during thermostimulation and the dielectric behaviors of 
phosphors at high frequencies indicate that most of the released electrons 
travel only short distances, perhaps less than 10 interatomic spacings.®®® 
Figure 85 shows that there is not a linear correspondence between the 
phosphorescence emission L and the simultaneously measured photo- 
current i but rather that 

L oc (103) 

where n is about 4 for the curve of Fig. 85. In other words, the photo- 
stimulated phosphorescence intensity decreases with time much faster 
than the concomitant photocurrent, indicating that at least some of 
the current-cariying electrons may not contribute to the phosphorescence 
emission. (This result is in agreement with Garlick’s report that the 
thermostimulated phosphorescence intensity L decreases with time at a 
much faster rate than the number of trapped electrons N. For samples 
of hex.-ZnS:Cu and hex.-9ZnS**CdS:Cu at 291 ®K, L oc and 
N oc from about 4 to 1000 sec decay time.®®®) Figure 86 shows 
two interesting effects which occur after cessation of incomplete photo¬ 
stimulation of a deep-trap phosphor. These effects are: (1) The photo¬ 
stimulation raises some electrons from deep traps into shallower traps 
(retrapping), as evidenced by the higher L value immediately after 
cessation of photostimulation than at the beginning of photostimulation, 
and (2) the break point of the lower curve, indicating that two main 
trap depths furnish the excited electrons responsible for the light 
output during this interval of the thermostimulated decay. 

Decay Curves and Light Sums of Photostimulated versus 

Thermostimulated Phosphorescence Emission. It was shown in 
Fig. 75 that the decay curve of thermostimulated phosphorescence emis¬ 
sion of cub.-SrS:SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu exhibits a pronounced break at 
169®C when the phosphor was previously excited by blue light. Also, 
Urbach et al, report a shift in the photostimulation band of this phosphor 
during excitation.®®^ This is additional evidence that there are at least 
two major trap depths operative in the given phosphor. The room- 
temperature phosphorescence emission of phosphors of this type usually 
decreases in a fraction of a second to a vanishingly low value. Further¬ 
more, the phosphorescence decay curves are of the F” type, just as 
reported by Fonda for phosphors such as hex.-ZnS:Cu:Pb (Table 6). 
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The decay curves of photostimulated phosphorescence emission of 
phosphors may be either of the or the type. Fonda has reported 
that the IR-stimulated decays of hex.-ZnS:Cu:Pb, hex.-ZnS:Cu:Mn, 
and hex.-ZnS:Pb:Mn are all initially exponential, although they may 
exhibit later decay ^‘tails’* when photostimulated shortly after ex¬ 
citation.^*® When the phosphors were allowed to stand in the dark for 
several hours after excitation, no decay “tails” were observed (these 
later decays were, however, measured during a shorter time interval, and 
so it is possible that the decay “tails” would always appear if the 
phosphorescence emission were measured over a suflSciently long time in¬ 
terval). From these results, and the results of experiments on thermo¬ 
stimulation and photostimulation at 77 and 300°K, Fonda concluded 
that the thermostimulated decay is due to ejection of electrons from 
shallow traps with attendant retrapping, whereas the photostimulated 

decay (at 300°K) is due to ejection of electrons from deep traps 
without retrapping. The observation was made, also, that photo¬ 
stimulated emission at 77°K is not so intense as at 300°K, and it was 
concluded that photostimulation by 0.4- to 1.2-ev photons at 77°K 
ejects electrons selectively from the shallow traps, whereas the same 
photostimulation at 300®K ejects electrons selectively from the deep 
traps. 

Examples of decay curves of photostimulated and glow-curve-type 
thermostimulated emissions from deep-trap phosphors, replotted from 
data by Ellickson,*^* are shown in Figs. 87 and 88. It may be noted that 
the decay of curve 1 in Fig. 87 is exponential for the first 2.5 min, al¬ 
though the original paper describes the entire decay as being of the 
power-law type with L oc The remaining decays are all of the 

type, being nonlinear on the semilog plot. Figure 88 shows clearly 
the larger light sum which is obtained by photostimulation at 300°K, 
compared with the smaller light sum obtained by glow-curve-type 
thermostimulation when the temperature is raised above 300®K. (It is 
possible, in some cases, to have a larger thermostimulated light sum 
than photostimulated light sum if the latter is measured at a low tem¬ 
perature where the phosphor is less efficient than at the higher tempera¬ 
tures attained during glow-curve-type thermostimulation; compare the 
pronounced efficiency maximum above room temperature in Fig. 76.) 

Although the higher heating rate affords the larger thermostimulated 
light sum in Fig. 886, a still higher heating rate gave a lower light sum; 
that is, there is an optimum rate of heating for maximum glow-curve- 
type thermostimulated light sum. This is of importance in estimating 
the density of trapped electrons from glow-curve data. Similarly, the 
phosphor temperature is important in determining the light sum during 
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photostimulation or during conventional phosphorescence (thermo¬ 
stimulation at a fixed temperature), because increasing temperature 
generally tends to depopulate shallow traps and increase the probability 
of nonradiative transitions. 

Decay time, minutes 

Fig. 87. Semilog plot of the decays of photostimulated phosphorescence emissions 

of tliree deei>-trap phosphors. (R. T. Ellickson) 

Light sum, 

microlambert 

minutes 

1. cub.-Sr(S:Se):SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu (Bl), Scale A 1260 

2. cub.-SrS;SrS04:LiF:Sm:Ce (Std. VII), Scale A 1200 

3. cub.^rS: SrS04: LiF: Sm: Ce (Std. VII), Scale B 1200 

4. cub.-SrS: SrS04: CaF2: Sm: Eu (Std. VI), Scale A 

1 and 4. Excited by blue light for 5 min. 

2 and 3. Excited by 3650-A UV for 6 min. 

Photostimulation at 300®K by IR from a 10-watt tungsten-filament lamp (with 

5-mm Coming 254 filter) placed 46 cm from phosphor. 

In the case of the cub.-SrS:SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu and cub.-Sr(S:Se): 
SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu phosphors, Urbach, Ellickson, and Parker report 
that the stimulation band is unchanged during the course of thermo¬ 
stimulation or photostimulation by either monochromatic (9(K)()-A) 

photons or the usual broad band of 10,0(X) to 30,()00-A infrared pho- 
tous »h842 This has been interpreted as indicating that only a single 
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optical trap depth is involved, because it is improbable that electrons 
in traps with a range of depths would be released at rates which are 
independent of the trap depth and the spectral distribution of the source 
of photons used for stimulation. The appreciable retrapping in these 

1. Decay time, minutes 
2. Heating time, minutes 

1. Decay time, minutes 
2,3. Heating time, minutes 

Fig. 88. A comparison of the photostimulated and thermostimulated (glow-curve- 

type) phosphorescence emissions of two deep-trap phosphors. (R. T. Ellickson) 

(o) cub.-SrS:SrS04:LiF:Sm:Ce 

1. IR-stimulated at 300®K 
2. Thermostimulated by gradually raising the temperature (from 300®K) 

in the dark 

(6) cub.-Sr(S: Se): SrS04: CaF2: Sm: Eu 
1. IR-stimulated at 300®K 
2 and 3. Thermostimulated (heating rate of 3 greater than that of 2) 

phosphors may, however, allow two or more interconnected traps to 

appear as one. 
Stimulation Spectra and Constitutions. The spectral displace¬ 

ment of the photostimulation curves in Fig. 83 is in the same direction 
as the displacement of the emission spectra of these phosphors (Nos. 20 
and 21 in Table 5). In the sequence of SrSe-SrS-CaS-MgS as major 
host-crystal constituents with Sm and Eu activators, the emission band 
and the stimulation band are both displaced to longer wavelengths just 
as the line emission spectra are displaced in Fig. 13. The approximate 
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peak wavelengths of the known excitation, emission, and photostimula- 
tion bands of some of the more efficient IR-stimulable phosphors are 
presented in Table 17. Of the known efficient IR-stimulable phosphors, 
the photostimulation band of hex.-ZnS: Cu: Pb extends to the longest 
wavelength (approx. 16,000 A). 

TABLE 17 

Spectral Characteristics of Some Useful IR-Stimulable Phosphors 

Phosphor 

Common 
Desig¬ 
nation 

Peak Wavelengths of 

Excita¬ 
tion, 

A 
Emission, 

A 
Stimu¬ 
lation, 

A 

1. Cub..Sr(S:Se):[flux]:Sm:Eu 

2. Cub.-SrS: [flux]:Sm: Eu 

3. Cub.-Ca(S: Se): [flux]: Sm:Eu 
4. Cub.-CaS:[flux]:Sm:Eu 

B1 
Std. VI 

4,600 

4,800 
>4,800 
>4,800 

5,700 
6,300 

>6,300 

6,600 

9,300 
10,200 
11,000 
11,700 

5. Cub.-SrS:[fluxl:Sm:Ce Std. VII 
2,900 
3,500 

4,800 
6,400 

10,200 

6. Hex.-ZnS:Cu:Pb[S04l:[NaCl(2)l 101 3,700 4,880 
7,500 

13,200 

Where [flux] is marked, the flux usually contains both O and F, for example, as 

in SrSOi and CaF2 or LiF.**^ 

Ward reports that the efficiency of IR-stimulated phosphorescence 
emission of cub.-SrSe:[flux]:Sm:Eu is increased greatly by substituting 
SrS (in solid solution) for 4 per cent of the SrSe, and a further increase 
in efficiency is obtained by substituting CaS for an additional 5 per 
cent of the SrSe. A similar efficiency increase is obtained with a few 
per cent of SrO substituted for SrS in cub.-SrS: flux: Sm: Eu, even though 
x-ray diffraction photographs show no detectable solid solution of SrO 
in the SrS crystals. The optimum IR-stimulable phosphorescence emis¬ 
sion of the phosphor whose host crystal is predominantly SrS is obtained 
with about 35 parts per million each of Sm and Eu, whereas the optimum 
proportions when the host crystal is predominantly SrSe is about 180 
parts per million of Sm and about 60 parts per million of Eu.^^^’*‘*“ 
There is some experimental evidence that the trapping aetivator, Sq(^ 
exists mainly as Sm^"^, as indicated by characteristic line emissions 
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reported by Parker, whereas the emission-determining activator, Eu, 
exists mainly as Eu^*^, as indicated by the band emission and by chem¬ 
ical evidence presented by Ward.^^®’^^ 

Photobtimulable versus Photoquenchable Phosphors. A good 
photostimulable phosphor has a high density of traps whose thermal 
depths are very large relative to kT at the operating temperature, that 
is, depths larger than 30kT. Such a phosphor may decay rapidly to a 
negligibly low phosphorescence-emission intensity at room temperature 
(Fig. 266) but becomes well thermostimulated when the temperature 
of the phosphor is raised until kT approaches the principal trap depth 
(Fig. 75). Conversely, when a phosphor which ordinarily exhibits 
strong decay (thermostimulated) phosphorescence at room tempera¬ 
ture is cooled to lower temperatures, its potential phosphorescence may 
be ^^frozen in.*' Excited electrons ‘‘frozen” in shallow traps of a re¬ 
frigerated phosphor may be photostimulated by lower-energy photons 
than are required to stimulate an excited phosphor whose traps are all 
deep relative to room temperature kT. The few tentative identifications 
of electron traps with certain crystal imperfections, notably multi¬ 
valent impurities and anion omission defects (F centers 
yet provide sufficient information to design phosphors with given trap 
distributions. A major need is to identify positively and locate the 
electron traps, in order to depart from the empirical research which has 
produced the few efficient photostimulable and thermostimulable phos¬ 
phors now known. 

A good photoquenchable phosphor is also a good thermostimulable 
phosphor, that is, it is a phosphor which has a high density of traps 
whose thermal depths are somewhat greater than kT sA the operating 
temperature, with the additional feature that irradiation during phos¬ 
phorescence converts the energy of the trapped electrons into heat or 
infrared rather than conventional luminescence emission. The quench¬ 
ing feature appears to be largely a function of special impurities which 
(1) increase the absorption of the phosphor for the photons which pro¬ 
duce quenching, and (2) act as poisons (killers) for phosphorescence. 
An example of 1 is found in the incorporation of oxides or sulphates in 
hex.-ZnS:Cu, and an example of 2 is found in the incorporation of com¬ 
pounds of Fe, Co, or Ni in the same phosphor.®** 

Sulphates appear to be particularly beneficial in providing new near- 
optical vibration modes in crystals of simple binary compounds, such 
as ZnS and SrS, which are not strong absorbers of infrared. Optical 
vibration modes, it may be recalled, arise from oppositely disposed 
motions of different species of particles (atoms or ions) relative to each 
other, and the number ^d frequency of vibration modes increases with 
increasing number of such species.*****’*®® The optical absorption modes 
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within the SO4 radical are numerous because there are many exchange 
(resonance) possibilities in the complex ion.^^ 

A possible explanation of the potent ^ ^killeractions of iron, cobalt, 
and nickel salts may be sought in spin-orbit interaction of excited elec¬ 
trons with the unpaired Sd electrons of these transition-group elements, 
such that the excitation energy is dissipated as phonons to the host 
crystal. For example, an excited electron may becjome trapped by an 
Fe^“^ ion, and the trapped electron may gradually give up energy to 
the crystal by periodically entering the 3d shell of Fe^"^ as an exchange 
interaction to balance temporarily an unpaired spin of one of the 6 3d 
electrons (according to Table 8, Fe^“^ has Meff ^ 5 = [N(N + 2)]^, where 
N is the number of unpaired electrons). The cobalt ions, Co®“*“ and Co^"^, 
which have 6 and 7 3d electrons, respectively, and have Meff values near 6, 
are especially strong ^^killers’’ of luminescence in hex.-ZnS:Cu.®^^ It 
is significant that photoquenching of phosphorescence coincides with 
photoquenching of photoconduction,^^! in slightly oxidized batches of 

hex.-ZnS:Cu (Fig. 82), and also that grinding of f"”” decay phosphors 
reduces phosphorescence intensity at a much more rapid rate than the 
intensity of luminescence emission during excitation. It appears that 
the imperfections (impurities) which enhance quenching either impede 
the mobility or radiative return of electrons released from traps, or, 
more probably, accelerate the return of excited (trapped) electrons to 
the ground-state level by nonradiative processes, or by processes which 
produce infrared emission without raising the trapped electrons into the 
host-crystal conduction band. Again, sufficient experimental informa¬ 
tion is lacking. 

ScoTOPHORS. Curiously enough, the decay of F-center tenehrescence (Table 
10) of CR-darkened cub.-KCl, under photostimulation by 2.2-ev photons, is 
greatly accelerated by freshly incorporated impurities, such as Th^'*’, Al****, Mn®**", 
and Mg*"^, which apparently promote the release of trapped electrons without 
affecting the spectral distribution of the F-center absorption band.“»«*° Not¬ 
tingham found, however, that the accelerating effect of the impurities decreases 
with time of cyclic darkening and bleaching, until at the end of about 10® CR 
pulses, each providing 1 microcoulomb cm“^ at 9 kv and spaced 10 sec apart, 
the tenebrescences of cub.-KCl scotophor crystals with cocrystallized impurities 
decay at the same rate as the tenebrescence of pure cub.-KCl. It is necessary, 
therefore, to continue to supply Th^"^, etc. to the screen during operation. 
Evaporated screens of cub.-KCl are outstanding among presently known scoto- 
phors but are difficult to bleach in times less than 1 sec and do not afford such 
high sensitivities and optical contrasts as many phosphor screens.**^" 

The practical superiority of cub.-KCl as a scotophor is due in part to the 
strong visible absorption band induced by CR or x rays, although the superiority 
may be associated also with the fact that KCl is the only alkali halide with a 
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density less than 2 g cm~’. This low density is related to the abnormally large 
ionic radii of K"^ and, especially, Cl“ in the sequences of the other alkali and 
halogen ions.®* The relatively large radius of Cl^r (1.81 A) evidently facilitates 
removal of the extra electron which becomes a “free*^ excited electron when 
cub.-KCl is excited by CR or x rays. Trapping of the excited electrons, pre¬ 
sumably in the sites of missing or displaced Cl“ ions (&-Cl~ + —> i~Cl® 
+ electron), gives rise to the characteristic induced F-center absorption band 
which is about 1 ev wide and is peaked near 5560 A in the case of cub.-KCl.**'** ** 
The maximum of about 10^® F centers per cubic centimeter, which may be 
induced in cub.-KCl at room temperature, is comparable with the maximum 
number of phosphoresence photons emitted per cubic centimeter of a fully 
excited phosphorescent material (compare discussion of eqs. 100-102).** When 
the excited scotophor is irradiated with photons whose wavelengths fall within 
the induced absorption band, the tenebrescence decays, that is, the darkening 
caused by absorption of light by the F centers decreases (bleaches). This photo- 
stimulated decay of tenebrescence is accelerated by increasing the temperature 
of the scotophor (thermostimulation of tenebresecence), and the decay is found 
to approximate the power-law relation, 

C = (104) 

where C and Co are the tenebrescences (for example, the relative contrasts, in 
per cent, of darkened/undarkened areas under illumination) at times t and 
t = 0 (cessation of excitation), respectively, and n decreases from about 1.5 
to 0.1 with decreasing temperature or intensity of illumination and with increas¬ 
ing Co.®*'** When Co is made larger than a few per cent, several additional 
induced absorption bands associated with ionic displacements may appear. 
Some of these bands are so difficult to bleach that the darkened material becomes 
practically a permanent pigment instead of reverting to its pristine colorless 
condition under appropriate irradiation and moderate heating. Strong heating 
is then required to effect ionic motion and restore the crystal to its original 
state. A 5 x 5-cm tenebrescent screen comprising 3 mg cm~^ of cub.-KCl evap¬ 
orated onto a very thin substrate of low heat capacity may be darkened by a 
10-kv 0.5-ma scanning CR beam and then bleached (in about 1 sec) by the same 
or another CR beam carrying about 10 ma. This is an example of the potent lo¬ 
calized heating which can be accomplished by high-intensity CR beams.**'**'**^'«»® 

Ivey has formulated the following empirical equations which correlate the 
peak wavelengths Xp* of some of the prominent induced absorption bands with 
the interatomic spacings Xr lattice constants in angstroms) of those alkali 
halides which crystallize as face-centered cubic structures: ” 

Uband (106a) 

F band = 703av»«A (1056) 

Ri Xp* = 816*r‘“A (105c) 

R2 band Xp* - 884av*-“A (105d) 

M band Xpt = 1400Xt‘'*A (106e) 
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These difficultly eradicable complex absorptions, which are induced in alkali 
halide scotophors by high-energy particles, often render the alkali halides 
unsuitable for study as simple phosphors, because the initially simple crystals 
become very complex, chemically and optically, during excitation. Further¬ 
more, most alkali halides are hygroscopic and deteriorate in humid atmospheres. 
Many other crystals, such as tetr.-ZrSi04, cub.-CaF2, and cub.-BaTiOa, also 
exhibit visible tenebrescence, but none of these scotophors has been found to 
produce appreciable phosphorescence emission during either thermostimulated 
or photostimulated bleaching of tenebrescence. The cited scotophors are 
similar to photostimulable phosphors to the extent that excitation produces an 
induced absorption (stimulation) band associated with excited trapped elec¬ 
trons (Fig. 26), but most or all of the trapped electrons released in many scot¬ 
ophors evidently make nonradiative transitions to the ground-state level, whereas 
most of the trapped electrons released in efficient decay phosphors make 
radiative transitions to the ground-state level. These different behaviors are 
probably associated with the fact that the more efficient bleachable scotophors, 
for example, cub.-KCl, presumably trap electrons in anion defects which are 
produced during excitation,*® whereas the more efficient stimulable phosphors, 
such as cub.-KCl: Ag, hex.-ZnS; Pb: Cu and cub.-Sr(S: Se): SrS04: CaF2: Sm: Eu, 
trap electrons in the fields of multivalent cation impurities. The accurate deter¬ 
mination of the mechanisms which afford electron trapping and determine the 
relative probabilities of radiative and nonradiative transitions is a basic problem 
in the studies of luminescence, tenebrescence, and solarization (difficultly reversi¬ 
ble tenebrescence) of phosphors, scotophors, and pigments. 

Luminescence Efficiency of Phosphors 

General Considerations. It was previously mentioned that the 
excitation energy absorbed by a phosphor crystal may be used to produce 
(i) heat with accompanying thermal radiation, (2) luminescence emis¬ 
sion, (3) electron emission, and (4) chemical or structural changes. An 
eflBicient phosphor converts a large proportion of absorbed excitation 
energy into luminescence emission, usually with inappreciable energy 
losses by electron emission and chemical or structural changes. The 
chief competition is generally between the undesirable transformation 
of excitation energy into heat and thermal radiation as contrasted with 
the desirable transformation of excitation energy into luminescence 
emission (compare Figs. 17 and 18). 

In the broad objective sense, luminescence eflBiciency 8 is defined 
without regard for the location of the luminescence emission spectrum, 
that is, 

l(K)jJ'NeEed(dEe/ JJ^NoEadtdEa (in per cent) (106) 
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where Ne is the number of luminescence photons of energy Ee emitted 
per unit time, and Nq is the number of excitant particles of absorbed 
energy Ea per unit time (remembering that charged material particles 
may sometimes penetrate a phosphor crystal or screen without giving 
up all of their energy). In practice, detectors are used whose sensitivities 
to photons of energy Ee may be written Xd{Ee), and so the luminescence 
efficiency relative to a given detector becomes 

6 = lOojJNeE,-Xi(Ee)-dtdE,/ ffw. dtdEa (107) 

where the sensitivity factor Xd(Ee) has a maximum value of 1 for an 
objective comparison of the integrated output and input energies. If 
the average human eye is used as the detector, for example, the only 
detectable photons have energies in the range 1.7 ev < < 3.1 ev, 
and the gaussian spectral distribution of sensitivity of the photopic eye 
to photons of wavelength X (in angstroms) is, according to Ellickson,^^® 

Xrf(X) = (108) 

whereas the corresponding spectral sensitivity of the scotopic eye is 

x,(\) = «-3.76X10-«(X-6100)» (jOg) 

(See Fig. 120.) It is not desirable, however, to restrict the discussion 
of luminescence efficiency to a detector which is as limited in range and 
variable in sensitivity as the human 

For the purposes of the following discussion of luminescence effi¬ 
ciency, assume a single value of Ea (for example, monochromatic primary 
radiation) and an averaged value of Ee (for example, the photon energy 
corresponding to the peak of a single simple emission line or band). 
Then eq. 107 may be simplified to 

8 = mXdiEe)-EeJN^t/EaJNodt (110) 

Equation 110 is subject to many interpretations, for example, (1) 

EejNedt may be chosen to be (a) the integrated energy of the lumines¬ 

cence photons emitted within the phosphor crystals, or (6) the integrated 
energy of the emitted luminescence photons which -appear without the 
phosphor crystals (sometimes restricted to those photons which escape 

in a given direction or given solid angle); (2) EaJ^Nodt may be chosen to 

be (a) the integrated excitation energy absorbed by the phosphor crystals, 
or (6) the entire expended excitation energy, regardless of the proportion 
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which is absorbed by the phosphor crystals (Figs. 20 and 22); and (3) the 
integration limits may be chosen such that (a) both EeNg and EaNo are 
measured only during the time interval of excitation (neglecting subse¬ 
quent phosphorescence emission), or (6) EeNe is measured during and 
after excitation (including phosphorescence emission), whereas EaNo, 
of course, is measured only during the excitation interval. Most lumi¬ 
nescence-efficiency measurements are made by measuring EeNe (escap¬ 
ing from the phosphor) and EaNo (absorbed by the phosphor) during 
equilibrium between unmodulated excitation and .emission, so that 
residual phosphorescence is canceled out; or by measuring EeNe and 
EaNo (defined as before) averaged over the entire period containing a 
large number of repetitive excitations after cyclic equilibrium has been 
established; that is, no further growth of luminescence or phosphores¬ 
cence is observed (such a condition would obtain after about two seconds 
of the given repetitive excitations and decays for the phosphor shown 
in Fig. 69). Results of measurements chiefly of this type are reported as 
luminescence efficiency in this book. When the phosphor has low 
absorption of its luminescence emission, the luminescence efficiency so 
defined closely approximates the internal luminescence efficiency. When 
the phosphor has appreciable absorption of its own luminescence emis¬ 
sion, the measurement of internal’luminescence efficiency should be 
made with thin single crystals of the phosphor to minimize absorption 
losses which are intensified in layers of tiny scattering crystals. Most 
phosphor screens are several average crystal diameters thick, and so 
luminescence photons which are emitted within the screen are strongly 
scattered by multiple reflections from the many crystals. This scattering 
makes an average internally emitted photon traverse an optical path 
which may be many times the thickness of the screen. Under these 
circumstances, and particularly when the phosphor crystals are small 
and the penetration of the excitant is many crystal diameters, even a 
very small absorptivity of the phosphor for its own emission occasions a 
large loss in externally evident luminescence output. 

For development or engineering purposes, it is sometimes convenient 

to speak of phosphorescence efficiency. For example, while EajNodt 

should still be measured as the integrated absorbed primary energy, 

E,jNedt (escaping from the phosphor) may be chosen to be the total 

phosphorescence light sum (eq. 102), 
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where ^ = 0 is the instant of cessation of excitation, or Ee Jnji may be 

chosen to be only a portion of the phosphorescence light sum emitted 
within a finite (useful) observation interval, 

EeJNedt Ldt (112) 

Phosphorescence efficiency is generally low, because phosphorescence 
output is usually low relative to the (here neglected) luminescence output 
during prolonged excitation, llelatively high phosphorescence efficiency, 
according to eq. Ill, may be obtained by brief low-intensity excitations 
of previously de-excited phosphors which have many deep traps (see 
the discussion of the initial part of the growth curve in Fig. 74), or by 
brief excitations of decay phosphors such that the duration of excita¬ 
tion A^ex is very short relative to the lifetime r of the excited state, 
that is 

(113) 

In practice, the relative efficiencies of different phosphors are often 
determined under identical conditions of temperature and excitation. 
By this method, the quotient of the luminescence radiances (rates of 
emission of energy as radiation) of two phosphors may be used directly 
to assess their relative efficiencies under the same given conditions. The 
correlation is not strictly valid, except in those cases where the different 
phosphors have practically identical crystal sizes, refractive indices, 
absorption coefficients (for the given excitant, and for their own emis¬ 
sions), screen (layer) thicknesses, and screen textures. It is common 
practice to determine the relative efficiencies of phosphors deposited in 
thick layers, by measuring the luminescence radiance from the excited 
side of the screens. A very thick screen, relative to the penetration of 
the excitant, assures complete absorption of the unreflected portion of 
the excitation energy, and the deeper unexcited part of the screen tends 
to reflect and scatter the luminescence emission back toward the screen 
side impinged by the excitant. Appreciable differences in the afore¬ 
mentioned crystal sizes, absorption coefficients, and other properties 
of different phosphors, however, can lead to erroneous, conclusions regard¬ 
ing the intrinsic efficiencies of individual phosphor drystals. For these 
reasons, and because the accuracy of radiometric and photometric 
measurements is often poor (particularly at low radiances), data on the 
intrinsic luminescence efficiencies of phosphors are rarely accurate within 
better than zfc20 per cent. Also, all the present useful detectors have 
nonuniform sensitivities, as a function of photon energy or wavelength, 
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and are usually quite selective in responding to only a part of the 1- to 
10-ev range of (conventional) luminescence emissions (see Fig. 120). 
Hence, Xd{Ee) is less than one, in practice, and an actual measurement 
affords an effective luminescence efficiency (or effective phosphorescence 
efficiency) relative to the given detector. Effective luminescence effi¬ 
ciency values are often of direct practical importance, but they may be 
translated into objective luminescence efficiency only when the spectral 
distribution of sensitivity of the detector and the spectral distribution 
of the entire luminescence emission of the phosphor have been accu¬ 
rately determined. 

Survey of Luminescence Efficiency as a Function of the 

Type and Energy of the Primary Excitant Particle. Although it 
is difficult to make an accurate comparison of the luminescence efficien¬ 
cies of various phosphors excited by different types and energies of pri¬ 
mary particles, Fig. 89 gives an approximate comparison of the relative 
effects of various excitants on phosphors in general.®^ It is assumed that 
the most efficient phosphors are used for each excitant and excitant 
energy, and that the intensity of excitation is well below the point of 
saturation of luminescence observed near room temperature. Variations 
in efficiency, caused by the discontinuous energy levels of solids, are 
omitted for simplicity (see Figs. 21,’23, and 143). 

Excitation by Photons, As shown in Fig. 89, the luminescence effi¬ 
ciency 8 of phosphors excited by photons varies initially as hve/hvay 
where hve is the energy of the emitted luminescence photon (fixed by 
the phosphor), assuming monochromatic emission for simplicity, and 
hva is the energy of the absorbed primary photon, where hva > hve by 
Stokes^ law. Maximum luminescence efficiency is obtained when 
Fc = Vo; that is, resonance radiation obtains, and every absorbed photon 
produces an emitted luminescence photon; in other words, 100 per cent 
quantum efficiency obtains. Almost 100 per cent quantum efficiency is 
obtained in, for example, ‘ffiuorescent'' lamps whose phosphor coatings 
are excited to visible emission by 2637-A photons from an electric 
discharge in low-pressure mercury vapor.*®^®^ Assuming hve « 2 ev, 
photoluminescence efficiency decreases as Va increases until, theoreti¬ 
cally, the efficiency should be 0.2 per cent or less for hva greater than 10® 
ev. Actually, roentgenoluminescence efficiencies of 0.5 to 20 per cent 
have been reported for phosphors excited by x-ray photons with energies 
of the order of 10® In practice, then, the course of the 
photoluminescence-efficiency curve is dominated by the ratio v«/vo, 
with increasing Vay until some point x (Fig. 89) beyond which secondary 
excitants become increasingly important. The secondary excitants in 
this case are chiefly excited ^ffree” electrons, although excitons may 
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play a part in some cases, and so roentgenoluminescence is a type of 
cathodoluminescence where the cathode rays are generated within the 
phosphor crystals by the primary x-ray photons. Roentgenolumines¬ 
cence differs from photoluminescence in that the number of emitted 
luminescence photons exceeds the number of absorbed effective primary 
x-ray photons. Each absorbed x-ray photon produces only one ^ffree^' 

10® lo‘ 10^ 10® 10^ 10® 10® lo’ 
Energy Ea of primary particle, electron volts 

Fig. 89. Generalized curves of luminescence eflRciency of the better phosphors 

(emitting photons of energy hve) excited by a range of energies of different primary 

particles. In general, there is considerable structure in the photoluminescence curve 
(see Fig. 23). 

internal excited electron, but this electron gives up its energy bitwise 
and may produce many internal secondary electrons.^^ The inter¬ 
mediate multiplication of photons in roentgenoluminescence, therefore, 
is accomplished by the bitwise conversion of secondary-excitant electron 

energy into luminescence photons. Excitation of luminescence by very 

high-energy gamma rays leads to roentgenoluminescence after the 
primary gamma-ray photon has lost sufficient energy by Compton 

scattering to become, in effect, a primary x-ray photon. 

On the low-energy side of the point x in Fig. 89, that is, when 

Ve « Vay an absorbed primary photon produces one luminescence photon 

directly, or through the medium of one secondary-excitant energy ^‘bit.’' 

On the high-energy side of the point x, that is, when an absorbed 
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primary photon of energy Ea may produce one or more secondary- 
excitant energy ^^bits’^ with different energies E*; that is, 

E, = E*i +E*2 + E*s+ • - + E*n (114) 

where iV = 1 for « Vaj and iV > 1 for j^e J'a* Secondary-excitant 
energy ^^bits^^ with E* < hve are incapable of producing the given 
luminescence emission, those with E* > hve may produce luminescence, 
and those with E* ^ hve may produce tertiary excitants (for example, 
“free^' excited electrons, photons, excitons), just as the original primary 
particle produced secondary excitants. Assuming that no tertiary 
excitants are formed. No absorbed primary particles, each of energy Ea 
may produce Ne luminescence photons directly or indirectly, and/or 
Ne' luminescence photons indirectly through secondary-excitant energy 
*^bits’^ which numerically exceed Ao, with the remainder of the input 
energy being expended largely as heat; that is 

NoEa = {Ne + Ne)hVe + i^heat (115) 

where, assuming efficient phosphors, {Ne + Ne^) < No when Ea ^ hve, 
and {Ne + Ne*) > No when Ea ^ hve- As examples, one 3.4-ev 
(3650-A) primary UV photon may produce no more than one 2.8-ev 
(4430-A) luminescence photon in a crystal of, say, hex.-ZnS:Ag, leaving 
a residue of 0.6 ev («» 18 per cent) as heat in the crystal, whereas one 
90,000-ev (1.38-A) primary x-ray photon may produce about 3000 2.8-ev 
luminescence photons in the same phosphor, leaving a residue of about 
81,600 ev (« 90 per cent) as heat, except for a small part which is radi¬ 
ated as x-ray fluorescence or dissipated in producing photoelectrons 
or chemical changes. 

There are very few reliable determinations of luminescence efficiency 
for primary-photon energies greater than about 6 ev. The inception 
of the point x in Fig. 89 and the course of the curve beyond x have not 
been determined quantitatively for even one phosphor. Different phos¬ 
phors may have quite different curves of luminescence efficiency as a 
function of the energy of the primary photon. For example, tetr.- 
CaW04:Pb is well excited by all primary photons with energies from 
about 4 ev to over 10® ev, whereas hex.-ZnS CdS:Ag is well excited by 
«tf4-ev photons and 10®-ev x-ray photons but is scarcely excited in the 
intermediate region of primary photons with energies of the order of 
10^ ev. This is a fertile field for phosphor research, if the difficulties 
which were discussed at the beginning of the section on excitation spectra 
can be overcome. 

Excitation by Charged Material Particles. It may be seen from Fig. 
89 that the curve of luminescence efficiency S, versus Ea for phosphors 
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excited by charged material particles varies in a strikingly different 
manner from that obtained with excitation by photons. As indicated 
in Fig. 89, cathodoluminescence efficiency starts at a vanishingly low 
value for Ea « hve and then rises very slowly to a point Vd (the extra¬ 
polated ^^dead voltage’^ 72,145.324) beyond which the maximum observed 8 

increases rapidly up to about 7 per cent for Ea of the order of 10^ ev. 
Considerably higher efficiencies may be possible at still higher primary 
voltages, but accurate results are lacking. The low 8 for Ea < Va is 
attributed to (1) the complete absorption of the low-energy primary 
electrons in the relatively distorted, imperfect, and inefficient surface 
layers of the phosphor crystals (see the penetration curves in Fig. 23), 
and (2) the 2 to 10-ev energy loss per ejected secondary electron (an 
average of at least one secondaiy electron per primary electron must be 
ejected from the phosphor screen, or the screen will become negatively 
charged and electrostatically repel further primary electrons). That 
the surface layers of crystals differ from their volumes is indicated by 
electron-diffraction measurements on crystals of zinc oxide and several 
alkali halides whose surface layers, and perhaps the volumes, apparently 
become less dense (lattice spacings increase) as the size of the crystal 
decreases. This is a natural consequence of the long-range nature, or 
additivity, of the interatomic attraction energies in crystals; that is, the 
surface atoms on large crystals are bound more firmly (packed more 
densely) than they are on smaller crystals. 

At sufficiently high energies of the primary electrons, Ea > Vd, the 
more regular and efficient interiors of the phosphor crystals are pene¬ 
trated, and, at these high primary-particle energies, secondary excitants 
are produced as expressed by eq. 114. At equilibrium, and again neglect¬ 
ing tertiary excitants, Nq primary electrons, each of absorbed energy 
Eaj may produce Ne luminescence photons directly, produce Ne' lumi¬ 
nescence photons indirectly through secondary excitants, eject Nq 

secondary electrons to maintain electrical equilibrium, and dissipate a 
major portion of the input energy as heat; that is, 

NoEa = (Ne + Ne')hve + NqEs + i^heat (116) 

where Ee is the average energy of the ejected secondary electrons, which 
is of the order of 6 ev. The electron-emission term NqS^ was not in¬ 
cluded in eq. 116 because an isolated crystal which‘emitted photoelec¬ 
trons would soon become charged sufficiently positive to prevent any 
more electrons from escaping. Some decay phosphors emit photo¬ 
electrons during excitation (not during phosphorescence), but the 
photoelectric effect from cub.-CaS:[flux]:Bi, for example, is reportedly 
somewhat less than that obtained from a freshly polished surface of 
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magnesium metal (that is, over 1000 primary photons per emitted 
photoelectron), and the insulator quality of phosphor crystals greatly 
limits their steady-state photoelectric-emission currents even when they 
are in electric contact with a metallic cathode.^®* In eq. 116, the 
term NqEs constitutes an important energy loss only at low Ea when 
Ea ^ Es ^ hve- 

Returning to our previous example of hex.-ZnS:Ag, for primary 
electrons with Ea — 5 ev, very few of the absorbed electrons will produce 
the given 2.8-ev luminescence photons, and each primary electron which 
does produce a luminescence photon will produce but one. Most of 
the absorbed energy is expended in (1) ejecting secondary electrons, 
and (2) increasing thermal agitation in the crystallographically imper¬ 
fect surface layers of the crystal. Transfer of excitation energy, by 
secondary excitants moving from the random points of primary absorp¬ 
tion in the host crystal to the relatively few luminescence centers, is 
subject to great attenuation (energy degradation) in the distorted sur¬ 
face layers. For primary electrons with Ea == 10,000 ev, each primary 
electron may produce, on the average, as many as 300 2.8-ev lumines¬ 
cence photons. This leaves a residue of about 9,160 ev (« 92 per cent) 
of which less than 1 per cent is expended in ejecting secondary electrons 
and producing soft x rays, and the remaining 91+ per cent is consumed 
chiefly in heating the crystal. Of the many measurements which have 
been made of cathodoluminescence efficiency, with Ea ranging from 5 
to over 10® ev, none has given a reliable value higher than 10 per cent, 
although higher efficiencies are theoretically possible. 

loNOLUMiNEScENCE. The luminescence efficiencies reported for ex¬ 
citation by alpha particles {Ea « 10® ev) range up to 100 per 
but a critical evaluation of the experimental data indicates that the 
actual efficiencies are probably less than about 20 per cent.*^^ At 
10 per cent luminescence efficiency, one 10®-ev alpha particle may pro¬ 
duce 35,000 2.8-ev luminescence photons in a 30-micron crystal of hex.- 
ZnS:Ag, leaving a residue of 9 X 10® ev («90 per cent) to be expended 
in producing x rays, electron emission, chemical changes, and chiefly 
heat. lonoluminescence efficiency should vary with the energy Ea of 
the primary ion in*much the same manner as that shown for cathodo¬ 
luminescence efficiency, except that (1) the minimum Ea (for example, 
evd) for appreciable ionoluminescence from phosphors should be con¬ 
siderably larger than that for cathodoluminescence from the same 
phosphors, since the larger ions penetrate less than electrons with the 
same primary energy (see Fig. 23), and (2) the energy losses (per unit 
distance) of primary ions differ from those of electrons penetrating solids, 
because ions have larger masses and may have larger charges (note the 
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effect of changing and 2 in eq. 78). At high energies of primary ions, 
Ea evd, their relatively small penetrations are an advantage for 
efficient excitation of present fine-crystal phosphor screens. The small 
penetration minimizes optical scattering and resultant absorption losses 
of luminescence photons emitted near the penetration “limit^’ of the 
primary particle. When the penetration ‘^limit’^ of a primary particle 
is much greater than the average crystal diameter, improved lumines¬ 
cence efficiency may be obtained by (1) using oblique (for example, 
grazing) incidence rather than normal incidence of the primary particle 
on the phosphor screen, or (2) passing the primary particle repeatedly 
through the edge-supported screen until the energy of the particle is 
completely absorbed.^^ When it is possible to obtain and use phosphors 
in single crystals whose thicknesses exceed the penetration “limit^^ of 
the primary particle, the intensified absorption loss due to scattering is, 
of course, eliminated. 

The Nature op the Secondary Excitants. A further point of 
interest in Fig. 89, is the substantially similar maximum 8 values (5 to 
20 per cent) of efficient crystalline phosphors excited by high-energy 
photons, electrons, or ions. The similarity leads to the conclusion that a 
common secondary excitant is active in all these cases. In the case of a 
primary x-ray photon, the primary particle gives up all of its energy in 
one absorption act to produce a high-energy internal (photo-) electron 
which then excites cathodoluminescence. A high-energy primary elec¬ 
tron, or internal photoelectron, or primary ion apparently gives up its 
free energy in random-sized ^^bits^' (averaging about 10 to 30 ev) chiefly 
to the larger population of host-crystal atoms. Energy transport from 
the abundant host-crystal atoms to the sparse luminescence centers may 
be accomplished by several conceivable secondary or tertiary excitants, 
such as ^‘free^^ internal electrons, photons, excitons, and resonance 
transfers. Although it is not known with certainty which of these 
possible energy-transfer agents is most influential in the luminescence 
mechanisms of phosphors in general, most of the evidence favors the 
‘‘free'' internal electrons. Particularly convincing evidence in favor of 
energy transfer by electrons rather than by excitons is given by Haynes' 
experiments on the print-out effect in crystals of silver chloride excited 
by microsecond pulses of light and subjected to njicrosecond applica¬ 
tions of a high electric field.^^*®®^ The mobility of the resultant darken¬ 
ing, at about 8 cm sec""^ per unit gradient of 1 volt cm~^, in a direction 
opposite to that of the applied electric field shows that the energy trans¬ 
port is by “free" electrons rather than by neutral excitons. Further 
support for the importance of electrons as energy-transfer agents is 
obtained from photographs by CooUdge and Moore of the luminescence 
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scintillations produced by bombardment of calcite crystals with 900-kv 
electrons. These photographs show dotted lines which the writer has 
interpreted as evidence that secondary internal electrons act as the 
energy transfer agents.®^ More quantitative measurements of con¬ 
comitant luminescence, dielectric changes, magnetic changes, and elec¬ 
tric conductions (including Hall effect and thermoelectric effect) should 
be made with different phosphor crystals excited by high-energy photons 
and charged material particles to determine whether the charged “free^^ 
electrons (or positive holes) are generally the primary energy-transfer 
agents, or whether neutral photons, excitons, or ^-overlap transfers 
may sometimes be important secondary excitants. 

Effect of Crystal Structure on Efficiency. It may be empha¬ 
sized at this point that phosphor crystals must be highly crystalline to 
exhibit high luminescence efficiency under excitation by charged mate¬ 
rial particles or high-energy photons. Some vitreous or distorted lumi¬ 
nescent materials, such as uranium glass or cub.-SrS:SrS04:CaF2:Sm: 
Eu, exhibit high luminescence efficiency under excitation by low-energy 
near-UV photons (Ea » hve) which may be absorbed preferentially by 
the luminescence centers, but none exhibit high luminescence efficiency 
when excited by high-energy particle^ (Ea » hve) which give up energy 
rather indiscriminately to all the atoms in the material. In the latter 
case of high-energy primary particles, a high degree of crystallinity is 
necessary to allow efficient energy transfer between the random points 
of primary absorption and the luminescence-active centers. Certain 
vitreous luminescent materials, such as boric-acid, borate, silicate, 
germanate, or phosphate glasses with or without activators, such as 
organic dyes, U, Eu, et 74-84,144.402-411 excited by low- 

energy UV photons because most of the primary photons are absorbed 
directly by the luminescent centers, thereby eliminating the energy- 
transfer process. Some vitreous materials containing embedded phos¬ 
phor crystals of the same refractive index as the “host glass^' may 
appear to be entirely vitreous, but actually exhibit the properties of 
both crystalline and glassy luminescent materials with respect to excita¬ 
tion by low- and high-energy primary particles. 

Phosphorescence Efficiency. Phosphors with Temperature-inde¬ 
pendent Decays, The phosphorescence efficiencies of phosphors 
which decay according to eq. 90 are directly related to their luminescence 
efficiencies, because the decay constant a changes little with tempera¬ 
ture or with the type or intensity of excitation. Hence, to obtain max¬ 
imum L at a given time t after cessation of excitation, one seeks to de¬ 
crease a and increase Lo- The decay constant a is a function of the 
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phosphor composition and structure, and the initial radiance Lq is 
a function of 6 and the type, intensity, and conditions of excitation. 

Phosphors with Decays, The phosphorescence efficiencies of 
phosphors which decay according to eqs. 93-100 (with added complica¬ 
tions due to different Lq^s at different depths of excitation and to re- 
trapping) may vary independently of the luminescence efficiencies, 
because the trapping and emission processes are substantially independ¬ 
ent of each other in the phosphor crystals. In an effort to obtain maxi¬ 
mum Z/ at a given time t after cessation of excitation, one might increase 
Lo, for example, but it has been found that increasing Lq increases the 
rate of decay, especially when the excitant is changed from low-energy 
to high-energy particles (Figs. 70, 71, 73, 75, and 81). Although the 
problem is complex, it is essentially a matter of maximizing the number 
of traps of thermal depth large relative to kT, then exciting the phosphor 
to fill all the available traps, and finally seeking to thermostimulate or 
photostimulate the phosphor so that a maximum number of traps 
empty (without quenching) at the given time L 

In some cases where a well-crystallized homogeneous phosphor, such 

as hex.-ZnS:Cu (principal thermal trap depth » 0.5 ev^^O, has traps 
which are moderately deep, long intense phosphorescence is observed 
after excitation by UV, shorter phosphorescence is observed after excita¬ 
tion by CR (Fig, 71), and the phosphorescence after excitation by alpha 
particles is almost undetectable after about 10“*® sec. It is reasonable 
to assume that the larger heat residue per primary particle and the 
higher power input per unit excited volume largely account for the 
decreased trapping and increased quenching on going from UV to CR 
to alpha particles as primary excitants. In the cases of some hetero¬ 
geneous deep-trap phosphors, such as cub.-CaS:Na2S04:CaF2:Bi and 
cub.-Sr(S:Se):SrS04:CaF2:Sm:Eu, phosphorescence efficiencies higher 
than 50 per cent may be obtained after very brief excitations by low- 
energy near-UV photons. The deep traps of the latter phosphor, at 
least, are readily filled during excitation by high-energy beta particles 
and alpha particles, although the actual efficiencies are probably quite 
Iow.221,848 Here, the traps are apparently deep enough so that at room 

temperature and at low excitation intensities the localized heat residues 
from excitation by high-energy particles eject excited electrons chiefly 
from the medium-deep traps which make the predominant contribution 
during phosphorescence at room temperature. When the temperature 
of the entire phosphor crystal is raised, then more excited electrons are 
ejected from deeper traps because the localized heat residue after exci¬ 
tation adds to the average temperature of the crystal. 
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Effect of Phosphor Composition and Structure on Lumines¬ 

cence Efficiency during Excitation. The following comments on 
the effects of phosphor composition and crystal structure on lumines¬ 
cence efficiency 8 apply for phosphors excited at room temperature 
(compare Fig. 18) and at excitation densities well below saturation, Con- 

Heating time, hours 

Fig. 90. Variation in the relative luminescence efficiency of several rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: 
Mn(0.3) phosphors prepared from (A) previously unheated ingredients, and (B) 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 (previously crystallized at 1200°C, 90 min) mixed with MnCOs 
[made by carbonate precipitation from Mn(N08)2l. The same referencenstandard 
phosphor was used for all the measurements. (Reflection colors of the B-series phos¬ 
phors under white light are: 100®C, brown-black; 700-800®C, very light tan; 900®C, 

lighter tan; 1000®C, cream-white; 1100-1400®C, white.) 

siderable data on this subject have already been given in Table 5 and 
in many figures in this chapter, particularly for the (Zn:Cd)(S:Se) 
system of phosphors (Figs. 32-49).“^ It should be emphasized, again, 
that specific values of 8 cited for phosphors identified by conventional 
shorthand formulas, for example, hex.-ZnS:Ag and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, 
may be accurate for the particular sample which was measured under 
the given conditions, but are not to be construed as fixed values which 
obtain for all samples designated by the simplified formulas. This will 
become more apparent in the following discussion which uses as examples 
the zinc-silicate :Mn type of phosphors whose genesis and properties 
were described in part in connection with Figs. 60-56 and 61-62. 
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Silicate Phosphors. Figures 90 and 92 show curves of relative 
cathodoluminescence and photoluminescence efficiencies versus crystalli¬ 
zation temperature for the same samples of phosphors whose spectra 

are shown in Figs. 61 and 62, with the addition of a B series of rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn phosphors prepared by heating a mixture of MnCOs and 

precrystallized rbhdl.-2ZnO-1.012SiO2, 1200°C, at the different tem- 

6CX)* C, 4 hr (or 

700* C, 3 hr) 

800*C. 2 hr 

850* C. 3 hr 

900* C, 1 hr 

1000* C. 1 hr 

1100*C. 1 hr 

1200* C. 1 hr 

1300*C, lhr(or 

1400* C. 1 hr) 

Fig. 91. X-ray diffraction patterns of the phosphor samples in the A series in Fig. 

90, showing the disappearance of the hex.-ZnO pattern and appearance of the rbhdl.- 

Zn2Si04*0.012MnSi08 pattern with increasing temperature of reaction and crystal¬ 

lization. Copper-Xa radiation, nickel filter (dotted lines indicate very weak lines 

on the original negatives); compare Fig. 61. 

peratures and times indicated. The measurements were made on the 

excited sides of thick layers. All the phosphors in the B series had the 

same emission band as curve 4 in Fig, 61, that is, there was no visible 

evidence of any yellower emissions under either CR or 2537-A UV, and 

this was substantiated by spectroradiometric measurements. Figure 90 

shows that appreciable cathodoluminescence efficiency CR 8 appears 

at about 700®C, whereas appreciable photoluminescence efficiency UV 8 

does not appear until about 800®C, regardless whether the phosphors 

are (1) S3rnthesized from the previously unheated basic ingredients, or 

(2) made by diffusing MnO into the previously crystallized rbhdl.- 

ZnaSi04 host crystal. It is noticeable that the 8 values for the B series 

increase at a faster rate than for the A series (except for the crossover 
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of low CR 8 values near 730®C), and the CR 8 reaches its maximum 
value much sooner than the UV 8 in both series. 

Comparison of the x-ray diffraction patterns of the A-series phosphors 
in Fig. 91 with their 8 values plotted in Fig. 90 shows that complete 
reaction and crystallization is not attained until the given ingredients 
have been heated to over 1300°C for longer than an hour. The x-ray 
diffraction pattern of the 1000°C B-series phosphor was apparently 

Heating time, hours 

Fig. 92. Variation in the relative efficiency of visible luminescence emission of 
rbhdl.-Zn8BeSi60i9:Mn(1.4) prepared by heating a mixture of ZnCOs, BeCOa, 
MnCOa (precipitated from nitrate solution) and finely divided Si02 (compare Fig. 62). 

intermediate between those of the 1100°C and 1200°C A-series phos¬ 
phors. The effect of Mn is to expand slightly the structure of rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04, because Mn is larger than Zn. In Fig. 92, which shows similar 
data for rbhdl.-ZngBeSisOigrMn prepared only from previously un¬ 
heated basic ingredients, the CR 8 and UV 8 curves run substantially 
parallel with the same prior appearance of appreciable CR 8 as in Fig. 
90. These figures clearly indicate the widely different 8 values which a 
phosphor symbolized by, for example, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(l) may have 
when prepared from different ingredients at different temperatures. 
Further variations may be produced by varying the chemical natures, 
particle sizes, previous heat treatments, and degrees of admixture of 
the ingredients. 

Figures 93-96, which are drawn with the same CR 8 scale as 
Figs. 52-56, show the decrease in relative cathodoluminescence efifi- 
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ciency which occurs on going from the “parent” phosphor, rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn, to rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:Mn, to /3-Zn2Si04:Mn, and then to 
rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn (note the low ordinate values in Fig. 65). 
Figures 55, 95, and 96 show some of the pronounced variations in CR B 
and emission spectra which may be produced by varying (1) the acti- 

Fio. 93. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the cathodoluminesccnce emissions 
(bombarded side) of the low (rbhdl.)- and high (3)-temperature forms of Zn2Si04:Mn 

and of rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:Mn. 

1. rbhdl.-Zn28iO4:Mn(0.3), 1250‘’C, 1 hr 
2. rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:Mn(0.3), 1100°C, 1 hr 
3. j8-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3), 1600°C, hr, quenched 

vator proportion, (2) the crystallization temperature, (3) the crystallizar 
tion time, and (4) the host-crystal proportions of rbhdl.-ZnO:BeO: 
Si02 .* Mn phosphors. The proportion of Mn activator in these phosphors 
is based on a “normal” proportion N of 0.006 mole Mn per mole of 
cation(8) (for example, Zn -t- Be). The “normal" proportion corre¬ 
sponds to about 0.3 weight per cent of Mn in rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4-0.012Mn- 
(SiOg), or about 0.5 weight per cent of Mn relative to Zn."*’*-** It is 
generally found that increasing the chemical complexity and structural 
h^eterogeneity of phosphors decreases their relative peak outputs (B 
values) under excitation by charged material particles, or by high-energy 
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primaiy particles in general. This is shown by the rapid decrease in the 
ordinate values of the phosphors in the sequence rbhdl.-2Zn0-Si02:Mn 
(= 100 in Fig. 93), rbhdl.-2Zn0*Be0-3Si02:Mn (= 7.5 in Fig. 56), 
and 6Zn0-3Be0-Zr02-Ti02-6Si02:Mn (*» 6 in Fig. 56). 

5000 6000 . 7000 
Wavelength, A 

Fig. 94. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the cathodoluminescence emissions 
(bombarded side) of three phosphors formed by the reaction and crystallization of 

9ZnO*BeO‘6SiO2-0.48MnO at different temperatures for 1 hr each. 

1. rbhdl.-9ZnO BeO*6SiO2-0.48MnO, 1100*^0, 1 hr 
2. rbhdl.-9ZnO-BeO-6SiO2*0.48MnO, 1200*^0, 1 hr 
3. rbhdl.-9ZnO*BeO-6SiO2*0.48MnO, 1250®C, 1 hr 

Deficiency Structures. An apparent exception to the general 
decrease in CR 8 with increasing complexity of the phosphor is found in 
the case of rbhdl.-Zn0:Si02:Mn phosphors prepared with an excess of 
silica over orthoproportions, that is, where the ratio of ZnO/SiOg is 
less than 2/1. It has been determined that (1) the optimum proportion 
of Mn for maximum CR 8 from these phosphors increases as the ratio 

ZnO/SiOg is decreased below 2/1 (Fig. 97), and (2) the crystal structure 
of the resultant phosphors remains the same (223) even when the 
ZnO/SiOg ratio is 1/1, that is, when there is a 100 per cent excess of 

SiOg over the stoichiometric-orthoproportion compound (Figs. 11a and 
64).^ Evidently, the orthosilicate (223) structure continues to form even 
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when a large excess of Si02 is present. Therefore, the orthosilicate 
structure with excess SiOa may be more appropriately described as being 
deficient in ZnO; that is, the crystal has a deficiency structure wherein 

Fia. 95. Relative spectral-distribution curves of the cathodoluminescence emissions 
(bombarded side) of two phosphors formed by the reaction and crystallization of 

9ZnO'BeO-6SiO2-0.24MnO at 1200'’C for 1 hr and for 6 hr. 

1. rbhdL-9ZnO BeO-68iO2-0.24MnO, 1200'’C, 1 hr 
2. rbhdL-9ZnO-BeO-6SiO2-0.24MnO, laWC, 6hr 

more MnO units may profitably occupy the vacant ZnO sites.” The 
rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn and rhomb.-CdSiOs.'Mn phosphors are fur¬ 
ther examples of luminescent solids which are efficient when made with 
deficifflicy structures (excess Si02) and Mn proportions up to about 20 
times the “nomoal” proportion of 0.006 mole Mn per mole of cation(s). 
These deficiency-structure phosphors, including rbhdl.-Zn0-Si02:[Si], 
often have pronounced decay “tails” on their predominantly 
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Relative proportions of ZnO and BeO 

Fig. 96. Relative) cathodoluiriineseence output (lx)mbarclecl side) at 6200 A (band 

pass = 230 A of some rbhdL-(Zn:Be)2SiO4-0.044MnSi()3, 1225°C, 90 min, phos¬ 
phors made with various ratios of ZriO/BeO. The output of the emission band 
peaked at 5250 A has a maximum value of 100 at ZnO == 100 and decreases with 

increasing BeO content. 

per cent of the host-crystal weight 

Fig. 97. Semilog plot of the influence of activator proportion on the cathodolumines- 
cence efficiencies of (1) cub.-ZnS:Ag, 940°C, 2 hr (see Fig. 44 for emission bands), 
(2-4) rbhdl.-ZnO:Si02:Mn, 1200°C, 1 hr (emission band remains unchanged for 
these phosphors made with different ratios of Zn0/Si02). Measurements on the 
bombarded side of very thick coatings at 6 kv and about 2 ^la cm“* (unmodulated 
stationary CR beam). Curves 2, 3, and 4 are drawn to the same scale, and the 
maximum energy efficiency of 1 is about 4 times that of 2 under the given conditions. 

1. cub..ZnS:Ag[N08l:[NaCl(2)l, 940‘»C 
2. rbhdl.-2Zn0-Si02;MnSi08, 1200^0 
3. rbhdL-3Zn0-2Si02:Mn0, 1200^0 
4. rbhdl-ZnO SiOjiMnO, 1200°C 
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decay phosphorescences. This indicates that, in addition to local trap¬ 
ping (Fig. 16c), some excited electrons may become trapped in vacant 
oxygen-ion sites, much as electrons are trapped in F centers in the alkali 
halide scotophors. (There is some evidence that many of the shallower 
traps in ZnS-type phosphors are also anion vacancies in the host crystal.) 

Fig. 98. Variation in the relative luminescence efficiency of ZnS:Mn(2.5), INaCl(2)] 

heated to the indicated temperatures and held for about 30 min before cooling. The 

Mn was added as MnCl2. 

With respect to terminology, the vacant ZnO sites in a deficiency- 
structure rbhdl.-ZnO • Si02 ’ Mn phosphor are abnormal omission defects 
which should not be confused with the normal alternately vacant Zn 
(and S) sites in cub.-ZnS (Fig. 12). A Mn atom which occupies an 
abnorrnally vacant Zn site in ZnO-deficient rbhdl.-Zn0-Si02:Mn forms 
an s center, whereas a Mn atom which occupies a normally vacant Zn 
site in cub.-ZnS (or hex.-ZnS) forms an i center (an Mn atom which 
locates in a normally occupied Zn site in cub.-ZnS, or hex.-ZnS, or rbhdl.- 
ZnO • Si02: Mn forms an s center. It may be recalled that the optimum 
concentration of phosphor activators in structurally compatible s 
centers is usually about 100 times the optimum concentration of phosphor 
activators in structurally incompatible i centers (Fig. 97). Assuming a 
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random distribution of the activator atoms in the host crystals, calcu¬ 
lations presented in Appendix 2 show that these optimum proportions 
of activators are generally so low that over 95 per cent of the activator 
atoms are structurally isolated from each other in the sense that they do 
not occupy adjacent available sites (for example, the Zn sites may be 

500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Crystallization temperature, *0 

Fig. 99. The effect of increasing temperature of crystallization on the cathodo- 
luminescence and photoluminescence eflaciencies of ZnS:Ag(0.015), [NaCl(4)], 
[BaCl2(2)]. Note the increase in efficiency on going from the F43m (cubic) to the 

C6mc (hexagonal) structure (compare with Fig. 49). 

considered as being available sites for Mn atoms in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn). 
In the case of ZnS-type phosphors with an optimum of about 0.01 per 
cent of Ag or Cu activator, about 99.9 per cent of the activator atoms 
are nonadjacent, and so one is led to conclude that these presumably 
interstitial activator atoms influence each other appreciably when 
separated by several atomic spacings (note, in Figs. 455-c, the large 
changes wrought by increasing the Cu proportion above 0.01 weight 
per cent). 

Sulphide Phosphors. Figures 98 and 99 show curves of relative 
CR 8 and UV 8 values for some S-dominated phosphors, comprising 
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cubic and hexagonal ZnS host crystals with Mn and Ag activators, as a 
function of crystallization temperature. Figure 98 shows that maximum 
CR 6 is obtained with the low-temperature cubic form of ZnSiMn, 
whereas maximum UV 8 is obtained with the high-temperature hexag¬ 
onal form. An added feature of this phosphor system is that optimum 
UV 6 is obtained with a halide flux, as shown in Fig. 98, whereas opti¬ 
mum CR 8 is obtained with an oxygen-containing flux, such as a nitrate 
or sulphate. Figure 99 shows some relative-efficiency data for the same 
ZnS:Ag phosphors whose emission-band shifts were presented in Fig. 
49. Comparison of the two figures shows that the hexagonal-structure 
phosphors have higher CR 8 and UV 8 and shorter-wavelength emission 
bands, than the cubic-structure phosphors. In the case of hex.-ZnS- 
CdS:Ag(0.01), whose crystal structure remains hexagonal from 700 to 
over 1250°C, the peak-output values remain practically unchanged for a 
series of identically compounded phosphors crystallized in the given 
temperature range. Similarly, when the structure of cub.-ZnS:Ag is 
converted to hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Ag by increasing substitution of Cd for 
Zn in the host crystal (Fig. 33), the peak-output values decrease, then 
rise, and then decrease steadily,whereas the peak-output values de¬ 
crease steadily when the structure remains hexagonal throughout (Fig. 
36). It should be noted that the foregoing data on luminescence effi¬ 
ciency are for phosphors which have not been subjected to deleterious 
chemical or mechanical (grinding) treatment after crystallization. Such 
treatment may greatly alter the efficiencies of phosphors (see Figs. 114 
and 115).“'72 

Effects of Detrimental Impurities on Efficiency. As might 
be expected, the sensitivities of phosphors to injurious impurities 
(‘‘poisons,” or “killers”) vary inversely with their optimum activator 
proportions; that is, an s-center phosphor can usually tolerate about 100 
times as much of a given detrimental impurity as an i-center phosphor. 
This is exemplified in Fig. 100 which shows that a cub.-ZnS: 
Ag(0.003) phosphor, with about 6 X 10^^ [i-center] Ag atoms cm~^ is 
approximately 100 times as sensitive to traces of cocrystallized Ni 
(added as a compound) as a rbhdl.-Zn0-Si02:Mn(2) phosphor, with 
about 8 X 10^® s-center Mn atoms cm~®. From the data in Fig. 100 
it may be calculated that 4 X 10^® Ni atoms cm““® (10"“^ per cent Ni) 
almost completely suppress the luminescence emission due to the 
6 X 10^^ [i-center] Ag atoms cm”"^ in cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.003), whereas the 
same proportion (4 X 10^® Ni atoms cm"“®) of Ni decreases the lumi¬ 
nescence efficiency of 8 X 10^® s-center Mn atoms in rbhdl.-ZnO Si02: 
Mn(2) by only 25 per cent. The detrimental effects of poisons are usually 
more pronounced at low excitation densities, particularly with decay 
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phosphors,although Kroger reports for an decay rbhdI.-Zn2Si04: 
Mn phosphor that T^o (the temperature at which the luminescence 
efficiency has fallen to 50 per cent of the maximum) is displaced from 
about 370°C for the material made without iron (Fe) impurity to 270°C 
for 10“^ mole per cent Fe and to 130®C for 10“^ mole per cent Fe,^®^ 

Per cent Ni 

Fig. 100. Poisoning effect of small proportions of cocrystallized nickel compounds 
incorporated in two representative phosphors. (D. R. Hale and J. W. Marden) 

1. cub.-ZnS:[Zn], or cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.003) excited by CR (Hale) 

2. rbhdl.-Zn0*Si02:Mn(2) excited by 2537-A UV (Marden and Mcister) 

Klasens reports that 2 X 10~^ weight per cent of Ni decreases the tem¬ 
perature break point Tb of ZnS:Ag(0.01) by about 50®C, and 
weight per cent of Ni decreases the Tb of the same phosphor by about 

(It may be noted that Nail, Pearlman, and Urbach report 
that the Tb of a ZnS:Cu(0.01) phosphor, without Ni impurity, is de¬ 
creased by decreasing the intensity of 3650-A UV excitation.^^) When a 
phosphor such as cub.-ZnS:Ag is operated at temperatures near Ta, 
therefore, the effect of poisoning impurities is particularly pronounced 
(Figs. 100 and 103). 

The decreased efficiency occasioned by Ni impurity is more pro¬ 
nounced for phosphorescence than for luminescence during excitation. 
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It has been found that as little as 2 X 10“~® per cent of cocrystallized 
Ni (8 X 10^® Ni atoms cm~^) in hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.003) markedly decreases 
the intensity of long-duration phosphorescence (at room temperature) 
without greatly decreasing the luminescence efficiency during excita- 
tion.®^®’^^^ As shown in Fig. 25a, the Ni impurity either (1) decreases 
the number of deep traps, or, more probably (2), provides a selective 
mechanism whereby electrons in deep traps can make radiationless 
transitions to the ground state. In either case, only the relatively shal¬ 
low traps are left, and these traps afford rapidly decaying phosphores¬ 
cence at room temperature. As little as 2 X 10“^ per cent of Ni, there¬ 
fore, strongly affects electrons in deep traps without greatly affecting 
electrons in shallow traps, and without affecting the emitting atoms (the 
shape and location of the emission band are practically unaltered by this 
small amount of Ni). This indicates that the deep traps are farther from 
the emitting atoms and are more susceptible to perturbation than the 
shallow traps. Hence, the low thermostimulated phosphorescence light 
sums of deep-trap phosphors, compared with the higher photostimulated 
light sums of these phosphors, appears to be the result of an increasing 
probability of radiaticmless transitions of excited electrons from deep 
traps as these traps are increasingly perturbed by thermal agitation. 
The effect of small traces of poisoning impurities is usually much larger 
on long-duration deep-trap phosphorescence emission than on decays 
or short-duration shallow-trap phosphorescences. [Garlick reports that 
traces of Co selectively decrease the number of potentially useful shallow 
traps in some ZnS:Cu phosphors,^^! whereas Klasens believes that Co 
increases the number of shallow traps,*®® and E. Podschuss deliberately 
incorporates traces of Co in hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphors to facilitate pro¬ 
duction of the hexagonal form and intensify phosphorescence emission 
at room temperature (Fig. 805).] Also, the poisoning effect is usually 
found to be much less pronounced, particularly on decays and very 
short decays, when the phosphors are excited to high radiances 

(high Lo) by high-energy particles. 
In general, paramagnetic ions, that is, ions which have unfilled inner 

shells and which strongly absorb visible radiation, are more potent 
poisons than nonparamagnetic ions. Studies by Harden and Meister 
on the poisoning effects of small proportions of cojjcipounds of several 
elements incorporated in some 0-dominated phosphors, such as rbhdl.- 
ZnO • Si02: Mn, 2CdO • Si02: Mn, CdO • B2O3: Mn, tetr.-CaW04: [W], 
and MgW04:[W] excited by 2537-A UV, show that paramagnetic Ni, 
Fe, Cr, and Cu cause a detectable reduction in photoluminescence 
efficiency when present in proportions as low as 0.001 weight per cent, 
whereas nonparamagnetic Ag, Al, Pb, Sn, and Zr generally do not cause 
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appreciable reduction in efficiency in proportions less than about 0.1 
weight per cent.^^® It is noteworthy that 0.01 weight per cent of Cu 
impurity, which may be either dia- or paramagnetic (Table 8), acts as 
(1) an intensijier4t/pe activator which enhances the UV + blu^ emission 
bands of some silicates (Fig. 31); (2) a new-hand-type activator which 
suppresses the original emission band and produces a new emission band 
in some ZnS-type phosphors (Fig. 45) when the activator proportion 
is Cu(< 0.01), and intensifies the original emission band at higher 
proportions of Cu [even when Mn(l) is incorporated in the phosphor] 
(Figs. 466-c); (3) a trapping agent in the latter phosphors (Fig. 25); and 
(4) a poison which reduces the photoluminescence efficiency of the 
previously cited 0-dominated phosphors by as much as 50 per cent.^^® 
This example illustrates the large and vastly different effects which small 
traces of a given impurity may produce in different host crystals. The 
example indicates, also, the probability that one species of activator 
atoms (ions) in a given host crystal, such as Cu”"*” in hex.-ZnS:Cu, 
may function as activators (promoters of radiative transitions), traps^ 
and poisons (promoters of radiationless transitions). Whether these 
different functions are performed chiefly by differently situated Cu atoms 
in, for example, hex.-ZnS:Cu, or whether a given Cu atom can perform 
all of the three functions in time sequence, has not been determined. 

Another example of multiple functioning of an activator element is 
found in the incorporation of several weight per cent of Ti02 in rbhdl.- 
(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn where the Ti atoms act as (1) activators which inten¬ 
sify the UV + blue emission band of the silicate made with or without 
Mn, (2) trapping agents which greatly increase the room-temperature 
phosphorescence emission associated with the Mn activator, and (3) 
poisons which decrease the luminescence efficiency of the Mn emission 
band. These data emphasize the versatility and importance of small 
proportions of impurities in the luminescence of solids and re-emphasize 
the importance of extraordinary care in purifying, compounding, and 
crystallizing phosphors. 

The mechanism of poisoning, as well as the decrease in efficiency 
beyond the optimum proportion of activator (Fig. 97), have an analogue 
in the concentration quenching of organic luminescent materials in 
solutions and host glasses.^^*®^®'®®’^ A clear understanding of the 
mechanism of efficiency reduction by the proximity of another activator 
impurity or a foreign poison-type impurity has not yet been obtained. 
It is possible to speak in general terms of energy degradation (1) by 
exchange (resonance) between luminescence-active and luminescence- 
inactive atoms or centers whose excited-state wave functions overlap in 
a solid, or (2) by radiationless transitions down a **ladder” of closely 
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spaced levels introduced into the forbidden region between the excited 
and ground-state levels by an impurity atom, or (3) by means of im¬ 
purity-influenced intersections of excited-state and ground-state curves 
in diagrams such as the one shown in Fig. 166, but a quantitative solu¬ 
tion to the general problem of loss of luminescence efficiency as caused 
by traces of impurities in solids is still lacking. In the case of some 
tungstate and molybdate phosphors, Kroger reports that the detrimental 
action of Cr impurity is primarily to absorb the internally emitted 
radiation.^^^ In tetr.-CaW04:[W] the absorption is selective, as indi¬ 
cated by the fact that the externally observed emission band shifts its 
peak from about 4200 to 4700 A as the Cr content is increased from 0 to 
0.1 mole per cent, without displacing the long-wave part of the emission 
band. The apparent shift in the peak of the emission band of rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn with increasing Mn shown in Fig. 53 may be caused by 
selective optical absorption by luminescence-inert Mn centers. 

To summarize the roles of impurities and imperfections which func¬ 
tion as poisons in phosphors, it appears that a poison may reduce 
luminescence efficiency by: 

1. Decreasing the solubility of the activator compound in the host 
crystal during formation of the phosphor. 

2. Absorbing primary excitation energy directly and converting it 
into heat. 

3. Dissipating (as heat) excitation energy which has been absorbed 
by the host ciystal and is intercepted by the poison center while the 
excitation energy is m route to or from activator centers or traps. 

4. Interfering with activator centers or traps, such as to increase 
their probability of making nonradiative transitions, for example, by 
lowering the crossover point / in Fig. 166. 

5. Taking excitation energy from nearby activator centers, by 
^-overlap energy transfer, and converting the potential luminescence 
energy into heat (especially when the poison center has / below c in 

Fig. 166). 
6. Optically absorbing luminescence radiation which is seeking to 

escape from within a phosphor crystal or screen. 
For any given phosphor, several of these mechanisms may operate to 
give the observed poisoning effect. 

Effect of Activator(s) on Efficiency. Single Activators, In 
general, maximum luminescence efficiency is obtained with an optimum 
proportion of one added activator. Additional added activator impuri¬ 
ties tend to act as poisons by (1) usurping sites which could be occupied 
profitably by the initial activator, or (2) functioning as poisons according 
to the other mechanisms proposed in the previous section. When only a 
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single simple emission band is enhanced or produced by the added acti¬ 
vator, as in the case of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Ti or rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, the 
optimum proportion of activator may be readily determined by making 
a series of phosphors with different initial activator proportions and 
plotting their relative peak outputs as shown in Fig. 97. When the 
[activator] is not deliberately added, but is produced by chemical action 
or by structural or atomic dislocations during crystallization, as in 
hex.-ZnO:[Zn] and tetr.-CaW04:[W], it is very difficult to estimate 
and control the optimum proportion of presumed [activator]. When a 
single added activator produces two (or more) emission bands, the 
relative efficiencies of the two emission bands may change with varia¬ 
tions in the activator proportions and degree of oxidation or reduction 
during crystallization. As examples: 

1. The line emission spectrum of ThSi()4:Eu (Fig. 31) is favored 
by crystallization in a strongly oxidizing atmosphere Eu^“^), 
whereas the emission band peaked near 6200 A is favored by crystalliza¬ 
tion in a reducing atmosphere (-^ Eu^"^). 

2. In the series SrSiO3:Eu(0.02), SrSiO3:Eu(0.3), and SrSi03:Eu(l), 
all crystallized at 1250°C in a normal SiC^-element furnace atmosphere, 
the luminescence efficiency (during excitation) increases with increasing 
Eu content under excitation by 2537-A UV {red emission) and decreases 
with increasing Eu content under excitation by 6-kv CR {green--yellow 
emission). None of these phosphors has an afterglow longer than the 
persistence of vision, whereas the same phosphors heated in hydrogen 
at lower temperatures have low-intensity afterglows which are detectable 
for several seconds.^®*'®"^** 

3. The short-wave emission bands of hex.-ZnS:Pb, cub.-CaO:Pb, 
Ca0:Si02:Mn, Mg0:Si02:Mn (Fig. 58), and cub.-RbI:Tl are favored 
by low activator proportions (< 0.2 weight per cent), whereas the long¬ 
wave emission bands of these two-band phosphors are favored by high 
activator proportions (> 1 weight per cent).^^ In these cases, it is 
possible that different atoms of a given activator may have different 
effective valence states and different coordination numbers in a given 
host crystal, so that different states of the same species of activator atom 
may sometimes act as poisons for each other. 

Two (or More) Activators. It is sometimes possible to obtain in¬ 
creased luminescence efficiency (during excitation) and increased 
phosphorescence efficiency by incorporathig two (or more) added acti¬ 
vators in a given host crystal.®*’Two effects may be dis¬ 
tinguished: (1) when the different activators do npt appreciably interfere 
or cascade with each other, and (2) when the activators cascade, or 
when one activator ‘‘sensitizes'^ another; that is, one activator serves 
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to convert a given primary excitation energy into secondary nonphoton 
excitation energy which excites luminescence whose spectral character 
is determined (^^dominated'O by another activator. Case 1 is practically 
nonexistent, except perhaps for very low (ineflScient) activator propor¬ 
tions, because the luminescence efficiency of one activator is almost 
invariably decreased by the addition of another noncascading and non¬ 
sensitizing activator (compare Figs. 42, 45, and 52.)®®'This seems to 
be true, regardless of whether the different activators occupy similar 
sites (for example, all substitutional sites) or different sites (for example, 
one activator in s sites, and another activator in i sites) in the host 
crystal. Despite the lowering of luminescence efficiency associated with 
one species of activator by the incorporation of another species of acti¬ 
vator in the same host crystal, phosphors with multiple activators are 
sometimes advantageous. An outstanding example is hex.-3Ca3(P04)2- 
Ca(F:Cl)2:Sb:Mn whose complementary blue (Sb) and yellow (Mn) 
emission bands afford a resultant white emission in ^ffiuorescent” lamps.®®® 
Here, each of the two activators, Sb and Mn, decreases the luminescence 
efficiency of the other activator, but the total efficiency remains suffi¬ 

ciently high for practical use. 
Case 2 has been amply demonstrated for (a) 'phosphorescence; for 

example, the thermostimulated phosphorescence (at 100°C) of glassy 
1.27ZnO*B2O3:Mn(0.2) is enhanced by the incorporation of Ce(0.05); 
and the enhanced photostimulated phosphorescence of phosphors Nos. 
20-22 in Table 5 is obtained by the incorporation of a small proportion 
of Sm (the Ce and Sm in these examples produce trapping centers in 
the given phosphors), and (b) luminescence during excitation; for example, 
(i) the UV-excited orange luminescence emission (several lines near 
6000 A) of cub.-CaS:Sm(0.2) is greatly intensified at room temperature 
by the incorporation of Bi(0.05), and (ii) a similar intensification is 
obtained at 100°C (})ut not at room temperature) by the incorporation of 
Pb(0.15) in the same cub.-CaS:Sm(0.2V^2 The enhancement produced 
by a second activator is apparent both during and after excitation of 
long-phosphorescing cub.-CaS:Sm:Bi, whereas the enhancement has 
been determined only during excitation of fast-decay phosphors, such 

as cub.-SrS:Ag(0.1):Pr(0.6)."® 
Two distinct luminescence processes may be distinguished when 

phosphors with two or more cooperating activators operate efficiently 

during excitation. These are: 
1. Cascade luminescence. In some phosphors with two or more 

activators, the short-wave emission band determined (dominated) by 
one activator A may overlap the excitation band of another activator B 
which determines an ejnission band located at longer wavelengths. 
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Under these circumstances, an internal cascade process may occur, 
whereby the luminescence emission associated with A is absorbed in the 
phosphor crystal and excites luminescence emission associated with B, 
as in the hex.-ZnS:Ag:Cu phosphor, where the violet Ag emission band 
cascade-excites the green Cu emission band,®®'®* or in the hex.-ZnO:[Zn] 
phosphor, where the UV edge emission band cascade-excites the visible 
emission band (Fig. 50).®®^ 

2. Sensitized luminescence. Some phosphors with a single activator, 
and which are practically imexcited by primary photons of a given 
energy, may become well excited by the given primary photons when a 
second activator is added. As examples, (a) the orange emission of 
cub.-CaS:Sm is excited by UV, but not by blue light, whereas the same 
orange emission is well excited in cub.-CaS:Bi:Sm by blue light 
and (6) the orange emission of rbhdl.-CaCOa: Mn is excited by CR, but 
not by UV, whereas the same orange emission is well excited in rbhdl.- 
CaCOaiPbiMn, or rbhdI.-CaCOarTRMn, or rbhdI.-CaCOaiCerMn by 
UV.227-229a gchulmau et al. have reported that a mechanical mixture of, 

for example, rbhdl.-CaCOarMn and rbhdl.-CaCOsiPb is not excited 
by UV, whereas the rbhdl.-CaCOarPbiMn phosphor is well excited 
by UV.22^ This result eliminates the possibility of a cascade mechanism, 
and makes it appear that the Pb centers perform the dual function of (a) 
introducing new absorption bands in the UV region (Fig. 101), and 
(6) transforming primary UV photons into nonphoton secondary ex¬ 
citants which can excite the Mn activator centers to luminescence. 
Figure 102 shows some relative excitation spectra of several of these 
sensitized phosphors under excitation by a hydrogen-discharge lamp. 
The figure shows the virtual absence of excitation by UV when only 
Mn is present in the host crystal and shows the strong sensitization 
which is produced when Pb, Tl, or Ce are incorporated as second 
activators. 

A similar sensitization is obtained in the case of monocl.-CaSiOarPb: 
Mn where the Pb produces a strong absorption of 2537-A photons and a 
weak emission band extending from about 2800 to 4200 A, with a peak 
near 3600 A, while the strong Mn doublet emission band extends from 
about 5500 to over 7000 A.^^’^®’229a another example, Fonda reports 
that tetr.-ZnF2:Mn, which is well excited by 2200-A photons but not 
by 2537-A photons, becomes much more efficient under excitation by 
2637-A photons when Pb, W, Ce, or Ti is added as a second activator.^* 
The Ti and W reportedly increase the photolxuninescence efficiency 
under 2537-A photons 4- to 6-fold without altering the orange emission 
band or the long decay associated with the Mn activator in this 
phosphor. 
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From the evidence available, it appears that the sensitizer impurity 
centers absorb the primary photon energy directly and become excited 
but have a low probability of making radiative transitions or dissipating 

2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 3400 
e 

Wavelength of incident photons, A 

Fig. 101. Reflection spectra of (1) rbhdl.-CaCOj (nonluminescent), (2) rbhdl.- 
CaCOjiMn, (3) rbhdl.-CaC08:Pb, (4) rbh(U.-CaCOs;Pb:Mn, (6) rbhdl.-CaCOjtTl, 
(6) rbhdl.-CaC08:Tl;Mii, (7) rbhdl.-CaC08:Ce, and (8) rbhdl.-CaCOa:Ce:Mn. 

(J. H. Schulman et al.) 

the excitation energy as heat. The transfer of energy from the excited 
sensitizer centers to the activator emitter centers apparently takes place 
by exchange. This requires an overlap of the i^-’s of the two types of 
centers when they happen to be sufficiently excited and near each other 
(see Appendix 2).**''**'“ 
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In cascade or sensitized luminescence the over-all luminescence 
efficiency, under given conditions, is the prodmt of (a) the efficiency of 
the primary activator (for example, Pb in rbhdl.-CaCOaiPbiMn) in 
converting the primary excitant energy into secondary excitant energy, 
and (6) the eflSciency of the secondary 'dominant'0 activator (for 
example, Mn in rbhdl.-CaC03:Pb:Mn) in converting the secondary 

Wavelength of the primary photon, A 

Fig. 102. Excitation siiectra of (1) rblidl-CaCOa: Mn, (2) rbhdL-CaCOaiTl.-Mn, 

(3) rbhdl.-CaCOaiPbiMn, and (4) rbhdl.-CaC03:Ce:Mn. (J. H. Schulman ei al.) 

excitant energy into luminescence emission. Each activator has a 
different dependence of luminescence efficiency on temperature, and so 
the optimum operating temperature for maximum luminescence effi¬ 
ciency under a given type and intensity of excitation is a compromise 
which affords a maximum product of the two efficiencies. 

Effect of Operating Temperature on Efficiency. It may be 

re-emphasized that, unless otherwise indicated, general information on 

luminescence efficiency pertains to measurements made with the phos¬ 
phor at or near room temperature. If the tempeirature of a luminescing 
phosphor be increased or decreased, with respect to room temperature, 
luminescence efficiency may be increased or decreased according to the 
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composition of the phosphor (Figs. 18, 28a, 506, 76, 103, 104, 105) and, 
in the case of decay phosphors, according to the intensity of the 
excitation (Fig. 106).221,288.310.811.884 

Most of these phosphors exhibit small but detectable permanent changes in 8 
on temperature cycling up to about 300°C; the small changes being caused by 
atomic readjustments to more nearly approach equilibrium configurations at 
the operating temperature. The measured efficiencies sometimes increase and 
sometimes decrease, depending on the nature and past history of the phosphor, 

but the 8 changes in the better phosphors rarely exceed 15 per cent unless the 
operating temperature and excitation density are very high. 

For the purposes of discussion, phosphors are divided into two major 
groups whose members are represented in Figs. 103 and 104. 

^•-Dominated Phosphors Exhibiting Decays. Figure 103 shows 
plots of 6 vs. T curves for a niunber of S-dominated phosphors excited 
under identical conditions by UV from a 100-watt CH-4 lamp (with 
("orning 5840 and 5970 filters) placed about 30 cm distant from a very 
thick layer of the phosphor placed within an air oven with a Vycor 
lid.®® An outstanding characteristic of these 8 vs. T curves is the maxi¬ 
mum near 280for several of the phosphors with Ag activator, and 
the maximum near 480°K for several of the phosphors with Cu acti¬ 
vator. Changes in the crystal structure and cationic composition of the 
host ciystal are seen to have a relatively small effect on the tempera¬ 
ture break point Tb, compared with the large effect obtained by incor¬ 
porating a few thousandths of a per cent of Ag or Cu. As shown by 
curves 5 and 6, however, partial substitution of anionic Se for S greatly 
affects the 8 vs. T curve, shifting Tb to lower temperatures and greatly 
reducing the temperature interval between the T^^s of phosphors with 
Ag and Cu activators.^^® Efficient phosphors made by choosing a given 
host-crystal proportion in the general system (Zn:Cd)(S:Se) made with 
or without Ag, Au, or Cu activator are found to have the peak wave¬ 
lengths of their emission bands Xpk and the temperatures Tso, at which 
their luminescence efficiencies have decreased to 50 per cent of maximum 
arranged in approximately the same order,^^® for example: 

Phosphor Xpk Tbo 

Cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.003), [NaCl(2)I, 950®C 4620 A 350"K 
Cub.-ZnS: [Zn], [NaCl(2)l, 940®C 4700 A 350®K 
Cub.-ZnS:Au(0.002), [NaCl(2)], 940®C 4730 A 440'»K 
Cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.003), [NaCl(2)], 660‘»C 5280 A 650®K 

Variations in the flux proportion used to prepare cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:[Zn] 
at 940°C and 1200°C have small but measurable effects on the 8 vs. T 
curve when the flux proportion is changed from 0.02 to 20 weight per 
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cent of NaCl.“ As previously mentioned, Klasens reports that the T^o 
value of ZnS:Ag(0.01), under UV excitation, is shifted about 80°C to 
lower temperatures by the incorporation of Ni(0.001).^^^-^^^ Also, the 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 ’K 800 
Operating temperature 

Fig. 103. Variation of photoluminescence efficiency (during excitation) of several 

S-dominated phosphors, all excited by the same intensity of predominantly 3650-A 

UV (from a CH-4 lamp with filters), as a function of the temperature of the phosphor 

during luminescence. 

1. cub.-ZriS:Ni(10“«) 

2. cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.003) 

3. hex.“ZnS:Ag(0.015) 

4. hcx.-ZnS(48)CdS(52):Ag(0.01) 

5. cub.-ZnS(60)ZnSe(40):Ag(0.006) 

6. cub.-ZnS(60)ZnSe(40):Cu(0.006) 

7. cub.-ZnS:Cu(0.003) 

8. hex.-ZnS:Cu (0.003) 

9. hex..ZnS(88)CdS(12):Cu(0.008) 

[NaCl(2)], 730°C 

[NaCl(2)l, 950^0 
[NaCl(2)], 1240°C 
[NaCl(2)], 940"C 

[NaCl(2)], 730°C 

[NaCl(2)], 730"C 

[NaCl(2)], 660°C 

[NaCl(2)], 1240"C 

[NaCl(2)l, 1220''C 

Tb and values of S-dominated phosphors and of phosphors in gen¬ 
eral are usually shifted to higher temperatures when the measurements 
are made under CR excitation.^*®*’^^® 

Schoen has reported that the photoluminescence efficiencies of 
several (Zn:Cd)S-type phosphors, with and without Cu activator, are 
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2 to 3 times hiaher at 83 °K than at 293°K when the phosphors are ex¬ 
cited by 3025-A photons, which are absorbed hy the host-crystal atoms, 
whereas the efficiencies are 0.65 to 0.8 times lower at 83°K than at 

Temperature, • K 

Fig. 104. Variation of photoluminescence efficiency (during excitation) of several 
O-dominated phosphors as a function of the temperature of the luminescing phosphor. 

Excited by 

1. hex.-ZnO:[Zn], 1000°C in CO (visible band) ' 3660-A UV 

2. rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3), 1250'’C 2637-A UV 

3. rbhdl.-ZnsGeO«:Mn(0.3), 1050°C 2537-A UV 

4. rbhdl.-9ZnO BeO-6SiOj;Mn(1.5), IISO'C 2637-A UV 

6. 3Cd0-2B208:Mn(l), SSO-C 2537-A UV 

6. tetr.-CaW04:[W], 950°C 2637-A UV 

293‘’K when the phosphors are excited by 4358-A photons which are 
absorbed by the (presumably) i-center activator atoms (compare 
Fig. 18c). From these data it appears that, in general, normal (substi¬ 
tutional) host-crystal atoms have an increasing relative probability of 
dissipating excitation energy by nonradiative processes as the tempera¬ 
ture of the crystal is increased, whereas interstitial atoms have an 
initially decreasing relative probability of degrading excitation energy 
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into heat as the temperature of the crystal is increased (these probabil¬ 
ities are relative to the probability of effecting or aiding radiative transi¬ 
tions). 

0-Dominated Phosphors Exhibiting Initial Decays, Figure 104 
shows some 8 vs. T curves of several 0-dominated phosphors excited 
by 2537-A UV (except in the case of curve 1) from a special 10-watt 
low-pressure (« 8-/x of Hg) mercury-vapor lamp with a silica-glass 
envelope (and Coming No. 9863 filter) placed about 30 cm away from 
the phosphor as before.^® With the excerption of curve 5, all these 
phosphors exhibit a rather steady decrease of 8 as T is increased. The 
pronounced photoluminescence-efficiency maximum exhibited by the 
3CdO • 2B2O3: Mn phosphor has been reported by Thoringt^on to obtain 
also for cadmium-silicate :Mn(0.5), and less pronounced maxima have 
been reported for phosphors identified only as zinc-borate :Mn (0.5), 
zinc-beryllium silicate:Mn(3), calcium tungstate, zinc tungstate, and 
calcium-phosphate :T1 (0.3) In general, phosphors which exhibit 
pronounced maxima in their 8 vs. T curves have appreciable concentra¬ 
tions of trapping centers, as evidenced by long t'~^ de(;ay phosphores¬ 
cence emissions (with or without initial decays), whereas phosphors 
which show steadily decreasing 8 with increasing T have little or no 
decay phosphorescence. It is possible that (1) the maximum in the 
8 vs. T curve of some phosphors represents a temperature at which 
electrons are rapidly released from traps instead of being held until 

their energies are dissipated nonradiatively, or (2) the maximum 8 

value may be generally associated with i centers (including traps) and 

the steadily decreasing 8 with increasing T may be generally associated 

with s centers. In the latter case, the strong coupling of the s center 

to the host crystal may render this type of center particularly susceptible 

to thermal agitation, whereas the weakly coupled i centers may expe¬ 

rience a decreasing perturbation with increasing T (for example, by 

lattice expansion) until the point Tb is reached where the vibrational 

excursions of the ligand atoms of the i-center atom become large enough 

and rapid enough to make excitation-energy loss as phonons more 

probable than by photons during the lifetime of the excited state of 

the emitting atom.^^® The tendency for the emission bands of s-center 
phosphors to shift toward shorter wavelengths (Figs. 28c and 30), and 

for the emission bands of i-center phosphors to shift toward longer 

wavelengths (Fig. 29) lends credence to the notion that the effective 

volume occupied by an s-center atom decreases, whereas the effective 

volume occupied by an i-center atom increases as the temperature of the 
phosphor crystal is increased. 
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Figure 105 shows the results of some measurements made by Kroger 
which indicate that the 8 vs. T curves of many tungstate phosphors are 
strongly influenced by the temperature at which the material is crys¬ 
tallized.^®® It may be seen from the figure that the Tb and Tso values of 
the precipitated and merely dried tungstates occur at very low tempera¬ 
tures and that increasing the crystallization temperature increases Tb 

-200 - 100 0 100 200 
Temperature, *0 

Fig. 105. Photoluminescence efficiencies 5 of two tungstate phosphors as a function 

of operating temperature (abscissa) and crystallization temperature (noted in the 

drawings, in degrees centigrade). Excitation by 2537-A UV. (F. A. Kroger) 

and Tso. These variations are not due to changes in spectral charac¬ 
teristics, because the emission band of the magnesium tungstate phos¬ 
phor is practically the same when the material is crystallized at 700 and 
llOO^C, and the emission band of the cooled calcium tungstate phosphor 
is shifted only slightly toward shorter wavelengths on going from 200 
to 1100®C. Hence, the increase in Tb is attributed to an increase in the 
degree of crystallinity at higher crystallization temperatures; that is, 
the more regular structures made at high temperatures offer fewer 
opportunities in the form of distortions, strains, and other imperfec¬ 
tions, for degeneration of primary excitation energy into heat instead of 
luminescence. 

A shift of Tb to higher temperatures with increasing degree of exci¬ 
tation occurs for photoconducting decay phosphors, such as hex.- 
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ZnS(95)CdS(5):Cu and the phosphor shown in Fig. 106, but the shift 
does not occur for nonphotoconducting e""®' decay tetr.-CaW04:U 
according to Garlick.^^ Kroger, however, reports that the Tb values 
of some tetr.-(Ca:Pb)Mo04:[Mo] phosphors are considerably larger 

when the phosphors are excited by 
3G50-A UV instead of by 2537-A 
tJV,^“ and it has been found in 
these laboratories that the Tb 
value of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn is 
larger when the phosphor is excited 
by CR rather than by 2537-A 
UY 68.63,221 ig known at 

present whether these effects are 
due to the different energies of the 
individual primary particles or to 
the different intensities of excita¬ 
tion. In general, the Tb values 
of decay phosphors, such as 
those shown in Fig. 103, exhibit 
^n increasing Tb with increasing 
excitation density, whereas this 
effect appears to be much less 
pronounced for most of the 
decay phosphors, such as many of 
the phosphors shown in P'ig. 104. 
The shift of Tb to higher temper¬ 
atures in the case of decay 
phosphors occurs because excited 
electrons in shallow traps (at high 
excitation densities) have shorter 
lifetimes and, hence, less time for 
their excitation energy to be con¬ 

verted into heat instead of luminescence emission. 
During intense excitation, in particular, the efficiencies of both €“®^ 

and decay phosphors are decreased in proportion to the average 
lifetime of the excited state(s). This is so because centers that are 
already excited cannot utilize additional excitation energy expended by 
the primary excitant particles in the crystal (the probability of super¬ 
excitation is usually very low, because excited nontrapped electrons are 
so loosely bound that it is difficult to satisfy conservation of momentum 
on further excitation The efficiency decrease is particularly notice- 

Temperature, *0 

Fig. 106. Curves showing the decrease 
in photoluminescence efficiency of 
ZnS:Cu(0.01) as a function of the tem¬ 
perature of the luminescing phosphor, 
and as a function of the intensity I 
of the 3650-A UV used for excitation. 
(N. R. Nail, D. Pearlman, and F. 

Urbach) 
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able when the phosphor has a large proportion of very deep traps which 
hold excited electrons for long times and thereby greatly reduce the 
density of excitable centers. 

There is a great need for quantitative information on the mechanisms 
and relative probabilities of radiative and nonradiative transitions at 
each step of the dilferent luminescence processes, for example, during 
(1) absorption of primary energy, (2) electronic excitation, (3) local and 
long-range crystal rearrangements after excitation (or emission), (4) 

Fig. 107. Relative cathodoluminescence efficiencies of aluminized screens of (1) 
hex.-ZnO: [Zn] (visible band), (2) hex.-ZnS*0.018Mn(S), (3) rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 • 
0.012MnSiO3, and (4) tetr.-ZnF2-0.005Mn(F2). Excitation by various intensities 

of 10-kv (curve 4 = 15 kv) stationary unmodulated CR. (S. Lasof) 

energy transfer, (5) temporary storage of excitation energy, and (6) 
return of the system to the ground-state level.^^-"® It may be reason¬ 
able to focus attention on the luminescence (radiative) processes, per se, 
when the luminescence efliciency is very high (for example, under UV 
excitation), but considerably more attention should be given to under¬ 
standing and controlling the nonradiative processes when the lumines¬ 
cence efficiency is low (for example, under CR excitation). 

Effect of Excitation Density and Duration on Efficiency. 

Excitation density is here defined as the number of excitant free-energy 
^'bits^' (each capable of producing a luminescence photon) per unit 
volume per unit time. The effects of excitation density and duration 
on luminescence efficiency 8 are various, depending on the nature, 
crystal size, and temperature of the phosphor, and on the nature and 
energy of the primary particles used for excitation. As shown in Fig. 
107, many phosphors exhibit constant or slowly decreasing 8 with increas¬ 
ing excitation density, whereas Figs. 108 and 109 show that some types 
of phosphors exhibit increasing 8 with increasing excitation density 
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until saturation effects become predominant.^^^ (Figure 110 shows, in 
particular, the two-band emission of the phosphor whose characteristics 
are shown in Fig. 109).^^^ 

The maximum cathodoluminescence efficiency values of the specific 
aluminized (« 1000-A thick Al) screens listed in Figs. 107-110, measured 
at room temperature under the given conditions, are given in Table 18. 

TABLE 18 

Efficiency of Visible Cathodoluminescence Emission, and Other Character¬ 
istics OP the Phosphor Screens ITsed in Figures 107-109 

Fig. Curve Phosphor 

Approx. 
Average 
Particle 

Size, 
microuH 

Screen 
Density, 
mg cm~* 

Accel¬ 
erating 
Volt¬ 
age, 
kv 

Maximum 
Measured 
Efficiency 

candles 
watt”* 

Current 
Density 
at the 

Maximum 
Efficiency, 
ga cm”® 

107 1 Hex.-ZnO:fZn] 3 4 10 1.8 2.5 X lO"-* 
107 2 lIex.-ZnS:Mn 8 4 10 7.0 1.3 X 10”-* 
107 3 Rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn ♦ 3 4 10 7.6 10”“* 
107 3 RbhdI.-Zn2Si04: Mn * 3 4 15 12.7 3.0 X 10”< 
107 4 Tetr.-ZnF2:Mn 3 4 15 0.5 6.0 X 10““* 
108 1 Hex.-1.33ZnSCd8:Ag 8 ’ 4 10 5.0 3.3 
108 1 Hex.-1.33ZnSCdS:Ag 8 4 15 12.3 0.22 
109 1 Hex.-9ZnSCdS:[Znl:Cu 16 4 10 6.1 10”® 
109 1 Hex.-9ZnS-CdS:[Znl:Cu 16 4 15 12.6 6.0 X 10”< 

* For a current density of 0.002 cm the £ values at 10, 15, and 20 kv are in the ratio of about 
1:2:2.5. 

With respect to the initially increasing 8 shown in Fig. 108, Nail, 
Pearlman, and Urbach have reported that a ZnS:Ag(0.04) phosphor 
exhibits increasing 8 with increasing intensity of UV at low excitation 
densities, whereas the same material with Ni(0.00003) requires about 
10 times as much UV intensity before commencing to show increasing 8, 
and the material with Ni(0.0003) requires about 1000 times as much UV 
intensity before commencing to show increasing 8 with increasing exci¬ 
tation density.^^ To summarize the effect of traces of Ni on this type 
of decay phosphor, the Ni (1) reduces phosphorescence, (2) decreases 
Tb and Tso (thereby decreasing 8 measured above Tjj), and (3) necessi¬ 
tates higher excitation densities to obtain increasing 8 as a function of 
excitation density. 

Predominantly decay s-center phosphors, some of which are 
shown in Fig. 107, generally exhibit monotonically decreasing CR 8 with 
increasing excitation density. The decrease in 8 may be attributed to 
the increased thermal perturbation of the strongly coupled substitu- 
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tional emitting atoms caused by increased residual excitation energy at 
the higher excitation densities. It may be noted that a decrease in the 
lifetime t of the excited state of a potential emitting atom would tend 
to increase 8 by decreasing the time interval during which excitation 
energy may be degraded into heat. For a simple decay phosphor, 
however, r is practically independent of excitation density (Fig. 
70),34,66,112-120 jjj these cases, r remains substantially constant while the 

amplitude and frequency of thermally induced collisions between an 
excited atom and its neighbors increase with increasing excitation den- 

Current density, jua cm' 

Fig. 108. Relative cathodoluininescorice efficiency of an aluminized screen of hex.- 

l.33ZnS-CdS:Ag(0.01), 950"(>, excited at various current densities by a 10-kv Iwam 

of stationary unmodulated OR. (S. Lasof) 

sity. Therefore, the relative probability of energy loss as phonons 
increases and 8 decreases with increasing excitation density. 

In the case of (presumably) i-center phosphors with decays, the 
observed changes in 8 with increasing excitation density appear to be 
the net result of (1) a decrease in the average ?, by bringing a larger 
proportion of the shallower traps into action; (2) a possible increase in 
the effective ^'room^^ around the interstitial emitting atom; and (3) an 
increase in thermal perturbation of the interstitial emitting atom. 
Effects 1 and 2 tend to increase 8, whereas effect 3 tends to decrease 8. 
When measurements are made on decay phosphors at temperatures 
well below Tb (for example, hex.-ZnSiCu or hex.“(Zn:Cd)S:Cu at room 
temperature), the photoluminescence and cathodoluminescence effi¬ 
ciencies are observed to remain fairly constant or decrease with increasing 
excitation density below saturation.'*^^ When these decay phos¬ 
phors are measured at temperatures above Tb (for example, 270°C), 
however, their 8's increase with increasing excitation density below 
saturation (compare curves 2 and 2' in Fig. 109). It appears from 
these data that the beneficial effect of decreasing ? (and increasing the 
lattice spacing), as the excitation density is increased, outweighs the 
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detrimental effect of increasing thermal perturbation when the phosphor 
is operated above Tb. At operating temperatures well below IT^, the 
relative probabilities of radiative and radiationless transitions appear 

Current density, jua cm"^ 

Fig. 109. Relative cathodoluminoscence efficiency of an aluminized screen of hex.- 

9ZnS-CdS:[Zn]:Cu(0.0073), 1250°C. Curve 1 = blue emission band observed 

through a Wratten No. 47 filter, curves 2 and 2' = yellow emission band ob¬ 

served through Wratten No. 15 filter. Excitation by 10-kv stationary unmodulated 

CR. (S. Lasof) 

1 and 2 taken at 25 ®C 

2'taken at 200°C 

to be little influenced by changes in (low) excitation density. At operat¬ 
ing temperatures above Tb, where the probability of radiationless transi¬ 
tions is strongly dependent on T, however, a decrease in r increases 8 

Fig. 110. Cathodoluminescence emission spectra of aluminized screens of (1) hex.- 

1.33ZnS‘CdS:Ag(0.01), 960®C and (2) hex.-9ZnS-CdS:[Zn]:Cu(0.0073), 1250®C 

(plus some change during processing of the experimental tube). Excitation by 

10-kv unmodulated CR at about 1 Ata cm''^. (8. Lasof) 

by decreasing the time during which excitation energy may be degraded 
into heat. It should be noted that ?, at a given excitation density, is 
shorter at or above Tb than at a temperature less than Tb (see Table 16), 
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and so luminescence emission during excitation at or above Tb involves 
chiefly very shallow traps in the case of decay phosphors. 

Complete saturation of the luminescence mechanism occurs when 
the excitation density exceeds the maximum number of excitant energy 
‘^bits’^ which a unit volume of the phosphor can transform into lumines¬ 
cence photons per unit time under the given conditions. The maximum 
number of excitation and emission acts which a given atom can perform 
per unit time is inversely proportional to r. Because the excitation 
density is greatest near the point of entry of the primary particles and 
decreases to practically zero at the penetration “limit,” complete satura¬ 
tion is reached gradually as the intensity of the primary excitant beam 
is increased (it being remembered that intensity is the number of particles 
passing unit area in unit time). Hence, the layers nearest the primary- 
energy-input side of the crystal may be completely saturated while the 
inner (penetrated) layers of the crystal are far from saturated. Prac¬ 
tically complete saturation may be attained at relatively low excitation 
intensities when the penetration xi of the primary particles is much less 
than 0.1 micron, whereas complete saturation may be practically 
unattainable when t; is much more than 10 microns. That is, for 
xi ^ 10 microns, present sources of excitation energy cannot provide 
sufficient beam power to saturate completely the penetrated phosphor 
layers near the penetration “limit” xi. 

During inefficient luminescence, when the phosphor crystals and the 
penetration of the primary particles are both small (less than 0.1 micron), 
the tiny (insulator) crystals may be heated quickly to a temperature 
above Tb by a high-intensity primary beam, thus occasioning a decrease 
in 8. The rate of temperature rise, for a given primary beam 'power, 
may be decreased by increasing xi, or by increasing the sizes of the phos¬ 
phor crystals so the deeper-lying unexcited portions of the larger crystals 
may act as “heat sinks.” “ If, during prolonged excitation, the tem¬ 
perature of the phosphor crystal is raised far above Tb, the crystal may 
undergo some recrystallization with accompanying changes in 8 (Figs. 
90-94, 98, and 99). At high operating temperatures, also, the lumines¬ 
cence efficiencies of phosphors may be more rapidly and permanently 
changed by the chemical actions of certain primary particles, or ad¬ 
sorbed impurities, or the surrounding atmosphere. The resistance of a 
phosphor to chemical changes which may be wrought by, for example, 
captured primary electrons (reducing agents) or alpha particles (oxidiz¬ 
ing agents) is generally proportional to the bonding energy of the host 
crystal; that is, the more stable phosphors usually have high melting 
points, high heats of formation, and high hardnesses. As shown by the 
examples in Figs. 18, 103, 104, and 105, most of the efficient phosphors 
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have 7j?'s below about 500®K, but there are a few phosphors which have 
appreciable efficiencies at higher temperatures. Among the phosphors 
which are relatively stable and have useful efficiencies at temperatures 
as high as 800^K are rhomb.-BaS04:Pb and rbhdl.-Al203:Cr (The 
room-temperature quantum efficiency of rbhdl.-Al203:Cr under 3650-A 
UV is about 35 per cent, and the relative cathodoluminescence outputs 
of rbhdl.-Al203:Cr at 6840 A and rhomb.-BaS04:Pb at 4100 A are 
about 50 per cent and 5 per cent, respectively, of the peak output of 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn at 5250 A. These measurements were made with 
the recording spectroradiometer having a slit width of 1 mm and using 
6-kv 1-jua cm“^ CR). 

The upper (saturation) limit of luminescence output during excitation 
of a phosphor has different values depending on whether unmodulated 
or pulsed excitation is used. Theoretically, the two saturation outputs 
would be the same at 100 per cent luminescence efficiency. In this 
theoretical case, assuming that there are no absorption losses, the max¬ 
imum luminescence output for 100 per cent 8 and unlimited intensity 
of excitation would be given by 

Ltn = 5xi(hve)"^ erg cm”"^ sec“"^ (117) 

where d is the maximum number of operating emitting atoms (centers) 
per cubic centimeter in the phosphor crystal, xi is the penetration ‘‘limit^^ 
of the excitant, hve is the average energy of the emitted luminescence 
photons, and r is the average lifetime of the excited state.^^ Assuming 
6 « 10^^ emitting centers cm""^, xi « 2.5 X 10“^ cm (« 20,000-v CR, 
eq. 77), hv = 3.54 X 10""^^ erg (that is, assuming monochromatic emis¬ 
sion, for simplicity, with X = 5560 A for maximum photopic response), 
r « 10~^ sec (for example, )5-Zn2Si04:Mn), and sufficiently high 
excitation intensity, eq. 117 gives 

Lm « 10® ergs cm""^ sec""^ = 10 watts cm“”^ 

= 6850 lumens cm""^ = 6.85 X 10® mL (118) 

If the afore-mentioned hypothetical phosphor were operating at, say, 
1 per cent effective visual luminescence efficiency, the Lm value would be 
reduced to about 7 X 10^ mL, which is somewhat above the maximum 
averaged luminance Lmy obtained from present aluminized projection- 
CRT screens operated at 20 to 30 kv under television scanning condi¬ 
tions (that is, an interlaced scanning raster where the intense scanning 
CR beam cyclically excites each elemental area of the phosphor screen 
for about 10~^ sec 30 times a second maximum luminance 
during excitoMon is considerably greater than the average luminance, be- 
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cause each elemental area of the phosphor screen is excited for only 
30 X 10””^ sec during each second; therefore, each screen element is 
emitting a decaying output of relatively low-intensity phosphorescence 
during most of the averaged observation (measurement) interval. The 
ratio, Lm/i'o.oasseo of maximum luminance during excitation to the 
luminance at 0.033 sec after excitation (just prior to re-excitation in 
television), is about 1.7 for tetr.-ZnF2:Mn (L » Figs. (39 and 
79), about 17 for rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn (L « and may be well 
over 10^ for hex.-ZnO:[Zn] (and for many decay phosphors, such as 
cub.(or hex.)-(Zn: Cd) (S:Se), with or without Ag or Cu, at high excitation 
densities). Hence, under television conditions, the ratio Lm/T^m may be 
about 1.3 for tetr.-ZnF2:Mn, 13 for rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, and over 10^ 
for many fast-decay phosphors. The instantaneous values of effi¬ 
cient fast-decay phosphors, such as hex.-ZnO:[Zn] and cub. (or hex.)- 
(Zn:Cd)(S:Se):Ag, may exceed 10^ mL in television projection CRT. 

It must be emphasized that phosphors cannot endure prolonged 
steady excitation (for example, a stationary unmodulated high-intensity 
CR beam) at the excitation densities required to produce over 10^ mL. 
Such instantaneous excitation intensities, in the case of a 25-kv projec¬ 
tion CRT beam, may exceed 25,000 watts cm~^, which gives excitation 
densities in excess of 10^ watts cm~^ in most phosphors.^® Practically 
any material would vaporize under such high power input, if prolonged. 
It is seen, then, that very high instantaneous Lm values (> 10^ mL) 
may be obtained for very short excitation times, whereas, (1) much lower 
Lm values (« 10^ mL) obtain under continued unmodulated excitation, 
and (2) correspondingly low Lm values («10^ mL) obtain under high- 
intensity cyclic excitations of the television type just discussed. Higher 
Lm (and Dm) values may be obtained by (1) increasing 6 and xu (2) de¬ 
creasing r, (3) using a more efficient excitant (UV would be most useful 
if more intense sources were available), and (4) cooling the phosphor 
crystals to maintain high efficiency.^^^ In current practice, Lm does not 
increase linearly with increasing xi, because greater penetration increases 
scattering and absorption losses of light emitted deeper in the fine- 
crystal phosphor coating. This difficulty would be largely obviated by 
the development and use of thick single-crystal screens with optically 
rough surfaces on the side to be observed.®^^ 

If phosphors absorbed none of their own luminescence emission, then 
the luminescence output from the roughened end of an otherwise 
polished long thin phosphor crystal, excited along its entire length, 
would be directly proportional to the length of the crystal, that is, 
infinite length would yield infinite luminescence output.^^® In such a 
hypothetical phosphor-rod luminescence source, total internal reflection 
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would allow each area perpendicular to the axis to contribute the same 
photon intensity to the end area, regardless of distance from the end 
(in the complete absence of absorption). Experiments on a 1.7-cm long 
thin crystal of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn have given end luminances about 100 
times as high as the side luminances under 40--kv CR excitation.2i®'22o 

A similar large increase is obtained under excitation by 2537-A UV, 

Current density, na cm"* 

Fio. 111. CathodolumineBcenoe outputs of some O- and S-dominated phosphors as 

a function of applied voltage and current density of the unmodulated stationary 

CR beam. Measurement on the bombarded nde of thick screetus. 

1. oub.-ZnS:Ag(0.015), 950°C 

2. rbhdl.-ZnjSiO4:Mn(0.3), 1260*0 * 

3. hex.-Zn8:Cu(0.01), 1200'0 
4. hex.-ZnS(47)CdS(63);Ag(0.01), 0500 
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which also penetrates well into the phosphor, whereas the increase is 
much smaller under excitation by 6-kv CR whose penetration is only 
about 0.2 micron according to eq. 77. 

Some examples of the increased maximum luminescence outputs 
which can be obtained by increasing the penetration of the primary 
particles into the phosphor crystals are shown in Fig. Ill for several 
thick phosphor screens excited by unmodulated 4-kv (^R {xi « 10“~^ 
cm = 0.1 micron) and 10-kv CR {xi « 0.6 micron). The average 
particle sizes of these phosphors range from about 2 microns for rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn to about 10 microns for the other phosphor crystals.^® 
It may be seen that all the phosphor screens are practically saturated 
at 10 fisi cm“^ with 4-kv primary electrons, whereas saturation is not 
evident even at 70 cm"“^ with the deeper-penetrating 10-kv primary 
electrons. Assuming a uniform distribution of the primary excitation 
energy throughout the penetrated volume, instead of the actual expo¬ 
nential distribution shown in Fig. 22, the approximate power dissipated 
per unit of penetrated volume is 4000 watts cm“^ at 4 kv and 10 na 
cm“"^, and is only 1700 watts cm""^ at 10 kv and 10 fxa cm~^. The higher 
power input per unit nrea in the second case becomes a lower power input 
per unit volume because the penetration increases as the square of the 
voltage accelerating the primary electrons (eq. 77). At sufficiently high 
current densities in either case the luminescence outputs of all the phos¬ 
phor screens will decrease because the residual heat after excitation 
raises the temperature of the phosphor enough to lower the efficiency at 
saturation.22^ 

It is not possible to make effective use of very high excitation densi¬ 
ties when the excitation is unmodulated and prolonged, because the 
phosphor screen soon becomes heated to a temperature well above 7 50, 
but it is possible to use very high excitation densities when the excita¬ 
tion comprises intermittent pulses with sufficient rest intervals to allow 
the phosphor crystals to dissipate most of their excess heat by conduc¬ 
tion and radiation. Figure 112 shows some results obtained with alu¬ 
minized screens of two decay phosphors (Nos. 1 and 2) and an 

decay phosphor (No. 3) excited by intense CR pulses lasting about 
10*”^ sec and repeated every sec. Under these conditions, there 
is a slow warming of the phosphor screen, but the rate of warming is not 
rapid enough to preclude making photometric measurements of lumines¬ 
cence output during the first few seconds of excitation. An outstanding 
feature of these data is the large difference between the saturation 
characteristics of the decay phosphors with about 0.01 per cent 
activator and the decay phosphor with about 1 per cent activator, 
especially when the phosphors are compared under focused and defocused 
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conditions. The luminescence outputs change instantly on changing 
the focus of the primary CR beam, thereby eliminating the possibility 
that the effect is due simply to a change in temperature.®^ The results, 

Fig. 112. Cathodoluminescence outputs of aluminized screens of some O- and S- 

dominated phosphors as a function of excitation density (data obtained with the 

cooperation of D. W. Epstein and P. J. Messineo). 

1. cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.0025), 8507 mg cm“^ 

2. hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015), 1250®C, 8 mg cm'"* 

3. rbhdl.-ZnaSiOi'.MnCO.S), 12^°C, 5 mg cm“* 

All aluminized screens. 

Measurements at 21 kv with 5 X 5-cm scanned pattern (525 lines). 

then, approximate the attainment of maximum luminescence output 
Lw, according to eq. 117. Under the focused condition, with a beam 
current of 600 /^a, the excitation density exceeds 10^ watts cm~®, and it 
is found that only phosphors with a high proportion of operaMng acti- 
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vator centers exhibit little difference between their outputs under focused 
and defocused CR beams. In practice, this means that phosphors with 
high activator proportions, for example, rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2SiO4:Mn(l-10), 
tetr.-ZnFz:Mn(l-lO), 3CdO• 2B2O3:Mn(l), rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Ti(l), 
and monocl.-CaMg(Si03)2:Ti(l), may give much larger luminescence 
outputs at such high excitation densities than phosphors with low acti¬ 
vator proportions, for example, hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.01) and hex.-(Zn:(\l)S: 
Ag(O.Ol). This is true even though the latter phosphors may exhibit 
higher luminescence efficiencies at low excitation densities (Fig. Ill), 
and may exhibit increasing instead of decreasing efficienc;y with increas¬ 
ing (low) excitation density (compare Figs. 107 and 108). It is im¬ 
portant to note that, according to ecp 117, the proportion of operating 
emitting atoms per unit volume must be large to obtain a large lumines¬ 
cence output. In some cases, such as hex.-ZnS:Mn(2) and Ca3(P04)2: 
Bi(4), the proportion of activator may be optimum and of the order of 
magnitude of that in, for example, rblidl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(l), yet the former 
phosphors exhibit current saturation character]sti(js more nearly like 
those of the decay phosphors, Nos. 1 and 2, shown in Fig. 112. This 
indicates that only a small proportion of the Mn and Bi activator atoms 
in hex.-ZnS:Mn(2) and (Vs(F04)2:Bi(4) are operating efficiently (some 
of the remainder may ac,t as poisons). Figure 113 contains the data of 
Fig. 112 replotted to show the variation of cathodoluminescencje effi¬ 
ciency as a func.tion of increasing excitation density. The efficiency data 
on the rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn screen are low because the measurements 
were made on a cathode-ray tube which had been opcrai/cd so long that 
the glass envelope had become darkened by the action of soft x rays 
produced during electron bombardment. A fresh screen and tube afford 
an efficiency of over 9 candles watt^^ (« 4-per cent energy efficiency) 
at low current densities at the given voltage. At very low current densi¬ 
ties, it is possible to obtain 15 candles watt~^ from aluminized sc^reens of 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn operated at about 20 kv. (Despite these con¬ 
sistently low measured values of effective cathodoluminescence efficiency, 
estimates of the maximum intrinsic efficiencies of phosphors excited by 
high-energy particles range up to about 80 per cent.^'®^®) 

The foregoing data on saturation and maximum luminescence out¬ 
puts were restricted to excitation by primary electrons because present 
sources of primary photons are not sufficiently intense to saturate the 
luminescences of efficient phosphors. In this respect, phosphors excited 
by intense beams of charged material particles may become important 
photon sources with radiances larger than other photon sources, es¬ 
pecially if long single-crystal phosphor rods be developed to obtain 
intensification by cumulation of light through total internal reflection.®^* 
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This procedure offers considerable potential advantage over present 
gas-discharge or heat-actuated photon sources, in that the phosphor 
source may be readily pulsed or modulated at megacycle frequencies by 

Fig. 113. The data of Fig. 112 replotted to show the variation in cathodolumines- 

cence efficiency as a function of excitation density. 

1. cub.-Zn»: Ag(0.0026), 850*^0, 7 mg cm”* 

2. hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015), 1250‘’C, 8 mg cm”® 

3. rbhdL-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3), 1250°C, 5 mg cm”® 

All aluminized. 
Measurements at 21 kv with 5 X 5-cm scanned pattern (525 lines). 

grid- or deflection-controlled modulation of the beam(s) of charged 
material particles. 

The final item to be considered in this section is the selective effect 
which may occur, with increasing excitation density, when a phosphor 
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has more than one (simple component) emission band. Where there are 
two pronounced emission bands, as in certain hex.-ZnS:[Zn]:Cu (Figs. 
45a-c and 48), cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:Ag:Cu, cub. (or hex.)-ZnS:[Zn]:Mn, 
and hex.-ZnO:[Zn] (Fig. 50) phosphors, the long-wave emission band 
usually predominates at low excitation densities, and the short-wave 
emission band predominates at high excitation densities.^2.354 

cited cases, with the exception of hex.-ZnO:[Zn] (Fig. 505), the lumines¬ 
cence efficiency of the short-wave band decreases faster than that of the 
long-wave band as the temperature of the phosphor is increased (at 
constant excitation density). That is, the short-wave band generally, 
but not always, has a lower Tb than the long-wave band. Kroger has 
reported narrow short-wave edge-emission bands, similar to the narrow 
UV edge-emission band of hex.-ZnO: [Zn], for cub.-ZnS:[Zn] and hex.- 
CdS:[Cd] phosphors excited at 93°K by The low-temperature 
short-wave edge-emission band of cub.-ZnS:[Zn] is reported to extend 
from about 3300 to 3600 A (Xp^ « 3400 A), and that of hex.-CdS: [Cd] 
to extend from about 5000 to 5500 A (Xp^ « 5170 A), with indications 
of some fine structure in the bands. In these cases, as in the case of 
hex.-ZnO:[Zn], the narrow short-wave emission bands are located just 
on the edge of the main host-crystal absorption bands. This fact, 
coupled with the exceptionally short excited lifetime (« lO”^ sec) of 
the short-wave edge emission band, indicate that the luminescence 
emission may be the result of a highly localized excitation followed by a 
radiative transition involving imperfection-perturbed excited normally 
situated atoms of the host crystal (rather than abnormal activator 
atoms). Referring to Fig. 16c, such a radiative transition might occur 
at A 2 or A 2', under certain conditions, from an excited-state level near 
E*c to the topmost normally filled band Eh- If the radiative transition 
is from E*Cy then in terms of the crystal model in Fig. 12, the radiative 
transition may be the return of an excited electron from a Zn"^ ion to 
a ligand S"” ion (assuming Zn^"^ and is the ground-state condition). 
In any event, this is not a true resonance process, because work is done 
on the crystal during excitation and emission. For this reason, these 
short-wave emission bands must be excited by still shorter-wave (higher- 
energy) photons or material particles. 

Manifestation of the foregoing short-wave emissions outside the 
phosphor crystals is hindered by nonradiative absorption processes in 
the crystals, especially when the refractive index is high and the emission 
band overlaps the strong host-crystal absorption. When there is a 
considerable overlap, as in hex.-ZnO:[Zn] and hex.-ZnS:[Zn], the short¬ 
wave (UV) emission is observed outside the crystals only when (1) the 
internal emission density is made high enough to exceed the saturation 
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point of the nonradiative absorption process (for example, in the case 
of hex.-ZnS:Ag or hex.-ZnO:[Zn]®^^); or (2) the temperature of the 
phosphor is made low enough to decrease the probability of energy 
degradation into heat (for example, in the case of hex.-ZnS:[Zn] 
The possibility exists also of shifting the host-crystal absorption to 
shorter wavelengths by chemical or structural changes. This is done, 
for example, by burning zinc vapor in oxygen to form a hex.-ZnO 
phosphor which emits the narrow UV band alone at relatively low excita¬ 
tion densities and at room temperature.^®*®®^ 



CHAPTER 6 

GENERAL PROPERTIES OF PHOSPHORS 

{RESUME OF USEFUL PHOSPHORS) 

Brief Summary of Phosphors 

By definition, phosphors are materials which (1) absorb quanta of 
energy usually larger than about 1 ev from primary excitant particles, 
such as photons or charged material particles, and (2) convert a portion 
of the absorbed energy into detectable luminescence photon emission 
which (a) exceeds the thermal radiation from the material at the given 
temperature (Figs. 17 and 18), and (6) persists for a time interval longer 
than the natural lifetime ry of the excited state of isolated nonmetastable 
atoms considered as dipole radiators (eqs. 69-71). Fluorescence is lumi- 
nesce^nce whose excited-state duration is equal or less than where 
rp is about 10“^® sec for nuclear gamma-ray emission, about 10~^^ 
sec for hard x-ray emission, and about 10“® sec for the near-optical 
emissions which comprise conventional luminescence (see Appendix 4). 
Fluorescence is a limiting case of pfiosphorescence which is defined as 
delayed luminescence emission whose excited-state duration exceeds rp 
(compare Table 10).®’'® 

The foregoing definition of phosphors includes some organic crys- 
tals,7®'2«2 some hydrated semiorganic materials, such as boric acid, con¬ 
taining traces of certain organic substances (Figs. 65 and 66),74-83,876 
and some glassy inorganic materials,but most of the commercially 
useful phosphors are artificial anhydrous crystalline inorganic materials 
which are synthesized by heating well-purified and accurately com¬ 
pounded ingredients at temperatures above 800°C (Table 5). Useful 
phosphors are generally tiny crystals, with diameters of the order of 
10“^ cm, which comprise one or more high-melting cocrystallized pure 
inorganic compounds (the host crystal) containing a small proportion 
of cocrystallized compounds of certain multivalent cationic impurities 
called activators. Activators may be introduced into the host crystal 
by (1) partial decomposition or atomic dislocations in the host crystal 
during high-temperatuce crystallization, or (2) deliberate addition (or 

$es 
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unwitting inclusion!) of small amounts of compounds of foreign multi¬ 
valent cationic elements during crystallization or recrystallization. 
Activator atoms may lodge in substitutional sites in place of regular 
host-crystal atoms, thereby forming s-centers; or, activator atoms may 
lodge in interstitial sites between regular host-crystal atoms, thereby 
forming i centers. There appears to be a greater tendency for the forma¬ 
tion of relatively high optimum proportions of s centers in oxygen 
{fliLorine)-^ominated phosphors, such as rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn(l), rbhdl.- 
Al203:Cr(l), and tetr.-ZnF2:Mn(l), as contrasted with the tendency 
to form much lower optimum proportions of (presumed) i centers in 
mlphur{8elenium)-dominaied phosphors, such as hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.01), 
hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Cu(0.01) and cub.-ZnSe:Ag(0.01), where the numbers in 
parentheses represent weight per cent of activator element based on the weight 
of the host crystal. 

An activator element may promote luminescence emission by (1) 
intensifying a latent emission band of the host crystal (Fig. 31), (2) origi¬ 
nating a new line or band emission spectrum which is often characteristic 
of the activator element (Figs. 13, 14, 31, and 45), or (3) sensitizing a 
luminescence emission attributable to another activator (Figs. 101 and 
102). Furthermore, activator elements may introduce electron or 
positive-hole trapping states (Fig. 25a), and may act predominantly as 
poisons (1) when present in excess in a phosphor in which they function 
as normal activators in small proportions (Fig. 97), and (2) when in¬ 
corporated in small proportions in certain phosphors in which they are 
incompatible.^^® 

The chief function of phosphor formulas is to indicate the general crystal 
structure and essential ingredients of the material (compare Chapter 3, page 75). 
In the conventional though nonstandardized symbolic formulas of phosphors, 
the proportions of the host crystals and activators may be denoted on a com¬ 
plete or partial mole basis or weight basis; for example, the following formulas 
are equivalent: rbhdl.-2ZnO-SiO2*0.012MnSiO8 = rbhdl.-2ZnO*SiO2:Mn(0.3) 
« rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) = rbhdl.-ZnO(162.76)SiO2(60.06):Mn(0.3), where 
the first (mole proportion) formula is readily interpretable, and the subsequent 
formulas imply 0.3 weight per cent of Mn activator (incorporated as MnSiOa) 
based on the total weight of the host crystal 2Zn0-Si02. Where the activator 
proportion is very small, as in hex.-ZnS:Cu(0.003) and cub.-MgS:Sb(0.01), 
the activator is generally indicated on a weight basis, but when the activator pro¬ 
portion is large, as in rbhdl.-2ZnO‘SiO2*0.02TiO2 or rhomb.-BaSO4‘0.3PbSO4, 
the activator is often indicated on the same mole basis as the host crystal. It 
is sometimes convenient to assign different formula designations to different 
classes of phosphors being studied simultaneously in a given laboratory; for 
example, all-sulphide phosphors may be designated entirely on a weight per cent 
basis, and ali-siUcate phosphors may be designated entirely on a mole proportion 
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basis. Also, intensifier-type activators may be included on a mole basis in the 
host-crystal formula while new-band-type activators may be separated from 
the host-crystal formula by the conventional colon and indicated on a weight 

basis; for example, in rbhdl.-9ZnO * BeO • 5Si02 • 0.2TiO2: Mn(0.5) the Ti en¬ 
hances the UV + blue emission band of the silicate, and the Mn and Be col¬ 
laborate in producing a new orange-red emission band (Figs. 31, 51, and 56). 

When the Mn and Be contents are reduced, the Ti-intensified UV + blue 

silicate emission may be made to predominate, and, when the Ti content is 
reduced, the orange-red emission band associated with the Mn and Be may 
be made to predominate.*^'®^*^**^*® 

Most of the useful phosphors have band spectra, rather than line 
spectra, of absorption (excitation) and emission. When line spectra 
are observed in solids they are generally attributed to electronic transi¬ 
tions of electrons redistributing in incompleted inner shells, such that 
the transitions involve changes in the resultant spins and total angular 
momentum quantum numbers. When band spectra are observed, they 
are attributed to electronic transitions involving the outermost valence 
electrons whose resultant principal, angular-momentum, and spin quan¬ 
tum numbers may change during the transitions. 

The lower limit of energy for a primary particle capable of exciting 
(conventional) luminescence is about 2 ev, whereas the upper energy 
limit, if any, lies above 10^ ev (Fig. 89).®^’®* It is possible to pre-excite 
some phosphors which have deep electron traps and then stimulate or 
quench their latent phosphorescence emissions by phonons (heat) or by 
particles having energies lower than the energies of the emitted lumines¬ 
cence photons (Figs. 25, 26, and 83-86). In general, the excitation and 
emission spectra, luminescence efficiency, phosphorescence, stimulability, 
and quenchability of phosphors are determined jointly by (1) the 
chemical composition of (a) the host crystal and (5) the activator (s), 
(2) the crystal structure and lattice spacing of (a) the host crystal and (6) 
the activator and its ligands (the luminescence center), and (3) the 
physical conditions of operation^ especially the temperature of the 
luminescing phosphor. 

If a plot were to be made of the number N of efficient phosphors 
available for operation at different temperatures T, the curve would 
probably approximate an expression of the type, 

N = iVo6*“^ ' (119) 

where No may be of the order of 10® and a is probably of the order of 
magnitude of 10”“^ because very few phosphors are known to func¬ 
tion efficiently at temperatures above 800°K. (This hypothetical equa¬ 
tion applies only to conventional luminescence, because gamma-ray and 
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x-ray emission processes are practically uninfluenced by variation of 
the temperature of the emitting material below 1000°K.) In practice, 
this means that the probability of obtaining a suitable phosphor for a 
particular use generally increases rapidly as the operating temperature 
of the phosphor is decreased. 

The time dependence of phosphor luminescence, that is, the growth 
of radiance L during excitation and the decay during phosphorescence, 
may be classified according to two simplified major decay types as: 

1. Temperature-independent exponential decays proceeding according 
to 

L = Lo€ (a = constant) (120) 

where the luminescence centers are apparently excited without ioniza¬ 
tion, and there is a spontaneous radiative return to the ground state 
(eqs. 90 and 90a). 

2. Temperature-dependent power-law decays proceeding according to 

L oc (n = variable) (121) 

where ^internal ionization^^ (electric conduction) accompanies lumines¬ 
cence and electron trapping apparently occurs intermediate to excitation 
and emission. Many phosphors, including those with traps, emit 
considerable luminescence radiation during the first 10"~® sec of excita¬ 
tion, especially when high-energy excitant particles are used.®®^’^®®’®®® 
For example, the rise time of growth of luminescence emission during 
excitation is less than 10”® sec for cub.-ZnS:Ag excited by CR and for 
hex.-ZnS:Ag excited by alpha particles. In the absence of adequate 
information about the exact natures of traps and the probability of 
retrapping, attempts have been made to account for the observed com¬ 
plex power-law decays by postulating series or combinations of expo¬ 
nential decays (eq. 94) or by postulating a basic bimolecular recombina¬ 
tion mechanism according to 

L = l/b[(Lob)-^ + tf (122) 

which may be partially obscured by absorption and scattering phenom¬ 
ena (see discussion of eq. 94). 

In temperature-independent decays, the constant a for the 
radiative process has known values ranging from about 1 to over 10^ 
sec”^ and is practically unaffected by moderate changes in temperature 
or in the type, duration, or degree of excitation. This type of decay is 
exhibited mainly by 0(F)-dominated phosphors, although the later 
stages of these decays usually change over to the type. In tempera- 
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ture-dependent decays, the exponent n varies greatly with tem¬ 
perature and with the type, duration, and degree of excitation. This 
type of decay is displayed mainly by S(Se)-dominated phosphors, with 
the exception of those containing Mn activator. Present data indicate 
that there may be over 10^^ traps cm~^, with optical trap depths ranging 
up to about 3 ev, in some decay phosphors. Such phosphors, when 
fully excited, may store over 10^^ potential luminescence photons per 
cubic centimeter of excited volume, and the duration of detectable 
luminescence emission after an excitation pulse as short as 10”^ sec may 
range from about 10““^ sec to many years. As the depths of the traps 
and the distances of the traps from the parent atom are decreased, the 

decay type approaches the decay type as the limit for per¬ 
sistences approaching fluorescence in duration. 

With respect to luminescence efficiency 8, the primary excitation 
energy may be converted into (1) luminescence emission, (2) heat, 
(3) electron emission, or (4) chemical or structural changes in the 
phosphor crystals. Degradation of primary energy into heat is the chief 
competitor of luminescence, and it is found that the 8 values of phosphors 
generally decrease with increasing temperature of the luminescing 
phosphor, excjept when intermediate trapping plays an important role 
in the luminescence. In the latter case, 8 has a maximum value at an 
optimum temperature which iiK^reases with increasing trap depth and 
is sometimes near room temperature (Figs. 103 and 104). Most phos¬ 
phors are operated at room temperature, and it is found that 8 values 
in excess of 60 per cent can be obtained from some materials excited by 
photons with energies only slightly greater than the energy of the emitted 
photons, but it has been difficult to obtain 8 values even as high as 20 
per cent when phosphors are excited by high-energy particle^;, that is, 
photons or charged material particles with energies in excess of about 
10 ev (Fig. 89). 

The maximum luminescence output (radiance) from phosphors during 
excitation depends on the depth of penetration of the primary excitant 
particles, the excitation density, the intrinsic efficiency of the phosphor 
under the given conditions, and the losses due to absorption of photons 
attempting to escape from the phosphor crystals (eq. 117). In practice, 
it has been possible to obtain continuous average area luminances up 
to about 30,000 mL from screens of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 :!Mn excited by in¬ 
tense scanning beams of 100-kv cathode rays, although the screens tend 
to lose efficiency rather rapidly at such high excitation intensities. This 
amounts to an average emission intensity per unit surface of about 10^^ 
photons cm*'^ sec^S or an average emission density per unit of excited 
volume of about lO^'’ photons cm”“^ sec""^. Under pulsed excitation, 
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with long rests between brief (10""^-sec) excitation pulses, it is possible 
to obtain instantaneous (spot) luminances in excess of 10^ mL, with 
intense CR beams supplying over 25,000 watts cm“^ at 50 to 100 kv. 
It is found that highest sustained (area) luminances are obtained from 
0-dominated decay phosphors with high activator proportions, 
although it may be possible to obtain highest instantaneous (spot) 
luminances from short-persistent S-dominated decay phosphors. 

The maximum phosphorescence output from phosphors after excita¬ 
tion depends strongly on the time which elapses between cessation of 
excitation and observation or measurement of phosphorescence emission. 
If the waiting interval is very long, for example, minutes or hours, then 
only the decay phosphors are serviceable, and these phosphors can 
store up to about 10^® potential phosphorescence photons per cubic 
centimeter penetrated by the primary particles (or secondary excitants). 
The intensity of phosphorescence emission from such a phosphor at 
any instant of time is a complicated function of the excitation, the tem¬ 

perature of the phosphor, and the time (Figs. 71, 73-76, and 81). If 

the phosphorescence output is measured after a very short time interval, 

for example, a few microseconds, then either decay or decay 

phosphors may be serviceable. In the decay phosphors, the phos¬ 

phorescence output at a given time after cessation of excitation is 

directly proportional to Lq and inversely proportional to a, whereas the 

phosphorescence output of a decay phosphor at a given time after 

cessation of excitation increases nonlinearly with Lq because the initial 

decay becomes more rapid as Lq increases. 

Correlation of Host-Crystal and Phosphor Properties 

Some of the more useful and interesting host crystals, and several of 

their derivative phosphors, are presented in Table 19. Table 19 lists 

the phosphors in three groups: (1) The phosphors in the top group exhibit 

predominantly decays whose durations increase on going downward 

in the table; (2) the phosphors in the middle group exhibit initial 

decays followed by strong decays; and (3) the phosphors in the 

bottom group exhibit only decays (at least after a few microseconds) 

whose durations increase on going downward in the table. A general 

correlation between some of the luminescence and chemicophysical 

characteristics of useful phosphors may be obtained by referring to the 

exemplary data in Table 19 (also Table 5) and to standard tables and 

handbooks of chemistry and physics. Reading from left to right, in 

Table 19, these correlations include: 
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1. Host-crystal Properties. 1. Crystal Structures, The most 
efficient phosphors, under general excitation by photons and material 
particles, have structures of high symmetry. This is shown by the 
preponderance of cubic, hexagonal, rhombohedral, and tetragonal struc¬ 
tures listed in Tables 5 and 19 (and throughout this book). 

2. Chemical Compositions. Group II elements (Be, Mg, Zn, Ca, Sr, 
and Ba) predominate as cation constituents, whereas group VI elements 
(0, S, and Se) predominate as anion constituents, with B, A1 (Ga), Si 
(Ge), P, S (Se), and W (Mo) occupying key positions in the formation 
of oxygen-containing radicals, and F (Cl) finding occasional use as an 
anion constituent. 

5. Melting Points. The melting points of the listed host crystals 
range from 870°C (ZnF2) to 2050°C (AI2O3). Where mixed host-crystal 
compositions are used, the melting points of the mixtures are usually 
lower than those of the single compounds; for example, the melting- 
point curve of the system Zn2Si04:Be2Si04 decreases from over 1510®C, 
at the ends, to a eutectic point of about 1170°C near 4Zn2Si04-6Be2Si04 

(determined in these laboratories). 
4. Reflection Colors. All the listed host crystals, except CdS, are 

practically colorless; that is, they have little or no absorption in the visi¬ 
ble region of the spectrum. It is, of course, axiomatic that a host crystal 
should not be strongly absorbing in the spectral region where efficient 
luminescence emission is to be produced. Hence, phosphors which are 
to luminesce efficiently in the ultraviolet or infrared regions of the 
spectrum should have host crystals with low absorption coefficients for 
radiations in those invisible regions. 

6, Optical Anisotropies and Refractive Indices. Except for the 
optically isotropic cubic crystals, all the host crystals exhibit some bi- or 
trirefringence; that is, they have different densities of optical dispersion 
electrons in different crystallographic directions. 

As a crude picture of refraction, it may be imagined that each atom having a 
certain oscillator frequency along a given crystal axis absorbs and retadiates 
photons of the corresponding frequency transmitted through the crystal in the 
given direction. This absorption and reradiation process would require a finite 
though small time interval, and so the light travels on the average more slowly 
in a direction of high density of such oscillator atoms (direction of high refrac¬ 
tive index) than in a direction of low density of such oscillator atoms (direction 
of low refractive index). Some of the highly ionic host crystals, such as 
cub.-NaCl and cub.-KCl, have low refractive indices, whereas the more homo- 
polar* crystals, such as cub.-ZnS and hex.-CdS have high refractive indices. In 
cub.-ZnS, the refractive index for visible light increases rapidly as the tempera¬ 
ture of the crystal increases, and some degree of correlation has been found 
between the optical and general physical properties of several cubic crystals.*** *** 
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The listed host crystals have refractive indices ranging from 1.38 
(MgF2) to 2.89 (ZnSe), with one index for cubic crystals, two for uni¬ 
axial crystals (hexagonal, rhombohedral, and tetragonal), and three for 
biaxial crystals (rhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic) [see Table 4]. The 
large host-crystal anions are major factors in determining the refractive 
index of the crystal, and it may be noted that the refractive index 
decreases in the anion order: Se^“ - - 0^“ - F"”. 

6‘. Densities, The densities of the host crystals listed in Table 19 
range from 3 (Be2Si04, MgF2) to 6.06 (CaW04), the densities usually 
being dominated by the concentration and atomic weight of the heaviest 
atom. Density values are important in calculating the energy losses 
of material particles in phosphor crystals (eqs. 77 and 78). 

7. Solubilities and Hardnesses, By cross-comparing the melting 
points and solubilities (in water) of the host crystals, it may be observed 
that the more insoluble host crystals have high melting points, whereas 
the more soluble host crystals have relatively low melting points. As 
shown in the periodic chart at the end of this book, hardness also in¬ 
creases with increasing melting point; hence, the higher-melting crystals 
are the harder ones. High melting point, high heat of formation, low 
solubility, and high hardness are indications of strong chemical and 
structural bonding of the host-crystal ingredients and betoken high 
chemical and physical stability (high resistance to decomposition and 
disruption). 

II. Phosphor Properties. L Crystal Stricctures and Chemical Com¬ 
positions, Table 19 shows that gross crystal structure alone does not 
determine whether a phosphor has e""®' or t~^ decay. It is apparent, 
however, that there is a preponderance of oxygen(fluorine)-containing 

host crystals in the €"“®* decay group, and a preponderance of sulphur 
(selenium)-containing host crystals in the t~^ decay group. In this 
respect, it is interesting to note that the ionic radii of O^” and F*” are 
practically the same (1.40 and 1.36 A, respectively) whereas the ionic 
radii of (1.84 A) and Se^~ (1.98 A) are considerably larger. Since 
anions are generally much larger than cations, the host-crystal anions 
are major factors in determining the structures and lattice-spacings of 
phosphor crystals. 

Activators. All the listed pure host crystals may be made to 
Imninesce, after high-temperature crystallization, without added acti¬ 
vators. The less-stable host crystals, in particular, undergo a slight 
partial decomposition during high-temperature crystallization (and 
reduction, in the case of hex.-ZnO). The more volatile decomposition 
products, that is, usually the anion elements, may selectively vaporize, 
leaving a presumed slight excess of one or more of the cation elements 
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(for example, [Zn], [Cd], [W], [Si], [Al]). The luminescence emission 
bands of the host-crystal phosphors, made without added activators, 
are generally at shorter wavelengths than those which are produced 
by the added activators. Both the host-crystal and the activator emis¬ 
sion bands may be made to appear selectively, or simultaneously, in 
certain cases by (a) using low concentrations of added activators 
(Figs. 45 and 52), (b) using high excitation densities (Fig. 50), (c) 
using very low operating temperatures,^^^ or (d) adding an activator 
which intensifies a latent host-crystal emission (for example, Ti enhances 
the violet-blue emission of “pure^^ silicates, even in the presence of 

34,61,164,167-169,429,480 g^jjd Pb apparently enhances the violet-blue emis¬ 

sion of certain ^^pure” sulphates,^^ tungstates,^®*^-®^® and silicates.^^®’^^^'^'^) 
All the added activators in useful phosphors are multivalent. The 

activator Mn is outstanding in giving decays, with Sb, Cr, Tl, and 
FjU finding lesser use. The list of added activators affording decays 
is quite large, including Ag, Cu, Bi, Cb, Tl, and many rare-earth ele¬ 
ments. Where both and decays are desired, it is possible to 
produce pronounced decay ^‘tails’^ on initially decay phosphores¬ 
cences by providing suitable traps in the phosphor. This may be done, 
for example, by (a) adding trapping ^^activators^^ (for example. As or Sn 
incorporated in certain silicates, such as Nos. 15 and 16 in Table 19), 
(6) producing anion omission defects (for example, making silicates 
with deficiency structures), or (c) introducing a smaller highly polarizing 
cation into the lattice to provide a polarization (distortion)-type trap 
(for example, substituting Be in part for Zn in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, or 
substituting Mg in part for Zn in tetr.-ZnF2:Mn. 

It should be noted that the added activators of decay phosphors 
are added in proportions generally exceeding 0.3 weight per cent, whereas 
the added activators of decay phosphors are added in proportions 
below 0.3 weight per cent. It should be noted, also, that (a) in the case 
of decay phosphors, the ionic radii of the activator and at least 
one of the host-crystal cations are usually within 15 per cent of each 
other, thereby allowing intersubstitution, whereas (6) in the case of 
decay phosphors, the ionic radii of the activator and the host-crystal 
cations may be quite different, since these activators presumably occupy 
interstitial sites where the available room is determined by the particular 
crystal structure and lattice spacing (dominated by the anion constit¬ 
uents). Note: Consult Table 6 and the 'periodic chart at the end of this book 
for information on ionic radii, 

S, Fluxes, Table 19 shows that efficient decay phosphors are 
generally made without fluxes, whereas decay phosphors are generally 
made with fluxes (the fluxes usually are not incorporated in ZnS-type 
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phosphors, but they are incorporated in alkaline-earth-sulphide-type 
phosphors). Fluxes are apparently necessary to promote low-tempera¬ 
ture crystallization of the relatively unstable S(Se)-dominated phosphors 
which would swiftly decompose if heated near their melting points.®^® 
Most 0(F)-dominated phosphors may be heated above their melting 
points without undue decomposition, although selective sublimation 
may occur when the host crystal is formed from two or more simpler 
ingredients (for example, ZnO selectively sublimes from zinc-silicate 
batches at temperatures above 1200®C ®®). 

4. Decomposition or Photolysis in Moisture. Phosphors whose host 
crystals have solubilities much greater than 10“^ g 100“^ cm~® of water 
are generally hygroscopic or even deliquescent in moist air. The oxygen- 
dominated decay phosphors are usually quite stable in ordinary 
atmospheres, whereas the less stable sulphur-dominated r~^ decay 
phosphors tend to decompose in air-borne moisture, evolving obnoxious 
telltale hydrogen sulphide (this is especially true of the alkaline-earth 
sulphides and selenides). Predominantly ionic crystals, such as many 
of those dominated by halogen ions, are very susceptible to photode¬ 
composition. The photodecomposition apparently proceeds by photon- 
produced transfer of electrons from ^ the halogen anions to the metal 
cations, for example, becomes (locally) Me'^X“, and the X“ 
may be left excited in the case of weakly polar crystals (for example, 
Znl2, CdCl2), or it may be left unexcited in the case of strongly polar 
crystals (for example, MgX2, BaX2).^^ 

Some of the sulphur-dominated phosphors exhibit pronounced 
photolysis; that is, their chemical decomposition is promoted and accel¬ 
erated by the simultaneous action of shortwave UV (X < 3000 A) and 
atmospheric moisture.^®^"^® If a hex.-ZnS:[Zn] or hex.-ZnS:Ag phos¬ 
phor is completely dry while it is exposed to 2537-A UV, or if it is moist 
but is not exposed to the UV, there is practically no discoloration of the 
crystals, but, if the phosphor is exposed to 2537-A UV and humid air 
simultaneously, the crystals darken in a few minutes or seconds, depend¬ 
ing on the intensity of the UV. The rate of darkening increases with 
increasing intensity of the short-wave UV and is accelerated by the 
presence of certain halide salts (for example, residual NaCl flux!) in the 
hydrosphere around the moist crystals. The cubic form of ZnS is re¬ 
ported to be less susceptible than the hexagonal form is to photolysis, 
and it is further reported that the darkening of hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphojrs 
in sunlight is greatly decreased by coating the crystals with potassium 
silicate and suspending them in an oil which selectively absorbs radiation 
below about 3200 A.^ Photolytic darkening is attributed to electro¬ 
lytic production of free zinc (and free sulphur) at the moist surfaces of 
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ZnS crystals.^®^ The electrolytic potentials necessary for the electrolysis 
are believed to arise as the result of a two-quantum photoexcitation 
process. This process presumably produces ^^free^^ internal electrons 
and positive holes which wander to the moist crystal surfaces to provide 
separated oppositely charged Zn"^ and S” ions. These ions attract and 
neutralize each other to form free Zn and S on the crystal surfaces. The 
darkening is spontaneously reversible if the darkened specimens are left 
in the dark in humid air, but darkened and immediately dried crystals 
do not decolorize when kept dry in the dark. The decolorization is 
accelerated if the darkened crystals are warmed and moistened with an 
aqueous solution of sodium chloride. 

Small traces of certain multivalent elements (for example, Co or 
Cu incorporated in ZnS inhibit photolysis, presumably by 
disposing of the energy of internal excited ^^free^' electrons and positive 
holes by radiative or nonradiative transitions before the charges can 
wander to the crystal surface (note, also, that ZnS:Cu has a higher Tb 
than ZnS:[Zn] and ZnS:Ag, Fig. 103). In this respect, it has been 
reported that small proportions of Ce greatly reduce the solarization of 
some glasses.^®^ (F interest, also, is the fact that cub.-MgS:Sb(0.01) 
does not darken when exposed to intense 2537 A UV under normal 
atmospheric conditions, despite the high solubility and low dissociation 
temperature of the host crystal. In general, however, the greatest 
chemical and physical stability is obtained from very hard, high-melting, 
and insoluble phosphor crystals which are as near exact chemical¬ 
combining proportions as possible, and which have been heated to as 
high a temperature as possible without vitrifying or unduly decomposing. 

5, Reflection Colors, By comparing the reflection colors of the host 
crystals and their phosphor counterparts, it may be seen that the small 
proportions of activators usually leave the host-crystal color unchanged. 
Some activators, notably Cr and Cu, strongly color their host crystals, 
whereas Mn produces a noticeable color in only ZnS and ZnSe among the 
listed host crystals. In general, activators produce a noticeable change 
in host-crystal color only when the long-wave absorption edge of the 
host crystal is in or near the visible spectrum (this occurs with crystals 
of high refractive index).In such cases, the small absorption ^Tail,'’ 
which the activator produces on the long-wave side of the host-crystal 
absorption band, produces a visible change in color. Most of the useful 

decay phosphors have about 1000-A separation between their 
absorption and emission bands, whereas most of the decay phosphors 
have practically overlapping absorption and emission bands. 

6. Effective Excitants and Luminescence Efficiencies. Charged mate¬ 
rial particles, represented by CR in Table 19, excite all the listed phos- 
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phors to some degree, although some of the more complex, heterogeneous, 
and distorted phosphors, such as Nos. 26-28, are weakly excited. A 
^^bridge’’ between excitation by fast-moving charged material particles 
and by high-energy photons is obtained by recalling that these high- 
energy particles excite luminescence through intermediate secondary 
excitants (for example, ^^free” electrons). A phosphor which is efficiently 
excited by CR and alpha particles is generally, but not always, well 
excited by gamma rays and x rays. Host-crystal elements of high atomic 
number promote absorption of high-energy photons. A phosphor which 
is efficiently excited by long-wave UV, however, may be quite inefficient 
under x rays and charged material particles, especially when the phos¬ 
phor is vitreous or is chemically complex and structurally irregular 
(compare patterns 8 to 10 in Fig. 11a). It may be noted that there is a 
preponderance of useful decay phosphors which are well excited by 
3650-A UV, whereas a lesser proportion of decay phosphors is 
efficiently excited by 3650-A UV (note, however, phosphors Nos. 1, 26, 
36, 37, 50-54, 56, and 60 in Table 5). In general, the excitation and 
emission spectra of T'” decay phosphors are practically contiguous, as 
in the case of cub. (or hex,)-(Zn:Cd)(S:Se) with Ag or Cu activator, 
and cub.-KCl with Ag or Cu activator,^^® whereas the excitation and 
emission spectra of temperature-independent decay phosphors are 
widely separated, as in the case of cub.-KCl :Mn,®^° rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, 
and tetr.-CaW04:[W] (compare Fig. 24). 

7. Emission Colors. More quantitative descriptions of the emission 
colors listed in Table 19 may be found by using the reference column and 
the cited literature references. There is little general distinction be¬ 
tween the room-temperature emission spectra of decay and 
decay phosphors, although they often have different characteristics as a 
function of the temperature of the luminescing phosphor (Figs. 28-30 
and 50). A large number of emission colors^ covering the visible and 
near-visible spectrum, is already available in both groups of phosphors. 
Rhomb.-BaS04:Pb emits predominantly in the UV, with just the long¬ 
wave end of its emission band in the violet and blue parts of the visible 
spectrum. An important UV-emitting phosphor, 7-Ca3(PO4)2:Ce(0.5), 
listed as No. 47 in Table 5, has an decay with a «10^ sec~^ which 
would place it between Nos. 4 and 5 in Table 19. An efficient unlisted 
orange-emitting cub.-MgS:Sb(0.01) phosphor, listed as No. 60 in Table 
6, has an initial decay as rapid as that of the visible band of hex.- 
ZnO:[Zn] and has a Tb about 150°C higher than that of the hex.-ZnO: 
[Zn] phosphor.^®®* ^ The cub.-MgS:Sb phosphor (and possibly hex.- 
ZnO:[Zn]) may be examples of the limiting case of shallow-trap 
decay phosphors which should approximate fast decaya 
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8. Phosphorescence Decays, Among the efficient phosphors, the 
shortest detectable phosphorescences are obtained from phosphors such 
as hex.-ZnO:[Zn], ciib.-MgS:Sb, hex.-CdS:[Cd], and cub. (or hex.)- 
Zn(S:Se):[Zn] (or Ag), which decay to half their peak emissions (that 
is, to Z/o/2) at cessation of excitation in times of the order of 10“® sec, 
particularly under high excitation densities produced hy primary charged 
material particles. The phosphorescence decays of almost all the 
decay phosphors are relatively unaffected by moderate changes in phos¬ 
phor temperature, or by changes in the type, duration, or intensity of 
excitation, whereas the decays of the dec.ay phosphors are accel¬ 
erated (that is, the persistences are shortened) by (a) increasing the 
phosphor operating temperature, (6) increasing the excitation density, 
and (c) using primary charged material particles or high-energy photons 
(for example, x rays) instead of low-energy photons (for example, long¬ 
wave UV) as primary excitants. The longest useful temperature- 
independent decay phosphorescence, at present, is obtained from 
tetr.-ZnF2:Mn whose exponential-decay component becomes undetect¬ 
able after about 1 sec of afterglow. A strontium-silicate: Eu phosphor 
has been found to have a temperature-independent exponential-decay 
component lasting several seconds (r = 2.3 sec ^^^), but the intensity 
of this phosphorescence emission is so low that it is barely discernible 
to the well-dark-adapted (scotopic) human eye. The longest useful 
room-temperature decay phosphorescences, at present, are those of 
the alkaline-earth-sulphide-type phosphors, such as Nos. 26 and 27 in 
Table 19. The room-temperature phosphorescence emissions of these 
phosphors are discernible by the scoUypic human eye for over a week, 
although the luminances have then decreased to such low values that 
details and qolors are unrecognizable.^®*^®^"^®® The phosphorescence emis¬ 
sion of a hex.-ZnS: Cu phosphor has been found to be detectable by the 
scotopic eye for over 4 days, and phosphors Nos. 15-17 in Table 19 also 
afford phosphorescence emissions which are detectable for several days. 
Some of the infrared-stimulable phosphors with deep traps, for example, 
cub.-Sr(S:Se):[flux]:Sm(Tb):Eu and rbhdI.-(Zn:Be)2(Ge:Sn)04:Mn, 
may be made to phosphoresce visibly for several hours at temperatures 
well above room temperature (Fig. 75). By cooling these deep-trap 

decay phosphors below 10O®K, during and slper excitation, it is 
possible to store their potential phosphorescence emissions indefinitely. 

In Table 15 it was shown that there is an apparent correlation between the 
bonding energy of the host crystal and the lifetime r of the excited state of some 
temperature-independent decay phosphors with Mn activator. It was 
found that r decreases with increasing bonding energy of the host crystal, and 
it was mentioned that the effect may be caused by an increasing perturbation 
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of the activator atom (ion) by the closer ligands in crystals with higher bonding 
energy. In this respect, assuming simple ions, it is interesting to note that 
partial substitution of the highly polarizing Be^"*" (charge/radius ratio = 2/0.31 
= 6.5) for (charge/radius ratio = 2/0.74 = 2.7) in rbhdl.“Zn2Si04:Mn 
(a) produces a new longer-wavelength emission band with r about 50 per cent 
smaller than that of the phosphor without beryllium, (b) increases the relative 
intensity of the temperature-dependent decay ‘‘tair' on the predominant 
temperature-independent decay phosphorescence curve, and (c) increases 
the resistance of the phosphor to loss of luminescence efficiency during opera- 
tion.“*ii»'22i,868,462 Apparently, (a) the interaction of an Mn^"^ and its four sur¬ 

rounding ligands is decreased by substituting Be^+ for Zn^^" as a ligand 
adjacent (outside) the tetrahedral array of around the Mn^"*", (5) the local 
distortion introduced by a strongly polarizing undersized Be^"*" produces an 
electron trap, perhaps by increasing the probability of capture of an excited 
‘‘free’’ electron by an unexcited Mn^"^, and (c) the introduction of the higher¬ 

melting rbhdl.-Be2Si04 into the rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 host crystal increases the sta¬ 
bility of the system. 

III. Other Phosphor Properties, which are not listed in Table 19, 
are: 

9, Crystal Sizes and Shapes (compare Fig. 10.) The high bonding 
energies of most of the useful host crystals make it very difficult to grow 
large crystals of phosphors. Growth from aqueous solution is made diffi¬ 
cult by the low solubilities (high covalent bonding energies) of the host 
crystals and their corresponding tendency to nucleate prolifically near 
the saturation point. Growth from a melt is similarly difficult, because 
the density of ciystal nuclei is high in the liquid phase, especially when 
the host crystal has a high melting point (high bonding energy). During 
most syntheses of phosphor crystals, by the solid-state reaction of finely 
divided solid ingredients, the crystal sizes and shapes are dictated largely 
by the sizes and shapes of the ingredient particles, their degree of contact 
and admixture, their rates of reaction (in the presence or absence of 
fluxes), and the growth of larger host crystals at the expense of smaller 
crystals during the heating process (reaction and crystallization). The 
intrinsic crystal habit, corresponding to the particular space group of a 
given phosphor, often has little influence in determining the shapes of 
phosphor crystals (compare Figs. 10 and 11). This is particularly true 
in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn grown from finely divided ingredients, whereas 
hex.-(Zn:Cd)S phosphors, grown with fluxes which are afterwards 
washed off,^ often exhibit very regular shapes of hexagonal sym¬ 
metry.®®’®*'®^® Most phosphors have a wide variety of irregular crystal 
sizes and shapes in each batch, and many phosphors are optically 
anisotropic and selectively absorb their own luminescence emission. 
The general problem of scattering and absorption of photons in conven- 
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tional randomly oriented fine-crystal phosphor screens is, therefore, very 
complex. 

Despite the general difficulties of growing large phosphor crystals, 
centimeter-size single crystals have been grown of eflScient cubic alkali 
halide :T1 (or Ag, or Cu, or Mn) phosphors,®'* 2®*'’**® monocl.-CdW04: 
[W], tetr.-CaW04:[W], rbhdL-AlsOarCr,®^^ rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn,2'®.22o 

hex.-CdS:[Cd], monocl.-stilbene, rhomb.-chrysene, and monocl.-naph- 
thalene.^'*^®^ Although these represent only a few of the known phos¬ 
phor systems, the great interest in obtaining large phosphor crystals for 
detecting and counting high-energy particles should accelerate expansion 
of the list. 

10, Resistance to Loss of Luminescence Efficiency during Comminu- 
tim, Application, and Operation, A very few phosphors may be syn¬ 
thesized directly in screen form; for example, hex.-ZnO:[Zn] may be 
condensed from a smoke made by burning zinc vapor in a slightly reduc¬ 
ing oxygen-containing atmo^phere,^'® and tetr.-ZnF2:Mn may be formed 
by evaporating zinc and manganese fluorides simultaneously onto the 
surface to be coated,®®* 2®^ but these processes are difficult to control and 
have not afforded products with luminescence efficiencies so high as 
those which are regularly obtained by the conventional preparative 
procedures outlined in Chapter 3. The general method of condensation 
on a cold substrate is disadvantageous in that the crystals are not so 
regular and free of distortion as those produced at high temperatures. 
Heating the condensed materials sometimes improves their luminescence 
efficiencies, but the materials are very susceptible to decomposition and 
contamination when thus heated in the form of thin coatings. It was 
found that evaporated and condensed screens of tetr.-ZnF2:Mn were 
at best about 10 per cent as efficient as conventional tetr.-ZnF2.'Mn 
screens, and the evaporated screens lost efficiency very rapidly during 
operation under CR excitation. 

Most phosphor batches are prepared by solid-state reactions of 
finely divided ingredients at high temperatures, and so the individual 
crystals ip the cooled batch are usually aggregated into irregularly 
shaped particles, lumps, or cakes. In order to apply these phosphors as 
thin screens (coatings) of uniform texture, it is often necessary to crush 
the cakes and deaggregate the particles and lumps by grinding (for 
example, by ball milling).®®*General methods for applying deaggre- 
gated phosphor batches include: (a) air settling or dry spraying from a 
cloud suspension produced by sieving or ‘‘atomizing,'' (6) wet spraying 
a suspension of crystals in an easily volatilized liquid (for example, 
anhydrous acetone containing a fraction of a per cent of pure acetic acid 
to inhibit reaggregatipn), (c) electrophoresis^ (d) flowing on a viscous 
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suspension [for example, a suspension of phosphor crystals in a mixture 
of butyl acetate (100), nitrocellulose (pyroxylin) (1), and synthetic 
camphor (4)] whereby a smooth film of the viscous suspension remains 
on the surface to be coated (the organic matter may be burned away by 
heating in air at about 550°C), and (e) liquid settling (with or without 
centrifugation), for example, allowing the phosphor particles to settle 
out of a suspension in amyl acetate or pure distilled water (usually 
containing a few per cent of dissolved electrolytes or binders, such as 
ammonium carbonate, lithium germanate, colloidal silica, or potassium 
silicate The surface to be coated should be thoroughly 
clean, and contamination from dust or from impurities in the suspension 
media must be scmpulously avoided to obtain screens of practically 
uniform texture and high luminescence efficiency.®® It should be noted 
that there are always statistical variations in texture over the surface 
of a given screen. For example, in a screen averaging 4 particles in 
thickness, there are some thin spots having only 1 particle (or none) 
and other thick spots having particles heaped up 7 (or more) high. 
Additional textural variables are the distribution and range of crystal 
sizes and their degree of aggregation as particles in a particular phosphor 
(Figs. 7 and 10). 

Each different phosphor requires a different technique of deaggrega¬ 
tion and application for best results. This part of phosphor technology 
is still very much of an art, and the reader is referred to other sources 
for detailed descriptions of some of the procedures which have been 
devised for commercial phosphors.®®* Best results are generally ob¬ 
tained by crystallizing the phosphors in the form of loosely aggregated 
crystals whose average size is already optimum for the particular primary 
excitant and excitant penetration and for the required resolution (that 
is, the degree of detail to be observed on the phosphor screen). In the 
case of insoluble host crystals grown with the aid of soluble fluxes, for 
example, hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015), [NaCl(4), BaCl2(2)], 1250°C, the phos¬ 
phors should be carefully elutriated to remove all traces of flux, because 
the fluxes generally accelerate photolysis and afford halogen ions which 
are injurious to oxide-coated thermionic cathodes in cathode-ray tubes. 
The cited phosphor crystallizes as a granular cake which crumbles into 
separate crystals, averaging about 15 microns in size, when the cake is 
washed in water containing ions to inhibit decomposition.^^ The 
washing dissolves out the flux coatings which cement the crystals 
together, and leaves the material free flowing. When the crystals are 
very small, for example, less than about 1 micron in size, it is more 
difficult to obtain a free-flowing product because the smaller crystals 
have a greater tendency to cling to each other by the action of surface 
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forces and electrostatic attraction; also, it is more difficult to remove 
completely all the residual flux from the less porous small-crystal batches 
which have a larger ratio of crystal surface to crystal volume. 

In many cases, it is necessary to ballmill the phosphor batch in order 
to deaggregate the crystals. This should be done as gently as possible 

Fig. 114. Luminescence efficitmcies of two S-dominated phosphors as a function 

of time of gentle milling in a distilled-water suspension in a 6-cm inside-diameter 

20-cm-long Pyrex ball mill with 35 Pyrex balls (prolate spheroids) 1 cm X 3 cm, 

weighing approximately 3 g each. The mill was rotated at about 1 revolution 
per second. 

1. cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.003), 850®C, 5c « 3 microns 
2. hex.-ZnS: Ag(0.015), 1250®C, 5c » 15 microns 

to minimize the reduction in luminescence efficiency which occurs when 
strains or distortions are introduced into the phosphor crystals by 
mechanical action. Figures 114 and 115 show some examples of the 
reduction in efficiency which occurs when phosphors are ballmilled. 
Figure 114 shows that the large-crystal (« 15 nlicrons) hex-ZnS:Ag 
suffers more than the smaller crystal (« 4 microns) cub.-ZnS:Ag during 
a very gentle short-duration milling in triple-distilled water. For equal 
weights of phosphor in the two cases, there are more crystals to be 
reached by the. sliding balls in the cub.-ZnS:Ag test, and the smaller 
crystals are more easily swept out with liquid displaced from under the 
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sliding balls and, hence, the smaller crystals escape grinding more than 
the larger crystals. 

Examination of these S-dominated decay phosphors during and 

CR bombardment time, seconds 

Fia. 115. Effect of vigorous ball milling and intense CR bombardment on the 
cathodoluminescence efficiencies of some silicate phosphors. Phosphors ball-milled 
in a rapidly rotated 4-hter porcelain mill with 2-cm ffint balls. Excitation by a 

stationary unmodulated 6.4-kv CR beam delivering about 0.03 watt mm~^. Meas¬ 

urement on the bombarded side of tliick screens. 

Grinding 

Time, hours 

1. rbhdl..Zn0-Si02:Mn 0 
2. rbhdl.-2Zn0Si02:Mn, Lot A 0 
3. rbhdl.-2ZnO • Si02: Mn, Lot B 0 
4. rbhdl.-2ZnO • Si02: Mn, Lot B 16 
5. rbhdl.-2ZnO • Si02: Mn, Lot B 24 

6. rbhdl.-2ZnO • Si02: Mn, Lot B 64 

after excitation under 3650-1. UV disclosed, as reported by other ob¬ 
servers, that the photophosphorescence eflSciencies decreased at a much 
faster rate than the photoluminescence efficiencies as the grinding time 
was increased. 
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Reference samples of these same phosphors were placed in triple- 
distilled water for 64 min, without grinding, and found to have unaltered 
luminescence efficiencies. Also, a sample of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn was 
subjected to the same treatment as that given the phosphors in Fig. 114, 
and the luminescence efficiency of the silicate phosphor was found to be 
unaltered. This silicate phosphor generally requires much more mechan¬ 
ical action for effective deaggregation. Figure 115 shows the effects of 
long and vigorous grinding with heavy tumbling balls in an acetone 
suspension.^2 The left side of the figure shows that unground non- 

stoichiometric-proportion rbhdl.-Zn0*Si02:Mn may have higher initial 
efficiency than the stoichiometric-proportion rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, but 
the former loses its efficiency faster during operation. The right side 
of the figure shows the results of grinding another lot of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: 
Mn for various lengths of time. It is apparent that the grinding lowers 
the initial cathodoluminescence efficiency and tends to increase the rate 
of efficiency loss during intense excitation by cathode rays. The meas¬ 
urements in Figs. 114 and 115 were made on the excited sides of very 
thick patches of the phosphors coated on Pyrex plates.®® 

The major cauties of the observed luminescence-efficiency decreases 
during grinding are probably: 

(a) Distortion and strain introduced into the phosphor crystals. Micro¬ 
scope studies of hex.-ZnO:[Zn] crystals show that when these crystals 
are subjected to mechanical pressure, the crystals may become non- 
luminescent throughout their entire volumes without being decreased 
in size. The distortions and strains introduced into phosphor crystals 
by mechanical action tend to reduce luminescence efficiency much as 
imperfect crystallization (Figs. 90, 91, and 105), or crystallization in 
low-symmetry classes, reduces luminescence efficiency. The general 
effect is to increase the number of dislocations and imperfections which 
increase the probability of nonradiative dissipation of the primary exci¬ 
tation energy. (In phosphors, such as cub.-KCl:Sb, formed by grinding 
together an activator and host-crystal compound, the beneficial mechan¬ 
ical action apparently (a) promotes diffusion of the activator into the 
host crystal and (b) helps the activator atom to rearrange its ligands to 
form a suitable center. For a given phosphor, therefore, grinding may 
produce both adverse and beneficial effects, with jthe former generally 
predominating.) 

(b) Increased absorption of luminescence photons. This is evidenced 
by the fact that some crystals, such as hex.-ZnO:[Zn], which have 
absorption edges near 4000 A tend to become yellowish on grinding. 
It is not necessary for the crystals to become colored in order to become 
nonluminescent, however, because hex.-ZnO:[Zn] crystallized with a 
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trace of Cu can be white and nonluminescent, whereas hex.-ZnO:[Zn] 
crystallized with traces of Mn or Sb can be yellow or black, respectively, 
and yet have weak luminescences. 

Even in the absence of increased intrinsic absorption, a reduction in 
crystal size by comminution will increase optical scattering and increase 
the average path length of luminescence photons attempting to escape 
from a fine-crystal phosphor screen. It is this increase in optical absorp¬ 
tion loss, due to increased scattering, which accounts in large measure 
for the more intense phosphorescence emission of unground large-crystal 
fractions of hex.-ZnS:Cu which are separated from and compared with 
the unground small-crystal fractions.^*^ Here, the increased scattering 
occasioned by the smaller particles decreases the penetration of the 
primary excitant photons and increases the absorption of the phosphor 
for its own phosphorescence emission. The data in Table 20, taken from 
E. Podschus (PB 74886 are illustrative. 

TABLE 20 

A Comparison op the Phosphorescence Intensities (1 min after Cessation 

OF Excitation) op Various Sieve Fractions op an Ungrounu hex.-ZnS:Cu 

Phosphor P"xcited by 3 min of Exposure under a 100-watt Incandescent 

Lamp, 60 cm Distant 

E. Podschus 
Relative Phosphorescence 
Intensity, Arbitrary Units 

Weight, - 
Per cent As Dry In Poly- In Nitro- 

Phosphorescent Material of Total Powder styrol cellulose 

1. Original unsieved hex.-ZnS:Cu 100 52 58.5 45 
2. Portion retained by 4900 meshes cm~^ 5 55 62 46.5 
8. Portion retained by 6400 meshes cm~^ 10 54.5 61 45.5 
4. Portion retained by 10,000 meshes cm“^ 20 52.5 59 45.5 
5. Portion passed by 4900 meshes cm“® 95 52 58.5 45 
6. Portion passed by 6400 meshes cm~^ 90 51.5 58 43 
7. Portion passed by 10,000 meshes cm“^ 80 44 49.5 37 

After a phosphor batch has been deaggregated with as little disrup¬ 
tion of the individual crystals as possible, the crystals must be deposited 
according to the technique which best suits the average particle size 
and chemical reactivity of the particular phosphor.®®* Very small 
particles, below 0.1 micron, are usually wet-sprayed, flowed on, or liquid- 
settled (with centrifugation); medium-sized particles, between 0.1 and 
6 microns, are usually air-settled, wet-sprayed, electrophoretically 
deposited, flowed on, or liquid-settled; and large particles, above 5 
microns, are usually dry-sprayed, flowed on, or liquid-settled. After 
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liquid settling, the liquid may be removed by decantation, siphoning, 
or evaporation. The aqueous liquid-settling technique has been used 
extensively in preparing cathode-ray-tube screens, and the organic- 
suspension flow-on technique has been used extensively in making phos¬ 
phor coatings in ^‘fluorescent^’ lamps. The liquid-settling technique is 
advantageous in making screens on flat or only slightly curved substrates, 
because the weight of phosphor per unit area can be accurately pre¬ 
determined, whereas the flow-on and spray techniques are advantageous 
in coating curve-shaped objects, such as cylinders and spheres. 

During settling, the larger particles deposit at a faster rate than the 
smaller particles because phosphor crystals obey approximately Stokes’ 
law for the rate of sedimentation Vg of spheric^al particles of density ap 
in fluids of density <r/ (in grams per cubic centimeter) 

Va = — (rf)g/4:.5r} cm sec“^ (123) 

where Vp is the radius of the (spherical) particle (in centimeters), g is 
the gravitational constant (981 cm sec”^), and ri is the viscosity of the 
fluid (in poises = dyne seconds per scpiare centimeter == grams per centi¬ 
meter per second). By using centrifugation, the effective g value in eq. 
123 may be increased several thousand times, and centrifugation is espe¬ 
cially effective in accelerating sedimentation of particles with rp « 10”^ 
cm, that is, when the distance traveled as a result of Brownian motion 
equals or exceeds the distance traveled owing to gravitational attraction. 
A consequence of the different rates of settling of large and small particles 
is that the resultant screens have predominantly large particles next 
to the substrate and predominantly small particles in the top layer.^^ 
During spraying, the smaller particles tend to be siphoned first from the 
supply vessel, and different particle-size distributions are usually found 
in the center and periphery of the spray cone. When a mixture of two 
or more phosphors with different average particle sizes, shapes, densi¬ 
ties, or particle-size distributions (compare Fig. 7) is to be deposited, 
selective deposition effects tend to produce screens whose compositions 
vary throughout the depth of the screen and, especially in the case of 
spraying, over the area of the screen. The production of uniform- 
texture screens from mixtures of fine-particle phosphors requires careful 
study and control of particle size, shape, density, apd degree of aggrega¬ 
tion as well as critical control of the fluid dynamics, reaggregation during 
deposition, and geometrical and mechanical features of the coating 
process. 

When the phosphor crystals are water-soluble, anhydrous organic 
media and completely dehydrated vessels must be used during applica¬ 
tion. When the phosphor particles are very small, binders are generally 
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not needed, but, when the particles are very large, for example, greater 
than 10 microns, a binder such as potassium silicate or magnesium 
sulphate is necessary to affix the particles permanently to the sub- 
strate.®*'^^^'^^*^ For testing purposes, it is recommended that, whenever 
possible, phosphors be deposited on horizontal substrates, so that no 
binders need be used (binders can falsify efficiency and secondary- 
emission measurements), and it is recommended also that mercury- 
vapor pumps with liquid-air traps be used instead of oil-diffusion pumps 
for evacuation of test vessels. Oil vapors are readily adsorbed on phos¬ 
phor crystals, and the oil films often decompose during heating or elec¬ 
tron bombardment to leave a dark carbonaceous residue (some oils 
even react with certain phosphors under these conditions). 

After the phosphor screen has been prepared and incorporated in 
an operating device where the screen is excited by suitable primary 
particles, the luminescence efficiency of the phosphor may increase 
(“bright-bum** under CR) or decrease (“dark-bum** under CR) during 
operation.®® An efficiency increase may be occasioned by volatilization 
of an adsorbed layer acquired during application, or by recrystallization 
of the surface layers of the phosphor during excitation. In general, 
however, luminescence efficiency decreases during operation, especially 
when the phosphor becomes increasingly coated with an absorbent film 
of dust or other material, or when the screen material is bombarded by 
intense beams of high-energy particles which may heat the phosphor to 
sufficiently high temperatures to cause atomic dislocations and oxidize 
or reduce the phosphor (chemically speaking, a captured extraneous 
electron may act as a reducing agent, and a positron or a positive ion 
may act as an oxidizing agent 34) 68.102,240-242.44^-469 Quantitative analytical 

studies of the specific causes of changed luminescence efficiency are 
lacking in most cases. Loss of luminescence efficiency may be occa¬ 
sioned by (a) an increase in the degree of imperfection of the phosphor 
crystals, thereby increasing the probability of nonradiative transitions; 
(6) a decrease in the proportion of luminescence-active centers; (c) in¬ 
creasing the absorption of the crystals, or its surface films, for the lumi¬ 
nescence emission; and, in the case of CR excitation, (d) reducing the 
secondary-emission ratio of the screen.^^*^®^^®^ When a phosphor has 
an appreciable “dead-voltage layer** imder excitation by charged mate¬ 
rial particles (Fig. 89), it is sometimes possible to remove part of the 
layer by chemical action and thereby increase the luminescence efficiency 
of the phosphor. 

In general, the harder higher-melting water-insoluble phosphors are 
the most resistant to loss of luminescence efficiency during comminu¬ 
tion, application, and operation. Some of the simpler host crystals, 
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such as the cubic, univalent, ionic alkali halides, may appear more ad¬ 
vantageous for studies of the fundamental phenomena in phosphors, but 
these low-melting water-soluble crystals readily dissolve in adsorbed 
films of atmospheric moisture and generally dissociate and discolor 
(tenebresce) when excited by high-energy primary particles.®^* 
The stronger partially covalent bonding of the more complex host 
crystals comprising multivalent elements makes their phosphors more 
satisfactory because their mechanisms are almost purely electronic, being 
without the atomic (ionic) displacements which alter the chemical and 
structural constitutions of weakly bonded ionic alkali-halide crystals 
during excitation by high-energy particles. When pulses of very high- 
intensity excitation are used, it is often an advantage to use phosphor 
crystals which are large relative to the penetration “limit^^ of the primary 
particles, because the unpenetrated portions of the crystals act as “heat 
sinks^^ which minimize the temperature rise of the crystals during the 
excitation pulse. In cases where photolytically susceptible or water- 
soluble phosphors, particularly sulphides, are to be excited by photons 
and exposed to actinic radiations, for example, the short-wave UV in 
sunlight, it is some times possible to provide protection for the sensitive 
crystals by embedding them in organic plastics or lacquers or, preferably, 
in inorganic enamels.^^^’^®®’^^^"^^ As previously mentioned, it has been 
found beneficial to coat hex.-ZnS:Cu crystals with alkaline potassium 
silicate and surround the crystals with a film of an oil which selectively 
absorbs UV below about 3200 A. If it is desired to use an “extender,^^ 
that is, a filler material to conserve the photoluminescent phosphor 
while preserving the hiding power of the coating, it is reportedly advan¬ 
tageous to mix the phosphorescent material with nonabsorbing materials 
of low refractive index, for example, rhomb.-BaS04. Twenty per cent 
of admixed BaS04 reportedly reduces the phosphorescence intensity of 
hex.-ZnS:Cu only 10 per cent, and 40 per cent of admixed BaS04 

reduces the phosphorescence intensity of the material only 20 per cent.'**® 

Such inert admixtures are, of course, undesirable when phosphors are 

excited by high-energy primary particles. 

The usually high melting points of inorganic luminescent materials stand in 
sharp contrast with the usually low melting points of organic luminescent mate¬ 
rials. Most of the useful inorganic luminescent materials have melting points 
above 800®C, whereas aliphatic (open-chain) organic materials seldom have 
melting points above 150°C, and aromatic (closed-ring) organic materials seldom 
have melting points above 550®C."* Materials which melt at temperatures below 
about 600®C are difficult to incorporate in, for example, electronic vacuum tubes 
which must be heated to about 500^0 to remove adsorbed gases from tube parts 
during evacuation. 
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11. Electrical Characteristics. Almost all phosphor crystals are in¬ 
sulators at or below room temperature, with specific resistivities usually 
greater than 10^ ohm cm, dielectric constants greater than 8, and very 
low magnetic susceptibilities.*®* At elevated temperatures, 
some phosphor crystals become electronic semiconductors with resis¬ 
tivities between 10^ and 10^ ohm cm. This is particularly true of hex.- 
ZnO which may be made with a room-temperature resistivity extending 
from 0.2 to 10^ ohm cm, depending on the treatment of the crystals.^^®®*^^®® 
A plot of the logarithm of the resistivity versus the reciprocal of the 
temperature of the crystals affords a straight line, such that resistivity 
decreases (conductivity increases) with increasing temperature, although 
Hall-effect measurements show that the mobility of the electrons in the 
hex.-ZnO crystals is little affected by temperature.^®® Accurate measure¬ 
ments of the electrical characteristics of most fine-crystal phosphors are 
made difficult by uncertainty in the ratio of surface to volume effects. 
In the determination of photoconduction, for example, Voyatzakis claims 
that the high photoconduction currents obtained with certain phos¬ 
phorescent sulphide and fluoride phosphors disappear when the materials 
are completely dried, for example, in vacuo,whereas Randall and 
Wilkins, Hardy, Parker, and others report large photo(jonduction cur¬ 
rents for similar phosphors when dried or in vacuo.In general, 
phosphors with low-melting host crystals have low resistivities, for 
example, tetr.-ZnF2: Mn has a high conduction in the dark at room 
temperature, and the resistivities of phosphors increase as the hardness 
and melting points of their host crystals increase. 

Garlick and Gibson report that the dielectric constants of hex.-ZnS: 
Cu phosphors, in vacuo, increase from about 8 to 14 under moderate 
intensities of UV excitation, and report a corresponding increase in 
dielectric loss; for example, there was a change from an equivalent ac 
conductance of less than 10~® ohm”^ cm"“^ for the unexcited phosphor 
to 10”"® ohm""^ cm"^ for the excited phosphor.®*® The dielectric effects 
are apparently due chiefly to trapped electrons, rather than ‘‘free” elec¬ 
trons en route to or from traps. Calculations from the experimental 
data show that the relaxation times of the trapped electrons in phosphors 
such as ZnS:[Zn], ZnS:Ag, and ZnSiCu are of the order of 10”"® sec, 
with very little dependence on temperature over the range from 90 to 
460®K. During excitation below saturation the changes in dielectric 
constant A€£> and dielectric loss Ay/) were found to follow the expression, 

Ac/) (or Ay/)) = A log (/' + 1) (124) 

where A is a constant and /' is proportional to the excitation intensity 
for excitation by photons. The dielectric changes were little dependent 
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on the wavelength of the photons used for excitation in the range from 
3500 to 4100 A but decreased greatly on going to 2500 A, because the 
short-wave primary photons did not penetrate very far into the phosphor 
crystals. Also, the decrease in the dielectric constant €d and dielectric 
loss during thermostimulated phosphorescence decay at room tempera¬ 
ture proceeds at a much slower rate than the decrease in intensity of 
phosphorescence emission L (compare Figs. 84 and 85). With hex.- 
9ZnS*CdS:Cu, for example, €d oc whereas L Sc over the decay 
interval from about 4 to 1000 sec. 

With respect to magnetic properties, there is a paucity of data on 
phosphors. It is reported that cub.-(kS:Bi becomes slightly more 
diamagnetic in the excited state.^’® This is interpreted as evidence that 
an excited electron in this photoconducting decay phosphor does not 
leave its parent atom completely, but merely moves in a much larger 
orbit than in the unexcited state; that is, the ^ of an excited electron 
may extend over a much greater domain in the crystal but remains 
anchored to a positive hole (compare Fig. 16c). If the system were 
originally nonparamagnetic, that is, all the spins were paired in the 
unexcited sta(>e, and excitation were to result in ionization, then the 
system should be(;ome slightly paramagnetic (or less diamagnetic) be¬ 
cause there would be an unpaired spin left behind by the excited electron. 
The excited and freed electron may increase or decrease the para¬ 
magnetism of the center where it is trapped, according to whether the 
excited electron is bound without pairing its spin or pairs its spin with 
that of an electron bound to one of the ligand atoms in the trap. Ex¬ 
periments reported by Rupp indicate that (1) cub.-ZnS, 1000°C (no 
flux) is more paramagnetic than the initial precipitated and dried ZnS, 
(2) grinding decreases the paramagnetism of phosphors, (3) host crys¬ 
tals with the incorporated activators Bi, Cu, and Ag are generally made 
more diamagnetic, whereas those with incorporated Mn, Sm, and Ni 
are more paramagnetic, (4) excitation makes cub.-ZnS:Cu and cub.- 
ZnS:Mn more paramagnetic, (5) increasing operating temperature de¬ 
creases the paramagnetism of both excited and unexcited phosphors, 
and (6) alkaline-earth sulphide-type phosphors with Sm activator be¬ 
come increasingly paramagnetic as the principal host-crystal anion is 
changed from O to S to Se.^^® An increase in pararqagnetism on excita¬ 
tion is reported also for tetr.-ZnF2:Mn,2®® and for fluorescein incorpo¬ 
rated in boric-acid glass.^^*®®^ 

Various researchers have reported that strong electric or magnetic 
fields, when applied suddenly to phosphorescing crystals, cause a sudden 
increase in phosphorescence emission,^®^'^’^^®*^’^'^^*^ The hex.-ZnS: 
Mn and hex.-Zn(0:S):Cu phosphors, in particular, are reported to 
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show such stimulated phosphorescence when subjected to applied electric 
fields of the order of 15,000 volts cm""^, or to applied magnetic fields of 
the order of 30,000 oersteds, but experiments in these laboratories have 
failed to disclose appreciably large stimulation effects with samples of 
these materials and of several other phosphors subjected to even higher 
field strengths. What effect there may be is undoubtedly weak, at least 
at room temperature, for it seems unlikely that electrons in deep traps 
could be raised out by the application of such external fields, especially 
magnetic fields which deflect moving electrons but do not increase their 
energies greatly even when the magnitude of the field is being altered. 
An external electric field Fe applied to a crystal is internally diminished 
by polarization; that is, Fe is divided by cd to give an effective internal 
electric field Fi = With respect to an electron, of charge e, the 
effective internal field may lower the activation energy, that is, the 
height of the potential barrier between two atoms a distance x apart, 
by an amount of the order of eFiX. For most crystals, Fe may not exceed 
about 10® volt cm”"^ without producing dielectric breakdown, and so 
the maximum internal potential gradient is about 10® volt cm"*^. For 
a; 2 X 10“® cm, eFiX is at most about 2 X 10“® ev which is insig¬ 
nificant relative to kT at room temperature. It is concluded, therefore, 
that electric fields below breakdown do not produce appreciable direct 
electronic excitation in insulators. It is possible, however, that pre¬ 
viously excited phosphorescence may be stimulated by an electric field 
applied to a phosphor crystal. The applied field may change the activa¬ 
tion energy for release of a trapped electron by altering (a) the shapes 
and distributions of the electron clouds of atoms (atomic polarization), 
(6) the spacings and orientations of the atoms (crystal polarization), 
and (c) the crystal structure (see ferroelectric effect and electrets®®^). 
In addition to facilitating release of trapped electrons, electrically pro¬ 
duced polarizations may sometimes measurably alter the luminescence 
characteristics of solids, but the effects should generally be small for 
insulator crystals of high bonding energy. 

Destriau has reported that some acknowledgedly poor phosphors embedded 
in thin organic films are excited to ‘‘permanent illumination” by simple applica¬ 
tion of a 100-volt alternating potential.*’^ A sample of such a phosphor film, 
furnished by Destriau, was tested in these laboratories and found to glow feebly 
blue (barely perceptible to the mesopic eye), under applied 110-volt alternating 
current, whereas the same phosphor film luminesced yellow under 3650-A UV. 
Other phosphor films prepared here gave similar results. It is believed that 
the electric field may produce some breakdown in thin aerospheres (air films) 
around the phosphor particles in the organic film, and this breakdown ionization 
produced the characteristic weak blue glow of atmospheric nitrogen. Under 
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favorable conditions, it is possible that this type of aerosphere ionization and 

excitation may lead to excitation of the phosphor particles as well, but the 
method does not appear to be efficient in its present form. 

Destriau has reported, also, that a crystal of hex.-ZnO;[Zn] exhibits aniso¬ 
tropic release of trapped electrons on application of a 15,000-volt cm“^ electric 
field when the crystal is immersed in oil.**^''*®* According to this report, (a) sud¬ 
den application of the field in a given direction across a previously excited crystal 
of hex.-ZnO: [Zn] causes a sharp burst of increased phosphorescence emission, 
(6) reversal of the polarity of the electric field (or rotation of the crystal through 
180® and reapplication of the field) causes no further burst, (c) rotation of the 
crystal by 90® followed by reapplication of the field causes a new burst, and 
(d) reversal of the field (or the crystal), as before, causes no further burst. 

These reported results, if confirmed, would indicate that electrons released 
from traps tend to be released in preferred directions or to travel along * Tracks, 
presumably determined by the major crystal axes, in these anisotropic crystals. 

Experiments in these laboratories have shown that some batches of hex.- 
ZnO:[Zn] apparently have deep traps, despite the microsecond initial decay 

of this phosphor. This is readily demonstrated by cleaving a freshly crystallized 
phosphor cake under weak UV and observing in some cases a slow growth of 

luminescence emission (compare Fig. 74). When the deep traps have become 

filled, the slow-growth effect disappears and does not occur on subsequent 
re-excitations even after long waiting intervals in the dark. Attempts have 
l)een made to obtain glow curves of these slow-growth hex.-ZnO: [Zn] phosphors 

by heating previously excited samples in the dark to temperatures several 
hundred degrees above room temperature, but none of the samples emitted 
sufficient thermostimulated phosphorescence to be detected by either the pho- 
topic eye or a detector using a blue-sensitive multiplier phototube (No. 931-A). 

With respect to reported bursts of phosphorescence emission pro¬ 
duced by the sudden application of an electric field, A. E. Hardy has 
reported that a weak flash may be produced by one sudden reversal of 
the polarity of the electrodes of a photoconduction cell containing hex.- 
9ZnS*CdS:Cu(0.0073), 1250®C.^28 Further polarity reversals produced 
no further visible effect. In this experiment, about 70 microns thickness 
of the phosphor crystals was held firmly in contact with the electrodes 
maintained at 400 volts. As shown in Figs. 116 and 117, the concurrent 
growth and decay of photoluminescence emission and electric conduc¬ 
tion of hex.-9ZnS*CdS:Cu follow approximately the same intensity-* 
time relationships (compare Fig. 81), and Fig. 118 shows that red-plus- 
infrared (X > 5900 A) irradiation of this phosphor during simultaneous 
excitation by UV decreases (quenches) the photoconduction (compare 
Figs. 26 and 82). The striking parallelism of luminescence and con¬ 
duction which occurs in the case of some decay phosphors has led 
to the plausible notion that the same *‘free'' electrons are responsible 
for both effects, that isj that in both cases electrons are freed from their 
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parent atoms and travel considerable distances through the crystal 

before being trapped or making a radiative or nonradiative recombina¬ 

tion with an ionized center. It is by no means certain, however, that 

the same electrons or mechanisms are involved in both photoconduction 

and photoluminescence, even though the parallelism shown in Figs. 116 

and 117 invites such a unified view of the two phenomena. For example, 

Hardy has reported that the infrared-excited photoconduction of hex.- 

CdS:Cu decays to its half-value in about 20 sec, whereas the half-life 

of phosphorescence emission of this phosphor after excitation by UV or 

Time, seconds 

Fig. 116. Growth and decay of luminescence emission during and after excitation 
of hex,-9ZnS-CdS:Cu(0.0073), 1250°C by 3650-1 UV. (A. E. Hardy) 

visible light is only a few milliseconds (compare Fig. 81). Furthermore, 
it is reported that among the ZnS-type phosphors those with the shortest 

persistences have the highest photoconductions,^^^ and excellent photo¬ 

conductions may be obtained from practically nonluminescent crystals 

of hex.-CdS.^® These results indicate that, although the conduction 

accompanying the luminescences of some decay phosphors may be a 

necessary part of the luminescence mechanism, in other cases the con¬ 

duction may be largely independent of the luminescence, and so the 

magnitude and duration of conduction is not a clear indication of the 

electron motions during luminescence. 
12. Polanzation of Radiation^ and Changes in Optical Properties during 

Excitation. A simple picture of radiation polarization, apart from that 

produced by optically anisotropic solids, may be obtained by imagining 

that a free atom at the first instant of excitation has been transformed 

into an electric dipole whose dipole axis coincides with the orientation 

of the electric vector of the primary photon which was annihilated in 
the excitation act. If the excited (dipole) atom rotates before emitting, 
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the emitted luminescence photon will not be oriented in the same direc¬ 
tion as the primary photon, but, if the emission process is completed 
before appreciable rotation occurs, the polarization direction of the emit¬ 
ted radiation will be determined by that of the primary radiation used 
for excitation. When the excited atoms are closely associated with other 
atoms, as in liquids and solids, thermal agitation tends constantly to 
disorient the excited atoms, and so polarization phenomena are best 

Fig. 117. Growth and decay of electric conduction during and after excitation of 

hex.-9ZnS-CdS:Cu(0.0073), 1250°C by 3660-A UV. (A. E. Hardy) 

observed at very low temperatures and with very rigid luminescent 
materials. In luminescing liquids, the degree of polarization is found to 
increase from vanishingly low values, for low-viscosity liquids, up to 
almost 50 per cent for high-viscosity liquids containing luminescent 
organic dyes.^^®‘^“’®^® In solids, the easy directions of polarization 
generally correspond to the directions of the major crystal axes, and 
polarized luminescence emission may be obtained by exciting certain 
cooled shorirpermtent decay phosphor crystals by primary radiation 
polarized in the directions of some of the major crystal axes. The gen¬ 
eral diagram of Fig. 119 may be used to help visualize some of the 
observed results. In the case of hydrated crystals of magnesium 
platinocyanide, where the axes should be pictured as orthogonal, (a) 
primary photons polarized in the Z direction reportedly produce yellow 
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luminescence emission with the emitted photons likewise polarized in 
the Z direction when observed along the Y direction, whereas (&) pri¬ 
mary photons polarized in the Y direction produce red luminescence 

Fig. 118. Effect of red and infrared irradiation on the photoconduction of hex.- 

9ZnS*CdS:Cu(0.0073), 1250®C during sustained excitation by 3650-A UV. (A. E. 
Hardy) 

Luminescence 
photons 

Fig. 119. General diagram representing the excitation of a phosphor crystal by 

polarized primary radiation and the emission of polarized luminescence radiation. 
X, 7, Z « major crystal axes.‘®^-‘“ 

emission with the emitted photons polarized in the X direction when 
observed along the Y direction.^®* This is an unusually close association 
of the excitation and emission processes. The platinocyanides reportedly 
luminesce only in the crystalline state, and their spectral characteristics 
appear to be distinctive properties of the particular molecular complex 
(including the water of crystallization) in much the same way that the 
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emission bands of many luminescent silicates are distinctive charac¬ 
teristics of the tetrahedral arrangement of oxygen atoms around silicon 
in the Si04 group (Fig. 51). Other luminescent materials which have 
been observed to provide polarized luminescence emission lines when 
excited at very low temperatures are several uranyl salts and rbhdl.- 
AI2O3: Cr.^®2,340.493-497 The low-temperature line emission of rbhdl.-Al203: 
Cr, which is polarized parallel to the major crystal axes, exhibits an 
isolated instance of Zeeman-effect splitting of the lines in a magnetic 
field. This is a further indication that the Cr activator atoms (ions) are 
substitutionally located in the host crystal rather than located in irregu¬ 
lar omission defects or interstitial sites. No Zeeman effect has been 
observed for the sharp-line emissions of rare-earth activators in their 
phosphor host crystals.^“ Individual crystals of fast exponential-decay 
s-center phosphors, operated at low temperatures, may be expected to 
exhibit polarized luminescence emission, but, the longer the lifetime of 
the excited state, the greater the probability of disorientation by thermal 
agitation, emission by multipoles higher than a dipole, or exchange 
(resonance) perturbations involving neighboring atoms. Long-persistent 
phosphors with i-centers and decays should exhibit practically no 
polarization of luminescence other than that produced by double refrac¬ 
tion and by emission at large angles from the surface normals of the 
crystals (light emitted from uranium glass at 80® is reported to be 35 
per cent polarized ^^®). Also, conventional phosphor screens, comprising 
myriads of randomly oriented crystals, should exhibit negligible polari¬ 
zation effects. As a research possibility, some phosphors may exhibit 
enhanced emission of preferentially polarized radiation when their 
crystals are grown or operated in strong electric or magnetic fields,^^ 
especially if the field directions be made parallel to the major crystal 
axes which afford easy polarization. 

In general, the optical reflectivities and absorptivities of phosphors 
are little changed on going from the unexcited to the excited state.^®® 
This is so because the relative proportion of excited atoms or “free'^ 
excited electrons during even intense excitations is usually much less 
than about 10~®, Insofar as refractive index and dielectric constant are 
related, the refractive index of an excited phosphor may increase on 
excitation (when the dielectric constant may be doubled ®*®). The major 
optical absorption effect which has been susceptible to investigation is 
the possible appearance of an induced absorption band, of longer wave-, 
length than the emission band, in phosphors with high trap densities 
(compare Fig. 26a).*®® 

IS, Heat Capacities. The heat capacities of phosphors (materials!), 
that is, the amounts of<heat required to raise one gram of material one 
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degree centigrade, have not been measured, but they probably approxi¬ 
mate the specific heats of their host-crystal substances. The specific 
heats (in cal g‘~^ of host-crystal substances are generally quite 
low in the range of phosphor operating temperatures, for example, 
rbhdL-Al203 (18°C) = 0.181, hex.-ZnO (16°—99°C) = 0.125, rhomb.- 
ZnS04 (22°—lOOT) = 0.174, CaSiOg (25°C0 = 0.183, Ca(FOz)2 (15°— 
98°C) = 0.199, cub.-ZnS (0°—100°C) = 0.115, and hex.-CdS (26°C) 
= 0.091 (Landolt-Bornstein). Phosphors with low heat capacities tend 
to be raised to higher temperatures by a given amount of heat dissipated 
per unit volume (residue of the luminescence process) than phosphors 
with high heat capacities. 



CHAFPER 7 

USES OF PHOSPHORS 

General Capabilities 

This concluding chapter outlines some of the chief capabilities and 
uses of phosphors. Emphasis is placed on the broad aspects of require¬ 
ments and limitations, with a few specific phosphors cited as examples 
of the best materials known at present. The quantitative data obtain 
for certain present phosphors using present techniques of preparation, 
application, excitation, and detection. These data are constantly being 
superseded as improvrements are made in existing phosphors and in 
the techniques of their application and use, and also, as new phosphors, 
techniques, and uses are devised by over 200 phosphor researchers in 
domestic and foreign laboratories. It must be kept in mind that most 
phosphors specified according to simplified notations, such as hex.- 
ZnS:Ag or rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn, may differ greatly in crystal size, 
luminescence efficiency, phosphorescjence, or other important character¬ 
istics when prepared by different researchers or different manufacturers. 
For the phosphors cited herein, it is assumed that the greatest care has 
been taken to use highly purified ingredients which are accurately com¬ 
pounded, thoroughly mixed, and well reacted and crystallized at high 
temperatures, without acquiring detrimental impurities. 

Phosphors, which were unimportant alchemical novelties during the 
17th and 18th centuries, found their first important uses in the 19th 
century as visible indicators of certain invisible energetic particles, such 
as ultraviolet photons (UV), cathode rays (CR), x-ray photons, and 
alpha particles. In recent years of the 20th century, the direct conversion 
of the energies of these invisible particles into light, *at operating tem¬ 
peratures near room temperature, has become the major commercial 
function of phosphors: Meanwhile, phosphors are finding increasing 
scientific use in detecting these particles and others, including infrared 
and gamma-ray photons, fast-moving ions, and even neutrons, by con¬ 
verting their energies into radiations which the human eye may detect 
directly, or indirectly through other photosensitive devices, such as pho- 

$99 
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tographic films, tenebrescent materials, phototubes (usually coupled with 
oscilloscopes or meters), or other 

Until the early 1930’s, only very small quantities of phosphors were 
produced, largely for use in x-ray fluoroscope screens, self-luminescent 
watch dials and instrument dials (where the phosphors are admixed with 
radioactive salts of radium or mesothorium), and theatrical “black 
magic” with long-wave ultraviolet. In all these uses, the phosphor 
screens operated at such low luminances that they had to be observed 
in the dark with the partially dark-adapted (mesopic) eye. The low 
luminances were attributable in part to the low intensities of available 
sources of excitation and in part to the low luminescence efficiencies of 
the available phosphors. At that time, phosphors were considered by 
some authorities to be too ineflficient to offer promise for commercial 
use in illumination,even though the efficiencies of ordinary incan¬ 
descent lamps were less than 2 per cent, being about 10 lumens per watt, 
that is, less than a candle per watt. At that time, also, intensive re¬ 
search was undertaken to devise phosphors which could transform about 
one third of a watt of available cathode-ray-tube (CRT) electron-beam 
power into an image of sufficient luminance to make possible practical 
electronic television.^® As a result of this research, many phosphors were 
devised with cathodoluminescence efficiencies exceeding 5 candles per 
watt, with some attaining over 10 candles per watt when all the emitted 
light was measured from both sides of the screen. 

Under ideal conditions, (1) assuming a point source emitting monochromatic 
light at 5560 A, 1 lumen per watt = 0.146 per cent efficiency, and 1 candle per 
watt = 1.86 per cent efficiency on an energy basis, and (2) assuming an extended 
area source emitting a cosine-law distribution (eq. 130) of monochromatic light 
at 5560 A, 1 lumen per watt is still 0,146 per cent efficiency, but 1 candle per 
watt is then only 0.465 pKjr cent efficiency on an energy basis (compare Appen¬ 
dix 3). The case 2 conversion figures apply to most fine-crystal phosphor 
screens, and it may be noted that the maximum efficiency of an idealized white- 
light source emitting equal energy at all visible wavelengths is about 200 lumens 
per watt, which for an extended-area source is about 64 candles per watt.®^® 
Higher efficiencies are obtainable by concentrating the emission into two opti¬ 
mum complementary monochromatic lines.®^* 

Among the new and improved phosphors which were devised during 
phosphor research for television CRT, one of the most efficient, stable, 
and versatile was the family of phosphors symbolized by rbhdl.- 
(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn.^®^ This phosphor family affords a broad range of 
emission colors, with energy efficiencies as high as 5 per cent under low- 
intensity high-voltage CR and quantum efficiencies as high as 96 per 
cent under 2537-A UV. Certain yellow- or orange-emitting members of 
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the rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphor family have been produced in 
quantities exceeding all other phosphors; the principal uses being 
(1) admixed with blue-emitting cathodoluminescent materials, such as 
cub.-ZnS:Ag or monocl.-alkaline-earth-silicates:Ti 168,159.679 rbhdl.- 

(Zn:Be)2Si04:Ti,®^'^®*^*° to form efficient white-emitting CRT screens 
for electronic television, (2) admixed with blue-emitting photolumines- 
cent materials, such as monocl.-Mg2W05:[W] or barium sili¬ 
cate to form efficient white-emitting coatings in the low-pressure 
mercury-vapor electric-discharge lamps which are now known as ^‘fluo¬ 
rescent lamps, and (3) used alone to provide colored luminescent sign 
tubing for display purposes.®®* 

During World War II, allied radar CRT ®®*®®*®2o-622 and phosphores¬ 

cent tapes and markers used over 100,000 kg of phosphors, with 
lesser amounts being used in important special devices. One German 
company, the L G. Farbenindustrie, manufactured over 135 metric 
tons of phosphorescent hex.-ZnS: Cu-type phosphor in the third quarter 
of 1944 (see PB74892, frame 8760, Office of the Publication Board). 
At present, the chief domestic and foreign production of phosphors is for 
“fluorescent” lamps (over 200,000 kg of phosphors a year), with tele¬ 
vision and radar CRT requiring over 20,000 kg a year. Production of 
phosphors for miscellaneous uses, such as luminescent plastics and tapes, 
x-ray fluoroscope screens, self-luminescent (“radium”) dials, and sundry 
electronic devices, is not accurately known, but probably exceeds 20,000 
kg a year. The retail prices of phosphors depend chiefly on their 
quality and the quantity in production, with most of the commercially 
available phosphors presently costing from $2 to $120 a kilogram. 

Phosphors will undoubtedly continue to be vital parts of an increasing 
number of useful devices, especially devices operated at temperatures 
below about 300°C. This statement is based on the unique capabilities 
of phosphors, for example, (1) their ability to effect an effident direct 

conversion of various primary excitant particles, with energies ranging 
from about 1 to over 10^ ev, into photons having energies of the order 
of 3 ev ®^*®® (with the added advantage of being able to exercise consider¬ 
able control over the energy distribution of the emitted photons), and (2) 
their ability to store potential radiation energy for times ranging from less 
than 10““^ to over 10^ sec. As shown in Fig. 120, the human eye can 
detect some of the (conventional) low-energy luminescence photons 
directly and can detect the remainder with the aid of auxiliary photo¬ 
sensitive materials, such as photoelectric emitters or photoconductors 
used with oscilloscopes or other meters, photographic emulsions, or 
bleachable dyes (the sensitivities of the latter detectors are not shown 
in Fig. 120).“®*®*®^“ • 
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General Questionnaire for Prospective Phosphor Users 

Although tens of thousands of phosphors have been synthesized, few 
reliable data on their characteristics have been published. For best 
results in a proposed new device using phosphors, it is usually necessary 
to custom-make a new or modified phosphor to meet most nearly the 
various requirements in the order of their importance. In seeking the 
most satisfactory phosphor for a proposed use, it is essential to specify 

completely all the limitations and requirements, such as: 
1. Characteristics of the Detector (for example, human eye, 

phototube, photographic emulsion). If the human eye (and brain), for 
example, is to be used as the detector of luminescence emission from a 
phosphor, it is essential to specify, inter alia: (a) the size and shape of 
the object or area (screen) to be made luminescent; (6) the optical 
efficiency of the device (including the distance from the phosphor screen 
to the detector, and the characteristics of any intervening optical media 
and components); (c) the photosensitivity of the detector (as a function 
of photon energy), for example, the quantum efficiency, which is deter¬ 
mined by the degree of dark- or light-adaptation in the case of the eye; 
(d) aesthetic requirements (for example, subjective desires regarding 
color and luminance); (e) resolution (definition) requirements, that is, 
the maximum tolerable graininess and nonuniformity of texture; 
(/) tolerance of flicker or flacker if cyclic excitation is to be used;^'®^ 
and (gf) the memory (information-storage) requirements, that is, how 
much longer or shorter the effective persistence of the phosphor should 
be relative to the persistence of the detector (the persistence of human 
vision is about 0.1 sec, and the retentivity of a multiplier phototube is 
somewhat less than 10”’^ sec, whereas different phosphors have detect¬ 
able phosphorescences ranging from about 10”^ sec to many months). 

2. Characteristics of Excitation and Operation. It is essential 
to specify (a) the energy and type of excitant particle (s), for example, 
1-A X rays, 2537-A UV, 6.5-kv CR; (6) the intensity of excitation (num¬ 
ber of excitant particles passing unit area in unit time); (c) whether the 
luminescent area (screen) is to be scanned by a fine excitant beam or 
flooded by the excitant; (d) whether the luminescent screen is to be 
viewed from the excited or imexcited side; (/) the temperature of the 
phosphor during operation; and (g) the ambient radiation and atmos¬ 
phere during operation, for example, sunlight, vacuum, mercury vapor, 
dry air, moist air, dusty air. 

3. Characteristics of Application and Processing. It is essen¬ 
tial to specify (a) the chemical, physical, and geometric nature of the 
substrate on which the phosphor is to be affixed; (b) the radiations and 
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contaminants to which the phosphor may be exposed during processing, 
for example, sunlight, dust, cesium or barium vapor, and other chem¬ 
ically active vapors from sources in the device; and (c) the temperature 
to which the phosphor is to be heated or exposed (in this respect, a 
temperature of about 450°C is necessary to outgas most vacuum 
tubes 

Uses and Recommended Phosphors 

After the pertinent requirements and limitations have been specified, 
the selection or devisal of a suitable phosphor (and a technique for its 
application) usually involves research, development, and some engineer¬ 
ing compromises. At present, in the absence of a satisfactory compila¬ 
tion of phosphors and phosphor properties, it is usually necessary to 
enlist the aid of a phosphor expert with broad experience in order to 
assure obtention of the best available phosphor for a particular purpose. 
Some of the considerations involved in selecting or devising suitable 
phosphors (and corresponding suitable application techniques) for spe¬ 
cific uses are outlined in the following summary of major phosphor uses 
classified according to detectors, with subclassifications according to 
excitants and specific devices. 

Human Eye as Detector 

The average human eye (and brain) is one of the most efficient and 
adaptable photosensitive devices known, but it should be kept in mind 
that different individual eyes (and brains), or the same eye (and brain) 
under different conditions, may differ considerably in color response, visual 
acuity, and flicker sensitivity, and in subjective estimates of inten- 
gity.68,68,72,381-382,627 maximum effectivG quantum efficiency of the 

color-sensitive photopic eye, in the illumination range from 1 to 10^ 
millilamberts (mL), is about 1.5 per cent, that is, one 5560-A photon in 
about 70 entering the pupil of the photopic eye is used in producing 
visual sensations.®** The maximum quantum efficiency of the color- 
insensitive scotopic eye, in the illumination range from 10”^ to mL, 
is about 15 per cent, that is, one 5100-A photon in about 7 entering the 
pupil is used in producing visual sensations. The quantum efficiency 
and color response of the mesopic eye, in the illumination range from 
10“^ to 1 mL, varies with the state of light or dark adaptation. The 
scotopic eye cannot detect such small percentage luminance differences 
as the photopic eye and is less sensitive to flicker than the photopic eye, 
except for aberrate vision, whereas the photopic eye is a much better 
detector of color differences and has considerably higher visual acuity 
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than the scotopic eye. The time required for the average eye to become 
completely dark-adapted is about 10 hours in the dark, whereas the light- 
adapted state may be regained in a few minutes depending on the in¬ 
tensity of illumination.®® These data do not exhaust the peculiarities of 
visual processes, but they serve to indicate the wide variations in visual 
sensations which may be produced by the same modulated or unmodu¬ 
lated luminescence emission viewed by different individuals, or viewed 
by the same individual at different times or under different conditions. 
The differences between individuals are largely ignored in the following 
discussion where reference is made to the average human eye (and brain). 

The spectral sensitivities of the average photopic and scotopic eyes 
are shown in Fig. 120. The effect of variation of spectral distribution of 
emission on effective (visual) luminescence efficiency is exemplified in 
curves 3-6 and 7-9, where the dotted curves are the product of the 
corresponding solid (emission) curves and the sensitivity curve of the 
average photopic eye (curve 13). The ratio of the relative areas of the 
dotted and (corresponding) solid curves is a measure of the resultant 
spectral efficiency of the particular phosphor with the given detector.®® 
Blue-emitting phosphors (curves 3 and 7) and red-emitting phosphors 
(curves 5 and 9) are often called inefficient, when the real cause of low 
practical efficiency is the insensitivity of the eye in these outlying regions 
of the visual spectrum. Green, yellow, and orange emissions (curves 4 
and 8) are more efficiently detected by the average photopic eye, and 
blue-green emissions are more efficiently detected by the average scotopic 
eye (see curve 12). 

By careful choice of optical filters and phototubes, or other objective 
photosensitive devices, it is often possible to approximate the spectral 
sensitivity of the scotopic or photopic eye. For example, Plymale 
reports that a 4 to 5-mm thickness of Coming filter glass No. 3421 used 
with a 1P21 multiplier phototube (S4 = S5 photosurface) approximates 
the average scotopic eye, and 4.1-mm of Coming No. 3307 plus 1-mm of 
Coming No. 4308 used with a 1P22 multiplier phototube (S8 photo¬ 
surface) approximates the average photopic eye.®“ Quantitative meas¬ 
urements of light intensity or luminance are best carried out with 
such objective photometers, in order to eliminate the subjective psycho¬ 
logical and physiological variables which influence human vision. It 
must be kept in mind, however, that the data obtained with objective 
photometers are not always directly interpretable in terms of actual 
visual response. This is so because there are many intangible factors of 
human vision which are not assessed by objective photometers. It is 
known, for example, that the intangible mood or state of health of an 
individual affects his response to a color, shape, or luminance of an 
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object and, vice versa^ different colors and illuminations affect the mood 
(for example, alertness and mettle) of the individual. Hence, while 
objective photometers are valuable for research and development of 
phosphors and devices catering to the eye, the ultimate assessment of 
the phosphor or device should be obtained from the subjective responses 
of many observers under the proposed operating conditions (actual or 
simulated). In this respect, it may be noted that efficient phosphor 
engineers must be experienced in the following complex arts and sciences: 
(1) objective chemical synthesis and physical testing of phosphors, (2) 
objective phosphor application and engineering operation in vacuum 
tubes and other devices, and (3) subjective seeing, including the vagaries 
of human vision and aesthetic desires in various circumstances. 

Excitation by Photons, f. Photolurninescence Excited by Long¬ 
wave Ultraviolet (UV). It is remarkable that the most efficient photo¬ 
luminescences, which are excited by long-wave UV (Fig. 89), have found 
little prac.tical application. This is due largely to the relatively low 
efficiency and high cost of primary sources of long-wave The 
commonly used 100- to 400-watt H4-type mercury-vapor electric- 
discharge lamps, which are operated at pressures of about 200 cm of 
mercury (that is, 2.5 atmospheres), emit approximately 10 per cent of 
their total radiation as the 3G50-A line (Fig. 63).®® This UV emission 
line efficiently excites many useful phosphors which have been listed 
in Tables 5 and 19. The development of a high-efficiency low-cost 
source of, for example, 3650-A UV would be a considerable forward step 
in illumination, because the efficiency of conversion of primary UV 
energy into light (for example, 5560-A photons) would be about 65 per 
cent, instead of the approximately 45 per cent in present “fluorescent^^ 
lamps with primary 2537-A UV. Sunlight and, to a lesser extent, 
incandescent-lamp light contain small proportions of long-wave UV, but 
these are inconvenient as well as inefficient sources of UV.®® *®’®'® 

Despite the inefficiency and high cost of commercially available 
sources of primary long-wave UV (for example, argon lamps, and medi- 
ium- and high-pressure mercury-vapor lamps), there is a growing use of 
these sources to excite certain phosphors for theatrical effects, dynamic 
advertising displays, interior decoration, localized illumination during 
wartime blackouts (this, it may be hoped, is a waning use!), and tempo¬ 
rary storage of information on phosphor screens or tapes, A typical 
theatrical effect is obtained by positioning a person in front of a large 
screen coated with hex.-ZnS:Cu which is excited, except for the personas 
shadow, by an EH-4 lamp (3650-A UV). After a few seconds of excita¬ 
tion, the source may be turned off and the p)erson walk away while his 
shadow remains on the phosphorescing screen. A strong photoflash 
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lamp may be used in place of the EH-4 lamp.*^®'*^® Many tons of phos¬ 
phorescent tapes and markers, employing chiefly cub.-(Ca;Sr)S:Bi 
phosphors which are excitable by blue light, Were used during the past 
war, especially in the interiors of ships and power plants where they 
provided guidance in the event of failure of the normal lighting system. 
Dynamic theatrical and advertising displays may be produced by 
intermittent excitation of screens comprising mixtures of long- and 
short-persistent phosphors with contrasting emission colors. For 
example, a screen consisting of a properly proportioned mixture of 
cub.-ZnS; Ag (short-persistent blue) and hex.-9ZnS • CdS: Cu (long- 
persistent yellow) appears blue under 3650-A excitation and yellow in 
phosphorescence, whereas the opposite color change is obtained from a 
screen consisting of a mixture of hex.-ZnS:Ag (medium-long blue) and 
hex.-5.5ZnS-4.5CdS:Ag (short yellow). D5mamic effects may be ob¬ 
tained also by using mixtures or separate areas of different phosphors 
which are excited, stimulated, or quenched to different extents by differ¬ 
ent superposed or alternating radiations (for example, 2537-A UV, 
3650-A UV, and infrared). Phosphors excited in the dark by well- 
filtered UV, or observed during phosphorescence, may give contrasts of 
light to dark exceeding 1000:1, whereas the reflection contrasts obtain¬ 
able from light shining on ordinary pigments and dyes do not exceed 
about 25:1. Hence, phosphors are unique in providing vivid displays, 
such as murals and three-dimensional effects, especially for decor in 
dimly lit interiors. 

Screens of certain efficient photoluminescent phosphors, such as 
hex.-5.5ZnS*4.5CdS:Ag, hex.-ZnS:Cu, and rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:Mn, may 
be made to emit several hundred millilamberts when placed a few 
centimeters from a strong source of 3650-A, such as a 100-watt EH-4 
or CH-4 lamp, but the high lamp cost in practical installations where 
large areas are to be made luminescent usually limits the luminance to 
less than 20 mL. Although shorter-wavelength 2537-A UV may be 
produced more efficiently, the intensity of available 2537-A sources is 
even lower than that of the available 3650-A sources. Furthermore, 
photons with wavelengths shorter than 3000 A are injurious to the eye, 
and are strongly absorbed in ordinary air. Long-wave UV, from 3400 
to 4000 A, has been found to be generally harmless, even in fairly strong 
doses.®*^ The chief disadvantage of moderately large flux densities of 
long-wave UV entering the eye is the weak blue luminescence which is 
excited in the vitreous humor of the eye itself. This internal lumines¬ 
cence in the eye makes objects appear as though seen through a light- 
blue mkt, and visual acuity may be seriously decreased if precautions 
are not taken to minimize the UV reflected or transmitted to the eye 
by a phosphor screen and its surround. 
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Wavelength, A 

Fig. 121. Photoluminescenco emission spectra of various hydrated salts of 8-hydroxy- 
quinoline: (1) - Ca salt, 1' =* Ca salt after a 30-sec exposure to an unfiltered 

CH-4 mercury arc lamp, (2) ~ Mg salt, (3) = Zn salt, (4) = A1 salt, and of a ZnO: 

MgO: rare-earth phosphor. Excitation by 3650-A UV, measurement with the 
recording spectroradiometer using 0.4-mm slits. (Materials furnished by C. E. 

Barnett of the New Jersey Zinc Co.) 

Relative Peak 

Outputs 

1. 340 
2. 350 

3. 240 
4. 60 

6. 20 

O"* C.O )KX>K 
Dipositive> cation salts of 

8-hydroxyquinoline; 
for example, Me = Ca, Mg, Be, Zn, or Cd 

= covalent bond 

Tripositive-cation salt of 
8-hydroxyquinoline; 

for example, Me s a1 
► as covalent bond 

Fig. 122. Structural formulas of several luminescent metallo-organic salts of 8- 
hydroxyquinoline. 
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When a luminescent surface is to be observed only during excita¬ 

tion, that is, phosphorescence is not required, luminescent organic 

dyes or other organic material, such as green-emitting anthracene: 

naphthacene(10‘”^) or the zinc salt of 8-hydroxyquinoline (Figs. 121 

and 122), are sometimes more satisfactory than inorganic phos- 

This is particularly true in cases where 

fabrics are to be made luminescent, as for signal flags or laundry 

marks,®®® or where very fine or soluble luminescent material is required 

to penetrate into fine cracks for the determination of surface flaws in 

solid objects.®®^’®®* A suitable material for the latter task is the sodium 

salt of 2-naphthol 3-6 disulphonic acid (R salt) dissolved in methyl 

alcohol or water. 

The structural formula of R salt is I II I which has the usual 
NaOsSx:^ 

characteristic of being a closed-ring structure with conjugated double bonds 
(compare Fig. 64), just as occur in the hydrated salts of 8-hydroxyquinoline 
whose emission spectra are shown in Fig. 121 and formulas are shown in Fig. 
122. It may be noted that the Al, Mg, and Zn salts of 8-hydroxyquinoline are 
stable under intense excitation by a filtered EH-4 lamp, whereas the Ca salt 
loses efficiency and darkens rapidly while its emission band shifts to longer 
wavelengths. Much of the stability of these organic compounds has been 
attributed to exchange (resonance) forces associated with the covalent bonds 
between the N atoms and the metallic cation, although the predominantly 
ionic bonds between the 0 atoms and the metallic cation are also important. 
The instability of the Ca salt appears to l)e related to the relatively small polar¬ 
izing power of the Ca^^ ion, as indicated in the following sequence of 
charge/radius ratios: 

Al®+ Mg2+ Zn2^ Ca2+ 

3/0.5 = 6 2/0.65 = 3.1 2/0.74 = 2.7 2/0.99 = 2 

At present, only the Zn salt is commercially available. The relative peak out¬ 
puts of the materials in Fig. 121 were measured with reference to the same 
standard material used for obtaining the data in Fip. 32-46, remembering that 
the photoluminescence efficiencies of many of the listed inorganic phosphors can be 
greatly increased by skillful preparation focused on improving the photolumines¬ 
cence efficiency (for example, the UV-excited output of hex.-9ZnS-CdS:Cu(0.01), 
[NaCl(2)], 1200®C (Fig. 37) is 39, whereas the UV-excited peak output of the 
standard hex.-9ZnS-CdS:Cu(0.0073), [NaCl(l), BaCl2(0.5), NH4Cl(l)], 1260®C 
is 100). 

The ZnOiMgO: rare-earth (undisclosed) phosphor shown as No. 5 in Fig. 121 
emits strong sharp lines in the red region of the spectrum. These lines, which are 
about 10 A wide at half their peak intensity, appear as the triangular-shaped 
emission curves obtained with the recording spectroradiometer.” At liquid- 
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air temperature, this phosphor emits a strong yellow handy and there is a slight 
decrease in the width of the red emission line. At temperatures near 160®K 
the red line emission predominates under weak 3650-A UV, whereas the yellow 

band emission predominates under strong 36t50-A UV (in this temperature 
region, also, the red line predominates during a long decay phosphorescence 
emission after weak or strong UV excitation). Heat treatment of this phosphor 

in a reducing atmosphere yields a product which emits the yellow band at room 

temperature, and this material may be converted back into the original red line 
emitting material by heating in an atmosphere of oxygen. 

The better luminescent organic materials are sometimes less expensive 
than inorganic phosphors and may afford finer resolution by having 
practically molecular grain size in solutions, but they do not provide 
so broad a range of emission colors and are not so efficient, versatile, or 
durable as the better inorganic phosphors. Some of the most efficient 
3650-A-excited inorganic phosphors, with indications of their persistences 
and emission colors at room temperature, are: 

A. Persistences long relative to the persistence of vision (that is, 
^0.1 sec): cub.-CaS:Bi,[flux] (very long violet), hex.-ZnS:Ag (medium 
long violet-blue), cub.-(Ca:Sr)S:Bi,[flux] (very long blue-green), hex.- 
ZnSiCu (very long green), hex.-9ZnS • CdS:Cu (long yellow), hex.- 
8ZnS-2CdS:Cu (medium long orange), compare Figs. 65, 66, 71, 73, 
80, and 81; and hex.-ZnS:Cu:Mn (long orange). The blue-emitting 
phosphors are best suited for observation by the dark-adapted eye 
(Fig. 120).^®^"^®® Note the absence of long-persistent red-emitting phos¬ 
phors, and the absence of 0-dominated phosphors. 

B, Persistences short relative to the persistence of vision: (1) ^-dominated 
phosphors (subject to photolysis): cub.-ZnS:Ag:Ni (blue), cub.-9ZnS- 
ZnSe:Ag:Ni (blue—compare Fig. 39), hex.-7ZnS-3CdS:Ag (green), 
cub.-MgS:Sb (green-yellow), hex.-5.5ZnS'-4.5CdS:Ag (yellow), hex.- 
4ZnS*6CdS:Ag (orange), hex.-2ZnS-8CdS:Ag (red) (compare Figs. 33 
and 36). (2) 0-dominated phosphors: (Ca:Sr)Si03:Eu (violet-blue), 
hex.-ZnO:[Zn] (pale blue-green), MgW04:U (green), rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04: 
Mn (green-yellow), CdW04:U (red-orange), ZnO:MgO:rare-earth 
(red—Fig. 121), and 4Mg0 Ge02:Mn (red).“ 

Mixtures of phosphors may be used to obtain additive colors, for 
example, blue + yellow = white, blue + red = purple, and yellow 
+ red — orange, except when one phosphor strongly absorbs the shorter- 
wave luminescence emission of another in the mixture. When the ab¬ 
sorbed luminescence emission from one phosphor excites the absorbing 
phosphor, a cascade Ituninescence is obtained; for example, the yellow 
emission of a hex.-6.6ZnS-4.5CdS:Ag phosphor is intensified at the 
expense of the violet-blue part of the blue emission band of an admixed 
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hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor. If desirable, this selective absorption may be 
minimized by depositing the phosphors in separate layers, with the least¬ 
absorbing layer facing the detector.®^^'^® Cascade luminescence is some¬ 
times obtainable in one phosphor; for example, the blue emission band 
(due to Ag) excites the green emission band (due to Cu) of hex.-ZnS: 
Ag:Cu.®®’®^’^®^ Figure 123 shows that the minimum phosphor thickness 
for maximum blue-green luminescence emission during excitation is 
about half that required for maximum long-term green phosphorescence 
emission from a hex.-ZnS:Ag:Cu phosphor with crystals averaging 
about 15 microns in size.®® This indicates that most of the emission 
during excitation comes from the layers near the surface, that is, the 
phosphor layers which are excited to relatively high Lq values (eqs. 94, 
98a, and 99) and, therefore, decay more rapidly than the deeper-lying 
layers which are excited to lower Lq values (compare Figs. 22, 71, and 
81). Most of the penetrated deeper-lying layers will have their deep 
traps filled and will contribute almost as much to the long-term phos¬ 
phorescence emission as the shallower layers, except for the absorption 
of the material for its own radiation. In the case of the phosphor in 
Fig. 123, the blue emission (from Ag centers) penetrates deeper than the 
primary 3650-A UV, and this blue emission excites underlying layers to 
green phosphorescence emission (from Cu centers). Also, the pre¬ 
dominantly green phosphorescence emission is less strongly absorbed 
than the blue emission or the primary UV. As shown in Table 20, it 
is possible to increase the photophosphorescence efficiencies of phosphors 
by embedding selected crystals in nonabsorbing media of high refractive 
index (for example, polystyrol). 

When the emission from a photoluminescent phosphor screen is to 
be detected from the excited side, it is important to have a highly reflect¬ 
ing substrate to minimize the amount of phosphor required to coat a 
given area. Excitation and observation of photoluminescence on the 
same side of a phosphor screen is generally not so efficient, on an over-all 
engineering basis, as surrounding the primary excitation source with an 
optimum thickness of phosphor to utilize all the primary radiation, of 
which a certain percentage is always reflected from the phosphor 
(compare discussion of Fig. 20). The relative reflectivities of primary 
photons by different phosphors are strongly influenced by the composi¬ 
tions and particle sizes of the phosphors, and so phosphors and phosphor 
screens must usually be custom-made to obtain maximum photolumines¬ 
cence efficiency imder excitation by primary photons with a given energy 
range. 

Among the numerous useful applications of phosphors is a very satis¬ 
factory photoluminescent blackboard chalk which has been devised by 
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Weagle.®^ The chalk is made by mixing and molding 20 parts of hemi- 
hydrated calcium sulphate with 80 parts of phosphor and a small amount 
of polyvinyl alcohol. By selecting or mixing phosphors from the fore¬ 
going lists, many chalks excitable by 3650-A UV have been prepared. 
These luminescent chalks allow lecturers to present information on 

Fig. 123. Photolumiiiescence emission during excitation by 3650-A UV (curves 1 
and 2), and photophosphorescence emission after excitation (curves 3 and 4), as a 

function of coating density of hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.02) :Cu(0.01), [NaCl(2)], 1250®C. 

Measurement on the excited side. 

1 

2 
3* 
4* 

Per Cent 
Reflectance of 

Luminescence Undercoat Undercoat 

During excitation White 90 
During excitation Black 4 
Phosphorescence White 90 

Phosphorescence Black 4 

Excitation: 100-watt EH-4 lamp -j- Corning No. 587 filter placed 10 cm from 

phosphor. 
Measurement: 931A multiplier phototube + Wratten No. 4 filter. 

* Data on average of measurements at intervals from 5 to 960 sec after excitation. 

blackboards, in vividly contrasting luminescence colors and persistences, 
while the room may be kept dark to show lantern slides, or to preserve 
the dark adaptation of an audience during special demonstrations. A 
luminescent crayon, which has been devised by Weil, comprises 50 to 
100 parts of Japan wax, 25 to 75 parts of ozokerite, 50 to 300 parts of 
paraffin, and 25 to 250 parts of petrolatum jelly mixed with a small 
proportion of luminescent material.®^^ Phosphors may be molded in 
various shapes in (preferably nonacid) thermoplastic or thermosetting 
materials,^ for example, by mixing 10 to 25 parts of small phosphor 
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crystals with 100 parts of finely divided polystyrene or methyl metha¬ 
crylate and heating the mixture for several minutes at 140-160®C under 
an applied pressure of 200 to 700 kg cm“^ (3000 to 10,000 lb in"”^). 
Plastics provide a small amount of protection against photolysis, but 
they are not completely impervious to moisture, and so sensitive phos¬ 
phors darken in sunlight even when well covered with clear plastic. The 
incorporation of an ingredient which selectively absorbs photons with 
wavelengths below about 3200 A would greatly increase the amount of 
protection given by plastics. Superior protection against weathering 
and photolysis may be obtained by embedding ZnS-type phosphors in 
transparent inorganic enamels.^^^ *^® An enamel which has been found 
suitable is prepared by (a) melting a mixture of 53 g of Li2C03, 15 g of 
CaCOa, 16.5 g of CaFa, 88 g of ZnO, 9 g of AlgOa, 73 g of SiOa, and 300 
g of H3BO3 at about 1200‘^('; (5) grinding the cooled melt, mixing the 
ground enamel with about 20 to 50 per cent of phosphor, dusting or 
sifting the mixture onto an iron plate previously coated with a conven¬ 
tional white ground coat of enamel, and heating at 850°C for 1.5 to 2 
min. 

Health precautions. When phosphors are used for novelties, especially toys, 
it is advisable to use only the nontoxie phosphors available. Ingested hex.- 
ZnS: Cu is generally harmless because it decomposes very slowly, even in dilute 
acids. Cadmium-containing hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Cu phosphors, however, are usu¬ 
ally somewhat less stable and tend to liberate toxic cadmium salts on decompo¬ 
sition. The alkaline-earth sulphides and selenides, such as cub.-(Ca:Sr)S:Bi, 
decompose rather quickly on ingestion or exposure to moisture, and are usually 
recogniz^le in plastics and tapes by the telltale odor of toxic hydrogen sulphide. 
Again, it may be emphasized that care should be exercised in working with 
phosphors and phosphor ingredients whose toxic effects have not been deter¬ 
mined.**®"^^* 

Positive or negative images, or other information records, may be 
made by reflecting or transmitting exciting, quenching, or stimulating 
radiations off or through photographic prints or other records onto 
suitable phosphor coatings, or by “drawing^ ^ the information with a 
modulated beam of the radiation. The phosphor coatings may be in 
the form of papers, dials, tapes, drums, or other objects incorporating (1) 
conventional long-persistent phosphors, for example, hex.-ZnS:Cu, 
cub.-(Ca:Sr)S:Bi, or rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2(Si:Sn)04:Mn (requires 2537-A 
UV); (2) readily quenchable long-persistent phosphors, for example, 
hex.-ZnS:Cu:Fe (Table 6); or (3) stimulable phosphors, for example, 
Nos. 20-22 in Table 5, or (Zn:Ife)2(Ge:Sn)04:Mn. The conventional 
long-persistent phosphors provide a continuously observable, though 
decaying, record lasting several hours or days, and the useful duration 
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may be varied by changing phosphors, by varying the excitation, or 
by varying the temperature of the phosphor during or after excitation. 
The quenchable long-persistent phosphors provide similar continuous 
decaying records, though of somewhat shorter duration, with the advan¬ 
tage that the recorded information can be erased quickly by radiating 
the phosphor with photons having wavelengths adjacent the longwave 
side of the phosphor’s emission band (for example, orange, red, or 
infrared radiations). The stimulable phosphors provide a practically 
invisible record, lasting many months, which may be brought out 
periodically by irradiation with long-wave photons (for example, infra¬ 
red), and may be erased ((luenched) by photons with wavelengths lying 
between the emission and stimulation bands (for example, orange 
light—compare Fig. 2()a). 

2, Photoluminescencc Excited by Short-wave Ultraviolet {^^Fluorescent” 
Lamps), Photons of ultraviolet with wavelengths less than 3000 A are 
poorly transmitted by air, and are injurious to the human eye and skin. 
For these reasons, short-wave-UV photons are usually generated within 
partially evacuated electric-discharge tubes whose glass envelopes 
absorb the injuriou 3 short-wave-UV radiations, except when the bac¬ 
tericidal action of these radiations is to be used outside the lamp under 
controlled conditions.®^® The high efficiency of generation of the 2537-A 
emission line of mercury (Fig. 03) in low-pressure electric discharges, 
coupled with the nearly 100 per cent quantum efficiency of several 
0-dominated phosphors under excitation by 2537-A photons, has led to 
the chief commercial use of phosphors in the modern “fluorescent” 

These lamps will probably always 
be called “fluores(;ent” even though their luminescent materials are 
phosphorescent (compare Tables 10 and 19). The efficiency of light 
production of “fluorescent” lamps is about three times that of common 
incandescent-filament lamps, and “fluorescent” lamps have about three 
times the operational life of incandescent-filament lamps. 

Conventional “fluorescent” lamps are tubular in shape, with electron- 
emitting (Ba:Sr)()-coated cathodes at each end, and have a 10-micron- 
thick coating of phosphor crystals covering the inside wall of the tube 
(about 10^^ crystals in a 40-watt lamp). The lamp phosphors usually 
average about 1 to 5 microns in particle size and ar^ applied in coatings 
containing about 1.7 mg of phosphor per square centimeter of inside 
surface.^®® [In “fluorescent” lamps, unlike cathode-ray tubes, the energy 
(penetrating power) of the primary excitant particle is constant, and 
the intensity of primary 2537-A radiation is substantially constant when 
averaged over about a second of operation.] A common method of 
coating the insides of lamps with phosphors is to force a medium- 
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viscosity suspension of the phosphor particles in nitrocellulose + or¬ 
ganic-solvent up into the upright tubes, allow the suspension to drain, 
dry the thin coating which adheres to the wall, and then invert the tube 
and repeat the coating operation. The coated lamps are baked and 
evacuated, then about 0.022 mg of liquid mercury per cubic centimeter 
of inner volume is admitted through an inside-etched tube, and a rare 
gas, such as neon, argon, or (preferably) krypton, is admitted to a pres¬ 
sure of 3 to 18 mm of mercury according to the diameter of the lamp.^^® 
Then the cathodes are activated by heating, and the lamp is sealed off, 
based, and tested. 

For operation, the conventional lamps are started by preheating the 
oxide-coated cathodes and applying a transient potential surge of about 
1000 volts across the terminals. This high potential accelerates therm¬ 
ionic electrons emitted from a cathode coating into the volume of the 
lamp where some of the rare-gas atoms are excited and ionized and serve 
to bring the liquid mercury into the vapor phase by collisions of the 
second kind. Mercury atoms in the vapor phase are struck by accel¬ 
erated electrons and emit mostly 2537-A photons (Fig. 63). When the 
lamp is in operation, usually at an applied potential of 30 to 120 volts, 
depending on the length of the lamp, the auxiliary cathode heating is 
discontinued because ion bombardment serves to produce electron 
emission from the electrodes (each electrode is a cathode during half the 
alternating cycle and an anode during the other half of the cycle). Some 
lamps are made to start without preheating, by using a starting-poten¬ 
tial surge of about 10,000 volts to initiate electron emission from the cold 
cathode, and the lamps (especially long sign tubes) may be operated at 
voltages above 1000 volts. 

During normal operation, the surface temperatures of “fluorescent^’ 
lamps are about 27 °C, and the pressure of mercury vapor is near the 
optimum of about 7 microns for converting about 60 per cent of the 
input energy in the discharge into 2537-A radiation,®^®* that is, about 
85 per cent of the radiated energy appears as the 2537-A line.®® The 
2537-A radiation is absorbed by the phosphor coating which converts the 
primary energy into photons of longer wavelength. For a conventional 
40-watt “fluorescent” lamp as a whole, about 21 per cent of the input 
energy appears as light, of which 2 per cent is produced by the visible 
emission lines of mercury, and the remaining 79 per cent is converted 
into heat which is dissipated by radiation, convection, and conduction.®^® 

Most of the commercial “fluorescent” lamps are made with a coating 
of colorless oxygen-dominated phosphors whose emission, when supple¬ 
mented by a small contribution from the visible mercury emission lines 
(Fig. 63), appears white. The majority of white-emitting lamps have 
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been coated with a mixture of pale-blue-emitting monocl.-Mg2W06: 
[W] and orange-yellow-emitting rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn,^®^ for 
example, rbhdl.-9Zn0-Be0*5.1Si02:Mn(3) or rbhdl.-3ZnO-BeO-38102: 
Mn(l-4).^°® Maximum stability and maximum response to Schumann- 
region radiation from mercury is obtained when the silicate phosphor 
is very close to orthoproportion.^® By changing the composition and 
proportion of the silicate phosphor, whose emission color is conveniently 
adjustable (Figs. 51, 55, 62, and 94-96), “fluorescent'’ lamps are pro¬ 
duced with several color temperatures near the Planckian locus in the 
ICI diagram (compare Fig. 128), for example, a 6500°K “daylight" 
white, 4500 and 3500°K general-purpose whites, and a “soft" white 
which lies on the purple side of 4000°K and has ICI coordinates 
X = 0.369 and y = 0.3335.®^® “®““® The ICI coordinates of the visible 
radiations from phosphor-coated “fluorescent" lamps are, of course, 
different from the ICI coordinates of the radiations from the phosphors 
alone (for example, under CR excitation), because there is added the 
blue-green radiation of the excited mercury vapor. Recently, a barium 
silicate :Pb phosphor has been proposed as a possible blue-emitting 
component, and a calcium silicate :Pb:Mn phosphor has been reported 
as a possible orange-emitting component for “fluorescent" lamps; also, 
a single near-white-emitting calcium-halophosphate;Sb:Mn phosphor, 
such as hex.-3Ca3(P04)2*CaF2:Sb:Mn, is gaining in commercial use 
because it is apparently non-toxic.^®®' 

The foregoing phosphors and several other 0-dominated phosphors 
are useful alone or with special optical filters (usually incorporated in 
the lamp glass) to provide special emissions from “fluorescent" lamps, 
for example, (a) the 360BL and RP12 lamps are coated with the 7- 
Ca3(P04)2:Ce phosphor (Table 5) and emit long-wave UV which excites 
the phosphors described in the preceding section; (5) lamps coated with 
monocl.-Mg2W05:[W] or barium silicate:Pb, alone, emit pale-blue light; 
(c) lamps coated with rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn emit green light with effi¬ 
ciencies of about 75 lumens per watt; id) lamps coated with different 
rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphors may be made to emit pink, yellow, 
orange, gold, or red light (some of these colors require tinted tubes to 
absorb certain of the visible mercury lines, or to absorb selectively some 
of the phosphor emission); (e) lamps coated with monocl.-CaSiOs: Pb: 
Mn, rhomb.-CdSiOa: Mn, Cd2B205: Mn, hex.-cadmium-chlorophos- 
phate:Mn [addition of V, Cb, Ta, or Sn(< 1) affords increased persist¬ 
ence],®*^ or tetr.-CaW04:Sm ®®® emit the orange-red bands of these 
phosphors (compare Table 5) along with the usual bluish mercury 
spectrum which may be selectively filtered to obtain purer colors in the 
orange-red region; arid (/) lamps coated with certain UV-emitting 
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phosphors, such as Ca3(P04)2:Tl (Xpk = 3300 A), are useful assuntau 

The normal operational life of a ^‘fluoresoent^^ lamp is determined 
chiefly by (a) the rate of decrease of electron emission from the elec¬ 
trodes, and (6) the rate of decrease of photoluminescence efficiency of 
the phosphor coating. The first factor, that of electron emission from 
the electrodes, is influenced greatly by the number of times the lamp is 
turned on and off during use, because repeated heating and cooling of 

Fia. 124. Decrease in efficiciKiy of some phosphors in vacuo when exposed to the 
radiation from a low-pressure mercury-vapor discharge lamp with a fused-silica 
envelope. (1) rbhdl.-(Zn;Be)2Si04:Mn, (2) rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn, (3) monocl.- 

Mg2WOB:[Wl, and (4) 7-Ca3(P04)2:Ck5. (G. Meister and R. Nagy) 

the oxide-coated cathodes reduce their emissivity. Lamps which are 
operated for 3 hr between starts have a rated life of 2500 hr (to decrease 
to about 75 per cent of their initial luminance), whereas lamps which 
are operated for 12 hr between starts have a rated life of 6000 hr.®^® 
The second factor, that of decreasing efficiency of the phosphor during 
operation, has been studied by several investigators who are not in 
agreement concerning the causes and mechanism of loss of photolumines¬ 
cence efficiency in lamps.^^*^®®^®* Figures 124 and 125 show some data, 
reported by Meister and Nagy, on the efficiency decrease of several 
lamp phosphors exposed to mercury radiation when the phosphors are 
(a) in vamo, and (6) in air.^^i It may be seen from the figures that the 

low-melting phosphate phosphor (No. 4) is the least stable in both cases, 
and the rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphor is more stable than the 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn phosphor in both cases. Also, the silicate phosphors 
are more stable than the tungstates in vacuoj whereas the tungstates are 
the most stable when excited in air. The surface layers of the silicate 
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phosphor crystals darken when the materials are excited in vacuOf but 
the darkened layers become lighter in color, and the photoluminescence 
efficiency of the darkened material increases when air is admitted, es¬ 
pecially when the material is heated to over 500®C in the presence of 
oxygen. When the various phosphors in Figs. 124 and 125 were exposed 
to mercury radiation passed through glass which transmitted little 
radiation below 2000 A, it was found that the sequence in Fig. 124 
obtained; that is, the silicates were the most stable, and all of the phos¬ 
phors had over 85 per cent of their initial efficiencies at the end of 300 

Fig. 125. Decrease in efficiency of phosphors in air when exposed to the radiation 
from a low-pressure mercury-vapor discharge lamp with a fused-silica envelope. 

Same phosphors as in Fig. 124, plus (5) tetr.-CaW041 [W]. (G. Meister and R. Nagy) 

hr.22i These data lead to the conclusion that radiations below 2000 A 
are largely responsible for the loss in efficiency, presumably by causing a 
photochemical reduction of the activators Mn, Ce, or [W] (although 
there may be adsorption phenomena involved in actual ^‘fluorescent'^ 
lamps 221,459-461) jg reported also that traces of alkali from the glass 
substrate (tube wall) accelerate the efficiency decrease of phosphors 
during lamp operation,^®**^ There have been reports that certain 
luminescence-inert materials, such as alkaline-earth oxides, carbonates, 
and phosphates, when admixed with the phosphor particles in “fluores- 
cent"4amp coatings reduce the loss of efficiency during operation.®® 
Lowry, for example, reports that phosphor efficiency decreases faster in 
lime-glass than in lead-glass envelopes, and reports that lamp phosphors 
which have been coated with about 0.3 weight per cent of Sb208 show 
less rapid loss of efficiency during operation.®®^® The protective film of 
Sb208 apparently decreases (1) transmission of photochemically active 
1849-A UV, and (2) chemical interaction of the phosphor particles with 
(a) excited gas atoms, and (5) alkali which diffuses out of the glass 
envelope. 
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The surface luminances of commercial “fluorescent” lamps range 
from about 300 mL (0.1 candle cm”^) for red-emitting lamps to about 
4700 mL (1.5 candle cm""^) for green-emitting lamps, with white-emitting 
lamps having about 2500 mL (0.8 candle cm""^).®^® At these luminances, 
flicker during 60-cycle sec“^ a-c operation (50 cycles sec“^ in some coun¬ 
tries) would be very objectionable if the lamps were truly fluorescent. 
Instead, the phosphorescence of the rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn phosphor, 
in particular, greatly reduces the flicker in white-emitting lamps by 
providing light during the relatively dark interval when the potential 
changes direction and the current goes through zero. The stroboscopic 
effect from a blue-emitting lamp coated with monocl.-Mg2W05:[W] 
alone is about 90 (that is, about 90 per cent deviation from the mean 
light output), whereas the stroboscopic effect from a gold- or pink- 
emitting lamp coated with rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn alone is about 20.®^® 
By using two lamps with lead-lag ballasts, or three lamps operated on 
different phases of a three-phase power supply, the stroboscopic effect 
can be reduced to one-half or one-third that obtained with a single 
lamp. By using converters to transform 60-cycle sec~^ power into 300- 
to 600-cycle sec*”^ power, flicker may be completely eliminated, and lamp 
efficiency is reportedly increased abput 25 per cent.®®^ 

With the quantum efficiencies of phosphor coatings in present 
“fluorescent” lamps generally exceeding 90 per cent, there is little in¬ 
centive to obtain further increases in the photoluminescence efficiencies 
of lamp phosphors.®®® There is considerable interest, however, in (a) 
decreasing the loss of eflficiency of the phosphors during operational life; 
(6) devising phosphors with longer persistences, and preferably with 
decays, to reduce flicker; ^nd (c) decreasing the phosphor costs and the 
costs of applying the phosphor coatings in the lamps. In the absence of 
cathodoluminescence efficiencies greater than 10 per cent, for the direct 
production of light from phosphors, further major improvements in 
lighting efficiency should be sought in the development of more efficient 
means for converting electric power into UV, preferably long-wave UV. 
Ultraviolet photons with wavelengths shorter than the 2537-A line of 
mercury, for example, the 1850-A mercury line, and Schumann-region 
radiations from rare gases, are known to excite many 0-dominated 
phosphors, such as tetr.-CaW04:[W] and rbhdL-Zn2Si04:Mn, but 
these short-wave UV radiations have not been produced with sufficient 
intensity or efficiency to be of commercial use.^^-*®® In any event, it 
seems more promising to seek efficient sources of primary long-wave UV, 
because the energy deficit (eq. 83), on converting UV into visible light 
by means of phosphors, decreases as the wavelength of the UV increases. 
The blue-emitting hex.-ZnO:[Zn], and the yellow- to red-emitting 
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germanate and silicogermanate phosphors, such as rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:Mn 
and rbhdl.«(Zn:Be)2(Si:Ge)04:Mn,^®^'^®2 are particularly attractive as 
stable phosphors which are well excited by long-wave UV and have 
little or no selective absorption of visible light. 

Some of the early researchers on luminescent solids concluded that lumines¬ 

cence emission was the result of a chemical process whereby, for example, one 
activator center was chemically destroyed for each photon emitted.*®® That 
this is not true is shown by a simple computation for a '^fluorescent^’ lamp 
coated with rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn. The actual coating thickness of phosphor is 

about 10 microns, of which about half the coating volume is void, and so the 
compacted thickness of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn is about 5 microns, or 5 X 10“^ cm. 
The number of Zn atoms (two per simple molecule) in a square centimeter of 

the coating is calculated by using a density of 3.9 g cm~®, the molecular weight 

of 222.82 g per mole, and Avogadro’s number Na = 6.023 X 10^ simple mole¬ 
cules per mole. These calculations show that there are 

2 X (3.9/222.82) X 6.023 X 10^* X 5 X 10“^ « 10^® Zn atoms 

per square centimeter of coating, or about 10^’ Mn activator atoms per square 

centimeter of coating (assuming about 0.04 mole of MnSiOs per mole of Zn2Si04). 
During operation, such a coating ennts about 4700 mL, and, because 

1 mL « 4 X 10^® photons cm~® sec“^ (X « 5250 A), this corresponds to an 

emission density of 

4700 X 4 X 10^® « 2 X 10^® photons cm“® sec"^ 

If the hypothesis of chemical destruction of an Mn activator center for each 

emitted photon were correct, this would mean that the lamp could operate 

only about 

10^72 X 10^® = 5 sec 

before becoming completely nonluminescent insofar as the phosphor coating is 

concerned. Actually, of course, "fluorescent” lamps have been operated for 
tens of thousands of hours before failing, and even then the phosphor coatings 

still had a large percentage of their initial efficiencies. Similar calculations and 
conclusions may be obtained for the case of excitation by primary electrons, as 
in the cathode-ray tubes discussed later. Hence, there is no doubt that the 

luminescence of phosphors is primarily a physical action, with chemical changes 
during operation being largely incidental. 

S. Romi^emluminescence (^Luminescence Excited by High-energy 
Photons). This type of photon-excited luminescence is classified sepa¬ 
rately from photoluminescence excited by low-energy photons, because 
high-energy primary photons may each excite more than one lumines¬ 
cence photon through the intermediate actiqn of high-velocity ‘Tree” 
photoelectrons produced within the phosphor crystals by absorbed x rays 
or gamma rays. For example, a primary 10®-ev x-ray photon may pro- 
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duce over 3000 emitted roentgenoluminescence photons from a 10 per 
cent eflBicient hex.-4ZnS*6CdS:Ag phosphor screen. As indicated in 
Fig. 89, there is a considerable overlap of photoluminescence and roent¬ 
genoluminescence in the “hard” ultraviolet (“soft’^ x-ray) spectral 
region where a certain proportion of primary photons of a given energy 
may each produce only one emitted photoluminescence photon, and a 
certain proportion of the same primary photons may each produce 
more than one roentgenoluminescence photon from a phosphor. There 
has been little investigation of phosphors excited by photons with ener¬ 
gies in the overlap region between photoluminescence and roentgeno¬ 
luminescence, although this region may prove to be very fruitful for 
obtaining fundamental information about the mechanisms of phosphors, 
as well as for providing new technical uses for phosphors. 

The chief uses of roentgenoluminescence have been in (a) so-called 
x-ray fluoroscopy, where x rays are converted directly into a visible image 
by a phosphor screen, and (6) intensification of x-ray-produced photo¬ 
graphic images, where phosphor intensifier screens are placed adjacent 
a photographic emulsion and the combination is exposed to x rays. 
Here, the x-ray-excited luminescence emission from the phosphor screen 
adds to the relatively feeble photographic darkening produced by the 
small proportion of x rays absorbed in the emulsion.^®^, 869.891-397,417 

Phosphor screens may be used, also, to convert high-energy photons into 
radiation which actuates other photosensitive devices, such as multiplier 
phototubes ^2,504,606 qj. image orthicons,^ whose outputs may be made 

visible through conventional meters, permanent-recording devices, 
oscilloscopes, or television CRT. During medical diagnoses, it is essen¬ 
tial to keep the x-ray dosage of the patient as low as possible. The aver¬ 
age x-ray intensity used in clinical practice is about 6 milliroentgens 
sec^^; and so the luminances of x-ray fiuoroscope screens are usually 
less than 0.1 mL. Where it is essential to have brighter or larger images, 
without delayy it is possible to obtain intensification and magnification 
by using an electronic-television-type pickup, amplification, and pro¬ 
jection system, or by using electronic image intensifiers.®^^® The repro¬ 
duced images may then be made with Imninances of the order of 60 mL, 
that is, bright enough to be viewed in a room with normal artificial 
illumination. 

If a phosphor screen of adequate thickness, for example, 2 to 20 
mg cm"~^, for efficient photoluminescence be excited by primary photons 
of increasing energy, then, on going from low-energy primaiy photons 
to high-energy primary photons, there is a general decrease in reflection 
loss and an increase in transmission loss of the primary photons (compare 
Figs. 20-23). It is advantageous to have heavy elements incorporated 
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in roentgenoluminescent phosphors, because the heavy elements increase 
the absorptivity of the materials for high-energy photons.^ The ab¬ 
sorptivity of matter for x rays generally increases with increasing atomic 
number (nuclear charge) Z of the constituent elements, because (a) the 
density of electrons increases with increasing Z; that is, the volumes of 
atoms do not increase in proportion to the increase in Z, thereby increas¬ 
ing Nff in eq. 74; and (6) the increased nuclear charge increases the 
bonding energy of the extranuclear electrons, thereby providing more 
and higher-energy characteristic frequencies Vc in eq. 74, to approximate 
the frequency of the primary high-energy photon. Merely admixed 
heavy elements are usually of less utility than when incorporated in 
the phosphor, and reflecting light-metal (for example, aluminum 
coatings on the unobserved sides of phosphor screens are generally of 
minor advantage because the screens are made quite thick to absorb 
most of the primary x rays. 

Short persistence is usually required in roentgenoluminescent screens, 
in order to minimize blurring of moving image objects during observa¬ 
tion. With the hex.-(Zn:Ckl)S:Ag phosphors, commonly used for x-ray 
fluoroscope screens, high cadmium content decreases the persistence, 
and the incorporation of a few parts per million of nickel (as a com¬ 
pound) provides a further reduction in persistence.'*^^ A good general- 
purpose x-ray fluoroscope screen for visual observation may be made 
by coating about 0.1 g cm~^ of green-emitting hex.-7ZnS-3CdS:Ag 
or orange-emitting hex.-4ZnS*6CdS:Ag (Fig. 36) on leaded glass (to 
protect the observer from the primary radiation). R. H. Peckham has 
reported that tests of 8 large-crystal {xc « 40 microns) hex.-(Zn:Cd)S: 
Ag(0.006) phosphors showed the composition hex.-ZnS(55)CdS(46):Ag 
to be superior to those with lower or higher Zn/Cd ratios.®®® According 
to this report, a 0.03-cm-thick screen of the 40-micron hex.-ZnS(55)- 
CdS(45): Ag(0.006) phosphor gave 2 to 21 under excitation by clinical 
x rays in the intensity range from 0.25 to 100 milliroentgens sec~^. 

Phosphors and thicknesses for intensifler screens, on the other hand, 
involve engineering compromises, depending on the energy of the 
primary photon, the spectral sensitivity of the photographic film, and 
the resolution (degree of definition) required in the image. The major 
conflict is usually between the heed for thick screens to absorb the highly 
penetrating primary radiation (Fig. 23) and the need for thin screens 
to obtain high resolution. With blue-sensitive photographic emulsions, 
hex.-ZnS:Ag is a useful intensifler phosphor for low-voltage x rays 
(< 100 kv), whereas tetr.-CaW04:[W], tetr.-CaW04:Pb, rhomb.- 
BaS04:Pb, or cub.-BaFCl are useful for high-voltage x rays (> 100 kv), 
because they contain laxge proportions of elements with high atomic 
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number.^®2,246,363.68i optimum coating densities are about 40 mg 

cm“~^ for intensifier coatings on the side of the photographic plate facing 
the primary x-ray source, and 80 to 120 mg cm~^ for intensifier coatings 
on the opposite side.^® By using translucent sheets of short-persistent 
rubidium-halide or cesium-halide phosphors, prepared by compressing 
the fine-particle luminescent materials at about 1000 kg cm“^ (15,000 
lb in.-^) and 150°C, it is claimed that improved resolution may be 
obtained, although these low-melting water-soluble ionic crystals often 
deteriorate during application and operation.^®^ The microsecond 
decays of some phosphors, such as cub.-NaI:Tl,^®® hex.-ZnO: [Zn],®®® 
and rhomb.-BaS04:Pb,®®® are advantageous in pulse-type x-ray strobo¬ 
scopic techniques and in counting individual primary gamma-ray 
photons. 

The optimum thickness (coating density) of phosphor screens 
depends chiefly on (a) whether the excitation source and the detector 
(observer) are on the same or opposite sides of the screen, (6) the pene¬ 
tration of the primary particles into the phosphor (Fig. 23), (c) the 
absorption of the phosphor for its own radiation, and (d) the crystal 
size of the phosphor (small crj^stals increase the optical pathlength of 
escaping luminescence photons and,thereby increase absorption losses). 
A more detailed discussion of these factors is given in connection with 
Fig. 129. When the excitation source and the detector are on the same 
side of the phosphor screen, as in Fig. 123, there is a minimum thickness 
for maximum luminescence efficiency, but no single optimum thickness, 
because increased thickness generally does not decrease the luminescence 
output. When the excitation source and the detector are on opposite 
sides of the phosphor screen, as in “fluorescent” lamps, there is a well- 
defined optimum thickness which must be determined for each phosphor 
and excitant, because screens which are much thicker than the penetra¬ 
tion of the primary particles lose efficiency by absorbing their own radia¬ 
tion in the unexcited layers between the excited portion of the screen 
and the detector, and the unexcited layers scatter radiation back toward 
the excitation sources. 

The optimum coating densities of photoluminescent screens generally 
range from 2 to 20 mg cm“’^, being of the order of four crystal diameters 
in thickness, because low-energy primary photons penetrate only a few 
microns into most phosphor crystals. The optimum thicknesses of 
roentgenoluminescent screens, however, become many crystal diameters 
thick as the energy (penetration) of the primary photons increases. 
Figures 126 and 127 show some data reported by Kallmann on screens 
of a commercial (Auergesellschaft) hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor, with crystals 
averaging about 10 microns in size, and centimeter-size crystals of 
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10““^-8ec persistence UV-emitting monocl.-naphthalene, excited on one 
side by primary photons with various energies ranging from soft x rays 
to hard gamma rays, and detected on the opposite side by a UV + 
blue-sensitive multiplier phototube.^®^ (See page 250 for data on 
the luminescence emission from naphthalene.) Kallmann reports 
that the fine-crystal hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor screen affords the higher 

Pig. 126. Relative microsecond roentgenoluminescence outputs of two luminescent 

materials measured with a UV + blue-sensitive multiplier phototube on the side 
of the screen opposit(} the primary x rays. (H. Kallmann) 

Fig. 127. Relative microsecond roentgenoluminescence outputs of two luminescent 
materials measured with a UV -f blue-sensitive multiplier phototube on the side of 

the screen opposite the primary gamma rays. Rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn and tetr.- 
CaW04:[W] give curves similar to that shown for the hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor. 

(H. Kallmann) 
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roentgenoluminescence output as long as the optimum coating density 
is less than about 40 mg cm"“^, but when the penetration of the pri- 
mary (gamma-ray) photons greatly exceeds 40 mg cm“^^, then the 
large single crystals of naphthalene afford higher luminescence outputs 
within a microsecond detection interval because they do not scatter their 
luminescence emission and, hence, absorb less of their own radiation and 
reflect (scatter) less in a direction away from the detector. Expressing 
screen thickness in terms of coating density, as in Figs. 126 and 127, the 
soft X rays and hard x rays penetrate the fine-crystal hex.-ZnS:Ag 
phosphor to depths of about 15 and 35 mg cm“^, respectively, and the 
large crystal of monocl.-naphthalene to depths of about 200 and 400 
mg cm“^, respectively; whereas the gamma rays penetrate the fine- 
crystal hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor to a depth of greater than 250 mg cm”^, 
and the large crystal of monocl.-naphthalene to a depth greater than 
500 mg cm""^. Figure 127 shows that the particular sample of fine- 
crystal hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor did not transmit appreciable amounts of 
its own luminescence radiation beyond thicknesses corresponding to 
about 100 mg cm^^, and similar saturation values were obtained with 
fine-crystal rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn and tetr.-CaW04:[W]. When large 
single crystals of efficient roentggnoluminescent phosphors, such as 
hex.-ZnS:Ag, tetr.-CaW04:Pb, and rhomb.-BaS04: Pb, are available 
(preferably roughened on the detector side), they should provide higher 
gamma-ray-excited outputs than large naphthalene or stilbene crys- 
tals.2®2.677 When the detection interval is extended over most of the 

phosphorescence interval of the phosphor, it is found that even a fine- 
crystal hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor affords the greatest luminescence effi¬ 
ciency of the phosphors thus far tested under gamma rays (or beta rays 
or alpha particles). 

With respect to medical uses of phosphors, it is possible that chem¬ 
ically stable UV-emitting roentgenoluminescent materials may be found 
useful when introduced into the human body and excited by x rays to 
provide therapeutic or bactericidal radiations (the bactericidal region 
extends from about 2000 to 3000 A, and the therapeutic region lies above 
about 3200 A). In particular, if a fine-particle phosphor such as rhomb.- 
BaS04:Pb (toxicity unknown I) were to be ingested, as is commonly 
done with ordinary BaS04 in radiographic studies of the digestive tract, 
the body might be irradiated with penetrating x rays when the phosphor 
is located near some internal organ or growth whose treatment with 
therapeutic or bactericidal radiations would improve the health of the 
subject. Such a suggestion was made by Newcomer, who hoped to 
find a suitable nontoxic organic roentgenoluminescent material for the 
purpose.*®**®®^ Recent studies with gammarray-excited stilbene and 
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monocl.-naphthalene,^®* indicate that some organic compounds may be 
made to emit considerable UV^® under excitation by high-energy pho¬ 
tons, but the intrinsic efficiencies per unit volume of the organic lumines¬ 
cent materials are considerably lower than those of the inorganic phos¬ 
phors, because the latter contain elements with much higher atomic 
number. The possibilities for using roentgenoluminescent phosphors in 
the body are indicated by the beneficial effect reportedly obtained by 
UV irradiation of patients’ blood (accomplished outside the body) in 
cases of acute pyogenic infections.®®® The use of phosphors in medicine 
deserves more research to explore their possibilities in converting 
(a) high-energy primary photons (for example, x rays) into lower-energy 
therapeutic radiation by conventional excitation of suitable phosphors, 
and (6) low-energy photons (for example, infrared) into higher-energy 
therapeutic radiation by photostimulation of phosphors which have 
been excited prior to introduction into the body. 

Excitation by Primary Electrons (CR). 1, Caihodoluminescenee 
Excited by Low-voltage Electrons {^^Magic-eye^^ Tubes and Oscilloscope 
CRT). 

Phosphors which are to be excited by primary electrons must gen¬ 
erally be contained in well-evacuated vessels (“tubes”) because electrons 
with energies less than 10^ ev are absorbed in a centimeter or less of 
ordinary air. It is usual, therefore, to generate thermionic electrons from 
hot cathodes coated with about 5 mg cm^^ of cub.-BaO:SrO in cathode- 
ray tubes (CRT) evacuated to pressures lower than lO"”** mm of mercury, 
in order to have mean free paths of at least a meter for electrons accel¬ 
erated by potential differences ranging from about 100 to over 100,000 
VOltS.®8.W428 

Contraiy to the results generally obtained with photon excitation, 
luminescence efficiency under CR excitation decreases as the energy of 
the primary particle decreases (Fig. 89). At primary-electron voltages 
near or below the extrapolated “dead voltage” of a phosphor (usually 
several hundred volts), cathodoluminescence is inefficient because (a) 
most of the primary energy is dissipated in the distorted surface layers 
of the phosphor crystals, and (6) the secondary-emission ratio of the 
phosphor screen may be below unity, in which case the screen tends to 
become negatively charged so that primary electrons are repelled.^* 
A further point is that it is difficult to obtain high CR densities at low 
voltages, because of electron repulsion due to space charge along the CR 
beam.®8»iw 

It is possible to obtain detectable cathodoluminescence from certain 
phosphors, such as hex.-ZnO:[Zn], at primary-electron voltages as low 
as 6 volts. For practical use, however, voltages below 100 volts are 
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seldom used. An example of low-voltage operation is found in the 
61I5/6G5 tube, widely used as a tuning indicator in radios, which 
operates at 100 to 300 volts.^^^ This tube has a metal anode coated with 
a mixture of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn and particles of a conducting material 
(for example, graphite).The conducting particles serve to keep the 
exposed surface of the coating at the applied potential of 100 to 300 volts. 
At 100 volts, and current densities of about 25 jua cm“”^, luminances of 
the order of 1 mL may be obtained from rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn. This 
value corresponds to about 0.4 lumen per watt, or about 0.1 candle per 
watt. 

A practical advantage of low-voltage operation, apart from the 
relative ease of generating low voltages, is the ease with which low- 
voltage electrons may be deflected. For the deflection angles used in 
conventional CRT (up to about 30° from the tube axis), (a) the observed 
deflection proditced electrostatically is inversely proportional to the 
accelerating voltage (Ao: oc F~^), and (5) the observed deflection pro- 
duced magnetically is inversely proportional to the square root of the 
accelerating voltage (Aa: oc When CRT are to be used as 
simple indicators of slowly fluctuating phenomena, and cathodolumines- 
cence efficiency and luminance |ire relatively unimportant, it is often 
advantageous to use low accelerating voltages to obtain maximum 
deflection sensitivity. 

When rapidly fluctuating phenomena are to be depicted, oscilloscope 
CRT are particularly useful as indicators. A CR oscilloscope is gen¬ 
erally an evacuated cone-shaped glass bulb with an electron gun mounted 
in a neck facing the phosphor-coated base inside the cone and with 
electrodes provided for accelerating the CR beam to the phosphor screen 
by voltages ranging from about 500 to 20,000 volts.®®»“4 'pjjg unmodu¬ 

lated CR beam is deflected by signals applied to electrostatic deflecting 
plates or (rarely) magnetic deflecting coils. Almost all CR oscilloscopes 
have electrostatic-deflection plates, because the plates may be used to 
deflect the electron beam at all frequencies. In general, magnetic- 
deflection coils are suitable for only a narrow band of frequencies. 

CR oscilloscopes may be used to give observable indications of rapid 
transient phenomena or of fluctuations recurring at rates up to several 
hundred megacycles a second. When rapid randomly fluctuating 
phenomena are to be indicated, it is desirable to have short-persistent 
oscilloscope screens which do not obscure new fluctuations by vestigial 
traces of old fluctuations. Suitable short-persistent oscilloscope phos¬ 
phors are, in approximate order of increasing persistence: hex.-ZnO:[Zn] 
(P16), cub.-MgS:Sb, tetr.-CaW04:[W] (P6), cub.-ZnS:Ag (Pll), 
rbhdl.-ZnsBeSisOiocMn (P3), and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn (PI), where the 
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P numbers are the Radio Manufacturers' Association code numbers for 
CRT screens (Tables 21 and 22, and Fig. 128).^®*®® The rise time of the 
Pll screen is less than 10~® sec.®®® When isolated fluctuations or rapid 
recurrent fluctuations are to be indicated, it is often advantageous to 
have considerable visible persistence of the oscilloscope pattern, in order 
to study the pattern for a while after the trace has been made. Suitable 
long-persistent oscilloscope phosphors are: tetr.-(Zn:Mg)F2:Mn (P12), 
hex.-ZnS:Ag:Cu (P2), a layer of hex.-ZnS:Ag deposited on a layer of 
hex.-8ZnS-2CdS:Cu (P14), and a layer of hex.-ZnS:Ag deposited on a 
layer of hex.-9ZnS*CdS:Cu (PT).®®*®® The P7 screen, when well excited, 
provides a pattern which remains visible for about a minute in a well- 
darkened room. Longer persistences, providing observable traces lasting 
for days or months, may be obtained from tenebrescent screens, such as 
coatings of evaporated and condensed cub.-KCl (PIO).®®*®® These traces 
are eradicated best by intermittently heating the screen. 

The maximum useful writing speed, that is, the maximum allowable 
rate of travel of the CR beam across the CRT screen is proportional to 
the cathodoluminescence efficiency of the phosphor, the CR-beam 
current, and Vs^'j wnere Vs is the screen (accelerating) voltage. In 
experimental CRT where the luminescence emission from the bombarded 
side of very thick screens is being detected, n is found to vary from about 
1.5 (PI screen) to 2.5 (P2 screen) over the screen-voltage range from 
0.5 to 10 kv,^26 in conventional CRT whose outputs are detected 
on the unbombarded, side of the screen, n is very nearly unity as long as 
the screen thickness is made optimum for each particle size and Vs up 
to the voltage beyond which the radiation from the bombarded side is 
poorly transmitted through the screen. With commercial CRT, writing 
speeds up to about 10® cm sec”^ may be used, and with special high- 
voltage high-current CR oscilloscopes writing speeds in excess of 10® 
cm sec"’^ may be used for photographic or visual detection.®®®^'® For 
accelerating voltages near 5 kv, the minimum number of electrons (in 
one pulse) striking a square centimeter to produce a trace which is just 
visible to the scotopic eye is about 10® electrons per square centimeter 
(10“^® coulomb per square centimeter) for the short-persistent screens, 
such as cub.-MgS:Sb, P15, P5, Pll, and PI, and about 10^® electrons 
per square centimeter for long-persistent screens such«as the P14 and P7. 
About 10^^ electrons per square centimeter are required in the case of 
the tenebrescent PIO screen operated at 10 kv.®®’®* 

2. Cathodoluminescence Excited by Medium- and High-voltage Elec¬ 
trons {Kinescopes^ Image Tubes, and Electron Microscopes), (a) Television 
kinescopes. Image reproduction by means of cathodolummescent screens 
has become a valuable -growing art during the past two decades since 
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Fig. 128. ICI-coordinate plot of some of the luminescence-emission colora of phos¬ 
phors listed in Table 22. The bounded area is the domain of real colors perceptible 
to the average human eye. Saturated colors are plotted around the periphery, 
and the colors become less saturated (paler) on proceeding in toward the white region 
near 6600°K on the black-body locus. The saturated colors are monochromatic, 

except for the dichromatic purples. 

the introduction of the electronic-television kinescope.^^’^^**®®^ A 
kinescope is essentially a CR oscilloscope with a control grid for modu¬ 
lating the CR-beam current; hence, a kinescope can provide shades of 
light and dark (that is, halftones) in the patterns or images traced on 
its screen. Conventional direct-viewing kinescopes, whose images are 
viewed directly on the luminescing screen, are operated at about 4 to 
20 kv, whereas conventional projection kinescopes, whose images are 
projected onto larger viewing screens, are operated at about 15 to over 
100 kv. In both cases, -the luminescing ^reen is brighter on the scanned 
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side, but the screen is generally viewed or projected from the side oppo¬ 
site the scanning CR beam in order to avoid the’trapezoidal scanning 
patterns which ^^esult when the electron gun is offcentered to remove it 
from the field of view. 

Screen structures. It has been remarked previously that the scatter¬ 
ing produced by fine-crystal phosphors is disadvantageous for the deter¬ 
mination of some of their physical characteristics and complicates the 
task of applying the phosphors in coatings of'uniform texture. Despite 
these complexities, small irregular crystals are essential to obtain 
maximum effective luminescence efficiency with high resolution. This 
becomes obvious by considering that the total luminescence-radiation 
flux Ft (in lumens) from a point P in a completely transparent “ screen^ ^ 
is emitted equally in all directions; hence, the radiation Fa intercepted 
by the detector in the assumed absence of refraction and absorption is 

Fd = Pia)/47r lumens (125) 

where w is the solid angle (in steradians) subtended by the detector 
facing the screen. With an actual transparent “screen,’^ as shown in 
Fig. 129A, only a small part of the total radiation is intercepted by the 
detector, even if the area of the detector be made so large that essentially 
all the radiation emitted from the unbombarded side of the ^^screen'^ is 
intercepted. This is so because an equal amount of radiation is emitted 
from the opposite side of the ‘‘screen,and radiation emitted at angles 
greater than the angle of critical reflection Be remains within the “screen^’ 
(assuming a nonscattering border). The approximate proportion Fe 
of the total radiation Ft which is emitted from both sides of the “screen^^ 
within a cone whose half-angle is Be is 

Fe (both sides) = (1 — cos Be)Ft (126) 

or, taking into account the radiation escaping from only one side, 

Fe (one side) = (1 — cos Be)Ft/2 (127) 

Since sin Be = m"~S where /x is the index of refraction of the “screen” 
(crystal), in vacuo, 

cos Be = (I — sin^ Bc)^ = (1 — /x“^)^ (128) 

and eq. 127 becomes 

Fe (one side) « [1 - (1 ~ (129) 

From Table 19 it is apparent that the index of refraction fx of most 
phosphors is about 2, and so only about 13 per cent of the total internal 
radiation would be emitted from one side of a transparent single-crystal 
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^^screen/' The distribution in angle of the radiation emitted from such a 
transparent ^‘screen’' would be approximately hemispherical; that is, 
the radiant flux from a point on the surface would be the same at all 
angles away from the surface. The effective luminescence efficiency of a 
large flat single crystal can be greatly increased by roughening the side 
to be observed or detected. This roughening also provides a cosine-law 
flux distribution (eq. 130), but the resolution is not as fine as with fine- 
crystal screens unless the screen thickness is very small. 

Primary 
excitant 

I particles 

A 

Detector T Primary 
excitant 

j/ jT” _particles 

Coating which transmits 
primary particles and 
reflects luminescence 

radiation 

Detector r* Primary 
y excitant 

I particles 

Detector 

Detector 

Fig. 129. Illustrative cross-section examples of phosphor screens of thickness x, 

excited to a depth xi by a primary beam of diameter Xb. A = single-crystal phosphor 
plate. B *= large single phosphor crystal bordered by small phosphor crystals. 
C and D « conventional small-crystal phosphor screens (substrate omitted for 

simplicity). A and C = unaluminized, B and D =* aluminized. 

If as shown in Fig. 1295, a smaller portion of a single-crystaF ^screen” 
be bordered by ideal nonabsorbing scattering crystals, then the bulk 
of the radiation which normally remains within the screen by total 
internal reflection, until absorbed, is scattered out of the screen. This 
is shown merely as an intermediate step leading to the conventional 
fin0-crystal screen shown in Fig. 129C. If there were no absorption of 
such a scattering screen for its own radiation, then, assuming that all 
the crystals are sufficiently irregular in shape to allow all of the radiation 
to escape from each, all the internally produced lun^Jnescence radiation 
would escape from the screen. In the absence of reflecting coatings, the 
proportion of radiation escaping from the bombarded side of the screen 
would be higher than that escaping from the opposite side, because 
(1) the excitation density decreases as the primary beam penetrates 
farther into the screen (Fig. 22), and (2) photons emitted inside such 
scattering screens havQ a probability of escape from one or the other 
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screen surface which is inversely related to the distance from the par¬ 
ticular surface. An ideal nonabsorbing uniformly excited scattering 
screen, therefore, would emit Ft/2 from each side of the screem, and an 
ideal nonabsorbing screen with a perfect reflecting coating (Fig. 129D) 
would emit all of the internally produced radiation Ft from the unbom¬ 
barded side, regardless of the distribution of excitation density in the 
screen. Also, a scattering screen affords a cosine-law distribution of 
emission, where the radiant flux dF through the small solid angle dw 
varies with the angle 6 from the normal to the screen surface according 
to Lambert^s law, 

dF = (F/tt) cos d do) lumens (130) 

where F = lamberts X centimeter^, and the apparent luminance L of 
the screen is independent of B. Fine-crystal phosphor screens obey 
Lambert^s law quite closelyand so they have practically the same 
apparent luminance, regardless of the angle of view, although the total 
radiation emitted from a screen in a given direction decreases as the 
apparent area of the screen is reduced on viewing at increasing angles to 
the surface normal. 

Phosphor screens made of irrc^gularly shaped fine crystals are, 
therefore, generally more efficient ttan transparent regular single-crystal 
screens because (1) radiation retention by total internal reflection is 
largely eliminated in the scattering screen, and (2) the cosine-law dis¬ 
tribution of radiation from a scattering screen increases the intensity of 
radiation in the direction normal to the surface, that is, in the direction 
of the usual detector. In actual fine-crystal phosphor screens, however, 
there is always a finite absorption of the material for its own lumines¬ 
cence radiation, and so it is usually necessary to increase the crystal 
size to reduce scattering as the energy (penetration) of the primary 
particle is increased. Generally, the optimum average crystal size Xc 
is of the order of the penetration ‘flimit^^ xi, and the optimum screen 
thickness x^ is made approximately four times x/, that is, 

4kXi « Xa « 4xc (131) 

This approximate empirical relation obtains for screens detected on the 
unbombarded side, because may be made much larger than xi when 
the detector is placed on the bombarded side of the screen. Use of the 
foregoing relationship is complicated by (1) the difficulties encountered 
in growing phosphor crystals with a wide range of average crystal sizes, 
especially when very large crystals are needed, fits in the case of gamma- 
ray excitation where xi may exceed 0.1 cm (Fig. 127), and (2) the increase 
in graininess (decrease in resolution) of the screen as the average crystal 
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size is increased. Most phosphor screens, especially CRT screens, are 
detected (viewed) on the unbombarded side, and it has been found to 
be preferable, on occasion, to disobey eq. 131; for example, (a) by using 
a screen of hex.-ZnO:[Zn] according to eq. 131, optimum efficiency is 
obtained for emission of the visible band which is little absorbed by the 
phosphor (Fig. 50), whereas by using Xg ^ xi ^ Xc optimum efficiency 

• is obtained for emission of the UV band which is strongly absorbed by 
the phosphor,(6) by using Xc Xg it is possible to decrease the spread¬ 
ing of the luminous spot in (^RT screens, thereby improving the resolu¬ 
tion and detail contrast of the image; and (c) by using Xc «.X8 it is 
possible to decrease the transmission of extraneous radiation by the 
screen, for example, this may be done to minimize transmission of illumi¬ 
nation from the incandescent cathodes in CRT. 

Secondary emission. During luminescence excited by primary 
photons, the photons which enter and leave the phosphor crystals arc, 
of course, uncharged, and so the insulator crystals do not gain or lose 
charge during luminescence, except for a small number of photoelectrons 
which may be emitted until the crystals become charged sufficiently 
positive to deter emission of further photoelectrons (wl)ose escape 
energies are usually less than 10 ev).^^^’^^^ During cathodoluminescence, 
however, the absorbed primary electrons tend to charge the crystals 
negatively, and so the crystals must lose by conduction or emission at 
least an ecjual number of electrons in order to prevent becoming charged 
so strongly negative that further primary electrons are electrostatically 
repelled (deflected) away from the crystals. (The average energies of 
escaping secondary electrons are, in general, less than 10 
Therefore, an important factor in conventional unmetallized cathodo- 
luminescent phosphor screens deposited on insulating substrates (for 
example, glass) is the secondary-emission ratio of the phosphor screen.^^ 
The secondary-emission ratio is the ratio of the number of emitted 
secondary electrons to the number of absorbed primary electrons. 
This neglects those primary electrons which are simply reflected. As 
shown in Fig. 130, the secondary-emission ratios of phosphor screens (or 
insulators in general) rise to a first unity intercept (first crossover 
voltage) at about 60 to 200 volts applied potential, and fall to a second 
unity intercept (second crossover voltage) at about 1000 to over 
60,000 volts. The first slow rise of the secondary-emission-ratio curve 
occurs in the low-voltage region in which most of the input CR energy 
is dissipated as heat in the imperfect and irregular surface layers of the 
crystals; the second greater-than-unity portion of the curve is in the 
medium-voltage region where most of the input CR energy is absorbed 
in the more regular-volumes of the crystals where internal “free^^ 
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secondary electrons are readily produced and may travel considerable 
distances without encountering an undue number of imperfections 
which decrease their energies by inelastic collisions; and the final decline 
of the curve is in the high-voltage region where deep internal secondary 
electrons have a low probability of escaping without encountering 
sufficient imperfections (including traps and thermal scattering) to 
reduce their kinetic energies to values below that required for escape 
from the crystals (screens). 

Applied voltage, kilovolts 

Fig. 130. Typical secondary-emission characteristics for two hypothetical insulators 
(phosphors). 

It is not possible to present a quantitative account of the mechanism of 
secondary emission, accounting in particular for emission of electrons in the 
backward direction, that is, in the direction opposite to the direction of motion 
of the primary particle. Qualitatively, however, one may picture the modus 
operandi of secondary emission in the backward direction in the two following 
ways, assuming an isotropic (cubic) solid for simplicity: (1) the primary elec¬ 
tron imparts some of its energy to an atom in the solid, whereupon the atom has 
nearly equal probability of emitting an internal secondary electron (^‘intemal 
ionization”) in all directions, and (to a lesser extent) (2) the primary electron 
interacts with a specific bound electron in the solid, imparting sufficient energy 
to that electron to free it from its parent atom and raising it in energy through 
the forbidden region of energy levels where it satisfies the Bragg relation (eq. 46) 
and may be diffracted back along the direction opposite to the motion of the 
primary electron. In both of these examples, momentum is conserved by the 
solid acting as a third body in addition to the primary and secondary electrons. 
For anisotropic solids, of course, the emission probability may be considerably 
influenced by variation in direction relative to the different crystal axes. 

Specific intercept values and secondary-emission ratios at given 
voltages depend strongly on the chemical compositions and crystallini¬ 
ties of the phosphors, and so the secondary-emission characteristics of 
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phosphors with a given formula often differ considerably from batch to 
batch; also, the secondary-emission characteristics are affected by the 
crystal sizes, methods of application, screen structures, and conditions 
of operation. The second unity intercepts (also called limiting 

potentials) of metals are usually about 2 kv, and phosphors with rela¬ 
tively high conductivities generally have low limiting potentials Vi; 
for example, Knoll reports that the Vi of hex.-ZnO:[Zn] (P15) is about 
2.6 kv, whereas rbhdL-Zn2Si04:Mn (PI), tetr.-CaW04:[W] (P5), and 
cub.-ZnS:[Zn] have Vi^ higher than 60 kv.^®^ should be noted that 
these values are not representative of the phosphors alone, because the 
screens were applied with a binder of potassium silicate.) Also, the 
Vi values of several (Zn:Cd)(S:Se)-type phosphors were reported to 
range from 15 to over 60 kv, and it has been found that all-sulphide 
P2, P4, P6, P7, and P14 screens in commercial CRT often have Vi 
values less than 20 kv, whereas the dxygen-dominated PI, P3, and P5 
screens usually have Vi values well above 20 kv. Incidentally, the 
relatively low secondary-emission ratios of pure metals are practically 
independent of temperature up to the melting point of the metal, 
whereas the much higher secondary-emission ratios obtained with 
insulator crystals tend to decrease to the values obtained from metals 
as the temperature of the insulator crystal is increased. This tempera¬ 
ture dependence is reflected in the results of Nelson, who measured the 
secondary-emission characteristics of phosphor screens on glass which 
was heated high enough to conduct.^^^ By this method, Nelson found 
that samples from a given batch of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn (PI) applied 
in three different CRT had Vi values of 3, 11, and 18 kv, and found that 
the Fz of a P3 screen decreased from about 12 to 8 kv in 765 hr excitation 
by a scanning CR beam with an average current density of about 0.6 
/xa cm“"^ for the screen as a whole. Nelson’s results indicate that the 
secondary-emission characteristics of phosphor screens are not deter¬ 
mined by the phosphors alone, and the characteristics of a given screen 
may alter greatly during operation. 

At applied voltages below the first unity intercept (F« tends toward 
cathode potential), and above the second unity intercept (F« tends 
toward Fz), phosphor screens usually require auxiliary aids, such as 
conducting coatings or admixed conducting particles connected to the 
positive electrode, to prevent deceleration of the electrons by the lower 
potential of the screen relative to the applied potential.^^^-^® In the 
applied-voltage region between the two unity intercepts, however, a 
phosphor screen may be used directly, because it maintains itself at the 
applied potential by emitting at least one secondary electron, on the 
average, for each incident primary electron. In practice, (1) at applied 
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voltages below about 500 volts, conducting particles are usually admixed 
with phosphor particles deposited on a conducting anode, (2) at applied 
voltages from approximately 500 to 15,000 volts, phosphor screens are 
used directly, or with alkali-compound admixtures, such as K2Si03 or 
CS2O, and (3) at applied voltages above about 10,000 volts, phosphor 
screens are often coated on the CR-beam side with thin electron- 
permeable light-reflecting conducting coatings, such as a 0.1-micron- 
thick reflecting coating of aluminum.®®* The reflecting coating 
is usually applied by evaporating aluminum onto a taut film of water- 
floated organic material (for example, nitrocellulose) covering the 
phosphor screen. In cases 1 and 3 electric contact is established between 
the conducting particles or conducting coating and the anode, whereas 
in case 2 no electric connection is necessary. 

Phosphor screens for television kinescopes. As indicated in Table 21, 
television CRT screens emit white light, although the first screens used 
in practical kinescopes in this country were green-emitting rbhdl.- 
Zn2Si04:Mn and hex.-ZnS:Cu.^^ These two phosphors exemplify the 
parent phosphor systems from which have been developed the present 
useful white-emitting combination screens indicated in Table 21. It 
is possible to make a single-component white-emitting phosphor from 
the general 0-dominated system (Zn: Be)0: Si02: (Ti: Zr: Th)02: - 
MnO,^® but it has been found that better results are obtained by (a) 
mixing a material from the most efficient blue-emitting part of this 

system, for example, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Ti, with the most efficient yellow- 

emitting material, for example, rbhdl.-8Zn0'Be0*5Si02:Mn(1.4), or 
(b) mixing the blue-emitting rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Ti (or monocl.-CaMg- 
(Si03)2:Ti) with green-emitting rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn and orange-red- 

emitting rbhdl.-8ZnO • BeO • 5Si02:Mn(2.4) to make white-emitting 
combination screens. In the S(Se)-dominated system, the single white- 

emitting cub.-ZnS:[Zn]:P phosphor has about one tenth of the peak 

output and half the luminance of the more efficient blue-, green-, 

yellow-, and red-emitting phosphors now available in the general system 
(Zn:Cd)(S:Se):Ag (Figs. 33, 36, 39^^®).®^® Combination phosphor 
screens for television kinescopes are designated as P4 if the kinescope 
is intended for monochrome (black-and-white) television, and as P6 

if the kinescope is intended for color television. P4 screens are usually 
two-component screens, comprising a blue-emitting and a yellow-emit¬ 
ting phosphor, whereas P6 screens are usually three-component screens, 

comprising a blue-emitting, a green-emitting, and a red-emitting phos¬ 

phor (in either case, the components may be (1) mixed, or (2) in separate 
small adjacent areas, or (3) in superimposed 
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At present, most imaluminized P4 screens, for direct-viewing kine¬ 
scopes, comprise admixed hex.-ZnS:Ag (blue component) and hex.- 
ZnS(47)CMS(53):Ag (yellow component).®^® These two sulphide phos¬ 
phors have closely matched emission characteristics as a function of CR 
current density, and screens made of the two phosphors give uniform 
white emission in image halftones and high lights. Coating densities 
are usually in the range from 3 to 8 mg cm~"^, with crystals averaging 4 
to 10 microns in size, for operation at 6 to 12 kv. Each different voltage 
requires a different proportion of the blue and yellow components for 
constant color, and a different coating density for maximum efficiency. 

To emphasize the latter point in a different manner, consider a conventional 
kinescof)e screen of fixed thi(!kness excited by a CR beam of fixed power as the 
energy (penetration) of the primary electrons is increased (and the intensity 
of the beam is decreased to keep the power constant). As the voltage accel¬ 
erating the primary electrons is increased from zero, (1) at voltages below the 
first unity intercept the screen is at first practically nonliiminescent l)ecause 
(a) the screen tends to charge negative and fall to cathode potential, and (6) most 
of the absorbed CR energy is spent in the imperfect and inefficient surface 
layers of the phosphor crystals; (2) at voltages between the first and second 
unity intercepts the screen exhibits a maximum cathodoluminesc.ence output 
at a given voltage where most of the CR energy is absorbed in the efficient vol¬ 
umes of the phosphor crystals, and eq. 131 is approximately satisfied; (3) at 
high voltages the cathodoluminescence emission falls to vanishingly low values 
becjause (a) a decreasingly small portion of the primary-beam power is absorbed 
in the fixed-thickness screen as the energy (penetration) of the primary elec¬ 

trons is increased (this effect occurs even when the beam current is kept constant, 
because xi oc Fo^), and (6) the screen tends to remain near Vi unless it is alu¬ 

minized. 
Incidentally, even at optimum thickness, statistical variations in the texture 

of fine-particle screens cause some decrease in effecitive cathodoluminescence 
efficiency. The losses occur where (a) the screen is thin enough to transmit 
appreciable CR l)eam power and (6) the screen is too thick and efficiency is 
lowered by undue scattering and absorption of luminescence emission. 

When carefully applied in conventional kinescopes, such as the 
10BP4 and 16AP4,®®^ unaluminizcd all-sulphide screens give effective 
luminescence efficiencies of about 2 to 3 candles per watt at voltages 
between 8 and 10 kv, and high-light luminances betVeen 40 and 60 mL, 
at average current densities of about 1 pa cm””^. At about 0.1 pa cm~^, 
the luminance is about 8 mL, and the effective cathodoluminescence 
efficiency is about 4.5 candles per watt (compare Fig. .113). Somewhat 
higher efficiency may be obtained by applying the cited sulphide phos¬ 
phors in separate superimposed layers, with the blue-component hex.- 
ZnS:Ag next to the glass substrate so that there is less absorption of 
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the blue light by the yellow-emitting (and blue-absorbing) hex.- 
(Zn:Cd)S:Ag phosphor.In this case, however, the particle sizes 
and layer thicknesses must be adjusted to optimum values for maximum 
efficiency and correct color balance for each particular voltage, and the 
layer screens do not give such constant resultant white emission color 
over a range of voltages as do the mixed-phosphor screens. When P4 

Fig. 131. Cathodoluminescence emissions of two unaluminized P4 screens as a 
function of applied voltage and average current density. Measurements on un¬ 

bombarded side. (A. E. Hardy) 

screens are aluminized, selective absorption effects are accentuated, in 
either mixed or layer screens, and the proportions of the different phos¬ 
phors must be adjusted to obtain the same satisfactory (6500®K) white 
obtained from unaluminized screens. With aluminizing, however, in¬ 
creased effective cathodoluminescence efficiencies may be obtained at 
operating voltages above about 5 kv. With an aluminized all-sulphide 
P4 kinescope screen operated at 15 to 20 kv and an average current 
density of about 1 /xa cm”~^, it is possible to obtain an effective lumines¬ 
cence efficiency of about 6 candles per watt at a high-light luminance 
in excess of 250 mL. In all cases, luminance increases and effective 
luminescence efficiency decreases as the average current density is 
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increased, although at current densities high enough to raise the tem¬ 
perature of the screen above Tb even the luminance decreases (compare 
Figs. 111-113). 

Figure 131 shows plots of the luminances of some unaluminized P4 
screens as a function of average current density at three different voltages 
for (1) an all-sulphide phosphor mix (dotted lines), and (2) a sulphide- 
silicate phosphor mix (solid lines), both detected on the unhombarded 
side of the screen.®® At any of the given voltages, the all-sulphide P4 
screen has higher effective luminescence efficiency aj^ the lower current 
densities, but the sulphide-silicate P4 screen has higher efficiency at 
high current densities, and an all-silicate P4 screen (not shown) is supe¬ 
rior to the sulphide-silicate screen at high current densities. As shown 
in Fig. 131, the efficiency-crossover points for the two given screens occur 
at increasingly higher current densities as the applied voltage is raised. 
The given sulphide phosphors saturate at lower current densities than 
the silicate phosphors (Fig. 112), and an increase in accelerating voltage, 
Fo (= F«)^ constant beam current lowers the average power density 
in the excited portion of the screen because the beam power increases 
as Fo> while the volume in which the primary beam power is expended 
increases as Vq^ (eqs. 7() and 77). At high current densities, then, the 
higher luminance of the sulphide-silicate P4 screen is due to the high- 
activator-content silicate component which saturates at a much higher 
current density than the low-activator-content sulphide component.®"*-®® 
The sulphide-silicate screen, therefore, usually becomes yellower in 
emission color at higher current densities. This color shift may be 
eliminated by using, instead of the sulphide component, a comple¬ 
mentary high-activator-content 0-dominated blue-emitting phosphor, 
such as rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Ti or monocl.-CaMg(Si03)2:Ti whose cathodo- 
luminescence-versus-current-density characteristic matches that of the 
yellow-emitting rbhdl.-ZnsBeSisOigrMn phosphor. 

Figure 132a shows a plot of the cathodoluminescence emissions L 
from the bombarded sides of thick screens of cub.-ZnS:Ag and rbhdl.- 
Zn8BeSi50i9:Mn(1.4). These luminances of phosphors were measured 
separately as a function of accelerating voltage, Fq (= F*), at several 
different current densities over the voltage range from 0.5 to 10 kv, 
using a stationary unmodulated CR beam.^^®-®®® The slopes of the L 
vs. Fq curves at constant current density in the beam may vary con¬ 
siderably with the method of preparing the phosphor and screen, even 
when L is measured on the bombarded side of very thick screens. For 
example, Martin and Headrick report that the slopes of the L vs. Fq 
curves of different thick screens of rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, measured at 
20 to 50 cm"*^ overiihe voltage range from 0.5 to 10 kv, are (a) 2.5 
for a fused layer, (6) 1.6 for a screen made of particles obtained by com- 
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Fig. 132a. Log-log plot of cathodoluminescence emission (bombarded side of screen) 
as a function of accelerating voltage for two representative phosphors. (S. T. Martin 

and L. B. Headrick) 

Current Density, 
Curve >ia cm ^ Slope 

1 200 1.77 
2 200 1.6 
3 150 1.79 
4 200 1.6 
5 50 1.84 
6 10 2.0 and 1.5 
7 10 2.0 

minuting the fused material, and (c) 1.6 for a screen made of particles 
synthesized by the carbonate process.^*® This increase in L according to 

L a: Vo^ (132) ' 
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where n » 2, does not agree with the expected linear relationship (from 
eqs. 1, 75, 110, and 116): 

L = NJiv = iVocFo (133) 

Because /i, v, e, and No are constant, it is not possible for L (Ne) to in¬ 
crease indefinitely as Fo”, with n > 1, without violating the principle 
of conservation of energy. Therefore, L vs. Vo^ curves which start with 
n > 1 at low Fo values must change to n < 1 at high Fo values. The 
observed greater-than-linear incireases of L with ^0, from 0.5 to 10 kv, 

Fig. 1326. Linear plot of cathodoluininescence emission from the unbombarded 
side of an aluminized screen of unground hex.-ZnS: Ag(O.Ol), 1100®C. Defocussed 

16-/xa CR beam scanning a 3 X 5-cm raster. (S. Larach and R. E. Shrader) 

are attributed to a combination of (1) increasing the penetration of 
the primary electrons {xi oc Fo^, eq. 77), and thereby minimizing 
saturation by (a) decreasing the average excitation density per unit 
volume in the penetrated portions of the phosphor crystals, and (b) de¬ 
creasing the average current density per unit volume by increasing the 
scattering of primary electrons out of the projected path of the primary 
beam (larger xi increases the scattering probability per primary particle); 
and (2) increasing the proportion of CR-beam energy absorbed in the 
efficient volumes, rather than in the inefficient surface layers, of the 
phosphor crystals (compare Fig. 111). With large phosphor crystals 
and very high Fo, L vs. Fo should approach theJinear relationship 
expressed in eq. 133, but this has not been determined experimentally. 
With screens having finite absorption of their own radiation, the ex¬ 
ternally measured L should eventually increase at a rate less than linear 
with Fo, that is, n becomes less than unity in eq. 132. The Fo at which 
n becomes less than unity is lower for small-crystal screens than for 
large-crystal screens, because absorption of internal radiation is increased 
by scattering. 
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Figure 1326 shows a plot of the cathodoluminescence emissions from 
the unbombarded sides of aluminized screens of washed and unground 
hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.01), [NaCl(6)], 1100°C. Here, the expected linear 
relationship between L and Fo, at constant current, is obtained for both 
screen densities over the range of Vo from 10 to 50 kv. A too thin 2 
mg cm”"^ screen gives L oc in this range, because the amount of 
CR beam power lost by penetration through thin portions of the screen 
increases as the penetration increases (eq. 77). Also, a too thick screen 
gives L oc Fo”^\ because more luminescence photons escape out of 
the observed side of the screen as the CR penetration is increased. 

With unaluminized phosphor screens, the effective accelerating 
voltage Fo available for excitation of the phosphor crystals varies with 
the secondary-emission ratio of the screen at the particular applied 
voltage, VA (see Fig. 130), that is, 

F. = Fo < Va (134) 

whereas, with aluminized screens (connected to the anode) the Fo 
available for excitation of luminescence is 

Fo = F^ - Fai ^ Vs- Fai (135) 

where Fai is a constant voltage decrement determined by the thickness 
of the particular aluminum layer. For 1000-A-thick reflecting coatings 
of aluminum on P4 screens, the break-even voltage, for L observed on 
the unbomharded side of the screen, is about 5 kv; that is, the aluminized 
and unaluminized screens have nearly the same cathodoluminescence 
efficiency at about 5 kv. Below the break-even voltage the unalumi¬ 
nized screens are the more efficient, and above the break-even voltage 
the aluminized screens are the more efficient. A study of the variation 
of L with Fo, for a given screen composition, when L is measured on the 
unbombarded side, requires the preparation of different screens with 
optimum coating densities (milligrams per square centimeter) for each 
voltage (and particle size). This is a lengthy procedure, and data on 
the variation of L {unbombarded side) versus Fo are diflicult to obtain 
for a wide range of Fo (compare comments on Fig. 134). 

When optimum efficiency is required, and L is observed on the wn- 
bombarded side of a screen, it is advantageous to have the CR-beam 
penetration xi the same order of magnitude as the average particle 
(crystal) diameter Xc (Fig. 7). In this respect, it may be noted that a 
screen composed of a range of different particle sizes about a given Xe 
(Figs. 7 and 10) may be made more compact than a screen composed of 
just one particle size, Xc = Xcj because the smaller particles can fill the 
voids between the larger particles. When xi is small relative to £c, the 
coating density is generally made a minimum for coverage of the sub- 
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strate. When xi is large relative to Xc, the optimum coating density is a 
complex function of xi (that is, Fo), Xc^ the particle-size distribution of 
the phosphor (Fig. 7), and the particle-size distribution in the screen 
(taking into account any selective deposition of different sizes and densi¬ 
ties of particles).Figure 133 shows an example of the variation in 
white-light transmission, as a function of coating density, of a phosphor 
which has very little light absorption.^® The transmission is a function 
of intrinsic absorption, particle size, index of refraction, and thick¬ 
ness.®®®"®®^ Maximum opacity to white light is obtained with particles 

Fig. 133. Transmission of white light versus coating density of a sprayed screen 
of a rbhdl.-Zn8BeSi60i9:Mn(1.4) phosphor with an average particle size near 2 

microns. (L. E. Swedlund) 

having (uniform) diameters from 0.3 to 0.4 microns, when the index of 
refraction of the material is 2.3 to 2.8.®®^ Figure 133 indicates that the 
luminescence emission from within the surface layers on the bombarded 
side on an unaluminized screen makes a decreasing contribution to L 
observed on the unbombarded side as the coating density is increased. 
It is advantageous, in this case, to have the average screen thickness 
the same order of magnitude as Xc, as indicated in eq. 131, because the 
excitation density (and L) is always greater on the bombarded side of 
the screen. Figure 134 shows the variation of cathodoluminescence 
output from the unbombarded side of an aluminized kinescope screen, 
made of cub.-ZnS: Ag, as a function of coating density at various applied 
voltages.®®^ With the given phosphor, whose average crystal size was 
about 3 microns, the optimum coating density varies, from about 1.4 
mg cm"~^ at 17 kv to about 3.6 mg cm“^ at 47 kv. With a mixed [hex.- 
ZnS:Ag + hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Ag] P4 screen, with average crystal size 
near 8 microns, the optimum coating density varies from about 6 mg 
cm~^ at 17 kv to about 10 mg cm“"^ at 60 kv. The decreasing light 
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output at coating densities above the optimum is caused by the absorp¬ 
tion of the "Screen for its own emission, and by the less than 100 per cent 
reflectivity of the aluminum layer. For a completely nonabsorbing 
transparent screen, the light output as a function of increasing coating 
density would rise to a maximum value for each voltage and remain at 
the maximum as the coating density was increased beyond the pene¬ 
tration limit of the excitant. It may be noted that the data in Fig. 134, 

Fia. 134. Relative cathodolumineacence emission (unbonibarded side of screens) 
as a function of accelerating voltage and coating density for settled aluminized screens 
of cub.-ZnS:Ag having an average crystal size near 3 microns. Stationary unmodu¬ 

lated CR beam delivering about 20 /xa cm“^. (F. H. Nicoll) 

when replotted, show that the cathodoluminescence output of the 
screens at optimum coating density increases almost linearly with increas¬ 
ing Fo at constant current density. 

It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that there are many, 
difficulties encountered in the preparation, application, and use of fine- 
ciystal phosphors, and yet these screens afford the highest efficiencies. 
It would be useful to have efficient transparent screens, perhaps made in 
the form of a honeycomb of flat-ended transparent hexagonal phosphor 
prisms surroimded at their contiguous sides with nonabsorbing elec*- 
trically conducting sheaths of metal (perhaps roughened to minimize 
retention of radiation by total internal reflection), so that the screens 
could be viewed in rooms with normal illumination without losing 
contrast unduly by reflection of the room light. These screens, how- 
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ever, could not be aluminized without destroying the nonreflecting 
quality. Attempts have been made to produce transparent screens of 
phosphors by evaporation or crystallization in large sheets,^®'262,292,583 

but none has given effective cathodoluminescence efliciencies above 
about 10 per cent of the same phosphors prepared by conventional 
solid-state reaction. 

In general, low-activator-content all-sulphide (that is, S(Se)- 
dominated) P4 or P6 screens give highest effective luminescence effi¬ 
ciencies for use in direct-viewing kinescopes operated near or below 10 
kv at average current densities below about 3 cm“^, whereas high- 
activator-content all-silicate (that is, 0-dominated) P4 or P6 screens 
give highest efficiencies for use in projection kinescopes operated above 
10 kv at average current densities above about 3 cm”^. If highest 
visually effective luminescence efficiency is required, irrespective of color, 
then a green-yellow-emitting phosphor with a composition near hex.- 
6ZnS*4CdS:Ag (Fig. 36) is superior below about 300 mL, whereas the 
green-emitting rbhdl.-Zn2Si04;Mn phosphor is superior from about 
300 to over 30,000 mL. With aluminized screens of these phosphors, 
operated at 20 to 50 kv with average current densities below 0.1 jua cm~^, 
it is possible to obtain efficiencies of about 12 candles per watt (compare 
efficiency data on the phosphors in Figs. 107-109). 

It is fortunate that several of the oxygen-dominated screen materials, 
which afford the highest cathodoluminescences, also have e""®' decays 
with values of a near 80. These intermediate-duration exponential 
decays are more effective than any decays, or any shorter decays in 
general, in filling the ‘‘dark^’ interval between successive excitations 
(every sec) during television image reproduction. Longer persist¬ 
ences, for example, exponential decays with a < 40, give excessive carry¬ 
over beyond the frame interval and cause moving objects in television 
images to appear blurred and have comet-like ‘Tails/' The inter¬ 
mediate-duration exponential decays minimize flicker, without blurring 
moving objects in the image and are particularly beneficial at high 
image luminances when the eye is most susceptible to flicker.®®'^2 

One of the important qualities of a television image is contrast, 
which broadly connotes the ratio of light to dark in different image areas 
(area contrast) and more specifically includes the sharpness of demarca¬ 
tion between the light and dark areas (detail contrast). In kinescopes, 
contrast is determined by many factors, including (1) the diameter and 
electron-intensity distribution of the CR beam, (2) the scattering of 
the electrons and the luminescence emission in the screen, (3) the hala¬ 
tion produced by multiple reflections in the transparent substrate, (4) 
the general background luminance of the screen, produced by stray 
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electrons or ions exciting random luminescence or by luminescence 
emission reflected back from the interior of the kinescope, and (5) the 
amount of extraneous (ambient) illumination falling on the screen. The 
phosphor screen, and its application are involved in items 2 and 3, and 
the latter part of 4. The scattering of electrons and emitted photons 
in conventional small-crystal screens broadens the projected CR-beam 
diameter by an amount comparable with the thickness of the screen; 
halation may be reduced by reducing the optical contact of the crystals 
with the substrate (larger crystals afford less optical contact than small 
crystals, and settled screens usually have less optical contact than 
sprayed screens because the larger crystals tend to deposit first during 
settling—compare eq. 123); and reflected general illumination from 
the kinescope interior may be minimized by coating the interior with 
light-absorbing materials (such as graphite) or eliminated by aluminizing 
the screen.^^® 

Another important quality of a television image is its resolution 
(definition), that is, the fineness of discernible detail. The graininess 
of the phosphor screen, which is determined by its texture and the sizes 
of its crystals, is usually negligible. This is so, because P4- and P6- 
screen crystals average less than 10“^ cm in diameter, whereas CR 
beams are seldom less than 10“^ cm in diameter. For some uses of 
cathodoluminescent screens, such as in small projection CRT, large 
crystals and nonuniformities in texture of the order of 10"”^ cm are 

objectionable, and special pains must be taken to obtain uniform small- 

crystal screens to avoid ‘‘grainy’’ images.. At high operating voltages 
with small projection kinescopes, an engineering compromise must be 

made between the conflicting requirements of (1) small crystals for 

maximum resolution, and (2) larger crystals (to satisfy eq. 131) for max¬ 
imum effective cathodoluminescence efficiency. 

The problem of change in effective luminescence efficiency during 
operation of cathodoluminescent screens in CRT is usually more acute 
than during operation of photoliiminescent screens in “fluorescent” 

lamps, because much higher excitation densities are used in CRT screens, 

and the screens are not excited uniformly over their areas (especially in 
oscilloscopes). As shown in Fig. 136, phosphor screens in CRT some¬ 

times exhibit a small increase in effective luminescence efficiency during 

the first few minutes of operation (*‘bright bum”) followed by a slow 

decrease in efficiency at a rate depending on the intrinsic stability of 

the phosphor, the chemical and mechanical treatment of the phosphor 

during application (Fig. 116), the screen temperature during operation, 
and the power input per unit volume penetrated by the CR beam.“»^*. 
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When the efficiency of a bombarded screen area has decreased below 
that of an unbombarded area it is called a “dark bum.” Figure 136 
shows some accelerated life test made on thick layers of several phosphors 
excited by an intense unmodulated stationary CR beam, using the re¬ 
cording spectroradiometer to obtain a continuous record of efficiency 
as a function of time during excitation. It may be noted that in Figs. 
135 and 136, as in Figs. 124 and 125, the P3 phosphor is somewhat more 
stable than the PI phosphor, and the phosphate phosphors are much 

Fig. 135. Variation of efficiency of two (non-standard) phosphor screens in experi¬ 

mental CRT operated under television scanning conditions at 6 kv and an average 

current density of 1 fta cm~*. Measurements made on the unbombarded sides of 

unaluminized screens. (L. E. Swedlund and L. B. Headrick) 

less stable than the other tested materials. In the case of unaluminized 

phosphor screens, it is difficult to obtain a direct measure of the change 
in luminescence efficiency, per se, because changes in the apparent effec¬ 

tive luminescence efficiencies may be caused largely by changes in the 

secondary-emission ratios of the screens.^*^^*^ This difficulty is elimi¬ 

nated by using aluminized screens operated at voltages above about 
5 kv. The ^‘bright bums” of phosphor screens are probably caused by 
temporary increases In the secondary-emission ratio, or by volatilization 

of inert surface layers (for example, organic materials) which may have 

formed during screen application and tube processing. With respect 
to ‘^dark bum,” it is found that, in general, large crystals are more 

stable than small crystals, 0-dominated phosphors are more stable than 

S-dominated phosphors, and phosphors with high bonding energies are 

more stable than phosphors with low bonding energies (for example, 
low-melting cub.-Ba(N03)2. is readily, decomposed by fast electrons,^^ 
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whereas high-melting rhomb.-BaS04:Pb is relatively stable, although 
not so stable as the silicates and aluminates). 

Qualitative observations reported by R. B. Head indicate that for a 
number of oxide-type phosphors with a given activator the host crystals 
with the highest heats of formation are the least susceptible to electron 
or ion “bum^^ (see next paragraph), and the susceptibility to ^^burning^' 

Fig. 136. Variation of efficiency of several phosphors deposited in thick layers and 

measured on the bombarded side during excitation by an intense stationary unmodu¬ 

lated CR beam at 6 kv and about 10 cm“^. 

1. rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4:Mn(0.3) (PI) 

2. hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015) (P7/1) 
3. hex.-9ZnS-CdS:Cu(0.0073) (P7/2) 

4. hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.02):Cu(0.01) (P2), also rbhdl.-ZnsBeSisOwrMnC 1.4) (P3) 

6. Ca2P2O7:Dy{0.1) (P9) 

is least for phosphors containing activators whose oxides also have high 
heats of formation.^^^ The rate of efficiency decrease of a phosphor 
during operation is accelerated by excessive grinding of the phosphor 
before application (Fig. 115) and by increasing the average current 
density at constant accelerating voltage. Increasing the accelerating 
voltage at constant current density usually reduces the rate of decrease 
of cathodoluminescence efficiency by decreasing the power dissipated 
per unit of penetrated volume in the phosphor crystals. Closely packed 
phosphor screens with a minimum of voids are desirable to minimize 
“burning,because most of the heat dissipation from an excited crystal 
is by conduction to neighboring crystals and the substrate. 

Another detrimental factor during CRT operation is ‘Hon bum,” 
which usually appears as a centrally located dark spot (ion spot) on 
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the phosphor screen and is generally caused by bombardment of the 
screen by negative ions (usually 0^*^) from the cathode.^^ The heavy 
ions cause dissociation of the crystals and atomic dislocations and tend 
to lodge in or on the surface layers of the screen as inert material which 
wastefully absorbs electron energy and luminescence radiation. High 
vacua in well-degassed tubes, or magnetic ion traps, serve to eliminate 
ion spot, and aluminized CRT screens are relatively free from the effect 
when the CRT are operated at voltagc^s well above the break-even point. 

In addition to the cited discolorations or efficiency losses which may 
be suffered by the phosphor crystals during operation, there are some¬ 
times discolorations of the glass substrate and detrimental acquisition 
of alkali which may diffuse from the glass.These effects are most 
pronounced at high voltages, when residual primary electrons may 
penetrate into the substrate to cause decomposition and electrolysis, 
especially at high current densities when the screen and substrate be¬ 
come heated sufficiently to allow appreciable quantities of the more 
mobile alkali elements or their compounds to migrate into the screen 
from the glass. The glass substrates of heavily operated projection 
kinescopes are often darkened to less than 50 per cent transmission in 
an area corresponding to the scanned pattern (this may be seen by open¬ 
ing the kinescope and removing the phosphor screen, which is generally 
less discolored than the glass). In addition to the darkening caused by 
direct bombardment of the glass substrate by primary electrons, there 
is often a strong darkening produced by x rays emitted from the phos¬ 
phor crystals and absorbed by the CRT walls. This x-ray-produced 
darkening extends along the glass sides of the CRT as well as in the 
faceplate on which the phosphor is deposited. 

During 1000 hr of television operation of a kinescope screen, a given 
screen element the size of the cross-sectional area of the CR beam is 
excited for about 1.5 X 10~^ sec, 30 times a second, for a total duration 
of only 16 sec of actual operation time per area element. On this basis 
alone, it seems odd that the efficiency of the screen should change 
appreciably during 1000 hr elapsed (16 sec actual) time of operation. 
During the actual operation time, however, the instantaneous power 
input into a screen element is about 10,000 volts X 2 X 10~^ amp/0.001 
cm^ = 2000 watts per square centimeter. This high value is con¬ 
siderably higher than the 250 watts per square centimeter absorbed 
power input (and radiated power output) of a tungsten filament in an 
ordinary incandescent lamp operated at 2850°K; hence, even 16 sec 
of operation at an input of 2000 watts per square centimeter is consider¬ 
able for a sensitive phosphor. If the screen elements were not excited 
intermittently, the phosphor would become incandescent and volatilize 
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in a second or so under a stationary unmodulated beam delivering 2000 
watts per square centimeter at 10 kv. (As an example of the potency 
of CR beams, powdered diamonds may be made to incandesce and are 
converted into graphite during a few seconds of bombardment by a 
10-kv CR beam delivering about 1000 watts per square centimeter, or 
about 10^ watts per cubic centimeter of volume penetrated by the pri¬ 
mary electrons). The saving feature, in scanning operation for televi¬ 
sion, is the rest period between successive excitation pulses. The rest 
period allows an excited crystal to dispose of most of its momentary 
excess of heat by radiation and by conduction to the (preferably cooled) 
substrate. In general, the average power input, rather than the instan¬ 
taneous power input, per unit of excited volume appears to be the chief 
factor determining efficiency changes during scanning- or pulse-type 
operation with short periods of excitation. 

It has been proposed to produce monochrome (white) television 
images by projecting blue luminescence emission from a kinescope onto 
a screen coated with a cascade-excited complementary yellow-emitting 
phosphor.^® The yellow emission plus any transmitted blue light, when 
carefully matched, should produce a white image. This system is 
optically inefficient, because only a sn^all percentage of the blue emission 
from the kinescope is directed onto the yellow-emitting screen, even with 
reflective optics, and much of the blue light incident on the yellow- 
emitting screen is lost by reflection. Much higher optical efficiency may 
be obtained by making the blue- and yellow-emitting layers contiguous, 
and viewing or projecting the resultant transmitted and cascade lumines¬ 
cence.^^’ 68.312.639,662-664 

The P6 screen was originally devised for use in a semimechanical 
sequential color-television system in which blue, green, and red images 
are picked up and reproduced in sequence on a single kinescope emitting 
all three primary colors.®®’^ By using synchronized blue, green, and red 
optical filters, the separate primary-color images are reproduced in time 
sequence, the resultant image being considerably less than one-third the 
luminance of the directly viewed kinescope screen. A more satisfactory 
all-electronic simultaneous color-television system has been introduced 
in which all three primary-color images are picked up and reproduced 
simultaneously.®®®’®®® The reproduced image is usually produced by 
projecting and superimposing separate images from three kinescopes 
(the trinoscope), whereby each kinescope emits a different primary-color 
image which is optically focused and superimposed on the other images 
on a common viewing screen. Suitable phosphors for the trinoscope 
projection kinescopes are: (1) blue-emitting kinescope, hex.-ZnS:Ag, 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Ti, monocL-(Ca:Mg)Si03:Ti, or CaSi08:Ti; (2) green- 
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emitting kinescope, rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn; and (3) red-emitting kinescope, 
rbhdL-Zn8BeSi50i9:Mn(2.4) (with red optical filter) or Cd2B206:Mn. 
Other color-television systems have been proposed with various geo¬ 
metrical arrangements of kinescopes with different screens, or with 
mosaic or line-structure screens in a common kinescope, but these have 
not yet achieved practical significance.’'^^^"®^^'^®® 

(6) Radar kinescopes. Most radar kinescopes have been essentially 
identical with television kinescopes, except that (1) they were operated 
at relatively low voltages (about 5 kv) to minimize electrical difficulties 
during air-borne operation; and (2) they were operated at many different 
image repetition frequencies (IRF), extending from above the critical 
flicker frequency (about 60 repetitions per second) to as low as 1 repeti¬ 
tion in 30 The low applied voltages precluded alumi¬ 
nizing, and the many different IRF^s (usually dictated by different 
mechanical inertias of the oscillating radar antennas) necessitated the 
use of several different screens having sufficient persistences to provide 
visible image traces during the different intervals between successive 
excitations. 

At IRF^s in the nonflicker region, above about 60 repetitions per 
second, the fast- and intermediate-decay PI, P3, and P4 screens have 
proved adequate for most uses, although considerably higher visually 
effective cathodoluminescence efficiency may be obtained by using a 
special nonstandard screen with a composition near hex.-6ZnS-4CdS:Ag 
(Fig. 36). At IRF’s in the objectionable flicker region, from about 2 
to 60 repetitions per second, really satisfactory screens have not been 
devised, although P12 screens provide useful images with relatively 
little flicker at IRF's over most of the flicker region. By aluminizing 
P12 screens and operating them at about 20 kv, it is possible to obtain 
high-light luminances of about 50 mL, which is usually adequate for 
observation in well-lighted rooms or aircraft cockpits. A disadvantage 
of the P12 screen is its relatively rapid loss of efficiency and increasing 
rate of decay during operation (this follows from the low bonding energy, 
for example, low hardness and low melting point, of the phosphor host 
crystal). At IRF^s in the less objectionable flacker region, below 2 
repetitions per second, the cascade-type blue-luminescing yellow-phos¬ 
phorescing P14 and P7 screens have been particularly useful for operation 
at about 1 repetition per second and at about 1 repetition in 5 to 10 sec, 
respectively. The single-layer white-emitting P9 screen (Ca2P207:Dy) 
approximates the persistence of the P7 screen, except that the P9 screen 
affords lower luminance during phosphorescence after a given excitation 
and loses efficiency more rapidly (luring operation. The operating 
luminance of a P7-screen trace 3 sec after an average excitation is about 
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0.03 mL, whereas the luminances of PI 4- and P9-screen traces 2 sec 
after an average excitation are about 0.003 mL. These low luminances 
necessitate darkened operating booths and mesopic vision. For IRF^s 
lower than about 1 repetition in 10 sec, the tenebrescent PIO screen 
(cub.-KCl) affords sufficient persistence of dark image traces on a very 
bright background, but the PIO screen has been found to be generally 
less satisfactory than long-persistent phosphor screens because (1) the 
CR-beam energy required to produce a barely visible trace on a PIO 
screen is about 100 times higher than that required for phosphor screens, 
(2) the contrast in PlO-screen images is usually about 1.2/1 compared 
with about 20/1 for phosphor screens, (3) a strong source of heat and aux¬ 
iliary illumination must be provided to bleach the image, and (4) even 
with high intensity of irradiation strongly excited image traces on PIO 
screens often persist for several minutes or even 
In this respect, it is noteworthy that long-persistent phosphor screens 
(for example, P7) and tenebrescent screens (for example, PIO) have 
opposite variations of decay rate with increasing degree of excitation; 
that is, the phosphor screen decays at a faster rate with increasing degree 
of excitation, whereas the tenebrescent screen decays at a slower rate 
with increasing degree of excitation.» 

It is possible to conceive of a hypothetical stratified screen of cas¬ 
cading phosphors, such that the CR beam briefly excites one persistent 
phosphor whose emission efficiently excites a second persistent phosphor, 
whereby the light output from the second phosphor rises and then falls 
(concave-downward decay) after the short excitation pulse.®®'®® In the 
most favorable case, when both phosphors have temperature-independ¬ 
ent decays, with constants ai and a2, the light output from the final 
layer is given by 

-ait ___ -021 

Knii) = -— (136) 
02 — ai 

where is proportional to the CR energy input and the efficiencies 
of the cascaded phosphors. From the symmetry of the constants in eq. 
136 (and in eq. 138), it may be seen that the sequence of the two phos¬ 
phors in the cascade screen is immaterial, it being assumed that each 
will excite the other; so the phosphor with the shortest persistence 
(largest a in eq. 136) dominates the persistence of the cascade screen. 
When ax = a2, eq. 136 becomes, by L’Hospital^s rule, 

A,..(0 = (137) 

If two decay phosphors with both ax and Oa equal to 10 sec“‘ 
could be made to cascade, the maximum Lit) value would occur at 0.1 
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sec, whereas, ij and a2 equaled 1 sec“^, the maximum L{t) value would 
occur at 1 sec (Fig. 137), These hypothetical cascade screens would be 
very useful in providing practically flickerless radar images, but the 
rare occurrence of decay phosphors with a less than 10 sec“"^ and 

10“^ 10“® 10”^ 10’* 10’* 10’^ 10® 10* 10* 
0.01 0.1 1 10 100 

Decay time, seconds 

Fig. 137. Phosphorescence emission curves for the second layers of some hypothetical 
cascade screens excited by a primary pulse lasting less than 10~* sec. 
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the wide separation between the excitation and emission spectra of 
efficient decay phosphors have thus far precluded attainment of 
practical cascaded screens of this type, even with both a values near 
60 sec~^ (this would be especially useful in eliminating flicker in tele¬ 
vision). 

Decay time, seconds 

Fig. 138. Variations of slopes n of the decay curves of some decay unaluminized 
phosphor screens excited by one 4-kv CR pulse carrying 2 X 10~® coulomb. Screens 
previously de-excited by red light, and measurements made on the unbombarded 

side of the screen. (A. B. White) 

First Layer 

1.   10 
2.   10 
3. 6 mg cm"~* hex.-ZnS:Ag on 10 
4. 6 mg cm”^ hex.-ZnS:Ag on 10 
5. 10 mg cm“^ hex.-ZnS:Ag on 12 

Second Layer 

mg cm-2 hex.-ZnS(86)CdS(14):Cu (P7/2) 
mg cm-2 hex.-ZnS(93)CdS(7):Ag:Cu (AB) 

mg cm-2 hex.-ZnS(70)CdS(30):Cu 
mg cm-2 hex.-ZnS(75)CdS(25):Cu (P14) 

mg cm-2 hex.-ZnS(86)CdS(14);Cu (P7) 

The P7 and P14 cascade screens used in radar kinescopes comprise a 
layer of about 12 mg cm”"^ of hex.-9ZnS CdS:Cu(0.007) (= P7/2), or 
12 mg cm"*^ of hex.-8ZnS-2CdS:Cu(0.005) (= P14/2), covered with a 
layer of about 8 to 10 mg cm“"^ of hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015) (= F7/1, or 
P14/l).*®®^*^ These are temperature-dependent decay phosphors 
which exhibit increasing rates of decay with increasing temperature and 
increasing degree of excitation. The decay “constants^^ n of several 
previously de-excited single-layer and double-layer screens, made of 

decay phosphors, are shown in Figs. 138 and 139 as a function of 
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time after (a) one 2 X 10“® coulomb pulse, and (h) 100 2 X 10"”® 
coulomb pulses spaced 1 sec apart.^*®®®'®®^ None of these screens afford 
maximum L(t) near or after 0.1 sec. For a hypothetical cascading pair 
of decay phosphors with ui = = I (this hyperbolic decay violates 

Fig. 139. Vanations of slopes n of decay curves of decay unaluminized phosphor 
screens excited by 100 4-kv CR pulses, each carrying 2 X 10“® coulomb and spaced 
1 sec apart. Screens previously de-excited by red light, and measurements made 

from unbombarded side of screen. Same legend as Fig. 138. (A. B. White) 

the law of conservation of energy for ^ but approximates the 
exponent for most of the phosphor screens in the interval shown in 
Figs. 138 and 139; compare Figs. 73 and 80) and “constants^' b, according 
to eq. 99, the light output from the final layer is given by 

bih2 log € 
(bi + t) 0)2 + t) 

6162 (138) 
bi + + t 
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where the phosphorescence intensity, L(0, is a maximum when 
t ^ (bi + 62)- In this hypothetical case, the “constants'^ b are less 
than about 10“^ for known casc,adable phosphors under practical 
operating conditions; hence, maximum L(t) does nc^t occur at decay 
times longer than about 10“^ sec (Fig. 137). A brief concave-downward 
decay lasting about 10 /isec after a C'R pulse has been found experi¬ 
mentally with screens of (a) 14.0 mg cm~^ of hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.01)- 
Cu(0.005), and (b) a cascade screen of 8.3 mg cm~^ hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.015) 
on 11.9 mg cm^^ of hex.-9ZnS*CdS:Cu(0.0073)/® 

The advantage of the cascade P7 and PI 4 screens is their intensified 
phosphorescence emission and diminished “flash” (emission during 
excitation) relative to single-layer screens.*^®'The disadvantageous 
shallow penetration of low-voltage CR and the decreased decay 
caused by inefficient CR excitation (Figs. 70 and 71) are (jbviated by 
cascade transformation of the CR energy into violet and blue light which 
penetrates deeply into the yellow-emitting phosphor, exciting it and 
leaving relatively little energy deficit (as thermal agitation) to decrease 
phosphorescence. A comparison of the luminescence outputs of (a) a 
10-mg cm""^ layer of hex.-9ZnS*CdS:Cu (P7/2), (b) a 12-mg cm~^ layer 
of P7/2 covered with 8 mg cm“"^ of hex.-ZnS:Ag (1’7/1), and (c) the 
same structure as 6 except with a selective barrier layer of thin glass 
between the two phosphor layers, all excited by one 3^*720"Sec 6-kv 
220-/ia/cm“'^ CR pulse, shows that the flash values decrease in the order 
(a) 50,000, (6) 8530, (c) 2050, whereas the phosphorescence intensities 
of b and c, 1 sec after excitation, are almost 4 times as great as that of 
^68,63 

For purposes of standardization of cascade screens, a testing procedure was 
established whereby 17 and P14 screens were first completely de-excited with 
red light, then they were exc;ited with (a) 1 pulse, and (6) 5 pulses of CR of given 
intensity, duration, and spacing, and the liglit output 1 sec after a and b was 
measured as Bi and R5.68.6w.6w.mo The ratio Rb/Ri was called “buildup," and 
P7 screens with B^/B\ less than 5 were rejected. In practical use, of course, 
the screens are always partially excited, that is, the deep traps are filled, and 
so the superproportional “buildups" obtainable with completely de-excited 
screens (compare Fig. 74) are not realized in operation. Therefore, the B^/Bi 
ratio has no direct significance unless it is measured on screens which are par¬ 
tially excited to an extent corresponding to average operating conditions. 
Perhaps the simplest meaningful test of persistent screens is to excite them 
under simulated operating conditions and measure the phosphorescence intensity 
at two instants of time after excitation, for example, at 0.3^< and <<, where U is 
the time interval between successive images. The value at, for example, 0.3^* 
should be made a maximum to facilitate observation, and the value at U should 
be made a minimum to minimize carry-over into the next image. 
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When a cascade screen comprises stratified layers of an exponential- 
decay phosphor with decay constant a, and an (approximately) hyper¬ 
bolic-decay phosphor with decay constant 6, and n = 1 as in eq. 138, 
then the resultant decay of the cascade screen after a brief excitation 
may be expressed by 

>b } f (139) 

where ^ = b + tis introduced to put the expression in a form capable of 
solution with the aid of tabl(^s of exponential integrals.^® Again, the 
sequence of the two phosphors is immaterial insofar as the decay alone 
is concerned (it being assumcid that each excites the other; which is not 
the case with actual phosphors). 

If a cascade screen be excited to equilibrium with the (unmodulated) 
source of excitation, then the growth and decay processes differ from 
those of the previous examples which were based on very brief excitation 
pulses, that is, pulses short relative to the half-life of the fastest-decay 
phosphor component of the screen. As an example, given two cascading 

decay phosphor layers, with decay constants Oi and 02, the growth 
of luminescence emission L during attainment of equilibrium is expressed 

by 
growth = C.Jl - - a,€-<‘“)/{a2 - ai)] (140) 

where the phosphor layer with the decay constant ai is the layer excited 
by the primary excitation energy. Under these circumstances, a plot 
of L vs. t gives an S-shaped growth curve similar to that shown in Fig. 
74a for a single (deep-trap) phosphor. The decay of luminescence emis¬ 
sion after cessation of excitation of such a cascade screen to equilibrium 
is given by 

idecay = 1 ^ growth = - aie-"»V(a2 ~ a,) (141) 

In the case when a2 = ai = a, eq. 141 becomes 

W = C,,,(l + (142) 

where the cascade factor, provides a plateau of practically 
constant L for a time determined by the magnitude of a, immediately 
after excitation, and thereafter L decays in an increasingly exponential 
manner. Comparison of eqs. 137 and 142 shows the difference between 
the decay of a cascade screen following a brief excitation pulse and follow¬ 
ing excitation to equilibrium. 

In addition to the usual positive modulation of phosphor outputs, that 
is, the normal increase of luminescence emission with increasing excita- 
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tion density at temperatures below the temperature break point Tb 
(Figs. 18 and 103-106), there is the possibility of using negative modula- 
tion, that is, decreasing the luminescence emission by increasing T 
beyond This may be accomplished by uniform scanning 
or flooding of a cathodoluminescent screen with a CR beam of sufficient 
power to bring the excited area to a high luminance and to a temperature 
near Tsy whereupon a dark-trace image may be traced by supplying 
additional CR energy with a modulated CR beam which effectively 
‘‘pushes the phosphor over the brink’’ of its L vs. T curve (Fig. 18). 
The dark traces, thus foiTued on an intense luminescent background, 
decay at a rate determined by the rate of dissipation of the excess heat 
imparted by the tracing CR beam. Dark traces on experimental tubes 
have been made to persist for times up to 7 sec.^® This brute-force 
method is relatively insensitive and requires considerable CR-beam 
power, but it provides exceptionally high-contrast dark-trace images 
with background luminances in excess of 10,000 mL. 

One of the major lacks in radar CRT is a screen with an intense 
long-persistent red phosphorescence emission.®® Such a screen would be 
of great advantage in allowing radar operators to preserve their dark 
adaptations. It is remarkable that no efficient long-persistent red- 
emitting phosphors have thus far been devised. At present, intense 
long-persistent red radar images are best produced by using electronic 
storage tubes ®°®’ ^ which actuate kinescopes having conventional red- 
emitting phosphor screens, for example, hex.-3ZnS*7CdS:Ag at moder¬ 
ate current densities, and rbhdl.-Zn8BeSi50i9:Mn(2.4) or 2Cd0*B203: 
Mn at high current densities (with suitable optical filters). 

(c) Image tubes. An image tube is an evacuated glass bulb with a 
photoelectron-emitting surface at one end and a cathodoluminescent 
screen at the other.®^®"®^^ gy focusing an optical image on the photo¬ 
surface, a corresponding pattern of electrons is emitted, whereupon the 
electrons are accelerated and the electron pattern is focused on the 
phosphor screen which reproduces the original optical image in the color 
characteristic of the phosphor (s). With an image tube, such as the 
1P26A, it is possible to “see” with infrared and ultraviolet radiations 
which are invisible to the human eye but eject photoelectrons from suit¬ 
able photosurfaces (Fig. 120). The image tube is a vital component of 
the snooperscopes and sniperscopes used to conduct nocturnal military 
operations with the aid of infrared. From the phosphor standpoint, 
the chief difficulties in image tubes comprise producing short-persistent 
(nonblurring) phosphor screens which (1) can withstand cesium vapor, 
from the photosurface, at tube temperatures up to about 200®C without 
undue reduction and loss of cathodoluminescence efficiency, and (2) have 
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very uniform and fine texture to allow resolution of detail down to about 
1000 image elements per centimeter. Although all the phosphors thus 
far investigated darken and lose efficiency to some extent under the 
reducing action of hot cesium vapor, the high-melting oxygen-dominated 
phosphors, such as rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, are more resistant than the 
higher-efficiency sulphur-dominated phosphors, such as hex.-6ZnS* 
4CdS:Ag. Unfortunately, phosphors with small crystals are usually 
more susceptible to the action of hot cesium vapor than those with 
larger crystals. The impasse is best eliminated by using image-tube 
voltages above the break-even voltage (about 5 kv) and carefully 
aluminizing the screens. A pinhole-free coating of aluminum protects 
the screen from the cesium vapor and allows the use of hex.-6ZnS* 
4CdS:Ag or cub.-7ZnS*3ZnSe:Ag (Figs. 33, 36, and 39) which provides 
higher effective cathodoluminescence efficiency at low current densities 
than rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn. (It is noteworthy that the incorporation of 
Se in these sulphide-type phosphors apparently increases the stability 
of the resultant material towards photolysis or the reducing action of 
hot cesium vapor.) 

High-resolution screens may be obtained by careful deposition of 
phosphors which have been synthesized with average crystal sizes less 
than 10“^ cm, or by deposition of phosphor “fines^^ which are obtained 
by segregating the smaller crystals from ordinary phosphor batches. 
Synthesis of small-crystal batches is usually accomplished by starting 
with very finely divided ingredients which are reacted and crystallized 
at as low a temperature and for as short a time as is needed to obtain 
adequate luminescence efficiency. Segregation of small crystals from a 
batch with ordinary size distribution (Figs. 7 and 10) may be done by 
taking advantage of the selective settling of particles of different sizes 
in a tall colunm of liquid [the largest and densest particles settle most 
rapidly (eq. 123), leaving the ‘‘fines’' fraction in the upper part of the 
column]. Very small crystals are usually applied by centrifugation, 
coating densities ranging from about 0.5 to 4 mg cm""^ being used, 
depending on the average size of the phosphor crystals and on the 
operating voltage. 

(d) Electron microscopes}^^ The phosphor screens in electron micro¬ 
scopes, as in image tubes, should have (1) visible iJersistences shorter 
than 0.1 sec to avoid blurring of moving images, and (2) very fine and 
uniform texture. A satisfactory fine-crystal phosphor for electron 
microscopes is yellow-emitting hex.-6ZnS-4CdS:Ag (800®C, Fig. 33), 
although white-emitting P4 screens may be used to advantage, especially 
when the image is to be photographed. In both image tubes and elec¬ 
tron microscopes, the CR current densities are usually less than 0.1 
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/xa hence, the image luminances are usually less than 0.1 mL, 
and the observer must be partially dark-adapted. In the electron 
microscope luminescence efficiency is not a pressing problem, and so the 
phosphor screen may be made thinner than the optimum coating density 
in order to minimize loss of resolution due to scattering in the thicker 
screens. For electron microscopes operated in the voltage range from 
50 to 200 kv, coating densities from 2 to 4 mg cm“^ afford screens with 
resolutions as high as 1000 lines per centimeter when the average particle 
size of the phosphor does not exceed about 3 microns. 

Excitation by Primary Ions. (Ionoluminescence). As shown in 
Fig. 23, ions, such as alpha parti(?les (IIe^'‘‘ ions), penetrate much shorter 
distances into solids than electrons of the same energy (in ev). For this 
reason, heavy ions used as primary excitants must have energies in 
excess of about 10 kev in order to penetrate sufficiently into the efficient 
volumes of phosphor crystals to produce readily detectable luminescence. 
Further complications which are encountered in the use of ions to excite 
luminescence in solids are (1) the strong local disruptions (atomic and 
ionic dislocations) produced in the crystals along the paths of these 

massive and often highly charged particles, and (2) the additional 
impurity incorporated in the phosphor when the absorbed primary 

ion remains, at least temporarily, in or on the phosphor crystal. Both 

these effects generally reduce luminescence efficiency during opera¬ 
tion.^^* 102,240-242,860,362,364 

The chief commercial use of phosphors excited by ions is in radio¬ 

active luminescent coatings for watch dials, instrument dials, and the 
like, to be viewed in the dark. By admixing approximately 2 X 10”® g 

of alpha-particle-emitting RaBr2 or RaS04 per gram of hex.-ZnS:Cu, 

a surface luminance of about 0.02 mL may be obtained without further 
excitation as long as 2 months after making the mixture.^^^ 

One gram of radium, freed of its disintegration products (for example, radon, 
and radium A, B, and C), produces about 3.7 X 10^° alpha particles per second; 
the average alpha particle having an energy of about 4.7 million electron volts 
(mev). (Note. It has become customary to refer to 3.7 X 10^° radioactive 
disintegration particles per second as one curie, regardless of the nature of the 
particles, that is, regardless of whether the particles are gamma-ray photons, 
beta-ray electrons, alpha particles, or other particles). When phosphors and 
radioactive compounds are freshly mixed, they do not have such high lumines¬ 
cence outputs as they do several weeks after mixing, because the radium must 
re-establish equilibrium with its shorter-lived disintegration products, such as 
radon (gas), RaC, and RaF (polonium). According to Rutherford, Chadwick, 
and Ellis,the energy emitted by 1 g of radium in equilibrium with its disinte¬ 
gration products is distributed as follows: 26.2 g cal hr“"^ of 4.7-mev alpha par- 
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tides from Ra, 99.2 g cal hr“^ of 5.4- to 7.7-mev alpha particles from the dis¬ 
integration products, 6.3 g cal hr“^ of 0.03- to 2.5-mev beta particles (average 
energy about 0.5 mev) from RaR and RaC, and 9.4 g cal hr”^ of 0.05- to 2.2-mev 
gamma rays from RaR and RaC. 

Higher luminances than 0.02 mL may be obtained by using higher 
radium (or radiothorium, or mcsothoriiun) contents, but the rate of 
decrease of luminescence output from the phosphor during operation is 
approximately proportional to the proportion of radioactive material. 
A binderless radioactive luminescent coating with an initial maximum 
luminance (2 to 4 weeks after compounding) of 0.03 mL reportedly 
decreases to 0.015 mL in about 9 months, whereas a coating with an 
initial maximum luminance of only 0.015 mL decreases to 0.008 mL in 
about 18 months.^®^ In practical use, the luminance of a radioactive 
luminescent coating usually decreases more rapidly than the rate indi- 
catexl, because of (1) darkening of the organic binders (used to affix the 
coarse-crystal mixture to the substrate) under alpha-particle bombard¬ 
ment, (2) darkening (decreased reflectivity) of the substrate caused by 
th(} radioactive disintegration products and partitJes, and (3) photolytic 
darkening of the hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor when exposed to sunlight. In 
the latter respe(;t, superior performance may be obtained by using the 
stable green-yellow-emitting rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:Mn phosphor, which has 
been found to have excellent eflSciency under excitation by alpha par¬ 
ticles and is not susceptible to photolysis. The most economical 
coating density for a hex.-ZnS:Cu phosphor, with an average crystal 
size of about 10 microns, admixed with radioactive salt, is about 40 
mg cm“"^ (0.2 mm thick), although the luminance may be increased by 
increasing the coating density up to a maximum value of about 4(X) 
mg cm"”^ (no further increase in luminance is obtained when the thick¬ 
ness is increased beyond about 2 mm). Recently, it has been reported 
that 3-cm crystals of potassium uranyl sulphate have fairly constant 
self-luminances of the order of lO"”® mL,®^® whereas Kabakjian found 
that the self-luminescence of radium sulphate crystals decreased to 
60 per cent of the initial value in 40 min and became practically extinct 
in 10 Reheating the crystals to 660®C restored the luminescence 
efficiency to its initial value. 

Objective Detectors (for Example, Phototubes, Photographic 
Emulsions, and Phosphors) 

The foregoing outline of several uses of phosphors, involving the 
human eye as the detector, presents most of the salient features of the 
procedure for selecting a phosphor for a particular purpose. From the 
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standpoint of efficiency alone, a phosphor would be chosen to give a 
maximum effective luminescence efficiency, 8 (compare eq. 107), 

If 8 = 100 I NeE,-Xu(Ee)-dtdE, 'If NoEadtdEa in per cent (143) 

where Ne is the number of luminescence photons of energy Ee emitted 
per unit time, Xd(Ee) is the sensitivity of the detector to photons of 
energy Egj and Nq is the number of primary excitant particles, of energy 
Eaj absorbed per unit time by the phosphor screen. In a practical case, 
assuming the average photopic human eye as the detector, the maximum 
8 for excitation by 3650-A UV is given by hex.-6ZnS-4CdS:Ag, whereas 
maximum 8 for excitation by 2537-A UV is given by rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn. 
Similarly, maximum 8 for excitation by television-type scanning with a 
15-kv CR beam delivering an average of less than 3 /xa cm“”^ is given by 
hex.-6ZnS*4CdS:Ag(0.01), whereas maximum 8 for the same excitation, 
except at an average of well over 3 cm“^, is given by rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: 
Mn(l) (or, preferably, with as high a proportion of effective Mn as 
possible). 

Other factors, such as color, persistence, resolution, and contrast, 
sometimes force the selection of phosphors which have relatively low 8. 
For example, if intense visible phosphorescence emission is required 1 

min after cessation of excitation, the lower-efficiency (during excitation) 
hex.-ZnS:Cu may be chosen for use with 3650-A UV excitation, rbhdl.- 
Zn9BeSi6Sn024:Mn [or rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn:As] may be chosen 
for excitation by 2537-A UV, and a P7 or tetr.-(Zn:Mg)F2:Mn (P12) 
screen may be chosen for excitation by CR. Also, if extremely high 
resolution is required, it is necessaiy to use fine-crystal phosphors (or 
thin plates of large single-crystal phosphors, preferably roughened on 
the detector side) which may be synthesized with some sacrifice in 8. 
Similarly, if the eye is to be the detector, but dark adaptation must be 
preserved, then red-emitting phosphors are required, with a large loss 
in 8 owing to the insensitivity of the scotopic eye to red light (Fig. 120).“ 

It is not feasible to list all the engineering compromises which are 
necessary in selecting (or devising) and applying the best phosphor for a 
specific purpose. In the following brief discussion, only certain out¬ 
standing examples of presently known phosphors and their uses are 
cited to provide some orientation and aid to researchers who wish to 
use phosphors to transform various primary particles into radiations 
which are detectable by objective photosensitive devices. For many 
uses, the best available phosphor catering to the eye will provide ade¬ 
quate luminescence emission to actuate phototubes or photographic 
emulsions whose sensitivities overlap the spectral sensitivity curve of 
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the eye (Fig. 120); hence, it is often sufficient to refer to the preceding 
section and use the phosphor recommended for production of visible 
emission by a particular excitant. One of the gratifying aspects of pro¬ 
viding phosphors for use with objective detectors, such as phototubes, is 
the absence of certain intangible subjective factors, such as the psycho¬ 
logical and physiological effects of different colors and intensities on 
the rather whimsical human eye (and brain). 

Excitation by Photons. Inspection of Figs. 32-45 and 51-56, 60, 
90-96 shows that, in general, (1) the highest peak-energy output under 
excitation by UV (or CR) is obtained from the simplest progenitors in 
each of the cited phosphor families (for example, hex.-ZnS:Ag and 
rbhdL-Zn2Si04:Mn), and (2) these simple progenitor phosphors usually 
have their emissions in the violet-green portion of the spectrum. Hence, 
it is particularly advantageous to use blue-sensitive panchromatic 
photographic emulsions or phototubes (especially phototubes with the 
S4 or S5 photosurfaces) coupled with a good hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor to 
detect CR or 3650-A UV. For excitation by 2537-A UV, monocl.- 
Mg2W05:[W] or tetr.-CaW04:[W] may be substituted for the hex.- 
ZnS:Ag phosphor, and, for excitation by x rays and gamma rays, 
hex.-ZnO:[ZnJ, rhomb.-BaS04:Pb, cub.-NaI:Tl(l), monocl.-stilbene, 
or monocl.-naphthalene (see page 250) are also advantageous, especially 
when microsecond persistence is required.®®’When 
green emissions, such as from rbhdL-Zn2Si04;Mn, are to be recorded 
photographically, orthochromatic emulsions are preferred.®®®*^^®’®^® 

Excitation by Charged Material Particles. Of particular prac¬ 
tical importance is the flying-spot CRT, which is used as a television 
pickup device.'^'*®’®®®’®*® In one use of flying-spot CRT, an unmodulated 
CR beam scans a normal television pattern (raster) on a fast-decay 
phosphor screen, and the resultant flying spot of light on the screen is 
projected by a lens system through a movie film onto a phototube. The 
shades of light and dark in the film are converted into corresponding 
high- and low-output currents from the phototube, thereby providing a 
point-by-point analysis of the photographic image on the film. Ultra- 
short persistence of the phosphor is required because the scanning CR 
beam travels at about 10^ cm sec“^ while exploring over 10® image 
elements, so the luminescence emission from a given image element 
should decay in less than 10”“® sec to a negligibly low value. Particularly 
suitable ultrafast-decay phosphors for flying-spot CRT are hex.-ZnO: 
[Zn] (P15), tricl.-Ca2MgSi207:Ce, and cub.-MgS:Sb (Tables 5, 21, 
and 22). If the microsecond-decay visible emission band of hex.-ZnO: 
[Zn] (Fig. 50) is to be used in an aluminized screen for operation at 20 
kv, the optimiun coatihg density is about 6 mg cm““^ for crystals averag- 
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ing about one micron. If the faster-decay UV emission band is to be 
used, however, the optimum coating density is practically a monolayer 
of crystals, that is, about 1 mg cm““^ for an aluminized screen operated 
at 20 kv. The UV output from an aluminized hex.-ZnO:[Zn] screen, 
operated at 20 kv and 500 /xa in a well-focused spot, has been found to 
increase about a hundredfold when the coating density is decreased from 
6 to 1 mg cm”"^. The microsecond-decay cub.-MgS:Sb phosphor is 
advantageous for color-television pickup, because this phosphor emits 
more red than the hex.-ZnO:[Zn] phosphor, and the most efficient 
(S4 and S5) photosurfaces are relatively insensitive in the red end of 
the visible spectrum (Fig. 120). A disadvantage of the conventional 
hex.-ZnO:[Zn] phosphor is its low-temperature break point Tb (Fig. 
104)^68.68 gQ jg always suitable for operation at high excitation 

densities or at temperatures much above room temperature. By skillful 
variations in processing it is possible to prepare hex.-ZnO: [Zn] phosphors 
which have Tb values about 100°C higher than normal, but the fast- 
decay cub.-MgS:Sb and rhomb.-BaS04:Pb phosphors are less easily 
saturated and operate efficiently at considerably higher temperatures 
(up to about 400®C in the case of rhomb-BaS04:Pb). The hex.-ZnO: 
[Zn] phosphor, however, is outstanding for excitation by low-voltage 
primary electrons, giving detectable luminescence emission under bom¬ 
bardment by primary electrons with energies as low as 5 

For general use, with blue-sensitive detectors and charged material- 
particle excitants, such as beta particles, protons, and alpha particles, 
the hex.-ZnS:Ag (or hex.-ZnS: [Zn]) phosphor is outstanding when its 
weak decay is not objectionable. Under alpha-particle excitation, 
for example, most of the luminescence (scintillation) produced by a 
single alpha particle is emitted within about 10“® sec, whereafter there 
is a feeble t~~”' decay phosphorescence. Oscilloscope recordings of 
scintillations excited by successive single alpha particles often differ 
considerably in magnitude. The difference is caused in part by the 
distribution in energy of the primary particles and in the excitations 
produced in an assumedly homogeneous medium,and in part by the 
random points and angles of entry of the excitant particles into the 
jumble of phosphor crystals comprising a screen. Of two primary 
particles of equal energy, one may penetrate through a larger proportion 
of inefficient edges and sides of the phosphor crystals and, therefore, 
produce less luminescence emission than the particle which penetrates 
more into the efficient volumes of the phosphor crystals. In other words, 
oven when all the energy of the primary particle is absorbed in the 
screen, different equal-energy primary particles entering a conventional 
multicrystal phosphor screen may give different N^s in eq. 143. A 
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coating density of about 30 mg cm~^ of hex.-ZnS: Ag (^c « 15 microns) 
on the outer surface of a blue-sensitive multiplier phototube, such as 
the 931 A, gives optimum results with 6-mev alpha particles emanated 
from radium. As previously mentioned, the luminescence efficiencies 
reported under excitation by alpha particles range up to 100 per cent, 
with the efficiency under excitation by beta particles somewhat lower 

Fig, 140. Relative microsecond outputs of different thicknesses of a fine-crystal 
hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor and of a scries of large single-crystal ^‘screens" of moiiocL- 

naphthalene excited by alpha particles and by beta particles. Measurement on the 
unbombarded side of the screen, with a UV + blue-sensitive multiplier phototube 

(Compare Figs. 126 and 127). (H. Kallmann) 

than under alpha particles.^°2,899,6iB ^ conservative value for the 

maximum effective luminescence efficiency under high-energy photons 
or charged material particles is of the order of 10 per cent; that is, 
about 10 per cent of the available energy of the primary photons or 
charged material particles is converted into emitted (conventional) 
luminescence radiation.®^*^ In addition to the cqnventional lumines¬ 
cence, X rays may be emitted with a maximum efficiency of the order 
of 1 per cent.®®®^®’^ 

The same general considerations which applied to the choice of 
phosphors and sizes of phosphor crystals for excitation by x rays and 
gamma rays (Figs. 126 and 127) apply also for excitation by charged 
material particles. As shown in Fig. 140, Kallmann reports TnAviTniiTT) 
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microsecond output from a hex.-ZnS:Ag phosphor under excitation by 
alpha particles which penetrate a coating density of about 6 mg cm~”^, 
whereas maximum microsecond output was obtained with large trans¬ 
parent crystals of monocl.-naphthalene under excitation by beta particles 
which penetrate a coating density of over 50 mg cm“^ in hex.-ZnS:Ag, 
tetr.-CaW04: [W], and rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn.2»2 When the detector inte¬ 
grates over most of the duration of the luminescence output of the phos¬ 
phor, instead of recording only the output during the first microsecond, 
then it is generally found that hex.-ZnS: Ag (xc ^ 15 microns) js superior 
to the monocl.-naphthalene. 

“Excitation” by Neutrons. Neutrons may be detected with the 
aid of phosphors by admixing or incorporating in the phosphor screen 
an element or compound of an element whose nucleus emits photons or 
charged material particles after capturing a neutron. The boron 
isotope of mass number 10, denoted as is particularly useful 
because the 6®^^ nucleus emits an alpha particle after capturing a 
neutron.®®'®®® Another nucleus which is an alpha-particle emitter after 
neutron capture is sLi® (Table 2). These nuclei are two of only four, 
iH^, aLi®, and which have an odd number of both neutrons 
and protons (and a spin of 1). A satisfactory neutron detector may be 
made by coating a multiplier phototube with a mixture of hex.-ZnS:Ag 
and a colorless compound such as B2O3 containing 56^®, and it is possible 
that some sB^^-containing phosphors, such as 2Cd0*B203:Mn or 
2Zn0-B203:Mn (Fig. 69), may be used directly. Another possibility 
is to embed the hex.-ZnS:Ag crystals partially or completely in a B2O3- 

rich glass (using sB^®). 
Phosphors as Detectors and Indicators, Phosphors are used mostly, 

at temperatures near room temperature, as (1) direct transformers of 
the free energies of primary particles (photons and charged material 
particles having energies in excess of about 2 ev) into photons with 
energies ranging from about 1 to 7 ev, and (2) means for temporarily 
storing excitation energy (with decreasing retention during the storage 
interval) for time intervals lasting from about 10“^ sec to many months. 
Primary particles with energies from about 2 to over 10^ ev excite the 
more efficient phosphors to readily detectable luminescence emission, and 
the luminances of phosphor screens are limited more by the available 
sources of excitation energy than by the phosphors themselves. Indeed, 
instantaneous (pulsed) luminances in excess of 10^ mL, and sustained 
average luminances of the order of 3 X 10^ mL have already been 
obtained under CR excitation. Higher luminances are possible with 
refrigerated phosphor screens excited by more penetrating (higher- 
energy) particles with higher beam densities (see eq. 117). Initial 
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temporary storage of excitation energy may be accomplished up to a 
maximum of about 10^^ potential photons per cubic centimeter for some 

decay phosphors, such as rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn, and up to about 
10^® potential photons per cubic centimeter for some decay phos¬ 
phors, such as hex.-ZnS: Cu. The rate of dissipation of the stored energy 
depends on the nature of the phosphor and, in the decay phosphors, 
on the temperature and other operating conditions. The luminescence 
outputs of some of the ultrafast-decay phosphors, such as hex.-ZnO: [Zn] 
(UV component) and rhomb.-BaS04:Pb, may be detectably modulated 
at rates up to about 10^ cycles per second, whereas the potential phos¬ 
phorescence emission after excitation of some phosphors, such as cub.- 
Sr(S:Se):Sm:Eu, may be “frozen in’’ at low temperatures to be re¬ 
leased several years later by raising the temperature or irradiating the 
phosphor with infrared. 

In addition to the uses of phosphors which have been cited already, 
there are innumerable other special uses taking advantage of the unique 
capabilities of phosphors.^^^”^®^*®^®-®^^ Some of the more interesting special 
uses include: 

1. Temperature indicators^ especially in inaccessible locations. A 
phosphor whose efficiency is a known function of temperature (Figs. 
103-106) may be coated on a remote object and excited by a steady 
source of UV, so that the detector (multiplier phototube) output may 
be calibrated in terms of the temperature of the substrate. This method 
is especially useful for detecting temperature changes over extended 
areas where (a) the entire surface may be coated with one or more phos¬ 
phors which are heated by conduction, or (&) the thermal radiation from 
the surface may be optically projected onto a remote phosphor screen 
which is heated in proportion to the infrared intensity. According to 
Urbach et ah, temperature differences as low as 4°C can be detected by 
using (Zn:Cd)S:Ag;Ni phosphors excited by intense 3650-A UV and 
“quenched” by heat conduction or thermal radiation.^^^ gome of these 

phosphors have very precipitous decreases in 6 with increasing T (Fig. 
103) and may be used to detect temperature differences with radiation 
intensities as low as 500 iuw cm““^. 

2. Flaw indicators. Phosphorescing or steadily excited phosphors 
with different emission colors and correspondingly different particle sizes 
may be injected into fluids to facilitate the study of flow in hydro¬ 
dynamics and aerodynamics. (In the laboratory, finely divided phos¬ 
phors may be used to demonstrate how certain liquids, for example, 
mercury, vaporize ®^*). 

3. Infrared detectors. In addition to the method described under 
temperature indicator^, infrared radiations, up to about 14,000 A, may 
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be detected by utilizing at room temperature (a) previously excited 
infrared-stimulable phosphors (Fig. 266), such as Nos. 12 and 20-22 in 
Table 5, or (6) phosphors whose dielectric constants change on irradia¬ 
tion with infrared, for example, hex.-Cd(S:Se)Cu. The infrared-stimu¬ 
lable phosphors were used in metascopes as direct receivers and indicators 
of infrared during nocturnal signaling and observation, and the dielec¬ 
tric-change phosphors were used in dielectric-cell “bolometers” for 
infrared signaling.22i» 237,238.483,484,488, wi, ew 'pjjg phosphorescence 

emission of a hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Cu phosphor at 90°K is reportedly 
quenched by 27,000-A photons.^^*^^'^*^^® 

4. Cascade transformers of the luminescence emissions of other phos-^ 
phors. When a certain phosphor has satisfactory characteristics except 
that its emission spectrum is inefficiently located relative to the sensi¬ 
tivity spectrum of the detector, it is sometimes possible to use (a) a 
second (;ascade-excited phosphor to transform the primary phosphorus 
emission directly into more suitable longer-wavelength radiation, or (6) 
a second previously excited cascade-stimulated phosphor to transform 
the primary phosphorus emission into more suitable shorter-wavelength 
radiation. Similarly, when the detectable phosphorescence of the first 
phosphor is too short, a second cascade-excited longer-persistent phos¬ 
phor may be used; also, when the detectable phosphorescence of the first 
phosphor is too long and feeble, a second cascade-excited infrared- 
stimulable phosphor may be used, whereby the energy accumulated in 
the infrared-stimulable phosphor during a long time interval may be 
released in short high-intensity bursts by pulses of intense infrared. 

5. Contrast compression. As shown in Fig. 81, the initial rate of 
decay of decay phosphors increases as the initial luminance in¬ 
creases. Therefore, the ratio L1/L2 {Li > //2), between the lumi¬ 
nances of two different excited areas of a decay phosphor screen, 
decreases during the initial period of phosphorescence. This effect has 
been used in the icaroscope, a device incorporating a rotating phosphor- 
coated disk which allows one to make a slightly delayed observation of 
objects viewed near the line of sight of the sun, by selectively reducing 
the intensity of the sun image relative to that of the object to be ob- 
served.^^^»®^^ {Contrast expansion may be obtained by using certain 
scotophors whose rates of decay decrease with increasing intensity of 
excitation 

6. Time delays. Information may be stored as potential phosphores^ 
cence in phosphor screens, tapes, etc.,®®®^*^ for later detection, and the 
information may be stimulated (released) or quenched (erased) by proper 
choice of applied heat or radiation (usually infrared). One such use is 
in the production of electronically simulated echoes produced by recording 
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sound as a variable luminescent area or intensity on a moving phos¬ 

phorescent screen whose output is detected by phototubes located at 

various time-displaced intervals along the screen.*^22 resultant 

output from all the phototubes, when iised to drive sound reprodiu;ers, 

simulates the acoustics of an ‘‘electronically adjustable” room. When 

it is necessary to erase phosphorescence quickly,it is advantageous 

to use an infrared-quenchable phosphor, such as hex.-ZnS:Cu:Fe 

(No. 13, Table 5). 

For a given phosphor, the ratio of the phosphorescence intensity to 

the intensity of luminescence emission at the instant of cessation of 

excitation, L(0/i^o, niay be calibrated as a function of time and used as 

a timing device with the aid of phototubes driving electronic circuits 

which perform certain operations according to the value of L{t)/Lo. 

The timing accuracy of such a device is relatively independent of the 

normal operating conditions in the case of temperature-independent 

decay phosphors operated below their temperature break points, 

whereas the timing accuracy is strongly dependent on the degree of 

standardization of excitation and the control of operating conditions in 

the case of the temperature-dependent decay phosphors. 

Recent developments in the produ(;tion of transparent conducting 

coatings on glass,make possible controlled heating of transparent 

substrates for phosphor screens. These semiconductor coatings have 

surface resistivities of 10^ to 10^ ohm cm“^, and they and the glass may 

be heated to about 2(50°C by passing current through the surface coat¬ 

ing. By depositing phosphors (or scotophors) on such transparent 

conducting coatings, and coating the screens on the excited side with 

thin conducting and reflecting films of aluminum (compare Fig. 129), 

it is possible to apply electric fields across the screens and thereby 

influence the motion of “free” electrons in the screen crystals. This 

procedure makes it possible to combine semiconduction (including 

photoconduction, Figs. 83-85, 116-118) with luminescence (compare 

Figs. 72, 74, and 75, and Table 15) for special electronic uses. 

Conclusion. In addition to the practical progress which has resulted 

from empirical research on phosphors used as detectors of invisible 

particles, this research has greatly increased our knowledge of electroni¬ 

cally active solids in general. Luminescence is sutsh a convenient and 

sensitive indicator of changes of composition, structure, and atomic 

interactions in many solids that the practical consequences of this broad 

aspect of luminescence research may eventually overshadow the tangible 

results already obtained. 
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PREPARATION OF PURE ZnS, CdS, AND ZnSe 

These important host-crystal ingredients are often used with 0.01 weight 
per cent, or less, of activator, and so they must contain hss than 10“** weight 
per cent of metallic-element impurities in order to insure that the resultant 
phosphors will not be poisoned or contain unknown activators which may 
obscure the results. Suitable purification procedures for the listed substances 
are outlined in the following, with the assumption of (1) scrupulously clean 
working conditions, (2) an adequate supply of water which has been (slowly) 
triple-distilled in insoluble glass or silica stills, and (3) laboratory ware which 
has been cleaned in hot mineral acids and heated in triple-distilled water for 
several hours before removing, rinsing with triple-distilled water, and allowing 
to dry on clean glass racks in a dust-free chamber.®®* 

Purification of ZnS and CdS by the Alkali Process 

Dissolve CP ZnO (added in excess) in dilute cp HCl, stir well, and filter 
through a fine fritted-glass filter. Heat the solution of ZnCh to about 90®C, 
and pass through a long heated glass column containing sp vacuum-distilled 
zinc metal (obtainable from the New Jersey Zinc Company, Palmerton, Pa.). 
Repeat the passage over zinc metal several times, cleaning the zinc with dilute 
HNOa occasionally, or let the warm solution stand for several weeks in contact 
with zinc granules or dust. Filter the solution. Add concentrated cp H2O2 or 
bromine water to oxidize iron, chromium, etc., and add cp NH4OH to resolution 
of the precipitate. Filter again to remove insoluble hydroxides, such as Fe(OH)8. 
Fractionally precipitate with purified tank H2S (pass through several gas-wash¬ 
ing bottles containing HCl, Ba(OH)2, and finally distilled water). Decant the 
liquid (discard the precipitate) through a fine fritted-glass filter, and pass in 
H2S to complete precipitation. Wash the precipitate wisll by decantation, and 
dry at about 120®C. Where pure (NH4)2S is obtainable, this may be substituted 
for the H2S. The purification process is similar for CdS. The reactions are 

ZnO + 2HC1 -±4 ZnCls + HsO (144) 

Fe*+ + Br» -♦ Fe*+ + Br" (145) 

Fe*+ + 3(OH)- Fe(OH), i (146) 
47S 
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ZnCl2 -f 2NH4OH Zn(0H)2 i + 2NH4CI (147) 

2Zn(OH)2 + 4NH4OH + 4NH4CI -► 2Zn(NH3)4Cl2 + 8H2O (148) 
(resolution of ppt.) 

Zn(NH3)4Cl2 + H2S + 2H2O ZnS i + 2NH4CI + 2NH4OH (149) 

The step involving contact of the ZnCl2 solution with metallic zinc is an electro¬ 
chemical deposition in which ions lying below zinc in the electromotive-force 
series are precipitated out of the solution by replacement with zinc; for example: 

Fe2+ -f ZnO Fe® i + Zn^^ (150) 

Cu2-+ -h Zno Cu® i + Zn2+ (151) 

The alkaline solution is necessary when H2S is used as a precipitant, because 
ZnS will not precipitate in the presence of HCl. The main new ingredients 
required to ^^feed” this process are ZnO, HCl, NH4OH, and H2S [or (NH4)2S]. 

Purification of ZnS and CdS by the “Acid” Process 

Dissolve CP ZnO in cp H2SO4. Filter through a fritted-glass filter. Pass 
the hot solution of ZnS04 over sp zinc several times. Add 30 per cent cp H2O2, 
and add just enough dilute cp NH4OH to obtain a small precipitate. Let the 
precipitate settle, and decant the supernatant solution carefully, discarding the 
precipitate in the bottom of the vessel. Electrolyze the hot stirred solution 
with clean pure platinum electrodes at 2.2 volts for several days. Fractionally 
precipitate twice with purified tank H2S, decanting the supernatant ZnS04 
solution carefully off the discarded ZnS precipitate (plus occluded low-solubility 
sulphides) each time. Saturate the remaining ZnS04 solution with pure H2S, 
decant, and discard the liquid. Wash the precipitated ZnS at least four times 
with hot distilled water, and dry at about 120°C. The purification process is 
again similar for CdS. The reactions are 

ZnO + H2SO4 ZnS04 + H2O (152) 

2Fe2+ + 0® 2Fe*+ + 0^- (153) 

Fe2(S04)3 + 6NH4OH 2Fe(OH)81 + 3(NH4)2S04 (154) 

ZnS04 + H2S ZnS i + H2SO4 (165) 

The treatment with zinc metal and the electrolysis accomplish the same result, 
except that peroxides of manganese and lead are deposited on the anode during 
electrolysis (these peroxides produce a coppery sheen which may be mistaken 
for the copper which deposits on the cathode). For high yields it is necessary 
to use fairly dilute solutions of ZnS04 at the final precipitation; otherwise, the 
increasing high concentration of hydrogen ions, from 

2H+ + SO*"- H2SO4 (166) 
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on the right side of eq. 155, eventually prevents progress of the reaction toward 

the right. Introduction of the pure H2S under pressure increases the 3deld of 

ZnS by driving eq. 155 toward the right. By leaving some zinc (cadmium) 
unprecipitated, the final ZnS or CdS represents a middle fraction between the 
first discarded fractional precipitates and the unprecipitated substance. The 

by-product H2SO4 from eq. 155 may be re-used at the beginning of the process, 

thereby reducing raw-material requirements to only ZnO and H28 as the major 
ingredients. 

The pure ZnS made by the ^^acid’’ process is generally superior to that made 

by the alkali process, because the latter process introduces variable amounts 
of oxygen-containing compounds (for example, Si02, B2O3, and Na20) dissolved 
from the glass vessels, and perhaps some occluded Zn(OH)2, in the final ZnS. 

It has been found that cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.01) phosphors produced at temperatures 
below 1000®C from the alkali and “acid” processes have substantially the same 

luminescence efficiency, although the phosphor made from the alkali-process 

ZnS has about half the average crystal size and is more aggregated than the 

phosphor made from the “acid”-process ZnS, and the alkali-process phosphor 

has a green afterglow. On the other hand, hex.-ZnS:Ag(0.01) phosphors pro¬ 

duced at about 1360®C from “acid”-process ZnS have about ten times the 

luminescence efficiency of those prepared from alkali-process ZnS. Again, the 

product made from “acid”-process ZnS has a blue afterglow, whereas that made 

from the alkali-process ZnS has a green afterglow.^ Luminescence-pure ZnS 

(33-Z-19) and CdS (33-C-165) prepared by the “acid” pro(;ess may be obtained 
from the RCA, Victor Division, Lancaster, Pa., with the aid of the indicated 

code numbers. 

Purification of ZnSe 

Dissolve 99.5 per cent selenium (obtainable from the Foote Mineral Com¬ 

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.) in cp HNO3, and evaporate to leave crude 8e02 accord¬ 
ing to 

3Se + 4HNO3 3Se02 + 2H2O T + 4NO(dilute HNO3) T (157) 

The Se02 may then be purified by repeated fractional sublimations in a stream 

of anhydrous NO2 (from HNO3) to sweep the vaporized Se02 from the hot to 
the cold end of the silica or hard-glass tube in which the sublimation is carried 
out.**^ After about three fractional sublimations, the purified Se02 may be 

reduced to pure Se metal by treatment with SO2 or a hydrazine salt, according to 

Se02 + 2H2O + 2SO2 -> Se i 4- 2H2SO4 (158) 

SeOa + H2O + N2H4-H2S04 Se + Na T + 3H2O + H2SO4 (159) 

The pure Se may be dissolved in purified Na2S03, in aqueous solution, and from 
this solution ZnSe may be precipitated by the addition of purified (“acid”- 

process) ZnS04, according to 

ZNaaSOa + Se (Na2S08)2-Se (160) 
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(Na2S03)2*Se + ZnS04 + H2O ZnSe i + 2NaHS04 + Na2S03 (161) 
(ill acid solution) 

Zinc selenide of high purity (ultrapure ZnSe) may be obtained from the Mal- 
linckrodt Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo. 

As incidental information on purification procedures: (1) Flux solutions 
may generally be purified by a process similar to the “acid” process; for exam¬ 
ple, to an aqueous solution of cp NaCl add cp H2O2, make slightly alkaline with 
CP NH4OH, and saturate with purified H2S. Let stand until all the precipitate 
has settled, and carefully decant the purified solution. (2) Fused-silica crucibles 
are usually cast in iron molds and contain some dissolved iron oxide on their 
surfaces. According to A. L. Smith,*^* the iron can be removed by heating the 
crucibles to red heat in a stream of HCl which removes the iron as volatile 
FeCU (boiling point = 315°C), according to 

Fe203 + 6HC1 2FeCl3 T + SHaO T (162) 

An alternative method is to dissolve away some of the crucible by a brief treat¬ 
ment with hydrofluoric acid solution. 

When precipitates of ZnS, CdS, and ZnSe are dried at temperatures below 
120°C, their particles average much less than 0.1 micron in size, and these 
particles are made up of loosely aggregated solids with structure finer than 
100 A. A typical 33-Z-19 ZnS batch dried at about 115®C has particles aver¬ 
aging approximately 250 A in diameter. When these particles are heated with 
6 per cent NaCl flux at 1250®C for about 15 min, the resultant 15-micron 
hex.-ZnS:[Zn] phosphor crystals are on the average 10® times larger in volume 
and weight than the original 250-A ingredient particles.®^* 

Crystallization of small research lots of ZnS-type phosphors at high tempera¬ 
tures is readily carried out by placing the covered silica crucible and its contents 
in a cold furnace whose temperature is raised quickly (30 to 60 min) to the 
indicated highest temperature. The highest temperature should be held without 
fluctuation for about 15 min, or until the batch is uniformly heated (larger 
batches take longer times). By this method of rising to the highest tempera¬ 
ture, atmospheric oxygen is kept outside because the gas in the crucible is 
steadily expanding according to the ideal gas law (eq. 16), 

PV = NET (163) 

where P is the pressure, V is the volume, and N is the number of moles of gas. 
Fluctuation of temperature T at constant (atmospheric) pressure is undesirable 
because there is a corresponding fluctuation of volume per mole of gas and this 
produces an alternating inflow and outflow of air which oxidizes the phosphor 
batch. 
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PROPORTIONS OF ISOLATED AND STRUC¬ 

TURALLY ADJACENT IMPURITY ATOMS, 

ASSUMING A RANDOM DISTRIBUTION 

Derivation of General Probability Distribution Formula 

Consider a host crystal with a total number N t oi available sites, of which 
Nc ^^empty^* sites are occupied by normal host-crystal atoms, Nj “filled^^ sites 
are occupied by a given species of impurity atom, and Ny sites are really vacant, 
so that 

jSfj, ^ Nc + Ni-{- Nv (164) 

For a random distribution of impurity atoms, the probability that an available 
site is occupied by an impurity atom is represented by 

P = Ni/Nt (165) 

Consider next one of the Ni sites known to be occupied by an impurity 
atom, and consider {Nl — 1) nearest available ^^filled^^ sites satisfying a group- 
Nl condition (this condition may involve special geometrical arrangements, 
but iVL is just the number of impurity atoms in the group being investigated). 
Consider one such configuration, the rth, which may be produced in r equiva¬ 
lent ways, each of which provides Mr available sites adjacent to at least one of 
the Nl filled sites. Then, given a site occupied by an impurity atom, and 
assuming Ni<^Nt, the probability of finding the rth configuration is 

Pr = rP^^"Hl - (166) 

and the probability of finding &n Nl group around this site is 

r r 

This is the fraction of Nr impurity atoms which lie in groups of Nl, assuming a 
random distribution of the impurity atoms. 

Examples for Two General Types of Phosphor Crystals 

(a) For substitutional impurities in cation sites of structures of the type 
Fm3m-KCl, Fm3m-CaF2, F437»-ZnS (cubic), and C'6?»c-ZnS (hexagonal), or 
interstitial impurities in structures of the type F43m-ZnS, .the number of isolated 

477 
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Fia. 141. Proportions of isolated impurity atoms Pi, isolated pairs of impurity 

atoms P2, and nonisolated impurity atoms P> i = 1 — Pi, in certain structures 
with 12-coordinated equivalent sites. 

1 3 
Nj, per cent 

10 30 

Fig. 142. Proportions of isolated impurity atoms Pi, isolated pairs of impurity 

atoms P2, and nonisolated impurity atoms P> 1, in certain structures with 4-coordi- 
nated equivalent sites. 

individual impurity atoms (that is, lone impurity atoms having no impurity 
atoms in next-adjacent available sites of the type being considered) is given 
by setting Nl * 1, so 

Pi - 2r(l - P)"' = (1 - P)« (168) 
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because this Nl group can be produced in only one way (r = 1), and the num¬ 
ber of nearest available sites is Af i = 12 (assuming that the impurity atoms go 
into only one type of available site, for example, into either substitutional or 

interstitial sites in cub.-ZnS, but not into both). Then, the number of isolated 

pairs of impurity atoms is given by setting Nl — and so 

Pj = ^rP(l - = 12P(1 - P)« (169) 
r 

because r = 12; that is, there are 12 nearest available sites around an impurity 
atom in the given structures, and Mn = 18; that is, there are 18 nearest avail¬ 
able sites around a pair of adjacent impurity atoms in available sites. Figure 
141 shows plots of the proportions of isolated individual impurity atoms. 
Pi; isolated pairs of impurity atoms, P2; nonisolated impurity atoms, 
P>i = 1 — Pi; and groups of adjacent impurity atoms with three or more 

atoms in a group, P>2 — 1 — (Pi + P2). 
(6) Similar calculations based on substitutional impurities in cation sites 

in the /23-Zn2Si04 structure lead to 

p^ = ^r(l - P)*'' = (1 - P)^ 
r 

(170) 

P2 = ^rP(l - P)*^' = 4P(1 - P)« (171) 
r 

From these equations, the incidence of isolated impurity atoms Pi; isolated 
pairs of impurity atoms P2; 1 — Pi = P>i; and 1 — (Pi + P2) = P>2 

were calculated and are shown plotted in Fig. 142. 

Average Proximity of Activator Atoms 

It is of interest to calculate the approximate average internuclear spacing 

between activator atoms in the representative phosphors cub.-ZnS:Ag(0.01) 

and rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4*0.02Mn. In these cases, it is possible to correlate the 

average spacing between activator impurity atoms with the spacing between 

certain host-crystal atoms, because the number of suitable interstitial sites in 

cub.-ZnS is roughly equal to the number of Zn atoms, and the number of avail¬ 

able substitutional sites in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 is equal to the number of Zn atoms. 

If one assumes, as a hrst approximation, a uniform distribution of the Zn host- 

crystal atoms in both cases, the average center-to-center spacings between Zn 

atoms is given by 

^zn-zn ^ {(^NvNa/Mw)'~^ cm (172) 

where <r is the density of the host cr3rstal in g cm~* (<r = 4.1 for cub.-ZnS, 

and 4.24 for rbhdl.-Zn2Si04), Ny is the number of Zn’s per simple molecule 
(Ny * 1 in ZnS, and 2 in Zn28i04), Na — 6.02 X 10*®, and M^ is the gram- 
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molecular weight per simple molecule = 97.44 for ZnS, and 222.82 for 
Zn2Si04). Substituting the above values in the formula, one obtains 

^zn-zn 3.4 X 10“® cm = 3.4 A in cub.-ZnS (actually, according to Fig. 12, 

«zn-zn = 5.43 A X 2-^ = 3.84 A) 

^zn-zn ** 3-5 X 10“* cm =• 3.5 A in rbhdl.-Zn2Si04 

The average distance between activator atoms, assuming a uniform distribution, 
is 

^Zn-Zn^Zn/act.^ (173) 

where /?zn/act. is the ratio of Zn to activator atoms in the particular phosphor. 
From this expression, it is found that 

/ 107 88 
^Ag-Ag « 3.84 A X (-, ) « 83 A in cub.-ZnS: Ag(O.Ol) 

* * V97.44 X 107 

^Mn-Mn « 3.5 A X 100^ « 16 A in rbhdl.-Zn2SiO4 O.O2Mn 
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INTERCONVERSION OF SOME UNITS OF 

LUMINANCE {SURFACE BRIGHTNESS) 

1 candle cm“^ == 1 stilb = 6.452 candles in.“^ = 929 candles ~ 10^ 
candle m“^ = tt lamberts = 3142 millilamberts (mL) = tt X 10® microlam- 
berts = 2919 ft-lamberts (or apparent ft-candles, or equivalent ft-candles) 
= 31,416 meter-lamberts = 31,416 effective lux = 31,416 apostilbs = 31,416 
blondels = 1.11 Hefnerkerze cm“^ = tt lumens emitted per square centimeter 
from a cosine-law luminator (eq. 130). 

1 millilambert (mL) = 0.0003183 candle cm“* = 0.0003183 stilb = 0.002054 
candle in.““^ = 0.2957 candle ft“^ = 3.183 candle m”® = 10“® lambert = 10® 
microlambert = 0.929 ft-lambert (or apparent ft-candle, or equivalent ft-candle) 
= 10 meter-lamberts = 10 effective lux = 10 apostilbs = 10 blondels = 10“® 
lumen emitted per square centimeter from a cosine-law luminator (eq. 130). 

Using the latest values of the fundamental physical constants,^®*-®^®'"* 685 
lumens = 1 watt = 1 joule sec“^ = 10^ ergs sec“^ = 6.28 X 10^®evsec‘“^ = 0.239 
cal sec“^ for 100 per cent conversion of power into emitted 2.22-ev photons, that 
is, into monochromatic radiation at 5560 A, which corresponds to the peak of 
the sensitivity curve of the average photopic human eye (Fig. 120). 
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GENERAL SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 

LUMINESCENCE (RADIESCENCE) 

This book is concerned with chiefly the efficient conventiimal luminescence 
of solids in the photon energy range from about 1 to 10 ev (12,400 to 1240 A). 
Conventional luminescence generally comprises transitions of excited electrons 
to the very uppermost normally filled energy levels of a solid and may provide 
efficient external emission when the emission spectrum lies in a region where 
the solid has low absorption. Radiative transitions to the numerous lower- 
lying energy levels are possible and sometimes afford appreciable externally 
detectable luminescence emission when the solid does not reabsorb all its own 
emission, but there is usually a high probability of reabsorbing the high-energy 
photons so produced. In general, then, the efficiency of nonconventional 
luminescence is quite low, being of the order of 1 per cent or less for x-ray fluores¬ 
cence. 

Although conventional luminescence emission is usually the most efficient 
and useful, its relation to the other higher-energy luminescence emissions is 
important in obtaining a broad perspective of the general phenomenon. For 
this reason. Fig. 143 is presented to provide a rough pictorial correlation of the 
principal absorption and emission characteristics of a hypothetical typical phos¬ 
phor solid, such as hex.-ZnO: [Zn] or hex.-ZnS:Ag, over the energy range from 
10“® to 10^ ev. The structural details are not intended to be accurate, but the 
approximale spectral and efficiency relationships of conventional luminescence 
to general luminescence (radiescence) and thermal radiation are presented in 
representative form. 

48B 
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SUMMARY OF SOME MAGNITUDES AND STRUC¬ 

TURES INVOLVED IN THE LUMINESCENCE 

OF SOLIDS 

Table 23 gives a condensed and pictorial presentation of some of the chief 
features in the evolution of solids which may be made luminescent. As may 
be seen from the table, enormous ranges of size, mass, and energy are encoun¬ 
tered on going from the elementary particles of radiation and matter to some 
typical solids which have been used as phosphor host crystals. Of particular 
interest in the table is a graphic representation of the striwtures and shapes of 
atoms, molecules, and crystals. 

The upper drawings of isolated hydrogen atoms show the simple spherical 
shapes of s-state electron “clouds,'^ with the electron-cloud density | ^ P) 
plotted as a function of atomic radius r below each cross-section view. On the 
other hand, the p-state electron clouds, as shown, have knobby spatial distribu¬ 
tions, and d- and /-state distributions (not shown) are even more complex. It 
is strongly recommended that the reader study H. E. White, ‘Tictorial Repre¬ 
sentation of the Electron Cloud for Hydrogen-Like Atoms,” Phys, Rev., Vol. 
37, No. 11, 1416-1424, June 1, 1931 (or Whitens Introdwction to Atomic Spectra, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1934). When both s and p states are 
occupied, as in nitrogen or oxygen atoms, the p-state electron clouds penetrate 
through and may project beyond the s-state clouds. 

The drawings of electron clouds of several molecules illustrate some of the 
changes in spatial distributions that occur when atoms combine. At one ex¬ 
treme, the originally spherical s-state electron clouds of the two H atoms in 
covalent H2 are changed and merged into a single prolate ellipsoid enveloping 
both nuclei. At the other extreme, the near-spherical 3s^3p®-state electron 
clouds of K"*" and Cl*“ ions remain distinct and nearly spherical [except for 
repulsion of filled shells (not shown)] when these ions combine to form an ionic 
KCl molecule. An intermediate example is shown for the H20 molecule, where 
the 1« electrons of the two H atoms are partly shared by and partly transferred 
to the two unfilled 2p states of the O atom. Here, the H nuclei are embedded 
in the 0 electron cloud. This embedding does not occur generally, because 
nuclei that are surrounded by filled states are repelled by the filled 2^ (or 2p®) 
shells of 0. Thus, the Zn^’"+^ 3«-shell remains well outside the 0^"“^ 2a-shell 
in a ZnO molecule. In ZnO, the bonding is semi-ionic by partial transfer of 

m 
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some electron (s) from Zn to occupy the unfilled 2p states of O, and semicovalent 
by some sharing of electron (s) with opposite spins in a given s or p state. Where 
two atoms in a molecule share p-state electrons, there is an extended prolate- 
ellipsoid electron-cloud “bridge^^ between the two atomic nuclei (this obtains 
also for shared d- and/-state electrons). 

The lower drawings of atomic arrangements in solids (crystals) are greatly 
simplified, because detailed drawings of the electron clouds of the atoms would 
unduly complicate the sketches. It should be kept firmly in mind, however, 
that the dots or circles used to denote atoms or ions in crystals represetit atoms which 
generally have nonspherical shnpes and complex electron-clovd structures. In the 
diamond structure, for example, each tetrahedrally arranged covalent bond 
along the dotted line between two carbon atoms is an extended prolate-ellipsoid 
electron cloud containing two electrons (of opposite spin), each atom contrib¬ 
uting one electron. These tetrahedral bonds are formed by hybridization of the 
states occupied by the two 2s and two 2p electrons of each carbon atom. The 
lowermost drawings are idealized sketches of some typical shapes of crystals 
having the given atomic arrangements. Further information on common crys¬ 
tal forms may be obtained by consulting Dana, The System of Mineralogy^ 
John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1944. Here, again, the fine structures of atoms 
and the normal imperfections, such as mosaic structure, omission defects, im¬ 
purities, and interstitial atoms, are omitted for simplicity. Sketches of crystals, 
such as naphthalene, which contain distinct structural units weakly bonded 
together by dipole-type van-der-Waals' energies are not shown, but may be 
found in standard texts.“*^ 

In closing, it is worth noting that a complex activator atom, such as Mn, 
which has outer electrons in Z = 0 (s) states and Z > 1 (p, d, /, • • •) states with 
nearly equal energies can have the spatial arrangements and distributions of 
electrons in these states altered greatly when the atom is (a) incorporated as an 
impurity in different host crystals, and (6) excited to one or another of several 
allowed states above the ground state (Fig. 16c). Detailed diagrams and quan¬ 
titative solutions of such configurations challenge the serious researcher on 
luminescence of solids. 
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TABLE 

An Outline of Some Significant 

Number 
of Species 

Name 
Charge. 

e Mass, g 
Size, 
cm Binding Energy, ev 

Radiation 1 Photon 0 BBHi (free) 

1 Electron -1 10-” QQSI (free) 

1 Proton m 10"*' EBB (free) 

1 Neutron 10"*' a: 10"“ (free) 

>900 Atomic nuclei mm sslO’per nucleon 

96 isolated 
atoms 

lo"*'to 4 X kT** «3xid“ 

Binding to atomic nucleus; 

Innermost (Is) electron « 
13.5(H) to >10® (Cm) 
Outermost electron a 
3.9 (Ce) to 24.5 (He) 

M
at

te
r 

as 10* 

Isolated 
elementary 

(simple) 
molecules 

3X10’**'to a* 10"*“ 
Kid*’ 

to 

«i(r“ 

Atom to atom si to 15 
Outermost electron to nearest 

atomic nucleus as 0.1 to 20 
1 

00 Solids 
(crystals) wl0"“to>10* 

V
 

H
 

Atom to atom :a;l to 20 
Simple molecule to simple 

moieculeasOto 10 
Outermost electron to nearest 
atomic nucleus » 0.01 to 30 
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GLOSSARY OF FREQUENTLY USED 
SYMBOLS AND CONSTANTS 

Constants 

c =« 2.9978 X cm sec ^ 

e « 4.80 X 10“^® esu of charge (statcoulomb) 

= 1.60 X 10“^® emu of charge 

e * limiv-^o, (1 + N-Y * 2.71828- • • 

h « 6.624 X 10"^’ erg sec 

h s h/2Tc = /i/2(3.14159- • •) = 1.053 X lO^^? erg sec 

(Note: « -1) 

k * R/NA = 1.38 X 10““^® erg deg~^ 

= 8.62 X 10“® ev deg“^ 

mo” ~ 9,1 X 10”^® g 

Na - 6.02 X 10^® mole~i 

R * 8.314 X 10^ erg deg”^ mole”^ 

Velocity of light 

Electronic charge 

Base of natural logarithms 

Planck’s constant 

Boltzmann’s constant 

Rest mass of electron 

Avogadro’s constant 

Universal gas constant 

Units 

1 A =■ 10”® centimeter (cm) « 10”^ micron (/*) 
» 10“^ millimicron (mM) 

1 a = c/10 « 2.998 X 10® esu of current 

“ 1 coulomb sec”^ « 10“^cc”^ 

« 6.24 X 10^® electrons sec~^ 

1 /ua « 10""* ampere 

1 ev = 4.80 X 10-^7299.8 « 1.602 X IQ-^^ erg 

« 3.82 X 10-2* cal « 23.05 kcal mole-^ 

1 mL « lO”® lambert « 0.0003183 candle cm-^ 

» lO”* lumen cm-^ (cosine-law luminator) 

1 V - 10®/c « 3.336 X 10-® esu of potential 

1 kv “ 10® volts 

1 watt « 10’ erg sec”^ - 1 joule sec”^ 

« 685 lumens of 2.22-ev photons 

1 /tfW «• 10“* watt 

1 a - Iv/la - 10»/e“ - 1.113 X 10““ esu 
m 

Angstrom 

Ampere 

Microampere 

Electron volt 

Millilambert 

Volt 

Kilovolt 

Watt 

Microwatt 

Ohm 
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Abbrejviations 

a-c alternating current cub. cubic 
CP chemically pure hex. hexagonal 
CR cathode ray monocl. monoclinic 
CRT cathode-ray tube rbhdl. rhombohedral 
d-c direct current rhomb. rhombic 
i interstitial tetr. tetragonal 
IR infrared tricl. triclinic 
IRE image repetition frequency 

LP luminescence pure 
RCA Radio Corporation of America 
s substitutional 
SP spectroscopically pure 
UV ultraviolet 

Symbols and Common Units 

a, h 
5 

€D 

E 
Ea 

Ee 
Ek 

Eq 
E** 
E* 

(or E*) 

/!iE* 
8 
F 
i 
J 
K 
k 
kr 
K 
I 

L 
L 
Lo 
X 
Xd 
\e 
^pk 
m 

Usually constants, as the decay constant in 
Number of active luminescence centers per cubic centimeter 
Dielectric constant 
Energy, in ergs (or electron volts or calories) 
Absorbed energy 
Emitt/Cd (radiated) energy 
Kinetic energy 
Potential energy 
Ground-state energy level 
Excited-state energy level before atomic readjustment 
Excited-state energy level after atomic readjustment 

Activation energy 
Magnitude of average energy bit in a solid 
Width (indeterminacy), in energy, of a spectral line 

Efficiency, in per cent 
Electric field, in volts per centimeter 
Electric current, in amperes 
Total angular momentum (resultant of L and S^) 
Wave-number vector of a free particle 
Reduced wave-number vector of a particle in a crystal 
Reduced wave-number vector of an electron in a crystal 
Wave-number vector in the reciprocal lattice of a crystal 
Angular-momentum quantum number; 

i « 0, 1, 2, 3, • • • » s, p, d, /, • • • 
Total resultant Z; L « 0, 1, 2, 3, • • • « 5^, P, Z>, F, • • • 
Radiance or luminance, in millilamberts (or in per cent of Lo) 

Radiance or luminance at time Z » 0 
Wavelength, in centimeters (or angstroms) 
Diffraction wavelength 
Radiation conversion wavelength (see Table 1) 
Wavelength at peak (maximum intensity) of spectral-distribution curve 
Mass, in grams (g) 
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mu Magnetic-moment quantum number; 
m;* = 4- 1, • • * 0 ‘ - 1, Z 

ft Index of refraction (also ust^d to indicate microns or micro-) 
n Principal quantum numlwr; =* 1, 2, 3, • • • =* K, Ly My ••• 
n A variabkj which may be a noninteger, as in 
N An integer, 1, 2, 3, • • • <» 

Nn Mass number 
Mn(A^) Indicates 0.006 mole of Mn per mole of host-crystal cation(s) 
V Frociucncy of oscillation (vibration), in sec“^ 
va Atomic vibration frecjutmcy, or thermally induced attempt-to-escapc 

fr(i(iucm(ry of a trapped ekKitron (or positive hole) 
vc Characteristic frequency 
V Wave numb(ir, in cm“^ 
Pm Momentum, in gram centimelers per second 
P Power, in ergs pcir second (or w^atts, or lumcms) 
P Probability (usually p(ir unit time) 
r Radius, in centimeters (or angstroms) 
Sfi Si)in-mom(mt. (piantum numbtir; 
St Resultant- angular momentum of electron spin 
a Density, in grams per cubic centimeter for volume density, grams per 

square centimeter for ania density, and current per square centi¬ 

meter for electric-current density 
t Time, in seconds (sec) 
T Temperature, in degrees Kelvin (or in degrees ccmtigrade, where 0°C 

« 273.1‘’K) 

Tb Temperature breakpoint beyond w'hi(;h 8 decreases rapidly in plot of 
8 vs T 

7 m T(imperature at which 8 is 50 per cent of 8nmx 
T Lifetime of an excited state, in sticjonds 
TF Natural (fluorescence) lifetime of an unconstrained excited state 
V Velocity, in centimeters per second 
V Volt-age 
Fo Initial voltage 
Vd Extrapolated “dead voltage'^ 
Yi Limiting v(3ltage (second crossover) 
Vt Effective electron-accelerating voltage of a screen 
W Atomic weight (weight of atoms of a given species), in grams 
X Distance (length), in centimeters (or in angstroms) 
t Averaged distance and configuration coordinate 

Average crystal diameter 
xi Depth of penetration “limiP^ 
Xt Screen thickness 
Xt Unit identity translation distance 
^ Wave function 
z Charge 
Z Atomic number »* nuclear charge ■» number of extranuclear electrons 

of an atom 
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FORMULA INDEX 

The maitirials are arranged according to (1) host-crystal composition, (2) acti¬ 

vator, and (3) crystal structure, in the given order. Phosphor formulas are given 

in the usual form: structure-host crystal: activator(s). Cognate; phosphors, belonging 

to the same host-crystal family, are grouped together, despite occasional departures 
from alphabetical order. 

T = table 

Inorganic Materials 

cub.-AgBr, 118, 140 

rbhdl.-AlzOailAll, 99, 118, 222, 226, 243, 

402; T5 
rbhdl.-AlaOsiCr, 68,81,91,109, UO, 185, 

186, 188, 222, 228, 240, 255, 354, 364, 

371, 381, 397; T5 
rbhdl.-Al203:Mn, 110, 228 

rbhdl.-Al203:Sm, 107 

B2O3, 118 
cub.-BaFCl, 423 
cub.-BaFaiSm, 107 

cub.-BaO, 118 
cub.-BaO :8m, 107 
cub.-BaS:8m, 107 

rhomb.-Ba804:Pb, 68, 74, 167, 168, 239, 

354, 364, 370, 378, 423, 424, 426, 450, 
465, 466, 469; T5 

BaSiOgiEu, T5 

(Ba:Sr)Si03:Eu, T6 
BaO:Si02:Pb, 168, 239, 401, 417 

BaO Si02:Re, 221 
cub.-BaTiOa, 312 

hex.-BeO, 118 
hex.-BeO:Sm, 107 

rbhdl.-Be2Cje04, 85 
rbhdL-Be2Ge04:Mn, 223 

rbhdl.-Be2Si04, 28, 85 
rbhdl..Be2Si04:[Bel, 221, 222, 226; T5 
rbhdL-Be2Si04:Mn, 223, 245 
4Be0 Cd0 -3Si02:Mn, 238 

cub.-C (diamond), 47, 110, 487 

CaO • AI2O3: Cr, 238 
Ca0 Al203:Mn, 238 

9CaO • MgO • 6AI2O3: Mn, 265 
rbhdl.-CaCOg; Ce: Mn, 340 342 

rbhdl-CaCOsrMn, 340-342 

rblull-CaCOsiPb, 340-342 
rbhdl..CaC03:Pb:Mn, 340-342 

rbhdl.-CaCOsiTlrMn, 340-342 

cub.-CaF2, 46, 141, 312, 477-479 
cub.-CaF2:Sm, 107, 108 

tetr.-CaMo04:Pb, 239 
tc;tr.-(Ca:Pb)Mo04:[Mo], 348 

cub.-CaO, 118 
cub.-CaO:Pb, 232, 338 
cub.-CaO:Pr:Sm, 300 

cub.-CaO:Sm, 107, 108 
Ca3(P04)2:Bi, 78, 359 

(Ca:Sr)3(P04)2:Bi, 240 
'y-Ca8(P04)2:Ce, 74, 378, 402, 417-419; 

T5 
Ca2P207:Dy, 168,171,186, 231,240,255, 

289, 373, 450, 453; T5, T21 
CaaPaOyrMn, 289 

hex.-3Ca8(P04)2 CaCl2:Mn, T5 

hex.-3Ca3(P04)2 • Ca{Cl: F)2: Sb: Mn, 
256, 339, 417; T5 

hex.-3Ca8(P04)2 • CaF2: Sb, T5 
Ca8(P04)2:Tl, 346, 418 

cub.-CaS;Bi, 240,319,323,373,391,411; 
T5 

cub..(Ca:Sr)S:Bi, 299, 408, 411, 414 

cub.-CaS:Sm, 107, 340 

cub.-CaS:Sm:Bi, 339, 340 

S39. 
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cub.-CaS: Sm: Eu, 308 

cub.-CaS:Sm:Pb, 339 

cub.-Ca(S: Se):Sm:Eu, 308 
rhomb.-CaSOniBi, 240 
monool.-CaSiOsrMn, 232, 233, 290, 293 
Ca0:Si02*Mn, 338 

Ca0:Si02:Pb:Mn, 256, 340, 417 

monod.-CaSiOsrPb, 232 
monocl.-CaSiOgiRe, 221 
monocl.-CaSiOsiTi, 192, 239, 452 

monocl.-CaMg(8103)2, 44 
tricl.-Ca2Mg8i207:Ce, 430, 465; T5 
monocl.-CaMg(Si03)2:Ti, 359, 401, 430, 

438, 441, 452; T21 

monocl.-(Ca: SrjsiOs: P]u, 411; T5 
tetr.-CaW04:[Wj, 48, 67, 81, 82, 88, 100, 

136, 156, 167, 168, 243, 245, 255, 335, 

338, 345, 346, 370, 378, 381, 402, 419, 
420, 423, 425, 426, 428, 430, 437, 465, 

468; T5, T21 
tetr.-CaW04:IWj:Cr, 337 

tetr.-CaW04:Pb, 168, 239, 318, 370, 423, 

426 

tetr.-CaW04:Sm, 417 

tetr.-CaW04:U, 348 
Cd0 Al203:Cr, 238 

Cd0 Al203:Mn, 238 
Cd0:B203:Mn, 147, 168, 175, 233, 234, 

256, 335, 345, 346, 359, 417, 453, 460, 

468; T5 
hex.-Cd-chlorophosphate: Mn, 417 

CdO GazOsiCr, 222 

Cd0 Ga203:Mn, 238 

cub.-CdO, 161 
hex.-CdO:[Cd], 219 
Cd2P207:Mn, T5 

2CdO • Zr02 • 3Si02: Mn, 238 
cub.-CdS, 84, 161 
hex.-CdS, 51, 74, 81, 84, 86, 128, 129 
hex.-CdS:[Cd], 99, 156, 162, 164, 174, 

194, 196, 200, 214, 219, 252, 361, 373, 

379, 381, 394 
hex.-CdS:Ag, 245, 373 
hex..CdS:Cu, 373, 394 
hex.-CdS:Mn, 203, 207, 213, 245 

rhomb.-CkiS04:Mn, 232, 240, 245, 255, 

371; T5 

hex.-CdSe, 129 
rhomb.-CdSi08:[Si], 222 

rhomb.-CdSiOsiCu, 222 

rhomb.-CdSiOs.-Mn, 93, 233, 235, 240, 

243, 245, 255, 275, 290, 293, 329, 335, 
346, 371, 317; T5 

rhomb.-CdSiOs: Re, 222 

hex.-CdTe, 129 
monocl.-CdW04:[WJ, 81, 100, 381; T5 

monod.-CdW04:U, 411; T5 
cub.-Cc?02:Sm, 107 
cub.-CsCl, 46, 47 
cub.-CsCl:Sb, 96, 98, 280 

cub.-Cu2Cl2, 175 
cub.-Cu20:[Cul, 74 
cub.-Cu2S, 118 

hex.-Eu(Br03)3*9HA 109 
hcx.-Eu-ethy 1-sulphate • 9H2O, 109 
rub.-EuFs.'Bi, 107 
rhomb.-EuFs: Bi, 107 

cub.-FeS2, 141 

rbhdL-Ga203:[Ga], 222 

rbhdl.-Ga203: Cr, 110 
rbhdl.-Ga203:Sm, 107 

HsBOa:(organic-dye), 251-254, 391 

H2O, 28, 31, 70, 484-487 
hex.-HgS, 147 

cub.-KBr, 118, 140 

KCl, 22, 83 

cub.-KCl, 46, 47, 51, 70, 88, 95, 140, 146, 

147, 310-312, 454, 477-479, 484-487; 

T21 

cub.-KCl:Ag, 165, 243, 272, 298, 312, 

378 

cub.-KCl:Cu, 298, 378 

cub.-KCl :Mn, 378 

cub.-KCl:Sb, 64, 89, 96, 240, 243, 385; 

T5 

cub.-KCl:Tl, 64, 81, 94, 168, 231, 272, 

285, 289; T5 

cub.-KF, 118 

K2S04 U02S04 -2HA 463 

monocl.-LiAl(Si08)2i 44 
cub.-LiBr, 118 

cub.-LiF, 118 

cub.-Li20, 118 
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cub.-MgAl204:Cr, 238 

cub.-MgAl204:Mn, 110, 228, 238 

tetr.-MgF2, 118 
tetr.-MgF2:Mn, 245; T6 
tetr!-MgF2:Sm, 107 
Mg2Ge04:Mn, 167, 185, 228 
Mg4Ge06:Mn, 110, 147, 185, 186, 228, 

229, 411; T5 

cub.-MgO, 118 
cub.-MgO:Sm, 107, 108 

Mg[Pt(CN)4l, 395, 396 
cub.-MgS:Sb, 64, 65, 72, 180, 241, 243, 

364, 377-379, 428, 429, 465, 466; T5, 

T21 
cub.-MgS:Sm, 107 

monocl.-MgSiOs: Mn, 230, 232, 233, 240, 

293, 338, 371; T21 
rhomb.-Mg2Si04:[Si], 221 

rhorab.-Mg2Si04:Mn, 167, 228-230, 232, 

233, 290, 293, 338 
2MgO CdO-28102: [Si], 238 

2MgO • CdO • 28102: Mn, 238 
cub.-Mg2T104:Cr, 110, 186 
cub.-Mg2T104:Mn, 72, 110, 165, 186, 

228, 265, 268; T5 
monocl.-MgW04:[Wl, 335 
monocl.-Mg2W06:[W], 99, 100, 191, 194, 

255, 370, 401, 417-420, 430, 465; T5 

monocl.-MgW04:U, 411; T5 

hex.-MnCl2, 175 
cub.-MnS, 118 
hex.-MnS, 118 

trlcl.-MnSi03, 173, 174 

(NH4)8U02F6, 265 
inonocL-NaAl(S108)2, 44 
cub.-NaBr, 118 
cub.-NaCl, 86, 128, 140 
cub.-NaCl:Ag, 298 
cub.-NaCl:Cu, 298 

cub^-NaCl:Mn, 102 
cub.-NaF, 118 

cub.-NaI:Tl, 81, 424, 465 

RaS04,463 
cub.-EbBr, 118 
cub.-RbI:Tl, 232, 338 

hex.-Si02, 118, 220, 221, 226 
SrAl204:[AlF8]:Mn, 77, 78, 110 

S4I 

cub.-SrF2:Sm, 107 
cub.-SrO, 118 
cub.-8r(8:0):Bi, 233 

cub.-SrO:Sm, 107 

Sr0B203:Eu, 109 
cub.-SrS:Ag:Pr, 339 

cub.-SrS:Bi, 373 

cub.-Sr8:Eu, 240 
cub.-SrS:Sm, 107 

cub.-SrS:Sm:Ce, 87, 170, 276, 306-308; 
T5 

cub.-SrS:Sm:Eu, 181,193, 276, 278,279, 
302, 304, 306, 308, 322, 373; T5 

cub..Sr(S:Se):Sm:Eu, 48, 66, 67, 87, 
170, 175, 180-182, 286, 298, 302, 303, 
306-308, 312, 323, 379, 469; T5 

rhomb.-SrS04:Bi, 240 

SrSiOg.-Eu, 74, 240, 272, 289, 293, 338, 

379; T5 

(Sr:Ba)Si08:Eu, T5 

(Sr:Ca)SiOs:Eu, 411; T5 

SrSiOaiRe, 221 

Th(N03)4, 174, 293 
Th02 Al208 -2Si02:Mn, 238 
cub.-Th02:Sm, 107 

ThSi04:[Si], 192, 193, 240, 243 

ThSi04:Cu, 192 
ThSi04:Eu, 185, 186, 192, 193, 240, 338 
ThSi04:Ti, 192, 193, 202, 239, 240 
tetr.-TiOaiSm, 107 

UOs-xHaO, 61 

cub.-ZiiAl204:[Al], 243 
ZnAUOTrCr, 255 

cub.-ZnAl204:Mn, 91,110,167, 228, 232, 

240, 244, 255, 291, 293, 371; T5 
Zn0:Be0:Al208:Mn, 229, 230, 236, 337 

Zn0:Be0:Al208:Mn:Cr, 230 
Zn0:B208:Al208:Mn, 234 

Zn0:B203:[B], 222, 223 
Zn0:B208:MDi, 187, 194, 233, 234, 255, 

346, 371, 468; T5 
Zn0:B208:Mn:Ce, 339 

tetr.-ZnF2, 59, 88 
tetr.-ZnF2:[Zn], 240 

tetr.-ZnF2:Cb, 240, 273, 289; T5 

tetr.-ZnFaiMn, 65, 81, 91,156, 169, 171, 
175, 177, 240, 243, 245, 255, 261, 262, 
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269, 289, 290, 293, 340, 349, 360, 355, 
359, 364, 371, 379, 381, 390. 391, 430; 

T5, T21 
tetr.-ZnF2:Ce:Mn, 340 
tetr.-ZriF2:Pb:Mn, 340 
tetr.-ZnF2:Ti:Mn, 256, 340 

tetr.-ZnF2: W: Mn, 340 
tetr.-(Zn:Mg)F2:Mn, 233, 288, 291, 295, 

372, 429, 464; T5, T21 
cub.-ZnGa204:Cr, 222, 238 

cub.-ZnGa204:Mn, 167, 232, 244, 291; 

T5 

rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04, 85, 87 
rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:[Gel, 22^-222 
rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:Mn, 142, 167, 168, 221, 

244, 291, 327, 345, 408, 411, 421, 463, 

478, 479; T5 
ZnO:MgO:(rare earth), 409-411 

Zn0 Mg0-2Si02:[Sil, 223 

hex.-(Zn:Be)0:lZn:Be], 223 
hex.-ZnO, 45, 51, 59, 60, 67, 74, 118, 128, 

484-487 

hex.-ZnO:[Znl, 67, 72, 74, 88, 90, 99,156, 
161, 167, 171, 187, 193, 194, 200, 218- 
220, 223, 225, 243, 244, 251, 255,* 275, 

294, 338, 340, 345, 349, 350, 355, 361, 

362, 370, 378, 379, 381, 385, 386, 390, 
393, 411, 420, 424, 427, 428, 430, 435, 

437, 465, 466, 469, 482; T5, T21 

/3>Zn2Si04, 85 
/3-Zn2Si04:lSil, 220-222 
/3-Zn2Si04:Mn, 68, 72, 73, 139, 186, 194, 

221, 232, 238, 239, 290, 291, 327, 354; 

T5 
rbhdl-Zn2Si04, 39, 48, 49, 85, 87, 88,115 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:[Sil, 39, 48, 51, 60, 68, 98, 

99, 162, 165, 167, 220-224, 226, 237, 

240, 243, 329; T6 
rbhdl.-ZnO'28102.-[Si], 220, 221 
rbhdl.-3Zn0 Si02:[Si], 220, 221 

rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Mn, 48,68,72,74, 76-81, 
89, 90, 93, 101, 123, 128,133, 139,141, 
142, 144r-146, 152, 162, 163, 165-168, 
170, 175, 185-187, 198-195, 216, 221, 

223-233, 235, 236, 238, 240, 243-245, 
255, 262, 263, 265-267, 269, 288-292, 
294, 324-335, 337, 338, 345, 349, 350, 

354-358, 360, 364, 367, 371, 378, 380, 
381, 383, 385, 402, 417-421, 425, 426, 

428, 430, 437, 438, 441, 447, 449, 450, 

453, 461, 464, 465, 468, 478-480; T5. 
T21 

rbhdl.-Zn2Si04: Mn: Ni, 333 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Sn:Mn, 254 
rbhdl.-Zn2Si04:Ti, 98,202, 239, 240,338, 

364, 438, 441, 452; T5 

rbhdl.-Zn2(Si:Ge)04:Mn, 230 

rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2(Si:Ge)04:Mn, 421, 478, 
479 

rbhdl.-Zn2Ge04:Sn:Mn, 299 

rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Ge04:Sn:Mn, 294, 299, 
379, 414 

rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Mn, 48, 82, 87, 167, 

168, 191, 221, 223, 227, 228, 230, 237, 

242, 255, 256, 290, 294, 326 -330, 345, 
346, 359, 371, 400-402, 417-420, 428, 
430, 438, 440-442, 445, 449, 450, 453, 
460, 469, 478, 479; T5, T21 

rbhdI.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:As:Mn, 286, 372, 
464 

rbhdl.-(Zn:Be)2Si04:Ce:Mn, 224 

rbhdl.-(Zn: Be)28104 :Sn:Mn, 286, 288, 

291, 294, 299, 372, 414, 464; T5 
rbhdl.-(Zn;Be)2Si04:Ti, 192, 359, 401 

rbhdl.-(Zn: 60)28104: (T1: Zr: Hf: Th): 

Mn, 223, 224, 328, 365, 438; T5 

Zn0:Cd0:Si02:Mn, 233, 235, 294 
2ZnO' Zr02 * 28102 • Mn, 238 

cub.-ZnS, 46-51, 69, 86, 88, 91, 95, 115, 
118-123, 161, 477-480, 487 

cub..ZnS:[Zn], 99, 119-123, 127, 162, 

163, 167, 178, 196, 200, 202, 203, 206, 

208, 211, 217, 220, 244, 251, 280, 289, 
294, 343, 361, 373, 391, 403, 437; T6 

hex.-ZnS, 48-51, 86, 88, 91, 118, 477-479 
hex.-ZnS:[Zn], 99,141,161,167,188,194, 

196, 198, 200, 202, 203, 207, 209, 216, 

217, 220, 244, 251, 280, 289, 361, 362, 
373, 466, 476 

cub.-ZnS;Ag, 94, 120-123,127,145,162, 

167, 197, 201, 202, 206, 211, 217, 243, 

244, 289, 290, 295, 330, 333, 343, 344, 
360, 356, 358, 360, 366, 373, 383, 401, 
408, 428, 430, 440-442, 445, 479, 480; 

T6, T21 
hex.-ZnS:Ag, 74, 76, 94, 127, 138, 139, 

142, 145, 147, 161, 167, 168, 175, 184, 

189, 194, 199, 200, 202, 214, 217, 245, 

254, 255, 289, 318, 320, 324, 332, 344, 

358, 360, 362, 364, 366, 373, 382, 383, 
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403, 408, 411, 412, 423-426, 429, 430, 
439, 442, 444, 445, 450, 452, 450-458, 

460-468, 482; T5, T21 

hex.-ZnS:Ag:[01, 127. 

cub.-ZnS:Ag:Cu, 255 
hex.-ZnS: Ag:Cu, 340, 361, 412, 413,429, 

430, 450, 458; T5, T21 
cub.-ZnS:Ag:Ni, 333, 334, 350, 411 

cub.-ZnS:Au, 203, 211, 343 
cub..ZnS:Cu, 65, 71, 74, 94, 120-123, 

127, 139, 145, 162, 167, 177, 178, 198, 
203, 208, 211, 215, 217, 240, 289, 294, 
296, 334, 343, 344, 348, 373, 391; T5 

hex.-ZnS:Cu, 66, 72, 74-76, 89, 94, 127- 

129, 139, 142, 145, 152, 161, 167-169, 

175, 177-179, 184, 190, 194, 199, 202, 
203, 207, 209, 215-217, 240, 255, 272- 

274, 289, 2^K), 294r-297, 299, 304, 310, 

323, 336, 343, 344, 351, 356, 359, 364, 
373, 379, 389, 407, 408, 411, 414, 430, 

438, 462-464, 469; T5 

cub.-ZnS:[Znl:Cu, 208 
hex.-ZnS:[Znl:Cu, 207, 209, 212, 288, 

361 
hex.-ZnS:Cu:Co, 273, 335 
hex.-ZnS:Cu:Fe, 414, 471; T5 

cub.-ZnS:Cu:Mn, 255, 256 

hex.-ZnS:Cu:Ni, 178, 335 

hex.-ZnS:Cu;[01, 272, 391 
hex.-ZnS:Cu:Pb, 72, 304, 305, 308, 312; 

T5 
cub.-ZnS:Mn, 66, 71, 89, 94, 120-122, 

127-129, 167, 168, 171, 193, 204, 207, 

217, 240, 289, 331, 333, 371, 391, 478; 

T6 
cub.-ZnS:[Znl;Mn, 123, 127, 361 
hex.-ZnS:Mn, 66, 71, 89, 94, 133, 139, 

167, 203-205, 207, 213, 217, 240, 245, 
255, 268, 269, 289, 292, 331, 333, 349, 

350, 359, 370, 391, 478 
hex.-ZnS:[Znl:Mn, 361 

cub.-ZnS:[Ziil:Ni, 334, 344 

cub,-ZnS;[Zn]:P, 241, 438 

hex.-ZnS:Pb, 232, 338 
hex.-ZnS:Pb:Cu, 72, 304, 305, 308, 312; 

T6 
cub.-ZnS:Sm, 107 

hex.-ZnS:Sin, 107 
cub..(Zii:Cd)S:[Zn;Cd], 243 

hex.-(Zn:Cd)S, 86, 93. 

hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:[Zn:Cdl, 141, 162, 164, 

165, 196-198, 201, 207, 212, 243 
cub.-(Zn:Cd)S;Ag, 239 

hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Ag, 48, 83, 129, 147, 162, 
165, 167, 168, 197, 199, 207, 212, 239, 
255, 318, 333, 344, 350-352, 356, 359. 
403, 408, 411, 422, 423, 430, 439, 440, 

445, 447, 453, 460, 461, 464; T5, T21 
hex..(Zn:Cd)S:Ag:Cu, 210, 288, 456, 

457 
hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Ag:Ni, 423, 469 
hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:Cu, 128, 141, 162, 165, 

171, 178, 179, 195, 198, 199, 207, 212, 

216, 252-255, 264, 276, 280, 301, 304, 
344, 348, 350-352, 364, 391, 393-396, 

403, 408, 410, 411, 414, m, 430, 450, 

456-458, 470; T5, T21 
hex.-(Zn:Cd)S:[Zn]:Cu, 350, 352 
hex.-(Zii:Cd)S:Mn, 203-208, 213 

cub.-Zn(S:Se), 87, 93, 95 
cub.-Zn(S:Se):[Znj, 142, 200, 202, 213, 

379 
cub.-Zn(S:Se):Ag, 142, 201, 202, 213, 

239, 344, 379, 461 
cub..Zn(S:Se):Cu, 142, 202, 207, 213, 

344 
cub.-Zn(S:Se):Mii, 204, 205, 213 

hex.-Zn(S:Se);Mn, 205 
cub.(hex.)-(Zn:Cd)(S:Se), 87, 165, 166, 

212 
cub.(hex.).(Zn:Cd)(S:Se):Ag, 355, 378, 

438 
cub.(hex.)-(Zn:Cd)(S:So):Cu, 355, 378 

cub.-ZnSe, 46, 51, 84, 86, 95 
cub.-ZnSe:[Znl, 99, 162, 200, 207, 220, 

244, 373; T5 
cub.-ZnSe:Ag, 162, 201, 244, 364, 373; 

T5 
cub..ZnSe:Cu, 162, 202, 207, 373; T5 
cub.-ZnSe:Mn, 162, 204, 205, 207; T5 

cub.-Zn(S:Se:Te):Cu, 294 
rhomb.-ZiiS04:Mn, 144, 232, 243, 245; 

T6 
Zn6V20ii:[V];T6 
inonocl.-ZiiW04:[Wl, 346 
cub.-Zr02:Sm, 107 
tetr.-ZrSi04:[Si], 221, 238, 312 

tetr.-ZrSi04iMn, 238 

tetr.-ZrSi04:V, 221 
Zr02*Th02*2Si02:Ag, 222 
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Organic Luminophors 

Acetone, CH8CX)CH3, 61 
Acriflavine, CmH^NsCI, 61 
A1 salt of S-hydroxyquinoline, 409, 410 

monocl-Anthracene, C6H4: (CH)2: C6H4, 
61, 250, 252 

Benzene, CeHe, 61, 252 

Ca salt of 8-hydroxy quinoline, 409, 410 
Chinolin, 248 

rhomb.-Chrysene, C18H12, 381 
Crystal violet, [(CH8)2NC6H4]3COH, 252 

Kosin, C2oH806Br4, 248, 252 

Fluorescein, C20H12O6, 248, 251, 252 

HgBOs: fluorescein, 391 

H3B03:terephthalic acid, 253 
H3B03:toluic acid, 253, 254 

Mg salt of 8-hydroxyquinoline, 409, 410 

monocl.-Naphthalcne, CioHs, 61, 98, 250, 
252, 381, 425-427, 467, 468, 485 

2-Naphthol 3-6 disulphonic acid, 

CioH704NaS2, 410 

monocl.-Phenanthrene, C14H10, 61, 250 
Pseudoisocyanin, 248 

R salt, 410 

monocl.-Stilbene, CeHsCH:CHCeHs, 
61, 250, 381, 426, 465 

Trypaflavine, 61 
See also Acriflavine 

Zn salt of 8-hydroxyquinoline, 409, 410 
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Absorption, effect on efficiency, 314, 315, 
321 

of primary energy, 130 
of radiation, 78, 90 

selective, 140-148, 337, 377, 380, 411, 
412, 439, 440 

Absorption bands, 119-123, 128-135 
activator, 121, 122, 128-135, 141 
host-crystal, 122, 123, 128-135, 141, 

142 
induced, 146-148, 298, 310-312 

long-wave edge of, 120, 128 
“tail,” 122, 128-135 
temperature variation, 219 , 

Absorption coefficient, 154, 160 

Absorption edge, 161-165 
Absorption spectra, 161-170, 341 

temperature variation, 161, 164 
Accuracy of radiometric and photometric 

data, 315 
“Acid” process, 73, 474-476 
Acoustic modes, 113-115 

Activation energy, 23, 101 
thermal, 252, 267, 269-271 

Activator, 64-79, 89-103, 364, 365, 374, 

375 
anionic, 100 

cationic, 89 
formed by transmutation, 78 

induced, 67, 68 
initial composition, 89 
molecular group, 98 
multiple functioning of, 300, 330-343 

multivalent, 77, 100 
radical, 98, 100 
valence states of, 338 

Activator action, 239-241 

Activator center, 96, 97,99-102,132-135 

Activator concept, 191, 192 
Activator proportions, 64- 68, 77-79, 330, 

358, 359, 375 
effect on efficiency, 141 
optimum, 336, 337 

Activators, cooperating, 339-342 

single, 337, 338 
two or more, 338-343 

Additive colors, 411, 416, 417, 438, 452, 
453 

Afterglow, 61, 147-161 
Alkali process, 473, 474 

Alpha particle, 11 
Aluminized screens, 75, 350, 354, 357, 

423, 433, 438, 444, 448, 451, 461, 
471 

Amplitude of nuclear vibration, 29, 38 
Anion, 13, 89, 91 
Application of phosphors, 381-389, 415, 

416 
Area contrast, 447 
Atmosphere during crystallization, 48, 

62, 64-68, 71-74, 90, 200, 201, 
214-217, 223, 228, 235, 236, 276, 
338, 411, 476 

Atomic configurations in centers, 96-98, 
104 

Atomic dislocations, 50-54 
Atomic models, 3, 484r-487 
Atomic nuclei, 10-12 
Atomic number, 10 
Atomic polarization, 156, 193, 232, 376, 

380,392 

Atomic radii, 13, 486, 487 
Atomic readjustment, 132-134 
Atomic vibrations, effect on spectra, 109, 

110 
frequency of, in solids, 101 
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Atomic vibration modes, acoustical, 140, 
142, 143, 144 

optical, 143,144 

Atomic weight, 12 
Atoms, 12-21, 26 

densities of, 13 
sizes of, 13, 15 
transition-group. 111 

Attempt frequency, 177, 269, 270 
Avsleitchtungf 148 
Auxiliary activator, 274 
Avogadro^s number, 13 

Band emission, 338 

Band overlap, 122, 123 
Band spectra, 409-411 
Band theory of solids, 35-39, 54-58 

Band versus bond picture, 38, 39, 119, 

120 

Barrier layer, 468 
Base material, 64 

Binders, 387, 388 
Binding energy, 486 
Bioluminescence, 148,172 
Birefringence, 155, 160 

Black body, 137, 138 
Bleaching of tenebrescence, 147, 310-312 

Blende, 65 
Boltzmann factor, 33 
Boltzmann’s constant, 31, 142 
Bond, covalent, 24, 51-53, 484r-487 

determination of type, 26, 118, 119 

directed, 27, 28 
electron-pair, 24, 51-53 
heteropolar, 22, 51-53 
homopolar, 24, 51-53 

ionic, 22, 51-53, 484-487 
theory, 22-28, 38, 39 

B1 phosphor, 308 

Brackets [ ], 65, 99 
Bragg relation, 113 
Bremastrahlung^ 156, 158 

Bright bum, 3M, 448, 449 
Brightness, see Luminance 
Building atoms, 12-20 
Buildup, 160, 458 

^^Candoluminescence,” 148,161 
Carbonate process, 69, 73 

Carry-over, 447, 458 

Cascade luminescence, 266,338-340, 411, 
412, 452-459, 470 

Cathode rays (electrons), heating by, 82, 
83, 219, 311, 451, 452, 460 

penetration of, 90 

sources of, 62, 63, 415, 427 
Cathode-ray tubes, 427-^2 

Cathodoluminescence, 148, 464-466 
versus current density, 358, 440, 447, 

454, 461, 462 

versus voltage, 356, 439-447 
Cathodoluminescence cflSciency, 317- 

320, 322-334, 349-361, 367, 378, 
383, 384, 400, 420, 427, 428, 430, 
439, 447, 464 

maximum, 359, 367 

reference standards for, 195 

Cathodophosphorescence, 147, 255, 261- 
269, 280, 290-292 

Cation, 13, 89, 91 
Center, 67, 99-102, 131-135 

ionized, 134 
sensitizer, 341 

Chalk, luminescent, 412, 413 

Characteristic frequency, 21, 110, 154, 
423 

Chemical elements, 12, 16-20 
transition, 20 

Chemical equations, 60, 70 
Chemical reactions, 22-27, 59, 60 

solid-state, 48-50, 60, 64-75 
Chemiluminescence, 22, 148, 152, 172 

Close packing of spheres, 40, 41 
Coating density, 412, 413, 415, 421, 424- 

426, 439, 443-448, 462, 463, 465- 

468 
Cobalt, effect on crystal transition, 84 
Code numbers of CRT screens, 428- 

431 
Coehn’s law, 172 

‘‘Cold light,” 139 
Collisions of the first kind, 30 
Collisions of the second kind, 130, 247 
Colon (:), 64, 76 
Color, of activator compounds, 99 

of copper sulphate, 70 
Color television 452, 453, 466 
Complementarity, 4 
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Conducting transparent coatings on glass, 

471 
Conduction band, 54r-56, 114, 122, 133, 

282-285 
Conductor crystal, 36 
Configurational coordinate, 103, 131- 

135, 144 
Configurational-coordinate diagram, 182, 

183, 186, 258-260, 283 

Configurations of atoms in solids, 52 
Conjugaticd double bonds, 260, 251, 409, 

410 
Conservation, of energy, 5, 125 

of momentum, 5, 112-116, 125 

Conservation laws, 5 
Constitutions of solids, 103 
Contact electrification, 172 
Contrast, 408, 435, 446, 447, 454 

Contrast expansion, 470 
Conventional luminescence, 106, 149, 

150, 482, 483 
Cooling rate, 72, 73, 215-217, 237, 238, 

280 
Coordination numlx^r, 40 , 
Cosine law of radiation, 433, 434 

Covalent bonds, 24, 51-53, 484-487 
Crayon, luminescent, 413 
Critical flicker frequency, 453 

CR oscilloscopes, 428, 429 
Crystalline transitions, 48, 49, 65, 66, 68, 

80 
Crystallinity, 34 

effect on phosphor efficiency, 84-88, 

322-333, 347 
Crystallization of phosphors, 69-75, 476 
Crystallization temperature, 215-217, 

236-238, 347 
effect on efficiency, 324-332 

Crystallization time, effect on efficiency, 
329 

Crystallographic systems, 42-44 

Crystalloluminescence, 161 
Crystals, 34, 485-487 

activity of, 42, 43 
aggregation of, 81, 82 
anisotropy of, 42-45, 101 
charge on, 44, 81, 171, 172 

cohesion, 81, 82 
growth of, 34, 47-60 

Crystals, ionic, 26, 35-39, 51-53, 70, 83, 
95-97, 143, 144, 486, 487 

versus nonionic, 51, 486, 487 
lattice of, 41 

mt^tastable, 85, 96 
models of, 484^87 

polarization of, 392 

semiionic, 25, 26, 28, 39, 51-53, 83, 
95-97, 486, 487 

shapes of, 82, 83, 486, 487 

sizes of, 48-50, 63, 71, 81-83, 90, 486, 
487 

optimum, 434, 435 

structure of, 40-47, 485-487 
determination, 63 

symmetry of, 85-88, 107-109 
transitions in, 84-88 

Curie, 462 

Dark burn, 388, 449 

Dark‘trace screens (see PIO), 460 

*^Dead voltage,^’ 319, 427 

‘^Dead-voltage^^ layer, 388 
Deaggregation of crystals, 381-385 
Decay, 160, 261, 301, 454-469 

bimolecular, 270, 366 
con(;avcMlownward, 454r-456, 458 
constant, 257, 293-295, 366 

“constant,apparent, 266-269, 272, 
277, 293-295, 298 

curve, 261 
effect, of excitation time on, 261, 277, 

278, 281 

of intensity of excitation on, 262- 
265, 277, 279-281 

of kind of excitant on, 262, 264, 

277-279, 289 
of operating temperature on, 264- 

281, 298 
of phosphor constitution on, 289-298 

exponential, 121, 151, 255-269, 366- 
373 

monomolecular, 257, 366 
nonexponential, 121 

phosphors versus scotophors, 454, 470 
power-law, 169, 262, 263-281, 366, 

.456, 457 

“tails,305, 329, 330, 376 
Deceleration radiation, 156, 158, 483 
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Defect structure, 45 
Deficiency structure, 45, 233, 235, 328- 

332 
Definition in images, 448 
Deflection of cathode rays, 428 

Degeneracy, 16, 35, 117 
removal of, 107-109 

Density of energy levels in bands, 36, 
114, 117, 120 

Detail contrast, 447 
Detection, of gamma rays, 424-426 

of infrared, 469, 470 
of luminescence radiation, 63, 136, 

401-407, 463-465 
of neutrons, 468 
of surface flaws and cracks, 410 
of thermal radiation, 469 

Detectors, 4,63,80,136,399-407,463-465 

Diamagnetism, 20, 391 
Diamond, 47, 452, 485-487 
Dielectric-cell bolomeUir, 470 
Dielectric constants of crystals, 51, 70, 

155, 156, 390 
Dielectric properties of phosphors, 390- 

392 
Diffraction, 3, 4, 7 

by solids, 113, 117 
Diffusion, of impurities, 100-102 

of reactants, 71 

Dipole, 11, 25, 32, 33 
Dipole moment, 24, 25, 32, 149 
Dipole radiation, 149, 150 

Directed valence, 28 
Directional bonding, 28, 97 
Disordered structure, 45 
Distortions in crystals, 52-54 
Domain, imperfection, 52, 57, 58 

magnetic, 20, 21 
Dominant activator, 274 
Dyes, 146, 148 

decay, see Exponential decay 
Echoes, simulated, 470, 471 
Edge emission bands, 99, 100, 162, 175, 

197, 200-202, 218-220, 251, 340, 
361, 362, 435, 483 

Effective luminescence efficiency, 816 
Efficiency, of luminescence, 71-80, 312- 

362 

Efficiency, of x-ray fluorescence, 467 
relative, 315 
standards, 75, 195 

Electric conduction, bombardment-in¬ 
duced, 129 

of phosphors, 145, 146, 390-392 
of solids, 120, 127-130 
stimulated, 301-304 
versus glow curve, 179 

Electroluminescence, 148, 152 
Electromagnetic spcicirum, 403 
Electron, excited, 36, 37, 132-135 

in periodic field, 112-117 

interaction with other electrons, 7, 9, 
19, 20 

localisation of, 4, 5 
negativcv-energy, 5, 6 
positive-energy, 2, 4-9 

wavelength of, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 27, 36 
Electron affinity, 22, 35 
Electron cloud, 12, 19, 27, 28, 41, 104, 

149, 484-487 
fluctuations of, 19, 25-27, 32, 89, 144 

Electronic configurations, 111 
Electronic excitation, optical versus 

thermal, 144, 145 
Electronic transitions, 18-21, 29, 58,104- 

135 
Electron-microscope phosphors, 461 
Electrons, mean free path of, in solids, 

129 
trapped, 52, 55, 57, 58 
valence, 140 

Electron “shells,” 17-20, 27, 33, 58 
incomplete (unfilled), 20, 58, 104-112, 

140 
Electron spin, 7, 8, 16-21j 36, 58 
Electron trap, 57, 58, 73, 309, 312, 331, 

335-337, 346, 348, 366, 367, 375, 
380, 390, 393 

Electron velocities in solids, 113,114,127 
Electron volt, 6, 60 

per simple molecule, 60 
Elementary particles, 6-9, 486, 487 
Emission, anisotropic, 109 

selective, 197, 200, 210, 212, 360-362, 

375 
Emission activator, 274 
Emission band, double, 231-235 
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Emission band, multiple, 123 

origin, 184 

shape, 208-210 
temperature variation, 218, 219 
width, 138, 150, 185, 186, 248-245, 

252, 254, 255, 258 
origin of, 251, 259, 260, 281-284 

Emission lines, 185, 186, 188 
natural breadth of, 149, 150 

Emission spectra, 2, 29-31, 98-100, 104, 

105, 112-124, 162, 183-252, 254- 
256, 327-330, 352, 409; T5, T21 

during and after excitation, 254-256, 

288 
during stimulation, 299, 300, 304 
temperature variation, 184-194, 410, 

411 
Emission types, 104, 105 
Enamels, luminescent, 414 
Energy, 2-5, 173 

activation, 23, 33, 49-51, 54, 132, 134, 

144, 146 
attraction, 11, 15, 32, 33 
binding, 11, 15, 22, 24, 51-55, 10% 

486, 487 
coulomb, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 52 
exchange, 9, 11, 24, 27, 33, 39, 52, 140 
excitation, 5, 6, 18, 19, 2^31, 34r-37, 

51, 54-58 
free, 6, 50, 63, 116, 125 
ionization, 15-19 
kinetic, 3, 7, 9, 15, 19, 22, 23, 29, 31, 

50, 112, 117, 123 
of excitants, 136, 137 
of luminescence photons, 136, 483 
potential, 3, 4, 7, 9, 15, 22-26, 28-30, 

41, 49, 50, 117, 131 

radiant, 2, 4 
repulsion, 11, 15, 33 
rotational, 143 
saturation, 11 
self, 6, 8, 15, 137 
surface-tension, 11 
total, 9, 15, 33, 50, 96, 104, 114, 116 
van der Waals, 11, 24, 33, 81 
vibrational, 142-144 
zero-point, 29 

Energy band, 29-31, 35-39, 54-58, 112- 
124 

Energy band, conduction, 35, 36, 54-58, 

114-135' 
filled, 6, 35, 36, 54-58, 114-124 
overlapping, 145 

width, 37, 54-58, 118, 119, 133 
Energy “bit,” 155, 156, 317, 318, 321, 

322, 349, 353 
Energy deficit, 21, 51, 169, 277 
Energy degradation, 1, 130-132, 140- 

148, 336, 337, 345, 346, 348, 362, 

367 
Energy level, 6, 18, 19, 29, 30, 35-39, 

54-58, 70, 103-135 
allowed, 5, 6, 122 
crossover, 131, 132 

discrete, 36, 54-58, 106-112, 117, 118, 
133 

due to imperfections, 55-58, 122-126 
excited-state, 19, 35-38, 54-58, 114- 

126, 131-135, 281-289 
forbidden, 5, 6, 122 
ground-state, 18-20, 29, 30, 35-37, 54- 

58, 131-135, 281-289 
indeterminacy of, 149 

overlapping, 103, 128, 129, 133, 134 
trapping, 122-124, 131-135 

vibrational, 29-31, 37-38, 55, 131, 132, 
144 

Energy-level diagrams, 6, 18, 28-31, 35- 
39, 54-58, 103, 104, 107, 108, 114- 
135, 208, 217, 256, 258-260, 281- 
289 

mercury atom, 248 

Energy loss as heat, 31,38,130-132,281- 
289 

Energy losses in solids, 154-159 

Energy state, 14, 36, 103-135 
Energy storage, 1, 2, 148-151, 176-183, 

299-311 

Energy transfer, 97, 172-176, 256, 320- 
322, 337 

Energy transmission in solids, 53, 112- 
117, 130, 131 

Entropy, 61, 96 

Exchange, 9, 11, 310 
see also Resonance 

Exchange effect, 17, 20, 26 

Exchange forces, 410 

Exchange interaction, 336, 337, 341 
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Excitant, 76,122,146-148, 152 

penetration of, 126, 128 

Excitation, 6, 18, 19, 21, 51, 107-126, 
131-135, 141, 142 

by alpha particles, see lonolumines- 
cence 

by electrons, see Cathodoluminescence 

by gamma rays, see Roentgenolumines- 
cence 

by ultraviolet, see Photoluminescence 

by X rays, see Roentgenoluminescence 
effect on optical properties, 397 

intermittent, 261, 290, 291 
modulated versus unmodulated, 354r- 

360, 367, 368 
of phosphorescence, 168-170 
of phosphors, 64-68, 84, 89, 90, 97, 99, 

152, 153 

unmodulated (steady), 253, 254, 262- 
268, 272, 273, 280, 292, 295-297 

Excitation additivity, 171 

Excitation density, 170, 277, 349, 397 
Excitation energy, minimum, 156, 165 
Excitation intensity, 170 

effect on multiband spectra, 197, 200, 

210, 212 
Excitation spectra, 162-170, 340, 342 

temperature variation, 163, 166 

Excited state, 36, 131-135 

natural lifetime of, 148-151 
Exciton, 35, 66-57, 119, 130, 131 
Exclusion principle, 16, 36, 54, 115 
Exponential decay, 121, 151, 168, 169, 

252-269, 277, 281-285, 287-295, 
299, 300, 305 

pictorial representation of mechanism, 

282,283 
temperature-dependent, 269-272 
temperature-independent, 256-269, 

296, 298, 379 

Facilities for phosphor research, 61-63, 

7a-75 
F centers, 68, 309-311 
Fermi function, 116 

Fermi level, 115, 116 
Ferrites, 140 

First unity intercept, 435, 436 
Flacker, 463 
Flash, 468 
Flicker, 405, 420, 447, 463, 456 
Fluidity, 33 
Fluorescence, 124, 148-161, 246-250, 

287 

'^Fluorescent'’ lamps, 316, 339, 387, 401, 
415-421 

efficiency of, 416, 417 
life of, 418-421 
luminance of, 420 

Fluorescent materials, 147-160 
Fluorophors, 147, 148, 248 
Fluoroscopy, 422, 423 
Fluors, 147, 148 
Flux, 49, 50, 66-67, 71, 74, 76-79, 84-87, 

308 
effect on efficiency, 333 
function of, 74, 78, 79, 343, 344 
proportion of, 78, 79 

residual, 97 
Flying-spot CRT, 465 
Footcandle, effective, 481 
Foot-lambert, 481 
Forbidden transition, 106, 110, 115, 122 
Force, intermolecular attraction, 33 
Formal valence, 12, 17,18 
Franck-Condon principle, 29 
Free energy, 6, 173 
Furnaces, 61, 62, 73-75 

Galvanoluminescence, 161 
Gamma-ray fluorescence, 104, 105, 363, 

365, 366, 483 
Gamma-ray sources, 63 
Gas, ideal, 31, 33, 476 

Glasses, 35 
Glide planes, 46 
Glow curves, 176-182, 305, 307 

Gram-atomic weight, 60 
Gram-molecular weight, 60 
Grinding phosphors, 76, 78, 90, 152, 310, 

333, 381-389 
Ground state, 16, 36, 131-135 
Ground-state spin, 16, 17 
Growth (of luminescence emission), 160, 

261, 301, 314, 459 
Growth delay, 275, 276 

Ferromagnetism, 20, 21, 140 
First crossover voltage, 486 
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Halation, 447, 448 
Halophosphate phosphors, 339, 417; T5 
Health precautions, 63, 414, 415 
Heat capacity, classical, 143 

Debye relation, 142 
Heat dissipation in phosphors, 105, 106 
Heating, by CR beam, 82, 83, 219, 311, 

451, 452, 460 
by radiation, 469 

Heat residue, 169, 170, 277, 318, 319, 
323, 351, 353, 355, 357, 416, 451, 
452, 460 

HermAnn-Mauguin notation, 42-46 
“Holes” in matter, 32-34, 37, 41. 94 
Host crystal, 51, 64-80, 99, 369-374 

oxygen-dominated, 110, 217-238, 241- 

244, 34^348 
sulphur-dominated, 194-216, 241-244, 

34a-345 
Host-crystal absorption region, 163-165, 

175 

Host-crystal action, 241-245 

Human eye, 80, 136, 403, 405-407 
Hybridization of states, 28, 485 
Hydrofluoric-a(!id proc^ess, 69 
Hydrogen atom, 10, 12, 15, 16, 24, 149, 

484r-487 
Hydrogen molecule, 24, 26, 484-487 
Hydrothermal synthesis, 81 

Hysteresis of efficiency versus tempera¬ 
ture, 139, 269, 280, 343 

Icaroscope, 470 
i center, 95-101, 142, 144, 145, 331, 333, 

346, 351, 352, 364 
ICI diagram, 417, 431 
Identity translation, 41, 112-115 

minimum, 41, 140 
Image intensification, 422, Ref. 612a 
Image repetition frequency (IRF), 468 
Image-tube phosphors, 460, 461 
Imperfection absorption region, 16^165 
Imperfections in solids, 38,47-58,62,70- 

75, 115-118, 122 
action of, 125, 247 

Impurities, added, 88-103 
beneficial, see Activators 
detrimental, 333-337 

see also Poisons 

Impurities, induced, 88, 89, 99, 100 
locations of, 89-102 
multivalent, 134 
selective adsorption of, 102 
selective inclusion of, 102 

Impurity atoms, distribution of, 121, 

477-480 
in solids, 88-103 

Impurity center, structure of, 96-100 

Impurity energy levels, 36, 54-58, 121- 
127, 131-135 

Incandescence, 2, 137-139, 483 
Incandescent lamp, 2, 138, 400 
Indeterminacy, 3, 4, 117 
Indeterminacy principle, 4, 5, 15, 27, 37, 

149 

Index of refraction, 154, 155, 160, 161, 
432 

Infrared (IR), 2, 483 
effect on phosphorescence, 150 

Infrared sources and filters, 62 

Intensifier activator, 192, 193, 239, 240 

Intensity of light, 1^ 
Intensity-time relationships, 150 
Interaction, between impurities, 56, 57, 

78, 121, 310, 332, 335-337 

of activators, 332 
Interatomic bonds, 22-28, 89-91, 250 
Internal ionization, 123, 128 

Internal pressure, 33, 79 
Interstitial impurities, 51-54 
Interstitial sites, 52, W, 94-102 
Insulator solid, 35, 36, 54-58, 114 
Ion, 13, 18, 21, 22, 26, 484487 
Ion burn, 460, 451, 462, 463 

Ionic bond, 22, 484-487 
Ionic dissociation, 70 

Ionic valence, 12,17,18 
Ionization, 15 

internal, 123,128 
Ionization continuum, 19, 35 
Ionization potential, 16, 35 
lonoluminescence, 148 
lonoluminescence efficiency, 317, 320, 

321, 323, 359, 367, 378, 467 
Ion sources, 63 
Ion spot, 460, 451 
Isostructures, 91 
Isotopes, 10,12 
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Killers, 132, 177, 309, 310, 383^-337 
Kinescope, 431 
Kirchhoff's law, 187 

Lambert’s cosine law, 434 
Latent heat of vaporization, 34 
Lattice point, 41-47 
Lattice site, 60 
Laundry marks, 410 
Lifetime of excited state, 14, 10, 116, 

246-248, 252, 255, 257, 264, 269, 
288, 291-294, 348, 351, 361, 379 

Ligands, 27, 91, 112 

Light, 1, 2, 4 
Light sum, 273, 298, 301, 302, 304, 305, 

307, 314, 316 
Limiting potential, 437 
Line emission, 18, 19, 106-112, 338, 409- 

411 
Line spectra, 18, 19, 106-112, 409-411 
Line width, 149, 150, 246, 248, 251, 252, 

257, 258 
Liquid, formation of, 32-35 
Lithium, arc spectrum of, 19 

energy-level diagram, 18 
Locations of activator atoms, 78, 89-102 

London disptjrsion effect, 32 

Loose packing of atoms, 41 
Loss of efficiency, 381-^9 

Lumen, 9, 481 
Luminance, 481 

of CR-excited phosphors, 354-358, 
428, 439, 440, 453, 454, 462, 468 

of ^‘fluorescent” lamps, 420 
of fluoroscope screens, 422, 423 
of ion-excited phosphors, 463 
of IR-stimulated phosphor, 180 
of photoluminescent screens, 408 

peak versus average, 354, 355 
Luminescence, conventional, 140, 149, 

160, 482, 483 
definition of, 1, 2, 30, 31, 186,140 
of CP solids, 174, 175 
versus conduction, 127-130, 393, 394 

Luminescence analysis, 233,241,24^246 
Luminescence center, 99, 260, 288, 300 
Luminescence decay, 252-312 
Luminescence emission, effect, of electric 

field on, 391-394 

Luminescence emission, effect, of mag¬ 
netic field on, 391, 392 

maximum, 354, 355, 359, 367 

Lumines(!ence efficiency, 84, 90, 97, 106, 
*125, 140-147, 172, 252, 267, 278, 
279, 312, 818-362 

effect, of atmosphere on, 414, 418, 419 
of grinding on, 152, 381-386 
of pressure on, 152 
of temperature on, 2, 30, 31, 136- 

148, 185-191, 269, 280, 334, 342- 
348 

hysteresis, 139, 269, 280, 343 
temperature variation of, 173-175, 

334, 342 349 
Luminescence growth, 252-254, 256, 261, 

275, 276, 280, 281, 366, 429 
Luminescence mechanisms, 131-135, 251, 

281-288 
Luminescence-pure (lp), 61 
Luminescence radiation, 1, 136, 147, 

482, 483 
Luminescence terminology, 147-152 
Luminogen, 64 
Luminophor, 147, 148 

Luminous efficiency, 400 

Magnetic moments, 8, 111, 112 
Magnetic properties of phosphors, 391, 

392 
Manganese, valence of, 57, 89, 91-94, 

96, 97, 110-112 

Mass, 5 
moving, 8 
rest, 5, 8 

Mass defect, 11 
Mass number, 10, 12 
Material, 69-61, 63 
Matrix, 64 
Matter, 2-39, 484-487 
Melting points of crjrstals, 34, 54, 255, 

370-373, 389 
Mercury, arc spectrum of, 249 

energy-level diagram of, 248 

Mesopic eye, 299 
Metallized screens, see Aluminized 

screens 
Metascopes, 470 
Metastable crystals, 73,139, 269,280,343 
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Metastable states, 124, 131, 247, 252, 
269, 287 

Millilamb^, 9, 481 
Minerals, luminet^ccnt, 48, 61 
Minimum voltage, 466 
Modulated versus unmodulated excita¬ 

tion, 461, 452, 454-459 
Modulation, positive versus negative, 

459, 460 
of phosphor emission, 469 

Mole, 60 
Molecular models, 484-487 
Molecule, 13, 22-31, 36, 45, 486, 487 

dissociation of, 30, 31 

formation of, 22-29 
ionic, 22-28, 484-487 
nonionic, 24^28, 484r-487 
nonpolar, 24-28 
polar, 22-28 
sizes of, 31, 486, 487 

Momentum diagram, need for, 104 
Momentum space, 113 

Monochrome television, 438 
Mosaic crystals, 53 
Mosaic structure, 47, 48 

Multiplicity, 21, 183, 247 
Multivalent atoms, 12, 18, 57-59, 77 

Negative modulation, 460 
Neutron, 2, 6-11 

detection of, 468 

“Noise,” 153 
Nonradiative transitions, 55, 125-127, 

131-135, 265-269, 285, 287, 301, 
306, 309, 310, 312, 336, 337, 345, 
349, 362, 361 

Nucleons, 10 

Objective versus subjective detectors, 
406, 407, 463-465 

0-dominated phosphors, 119, 185-187, 
217-239, 346-349 

Omission defects, 46-48, 50-58, 73, 96, 

331, 376 
Optical lifetime, 19 
(^tical modes, 115, 309, 310 
Optical photon, 149 

Optical transition, 19, 124, 149 
Optical trap depth, 180, 181, 298 

Page numbers in bold-face type 

Optical vibrations, 115, 309, 310 
Optimum proportion of activator, 77, 78, 

328-332, 477-480 
Ordered structure, 46 
Organic luminophors, 61, 248, 250-254, 

389, 409-411, 425-427, 467, 468 
Originative activator, 240 
Oscillator damping, 116, 149 

Oscillator strength, 155, 158 

0- versus S-dominated crystals, 242-245, 
292, 411, 447, 449, 461, 463 

Oxidation, catalyzed by cupric ion, 103 
of ZnS-type phosphors, 74, 102, 103 

PI • • • P15 CRT screens, T21 
Paired ele(5trons, 24, 112 
Paired spins, 17, 20, 24, 27, 36 
Pair formation and annihilation, 5, 6 
Paramagnetism, 20, 140, 391 

Parentheses, numbers in, 66, 364 

Particle size, 63, 476 
Particles, elementary, 2-11 

interaction of, 7, 9, 20 
material, 2, 4, 6-11 
momenta of, 4-9 

properties of, 7, 8, 9 
size of, 7, 486, 487 
wave behavior of, 3, 4, 7-9, 14, 25- 

27 
Peak output, 195 

Peak value, 75 
Peak wavelength, 137, 142; T5 
Penetration “limit,” 167-159 

Persistence, 147-161 
of vision, 151 

Phonons, 113-117, 123, 125, 126, 136, 

137, 140, 142, 144 
number versus temperature, 142 

Phosphorescence, 124,148-161,152, 246, 
247, 251-312 

duration of, 278, 294-299, 3661^367 
efficiency of, 314, 315, 322, 323, 334, 

335, 338, 339, 348, 350, 368, 384, 
412, 413 

versus crystal size, 294, 386 
Phosphorescence emission, maximum, 

368 

Phosphorescence growth, 261, 281 
Phosphorescence light sum, 878 
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Phosphorescence mechanisms, 251-261, 
269-271, 281-289 

Phosphorescent materials, 147-160 
Phosphor families, 76 

Phosphor notation, 64r-76, 238, 364, 365 
Phosphorogen, 64 
Phosphoroscopes, 63 

Phosphor particles, 81-83 
Phosphor-rod light source, 355, 356, 359, 

360 

Phosphors, 48, 61, 64-80, 146-148, 363 
constitutions of, 83-103 
crystallinity of, 81-88 
i-center, 121, 128, 142 
long-persistent, 414, 415, 417, 420; 

T5, T19 
operating temperatures of, 2, 139, 

185-191, 342-347, 365, 366 
quenchable, 309, 414, 415; T5 
s-ccnter, 121, 128, 142 

stimulable, 309, 414, 415; T5, T17 
surface-active, 90 

Phosphor symbolism, 64r-76, 238, 364, 

365 
Photoconduction, 63, 120-130, 164, 258, 

286, 288, 298, 302-304, 390, 391, 
393-396, 471 

Photoconductor, 120 

Photoelectrons, 120, 317, 319-321, 421, 

435 
Photographing phosphor emissions, 465 
Photoluminescence, 148,165-170,464,465 
Photoluminescence efficiency, 316, 317, 

322-326, 331-334, 339-349, 351, 
367, 378, 383, 400, 407-421 

effect of substrate on, 412, 413 

reference standard for, 195 
Photolysis, 876, 377, 414, 461, 463 
Photometers, 63 

Photon, 2, 4-9, 115 
absorption of, 4-7, 18, 19, 21, 154 
emission of, 4-9,18,19, 21-23,131,149 
polarization of, 7, 155, 394-396, 486, 

487 
Photophosphorescence, 253, 254, 262, 

264, 265, 272, 273, 295-297, 407- 
415 

Photopic eye, 299» 313, 403, 405-407 
Photoquenching, 161, 181-183, 299-310 

Photostimulation, 161, 180-182, 299- 
312, 323 

effect of temperature on, 305 
Phototube sensitivities, 403, 406 

Photo- versus thermostimulation, 180- 
182 

Pigment, 146-148, 311, 312 
Place exchange, 101 
Planck^s constant, 4, 150 
Planck’s radiation law, 137 
Plastics, luminescent, 413, 414 
Platinocyanide radical, 98 
Plaizwechsd^ 101 
Poisons, 125,132,177, 233, 309, 333-338, 

364 
Point group, 42-44 
Polarization, 7 

of atoms, 51, 91- 93, 410 
of conduction cells, 130 
of radiation, 7, 155, 39^397, 486, 487 

Polaron, 176 

Positive hole, 6, 66, 117, 134 
detection of, 120 
migration of, 124-127, 134, 135 
transfer of, 134, 135 
traps for, 67, 121 

Positive modulation, 460 
Positron, 5, 6 
Potassium chloride molecule, 22, 26, 30, 

485-487 
Potential barrier, 23, 37, 51, 133 
Potential well, 29, 57 
Power-law decay, 169, 252, 254-257, 

263-281, 285-312, 366-373 

Power-law “tail,” 262-266 
Preparation of phosphors, 59-80, 214- 

217, 235-239 
Pressure, during crystallization, 71, 74, 

79, 80, 96 
during operation, 152 

Prices of phosphors, 401 
Print-out effect, 321 
Probability distribution function, 4, 5, 

14, 258-260, 283, 487 

Production of phosphors, 401 
Protective coatings for phosphors, 414,419 

Proton, 2, 6-11 
Proximity of excitation and emission 

bands, 377, 378 
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Purification procedures, 71, 73-76, 473- 
476 

Quanta, 1, 2, 4 
Quantum efficiency, 21, 316, 318, 354, 

400, 405, 415, 420-422 
Quantum number, angular-momentum, 

15-18, 20, 21 
magnetic-moment, 16,16 
principal, 14 
spin-moment, 16 

Quencher, 132 
Quenching, 148, 150, 299-310, 469-471 

by infrared, 164 
of photoconduction, 396 

Radar kinescopes, 453-460 
Radiance, 23, 150, 195, 209, 316 
Radiant flux from screens, 432-434 
Radiation, 1-9, 486, 487 

coherent versus incoherent, 153 

electric-dipole, 109 
generation of, 1, 6, 18, 19, 21-23, 30, 

31, 104-106, 136-142, 149, 152;, 

153, 165-194 

infrared, 2, 483 
luminescence, 1, 18, 19, 21, 22, 30, 31, 

136, 482, 483 

magnetic-dipole, 109 
resonance, 21 
retention of, 432-434, 446, 447 

thermal, 1, 2, 23, 30, 136, 483 
ultraviolet, 2, 483 
visible, 2, 136-140, 483 

Radiationless transitions, 125-128, 132 
see also Nonradiative transitions 

Radiative transitions, 19, 117, 123-125, 

131-136, 144-146, 149, 150, 250- 
261, 265-269, 271, 285, 287, 298, 
300, 301, 312, 336, 341, 346, 349, 
352, 361, 482 

Radical, 13, 46, 70, 143, 144, 243 
Radiescence, 136, 482, 483 
Radii of atoms and ions, 13, 92-94 
Radioactive watch dials, 400, 462, 463 
^^Radioluminescence,’’ 148, 150 
Radium emanations, 462, 463 

Radius ratio, 41, 91 
Rare earths, 68, 98, 107-112 

Raster, 465 

Rate, of cooling phosphors, 72, 73, 215- 
217, 237, 238, 280 

of decay, 261 
Rayleigh scattering, 161 

Reciprocal lattice, 113 
Recombination of electron and hole, 125 

Reference standards for efficiency, 75, 
195 

Reflection, of excitant, 153, 154, 452 
selective, 146, 148 

Reflection colors, 147, 206, 236, 237 
Reflection losses, 154, 159, 452 
Refraction, 93, 154, 155, 369 

Refractive index, 154, 369-374, 397 
RcilativiJ efficiency, 316 
Rfilaxation time, 127 

Reproducibility of phosphors, 71-80 
Resolution, 411, 423, 432-434, 448, 461, 

462, 464 

Resonance, 24, 26-28, 230, 251, 310, 336, 
337, 361, 410 

Resonance radiation, 21, 316 
Resonance transfers, 130 
Retrapping, 270, 271, 277, 287, 288, 304, 

305, 307, 323 
Rise time, 366, 429 

Roentgenoluminescence, 148, 167, 168, 
170, 317, 421-427 

efficiency, 316-318, 322, 367, 378, 421- 
426 

Rotary inversion, 45, 46 

Rotational states, 29-31 
Ruby (see rbhdl.-Al203:Cr), 68 

Satellite lines and bands, 109, 110 

Saturation of luminescence, 353-355, 

357-362, 440, 441, 443 
Scattering of radiation, 154, 159-161, 

314, 315, 321, 380, 381, 386, 426, 

432-435, 443, 447, 448 
8 center, 94, 132, 133, 142, 144, 331, 333, 

346, 350, 351, 364 

Scheelite, 48, 67 
Schoenflies, notation, 42-46 
Scintillation counters, 260,424-426,466- 

468 
Scotophors, 146, 147, 148, 310-312, 470 
Scotopic eye, 299, 313, 403, 406, 406 
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Screens, aluminized, 360, 354, 357, 423, 
433, 438, 444, 448, 451, 461, 471 

fluoroscopic, 422-424 
intensifier, 422, 423 

stratified, 439, 440, 454-469 

Screen texture, 382, 439 

Screen thickness, 412, 413, 421-426, 432- 
435, 445-447, 463 

compacted, 421 
optimum, 434, 435 
transmission of light by, 445 

Screw axes, 46 
S-dominated phosphors, 188-190, 193- 

217, 343-346 
Secondary electron, 120, 317, 319-322, 

435-438 
Secondary-electron emission, 63, 427, 

428, 435-438, 449 
Secondary emission, 63, 427, 428, 435- 

438, 449 
Secondary-emission ratio, 436 
Secondary excitants, 316-322, 340-342 

Secondary particles, 159 
Second crossover voltage, 436 

Second unity intercept, 436, 436 
Sedimentation, 387 
Selection rules, 21, 99, 106-110, 112-117, 

131, 149, 247, 260 
Selective absorption, 140-148, 337, 377, 

380, 411, 412, 439, 440 
Selective emission, 197, 200, 210, 212, 

360-362, 375 
Self-activation, 88, 90, 99, 100, 102 
Self-diffusion coefficient, 64 
Self-excitation, 165, 166 
Semiconduction, 471 

Semiconductor crystal, 36 
N-type, 115, 116 
P-type, 116 

Semilog versus log-log plots, 253, 254, 

272 
Sensitivities of detectors, 298, 299, 313, 

315, 403, 405 
Sensitized luminescence, 338, 340-342 
Sensitizer center, 341 

Settling, selective, 448, 461 
Settling phosphors, 382 

Signal fl^s, 410 
Sniperscope, 460 j 

Snooperscope, 460 

Solarization, 146, 312, 359, 377, 451 
Solid, 34, 35, 485-487 

real versus ideal, 103, 104 
Solid solution, 85, 93 

Solid-state reactions, 48-50, 60, 64-81 
Space charge in solids, 54, 127-130 
Space groups, 42, 43, 44-47 
Space lattice, 44 
Specific heat, 143 

I of phosphors, 397, 398 
I Spectra, band emission, 2, 29-31, 98- 

100, 104, 105, 112-124, 162, 183- 
245, 254-256, 327-330, 352, 409; 
T5, T21 

line-emission, 2, 18-21, 98, 104-112, 
242, 246-249 

soft x-ray-emission, 118 

Spectral-distribution characteristic, 23 
Spectral efficiency, 406 
Spectroscopic and densitometric ap¬ 

paratus, 63 
Sphalerite, 65, 88 

Spinels, 45 
Stability, of crystals, 51 

of phosphors, 73, 252, 280, 343, 353, 
376, 377, 380-389, 410, 411, 414, 
417-421, 448-452, 453, 460, 461 

and scotophors, 312 
Stark effect, 107 
Stationary state, 14 
Statistics, Bose-Einstein, 7, 9, 116 

Fermi-Dirac, 7, 9, 115 
Std. VI phosphor, 308 
Std. VII phosphor, 308 
Stefan-Boltzmann law, 137 
Stimulation, 148, 160, 284-289, 298-312 
Stimulation spectra, 302-304, 306-308, 

310 
Stoichiometric proportions, 69, 70, 72 
Stokes^ law, of luminescence, 126, 316 

of sedimentation, 387 
Storage of excitation energy, 172-183, 

246-312, 468, 469 

Storing information, 414, 416, 470, 471 

Stroboscopic effect, 420, 424 
Substance, 69 
Substitutional impurities, 52, 63 

Substitutional sites, 62, 89-95 
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Superexcitation, 126, 348 

Surface imperfections, 164 
Surface layers on crystals, 53, 319, 435, 

439,443 
Surface sites, 89, 90 
Surface states, 115, 125 
Surface tension, 34 

Sylvite, 88 
Symbols, activation energy, 23 

chemical, 13, 14, 46, 59, 60 

crystallographic, 42-47 
nuclear, 10-13 
phosphor, 64-66, 67, 68, 75, 76, 89, 

93, 364, 365 

spectroscopic, 12, 14-21 
Symmetry elements, 41-44 
Symmetry group, 42-44 

System, 16, 135 

Television phosphors, 438-453 
Television scanning, 354, 355, 358 

Temperature, Curie, 140 
Debye characteristic, 140, 142-144 
during crystallization, 48-51, 62, 64~, 

74 
effect, on emission spectra, 184-191, 

239 
on luminescence, 2, 104-106, 123- 

127, 132, 136-148, 342-349 
on thermal radiation, 1, 2, 137-139 

Temperature break point, 126, 138-147, 
265, 269, 334, 34^-354, 460, 466 

versus excitation density, 347, 348 
versus peak wavelength of emission, 

142, 144, 145 
Tenebrescence, 147,148, 310-312 

decay of, 311 
Tenebrescent CRT screen, 429-430; T21 
Terminology of luminescence, 147-161 
Terrill’s equation, 158 
Tertiary excitants, 818, 319, 321 

Texture, 169, 461 
Therapy with phosphors, 426, 427 

Thermal agitation, 22, 23, 29, 38, 41, 45, 
50-54, 98, 140, 144, 346, 351, 352 

Thermal dissociation of ZnS and CdS, 99 
Thermal emissive power, 137 

Thermal radiation, 1, 2, 28, 105, 130- 

139, 153, 482, 483 

“Thermoluminescence,” 148, 161 
Thermoquenching, 161, 182, 183, 287 

Thermostimulation, 161, 176-183, 276, 
298-312, 323 

Thomson-Whiddington law, 158 
Tilgung^ 148 

Time cycles during crystallization, 47- 
50, 62, 64-74 

decay, see Power-law decay 
Toxicity of chemicals, 63, 414, 415, 426 
Transition, allowed, 18, 19, 21, 115, 149 

forbidden, 21, 115, 149 

Transition probability, 19, 115, 120, 122, 
144, 149, 252, 258-261, 285 

Transmission, of excitant, 153, 154 

Trap, 67,73,127,131-135, 284-288,299- 
312 

electron, 122-124, 127-129 
positive-hole, 117 

Trap concentration, 274, 367 

Trap depth, optical, 180, 181, 298 
thermal, 180, 181, 298 

Trapped-electron absorption region, 163, 
164 

Trapping, 170-183, 269-281, 284-299 
Trapping activator, 274 
Triboeloctric effect, 171, 172 
Triboluminescence, 148, 171, 172 
Trinoscope, 462 
Tuning indicators, 428 
Tunnel effect, 37 

Ultraviolet (UV), 2 
Ultraviolet lamps, 62, 63, 407, 408, 415- 

418 
Ultraviolet sources and filters, 62 
Unit cell, 40, 41 

Valence, 17, 18, 24, 25, 52, 53, 57, 72-75, 
91, 96-101, 111 

Vegard’s law, 93 
Velocity of electrons, 8, 36, 158 
Vibrational modes, 113, 115 

Vibrational states, 29-31 
Vibration of atoms, 54 
Vtelfachsmse, 126, 140-142, 300 
Viscosity, 33 
Vitreous luminescent materials, 322, 414 

Volatilization, of ingredients, 72 
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Volatilization, selective, 36, 82, 83, 88, 89 

Voltage, break-even, 444 

Washing phosphors, 65, 76, 78, 79 
Water molecule, 28, 30, 484r-487 
Wave function, 4, 14, 24, 26, 36, 55-57, 

113, 133, 134 
Wave-function overlap, 56, 119, 130, 131 
Wavelength, diffraction, 4, 5, 7, 8 

radiation-conversion, 6, 8 

Wave mechanics, 4, 14, 26, 33 
Wave number, 107-109 
Wave-number vector, material particle, 

112-117 
reduced, 113 

“White’' colors, 417, 431, 438-441, 452 
Wien’s displacement law, 137 
Willemite, 48, 68, 88 
Writing speed, 429 
Wurtzito, 66, 88 

X-ray emission, 248 

X-ray fluorescence, 104, 105, 140, 318, 
320, 363, 366 

X-ray radiation, continuous, 483 
X-ray sources, 62 

Zeeman effect, 397 

Zentren verschiedener Dauer, 97, 288 
Zinc blende, 65 
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